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Sexuality 

 

Ramson’s theory stresses the importance of castration anxiety as the 

main reason behind the psychopathology of various neuroses, sexual 

dysfunctions and sexual deviations; however it does not support the Freudian 

Oedipal theory. 
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A Male child has to identify with his father that he is also a male. This 

process is called as sex identification. In addition to sex identification the boy has 

to have gender identification with his father with the net result of obtaining adult 

male sexual identity. 

Sex Identification; 

During the period of 2-3 years the boy will engage in sex exploration. i.e. 

body exploration; this exploration leads to the discovery of the organ penis; 

handling the penis gives him some pleasure which will make him to indulge in 

repeated fingering of the penis; the pleasure out of repeated handling of the penis 

is only sensual in nature and it could not be called as infantile masturbation. 

Unfortunately parents equate this behavior with masturbation and as they 

condemn the boy’s penis handling behavior they initiate castration anxiety on him 

-  “Mooka aruthuduvaen” [cut off the nose / mookku- nose; arukka - to cut; nose = 

penis]. During this time police / thief, doctor / patient and teacher / student plays 

enacted by children are their own ways of mastering the castration fear and these 

plays do not indicate their intention to become doctors or police later in their life. 

Oral pleasure while eating and anal pleasure while defecation are only 

sensual pleasure and there is no sexual pleasure {eros} out of them; hence  there 

could not be oral phase or anal phase in the psycho sexual development of a child 

{kissing, fellatio and cuninglingus are not  based on oral pleasure and these acts 

should not be called as oral sex; as the 6-12 years period is an important one in the 

psychosexual development of a child, there could not be any latency / dormancy 

period as told by Freud. There are no stages of sexual development. Psychosexual 

development is a continuous process which starts by the end of 2nd year from sex 

identification to adult sexual identity in the late teens. 

The boy longs to have the size of the body, shape of the shoulder and penis 

as that of his father; he imagines that if he could move closely with his father he 

 

   1.1. Development of Psycho – social Sexual Identity  
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will get him what he needs; this primitive identification with his father is based on 

Frazer’s’ theory of contagion - a magical thinking. 

Gender Identification; 

During the period of 3-12 years the boy has to have masculine gender 

identity as that of his father; the masculine characters are being aggressive, 

dominant, outgoing, masculine style of walking, dressing, speaking and interests 

in special play activities; the boy will imitate his father’s gender-related behavior 

with the secret mission of getting a tall, big body and there by a big penis; his 

father’s acceptance and approval of his behavior and body growth will strengthen 

his identification with his father; to test whether the boy has identification 

problems or not, his parents, specifically, his grandma and grandpa used to ask 

him,” Are you a mother’s pet? or father’s child?”; this is vice versa for a girl child. 

Gender Definition; 

The American Heritage Society (2000) uses the following two sentences to 
illustrate the differences between sex and gender. 

The effectiveness of the medication appears to depend on the sex (not 

gender) of the patient; in peasant societies, gender (not sex) roles are likely to 

be more clearly defined. 

Sexologist John Money coined the term gender role in 1955. "The term gender 
role is used to signify all those things that a person says or does to disclose himself 
or herself as having the status of boy or man, girl or woman, respectively. It 
includes, but is not restricted to, sexuality in the sense of eroticism”. 

The Process of Getting Sexual Identity; 
• Sex identity interacts with gender identity resulting in sexual identity which 

leads to adult sexual behavior. 

• Male sex identity + with masculine traits (gender identity) → male sexual 

identity → adult male sexual behavior. 

• Female sex identity +with feminine traits (gender identity) → female 

sexual identity → adult female sexual behavior. 

• Social reinforcement and modeling are the psychosocial factors which 

promote one’s sex identity and gender identity. 

• Psychosocial factors also interact with neuro endocrine system and the 
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fronto limbic- hypothalamo pituitary axis which in turn promote the 

development of skills of recognition of psychosocial sexual clues 

                                    Development of Psychosexual Identity 
 
 

 
 

Possession; 
 

Supposing the boy has a male sex identity but he is attracted towards the 

mother’s feminine characters he will have a male sex identity but then a feminine 

gender identity; This boy might devalue his penis and develop a “longing“ for breast 

and vagina assuming that his mother with breast is efficient, powerful, supportive, 

giving, caring and loving; he equates breasts to loving and caring, which is a form of 

magical thinking; the boy who is longing to have breast and to have feminine gender 

characters wants to disown the penis because of devaluation of his male sex organ as 

his father is arrogant, harsh, punitive, irresponsible and always under intoxication. 

The boy who is longing to have breasts will move away from his father because 
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of his unwillingness to have penis and he will always move closely with mother with 

an idea that close contact with her will enable him to develop breasts; if his motivation 

is thwarted and not promoted  but  ridiculed by his  mother he might develop breast 

envy unless his breast longing behavior is overcome by a strong process of 

identification with his father with some miraculous improvement in the father / son 

relationship. 

When a boy with strong male sex identity has a desire to have masculine gender 

characters identifying with his father, and wishes to have male secondary sexual 

characteristics like mustache, masculine voice and a big penis, will move closely with 

father thinking that close contact with him will enable him to get mustache, long penis 

in the future. These male children will value their penis and they will develop a strong 

male sexual identity. 

The boy who is longing to have a big penis will indulge in behaviors to please his 

father to have a big body and a big penis. This boy will be afraid of moving closely with 

his mother, with the fear that his closeness will bring him the breasts {Frazer’s theory 

of magical thinking / fear of contagion}; hence the boy moves away from his mother 

not because of resolution of oedipal complex during the period of 3-5 years but 

because of fear of developing not only feminine attributes but also physical attributes 

like breasts. 

The girl who wants to have a penis will move closely with her father and shun 

away from her mother because of the fear that moving closely with her will bring her 

breasts which she devaluates always; if her penis seeking behavior is blocked she will 

develop lifelong  “penis  envy “unless  her  penis envious behavior is  overcome  by a 

strong process of identification with her mother with some miraculous improvement 

in the mother / daughter relationship. 

During the 5-12 years period {latency period of Freud} the boys will move only 

with boys in groups and the girls will move only with girls; this behavior will enable the 

boys and girls to develop respective gender identification and this is based also on the 

fear of possessing / developing breasts by the boys and penis by the girls respectively. 

Possession vs Exploration; 
During the adolescent period, having gained the confidence of a 

clear, firm male sex  identity and strong masculine gender characters with the net 

result of having an appreciable / solid male sexual identity, the boy wants to explore 
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the breasts, by touching, since there is no more fear of possession of breasts or fear 

of contagion; he will be dreaming to see breasts whenever an opportunity comes in 

the classroom, playground, swimming pool or in the beach; these boys used to 

unbutton their shirts exposing their hairy chest; this is not to show their gold chain but 

to convey the females that they have no breasts and are fully males. 

Similarly the female will try to cover her chest with shawls so that no boy can 

see her developing breasts; one cannot fail to notice the “walking with shoulder erect 

posture“ of the boys [without the breasts] and the “shoulder down  posture” of the 

girls while walking [due to the heaviness of their breasts]; the decoration of shoulders 

with golden stars and the chest with medals by men, thus, has a symbolic meaning; a 

girl will expose her breasts only and exclusively to her only lover when the right time 

comes when she thinks that she has attained a solid female sexual identity with the 

complete disappearance of fear of contagion; in an unrestrained society the girl will 

wear tight T- shirts to convey the message to the boys that she has got breasts and 

she is a fully grown female; the boy will be seen always twirling his growing must ache 

upwards. The boy who has a poor male sex identity, poor male gender identity with 

the net result of having feeble male sexual identity will move closely with the girls not 

to explore the breasts but with the secret mission of possessing the breasts; these 

boys who have “longing for breasts  possession” might get attracted also towards the 

breasts of their mothers and sisters and this is not an incestual behavior as their 

intention is only possession and not exploration. 

During the premarital romantic period ‘touching‘ and ‘holding the hands’ 

together   and body contact between the boy and the girl will not provoke the earlier 

fear of possession of opposite body  attributes; this  leads to frequent  holding of hands 

and frequent hugging; now partners are ready to kiss each other; acceptance of each 

other’s gender / general characters and body attributes leads to kissing over the 

fingers, the forehead, the cheeks and finally to lip lock; this will take several days or 

weeks or months depending upon the personality of the partners, level of fear of 

contagion and the culture in which they live. 

Sweet Kisses; 

Children will be reluctant to kiss others after 3 years and  

will not accept kisses from others, even from parents and relatives; after 3-5 years, children 
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will give only ‘flying kisses’, because of fear of contagion. 

 
Why do man and woman kiss each other?! 

 
  Frazer’s Theory of Contagion 
When “a” is associated with “b” once, even when they are separated at a later date 

whatever things that happen in “a” will also happen in “b”; vice versa. 

Example; The placenta of the newborn calf is tied up on the branches of milk 

trees (peepal tree, country fig tree) with the magical belief that the mother cow will 

give more milk. 

“un echchil enakku vaendaam” (“ I do not want your spittle / contaminated food 

or water ”; echchil = saliva ) is the often said statement by the children in Tamil culture 

while unwilling to share the half-eaten biscuits or snacks from others  because of their 

unconscious fear that others saliva tinged food would affect their individuality. 

Children do not share a half-eaten candy with other children because of the 

magical fear of {Frazer’s theory of contagion} contamination and  losing one’s own 

developing individual identity and not because of fear of infection; this fear of 

contamination begins in the early childhood before the onset of ejaculation for boys 

and menarche for girls; as the small children grow older they will be ready to share a 

candy or a chocolate only, when the candy is divided/ shared by hands when it is 

covered by a kerchief or tissue paper [so that it is not tinged with other’s saliva]; as 

years go by they will be ready to share the chocolate covered by a kerchief and this 

time it is allowed to be bitten in between the jaws of a friend and is made in to pieces 

for sharing; as the fear over the saliva, contaminating their identity [fear of possession 

of character / body attributes] gets reduced with the passing of years, when the boy 

has the full confidence of male psycho sexual identity he will be ready to share half-

eaten snacks to share with his girlfriend; later it culminates in tasting her saliva itself 

through kissing during the end of his late adolescent period; the fear over the saliva 

which was there threatening all along in the past, say - for the last 15 years, ends in 

deep, forcible violent kisses, finally in “fingering” and tasting the vaginal  fluid itself in 

the bedroom; the fear of contamination makes the majority of people to indulge in 

one to one male / female sexual relationship; when the fear of contagion was more 

severe in the early childhood, the kiss will be more deep in the adolescent period. 
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“Echchil elai nayae! '' In Tamil means – doggy behavior. 

 

Maaran’s father scolded him for not studying well by saying,” go and drink the 

urine of Sivamani, then only you can learn good habits!”; few days later fifteen-year-

old Maraan was admitted in a hospital for attempting suicide!; the fear of contagion 

was the threat to Maran’s ego. 

Meenal was married to his maternal uncle [mother’s brother] for the last ten 

years; she was working as a teacher in a primary school; her husband, Sivanesan was 

doing agricultural work; Sivanesan was 10 years elder to his wife; there was no 

consummation of marriage even after a decade of ‘marital’ life. Meenal was very much 

obedient to her husband; she used to serve meal to him; she used to talk about 

household matters with him; but then she never allowed her husband to touch her; 

being her uncle, Sivanesan never scolded her for not giving consent for sexual life; 

both were brought for psychiatric help by Meenal’s mother [Sivanesan’s sister] for non 

consummation of marriage; Meenal said that she did not have any sexual interest and 

she was prepared to give consent to Sivanesan to get married fo rthe second time; 

The couple came for a second visit and there after they did not turnup. 

Malarvizhi was married to Kabilan for the last four years; Kabilan was 10 years 

older to Malarvizhi; she never allowed her husband to have sexual life with her; she 

had never served him food or water and never had any spontaneous talk with him; as 

she was brought by her mother for counseling, she did not show much interest in the 

counseling session; the patient did not come for the second visit. 

It was interrelated by the therapist that, both Meenal and Malarvizhi were not 

interested to have sexual intercourse with their husbands because of the reason that 

they had not turned away their fear of contagion from men who were 10 years older 

than them during their period of their psychosexual identity development; unless a 

person had fear of contagion towards a  person in the past he / she would not develop 

liking for sexual exploration of that person  later; the fear of contagion usually would 

be towards persons of opposite sex of similar age group [natural selection]; hence the 

age difference between couples should not  be more than  3-4 years, [giving 

allowances to cultural practice] and if  it is more than 7 years, definitely there will be 

problem in the sexual life of  the couples. The patriarchal society wants to have a 

young bride for the bridegroom because of the paranoid doubts about the virginity of 
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the women and also due to the fact that man always have unconscious fear of handling 

a woman whose age is equal to him in the bedroom apart from the idea of using her 

as maidservant for him in his old age. 

Mannan was brought for the complaints of sleep disturbances, lack of interest 
in maintaining his personal hygiene, delusion of reference and strong suicidal 
intentions following marital breakdown; he accused that his friends and neighbors 
were making fun of him that he was a no” 9 “and that was the reason for the failure 
of his marriages; as his own brother suspected his” potency”, he decided to commit 
suicide. 

Mannan got married to his sister’s daughter about6 years back; that time he 
was 26 and the girl was 16; There was no consummation; his marriage life ended soon 
as the girl opted to continue her studies; later he went abroad to work and returned 
home after 3 years; he again got married to a twenty six year old girl, 8 months back. 
But then his second marriage also ended in divorce, following interpersonal problems 
between in-laws as he could not make his wife pregnant even after 8 months of 
marital life. 

Mannan did not suffer from erectile dysfunction; his first marriage ended in 
divorce because his young wife did not have fear of contagion towards Mannan as he 
was her mother’s brother and Mannan also married her because of the compulsion of 
his sister; His sister’s daughter did not have fear of contagion towards him in her 
childhood as Mannan himself had looker after her as a caretaker when  she was a  
baby; his second marriage was broken because of the extreme anxiety on the part of 
bride’s  parents to have their grandson with in 8 months of marriage. 

Adolescents / Teenagers love; 

Teenagers’ love is not actually love; it is only an infatuation; the severity of 

infatuation [attraction] depends upon the severity with which the boy or the girl has 

repulsed away from each other because of fear of contagion earlier. Infatuation will 

be severe in emotionally unstable adolescents especially if they suffer from depressive 

illness where the passion becomes a vice. During adolescence, boys will pass a ‘look’ 

on girls without them noticing; he will pass comments on girls walking on the road; 

although his fear of contagion has gone he is still concerned about his full masculine 

growth; if a girl looks at the boy with a smile it will be a great moment for him; this 

will be a confirmation from her that he is a fully grown male; the boy / girl starts 

writing poems about his / her girlfriend / boyfriend; the boy with a strong 

psychosexual identity development  will create opportunities to talk and move with 

girls; his day time and night time preoccupations will be all about the ways to get the 
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attention of girls; he  will spend more time in choosing new trends particularly belts 

[belt symbolism] apart from clothes; as time passes he will go for dating with his girl 

friends; the boy will order for a cup ice-cream and the girl will order for a cone ice 

cream in the parlor; both are fond of holding their hands together [promises are 

made]; both do kissing and hugging; rarely sexual intercourse will occur. 

In the classrooms or in the playgrounds whenever there is a competition 

between boys and girls, boys will shout,” Boys are the best!”  and girls will shout, ”girls 

are the best!” These comments symbolize the meaning that boys'----- are better than 

girls’---- and vice versa. 

Marital Period; 

The groom coming from a family where both parents are loving, caring, 

intimate and responsible towards each other and towards children is willing to 

explore the bride, both her mind and her body. The embracing done by the bride and 

the bridegroom is an important sexual behavior and it signifies that they have 

overcome the fear of contagion.  

Foreplay; 

Foreplay does not begin in the bedroom; it is happening every day / night / 

every hour / every minute in the hall/ in the kitchen/in the work spot / in the presence 

of friends and guests/ during a party as the partners interact. This interaction gives an 

opportunity for the couple to explore the gender characters as well as general 

characters which will pave way for sexual exploration. 

Liking for Sexual Exploration; 

Slowly, foreplay will lead to touching the fingers / holding the hands which  

eventually results in intermittent eye contact and thereby the love chemistry starts. 

Subsequently the boy / girl indulges in sexual exploration of the female / male body 

from top to bottom; there is no specific sensual focus in the body as suggested by 

Masters and Johnson. Every ‘mm’ of the female /male body is sexually sensual on its 

own; the groom has to apply all the five sensory tools to explore the female body along 

with his male attributes. In fact sexual activity is the only activity where one can use 

all the five senses. This is exemplified by the great Tamil scholar and poet Thiruvalluvar 

{circa— 30AD} in Thirukkural. 
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“In this bangled beauty, dwell 

The joys of sight, sound, touch, taste and smell”. 
The contribution of Thiruvalluvar in the ‘kamathupaal’ of ‘Thirukkural’ is of 

immense help to understand the sexual relationship between men and women. The 

essence and the basis of sexual activity according to Thiruvalluvar is the depth of love 

between men and women. Thirukkural never mentioned about the various postures 

of sexual activity as mentioned in Kama Suthra of Vatsyayana {circa 400AD}. If one 

attempts to apply the techniques of Kamasuthra, the bridegroom can only do 

ananatomical examination of the female body and not sexual exploration of his female 

partner; ‘solli varuvathillai manmatha – k-kalai’- ‘sexual act cannot be taught in the 

class room’. 

As part of the sexual exploration, the boy indulges in cunnilingus and the 

girl/bride indulges in fellatio [totally normal / essentially healthy adult sexual 

behavior}. Fellatio is a common sexual behavior in the community and some women 

used to swallow the semen. The acts of fellatio and cunnilingus are nonverbal 

communications between the partners that they would not provoke each other’s 

castration anxiety. There is one saying in Tamil related to fellatio, “Nakkaala mookka 

thodu'' in Tamil means to touch the nose with the tongue [naakku - tongue; mookku - 

nose]. This oral sexual exploration [not oral sex] is the total surrender of the ego of a 

man and a woman and the subsequent intercourse [bell symbolism / penis in the 

vagina] is the ultimate union of the mind and body of the manhood and womanhood 

which  essentially sustains the human race; it is pathological if there is no fellatio / 

cunnilingus between the partners and it may lead to interpersonal problems; to repeat 

again there is nothing called as oral sex; there is only oral exploration of female and 

malegenitals. 

Palayee, a forty – year – old female, accompanied by her husband, said to the 

doctor, while giving her sexual history, “We used to have sex frequently; apart from 

penile penetration, I always like to do fellatio on him and I used to swallow the semen 

and I like that doing every night!”; Palayee was diagnosed to have suffering from 

chronic panic attacks. Her son was already receiving treatment for depression and 

migraine attacks. Few years later Palayee lost her husband and the doctor could not 

see the original charm on her face in the subsequent years of follow-up. 

Kannamma was brought for psychiatric help by her friend [who was already on 
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treatment for depression]. Kannamma’s problem was that she could not get orgasm 

while she was having intercourse with her husband except occasionally. Her husband 

used to have penile penetration every night without any foreplay. She remembered 

that whenever he did cunnilingus during sexual activity, she could have orgasm. 
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 The Ololugê (Ritual Cry) / ululation/ ooo la lalalaleo.. 
 

The loss of erection of a castrated person can be made alright [resurrection]  by 

his partner concerned by her special technique of “handling”  the penis there by giving 

rebirth to the dead [penis] which is  called as “kai raasi [sariyaana  kai - the correct 

hand]“ or “kai pakkuvam” [kai vaaku - hand skill] of that female which is nothing but 

the “healing touch!” by the partner. The dead penishas to wait for rebirth till the 

completion of the third day of the menstruating partner. The Third day resurrection 

symbolism is also equated with the timing of onset of spring subsequent to the 

seasons of summer and winter and also with the winter solstice. 

 

The sound ululation is a long, wavering, high – pitched vocal sound resembling 

a howl with a trilling quality. Widely practiced in southern and eastern parts of India, 

ululation is especially done by women rolling their tongues and produce this sound 

during all Hindu temple rituals, festivals, and celebrations. Ululation is an integral part 

of most Hindu weddings as to welcome a groom or bride or both. In Tamil it is known 

as kolavai; in Kerala, kurava; Bengalis and Oriyas call it ulu-uli. Assamese call it uruli. [ 

- ka – la] = ololuge – the latter’s are in reversed order; [ka = va, va = ka]. 

 
If women are attending the sacrifice, they should raise a shrill cry, like a flute 

trill, "ololololololo... lugay!" as the cut is made. In the ancient days this is the 
traditional cry in Mediterranean by which women invoke the Gods. The Latin word for 
making the ololugêisululo meaning--owl [-ololuge is owl cry]. The Libyan women are 
greatly given to such cries and utter them very sweetly. 

In Egypt reference to ululation appears on the inscription of the Pyramid texts 
of Unas. In ancient Greece ululation or ololuge was normally used as a joyful 
expression to celebrate good news or when an animal's throat is cut during sacrifice. 
However, in Aeschylus Agamemnon, along with being an expression of joy, it is also 
used for fury and in Sophocles’s Electra it is employed as an expression of grief. Homer 
and Herodotus had mentioned ololuge (ululation) in their works. 

 

1.2. The Ololuge 
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Ululation is commonly practiced by Jewish women of Mediterranean 
communities originating in North Africa, the Middle East as well as in Ethiopia, and 
central and south Asia at all joyous occasions such as at circumcisions, communal 
celebrations, weddings, bar Miswa celebrations, and most of all at henna celebrations. 
The cultural practice has spread to other Jews, particularly where members of 
different Jewish ethnic communities come together, and is also to be found among 
American Jews as well. Recordings of various styles of ululations are commonly found 
in the music of artists performing Mizrahi styles of music. In Morocco it is known as 
barwaláor you. 
Ululation is also used in funerals of martyrs in the Muslim world, since they are 
believed to be going to Jannah. In the Middle east Zaghareet is an ululation performed 
to honor someone. In East Africa ululation (or ililta) performed by worshippers is a 
feature of services in the Ethiopian Orthodox and Eritrean Orthodox Churches, and is 
also commonly used in secular celebrations such as parties or concerts. Ululation is 
incorporated into African musical styles such as Shona Music. 

- Ilita has the consonants – la – the- and the original Tamil word is uoolai 
iduthal- to howl. 

 
Origin of the word Ololuge 

 
- Ololuge [Latin] has the consonants – la – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

uoolai  iduka / kulavai iduthal [missing letter- the -] to howl / to olouge – 

Azhuka in tamil.   

- to howl [E] has the consonants the – ka- la and the and the original Tamil 

word is kulavai iduthal - to olouge. 

It is believed that the term ululation is an onomatopoeic word derived 

from Latin word ololuge [owl cry]. Ululation is called as Kulavaiin Tamil 

[kuralvalai– throat-- vocal cord] [sound from throat] and Kurava in Malayalam [? 

from the word kuraithal - barking of a dog, howling of a wolf]. This ‘kural valai‘/ 

vocal cord sound is made to resemble the howl of a dog or a wolf and the howl 

is called as “oolai/ oolai iduthal” in Tamil. 

 
Psychology of Olouge; 

Well! Why do the women of South Indian Tamils, Libyan, Mediterranean, 
Egyptian, Israel and Palestine and Ethiopian women indulge in uluation or Oolai 
iduthal?! 
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Do they have common ancestors from which they had learned the cultural practice of 
ululation?! 

Do men ululate? “Olam yidal” [inTamil] is done by a person when he is 

facing impending death in the hands of enemies when he is all alone without 

help. This death cry [olam] is a ‘cry for help’ from neighbors and God. In other 

words, “Oolai” / olouge is made by a man when he gets castrated   [symbolic 

sacrifice] in the hands of his enemies. That is the reason, mothers/women of 

Tamil Nadu do not like their children, particularly boys making ‘oolai oasai ‘ - 

olouge even for the sake of fun while playing; ululation was traditionally and 

initially practiced by women during sacrificial [animal and human] ceremonies to 

invoke god to accept the sacrifice; later, when the king/ leader was killed by the 

enemies, thereby the king’s citizens got castrated [symbolic  sacrifice] , women 

made oolai oasai /olouge to invoke god to come for their rescue and to undo the 

injustice done to their warrior king and his people; that is why the howling noise 

has a mixture of sadness [mindset of the howling women] as well as fearfulness 

[to those who listen to it] inducing fear of castration on their enemies in the 

hands of their own men. In fact' oolai’ or olouge was made by mothers / women 

to induce life and energy to their castrated son/ husband to take vengeance on 

their enemies; as days went on, olouge was made during marriage and 

pregnancy by women with an idea of expecting the birth of a warrior men to face 

[castrate] their enemies. Finally in agriculture, to promote fertility, olouge was 

made by women to invoke god during sowing and harvest times. 

Why do women howl like a dog or wolf or jackal? To understand that let 

us see the worship of dogs or wolves in the ancient past as gods, goddesses or 

god’s vehicle. 

Dog/Wolf Worship in Various Cultures; 

“Bau” was originally one of the three main deities of the Sumerian pantheon. 
She was portrayed as a dog-headed goddess of healing and life. Dogs are her sacred 
animals and dog and puppy burials were found at her temples. 

The belief that a dog's licking of wounds aided healing seems connected with Bau's 
position of goddess of physicians. 

With the rise of the goddess Inanna [Annai / mother] in Sumerian religion, Bau and her 

various manifestations began to be assimilated by Inanna; the latter goddess had 

seven hunting dogs; her husband Dumuzi was also said to have black royal dogs 
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in the story of Inanna's descent into the underworld. 

Artemis was known as the "Wolf Goddess" and had a wolf on her shield. Both she and 

her Roman counterpart Diana were accompanied by a pack of hunting dogs. 

Temples to Lycian Apollo or "Wolf-like Apollo '' were common in ancient 

Greece. Apollo [Pazhani - sun god of Tamil people / Baal god] was known as 

Lykegenes "of she-wolf descent" in reference to his mother Leto. The wolf was 

Apollo’s sacred animal. 

Even Zeus had wolf connections among the Arcadians. Zeus Lykaios or 

"Wolf Zeus" was the patron deity of Arcadia. There was a story that a man 

turned into a wolf at each yearly sacrifice to Zeus Lykaios. 

The death goddess Hecate was closely linked with dogs and sometimes 

portrayed as dog-headed; her special pet was Cerebos, the three-headed guard 

dog of the entrance to Hades. The connection of dogs to death, the underworld 

and resurrection may be linked to the practice of "dog burial" and the devouring 

of corpses by dogs. 

Rome was built by Romulus and Remus, both suckled by a she-wolf 

according to tradition. Romulus went on to become Rome's first king. Wolves 

were apparently sacred to the Etruscans, who formed part of the heritage of 

Romulus and Remus, and they made many statues of wolves. 

The she-wolf of the Capitol was the emblem of Rome. 

Among the Muslims, the dog was generally considered unclean; however, 

one great exception to this rule was the Saluki breed which was proclaimed in the 

Koran no less as the "gift of Allah.” 

The Brahmins of India classified the dogs as unclean but this is a rather late 

addition to Indian culture. By no means, however, one can consider that the dog 

was widely deplored. 

In fact, in various parts of India especially in eastern states like Orissa, the 

supreme godhead is represented by Bhairava, a form of Shiva, who either takes 

on the form of a dog or more commonly has dog companions or vehicles. A less 

common manifestation of Shiva in other parts of India known as Khandoba also 

had the same attributes. These deities appear in Nepalese Buddhism as 

Yamantaka, a wrathful god who conquers the forces of death. 

Interestingly in the Vedic literature, generally considered the oldest in 

India, many deities have dog companions. Indra, the Vedicgod had as his 
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companion and messenger the faithful bitch Sarama. She gave birth to two sons, 

the Sarameyas, who in turn became the companions and messengers of Yama, 

the lord of death. 

Dogs have a major religious significance among the Hindus in Nepal and 

some parts of India. Dogs are worshiped as a part of a five-day Tihar festival that 

falls roughly in November every year. In Hinduism, it is believed that the dog was 

a messenger of Yama, the god of death, and dogs guard the doors of Heaven. In 

order to please the dogs they were going to meet at Heaven's doors after death, 

so that they would be allowed in Heaven, people mark the 14th day of the lunar 

cycle in November as Kukur-tihar, as known in Nepali language for the dog's day. 

This is a day when the dog is worshiped by applying tilaka (the holy vermilion 

dot), incense sticks and garlanded generally with marigold flowers. 

It is thought that the Hebrews disdain for the dog may have been a 

reaction to dog worship among the Egyptians [Anubis] and Canaanites. In 

Ashkelon, an ancient Canaanite city, a huge dog cemetery has been excavated 

dating to Persian times. 

Pliny stated that among the Ethiopians there were people who kept a dog as 

king. They made judgements based upon interpretations of the disposition and 

actions of the dog king. 

In addition to canine or part-canine gods, dogs are also found profusely as 

companions of the gods. In this sense they are usually divine and immortal and in 

a sense gods themselves. 

Mithras, the Persian savior god, also had hunting dogs that helped him in 

the slaying of the bull. The dog was considered sacred to Mithras followers in 

ancient Europe. 

Period of Dog Worship; 
It seems that when people were indulging in animal worship in the ancient 

past, dog and wolf were the important animal deities prior to the beginning of 
worship of bull and goats during the early part of hunters –gatherers period. 

Tongue Symbolism; 
In many instances of tribal art the tongue symbolizes fertility or is used as a 

substitute image for the phallus. The act of licking one’s lips, running one’s tongue 
along the upper lip, and perhaps even making a licking gesture are all considered 
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sexual signals in our culture. 
The tongue is sometimes associated with protection. Ancient Chinese 

tombs would occasionally feature tongues on them to frighten away evil spirits, 
and in the depictions of the Egyptian deity Bes the protruding tongue is used as 
a defensive gesture to symbolize protection. 

The seductive, and protective tongue is also an aggressive symbol. Images 
of Kali’s protruding tongue can be seen to symbolize her consuming power. The 
extended tongue is depicted in Maori art as an aggressive symbol. Fire flame is 
often equated with tongue. 

Tongue may have both serpent and phallic symbolism. Tongues are also 
indicative of the voice of the gods. In medieval Christianity and Oriental art, 
large, protruding tongues are often the sign of demons or the devil. 

Baring teeth and protruding tongues have long been displays of 
aggression and dominance in the animal kingdoms. Teeth can also symbolize 
sexual potency. Breaking the tooth of someone is considered as a grievous 
injury. 
Olouge Symbolism; 

As noted already, Inanna, Bel Merodach, Bhairava, Khandoba, Dattatreya, Yama, 

Indra, Artemis, Hecate, Diana and Woden are among those who had dogs or wolves as 

their companions. It seems that dogs associated with gods like Bhairava , Yama, Zeus 

and Apollo induce death fear. The dogs associated with Goddesses, Inanna, Artemis, 

Diana and Bau signify fertility or healing. 

The belief that a dog's licking of wounds aided healing seems connected with Bau’s 

position of goddess of physicians. 

It is more interesting to note that the dog can lick its own wounded/infected 

testes to cleanse the wounds and to promote healing. As we know that the injury to 

the testes is nothing but wounds of castration. Licking the testes by one’s woman will 

help the man to recover from the wounds of castration his enemies have induced. That 

was the reason goddess Bau was considered as the goddess of healing / goddess of the 

physicians. To put it in a nutshell the women folk heal the wounds of castration of men 

by doing fellotia. The long howling high pitched, wavering sound of olouge made by 

women with the left to right tongue movements signifies nothing but the combination 

of howling noise of the castrated man and the rhythmic fellotia done by his woman. 

Fellatio is done to give life to the castrated penis and to make a warning to their 

enemies who had castrated their men. Olouge is nothing but a form of phallus worship; 

such is the great service done by the women in the society, yet females are called as 
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“bloody bitches “[licking the blood tinged castrated testes of men] by the ungrateful 

chauvinistic patriarchal society. 

 [Bloody]Bitch; Its original use as a vulgarism, documented to the fourteenth 

century, suggested high sexual desire in a woman, comparable to a dog in heat. 

- bitch [E] has the consonants –pa- the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is 
pottai naai/ pedai–Female dog; pottai- female; naai- dog. 

- Fellatia [E] has the consonants – pa – la – the- and the original Tamil word is poolai 
uoombuthal 

- To suck the phallus; poolu –phalus. 

- Fellatia [E] has the consonants – pa – la – the- and the original Tamil word 
is poolai sapputhal [missing letter- sa-] - to suck the penis; sappu –to suck. 

- fellatia [E] has the consonants – pa – la – the- and the original Tamil word 
is paal mulaiyaei sapputhal [missing letter- sa-]- to suck the breasts; mulai- 
breasts; paal- milk; sappu- suck. 

 
Lullaby and Olouge; 

The sound “oolalalala le yei……” is made by mothers of TamilNadu while 

they make their crying children to put to sleep by singing ‘Thallatu’ song/lullaby. 

The sound “oo la lalalayei...” is made with tongue moving up and  down, instead 

of right and left as in ululation.  

The lullaby song is for the crying child [1-3 years] who was beaten by 

someone, sang by his mother to pacify him to reduce the child’s anger and to 

make him sleep while the ululation is for the castrated man made by his woman 

to heal the wounds of castration to give life to his penis to promote aggression / 

fertility by arousing him. It is just like giving life to a person who has stopped 

breathing in case of cardiac arrest or suffocation induced by drowning, 

poisoning and electrocution by mouth to mouth artificial ventilation as a 

method of first aid. 
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Dislike for Exploration; 

 When both parents are quarrelsome, dominating each other, not communicating 

adequately, abusing one another, irresponsible and not caring {different combinations of 

giving, receiving and taking away personality traits}, children of these parents will 

devaluate their own genitals as well as that of opposite sex. These boys and girls will 

develop a “ dislike”  for sexual exploration even if they get married. They will indulgein 

inadequate exploration of the mind and body of the opposite sex which might end in 

absence of cunnilingus and fellatio. Erectile dysfunction, vaginismus and orgasmic failure 

with frequent interpersonal problems in day – to-day affairs are common. Some people 

may develop an unwillingness to get married. 

Breast Envy; 

When the father is passive, seclusive and the mother is dominating yet 

responsible {Meenachchi rule-- matriarchal} in the perception of the boy, later 

he will develop penis devaluation and overvaluation of breasts which might lead 

to a life-long ‘longing’/ craving to possess breasts. When his breast possessive 

behavior is blocked by the family and the society he will develop breast envy. 

The girl from that family will have overvaluation of breasts and penis 

devaluation and so she may not satisfy her husband sexually. 

Behaviors Related to Breast Envy; 

As the person with breast envy devalues his penis he is afraid of exploring 

the vagina with his organ. This may lead to homosexual behavior, where he finds 

someone who is there at least to “value” his worthless penis; for the active 

partner, in a homosexual relationship, the anus is not the vagina [which he is 

afraid of because of castration anxiety by a woman] and for the passive partner 

his own anus is now transformed into a vagina [for which he has a ‘longing’ to 

possess] as the penis goes in. Breast envy may lead to transsexualism, masochism. 

Few persons may indulge in sexual violence like rape. Rape is nothing but 

damaging the breasts and vagina. The idea behind rape is,” No one can possess 

1.3.Deviation in the Development of 
Psychosexual Identity    
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[the breast / vagina] which I cannot possess”! 

Behaviors of Longing for Breast Possession; 

The adolescent boy with a longing for breast possession will always be in 

the company of his female friends. He will go for ‘dating’ with females. During 

‘dating’ there might be hugging and even kissing but there will be no sexual  

exploration, as he has a secret mission of getting the breasts. His female friends 

will consider him as “harmless!” He may develop erectile dysfunction later in his 

sexual life as he has unwillingness and fear to explore the vagina with his penis as 

he has penile devaluation and overvaluation of the Vagina. Hysterical symptoms 

may erupt and he might see “mother” on his wife; if he is the head of a religious 

group he will be well appreciated for this ‘super’ philosophical idea of seeing a 

mother on his wife, by his devotees. Delusion of infidelity can arise because of the 

fear that someone else is exploring his wife sexually. His wife might indulge in 

masturbation, extramarital affairs or the equivalent one i.e. gossiping. Denial of 

breast possession might make him a pseudo – priest {definite misfit}. When 

interpersonal problems arise, the boy may opt to retain the ‘possessed’ breasts in 

the form of a wife figure and he will not opt for divorce. For some men, breast 

longing behavior is the reason behind their dependence on alcohol. 

Breast Longing Behavior In Our Culture; 

In Kerala, during the Bagavathi Amman {fertility goddess} temple festival, 

male devotees used to dress up in female costumes. Cine heroes dancing in 

female costumes are highly appreciated by the audience/fans in the Indian film 

industry. 

Fear over Vagina; 

When the father is docile, submissive, and affectionate and the mother is 

dominant, punitive yet caring and responsible, the son from that family will value 

his, as well as opposite genitals. But then he might have fear over the vagina 

resulting in fear over vaginal exploration with his penis. To ward off this fear he 

will watch blue movies to alleviate his anxiety over penile penetration. He might 

indulge in voyeurism. Premature ejaculation is a common symptom. Denial of 

fear over the vagina might lead to promiscuous behavior and exhibitionism [“I Am 

not afraid of vagina; you are only afraid of penis”- denial of castration anxiety]. 
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Our idea is very similar to Freud’s view that exhibitionism is a way to tell the 

public and to also reassure oneself that one was not castrated -i.e. denial of 

castration. But then, we do not believe Freud’s ideas that the women are 

castrated since birth and oedipal complex. 

Penis Longing Behavior; 

When the mother is docile, passive and the father is dominant [Natarajan/ Siva rule 

--Indian Zeus] the daughter of that family will have vaginal devaluation and overvaluation of 

penis. This might lead to penis longing behavior and if her ideas are ridiculed by the family 

and by the society she may develop penis envy. If the son from that family develops 

overvaluation of the penis and vaginal devaluation he will have less interest to explore the 

female body. 

Behavioral Manifestations of Penis Longing Behavior; 

During adolescence, the girl with penis longing behavior will be always in the company 

of boyfriends; kissing and hugging will be there during dating with the secret idea of 

possessing a penis; there may be occasional sexual union also. She will be satisfied to possess 

a penis in the form of her husband. But then there will be less frequent sexual intercourse 

{her husband has to indulge in masturbation, extramarital behavior or gossiping}. On the 

contrary, some women might indulge in prostitution, a way to possess many penile organs. 

Polygamy [poly gyny] in males is an equivalent behavior. If it is so, most of the kings and 

royals with 1000 of women were actually male prostitutes in the eyes of chaste women. 

Ambivalence towards penis longing behavior may lead to hysterical symptoms and 

transvestism. Trans sexualism will not be there, because being a female is an advantage in 

some socio-cultural aspects. However there may be masochism. 

Behavioral Manifestations of Penis Envy; 

The girl with penis envy is unable to experience the penile activity with 

her worthless vagina {orgasmic failure} and so she would settle down for a 

female partner who is there to value her ‘inferior’ breasts. However, this lesbian 

behavior is less common when compared to male homosexuality because a 

female could get / possess a penis through intercourse. This could be one of the  

reasons for less incidence of vaginismus in females when compared to erectile 

dysfunction in males. Some females might indulge in cigarette smoking. Witches 

flying on broom sticks are examples for penis envy in folklore. For the same 
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reason men consider it a shame to get ‘beatings’ from a woman with her 

broomstick. 

Fear over Penis; 

When the father is harsh, punitive, abusive yet responsible {with giving and 

taking away personality traits} and the mother is soft, passive, submissive but 

affectionate {with receiving and giving traits}, the girl from that family, will value 

the vagina as well as the genitals of the opposite sex. But then, she might develop 

fear over the penis which may result in fear over sexual exploration. Hence, 

vaginismus and hysterical symptoms can arise. Denial of fear over the penis and 

its penetration might lead to promiscuous behavior. 

 

A  young adult by name Abu came to have psychiatric help accompanied 

by his parents; he was in a sad mood as he got divorced a week ago; he came 

all the way to India from Middle east, where he was working as an office 

assistant just for the purpose of signing the necessary divorce related legal 

documents; he was much upset that he had brought shame to his family  in the 

form of divorce; he was married to an eighteen-year-old Nazreen eight months 

back only; after marriage he spent 4 months with her before going to his place 

of work; during that time he could not establish a good rapport  with her as 

Nazreen was not receptive; she did  not cooperate with him whenever he 

made sexual advances; she got frightened once, on seeing his penis; she used 

to tell him every night that she had no interest in “these activities“ and she 

conveyed him that she always wanted to go for higher education in the college; 

however he tried to give her some sexual education by asking her to watch 

porn videos against her will; she could not be educated; Abu got disappointed 

and returned to Middle East; there he could not do his work as effectiently as 

before; he was sleepless most of  the nights; he was upset as could not become 

a father by making her wife pregnant during his stay in India; one of his cousins 

who got married at the same time of  his marriage  was going to be a father 

soon; meanwhile Nazreen demanded her in laws and parents to seek 

admission for her in a college in Chennai and wanted to continue her higher 

education and opted to stay in her parent’s house in Chennai; within few 
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weeks she demanded divorce from Abu after convincing her parents that she 

would live only with them and her disinterest to continue her life with Abu; 

Abu visited India once in between to convince her; but then all ended in vain as 

petty quarells erupted between in laws which eventually speeded up the 

proceedings of divorce; The “petty“ quarrel was all about the sexual potency of 

Abu. 

Nazreen’s aversion towards penis could be due due to [1] castration 

anxiety; But then Abu was always ready to alleviate her castration fear; 

actually she had disgust towards male genitals; probably she had not 

practiced [2] adult masturbation, which would have enabled her to have 

attraction towards male genitals; finally we do not know whether she 

continued to have [3] fear of contagion as she was in her teenage! 

Penis Complex - Golden Dagger; 

When the father is dominative, authoritative, responsible, respectable by 

others / society [giving traits are more compared to taking away traits - like a 

good king] and the mother is ignorant and passive [receiving traits are more 

compared to giving traits] the boy from that family will have overvaluation of 

his genitals and undervaluation of the female genitals resulting in superiority of 

his penis over breasts. This could lead to delay in getting him a royal bride. His 

narcissistic behavior leads to less frequent sexual exploration and sometimes 

retarded ejaculation. There will be no cunnilingus. Male chauvinism and sadism 

are other out comes. 

Big Brother Attitude; 

When two groups of people are quarreling with each other, and if 

someone [bigbrother] comes as an intermediary, one group will make a 

comment, ”Vanthutaan paaru! Evan periya aal- nnu!” which means that “the 

fellow has come – a person with a big penis”?; Periya-big; aal-person; 

vanthuttaan- has come; paaru –see. 
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Breast Complex - Golden Cup; 

When the father is submissive and the mother is authoritative, 

responsible and respectable and caring, the girl from that family will have over 

valuation of her genitals over male genitals resulting in breast complex. There 

could be a delay in getting a royal bridegroom for her. Vaginismus and orgasmic 

failure can occur. There will be no fellatio. 
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Castrate has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- Ra –the- and the original 

Tamil meaning of the word is kaa iadiththar/ vitha iadiththar/ neekkuthar 

vaendum – castration / to castrate; kaai -testis;vithai- seed; adiththar- beating; 

neekkuthar –removing. 

“A person’s ego is there in his genitals and not in his head;  beautification 

of one’s head with diadem / a cap, with feathers in the cap, turban and 

educational qualifications], beautification of scalp hair plaiting / hair 

straightening /hair dying /pinning of stars over the scalp hair, wearing golden 

necklace, applying lipstick, darkening the eyebrows, writing a long list of 

university degrees one has got with his name and having a staff in the hands [as 

the kings had in the past] army men with stars over the chest - all amount to 

decoration of one’s own genitals only”. The thorn crown over the head of Jesus 

signifies traumatizing his genitals- castration. 

The development of one’s sexual identity is a complex product of 

the interactions of various factors like identification of the boy/girl with his/her 

parents, parental gender and their general personality characteristics like giving 

traits, receiving traits, taking away traits, and the biological factors, namely the 

influence of hypothalamic system and frontolimbic cortex, the influence of the 

sociocultural factors including media’s role and the individual’s specific personal 

[castrating] experiences. In a given patient, the clinician has to find out the error 

that has taken place in psychological, biological, family or in one’s personal 

sphere. 

 

Aberrations in Men’s Psychosocial-Sexual Identity Development 
We have different views on the psychopathology of perversion when 

compared to Freudian psychoanalysis. 

Fetishism; Sigmund Freud believed that sexual fetishism in men is derived from 

the unconscious fear of the mother's genitals, from men's universal fear of 

castration, and from a man's fantasy that his mother had had a penis but that it 

 

1.4. Sexual Dysfunctions / Aberrations  
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had been cut off.The fetish object [a shoe] is the missed penis of his mother. Our 

assumption is that the ‘castration’ has a different and special meaning for girls 

which is nothing but loss of virginity / chastity and it has nothing to do with loss / 

lack of penis by birth. Fetishism is an attempt to possess [due to breast ‘longing 

‘behavior] the opposite sexual attributes and is based on a magical thinking. 

Transvestism is a similar type [breast ‘longing’] of behavior while transgender is a 

breast possessive behavior. The erotic feelings got by a boy by having the fetish 

object or by cross dressing are because of a narcissistic pleasure of having a 

satisfactory feminine psychosexual identity for which the person is longing for. 

Feet and slippers/shoes can be equated with phallus. A girl’s reaction 

towards an eve teaser is “Cheruppu Kizhinjudum Jakkirathai!” and it means,” I will 

beat you till my slipper gets torn!; be careful  “The inner meaning is that,” I will 

tear off your penis! Mind it! ”. We all know that it is not fair to hold the slippers by 

hand . In movies, we would have seen the psychopathic villain asking the hero to 

lick his shoes! Both the shoe and penis are dirty. 

The compulsion to exhibit, according to Freud, is dependent on the 

castration complex. It is a means of constantly insisting upon the integrity of the 

subject's own (male) genitals and it reiterates his infantile satisfaction at the 

absence of a penis in those of women. As we are against the theory of loss of 

penis in women as a result of castration, we consider that exhibitionism is done 

by a man to show the womenfolk in general [strangers] that he is not afraid of 

the vagina [castration by women -vagina dentata] and only the women are afraid 

of his penis [castration by men] 

 
▪ Penis valuation → breast liking->breast exploration. 

▪ Penis devaluation →   breast longing →breast possession→ breast envy. 

▪ Penis under valuation → vaginal phobia. 

▪ Penis over valuation → penis complex → golden dagger. 

▪ Breast valuation →penis liking → penis exploration.  

▪ Breast under valuation→ penis phobia. 

▪ Breast devaluation→ penis longing → penis possession→ Penis envy.  

▪ Breast overvaluation -> Breast complex/ golden cup. 

The valuation and devaluation processes mentioned here are not an 

absolute “yes or no” phenomenon; they are in a continuum. 
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Vaginal fear[an aberration in the psychosocio sexual development induced by 

castration anxiety] leads to voyeurism [fear about “doing “makes him to watch others’ ways 

of “doing“ and“to know the “know how“ of doing” ], frotturism [under valuation of penis], 

exhibitionism and sexual relationship with prostitutes [denial of castration fear]. 

Castration anxiety induced penis undervaluation will lead to erectile dysfunction, 

premature ejaculation and homosexual tendencies. Some men with penis undervaluation 

may become pseudo priests. Earning more money, being proud about higher education and 

power hunger are cultural perversions related to penis undervaluation. Anal intercourse is 

done by a male who has got penis devaluation/vaginal fear as a result of castration anxiety 

and the passive partner is a man with breast envy. 

‘Kaiyaal aaghathavan’ inTamil, literally means one who cannot do with his hands.The 

covert meaning is that the person is an impotent. The hand symbolizes the phallus [Tamil - 

poolu]. 

Narayanan was brought by his wife Padma to have a cure for his sexual inadequacy. 
Narayanan conveyed tohis doctor that he had no sexual inadequacy as told 

by his wife. He further added that he could not develop sexual interest towards 
his wife as she used to tease him every now and then. Here is a wife who is 
castrating her husband in the day and expecting him “to do” in the night. 

Recently married Natarajan sought psychiatrist’s help for the complaints of 

inability to sustain erection. He was not accompanied by his wife. ‘He said that 

the initial erection of his penis goes off while trying to penetrate; while enquiring 

further he said that his partner used to keep her legs just apart without keeping 

her knees bent and drawn towards her chest. This suggests that his partner has 

not progressed towards the state of adult masturbation. But then, Natarajan 

believed that the problem in penetration was because of his inability. 

Pleasure in castrating others will result in sadism because of overvaluation 

of penis [also due to undervaluation of vagina by women]. Breast envy, an 

aberration in the psychosocio- sexual development may lead to sadistic 

behavior like rape [mutilating the breast and the vagina]. Men beating the 

women/women beating the children] is a cultural perversion. 

Heterosexual men who indulge in anal intercourse with other men are 

called as bisexual. These are the people with antisocial traits/ borderline 

personality traits who equate anal intercourse with the pleasure of castrating 

a man which is nothing but, making a man into a women and it is an act of 
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aggression rather than a sexual one. A heterosexual man who indulges in anal 

intercourse with his wife is of similar nature, namely aggression towards her, 

by making her a man. Anal intercourse itself is an act of sadism. 

Constipation experienced by people in sharing common restrooms is 

because of symbolic sacrifice, namely castration anxiety / anal intercourse, 

thereby a man is made into a woman. Constipation in depressive patients is an 

example. The same castration anxiety makes some people to suffer from 

insomnia in new places while sleeping in dormitories. Sexual arousal while 

having enema is nothing but the intention to have anal intercourse and a wish 

to get castrated by a person who disowns his own genitals and has a longing to 

possess genitals of opposite sex. 

“Mannai kavuthal “in Tamil means eating or swallowing the soil / dirt of the 
victor by the victim. Eating the soil, Geophagy noticed in various cultures could be 
related to castration anxiety. “Munn soaru unnuthal '' means eating rice mixed 
with soil and milk, inside the temple complex [symbolic sacrifice / castration - 
before god] as a penance by devotees is common in TamilNadu. Since the soil has 
many nutrients which are essential for fertility of the agricultural lands, soil is 
associated with the semen of sky god/sun god. Pica seen in children is the result 
of either excess duration of suckling or lesser period of suckling. In that sense 
white clay is a substitute for mother’s milk as saliva is the substitute for milk in 
thumb sucking. These behaviors are based on survival anxiety and not related to 
castration anxiety. 

Geophagy was quite common among poor whites in the South-eastern United 
States. In the 19th and early 20th centuries, this was often ridiculed in popular 
literature. The literature also states that "Many men believed that eating clay 
increased sexual prowess, and some females claimed that eating clay helped 
pregnant women to have an easy delivery. Geophagy was common among slaves 
[castrated persons] who were nicknamed "clay-eaters" because they had been 
known to consume clay, as well as spices, ash, chalk, grass, plaster, paint, and 
starch. 

Use of filthy words, particularly by adolescents is not only based on the 
awareness of growing sexuality but also is a reaction towards castration. They 
always equate orders from parents with castration. Those who never castrate 
each other become friends in the adolescence period. 

Penis devaluation might lead to core homosexuality and genital mutilation. 
Breast longing behavior will lead to transvestism, fetishism and alcohol abuse. 

Men take alcohol for many reasons. Alcohol abuse is done by people who 
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have ‘breast possessive’ tendency because of the aberration in their psychosocio 
sexual development. Shouting “cheers' ' and striking the liquor glasses before 
taking alcohol symbolizes the joy of possessing the breasts [two cups together 
while striking]. It is more evident in men with borderline personality suffering 
from depression. Culturally alcohol use is meant for promoting union and to heal 
the wounds of castration. Alcohol binge or dependence ends in disunion and it is 
based on aggression which means castration. As alcohol is helpful in reducing the 
castration anxiety, some men could perform well sexually after taking alcohol. 
Cricket players uncorking and ‘shaking’ the champagne bottle after winning a 
match is a blatant action to show their joy that they have castrated their rivals. 
The purging liquor from the champagne bottle has a symbolic meaning. 

Since alcohol dependence by men [with borderline personality] is an 
attempt to possess breasts, treating them for abstinence will be a difficult job. 
Alcohol stimulates the sexual appetite of these men but however they are poor 
performers because of their breast possessive motivation [not exploratory 
motivation]. Women do not like their spouses dependent on alcohol as they 
equate alcohol abuse or dependence with extra marital affairs. 
Paintings of nude models: Breast possessive behavior is culturally expressed by 

some men through paintings and sculptures.The painters are the persons with 

breast possessive nature and the nude models are the narcissistic females who 

have not crossed the state of primitive masturbation to adult masturbation. 

“Kannthil muthamittal ullam thaan kallu very kolluthadi”-- [Tamil poet 

Bharathi’s song] means ‘while kissing his lover, he gets the pleasure of drinking  

kallu’[kallu--palm wine, a local alcohol beverage made from the sap of the 

coconut tree flower before it blooms]. 

Breast envy may lead to transsexualism. In some persons it may also 

lead to masochism [verbal or physical abuse by the partner i.e. getting 

pleasure while being castrated]. 

Penis overvaluation may lead to sadism. There will be no cunnilingus, no 

tongue bath and no kisses. There will be only penile penetration without 

exploration of female sexuality [union of body only]. Polygamy [polygyny] of 

patriarchal society is the result of penis overvaluation. Denial of property 

rights to women and forcing them to indulge in prostitution is also because of 

that. Enforcing dress code for women by the male dominant society is nothing 

but denial of breast valuation. 
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Perversions are More Common in Men; 
The child bearing /rearing fertility life of  women helps them to have a 

healthy valuation of breast as well as penis and to have a normal  psychosocio 

sexual identity; handling the discharges of the child helps them to reduce the fear 

of contagion;  other reason is that the female child ‘s initial and final 

identification figure is only the mother; on the other hand the boy has to shift his 

identification from his mother to father; this shifting problem creates  ambiguity 

and  confusions in the development of  identity of the boy, which makes him 

more vulnerable to sexual dysfunctions and perversions. The most important 

reason is that, the severity of castration anxiety induced by the father on his son 

is more than on his daughter in the house and men on men outside the house, in 

the society. 

Men with healthy penis valuation will indulge in breast liking behaviors 

namely, deep kissing, cunnilingus, tongue bath, full sexual exploration {union of 

mind and body}. Monogamy [neither patriarchal nor matriarchal] and polytheism 

will prevail in the society if all the men have healthy psycho sexual development. 

Aberrations in women’s psycho-social-sexual identity development; 
 

- Penis fear may lead to vaginismus. 
- Castration anxiety induced breast /vaginal under valuation may lead to frigidity. 

Pleasure in castrating others result in sadism; verbal abuse is a cultural breast/vaginal 
devaluation [less common] might lead to lesbianism. Penis longing behaviors are 
wearing full pants [ cross dressing ], having boys hair cut, smoking cigarettes, believing, 
identifying and following a single masculine god i.e. monotheism. 

- Penis envy may lead to masochism {verbal or physical]. i.e. pleasure while 

experiencing castration {loss of virginity or chastity} in the hands of a 

golden dagger. 

- Penis possession may lead to prostitution instead of transsexualism in women. 
- Breast overvaluation may lead to exhibitionism. Exhibitionism in movies is 

a cultural perversion. Islam prohibits these types of cultural perversion. 

Sadism is also a result of breast over valuation. 

- Healthy breast valuation will lead to fellatio, tongue bath with full sexual exploration. 
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Interpretation Based on the Theory of Jumbling 

Note : To no about  the details of jumbling theory of development of languages 

please read the  book titled Sumerian – Tamil dictionary return by the auther In 

academia.edu. 

 

- Penis has the consonants - pa -an -sa -and the original Tamil word is pun – sinnam–
penis. 

- Penis has the consonants – [- pa-] -an -sa-and the original Tamil word is sunni – penis.  
- Penis has the consonants – [- pa-] -an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is maani-

penis. 
- Penis has the consonants – pa -an – sa- and the original Tamil word is 

poona soonaa - vagina and the penis; poonaa - vagina; soona- penis. 

- Phallus has the consonants – pa- la –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is 

poolu- penis - the semen /paalu secreting adult penis; paal- milk.  

- Breast has the consonants - pa -Ra - [-sa-] –the- and the 

interpretation of the word is payoatharam –breast. 

- Breast has the consonants - pa -Ra - [-sa-] –the- and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is peruththa thanam/ madi- big breast; 

peruththa- big; madi - lap; thanam[Skt] – breast – breast – perusayida 

/getting in biger. 

- Libido has the consonants – la- pa –the- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is paalinpaththil naattam /eedupaadu- sexual interest; 

paalinpam- sexual pleasure;naattam- interest. 

- Libido has the consonants– la- pa –the- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is udal inpaththil naattam- sexual interest; udal- body; inpam- 

pleasure; naattam- interest. 

- Libido has the consonants – la- pa – the- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is paaliyal inpam / udal inpam- sexual / body pleasure. 

- Sex has the consonants -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa -]-and the interpretation of the 

word is kaamam/moakam[Skt] - sexual desire. 

- Sex has the consonants –sa- ka -[-sa-] - and the interpretation of the word 

is sampokam[Skt] [missing letter-pa-] - coitus. 
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- Sex has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the 

word is eekam- sexual passion. 

- Sex has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the 

word is vaikku- coitus. 

- Sex has the consonants – sa- ka – [-sa-] -and the interpretation of the 

word is ankkasankam[Skt] – body union. 

- Sex has the consonants – sa - ka – [-sa-] -and the interpretation of the 

word is saiyoakam[Skt] –coitus; seika- to do. 

- Sexology has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil 

word is kalavuiyal - sexology; kalavu- sexual intercourse; iyal- branch of 

science; ka= va; va=ka. 

- Sexual has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil 

word is keezhmu- sexual desire. 

- Sexual has the consonants – sa – ka –sa- la -and the original Tamil word is 

inai–vizhaichchu ichchai. Sexual desire; inai-vizhaichchu- coitus; ichchai-

desire. 

- Coitus has the consonants - ka –the- sa -and the interpretation of the 

word is sankaatam – coitus; yaeththuka- to mount. 

- Copulate has the consonants -ka -pa -la - the -and the original Tamil 

meaning of the word is inai vizhaichchi kolluthal – copulate. 

- Copulate has the consonants -ka -pa -la - the -and the original Tamil 

meaning of the word is kalavuiyal /paalinpam kolluthal - to indulge in 

sexual intercourse. 

- Vulva has the consonants - va –la- va -and the original / Tamil word is alkul 

paalikai [missing letter- pa-] the lips of the vagina; alkul- vagina; paalikai- 

lips. 

- Vulva has the consonants - va –la- va -and the original / Tamil word is sen-

k-kamalam [missing letter- sa-]- red lotus; semmai- red; kamalam- lotus; 

va= ka; ka=va. 

- Vulva has the consonants - va –la –va-and the original / Tamil word is 

kamala vaai- mouth of the lotus; kamalam- lotus; vaai- mouth. 

- Vagina has the consonants - va – ka – an-and the original / Tamil word is 

kueiyakanavaai –passage to the uterus; kueiyam- womb; kanavaai - 

narrow passage. 
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- Womb has the consonants - va–ma- [- pa-] -and the interpretation of the 

word is kueiyyam- womb. 

- Uterus has the consonants - the- Ra-[-sa-] - and the interpretation of the 

word is uthram - uterus /stomach. 

- Uterus has the consonants – the – Ra-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  

interpretation of the word is uyir thoandrum idam- the place where life 

appears;  uyir - life; thoandrum- appearing; idam- palce. 

- Kazhai [Tamil] has the consonants – ka –zha- and the interpretation of the 

word is linka [Skt]. 
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 “Of all the places in the world, the best and the most beautiful region is none other 
than the human genitals” – the symbols of fertility.  

Men and women are complementary to each other. No one is 

superior/inferior to others. Without one, the other cannot function on its own. 

Male and female are the essentials of human fertility. Arthanareeswarar/ Maa-

thiru Paakan, the fertility symbol, symbolizes this concept. Hermaphrodite 

[Hermis + Aprodite] is an equivalent fertility symbol in Greek mythology andit is 

wrong to call as intersex; both Arthanareeswarar/MaathiruPaakan and 

Hermaphrodite are equivalent to Jung’s concept of anima /animus.  

 
Hermaphrodite 

 
When fertility was the only celebrated one in the remote times, 

womanhood was considered as the preserver of the human chain and women 

enjoyed a special status in the community. Women were worshipped as the earth 

goddess or the “Great Mother, “Maa-kaali ”. Children were the biggest assets the 

society could have in those times. As the agricultural society progressed over time 

the establishment of patriarchal society was inevitable. Power and other worldly 

pursuits / astronomy / maths / science were given priority and the importance of 

female fertility was overlooked. Men started controlling the political, economical, 

cultural and sexual life of the community. The old, male fertility Sun { sky} God 
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has now become the“ Power God”, “ Gods of the Gods”, “ruler of  the  rulers”,  

ruling his earthly feminine counterpart as the astrology  based  new idea  that  the  

earth is  under the influence of sun /stars strongly influenced the psyche of the 

common people which was easily manipulated by the priests. Male gods were 

ascribed the roles of creation, preservation and destruction. But then, can the 

phallus create a life on its own without the union of a female? Who gives the 

power or the energy to the phallus? Who gave the idea that women were born 

with castration of penis?! 

 
Arthanareeswarar 

 
To put it in anuts hell, the denial of the importance of complementary role of the 

womanhood in fertility, and the castration anxiety induced by patriarchal society 

are the root causes for the human sexual aberrations and dysfunction. Hence 

prevention is better than cure. If the society follows Artha 

Nareeswarar / Mathiru Paakan philosophy there will be no vaginal devaluation, 

penis overvaluation, penis longing behavior, breast longing behavior, perversions, 

penis fear, vagina fear and there will be only healthy penis and breast liking 

behaviors. The castration anxiety induced by the male dominant society should 

goof and thereby the masturbatory guilt induced erectile dysfunctions, 

premature ejaculations and vaginismus can be reduced; till then the society has 

to go after sildenafil and tadalafil. 

The couple should indulge in sexual exploration with the five sensory tools 

along with the primary sexual organ. For that they need healthy psycho-social- 

sexual identity. If not, there will be only anatomical examination instead of 

sexual exploration! 

Thiruvalluvar’s insistence on basic mutual love will lead to sexual 

exploration. Vatsyana’s different sexual postures and the modern behavior 

therapy will lead to only anatomical examination. 
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The Wounds of Castration Can Only be Cured by Fellatio and Cunnilingus 

Love marriages / marriage at appropriate ages [not child marriages] should 

be promoted since fertility and family life is the central motive of true love and it 

is the ideal way/time to explore the body and mind. Promotion of giving traits of 

one’s general personality should be promoted instead of receiving and taking 

away traits. There should be equal opportunities for women to possess 

education, political power, properties and freedom in all spheres as men. 

As long as there is an ugly fight over superiority between manhood and 

womanhood, perversions, sexual dysfunctions will continue to haunt human 

sexuality. 

 Sexual life [union of souls /not the bodies] of the partners improves sleep; 

lowers the risk of heartattack; lowers blood pressure; improves women’s bladder 

control; boosts immune system; lowers the risk of prostate cancer. 

Thirukkural written by the great Tamil poet, Thiru Valluvar gives much 

importance to family fertility life rather than the ascetic life. The best family life 

of the couples and the proper sharing of the shares in the community are the 

ways to bring down the psycho sexual / psychosocial problems of the people.  
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Theories on Incest 

An explanation for the taboo is that it is due to an instinctual, inborn aversion that 

would lower the adverse genetic effects of inbreeding such as a higher incidence of 

congenital birth defects (Burton [Recognition and attribution theory] and Durham). 

The Westermarck effect, first proposed by Edvard Westermarck in 1891, is the theory 

[Aversion and moral disapproval theory] that children reared together, regardless of 

biological relationship, form a sentimental attachment that is by its nature non-erotic; 

Liberman argues that seeing/watching ‘mother feeding’ by siblings could be the reason for 

the sexual aversion among them. 

The anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss [Alliance theory] claims that the incest taboo is 

in effect a prohibition against endogamy, and the effect is to encourage exogamy. Through 

exogamy, otherwise unrelated households or lineages will form relationships through 

marriage thus strengthening social solidarity. Durkeim considered that the incest taboo is the 

consequence of exogamy. Freud argued that as children, members of the same family 

naturally have lust for one another (Oedipus complex), making it necessary for societies to 

create incest taboos. 

Sibling Rivalry/Castration Anxiety 

Extension of oedipal complex is the reason for sibling rivalry, according to 

Freud. If it is so, the competition to get the attention of mother will be only 

among the sons and there will be rivalry to get attention of the father only, 

among the daughters. But then, oedipal theory does not explain this competition 

and rivalry between the sons and the daughters. If the son’s breast longing 

behavior is coupled with mother’s pathological penis possessive behavior, then 

there will be hostility between the sister and the brother. Here, the sister 

considers her brother as a competitor while she is trying to get her share from 

the mother’s possession. Share is called “pangu“ in Tamil and all the siblings who 

share the same pangu are called “pangalikal / siblings”. The share or the capital, 

we consider in general is the property namely movable and immovable 

properties, like cattle, land, jewels, money and food etc.. which have to be 
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shared among the pangalikal / siblings. If there is disparity in dividing the share 

among the pangaligal /siblings, then there will be sibling rivalry, called “pangali 

kaaichal” in Tamil. This will create jealousy and hat redness among the siblings 

leading to quarrels. But then, the share we are considering specifically here is 

not the land or money and it is about the essential properties/valuables 

possessed by the father, and the mother, namely the phallus and the breast. 

 

Sharing the Same Property Per se Eliminates the Incestual Attractions among 

the Siblings; 

When there is healthy competition among the siblings to get the share 

out of their parents there will be deep affectionate relationship among them; 

the petty, yet pathological quarrels, like teasing [seenduthal/ pallichchu 

kattuthal - in Tamil], pinching, beating, scolding will induce castration anxiety 

among the siblings which might lead to lifelong interpersonal problems. 

All children who have shared the milk [mother’s property] from the same 

breasts [symbolically - eating from the same plate] [“orae sangulae paal 

kudichavakanka”- those who have taken milk from the same spoon] are called 

as siblings. 

Hence there will be no fear of contagion [possession of opposite sex body 

attributes/ characters] among these siblings and there is no need for them to 

move away from each other. Sexual attraction will be there towards a person 

only if there is a fear of contagion / contamination with that person earlier. Since 

there is no sexual attraction between the siblings, marriage will not be fruitful 

between the siblings, as fertility is the main motive behind marriage. Hence 

marriage among the siblings is a prohibited one. Marriage is prohibited within 

the close blood relationships; instead of saying blood relationships we have to 

call as ‘milk relationships’ [mother’s milk and father’s milk- semen]. Here the 

determining authority is not the parents but the siblings. That means the 

prohibition is not a planned one by the parents or by the society but an evolved 

one based on the aspirations of the siblings. 

When there is both milk relationship and semen relationship between two 

persons then sexual relationship between them is strongly prohibited by the 

society. 

We know that the aspirations of the men to have father’s initial has led to 
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the formation of the family relationships like periyappan/elder father, 

chittappan  / younger father, periyamma/ elder mother, chinnama / younger 

mother, maaman / uncle, aththai /aunt, cousin brother, cousin sister, nephew 

and niece. Inan extended family, the boy cannot marry his father’s brother’s 

daughter, because father’s elder brother is called as big father or elder father 

“periyaappan” and father’s younger brother is called as younger father or 

“chithappan”and their daughters will be his sisters. They are sisters to him 

because he would have taken the breast milk from his periyamma/ elder mother 

/ periyappan’s wife or chinnammal/ younger mother / chiththappan’s wife in 

case his mother has had insufficient milk to feed him. If his mother has died 

when he was an infant it was the duty of his periyamma or chinnamma to feed 

the boy with their milk.The boy has the right to take milk from them. He has no 

right to drink milk from his aunt nor does his aunty have {father’s sister} the 

responsibility to feed him as she has moved already to her husband’s house in a 

patriarchal community and so the boy can marry her daughter. Hence the 

daughters and sons of the boy’s father’s brothers are his siblings / pangalikal – 

orae kuttaiyil uooriya mattaikal {soaked in the same pond of milk or semen; 

orae- same; kuttai- pond; uooriya –soaked} and not the father’s sister’s children. 

The boy can marry the daughter of the mother’s brother/maternal uncle and he 

is the ‘Murrai Maman’ {the right person or the chosen person for her} in Tamil 

culture. In order to raise the family / human fertility tree, the girl’s mother has  

bargained from her husband that her daughter has to be married to her 

brother’s son {Thaai maman’s son / maternal uncle’s son}, since her brother had 

not given castration anxiety to her during her childhood days, and she hopes for 

the same treatment by her brother’s son towards her daughter also. This is also 

an indirect way of getting the material benefits from her home as she/ girls’s 

mother was denied the rights to have material property from her father; apart 

from that since the boy’s father and she herself shared the milk from the same  

breast as sister and brother, her son in-law will not make any indecent sexual 

proposals to her which is an added advantage for the mother in-law living in the 

male dominated society; this marital arrangement will make a full stop for the 

mother-in-law and son-in-law incestual relationship. 

“Prohibited to you (for marriage) are: your mothers, daughters, sisters; 

father's sisters, mother's sisters; brother's daughters, sister's daughters; foster-
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mothers (who gave you suck), foster-sisters; your wives' mothers; your step-

daughters under your guardianship, born of your wives to whom you have gone, 

no prohibition if you have not gone in; (those who have been) wives of your sons 

proceeding from your loins; and two sisters in wedlock at one and the same 

time, except for what is past; for Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful”. Surah 

4:23. 

In the case of homosexual intercourse, for Malik, Al-Shafi’i, Abu Hanifa 

and their companions said that legal marriage is not prohibited because of 

(homosexual) sodomy. 

However, Al-Thuri said, "If a young male is molested, then the boy’s mother is forbidden in 

marriage to the molester." This is also the saying of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal who 

said, "If a man sodomizes the son of a woman he has married, or performs this 

act with her father or brother, then the woman is prohibited from that man." 

Al-Awzaghi said, "If a man sodomizes another male, and the violated man 

begets a daughter in due time, then this daughter is prohibited in marriage 

from the violator because she will be the daughter of someone he has 

penetrated." 

Once Prophet Muhammad permitted a young man to suckle on his 

adoptive mother's breast in order to make it forbidden for them to marry. 

In the classical language Tamil , male gender is called by the term ‘ aan 

pall ‘ and female gender is called as ‘ penn pall ‘; pall  means milk inTamil; aan- 

is male; penn is female; ‘aan pall ‘also means the semen / men’s milk and ‘penn 

paal’ means mother’s milk. Interestingly in the Russian language ‘pall’ denotes 

gender. 

So far, we have considered the sexual relationship between the siblings 

and between the mother in-law and son in-law. What about the sexual 

attraction between parents and children? Since the children are concerned 

about receiving/ possessing the property from the parents to the greatest 

extent possible up to the age of 16, they have no thoughts about 

exploringtheirparentssexually. One will be willing to explore only when he or 

she has the confidence that he or she has possessed everything to explore and 

to get explored.Hence there will be no incestual attraction by children towards 

their parents; similarly, as the parents want to give their children, what they 

have,so that, they can possess everything to explore, parents have no intention 
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to explore their children sexually except occasional physical [not sexual] 

exploration to ascertain / make sure that their children possess everything. To 

conclude, there will be no primary incestual attraction for the parents toward 

their children. However , when there is breast longing /possessive behavior 

within the mind of a father and there is penis possessive/longing behavior in a 

daughter there could be some pathological misadventures from the side of the 

father towards his daughter; but these misbehaviors on the part of her father 

are attempts for possession of  breasts rather than exploration of breasts; if the 

daughter has no penis longing behavior, the father’s breast longing behaviors 

towards his daughter will kindle castration anxiety on her which will lead to 

lifelong marital and sexual problems like frigidity and vaginismus. Vice versa for 

mother and son; similarly, the breast longing behavior of the brother towards 

his sister will aggravate sister’s castration anxiety. This breast/penis longing 

behavior will result in the so called ‘incestual attempts’; however, it may lead to 

sexual exploration in peculiar/special situations which promote regression, 

which is very rare. True incestual relation is only an occasional accident, but 

false incestual attempts are true and very common aberrations. 

 

The Psychology of Teeth; 

The fall of milk teeth will aggravate castration anxiety in children; that is 

why children bury their fallen teeth with a hope that a new tooth will grow on 

the third day or later. This is also the reason for burying the dead body. Well! The 

fallen teeth are called milk teeth and the teeth which grow at the age of 15-25 

are called wisdom teeth. These names of the teeth indicate the fact that the 

children had grown from childhood to adulthood and gained the wisdom of 

fertility. “Pallai udaippaen” [“break off the teeth” – Pall – tooth, Udaiya - Break] 

is a provocative statement in Tamil community. If someone loses a tooth in a 

fight it is considered as a grievous injury, legally. Tamil men like to have ‘puli pal’ 

[tooth of the tiger or the tiger’s nail} as a pendant. This habit symbolizes not only 

their courage but also their intention to induce castration fear on others. The 

female genital also has teeth called “vagina dentata“to induce castration fear on 

male as told in folktales. The blood sucking vampire with protruding teeth is one 

another example. Buddha‘s tooth relic is safely kept by their followers [Srilanka 

Buddhists siblings] in Kandy, Srilanka as a “share” of Buddha‘s remains, when he 
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had passed away. “Pallai pudunkkia paambu” [snake without the teeth] denotes 

a castrated person! 

The Psychology of Nose; 

The clowns ‘nose which is red and big signifies castration. The behavior and 

the colorful attire of the clowns symbolize denial of that. Children are very 

friendly towards these dwarfs since there is no fear of castration.’Mookkai 

aruthupiduvaen ‘in Tamil means “I will cut off your nose”; here nose symbolizes 

penis – Mookku – nose, Aru – Cut,  

The Psychology of Hand and Wrist; 

In North India, unmarried girls used to tie a sacred thread [Raakki/kayiru] 

around the wrist of neighborhood men for their well being on a special day. If a 

girl ties the thread on the wrist of a man, then he will be considered to be her 

brother and he has to safeguard her. Rakki - kaeyiru helps to reduce the 

castration fear of the unmarried girls from neighborhood boys. 

The Psychology of Clothing; 

‘Clothing’ / ‘dressing’; does it reflect a civilized life?; What about some 

aborigines living without dress?; are they not civilized?; Body clothing by 

cotton/silk / animal skin/ leaves /tree bark is very much helpful to avoid sunlight 

or cold weather; is it the only reason for men and women to cover their genitals 

and body?; is it because of shame?; is it to have an aesthetic look?; could it be 

primarily to avoid castration by others? ; If this is true, the aborigines living 

without dress are more civilized than us without castration fear. 

‘Muthuku Elumbu Illathavan’ [‘one without back bone’;Muthuku – Back, Elumbu 

– Bone, Illai - without];if a man is afraid of enemies he will be mocked by others 

as “Muthuku ezhumbu illathavan”!; muthuku- back;ezhumbu- bone; illai- nil  in 

Tamil society; If a man has got no back bone,then he will be having kyphosis which 

will make him more vulnerable to  get castrated by others !.“Stand at ease 

“[standing with legs apart], the order given during parade, by military officer, gives 

a clue that the chances for castration from enemies is less; while the order 

‘attention’ [standing with legs together] gives a warning that there are enemies 

nearby and the chances for castration is more. 

Pachchai kuthirai thanduthal (Kuthirai – horse, Thandu – Jumb) -; This is a 

common play , played by pre-adolescent boys in Tamil nadu; a boy will be 

standing in a stooped posture touching the ground with his arms [posture of a 
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kuthirai / horse -- posture for mounting] keeping an eye over his back and other 

boys have to jump over him,from his back ,one by one without stumbling, by 

keeping their crossed hands over his back; while jumping the boy’s body / hip 

should not touch the back of the boy who is in bent position; this play jump 

seems to be an attempt to master  the castration anxiety. 

Purananuru “[Tamil - Sangam literature] describes about a mother with a 

sword in her hand going to the battlefield to check if her son indeed died of a 

wound in the back[castrated] as he turned to flee; she was prepared to cut off 

the breast that suckled him if it were true that he had showed his back to the 

enemies. As she saw her dead son killed from a front wound, despite her loss, 

she claimed to have had the same joy as the day he was born! 

“Un maanaththai kappal-il [kappal—ship, Kappai - Groin] yaeththi 

puduvaen!” in Tamil literally means that,” I will send off your prestige and 

fame in a ship; it overtly means “I will degrade your fame and popularity by 

exposing your misdeeds! ”; but then the inner meaning is that,”Unkappai-yil 

[kappai- the area in between the thigh]yaeththi [insert /castrate / mount] 

maanaththai [prestige] vaangi puduvaen! ” Which means “I will degrade you 

by inserting on your loin “?! 

“Un parrupu ingae vaekathu” in Tamil means “you cannot castrate me!” 

All men have the fear of homosexual assault by another man!; This fear is 

a universal one as men have a constant fear of castration by other men / women 

and  women are in a constant fear of castration - more by men and less by 

women; homosexual assault is nothing but makinga man into a woman!; 

warning  words  like ‘take care’ [‘paththiram’], threatening  words, like ‘aappu 

vaiththu – puduvaan kavanam’ and bad words like ‘ass hole’ indicate that one 

should be careful of not getting castrated; the fear over anal penetration by 

men, [homosexual assault] which is based on aggressive impulses, is also 

witnessed in animal kingdom; It seems that the intercrural sex by homosexuals is 

because of lust and the anal coitus is because of aggression. 

Animals mount on one another of the same sex and engage in seemingly 

"homosexual" behavior, although their motivation may differ. Dogs, for example, 

usually do so to express dominance; Cesar Ades, ethologist and Professor of 

Psychology at the University of Suo Paulo Brazil, explains, "When two males 

mate, what is present is a demonstration of power, not sex." Bonobo's sexual 
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activity occurs to avoid conflict and often this sexual activity occurs in aggressive 

contexts. 

Jacque Lynn Schultz, ASPCA Animal Sciences Director of Special 

Projects, explains further– “Usually, an un-neutered male dog will mount 

another male dog as a display of social dominance - in other words, as a way 

of letting the other dog know who's the boss; while not as frequent, a female 

dog may mount for the same reason”. 

The fearful dog keeps his head down with no eye contact, ears down and 

flat, tail low and tucked between the legs, rolling on his back exposing his belly. 

This behavior suggests his hopelessness towards castration. 

 

The animal behavior of homosexuality is motivated by dominance, power 

and executed by aggression and it is not based on sexual pleasure as illustrated 

by Cesar Ades and Jacque Lynn; we know that the origin of aggression is 

because of castration anxiety and so we can conclude that homosexuality -

sexual violence on men by men, sexual violence by men on women is not an 

innate or an inherited behavior but a socially learned behavior; Military 

personnels raping the civilians is an example for that. To conclude aggression is 

a cultural perversion! 

I asked a five-year-old boy,” Why don’t you “make up” yourself as your 

mom does?! The boy replied,” If I do “make up” as my mother does with the 

“make up kit”, I will not  be a  male anymore; on the other hand even if  a female 

does “ make up “ she will remain as female as she was before”! 
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Ampi used to ask his mother, “how to do it”? ; “how will it be?” He had 

made ‘sexual’ advances towards her several times. He was a cleaner/ an assistant 

to a lorry driver by occupation. He never tried to have sexual experience with 

prostitutes on the high way truck bay as his master- the driver used to do. Such a 

“good man”, Ampi, is behaving badly with his mother. Is it an incestual attempt 

on the part of Ampi? 

Ampi would have had castration anxiety and penis undervaluation in the 

past. He never attempted to have sexual intercourse with unknown prostitutes 

because of fear of impotence and bad criticisms from them. He wanted her 

mother to teach him the art of “doing” since his mother had never provoked his 

castration anxiety and also he had no father to guide him as he had lost his 

father during childhood. He wanted his mother to be a teacher to teach him 

about the art of “love making” as she had taught him many things; the other 

“arts of living”. He had demanded sexual education, that too from his mother. 

In the ancient past sexual education was given by female priests [eunuchs] 

/female temple dancers/ artists. In Dravidian temples there will be sculptures 

demonstrating the arts of “love making” and their god Sivan is a fertility god. 

The temple girls were very helpful to the miserable, Ampi, like men in teaching 

the art of “doing “which was the only art of importance to humanity in the past. 

It was a bad time in the history of womanhood, when these female temple 

sexual educators /trainers / artists /dancers were called as prostitutes. These 

women doing a tremendous help to the castrated menhood since ancient times 

were labeled as prostitutes now by the same patriarchal society. See, how much 

the men are ungrateful to womanhood! 

The attraction towards eunuchs by some men is because of the lack of 

castration anxiety towards them while learning the ‘art of doing ‘from them. The 

fantasy of men having two women to share his bed is also because of castration 

 

1.7. Initiation into Sexual Relationship 

- a Fertility Ritual 
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anxiety. One woman of the two will be actually his mother figure. Nowadays the 

necessary skills are supposed to be taught by the bridegroom’s uncle, husband 

of his sister [who has to stay in the room next to the bridegroom’s room]. In 

case of emergency, on the eve of “first night” these two persons are very much 

concerned about his fertility as he is going to give birth to a son, who will be 

their son-in-law in the future. 

In ancient Greece, the adolescent boys [with castration anxiety] were 

taught, the various techniques of life skills in the institution of pederasty by their 

elder adults, the ”erastes”.There were allegations that these boys became 

homosexuals and the adult men were dubbed as pedophiliacs. That was the end 

result for Greek men, snatching the privilege of teaching the art of lovemaking 

from womanhood. The patriarchal society is not willing to learn the art of love 

making from women. 

The initiation into sexual relationship of the girls who had frigidity / 

because of castration anxiety was done in the past by the male temple priests, as 

the temple priests were considered as non castrating men. Few women will have 

a better marital/sexual life with their second husband. 

Those people / professionals who do not want to induce castration anxiety 

on others can become physicians, particularly psychiatrists. People are always 

afraid of surgeons/ dentists because of castration anxiety. Hence surgeons and 

dentists have to be very empathetic to their clients. Post-operative depression 

and psychoses are the result of castration anxiety as the patients equate surgery 

with castration. People are afraid of police, teachers, king and the God because 

they, all have a stick / trident in their hands, which will induce castration anxiety. 

That is why young adolescents are against police oppression as they equate police 

with their father figures. In order to alleviate the castration anxiety resulting from 

circumcision, the ritual is done as a ceremony with fun and fare so that the boy 

can understand that it is only an act of initiation ceremony into adulthood; 

similarly in order to alleviate the castration anxiety from first menstrual blood, 

menarche is celebrated as a fertility ritual in the Tamil society. 

 

A fourteen year old girl by name Kanmani, was referred by a neurologist for 

the symptoms of hysterical seizures. She was aknown epileptic and was on 

antipsychotics for the last few years. She had other symptoms like irritability, 
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sleeplessness, crying spells and fear about darkness and snakes. There was a 

history of suicidal attempt and also self- injurious behavior. She had complained 

to her mother that her rounded breasts have shrunk recently. She also told about 

an old man who had touched her chest some days back; but then she showed 

much interest to talk with boys recently; she had asked her mother once to touch 

her vagina and to kiss her vulva while bathing. On mental status examination 

Kanmani was very cheerful and talkative; she was diagnosed to have gone for 

maniac switch from depressive illness. Kanimozhi’s wish to be kissed on her vulva 

by her mother is not an incestual behavior at all. It is only her wish to appreciate 

her growth [psychosexual development] by her mother. 

A sixty five year old man, Karrupusamy, was brought by his wife and 

daughter for the complaints of misbehavior with females. He was asking them 

and other women in the neighborhood to give him their breasts by gestures; He 

was treated as suffering from dementia earlier. He also had other complaints like 

dullness, forgetfulness and lack of interest in reading and watching T.V. 

Antidepressant use had changed his cognitive as well as behavioral symptoms 

within 6weeks.Actually he was in need of the breasts for his comfort to lift his 

depressed mood as the behavior of a baby with hunger seeking the breasts 

because of disinhibition and regression caused by his illness- dementia with 

depression... 

“Vuchchi thanai muharanthal”…[smelling /kissing the child over the top the head / uchchi – 
top, nugar - smell]; 

Tamil women especially, grandmothers used to lift their grandson [below two-three 

years] high up, above their head and used to rub the grandson’s genitals with their head or 

sometimes with their nose[smelling] just to make him giggle as they have the “pride“ of  

having a male child as the heir of their family. 
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Childhood trauma or life stress/ life events during adult life are only 

castrating experiences. 

Primitive Masturbation vs Adult Masturbation; 
A growing boy of 8-12 years old is happy about the growth of his body, 

increase in size of the penis, as he is spending more time before the mirror each 

day and he is totally convinced that he will soon get a male sexual identity; the 

growth of mustache, armpit hair and genital hair supports his conviction ; he 

always handles the mustache in the day time openly and handles his penis in the 

night time secretly; repeated handling of the penis gives him pleasure which he 

can’t explain; incidentally one night [or one day in the bathroom] he ejaculates 

after handling his penis; he starts doing this behavior frequently without the  

notice of anyone. This masturbatory behavior can be called as primitive 

masturbation because he masturbates thinking, adoring and appreciating  his 

own body attributes, just welcoming his puberty. Its how’s only that he is valuing 

his genitals/masculinity. 

The adolescent boy is thrilled by the acquisition of this new skill; to 

alleviate the resulting anxiety he shares the knowledge about this novel skill 

with his close friends resulting in mutual masturbatory behavior and occasional 

fellatio; this should not be considered as a forerunner of future homosexuality. 

But then, fixation in this primitive masturbation might lead to homosexuality, 

when one cannot proceed to adult masturbation because of castration anxiety 

induced by the society in the name of masturbatory guilt. 

The repeated handling of the genitals by children during the3-5 period 

and the experience of innate sensual pleasure out of it cannot be called as 

primitive -infantile masturbation as told by Freud and it is only a body 

/anatomical explorative behavior which aids to confirm one’s sex; as the 10- 15 

year old boy is valuing his own genitals he also starts valuing the female genitals 

slowly, steadily and progressively as his fear of contagion of female attributes is 

 

1.8. Masturbation and Castration 
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coming down. This drives the boy to develop interests to handle the breasts and 

explore the female genitals with his penis and a wish for penile penetration. This 

wish to penetrate the vagina leads to fantasy to indulge in intercourse paving 

the way to adult masturbation which ultimately leads to the final destiny of 

heterosexuality. While doing adult masturbation, the boy will lie in a supine 

position and by pelvic movements [without using hands] he will bring out the 

semen. On the contrary, in primitive masturbation the boy uses his hand to hold 

his penis. 

Those who have not indulged in primitive masturbation, that is, who don’t 

not value their own genitals can opt for priesthood rather than marital life in 

their adulthood; those who had indulged in primitive masturbation but have not 

progressed to adult masturbation because of masturbatory guilt / castration 

anxiety, cannot opt for neither priesthood nor marital life. 

Healthy Masturbation vs Unhealthy Masturbation; 
Adult masturbatory behavior is the beginning of interest on the sexuality of 

the opposite sex with the decline of narcissistic interest in one’s own sexuality. 

Masturbation is a behavioral rehearsal in imagination for sexual union 

with the opposite sexual partner. It is alright if a man indulges in repeated 

masturbation for a short time before sexual union. If he goes on indulging in 

masturbation for over 10 - 12 years in pursuit of higher education, masturbatory 

guilt is the end result. Masturbatory guilt is nothing but castration anxiety 

induced by the parents [particularly the father] and the society! Daily, weekly, 

monthly, yearly and for a decade the young adult would have been castrated by 

the parents and society for more than 1000 times [rough calculation - weekly 

twice masturbation]! It is ridiculous when the society expects him to do 

wonders in the ‘first night’ from a person who is already suffering from” Dhat 

syndrome.`` 

Dhat [thaathu / thanni] syndrome is nothing but castration anxiety with fear and 

doubt over sexual potency, sex organ size, fear of premature ejaculation 

associated with somatic anxiety symptoms like fatigue, pains,  aches, loss of 

weight and trembling of hands. Dhat syndrome, a product of castration anxiety is 

erroneously called the “semen loss anxiety syndrome;” The origin of the phrase 

“my hands are pure” is only from masturbatory guilt / contamination with semen. 

What about masturbatory guilt in females? Each and every time, when the 
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young girl masturbates it will induce fear of losing her virginity as the hymen gets 

ruptured while masturbating! This will lead to sexual inhibition and lack of full 

sexual exploration of the partner later in her sexual life. The pain experienced by 

women during intercourse is due to castration fear. Hence there will be less 

regression, no deep kissings, no tongue bath, and no fellatio. Her partner has to 

have all these pleasures from an extramarital affair or has to indulge in 

masturbation if he has no guts to have an extra-marital affair or an opportunity to 

have an extramarital affair. A man indulging in masturbation when his wife is 

sleeping beside him, which is quite common, is a shame to the society and the 

shame does not lie definitely on the individual partners. Those women with 

castration anxiety/ masturbatory guilt will also suffer from vaginismus and 

hysterical symptoms because of the fear of losing her virginity in the first night, 

which she has safeguarded all along since childhood to which she attributes a 

special meaning given by the patriarchal society; but then, no female will tell the 

truth that she had lost her “virginity” by masturbation!. Acute paranoid 

psychosis/ depression seen in females shortly after marriage are a result of 

masturbatory guilt / castration anxiety. 

Mallika said, “Doctor! I will not marry as I have lost my virginity [pennmai in 

Tamil] by repeated masturbation!” She continued to be an unmarried female 

for several years even with drug therapy and counseling. Mallika was initially 

treated for anxiety/depression [female dhat syndrome] and later she developed 

psychotic illness with predominant paranoid delusional ideas that her 

neighborhood people were talking ill of her virginity. Unfortunately one day she 

committed suicide when her parents demanded her to get married as her 

brother has already reached marriageable age. 

Unhealthy Masturbation is indulging in masturbation to alleviate anxiety, 

dysphoric mood when there is no real sexual appetite. 

Short Penis and Small Breasts - Small Hips/ Broad Shoulders; 
Masturbatory guilt and the resulting castration anxiety will make the 

adolescent boys to worry about the size of their penis. They compare the size of 

their penis with that of other boys and they fear about their potency as “men”; 

these boys try to compete with each other to urinate at a distance and write 

numbers or letters with urine, on a wall, holding their penis; the boy who could 

urinate with high pressure at a long distance and draw more number of “arts “ 
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or “letters” when compared  to others is considered as the topper in his group; 

everyone wants to be Priapus or Rasputin!; the fear of the boys with ‘short 

penis’ can be equated with the girls who have underdeveloped breasts. The fear 

of the boys over small penis leads to undervaluation of their genitals and will 

also suffer from complications of undervaluation of genitals in their later sexual 

life. The boys who have fear of small penis, tend to postpone marriage hoping to 

have a lengthy penis as years pass; during this period they opt for “higher 

education “and earn “big“ money as a compensation for their small penis; they 

are the future “power-hungry leaders“ of the society; the girls with under 

developed breasts develop undervaluation of their genitals and they have to 

face the complications of it in the future sexual life. 

The entire life-long complications, related to masturbatory guilt can be 

called as “primal castration complex” as masturbatory guilt was the first and the 

foremost castration done by the parents and by the patriarchal society. The root 

cause of inferiority complex [Adler] is none other than castration anxiety. 

Cigarette Smoking in Adolescents; [Freud’s denial, “sometimes a cigar is just a cigar”] 
Psychoanalysis describes cigarette smoking as regression to oral stage i.e. 

oral pleasure seeking behavior under stress. Cigarette smoking behavior of the 

adolescents has a different motive. The boy who is trying to value his castrated 

genitals, [castration done by father / teachers/ society] exhibits his masculine 

potency by smoking in front of his father/ school teachers, also girls. That is why 

some adolescent girls even consider cigarette smoking as a masculine behavior. 

Cigarette symbolize the phallus. Sharing the same cigarette with friends indicates 

that they would not castrate each other [meaning of friendship] as they all have 

equally castrated genitals. This can be compared to drinking alcohol together 

with friends as in socializing functions. Females competing with males in smoking 

has its own inner meaning. The sadistic behavior of a husband injuring his wife 

with cigar buds over her breasts also has a symbolic meaning [castration]. Instead 

of cigarette smoking, normal healthy adolescent boys have the habit of touching 

and curling their mustache upwards frequently. 

Lipstick; 
Look at the womenfolk applying lipstick! See the shape of the lipstick 

[similar to that of cigarettes] and notice the apprehension of the mother while 

the adolescent girl applies lipstick, while getting ready for dating. Applying 
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lipstick by the girl show that she has already got the knowledge of fertility in 

spite of her parental suppression on her sexuality. Instead of lipstick the 

adolescent girl in a culturally inhibited society [like Tamils] apply “mai” to their 

eyebrows with an eyebrow stick [“enna mai veichchaloa, mayakkiputta” - “what 

is the one she has applied on her eyebrow to charm men”?]. Beautification of 

eyes is equivalent to beautification of her genitals. The Tamil married women 

apply the paste of manjal [turmeric] over their face and have jasmine flowers [as 

rose in other part of the world] over their scalp hair. Manjal / turmeric are 

considered as a fertility symbol [look at the shape of the turmeric] as it is tied in 

the thaali kaeyiru [marriage badge] in Tamil’s marriage ceremony. They use 

white cream for “facial --make up“ done in beauty parlors symbolically points to 

the secretions of men. 
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Cannibalism; 
Any stranger [member of the opposite clan] who was a threat to the life of 

the rival group was killed by all means and the corpse was eaten up by the rival 

group.This was the cannibalistic behavior of the early people of Kurinji Hills- forest 

life/ hunter gatherers’ life. The only method to dispose of the corpse of their own 

clan known to Kurunji- forest people was to eat the corpse. The dead animals 

killed by hunting or by encounters were shared equally by all members of the 

clan. Proper sharing was done by the head of the clan. Initially the great mother 

was the head of the clan and she did impartial sharing of the food [The dominant 

leadership quality of women either in the house or in the society is the one they 

have learnt during this Kurinji clan life].The great mother’s elder sister was called 

as Periammal [elder mother] and the younger sister was called as Chinnammal 

[younger mother]. All men who had children through periammal were called 

collectively as periappan [elder fathers- plural] by their children; all men who had 

children through chinnammal were called collectively, as chittappan [younger 

fathers- plural] by their children. There was no individual periappan or chittappan; 

there were only elder fathers and younger fathers; i.e. a child had one mother but 

several fathers. The children could identify their own mothers but not their own 

fathers! Hence the initial of the mother only was known to the child, but not the 

true/ biological father’s initial. 

Mariyayee, 65 years old, asked help from the doctor,” sir! Naan eppo 

saavaennu pakkuranga!; ennai konnuputtu en udambai kooru pottu thinga 

pakkiraanga!” She meant that people were waiting for her death so that they 

could share her body to eat. Mariyaye was diagnosed to be suffering from 

acute psychoses; saavu – death; konnu poada - to kill; udampu - body; 

koorupoada –to share. 

 

1.9. The Quest for The Original Father 
       / Father’s Initial   
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Fight over Sharing Animal Food Between Sons and Daughters; 
Mostly animal food was brought by men and the plant food was collected by women. 
The food was shared by all members of the family equally; the excess or 

the remaining animal food, if it was there, was shared by the sons who went 

along with his fathers for hunting; the dogs were their companions in those 

period; all the sons and the daughters who were eligible to share the share 

[earnings /properties] of their parents were called as Pankalikal [Tamil] [share 

holders] or siblings [related by blood/ milk / semen]. There were occasional 

quarrels between the daughters and the sons in sharing the “shares” animal 

food / human food or plant food. 

When the daughters felt that they were given a poor share of animal food 

especially when they were pregnant or feeding the child, they scolded their lazy 

brothers [who had not gone hunting] as, “pulla thachchi -yaei 

yaemathurengalae!; “pullaiyae vaithulae sumanthu paathaal thaane theriym!”. It 

meant that the pregnant mothers were cheated by the men by not feeding them 

adequately and that men could not understand the pain of carrying the child by 

pregnant women. These comments had a great impact in the mindset of the 

sons, causing inferior feelings of their penis over breasts and over the child 

bearing capacity of women!. It was the time in the history of mankind during 

which men had breast envy!. Denial of the breast envy made them not to share 

their father’s dead body with the daughters and the daughters were given their 

share of mother’s dead body only!. This was the earliest and the first property 

division between male and female siblings in the ancient past -Pullathatchi – 

pregnant lady , yemathu – to cheat, pillai – child ; sumanthidu – to carry. 

The decision was taken by the male siblings without the consent of their 

parents/women. Following that, the fathers became the sole properties of the 

sons and the mothers were the sole properties of the daughters. Earlier a male 

body was equally shared by the daughters and the sons and the penis was eaten 

by the eldest son and the breasts of the female body were given to the eldest 

daughter as her share. 

                         Decline of Cannibalism and The Origin of Ritual Human Sacrifice; 
Eating the dead bodies of their own clan led to cannibalistic attacks within 

the same clan during the time of starvation, and so the very survival of the clan 
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itself was in danger. Hence people of one clan decided to eat the corpses of the 

members of the opposite, rival clan only. 

They tried to safeguard the corpses of the members of their own clan by 

all means. They safely kept the corpses [particularly that of the chief] in top 

mountainous caves so that wild animals and rival clans had no access to it. 

Mountainous hills and the caves in them were the earliest dwelling places 

of human beings. Those were the places we all shared the food with our 

forefathers and mothers where we also learnt about equal sharing. Hence the 

caves have a special meaning to all human beings. Lord Buddha who stressed 

about “equal sharing” dwells in the caves of Ajanta and Ellora. Murugan is 

worshiped in Palani Hills/ Battu caves. Lord Ayyan / Appan - Ayyappan dwells in 

the Sabari hills. Essenes preferred to stay in Qumran hills; the sermon on the 

mount by Jesus stressed the equal sharing of the available food. 

Since then, the dead were very much sacred to the people. That means it 

was taboo to eat the members of the own clan which they did earlier. To avoid 

eating the corpses of their own members, tattooing was helpful; the totem 

symbol served that purpose]. Later they killed the members of the opposite clan 

and the corpses were offered as a sacrifice [human sacrifice] to their dead chief 

of their own clan kept inside the caves as the dead body of the opposite clan 

was the favorite food for their chief. The corpse of a rival group i.e the scarified 

material, was shared by members of the clan equally. That was an essential part 

of the sacrificial ritual. 

Dispute over Sharing Human Milk- Mother’s Milk; 

When the mother’s milk was not sufficient or the boy’s mother or 

the girl’s mother had died [postpartum death was common in those times], it 

was the duty of the mother’s sisters, elder or the younger, to feed the child 

and take care of the child, boy or a girl it was easy to identify the mother of the 

child than the father of the child at that period. As years passed, there were 

frequent quarrels among the male siblings in sharing the animal meat. 

Old/women and diseased members were not given their due share. Some 

youngsters were lazy and even then they got their share. That led to sibling 

rivalry. This had a negative impact on sharing the breast milk and taking care 

of the children by the womenfolk, among the periyammal and chinnamal. 
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Sibling rivalry in sharing the ‘pangu’ [share] motivated the sons/daughters 

made them to seek their own father. The quest to identify one’s own 

[biological] father [particularly by the male siblings] led to monogamy and the 

early Kurinji clan life headed by great mother] had slowly changed into joint 

family system headed by grandfather.To compensate for deficient mother’s 

milk people started drinking animal milk. It was the first time for people to 

take animal milk and to seek greenish grass lands for their cattle to make them 

yield more milk. 

Ritual Animal Sacrifice; 

The rivalry between the opposite clans was in decline as forest people 

were prepared to lead a nomadic Mullai life i.e. shepherd life [with their own 

fathers and mother] and there was a corresponding decline in the cannibalistic 

behavior of mankind. 

During their shepherd life people started offering goats to their bull god 

[chief of all domesticated animals], which represented also their, common 

forefathers to assure that they were continuing the culture of equal sharing 

among the siblings, as advised by them; [ancestral worship was done to undo 

the sibling rivalry by equal sharing. However both the animal sacrifice and the 

proper sharing was done by the grandfather rather than by the grandmother 

which was in vogue in the Kurinji/ forest era. The human ritual sacrifice of the 

opposite clan members has changed in to ritual animal sacrifice now, during the 

the Mullai era/Shepherd life which had led to stealing of cattle between the rival 

groups. 

Re-emergence of Ritual Human Sacrifice; 

People of the Mullai life/ pastoral life, later, entered the 

Marutham/agricultural land as there was fighting among groups related to the 

territorial disputes over possession of pasture lands for grazing their cattle. The 

acquisition of land made people try farming during their leisure times while 

grazing their cattle. Some of the people moved to the seashore to lead the 

Neithal life/ fishermen life. Denial of the breast envy [of Kurinji/ forest era] made 

the sons to have overvaluation of the penis in the Marutham era and made men 

to indulge in polygamy [polygyny] - a revenge to the supposed polyandry 
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practiced by the women of the Kurinji lands.The surplus property of the 

Marutham lands made men to start indulging in polygamy. When there was 

improper sharing of the ‘share’ done by the grandfather he was killed ritually by 

his eldest son and the son became the new head; again human sacrifice came 

into vogue in the The Marutham era which was dropped later and people 

returned to animal sacrifice once again. 

Offering Instead of Sacrifice; 

As both the human and animal sacrifice did not ensure proper sharing for 

the commons, in the later stages of marutham era, there was a quest to seek a 

heavenly father who would give equal share to all siblings when people started 

having knowledge about sky, planets and stars. During that time instead of 

sacrificing , ‘offering ‘with vegetables, fruits, and grains to god was the practice 

done by people widely. 

Moses had an untiring, relentless pursuit to seek his heavenly father and 

to seek His promised land “ Canaan“, undergoing many hardships while crossing 

Sinai, as his adopted father had castrated him by criticizing his origin of birth. At 

the top of the Sinai Mountain his true father gave him the “Ten 

commandments”. As Joseph was not his true father, Jesus had an identity crisis 

around early adolescence which resulted in running away behavior/absconding 

behavior to the synagogue to seek His father. Dissatisfied with the atmosphere 

there, He always considered Him as the son of heavenly father, brought to earth 

by the Holy Spirit and not by union of mortal human beings. Lord Ayyappan and 

Lord Murugan moved to Sabari Malai and Palani Hills only to seek their true 

fathers. The running away behavior of an adolescent is a search for a non-

castrating father, so also, the wandering behavior of the depressives. 

Human Sacrifice, Animal /Ritual Sacrifice and Symbolic Sacrifice[castration]; 

Saavukirrakki; This is a popular term used by Tamil people [usually the drivers] 

when some pedestrian is crossing the moving vehicle on the main road, 

disobeying the traffic rules. Saavu kirraki means object for sacrifice. 

Seeing a dead  body; If  someone is going out for an important job and if he 

happens to see a dead body [accident or funeral] on his way it is considered to 

be a good sign; it means he will be successful in accomplishing his important job. 
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Here the dead body is considered to be an object of sacrifice. 

“Sani pinam thaniyae poakathu”; There is a popular belief in Tamil society that 

if death occurs in a house on Saturday, the dead  body  will not goal one unless 

until it is accompanied by another dead body indicating that one more person’s 

death in the same house is inevitable. To undo that, the people in the house will 

sacrifice a chicken as a substitute before the funeral procession tarts – sani – 

Saturday, pinam – dead body , thaniye – allow , pokathu – will not go. 

Kaavu koduthal; Before starting the construction work of multistorey 

buildings people used to sacrifice a goat to avoid human death by untoward 

incidents. 

Kovil padaiyal soaru / Prasatham and Sacred water; Nowadays, in Tamil Nadu, 

animal sacrifice cannot be done inside the temple complex [can be done outside 

the temple complex]. Inside the temple, devotees get sacred water to be 

sprinkled over the head and drink few drops of it in addition to sweet rice 

[padaiyal soaru / pirasaatham[ [Skt] to be eaten which was offered to god. These 

rice and water [of the Marutham times] are equivalent to sacrificed animal flesh 

and animal blood [of Kurinji times] and it again symbolizes equal sharing done by 

the father/ godfather. 

   

     

Human Sacrifice 

From Totem Symbol to National Flag; The national flag of present days 

represents the loin cloth of primitive men folk. Tearing or damaging the flag is 

nothing but castration. The white flag [no blood] shown as sign of peace and 

surrender during a war was to give reassurance to the rival that there would be 
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no threat of castration/ blood sacrifice. This is the reason that the doctor's coat 

is white in color and the court / police buildings are red in color. Thus, the flag 

hoisting ceremony has a special meaning. The flag tree [kodimaram]  of the 

ancient Tamil kings or the temple post represents only the royal phallus. 

To sum up, the head of the domesticated animal, the bull, became the god 

during Kurinji life. Killing instinct was there against wild animals and the opposite 

clans and there was human ritual sacrifice among the Kurinji people. Later people 

migrated to the plains, the Mullai lands and became shepherds for want of milk. 

There were intermittent fights between the Kurinjiclan and the Mullai people. In 

order to increase the size of the herds, people started indulging in animal 

sacrifice, namely goat sacrifice to please their bull god - god of the domesticated 

animals. Finally, people migrated to settle down in Marutham lands and pursued 

agricultural work. Later, as more and more properties were inherited by men, in 

the Maruthum era father’s name and grandfather’s name and great grandfather’s 

name were added as the initials before the names of the siblings. Surplus wealth 

of the Marutham people made them to be more concerned about the fertility of 

the women and their lands. 

Ritual Killing of The Eldest Son; 

There were many deaths of babies during the perinatal period including 

the deaths of pregnant women in that period. People were worried much about 

that, particularly the womenfolk. People thought that the deaths were due to the 

blood thirst of the fertility god/goddess and to pacify the bloodthirsty goddess [to 

avoid the death of mother and the babies], they started indulging in ritual killing 

of a human being, especially the first born male child. So the first born male child 

was the chosen one for the god / by the god [‘muthal vanakkam muthal 

vanukkae’ - first honor has to go to the first born boy]. Without the consent of 

the mothers the first born male children [human sacrifice - in The Marutham 

period] were sacrificed, if there were repeated abortions in that woman earlier, 

in order to sustain her fertility as well as for the continuance of family seeds. 

Ritual Killing of the Father; 

The head cum the priest of the group [dual role played by the king] had a 

‘say’ in solving the everyday problems faced by people. Later, when his 
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predictions, suggestions and “sharing” went wrong, the angry members 

suggested a new head to head the group. When the old head refused to step 

down from his post, the members suggested ritual killing of the head. They could 

do this job with the help of the head‘s son, the first born male, the new head, as 

the first born male was already considered as the chosen one of god. 

When his predictions and his rule was not fruitful to the community [that 

means --the sharing of the” share” was not done fairly to the siblings/ citizens], 

he was killed ritually [ritual killing - human sacrifice] by a coup, and his son / or 

his younger brother became the new head cum priest of the group. As time 

passed the portfolio of priesthood was given to an assistant by the king [who had 

rechristened from head to king] as he was overburdened by many other matters. 

There was a close understanding between the king and the priest always and 

indoor discussions between them decided the fate of the people. The king had a 

staff [ shepherd crook ] in his hand to arouse castration anxiety [symbolic 

sacrifice] on his people, particularly on first born males, as he had a constant fear 

in his mind always that his eldest son would become a king by killing him when 

he had to face a tough time from the public. Hence the chosen one, the pet child 

of the mother had become the number one enemy for the father. When the king 

was in turbulent times, people asked for ritual killing of the king; the king 

suggested the idea of ritual killing of the priest; the clever priest, after an indoor 

discussion with the king, came up with an old idea of animal sacrifice [of the 

Mullai / pastoral times]. From that time onwards ritual human sacrifice came to 

an end and animal sacrifice came into vogue for the 2nd time in the Marutham 

era. 

But the king’s fear over his first son [Oedipus -the rebellion] had not gone 

totally. He was always in a suspicious mood about the close association/relation 

between his wife and first son. He always had ruminations about his son 

ascending to the throne by killing him, and marrying his wife [magical thinking - 

taking away the throne / kingdom means taking away his wife also]; another 

reason was that the queen would establish a Kurunji clan life where the mother 

was the head of the clan; as the first son was also his pet son for the king and he 

was the chosen one for god, the king had an ambivalent attitude towards him 

and his unconscious attempts to kill him [ritual sacrifice] was  transformed in to a 
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symbolic sacrifice i.e. Inducing castration anxiety on his son. 

‘Thayikku muthal pillai; thanthaiyiku kadaipillai‘in Tamil means the rights 

to cremate the dead father is not in the hands of eldest son. Sati in India earlier 

was a kind of ritual killing by the women themselves as they had castration 

anxiety over the winner. Later it was enforced by the Vedic Brahmanical / 

patriarchy community to avoid mixing up blood and to establish / strengthen the 

caste systems. Killing the female infants by the mothers themselves/female 

infanticide is to avoid symbolic killing /pushing the unwanted “extra” daughters 

into prostitution in the hands of the father in a male dominant patriarchal 

society. (Thai – mother, muthal – first, thanthai – father, kadai – last) 

The castration anxiety induced by the father over the boy is nothing but 

symbolic killing [circumcision] and in the case of daughters, it turns up to real 

killing [infanticide] or symbolic killing i.e. prostitution. The fear of the return of 

the matriarchal society of the Kurinji land was always there in the mindset of 

men. This fear only made men in the Maruthum land to develop the grandiose  

delusion that god had castrated the women by not giving them a penis. 
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- Oedipus has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is oaatham- oedma. 

- Oedipus has the consonants - the –pa- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil name is 
Oaathappan/ lord with hydrocele; oaatham- hydrocele; appan- lord. 

 
Oedipus and Castration; 

The King of Thebes, Laius and his queen Jocasta abandoned their child 

Oedipus as he was left in a place nearby a hill with legs pinned together; 

Laiusfeared that he would be killed by his son and the son would ascend to the 

throne and marry his wife Jacosta. The pinning of legs together led to swelling of 

his legs and hence he was called by the name, Oedipus. The act of pinning 

together the legs and exposing the child near a mountain symbolizes sacrifice - 

ritual killing - by his parents. In order to take revenge upon his parents who had 

castrated [abandoned] him, Oedipus murdered his father and castrated his 

mother by raping her [marrying her]. 

 
Oedipus 

Killing his father on a three road junction [pubic area] by Oedipus 

symbolizes his aggression [following his  identity crisis] induced by castration 

done by his parents. Later Oedipus repented for his behavior and injured his 

own eyes and became blind. Injuring one’s eye is nothing but an act of castration 

 

1.10. Castration Anxiety – Father / Son 
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and Oedipus did himself as a punishment [self castration ] – 

“muchchandiyelae nikkavaichchu un maanathai vanga poraen paaru!”- 

means  insulting  someone/ castration in the  three road junction – pubic area  

muchchanthi – 3 road junction - nikkavachchi – to make one stand, 

manam – pristage, vanguven – take of, paaru – see. 

 

The oracle of Delphi, the sphinx’s riddle, the plague of infertility in 

the Thabes and the blind prophet Tiresias - are in fact secret plots made by 

Jocasta's brother, Creon to ascend to the throne of Thebes. Jocasta would not 

have produced children out of Oedipus. The stories about Jacosta‘s children were 

later additions or modifications of the original one. 

The motive behind the induction of castration anxiety by 

the patriarchal society  is nothing but the matriarchal vs. patriarchal power 

struggle over the right to own and share the property . 

 
The Promises That are Not Kept [letting down] 

Parents ask their little children to hold their hands always when they go 

out for a walk. Holding the hands is a gesture of promise/ trust made by the 

parents towards their children that they will give whatever the child needs 

[physical growth / adult penis/breasts/character traits]; by holding the hands of 

their parents the children get reassurance that the parents will accompany them 

till the end of the life - a journey without betrayal; hands going apart means 

abandoning or child neglect; raising the hands as a gesture of beating and 

‘washing off’ the hands, induce castration anxiety in children; by these behaviors 

the parents betray their promises, they made, while holding the hands of their 

children earlier.That is the reason a Tamil mother, while requesting her husband 

on seeing him beating the son,used to say,“don't beat him; pada koodaththa 

edathil pattuda poavuthu”! [“do not injure his genitals while beating the boy”]; 

shaking the hands by the foreign dignitaries, holding the hands by the couple in 

marriage ceremony signify that they will be loyal to their contract and never 

betray /castrate each other.``Neellaam oru appanna; ethuku ennai 

peththai?”;“are you my father?; Why did you give birth to me?; is it for castrating 

me?“ Is the son’s aggressive statement in retaliation to his father when he 
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induces castration anxiety on him? 

‘Ennai yaen peththae “[why did you bring me out of the womb into the 

world?”] is the way the adolescent son protests against his parents particularly, the 

father, when he is disappointed to know that his father is going to let him down by 

not keeping up his promise [father castrating his own son] of giving him an adult 

non - castrated penis. In reaction towards the angry statement, ”ennai 

yaenpeththai?! Which is made by the son, the father washes off [promises made 

by hands are washed off] his hands with water saying “I will wash off my hands for 

ever”; innaiyoda naan unnai thalai muzhikivittan! ”. Washing off one’s hands 

symbolically signify disowning his son, his product born out of his own blood which 

will further aggravate the castration fear of the son. Ennai yen peththaai – why get 

you beget me. Nan – me , nee – you, Thalai- head, muzhuga – to immerse. 

Children of 5 - 10 years old often use the word-- ‘promise’, while 

interacting with their friends. For example, “Anna! Appa kitta poattu kodukka 

maataelae?; “Brother! Would you tell our father, the truth?! ”; “Saththiyama 

solla mattaen”!; No! No! I would not tell him! Promise!.  

The induction of castration anxiety on the boy by the father will lead to the 

resolution of the oedipal complex according to psychoanalytic theory. We have 

already shown that the boy moving away from the mother during 3-5 years of age 

is only because of the fear of contagion. If so, what is the motive behind induction 

of castration anxiety against his own son by the father which is a breach against 

his original promise of getting him an adult functional penis? It is only because of 

the fear over reemergence of matriarchal establishment which makes the father 

induce castration anxiety on his own son. 

Matriarchal superiority was there in the early period of Kurunji era and the 

great mother had the power to divide the share among the siblings in right 

proportions. In those times the children had only their mother's initials. When the 

great father became the head of the clan during the later part/ end of Kurunji era 

the power of sharing the food went into the hands of the father. 

For the aging father/king, the growing psychosexual development of his son 

is a threat to his own sexuality -ie extra marital affair; if there is a gross age 

difference between the old father and young mother. The son can ascend to the 

throne by replacing [killing - ritual sacrifice] his father and then his mother will be 

the Queen Mother [it is not the son marrying his mother] The Queen mother can 
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make elaborate steps behind the screen to establish a semi matriarchal 

establishment [the right to divide the share by her own] by manipulating her son, 

the new king. The king always anticipated a coup to dethrone him by a secretive 

plot made by his wife and son. This fear was because of the old painful memory of 

men over breast envy and matriarchal dominance during the forest clan life. 

The father might also have a fear that his wife will be the wife of the new king, 

namely his son. His fear is based on magical thinking on the part of the king as 

the winner [“winner gets the cup”] used to sexually assault the king’s 

concubines as well as, the queen in the ancient past. 

Look at this ‘saying’ of a mother to alleviate the oedipal [fear of ritual 

sacrifice] anxiety “valartha kedaa marbilae paayuthu paaru”] of her husband,”.' 

'Son! You may be the king of a state- Delhi; whoever / whatever you may be, you 

are always a son for me”! The breast milk relationship between the son and his 

mother always prohibits sexual relationship between them. Even the son was 

prohibited to have sex with his father’s concubines since the concubines had 

relationship with his father’s milk, the semen and the son had come out from the 

same milk, father’s semen. Hence the father need not worry about his son 

marrying his own mother. 

Prohibited to you (for marriage) are: your mothers, daughters, 

sisters; father's sisters, mother's sisters; brother's daughters, sister's daughters; 

foster - mothers (who gave you suck), foster-sisters; your wives' mothers; your 

step - daughters under your guardianship, born of your wives to whom you have 

gone, no prohibition if you have not gone in; (those who have been) wives of your 

sons proceeding from your loins; and two sisters in wedlock at one and the same 

time, except for what is past; for Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. Surah4:23.

  

There are Some more Interesting Sayings in Tamil 
“Pillai illatha veetulae, kizhavan thulli kuthichanam'' in Tamil means 

‘when there is no child in the family the old man of that house will be more 

playful/troublesome / naughty  without castration fear from son. 

“Mulaichchu moonu  elai[three leaves to cover the genitals] vidalae, 

unnakku enna avvalavu thimiru” in Tamil means ‘someone is very haughty 

/arrogance even though he has not grown up’ [to have three leaves]; moonu- 

three; ilai- leaf; mulaikka- to bud. 
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“Vaala otta narukkiduvaen” in Tamil means ‘to cut off a man’s tail’ [phallus]; vaalu- tail; 
otta- completely; narukku - to trim. 

“Avanukku enna Kombu [uni–horn - the phallus] mulaichchurukka”!?in 

Tamil means “does he possess a horn”?! 

 

However the father always wants to curtail his son’s growing sexuality 

because of the perceived fear over the loss of his patriarchal establishment. As 

the masturbatory guilt induces castration anxiety in boys, the same guilt induces 

fear over loss of virginity in girls. By inducing masturbatory guilt on the boys and 

there by devaluating their growing masculinity, the elderly adults of the 

patriarchal society could establish / promote their “ rights” regarding their 

{male} sexual adventures and at the same time could control the feminine 

sexuality by imposing virginity and chastity exclusively on them! We are 

 

        
 
     Electra                   Carl yung 

 

not in favor of the view of resolution of penis envy in girls as the reason to move 

away from father as told by Freud. Electra complex as described by C.J.Jung 

indicates the fact that the growing offspring’s sexuality is a threat to parental 

extramarital affairs. The innocent girl Electra has fallen prey to the patriarchal 

secretive plot of virginity and chastity as she could not tolerate her mother’s 

behavior. So the lesson is, induction of masturbatory guilt in boys by the father[ 

of the patriarchal society]is to overcome his own fear [fear of ritual sacrifice] 

over his son [Oedipus] by repeatedly telling the terminal days suffering of 

Oedipus and to induce virginity and chastity fear in girls by inducing Electra fear 

complex among women by telling the fatal end of Clytemenestra! It is like Zeus 
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establishing his masculine superiority over Medusa with the help of Athena, 

another woman! To conclude, oedipal attraction is not within the tender mind of 

the boy child of 3-5 years old; oedipal anxiety [fear of ritual sacrifice] is in the 

mindset of the father. 
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Survival Anxiety and Castration Anxiety 

There are only two types of anxiety; one is sur 

vival anxiety and the other is castration anxiety. 

Survival Anxiety upto 3-5 years [Frustration-- Anger Hypothesis]; 

This type of anxiety begins at the time of birth; basic needs for survival like 

hunger and thirst are taken care by the parents. Mother’s role is particularly very 

important at least up to the age of three. If the child’s survival needs are not met, 

frustration/ or anger [not aggression] comes out from the child in the form of 

biting, crying, head banging and rolling over. Nothing can be done against the 

mother since she is ‘omnipotent’. She takes care of bladder and bowel needs. 

When the child is punished for his poor bladder and bowel control, the child 

exhibits its anger by not obeying mother‘s orders. Example; urinating in 

inappropriate places or refusal to take feeds. But then he cannot hoard or purge 

on his own since he has not attained neurodevelopment control over these 

functions when he is less than three years old. Urination in inappropriate places 

is a passive way of expressing his anger towards his mother. However he cannot 

do this frequently because of the threat to his survival needs. Slowly the survival 

anxiety comes down until the boy attains the age of 3-5. To conclude, when the 

survival needs are not met by the parents, children’s reaction is only anger and 

not aggression. Stranger anxiety and the separation anxiety during this period are 

the result of survival anxiety. 

Castration Anxiety - After 3-5 years [Castration - Aggression Hypothesis]; 

The true exchange of aggression starts between the parents and the child 

at the end of age four or age five and gradually gets its momentum in the 

subsequent years when the father/mother fails to keep up the promises they 

have made to their children. When there is betrayal of the promises, there arises 

castration anxiety which leads to aggression. 

 

 

11. Anxiety 
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Aggression reaches its maximum peak in the adolescent period when 

there is perceived betrayal by both the parents and the society [unkept 

promises of the king or the government]. Separation anxiety after age five is the 

result of castration anxiety. 

“Aeinthu vayathil annan thambi”; “patthu vayathil pangaali;” 

“pathinainthu vayathil pakaiyaali”  - means  at the age five they are brothers; 

at age of 10 they  are siblings and at a the age 15 they are foes.     
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A civilized society is one where people have mastered aggression without 

any compromise in libidinal expression; in that sense priesthood is not the ideal 

way of mastering aggression; induction of castration anxiety is the reason for 

aggression[death instinct is the reason for aggression / Freud]; hence aggression is 

not innate; physical aggression is a reaction to the fear of actual killing/ ritual killing 

by external sources; the perceived fear of castration - symbolic sacrifice is the root 

cause for psychological aggression; there is no oral or anal aggression as aggression 

appears only after age three to age five when castration fear begins; most  of us 

have overcome the physical aggression/ murder motives but not psychological 

aggression/ castration motives. 

Argumentativeness, yelling, teasing, cursing, wounding, shouting, pricking, 

howling, roaring, screeching, scratching, rubbing, barking, cutting the scalp hair, 

criticizing ,controlling, compelling, threatening, throwing, tearing, commenting, 

punishing, pulling down, bullying, black mailing, pressing, pinching, harassing, 

mocking, ridiculing, abusing, joking ,disgracing , humiliating, ragging, having a handle-

bar or British mustache, disheveled hair, neglect, selfishness, fear of ghosts, fear over 

darkness and fear of watching horror movies are behaviors related to castration 

[symbolic castration] induced aggression; crying, weeping, complaining, lamenting, 

falling down, kneeling down, groaning, whispering, murmuring, screaming, pleading, 

requesting, bargaining, over protection and the habit of watching a horror movie are 

the behaviors in reaction towards overcoming or mastering castration. 

Biting, scratching with nails and rolling over are the expressions of anger 

[survival anxiety induced] expressed by the infant in the first two to three years period 

when his hunger and thirst needs are not met by the mother; Controlling, criticizing, 

ordering, commanding, disciplining, inducing fear of contamination are the results of 

anger on the part of the mother to teach survival skills like bladder and bowel control 

during the initial three years period; stubbornness, neatness, perfection, obedience 

and orderliness are the result of survival anxiety /fear of annihilation in reaction to 

 

1.12. Origin of Aggression 
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mother’s anger by the child of that period; satisfaction of hunger and thirst needs, 

guidance’s for control of bladder and bowel skills and also teaching, walking and 

speech skills give basic trust towards the parents for the children; threatening gestures 

by the parents when the child handles the genitals during the period of age three to 

age five is the first castration experience faced by the child when the boy/ girl is about 

to have his / her sex identification; school refusal, school dropout, obedience, fear of 

god, passive aggression, rebellious tendency or running away behavior during the 

school going times are the result of perceived fear of castration because of the 

betrayal of the promises the parents had made; the “loud shouting/ howling ” of a boy 

and  the “silent weeping’ “ of a young  girl always signify either castration or castration 

anxiety. One cannot control one’s laugh when a person [it could be one’s own friend], 

slips down and gets injured, while missing the steps; we, the society as a whole has a 

sadistic pleasure while seeing others getting castrated. To express the success in a 

game or in an exam the adult male shows his right thumb in an upright position; 

‘thumbs up’ means the winner[one who has castrated others] gets the ‘golden cup’; 

the ‘thumbs down’ expression indicates castration. “Ooththikichchu” is an equivalent 

term in Tamil for” thumbs down” which denotes ‘spilling over‘ [premature 

ejaculation]; in Iran, the "thumbs up" gesture is considered an offensive insult. 
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Children and Their Play Activities; 

Children’s plays after 3-5 years like imitating the police/thief, 

doctor/patient and mother/father are attempts to ventilate their castration 

anxiety. That does not really mean that they have ideas to become a police or 

doctor. Hide and seek play has a special significance. When the child hides himself 

he always expects his mother to find out his hiding place. The child seeking 

behavior of the mother/father in the hide and seek play will strengthen his sense 

of not only object permanence but also the omnipresence and omnipotence of 

his mother/father figure. This omnipresent mother concept [sun god / Sivan’s 

third eye / Buddha’s ever-seeing eyes] not only helps him to develop his super 

ego but also the omnipotent mother/father concept leads him to develop 

castration anxiety. However mother/father finding out the boy in his hiding place 

will strengthen the basic trust on her/him and also heal the wounds of castration 

done by the father/mother. The ‘horse ride’ [elephant ride] uppu mootai [- salt 

sack- play] is the one where the boy rides on his 

 

 
 

father’s back which gives assurance to the boy that his father will take him to 

 

1.13. Castration as a Playful Activity 
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the final destiny of getting a clear psychosexual identity at the end of his 

childhood life journey. 

School going children’s outdoor play activities like football, volleyball, 

hockey, cricket, car racing and indoor play activities like chess, carrom and 

computer games will reduce their aggression induced by castration. Wrestling, 

boxing and kabadi [“kai-pudi! Kai-pudi! “? ] are frank demonstrations of 

castration. The bat and the ball of cricket [also three stumps] and hockey stick / 

snooker game have symbolic meaning. 

Adolescents abusing pan parag, chewing gum, hans/tobacco and alcohol 

are pathologically unhealthy ways to overcome the castration anxiety. Eating 

snacks frequently is also an anxiety{out of castration} reducing behavior. 

“ Maththalaththirku erandu pakkamum adi -” says  about a  man having been 

castrated by both women and men or wife and mother ; “ Maththalam” is percussion 

instrument which can be percussed on both sides unlike a thabela; maththalam - a percussion 

drum; erandu -two; pakkam - side; adi- beatings. 

“Noandi nongu eduthu viduvaen” in Tamil means, “I will tear off your scrotum 

and take out of your testes; noandu - to dig; nongu-ice apple! 

Nongum [nongu--ice apple] nuraiyumaa thanneer [water] peeritu 

vanthathu!” in Tamil means “water was coming out as that of semen from the 

testes; nongu/ ice apple / testis; nurai- foam - semen; thanneer - water. 

“Ondikku ondi variya“in Tamil [fighting each other face to face - one to one 

fight] symbolizes castration. “Ondiikku” signifies the genitals that are covered 

/ hidden and also it means a single person. 

“Smearing on someone” is to stain or attempt to destroy the reputation of 

that person. It denotes a vilifying or slanderous remark. Smearing is said as, 

“Appi puduvaen appi!” in Tamil language. It signifies doing “facial with semen” 

/anal intercourse on others. 

Forgetting to fasten the buttons of the shirt or pants by the elderly people is 

because of the decline of castration anxiety in old age.  
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[Castration / Horus and the Tamil connection] 
In Egyptian mythology, Osiris was the sky god and his wife was Isis. Horus, 

the junior, was one of their children. Sometimes Osiris himself was called Horus-

the senior. Since Seth, the god of wind and storm, had killed Osiris, Horus - 

Junior, made all attempts to take revenge on Seth under the advice of Isis. In one 

of the battles Seth had injured Horus’s left eye. In retaliation, Horus tore the 

testicles of Seth and threw them off in the Nile River. Horus was given back his 

eye by Toth, god of magic and wisdom. Later Horus brought back his father Osiris 

to life under the guidance of Isis. 

The tearing of the left eye and the resulting partial blindness symbolizes 

the winter solstice. 

The eye of Horus was believed to have healing and protective power, and 

it was used as a protective amulet in ancient Egypt. It was also used as a notation 

of measurement, particularly for measuring the ingredients in medicines. The 

injury to Horus’s eye and the repair of that symbolizes “healing/ health “and 

“regeneration” / “rebirth”. Hence Horus’ eye was used while writing 

prescriptions by medical doctors of ancient Egypt. 

In the present days, prescription symbol used by doctors/pharmacists is Rx 

.i.e. capital letter ‘R’ with its tail-end crossed. Many consider that the origin of 

this symbol is related to Horus' eye. In Latin, this symbol ‘R’ means “recipe [peru 

- Tamil] - “take”- take these medicines; Tamils used to make a mark before 

start writing articles / letters or the accounts; it is exactly similar to the castrated 

eye and the undoing of castration; but then it is falsely interpretated as Pillaiyaar 

suzhi. 

Well!, injury to Horus’s eye symbolizes castration as evidenced by the fact 

that Horus, in retaliation, had cut off Seth’s genitals. ” Saami un kannai 

kuththividum” is the statement commonly used by mothers of Tamil society 

while threatening their little children. It means” God will injure your eye if you 

do/see any wrong doings”. “Vilaiyadathae! Kaanai nondi puduvaen” is another 

 

1.14. Prescription Symbol of  Doctors     
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provocative statement used by Tamils. The meaning is that “Do not play with 

me; I will pluck out your eyes!” “Saami un kannai kuththividum!” [God will injure 

your eyes] - Is it the way to threaten the children not to watch the sexual activity 

of their parents- the primal scene?! 

It is interesting to note that“ injury to the eye” is considered as a sign of 

castration by the ancient Egyptian, Greek people [Oedepus - injuring his eyes] as 

well as by Tamils. The recovery of the injured eye {the reappearance of the sun 

after the winter solstice] is considered as a sign of rebirth not only by Egyptian/ 

Hebrews but also by Tamils [New Year Celebration/ Thai -Ponkkal festival/ 

following winter solstice]. Horus, the senior, is the Sivan and Horus, the junior, is 

Murugan / Arumugam [son of Sivan] of the Tamils / Marduk of Sumerians. 

The development of one’s sexual identity is a complex product of the 

interactions of various factors like identification of the boy/girl with their parents, 

parental gender and their general personality characteristics like giving traits, 

receiving traits, taking away traits and the biological factors, namely the influence 

of hypothalamic system and frontolimbic cortex, the influence of the socio 

cultural factors including media’ role and the individual’s specific personal 

[castrating] experiences. In agiven patient, the clinician has to find out the error 

that took place in pathological, boiological or in one’s personal sphere particularly 

parental /societal reaction towards the development of one’s sexual identity 

development. 
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Sigmund Freud considered that “acquisition of fire” in Greek Prometheus 

mythology is related to the struggle of men over control of homosexual impulses and 
Heracles’ subduing the water dragon is symbolic of control over “that fire” by 
castration. Now we will reconsider the Prometheus mythology with an essential 
theme of food/hunger and sacrifice and the rationale behind it. 

 
Greek Mythology -“Acquisition of Fire” 

The myth tells us that Prometheus the Titan, a creator of men, brought fire 
to men, having stolen it from Gods, hidden in a hollow stick, a fennel-stalk. 

The acquisition of fire was a crime, leading to the punishment of the bringer of 
fire. 
Earlier Prometheus had cheated the Gods while offering sacrifices to the Gods to the 
advantages of mortal men. Prometheus was chained to a rock and every day a vulture 
fed on his liver which grew again and again in the following nights. In ancient times 
the liver was regarded as the seat of all passions and desires. 

 
We will consider initially Freud’s view about the Acquisition of fire. 

 
Freud’s View: 

The primitive man was bound to regard fire as something analogous to the 

passion of love-a symbol of the libido. The warmth that is radiated by fire calls up the 

same sensation that accompanies the state of sexual excitation and the shape and 

movements of a flame suggest a phallus in activity. The fennel stalk is nothing but the 

penis tube and when the penis is in the state of excitation it can also be compared to 

a bird (vulture) which arouses human passion every night. The man harbors in his penis 

tube is not the fire, on the contrary is the means of quenching fire, it is the water of 

his stream of urine. Urination is possible only after the ejaculation of semen-called the 

Mongolian law "pissing on ashes". The mythology of the acquisition of fire is indeed 

the attempt of the primal men to quench fire with his own water and had the meaning 

of a pleasurable struggle with another phallus. 

 

Now we will go into the background of the mythology in detail. 

 

1.15. Acquisition and Control of Fire 
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During the war between the Titans and Olympians, some of the Titan’s 

children sided with Zeus and his brothers. One of them was Prometheus whose 

name in Greek means "Forethought" and who was able to foresee that Zeus would 

be victorious. 

- Prometheus has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- ma – the - [-sa] and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is Thiru Maaran. 

- Prometheus has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- ma – the - [-sa] and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is munnarae arinthidum thiramai - the talent to foresee; 

munnarae - earlier; arinthidu –know. 

- Prometheus has the consonants - pa- Ra- ma –the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is maanthar inaththai padaiththittan - the one who created the 

human race; maanthar- human beings; inam - race; padaiththidu - to create. 

- Prometheus has the consonants - [-pa-]- Ra- ma –the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is idi - minnar - thunder and lightning; idi- thunder; minnar- 

lightning. 

- Prometheus has the consonants – pa – Ra - ma – the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is Perum Mathiyon - wise man; perum – big; mathi- 

intelligence; ThiruMaran. 

- Prometheus has the consonants -pa -Ra- ma –the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is neruppai thantha manithan - the man who gave fire; 

neruppu –fire; thantha- given; manithan- man. 

- Prometheus has the consonants - [-pa-] –Ra- ma - the –sa-and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is eriyim thee sudar / natsathiram - burning fire torch / 

natsathiram[Skt]; eriya- burning; thee –fire; sudar - torch. 

 To reward him for his faithful service, Zeus gave him the task of creating life for 

the Earth. After he had made the animals with Zeus’ approval, Prometheus sculpted 

clay figures, modeled on the Gods, which could stand upright. Pleased with his work 

he gave these figures life, but this time without seeking Zeus’ permission. 

 Because of this insult, Zeus never cared for humans; Only Prometheus’ 

intervention eased their lives. For example it was his guile that won for them the 

better portion of the meat from sacrificed animals. He hid the choice cuts of meats 
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under the animal’s stomach, and then wrapped the bones and entrails in delicious-

looking fat, before inviting Zeus to choose the God's portion. Zeus was deceived and 

the people had good meat to eat. 

 Prometheus stole fire from heaven and gave it to his human creations. Zeus was 

outraged by this act and ordered that the thief should be tied to a rock for eternity. 

Each day one eagle came and ate out his liver, which grew again and again in the 

following nights. Prometheus himself was released from his daily torture after 30,000 

years. 

[b] Hesiod, the writer claimed that after the golden race vanished from the 

Earth, Zeus created a race of silver. These mortals were inferior to those created by 

his father, and their lives were less idyllic. The seasons divided the year up, and the 

cold and rain of winter obliged people to live in caves. The Earth no longer provided 

them with food spontaneously. This race turned out to be childish and irresponsible. 

They refused to offer sacrifices and treated the Gods who came among them with 

contempt. In the end they were so infuriated, the Olympians thought they were all 

destroyed, Zeus then created the race of bronze age and later the heroic age, the race 

of demi Gods and finally the present age of human beings, the age of iron. 

Having understood the background of Prometheus mythology, now we will contradict Freud’s 

view. 

Prometheus brought fire through - a fennel stalk; Freud says fennel stalk is the phallus 

symbol- penis tube. Fire is the state of sexual arousal; Liver is the seat of passion; "Bird biting 

the Liver" is the constant sexual kindling which can be satiated only temporarily; but then the 

sexual desire will continue forever! 

As Prometheus brought fire, the humans learnt the art of cooking and the taste of the 

cooked meat while giving sacrifice to the Gods. They ate the tastiest portion of meat and gave 

bones to the Gods. The angry deceived Gods punished the humans by bringing famine and 

starvation. 

What does the fennel stalk mean? Prometheus brought fire from heaven to earth. 

The knowledge of fire making could have come from the observation 

of“lightning" (heaven to earth) that sets fire on the dried leaves and trees. But 

then the myth describes the hollow fennel stalk! Well! It is said that the fennel 
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stalk burns slowly (i.e. acquisition and preservation of fire). Is it the true 

meaning?! 

As there was a famine people had to starve now. For many days together 

they could not eat rich and good food. Their stomach had started burning i.e. 

there was fire in their stomach. 

Where does the fire come from or go out? It is through the hollow tube i.e. 

the “esophagus”; the liver is the seat of passion for good and tasty food ; the liver 

longs for the good food as the hunger pangs (fluttering bird) from the stomach 

constantly bites the liver stimulating more and more appetite. But there is no 

good food. People have to quench their fire of appetite by feeding their stomach 

with the fennel seeds through the esophagus- fennel stalk --- to suppress the 

appetite as fennel is an appetite suppressor used by priests in monasteries to 

suppress hunger and by the marathon soldiers [runners] in Greece to reduce 

weight and to become thin. We know appetite will come every day and night 

forever. 

After many years of managing starvation with fennel seeds, Prometheus 

got released and people came out of starvation. The whole story is simply a 

projection -- related to the oral stage. (“I have not given God’s share (taken away-

eaten away-stolen away-denial of food to God) in animal sacrifice. So, there is fire 

(appetite) in His stomach. No! No! God only has not given me food because of the 

drought. Hence He only makes fire (appetite) in my stomach”). If it is so where is 

the sexual material in Prometheus story as told by Freud? The Prometheus story 

indirectly talks about proper sharing of the share. 

 

                          Freud’s View on Control over Fire Comes from Heracles’ Story 
 

- Fire has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the original Tamil word is neruppu – fire. 

- Fire has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is 

paaru - fire. 

Heracles, son of Zeus was the deliverer of Prometheus who slew the vulture 

which devoured his liver. Strangely Heracles in one of his twelve labors subdued a 

water dragon -Lernaean hydra-an immortal snake and Freud was tempted to see a 
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connection between the two myths. He fought it by cutting off its heads; since they 

always grew again and again and it was only after he had burnt up the immortal head 

with fire that he overcame the monster. A water dragon subdued by fire - that surely 

makes no sense. But then Freud found sense in that by reversing the manifest content 

as seen in dreams. If so, hydra was a brand of fire and the flickering serpent's heads 

were the flames. Heracles then extinguished that brand of fire with water. The 

immortal head is the phallus and its destruction signifies castration. Prometheus [like 

the Mongolian law] had forbidden the quenching of fire; Heracles permitted it in the 

case in which the brand of fire threatened disaster. This Heracles myth seems to 

correspond to the reaction of a later epoch of civilization to the events of acquisition 

of control over fire. Freud saw the antithesis between fire and water in these myths 

of Prometheus and Heracles. When the penis is in the state of excitation which led to 

its comparison with a bird, and the sensations are being experienced which suggests 

the warmth of the fire, urination is impossible; conversely when the organ is serving 

to evacuate urine all its connections with the genital function seem to be quenched. 

Water dragon is nothing but the placenta in the amniotic fluid and it is a fertility 

symbol. Most of the mythologists consider that the subduing of water dragon is 

actually subduing matriarchal superiority similar to the python killed by Apollo in 

Delphi. Snake always represents the womenfolk. Krishnan killing /subduing the water 

snake Kaliya is also an example of showing superiority over the women by men. Hence 

the Heracles- water Dragon myth is nothing to do with control of fire / homosexual 

impulses. 

Considering the background of Prometheus mythology, discovery of making 

fire, cooking the meat with the help of fire, developing taste towards the cooked meat 

by the mankind, not giving enough share (denial of food) to the Gods during animal 

sacrifices led to punishment (projection) of the humans by Gods resulting in starvation 

and hunger and there by fire in the stomach of mankind. One of the Greek 

mythological sayings is “eating fennel seeds will fetch you wisdom”. 

 

Greek Mythology: Figures and Facts. 

- Zeus- Supreme Olympian God.—was worshiped as the ultimate protector of 

state and family, and as the source of the most esteemed qualities such as 

justice, hospitality, air government and the honoring of oaths. 
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- Prometheus - he created the human race and then remained its advocate in 

the face of the supreme God’s hostility{Zeus}. 

- Hesiod - The Greek poet of eighth-century BC in his poem ‘works and days’ 

described the creation by the gods of five different races of human beings who 

lived one after the other. 

- Heracles- son of Zeus and Alcmene, mortal women. He underwent twelve 

labors to become immortal. During one of his labors he unchained 

Prometheus and saved his life. 

- Python-the snake who guarded the oracle on the caves of Mount Parnassus 

inDelphi 

- Apollo-son of Zeus—he was the God of light, and of  the  sun  itself, but  he  

was also  the patron of music, poetry and all the fine arts and of healing and 

prophecy. 

 

Health Facts about Fennel Seeds;  

Fennel is useful to relieve abdominal cramps, gas and bloating. Fennel also 

has a calming, antispasmodic effect on coughs and bronchitis. It is helpful in 

promoting lactation. Fennel Seed Tea has an ancient reputation as an appetite 

suppressant that holds up today. The Greek name for fennel is marathon ---- was 

derived from “maraino“, to grow thin, reflecting the widely held belief that drinking  

fennel seeds would have a slimming effect.Drinking a cup of fennel seed tea before 

eating meal can edge off your appetite as well. The poor would use fennel to 

appease the hunger in the Lent period. 

 

X and Y- Alphabets /Symbols 

X is a female symbol. It is a fertility symbol. XXX is the symbol for pornography. 

It symbolizes production / multiplication of the human race. For the same reason the 

‘x’ symbol is used in multiplication of numbers in math. Well! Obviously ‘Y ‘denotes 

[its shape] phallus. That is the reason’ xy’ symbol represents a male and xx-- a female 

symbol in medicine. Since the origin of the x symbol and its original meaning is 

unknown to the people in the modern era the "rays ' identified by Rontgen were called 

as x rays by Roentgen himself meaning “unknown rays". If we want to mention the 
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name of an unknown person we call him ”x''. If we want to name an unknown variable 

in Math we name it as x.X is also used as a road/pathway sign as x is a female symbol 

[no entry sign]. These symbols have a very long history and can be seen even in the 

Indus valley seal, in the famous Siva in Yogi Posture. Numerical ‘1’ is a male symbol 

and ‘0’ is a female symbol; 10 denote multiplication by the union of male and female. 
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Depending upon the combination of giving, receiving and taking away traits the 

personalities can be grouped into paranoid, emotionally unstable and obsessive types 

etc. The cluster A personalities [introverts] have extreme fear of castration; the cluster 

C personalities [neurotics] have ambivalence about castrating others; the cluster B 

personalities [extroverts] have the pleasure of castrating others. Now we will see how 

these personality types have their effect on one’s sexuality. 

Paranoid Personality; 

A paranoid husband will have a constant fear that his wife might go with 

another male if he does not satisfy her sexually; this fear will make him to demand 

frequent sexual intercourse with his wife; there will be no foreplay; deep kissing in an 

attempt to swallow her {incorporate her} will not be there as there is no adequate 

regression; there is no exploration of the female body except for penile penetrations; 

Since he has undervaluation of his own genitals delusion of jealous and homosexual 

tendencies can arise. 

Schizoid Personality; 

Since schizoid persons have flat affect or restricted emotions, dating and 
foreplay will not be there; penile penetration is guaranteed. Imagine a husband with 
schizoid traits and a hysterical wife. Schizoid wife can be well tolerated in some 
cultures. 

Schizotypal personality; 

These people use some magical attempts like mandhiram, enthiram, 

orvasiyam and other black magics to possess a female they want; the possession 

of a female is not to have sexual pleasure but with a secret idea of some other 

motives like attaining spiritual power and also for other magic religious rituals. 

 

 

Emotionally Unstable Personality; 

 

1.16. Personality and Sexual Behavior 
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Emotionally unstable personality is born to give; hence one will give 

enormous sexual pleasure to his/her partner as his/her tendency for regression is 

great. There will be spontaneous cunnilingus and fellatio; deep kissing will be there 

to incorporate the loved object; he/she will indulge in sexual behavior irrespective 

of time, place and person; he will misbehave with friends, other’s spouses in public 

places like bus, parks and cinema theater etc; he/she will indulge in premarital and 

extramarital affairs; he does not know where to give, when to give, whom to give, 

how to give; one day acquaintance is enough for him to have sex with strangers 

with the risk of giving / receiving HIV  infection; his/ her possessive nature will lead 

to strained relationships and he /she will change his lover / partner frequently; 

those people with breast longing /breast possession behavior indulges in cross 

dressing, homosexuality, pedophilia, bestiality, necrophilia and frotturism. When 

things are going against them they will indulge either in self castration like self 

mutililation of their genitals or castration of others like rape/ anal intercourse etc. 

Imagine an emotionally unstable personality and a hysterical personality as a 

couple. 

Hysterical Personality; 

Hysterical people will seduce their partners by their colorful costumes, speech 

and gestures etc; only superficial kissing will be there; regression will not be there; 

attempts of  incorporation by the  partner are thwarted; breast handling is allowed to 

some extent; penile penetration is not allowed and there will be frigidity; since they 

have the fear of losing their beauty and shape  on which they have builttheir 

personality all along their life they are prone for frigidity; ambivalence to have sex 

might result in dissociative symptoms and at the same time to attract the partner’s 

attention,“ possession attacks” can also occur. Imagine a hysterical and a paranoid 

personality as sexual partners. 

Antisocial Personality; 

The people with antisocial, predominately, ” taking away” traits do not have the 

pleasure in giving; since their motive is only “taking away “ there is no regression, no 

foreplay, no cunnilingus or fellatio and no sexual exploration except for penile 

penetration / vaginal intercourse; since forcible kissing is meant to take away the 

pleasure out of the female body {not for genuine incorporation}, the female will 

reciprocate with frigidity; a female with antisocial traits may not be “ interested “ in 
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sexual activity or she will demand something else to have sexual relationship with her; 

these females are very selfish and they do not give “true” pleasure to their husband; 

they never understand the idea that while giving they are receiving the sexual pleasure 

at the same time; anti socials also enjoy the pleasure while castrating others [sadism]. 

Obsessive Compulsive Personality; 

People with obsessive traits are living machines; they will give exactly, accurately and 

methodically what they have received; they lack magnanimity; as they are misers; no 

female would be interested in making obsessive personality as her lover; obviously 

dating will be less; these people will never, ever give any verbal compliments to the 

partner, leave alone jewels and pearls; hence one cannot expect his wife or lover to 

have lust towards him/ her; there will not be any foreplay; hygienic concern prohibits 

the person with obsessive traits, from deep kissing; he is obsessively slow and steady 

in exploration of the female sexual body although mechanically; there is no 

cunnilingus or fellotio and there is of course penile penetration / vaginal intercourse; 

Oh! He has done the'' job “as expected from a responsible husband! Imagine an 

obsessive husband and a hysterical / emotionally unstable person as his wife. 

Depressive Personality; 

Depressive adolescents may indulge in immature love, to ward off their 

depressive mood; for the same reason they indulge in compulsive masturbation; most 

of the time they will be thinking about their lover although their love is “one sided.” 

In the bedroom depressive people may have decreased libido or increased libido if 

there is additional anxiety; if they indulge in sexual activity only to lift their depressed 

mood, the chances for sexual exploration is less. Poor and illiterate couple [low socio-

economic status] always  enjoy their sexuality daily to ward off their anxiety that arise 

out of day to day stress as they have no other alternatives for recreation, which the 

rich/ elite couples  can do nothing except to envy them. 

Dependent Personality; 

These people may depend on “messengers” even to propose their love because 

of castration fear; when the partner is loving, supportive and caring good sexual 

activity is guaranteed; when these males get castrated by men in the society, they 

expect their wife to take care of the wounds of castration through sexual activity like 

the depressive people; fellatio done by their wife apart from penile intercourse will 
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cure the wounds of castration; the dependent people are really breast lovers and 

when they do not have loving breasts in their life they opt for alcohol abuse; these 

breast lovers are always in need of approval, guidance and support from women. 

Passive Aggressive Personality; 

These people may not show interest in sexual activity as a way of protest 

when they got castrated by their husbands. 

Narcissistic Personality; 

The difference between hysterical and narcissistic personality is that the 

hysterical person had not only indulged in primitive masturbation i.e. appreciating his 

/her sexuality but also had indulged in adult masturbation i.e. appreciating opposite 

partner’s sexuality while the narcissistic person had not gone beyond primitive 

masturbation with the arrest in the development of adult sexuality; hence the 

narcissistic person is inferior sexually when compared to the hysterical person. 

A narcissistic male who has not progressed to adult masturbation [loving 

opposite sexuality beyond primitive masturbation [loving one’s own sexuality] may 

indulge in penetration of another man’s anus as an attempt to castrate him to 

strengthen his narcissistic love. 
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- Psycho has the consonants - [-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka -and the original Tamil 

word is akam- soul.  

- Soul has the consonants – [-sa-] -la -and the original Tamil word is 

ullam- soul. 

- Mental has the consonants - ma –na- the- la - and the original Tamil word 
is manathaal- of the mind. 

- Mind has the consonants - ma - an- the- and the original Tamil word is manathu - mind. 

- Mania has the consonants - ma- an- and the original Tamil word is mana 
noaei - mental illness; manam- soul; noaei- illness. 
 

Clinical Anxiety; 
There are only two types of anxiety; one is the survival anxiety which is from 

birth to age three to age five; Survival anxiety is the result of fear of annihilation 

[fear of actual killing]; If the child’s survival needs/ basic needs like hunger / thirst 

are not met by the mother satisfactorily there is a reaction of anger [not 

aggression] from the child during this period. When one of the boy’s or the girl’s 

most important growing need, namely getting a clear psychosexual identity is 

thwarted by the father/ mother, there arises aggression [not anger] from the child. 

This aggression is the result of castration anxiety [fear of ritual killing] induced by 

his/ her parents starts after the age of three to five. 

In an adult with anxiety, following a life stress, there will always be 

symptoms related to castration. Apprehension, agitation, palpitation, breathing 

difficulty, trembling of body and hands, disturbed sleep, bad dreams and other 

symptoms of stress related anxiety are nothing but anticipation of castration 

[fear of symbolic - sacrifice / ritual killing].This is evidenced by the complaint of 

an anxious person about sexual dysfunctions/small sized penis / catching 

sensation of the penis or vaginal irritation and anal itching. This is applicable to 

most stressors except major medical life threatening illnesses where the anxiety 

symptoms are pertained mostly to fear of actual killing/ survival anxiety. 

 

1.17 . Psychopathology 
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Separation anxiety and school phobia are the result of anticipation of 

punishment i.e castration. Chronic anxiety is the result of obsessive rumination 

about castration. Panic experienced by some homosexuals is the result of 

castration fear. Panic with or without agoraphobia and claustrophobia is the 

result of “ {fear of actual killing/ murder” [survival anxiety]. 

 
Depression; 

- Depression has the consonants - the - pa -Ra –[-sa-]- an - and the 

original Tamil word is thunpa padar noaei – depression; thunpam- 

suffering; noaei–disease, padar – sperting / pervading. 

Sad mood, feelings of insecurity, isolation, ideas of worthlessness and 

hopelessness, retarded posture with head down position [the posture of animal 

in ritual killing], being a scapegoat [the goat for ceremonial sacrifice] to others, 

delusions of guilt [guilt about masturbation], loss of libido and sexual dysfunctions, 

praying [in kneeling down position] to god and death wish /suicidal ideas, noticed 

in a depressed patients are nothing but the reaction towards imagined or real 

castration. The long face of the depressed person with the upper jaw little 

protruded out and the lower jaw drawn inwards along with the Otto Veraguth’s 

eyelid resembles the facial appearance of a goat, the animal for sacrifice. 

DSH and Suicide; 

The symbolism behind self injurious behaviors like wrist cutting [the hand is 

the tool behind masturbation, unfulfilled promises made while holding the hands 

together], mutilation of genitals, head banging on the wall by an adult are nothing 

but behaviors of castration of the internalized object in retaliation. Attempted 

suicide is an attempt to escape from symbolic killing i.e. castration. Completed 

suicide is the end result of the total loss of final hopes from escaping castration. 

Obsessive Thoughts and Compulsive Rituals; 

Ambivalence in expressing the aggression towards the castrating father/ 

mother leads to isolation of affect giving a humorless coloring to one’s personality. 

The ambivalence in expressing the aggression is not due to the ambivalent love-

hate relationship and it is due to the fear of retaliation / [castration] from them. 

This makes one indulge in undoing the omnipotent aggressive thoughts by 
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compulsive rituals based on magical thinking. 

Phobia; 

Fear of castration is the reason behind phobias. Specific phobias like 

phobia to dogs, snakes, lizards and cockroaches are the best examples. In phobia, 

the fear is excessive and it is a rational one as it is rooted in castration / ritual 

sacrifice / symbolic sacrifice. This is also applicable to social anxiety. Behavior 

therapy can only take away the excessive fear and not the castration anxiety. 

Standing [to perform] on a platform in front of a mass or around a crowd induces 

stage phobia. It is not due to performance anxiety per se but then it is because of 

the consequence of the poor performance which induces castration fear; as 

stage symbolizes the sacrificial pedestal or altar it  brings  back  the  dormant 

primordial  fear of ritual killing /sacrifice in to the conscious mind of  that phobic 

person. Agoraphobia induces the phylogenetic memory of human or animal 

sacrifice done in the open space [before the construction of temples]. 

Claustrophobia is the remnant of death fear due to the kindling of the dormant 

fear of sacrifice which was done in the small space - sacred sanctorum / 

Karuvarai / Garpagiraha of the temples. Acrophobia is the original fear for 

sacrifice done in high mountains or high places. 

Rearing pet animals or wild animals in the homes by very few people is to 

master one’s castration anxiety or to induce castration anxiety on unwanted 

visitors; snake charmers are not exceptional; dogs are the best and true friends of 

humanity since the Kurinji era; now these dogs are wandering on the roads as 

they have become orphans, neglected by the urban people. 

Hysteria; 

Hysterical disassociation symbolizes death fear - fear for actual killing / true 

sacrifice / murder [ex; Nakkiran’s fainting attack to a threat from Siva’s third eye]; 

conversions [blindness / deafness/ aphonia / paralysis] symbolize the result of fear 

over castration [symbolic castration ] by others. Hysterical possession of a woman 

by a punishing goddess is the aggressive reaction over the perceived castration 

anxiety. Hysterical possession by a romantic god [Murugan] is based on libidinal 

motive i.e. willingness or giving consent indirectly for sexual exploration. Hysterical 

pseudo seizure - pseudo shake -- is not the re- enactment of a true seizure which 
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the person has witnessed in some other known epileptics thought by Babinski. It is 

the reenactment of the shaking of the body of the dying - sacrificed animal/ human 

witnessed by the person in ceremonial rituals [animal/ human sacrifice]. 
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 Circumcision and deflowering of a girl by the priests are 
examples of sacred castration.  

The concept of hysteroepilepsy proposed by Charcot was opposed by Babinsk. 

Babinski, an assistant of Charcot, criticized that hystero epilepsy was an invention by 

Charcot and not a discovery of a new illness by him. Today it is considered that these 

two illnesses are separate entities without any definite/proven relationship between 

them. 

A hysterical person exhibiting a pseudo shake is not because she/ he had 

witnessed the true shake from another epileptic person as thought by Babinski and 

the” pseudo shake “is only related to castration anxiety, which is nothing but the 

reminiscent behavior of the symbolic sacrifice or castration. Example; in 

circumcision [act of symbolic ritual sacrifice/ castration], there is crying, thrashing 

movements of body or limbs without loss of consciousness [although the eyes are 

closed] and without incontinence. The “true shake” of the neurogenic seizure with 

the loudcry, tonic clonic movements of the limbs with loss of consciousness and 

incontinence is very much similar to the suffering of the sacrificed animal / human 

[true sacrifice]. Hence ‘true shake ‘is the re-enactment of the past memory of the 

true sacrifice and ‘pseudo shake’ is the the re-enactment of the past memory of the 

castration or symbolic sacrifice. 

The suggestibility in a hysterical person and non suggestibility are related to 

the extent to which one is afraid of castration. 

The age of onset of pseudo-seizure which is mostly around 5- 6- years [after 3- 

5 years] and the peak incidence of it during the adolescent period suggests that the 

pseudo seizure is a reaction towards anticipation of castration and hence it is more 

common in young females. The pseudo seizure directs the attention of the people 

with whom the person has emotional conflict pleading for not castrating anymore. 

The true seizure can occur anytime after birth suggest that it is a reaction towards 

survival anxiety [threat of annihilation--ritual sacrifice/ true sacrifice] induced 

1.18. The Relationship Between 
Hysteria and Epilepsy  
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because of the major life threatening medical problems serving as a warning signal 

to take necessary steps by the internal body system to protect the individual against 

impending mortality when the chances to escape from ritual sacrifice [actual killing / 

death] is very critical. Hence there must be an area in the brain representing a-

punishment center / a - center for castration anxiety, the activation of which is to 

protect the individual to take necessary protective steps to escape from castration 

by the aggressor in order to sustain his life. 

This is evidenced by the fact that seizures occur not only in medical and 

structural problems of the central nervous system, but also in other general 

medical conditions like infections, metabolic and hormonal problems. Nocturnal 

seizures do occur as the brain senses that sleep is equivalent to death. Pseudo 

shake is not exactly similar to true seizure or the behavior of the sacrificed 

animal/human being because pseudo seizure arises out of symbolic sacrifice i.e 

castration anxiety [symbolic killing] and the true seizure arises out of ritual 

sacrifice [ritual killing]. Hence the pseudo seizure can be induced by suggestion 

and by psychological stress factors and not the true seizure which will be 

precipitated only when the brain senses that there is a threat of annihilation by 

major physical stress. There should be a separate [other than that of the pseudo 

seizure] locus in the brain for true seizure, the center for ritual/ true sacrifice. 

Symbolic Sacrifice = Pseudo / Hysterical Seizure True Sacrifice = True Seizure 
Patient with severe guilt feelings and psycho motor retardation and strong 

suicidal intentions [preparing to get sacrificed] would benefit from ECT as the brain 

senses that the patient has undergone 6-8 sittings of seizures symbolizing death 

penalty /true sacrifice; as the “activated locus for true sacrifice” gets  satiated by the  

seizures[ ture sacrifice] the urge to commit suicide by the patient comes down. Patient 

with severe aggression presenting with catatonic stupor or excitement will also get 

benefited with ECT as the brain senses that the aggressive person is sacrificed/ killed 

each time he gets seizure during ECT. Insulin coma therapy and deep sleep therapy 

may have a similar mechanism of action. 

Mr. Velan, 46years old was given a course of ECT when he had not 

responded to two groups of antidepressants / bipolar trials to alleviate his 

depressive illness. He had symptoms like sleep disturbances, psychomotor 

retardation, guilt feelings, self reproachment, and ideas of worthlessness, 

hopelessness and suicidal intentions. ECT has not given any benefit to him as it was 
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expected in line with the above said theory of brain sensing the seizure as sacrifice. 

Why the brain of Velan did did not recognize [sense] the seizures as ritual 

sacrifice or death penalty? Does it disprove the scientific basis of the above said 

theory? Does it reflect that Velan’s illness is not at all a pure endogenous 

depressive illness? Is there any other biological reason for the non-recognition of 

the suppression done on the activated center for sacrifice?! 

Psychoses; 

- Psychoses has the consonants –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa-] -and the original 

Tamil word is aka noaei – mental illness; akam- soul; noaei-illness. 

The delusional thinking that “people are against me; they are trying to kill 

me; talking ill of me”, indicates only the fear of castration. The hallucinatory voices 

are nothing but the nostalgia of hearing the verbal expressions of castration 

{stored permanently in the castrated / wounded mind of the patient} by the 

parents, siblings and the society. The consoling voices of the “godfather “are in 

reaction towards the threatening /castrating human voices. The grandiose 

delusions are the result of denial of castration. In epileptic psychosis when the 

seizures are under control, i.e. when there is no ritual sacrifice[s],the castration 

fear gets mounted, which brings back the psychotic symptoms to the forefront. 

Relapse of seizures {sacrifices}, will make the patient free from castration fear 

with the eventual outcome of suppression of psychotic symptoms. Migration 

induced psychoses are the result of castration fear only.  The fear of new [alien] 

places faced by people on tour is alleviated by the call girls. That is the reason 

prostitution is rampant in metropolitan cities. 

Koro [Malaysia], Buf’eedelirente [West Africa and Haiti] , Bilisorcol’era 

[Latinos], Amok [Malaysia], Dhat [India], Hwa-byung [Korea],Shen Kuei[China] 

and other culture bound syndromes are the result of acute or chronic castration 

anxiety only.  
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Parental Attitudes and Peer Reactions Towards The Development of 

Children’s Psychosexual Identity; 

The handling of genitals by 3-5yearold boys and girls is mostly punished by 

the parents {those who are preoccupied with sexuality and masturbation]. This 

induces castration anxiety [a blow to his growing sexual identity]in the boy/girl. 

During the early years of childhood and adolescence the boy/ girl feels shy to 

expose their bottoms because they are ashamed of exposing their 

underdeveloped genitals and he /she always wants to cover it with inner wears; 

If the parents are not recognizing these sensitive feelings of the boy by not 

providing him with inner wears the parents are doing a big  mistake of not 

promoting the development of the boy’s on going sexual development. i.e they 

want the boy to be a child for few more years as they are unwilling to accept the 

boy’s physical growth. Parent’s denial of the growing boy’s sexual development is 

because they do not know the ways of relating with the adolescent boy and some 

might consider that the boy’s development is a threat to their own sexual life, 

particularly to the father. “Your brain has not grown as that of your body; see your 

body! It is like that of a bull; if you do not study well, you cannot choose a job 

other than being a servant in the backyard of someone's house managing cows!” 

These Sort of sarcastic comments on the part of parents, particularly from the 

father will have along lasting deleterious effect not only on the boy’s personality 

but also on the boy's growing psychosexual development. This will add to the 

boy’s devaluation of his penis; all along he was with the idea that close association 

with his father will bring him an adult penis; now the disapproving comments 

from the father and the perceived disassociation and neglect by the father will 

make him disappointed and helpless; the boy‘s father cannot tolerate the boy 

indulging in masturbation. It is not only because of the cultural belief that 

masturbation is harmful to sexual health, he could not accept / welcome the boy’s 

developing sexual growth. Most of the mothers accept their son’s masturbatory 

behavior and even welcome it as they always associate masturbatory behavior 

 

1.19. Relationship Between Culture and Sexuality 
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with fertility; father's indirect direct verbal or nonverbal comments on the boy’s 

masturbatory behavior will aggravate the dormant castration anxiety to come in 

the conscious mind of the boy again and again. That is all!; the father has failed 

from his ‘promise’ of giving the boy‘s need for adult psychosexual identity. The 

father can only rationalize his negative comments on masturbation that he is 

actually interested in the boy’s education and welfare as he believes that the boy’s 

sexual awareness is a hindrance to his education / morality. The media‘s 

comments on masturbation and his friend’s misquoted comments will add fuel to 

the “masturbatory  guilt “ which is nothing but induction of castration anxiety. 

Long back, the patriarchal society had made Medusa into a gorgon!  Every 

man of this patriarchal society has to pay a penalty for that. Listen what Medusa 

had to say! “Hey! Men! ; do not look at me {Medusa} with your eyes; you will 

become a stone!; not exactly you; your penis will be useless just like a stone!; You, 

cunning Zeus; do not think you are more clever!; your people had erected nude 

male statues everywhere in Greece;  What happened then?! Your men had 

become paedophliacs and homosexuals!” 

Years after, the very parents, his friends and the society who were castrating 

the boy everyday in the past will be seeking a “suitable” bride for him; now his 

friends and the public have a “topic” to gossip about his potency!; Well done!; 

now the pharma personnels can sell their “potency giving” products through ads 

and make money out of it. Well! There is always a way to make money! 

Parental/ Societal Discrimination Among Children/Citizens; 

Some parents show partiality towards their children depending up 

on the order of birth, sex, color complexion, beauty, academic excellence etc; this will 

have a long lasting impact on the development of psychosexual identity on their 

children; racial discrimination in a multicultural society will have a similar impact; for 

example; Aryans castrating the Dravidians by caste system; Whites castrating the 

blacks by color discrimination. Repeated portrayal of white skinned slim girls as 

beauties, upper-class men as heroes, by the mass media will have deleterious effects 

on the less privileged people on their sexuality. 

Gender Traits; 
Man’s gender [masculine] traits like toughness, aggression, dareness, dominant, 
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ambitious, competitive, rude, adventurous, assertion, outgoing and  wordly nature are 

related to readiness to face castration [readiness to “ sacrifice”]; the feminine gender 

traits like timidity, submission, less assertion, emotional, religious, weak minded, 

nervous, gentle, homely, and quiet nature are related to the fear of facing castration 

[unwillingness to “sacrifice”] and these are sex- harm one mediated culturally learned  

behavior from ancient past. The combination of masculine traits and feminine traits in 

a particular person is dependent on how much he/she has mastered the castration 

anxiety. The person who has mastered the castration fear will be cool, friendly, playful, 

humorous, self-reliant, spontaneous, confident, courageous and decisive and also 

knows the art of convincing others. 

Circumcision/ Upanayanam/ Coming of Age Ritual/ Waist Belts vs Cross Belts; 

When girls attain their first menstrual cycle in SouthIndia, among the Tamils that 

day is considered as an auspicious day in the fertility history of the girl and is 

celebrated with great joy. The girl after a ceremonial bath, dressed in new attire will 

be seated in the center of the hall nearby a standing brass oil lamp and the women, 

other married relatives who have given birth to children, friends and neighborhood 

women, all dressed in new silk attire offer the girl with gifts, sweets, fruits, flowers 

etc. They apply kumkum on her forehead [kumkum -- symbolizing - blood - and 

fertility] and turmeric paste on her cheeks, arms and legs and formally embrace her 

into their womanhood. The parents of the girl treat the invitees with a great feast. 

Her maternal cousin (the eligible bridegroom) will receive special attention on that 

day. This ritual, called –Poopu neerattu vizha [cleansing the menstruating flower 

with water - blossom ceremony] done to alleviate the anxiety of the girl on seeing 

the first menstrual blood and she is happy that her growing sexual identity is 

appreciated by her parents and relatives. 

There is no special celebration for boys attaining puberty. Hence the first 

ejaculation and the subsequent masturbation induces enormous amounts of anxiety 

on boys. However, as the boy is growing older he will be given a waist belt made of 

turmeric applied cotton threads or silver or gold so that he can cover his genitals 

with a loin cloth. This thread is called “arai naan kaeyiru’ in Tamil language, literally 

meaning waist belt. 

The waist belt has special meaning to the adolescent boy in every culture. The 

Vedic Brahminical community, while denying the fertility related waist belt, started 
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wearing a shoulder cross belt called “poonool” - sacred thread and declared that 

only those wearing “ poonool” can go for education and the other non – Vedic 

people have to do work in paddy fields. The sacred thread  wearing  ceremony is 

called “poonool marriage” i.e “upanayanam” and poojas are done on that day to 

plead the god Prajabathy [fertility  god].The boy of 7 - 10 years old will be given a 

new white cloth after wearing red loincloth and taking a bath to wash off  the dirt 

and then he is declared to be fit to have education and go to the gurukulam. 

Braminical boys who have undergone this ritual are called “twice born”. The first 

birth is out of parental dirt; the second birth is the production of dirt by the 

adolescent person himself which is washed away by the ritual bath. The interesting 

point is that the boy cannot share food with his mother there after from the same 

plate clearly indicates that this poonool marriage is only a preparatory ritual for his 

marriage / adulthood as the Brahminical community had the custom of indulging in 

child marriage in the past. The boy’s “Yajnopavitha“ thread with three strands 

which runs from the left shoulder to the waist, under the right arm, is yellowed 

with turmeric and he wears a grass girdle in his waist and he has to hold a pipal 

tree twig during the ceremony [all are fertility symbols]. Upanayanam literally 

means “coming closer to“ Brahmman “ or a ceremony to introduce the concept of 

Brahmman to the boy, where Brahmma is a –god of creation. It is actually “coming 

closer to fertility “or adulthood. We will consider about the symbolism of the three 

strands of the sacred thread when we consider the “Thaali-kodi “symbolism; the 

exact meaning of  poo nool / mup -puri nool is which  is unknown to the vedic  

Brahmins is dealt in a detailed manner in the chapter Chithambaram. 

 The ritual of circumcision practiced by Hebrews and Arab people and Muslims 

of India to their eight year old boys is nothing but a fertility promoting behavior as a 

preparatory one to adulthood. Abraham’s covenant with god was that, a ceremonial 

symbolic sacrifice[castration] of cutting the prepuce of the penis [instead of human 

sacrifice], would make his community to multiply in numbers [for not turning against 

the God - unlike Oedipus, the rebellion]. In Tamilnadu, India, among Muslims, 

circumcision is called “sunnath marriage”. Cutting of the boy’ prepuce is not inducing 

castration anxiety in the boy’s mind as the procedure is done as a celebration with 

joy and funfare and is followed by a rich feast. Now the boy is eligible to wear a” 

lunghi”, an adult-attire, and need not wear shorts. The predominant fertility rituals 

practiced by the Brahmanical community in India and the Hebrews /Muslims are 
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directed towards the boys and not the girls indicate their religious patriarchal 

intentions. Christian Baptism is the immersion of the believer in water in the name 

of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Aspersion, affusion, immersion and 

submersion, all indicate water-purification intended for initiation into Christianity, a 

sacrament, as a sign of regeneration and salvation from sin. We all know that the 

water-purification is nothing but a fertility ritual. Purification of the boy or the girl is 

needed because of the contamination by their first ejaculation and menstrual flow. 

Originally it is intended for initiation into adulthood [not into Christianity] and 

the” regeneration” or salvation is nothing but the hope for regeneration/ sustenance 

of human fertility. Except for the Anglican Communion other sects practice baptism 

when the boy or the girl is eight years old. The Anglican Communion probably strongly 

believes in the original sin which is nothing but the possession of knowledge about 

fertility, and so they practice infant baptism, since the infant is born out of sin i.e. 

parental sexual union. 

Patriarchal Christianity claims that it is against pagan beliefs but in practice 

indulges in fertility ritual -water-purification - although they call by a different name, 

baptism. The concept of “twice born” of Brahminical   upanayanam, “reborn” concept 

of baptism, is the patriarchal cultural/ religious rituals to undermine the importance 

of the role of females’ infertility? 

The Mottai adithal (Tonsure)Ceremony – i.e. the votive offering of the 

children’s birth scalp hair to the god when the children are 1-2 years old is performed 

by the SouthIndians Tamils is an example of ”symbolic sacrifice” to the god. 

Kaathani vizha; 

Kaathani vizha or the ear-piercing ceremony is done in the ancient past, for 

children nearing puberty by their parents in TamilNadu.It is more than an act of 

symbolic sacrifice to the god; it is done to import the knowledge of fertility to their 

pubertal children by their maternal uncle who has to tell the ‘fertility secret’ in to the 

their earsina low whispering voice. This is understood by the act of piercing the soft 

ear lobules by a needle and the oozing of blood. The child in turn gets a pair of golden 

ear rings as a gift. Now the practice is done to even two year-old children and it has 

got only cultural significance. 

Bell symbolism; 

Ringing the bell in temples signifies the act of fertility, i.e sexual union of 

manhood and womanhood; the bell symbolizies the womb. 
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Hugging; 
Hugging and cheek kissing by men in the Middle East is an unconscious 

agreement between them not to castrate [not a homosexual behavior] each 

other;” hand shaking “done in the West has the similar intention. 

Tamil Marriage; 

In SouthIndian Tamil marriages, the bridegroom has to tie a sacred thread 

around the neck of the bride as a necklace - marriage badge. While tying the thread 

around her neck he has to make three knots. This is the most important highlight of 

the marriage ceremony. The sacred thread is called thaali or manja kaeyiru [sacred 

thread yellowed by turmeric]. The thaali is considered by the masculine society as the 

symbol of privilege given to a male to possess a female and have authority over her 

and also to enslave her. Some welcome the thaali ritual, and say that the thaali around 

the neck of a married female will safeguard her actually, from a stranger, a male, 

making indecent proposals to her. The woman has to wear the thaali as long as her 

husband is alive. Once he dies she has to remove the thaali. If she opts for a 

remarriage, a new thaali has to be tied by her second husband. 

 

  
 
 

Well! There are a lot of opinions about the symbolism of thaali kaeyiru and the three 

knots made by the groom while tying this sacred thread. Any ritual made on the day 

of the marriage ceremony has to necessarily represent nothing but fertility. The pot 

filled with water kept in front of the couple on the day of marriage symbolizes the 

amniotic fluid filled uterus and the firepit represents the Tamil way of fire/sun 

worship. Women giving birth to children post a branch of fig tree applied with turmeric 

and kumkum, [arasanai kaal naduthal] in front of the bridegroom's house is one 
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another example of fertility ritual. The arch gates of the groom and the bride’s house 

are decorated with plantain trees [the eternal tree of endless generation] on either 

side with festoons of mango leaves overhead also signifying a fertility one. The thaali 

itself has a small golden pendant of a small human form with a Siva lingam inscribed 

over the chest of it and an exaggerated size of the waist compared to the head and 

the body exposing the genitals [looks like the M]and two golden coins or balls, tied to 

the manjal kaeyiru. The two golden coins one on either side of the pendant signifies 

feeding breasts [mangoes] or the testes. Now, we will consider the three knots made 

on the thaali. It is a symbolic reassurance given by the couples to each other and to 

their parents, relatives and friends that they will give birth to off spring at the end of 

three trimesters. Once the thaali is tied, both partners will exchange garlands agreeing 

with each other, the idea behind the three knots made on the thaali. Please, correlate 

these three knots with the three strands made on the sacred thread of the 

Brahmanical upanayanam and the Arai- naan kaeyiru of the Tamils. The first knot has 

to be tied by the groom himself and the other two knots assisted by his sister. It is an 

indication that his sister is eagerly awaiting for a child from the couple who will be the 

future life partner to her child. 

While the sacred thread, thaali is being tied, relatives and friends shower rice globules 

colored with kumkum and turmeric, blessing the couple to have a long fertile life. From 

the moment of tying the thaali kairu, her husband is the legal person to impregnate 

the woman. It goes without saying that he is the father of the child born out of her. 

When the husband dies, her second husband has to tie a new thaali to claim his 

right to impregnate her.i.e. The Woman Cannot bear a child with another man other 

than a person who has tied the thalli. Well!  What does the thaali kaeyiru itself 

represent symbolically?; Thaali or simply a necklace is a fertility symbol. It represents 

the umbilical cord around the neck. It is the snake around the neck of Siva, the bed of 

Vishnu in the amniotic fluid /ocean of milk, the belt of Artemis and the head of Medusa 

with snakes. The self proclaimed “chosen people of Indian subcontinent were 

originally from central Asia, the narcissistic Vedic Brahmanical community call their 

marriage ceremony as “ kannika dhanam “ i.e. the parents offering their “virgin girl” 

to the bridegroom. The virginity of the bride is assured by early marriage i.e “child 

marriage “ as the deluded Brahmins have a constant fear of mixing up castes and to 

establish their superiority as the “chosen people!” The evening, prior to the wedding 

day, the bridegroom is taken on a car decorated with colorful flowers for a procession 
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from a temple to the marriage hall along the streets. This “Janavasam” is to ascertain 

that the bridegroom is only a” pure” Brahmin boy and someone in the crowd who 

doubts his caste can make a complaint to the bride’s parents. The bridegroom’s idea 

of going for kaasiyaathra is not for salvation of his sins and not to choose a sanyasi life. 

Salvation and sanyasa are undertaken by a man only in the old age. The entire drama 

is enacted by the bridegroom to ascertain that the girl is “pure” and the bride’s father 

had to convince him asking him not to go for the so called “ kaasi yaatra” and  hence  

there is special ritual called “kannika dhaanam “in Brahmin’s marriage. The bride 

sitting on the lap of the father at the time of virgin gift / kannika dhaanam ceremony 

is the true evidence of the Aaryan tradition of child marriage. Even after the “kannika 

dhanam” ritual, the suspicion of the grooms continues as he asks the assurance from 

the bride keeping her foot on a stone block to be loyal to him as Arundhadhi was to 

her husband. Since there is no pre-existing love between the couple, these Brahmin 

marriages have got another informal ritual called nalangu, just to warm up the 

couples. This ritual consists of plays between the groom and bride like rolling the 

coconuts from one to another as in ball play, searching for the ring[symbolizes 

baby]inside a water filled pot[baby inside the uterus]. They all symbolize plays related 

to fertility. Since Christianity apparently denies all fertility rituals, Christians exchange 

only wedding rings in their marriage, which is again nothing but a fertility ritual as the 

SouthIndian brides wear metti {toe ring} subsequent to the wedding. Indian – Tamil 

Christians do not apply kumkum {vermilion} on their forehead and some Christian 

sects prohibit the use of necklace also. 

Musical instruments played during marriage ceremonies like Naavu isai 

karuvi mistakenly called as naathaswaram and maththalam symbolically mean the 

fertility related objects like the dances, koalaatam and karagam danced during temple 

festivals. 

Paadha poosai in Tamil Marriage; The bridegroom has to wash the feet [symbolizes 

the genitals] of their parents before tying the sacred thaalli kaeyiru around the bride 

sneck.It is to show the gratitude of the son towards the parents for not castrating him 

and for making him to have a good psychosexual identity. Adi varudi” is a term used 

to make fun of a man falling on others feet to earn his livelihood. Thiru – vadi worship 

is nothing but falling on God’s feet to escape from castration. 

Aadi Perukku; Few weeks or months after marriage, the married couple, on the 
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day of the Tamil month Aadi, 18th, when the river is full, will throw off their 

marriage garlands on the river water as a ceremonious ritual. This is to ensure 

that the bride will soon have a placenta [garland] within the water, namely 

amniotic fluid [Frazer’s theory of magical thinking]. 

Hair Styles of Adolescent Girls in Tamil Society; 

 In the Tamil society, girls upto final school level have to tie their scalp hair into 

plaits{called as double sadai } separated from each other, each plait has to be tied 

neatly by a ribbon. Only after entering college they can have single plaits( tufts)called 

single sadai[fertility  symbol]-plaited hair with or without a ribbon. It is considered 

not good behavior to have the single plaited sadai [phallus symbol] flowing over the 

chest. Girls who have attained puberty during the time of “Pooppu Neeraattu Vizha 

'' used to have a “kunjam” [tassel] at the tail end of their single sadai. The kunjam 

hanging from the sadai has got three balls [phallus symbol]. The single sadai of the 

Tamil girls has two lofts of hair entwined together from the tail-end of the hair to the 

scalp where it is decorated with pinning of peacock or butterfly or star like ornaments 

made of gold. The two hair lofts of the sadai look exactly like the two snakes entwined 

together similar to the medical emblem [Hermes’ staff]. Plaiting the sadai with 

Thaazham poo [screw pine] gives the look of the Staff /rod of Asclepius/Hermes staff. 

The smell of the Thaazham poo, attracting the snakes is a common belief in the Indian 

community. The snake is none other than the formation of placenta subsequent to 

the attraction of men towards the women having a Thazam poo sadai. This is the poo 

naagam [flower snake] described in Indian folktales. Lord Siva used to have 

‘Thaazham poo sadai‘, as he was a fertility god. The disheveled hair of women 

signifies either denial of fertility or aggression. Middle – aged married females with 

children, who are professionals working  with the general public used to have a 

“kondai “ which symbolizes. [uterus] the fertility status of the married women and it 

does not indicate denial of sexuality. The ponytail is a phallus symbol. 

Obelisks and minarets are phallic symbols / sun rays including the stupa. Domes 

of mosques [Blue Mosque] and churches [Hegia Sophia] and state buildings [white 

house] symbolize the womb. The flag and the flag tree over these domes represent 

the phallus. The sanctum sanctorum of Indian Hindu temples are called garbhagriha 

/ karuvarai [womb house]. The arches and the entrance gates signify the primal 

gateway, the vagina. Pyramids and the coffins symbolize the uterus only. 
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Symbolism of Beard; 

Women like to have long hair--it is a sign of fertility! 

Example; Medusa’s long fine golden hair and Medusa were the Greek Goddess of 

fertility. On the other hand, men like to have lengthy beards, as a symbol of 

wisdom. From Zeus to Poseidon, all Gods of the Greek pantheon have lengthy 

beards! This is how fertility related knowledge was undermined and wisdom about 

non-fertility matters started gaining importance. This paved the way for masculine 

dominance over females. Apart from gods, kings also had beards in the past as 

they were considered to be the god's representatives in the mortal world. All 

Egyptian Pharaohs had beards, as a sign of wisdom. Even the female Pharaoh 

Hatshepsut had to have one false beard! Following gods, kings and the priests, 

philosophers, thinkers started having beards. Subsequently those who wish to 

become thinkers also started growing beards -- a process of identification. 

Muslims avoid having a mustache [symbol of fertility] and grow a beard, sign of 

wisdom about non-fertility matters. Since psychiatry needs more abstract thinking 

and psychiatrists aspire to become social thinkers, Sigmund Freud, Emeil Kraeplin, 

Henry Maudsley, Alfred Binet and Adolf Meyer all had beards. 

Symbolism of Eyes / Lips; 

The eyes have a special meaning in magic and hypnosis. A woman cannot 

tolerate the continuous gazing of man, because of the fear that he would possess 

her through his eyes/ looks. Strangely for the same reason women beautify their 

eyes to seduce men. Beautification of lips is equal to beautification of genitals. 

Arranged vs Love Marriage [golden penis vs functional penis]; 

Arranged marriage is for the possession of wealth which includes status/ 

educational qualification / beauty / virginity through an arrangement/ contract in 

a patriarchal society. Since the motivation in these marriages is only possession of 

rank and status, there might not be long-lasting sexual exploration. Bridegroom 

with huge wealth and high educational status can be purchased in the marriage 

market only by rich girls with extraordinary beauty who can offer more dowry. An 

ordinary girl cannot dream about these rich or royal grooms since the grooms 

consider themselves as if they have a golden penis. Copper womb is considered as 
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a mismatch for golden penis; since the partners have not seen earlier in arranged 

marriages; sexual union in the very first night will be based on lust [animal 

behavior] and not on love. There is no guarantee for regression if there is 

disappointment in not possessing wealth or status through marriage. Frigidity and 

hysterical symptoms can arise. There could be lust for sixty days and love for thirty 

days between the partners after marriage. This might lead to extra-marital affairs 

and promiscuity. Arranged marriages and child marriages are intended to maintain 

the caste system or to avoid” mixing up” of blood. Few partners do not even know 

the very purpose of the marriage except their interest in having marriage attire 

and decorative ornaments and even for the special sweets made for the ceremony. 

In love marriages, the partners are known to each other for quite some time 

prior to marriage. They know each other’s gender traits and general character 

traits regarding giving, receiving and taking away behaviors. They respect each 

other’s culture and religious beliefs. They like each other’s body frame, size of the 

breasts and hips, skin color etc. They like each other as a whole, both the body as 

well as their psyche. They know each other’s potentials and weaknesses pretty 

well [including presence of chronic medical illnesses like asthma, epilepsy and drug 

dependence if any]. They know about each other’s position and rank in the society. 

Money, caste and creed are secondary matters for them. No partner is worried 

about not having a gold plated or silver plated penis but there is only a concern 

about its functional capacity. They could set common goals for themselves 

regarding their education, career, sexual activity and child birth. They are 

responsible for their own decisions. Love marriage is based on natural selection 

theory and it is not based on matriarchal /patriarchal superiority. Hence the age 

differences between the partners will be very less. They always have a natural 

spontaneous “crush“on each other. 

Hence there will be more regression, deep kissings, fellatio and cunnilingus 

during their sexual activity and there is no frigidity or premature ejaculation. 

First Night; 

In earlier times the Tamil believed in love marriage and as such there is nothing 

called as “first night” in one’s marital life. Since they copied the culture of arranged 

marriage later, from the Brahmin community, the ritual of first night [Shanthi 
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Muhurtham] also came into the marital life of the Tamil people. Arranged marriages 

would have started in the Marutham agricultural life when people started owning 

movable and immovable properties even prior to their contact with Vedic Brahmins. 

One ritual of the first night to be mentioned is the bride giving milk to the bridegroom. 

The bridegroom after drinking some milk will give the remaining milk in the cup to the 

bride. The intention of this ritual is not to share the food with each other thereafter in 

the future. The idea behind the exchange of milk [not sharing of milk] is related to 

fertility. 

i.e. The bride indirectly says, “Iam giving you milk in this cup; you, please take; in turn, 

I expect you to give me your milk!” {Make me to secrete milk within my cup/breast!}. 

Later, on the first night the bride will also show him the gifts given by her parents and 

among them there will be two nude marappachchi dolls [wooden dolls], one male 

and the other a female. As they handle the nude dolls, they will start exploring each 

other sexually. 

The cup/ breast is the Akshaya paatram of Manimegalai. The milk is the amutham/ 

amrita –aru marunthu[elixir] inside the kumbham [uterus /breast]; kumbh mela, 

kumbaa- abisaekam / kuda muzhukuaattu and kumbamariyathai are rituals related to 

fertility; Karakattam [a dance with water pots] dance by Tamils is to adore this 

kumbam [breast/uterus]. 

 

Valaikaappu {Bangle ceremony}; 
When a woman is in her third trimester, valaikappu ceremony is done in the  

boy’s house in the Tamil families and then the girl has to go to her mother’s house and 
stay  there until she delivers a baby. On that day of valaikaappu the women who  have 
given birth to many children will offer bangles made of silver, gold and color glass 
material to the pregnant woman who has a garland around her neck, seated in a chair 
wearing a new grand silk saree with her long plaited hair decorated with 
flowers[thanda]. In earlier times the bangles were made from only conch shells called 
sanghu in Tamil; even the necklaces were made from conch. That is the reason 
women’s necks are called “sanghu kazhathu“ by theTamil poets. As the conch is a 
fertility symbol, the conch made bangles will guard [kaappu} the pregnant woman as 
a protective ring from any untoward events and will also remind the pregnant woman, 
the secret of childbirth. On seeing the hand passing easily through the narrow hole of 
the bangle, the pregnant woman’s anxiety about delivering the baby via the narrow 
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birth canal is alleviated. 
Remember, Aprodiite coming out of the scallop shell from the sea foams. 

 
Valaikappu 

 

“Maamiyar udaithal munn kudam; marumagal udaithal ponkudam”! 

“If the mother in-law breaks the pat it is only an ordinary vessel made up of clay; if it 

is broken by the daughter-in-law it is the golden vessel that has been damaged“ 

The meaning of this Tamil saying is that the mother-in-law could have had several 

abortions in her past fertility life; however her daughter- in-law is not permitted to 

have miscarriage and the daughter-in-law has to deliver a baby as early as possible! 

Kudam symbolizes the uterus; munn kudam means earthenware; pon kudam means 

golden vessel. 

The Psychology of Hyperemesis Gravidarum; 

 “Pullaiyae thinnuitu vanthitta paarru; pullaiyae muzhunkittu verum kaiyoda 

vanthirukka paarruda! ” {“See! She has eaten and swallowed up her child and has 

come empty handed”}. These types of comments are usually uttered by the 

mother-in-law [who is eager to see her grandson] through her daughter-in-law 

when she has lost her baby by spontaneous abortion or by death of the baby 

immediately after parturition. The above said comments indicate a general 

wish/tendency of any person to eat or taste the body secretions and body products 

of his own or the partner, like blood, urine [“Avan moothirathai kudi ; 

appanaachchum unnakku puththi varuthaannu paarkkalam” -  “drink his urine and 

be wise like him”], fecal matter [spitting while defecation--denial of eating] 

“peeiyava thinkarae; unakku puththi illiyaa - are you eating shit? – you idiot!”, 

menstrual  blood [“ava thumae kudikka”- go and drink her menstrual blood], nasal 

secretion, salivary secretion [kissing], milk, semen and human flesh. This sort of 
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desire is commonly seen in regressed psychotics and in mentally retarded children; 

if so there is possibility of a pregnant woman to develop an unconscious desire to 

taste or eat the embryo growing within herself. Probably, this could be the reason 

for forcible vomiting, thereby bringing out the embryo outside her stomach to eat 

or to destroy it. This intention is suppressed by indulging in Pica, like eating green 

mangoes or ”saambal” [ash] by the women of Tamil society. The behavior of 

placenta phagy by goats, pigs eating their piglets and dogs eating their puppies has 

to be correlated here. 

Childbirth; 

The woman who has given birth to a child will be received in a ceremonial way 

by the husband’s family as she returns from her mother’s house. As she enters the 

house she will be received by the mother-in-law with ‘aaraththi ‘[thee – aaram ], a 

fertility ritual / purification ritual /ritual against evil eye. From now onwards she will 

have the kumkum, a little over the center of the forehead near the central partition 

between the two hair tufts (vahidu) as she has delivered a child. As the child is weaned 

from breast feeding, cow’s milk / artificial food will be fed through a sanghu [a fertility 

symbol] /conch shaped small silverspoon. 

Baby --For the Lover; By the Lover; Of the Lover! 

A man should love to have a child from his lover; similarly his woman should like 

to bear a child out of love for him / from him. The child is the product of love between 

them and not a product of sexual intercourse. If the couple thinks like that, the divorce 

rate in the community will be less. On the contrary couples mostly, in our society, 

marry with the intention to have legal sex, and with an idea to possess his/her “own 

child“. The result is an increase in the divorce rate and ultimately the sufferer is the 

child who is not the product of love, but a product of union of bodies and not the soul. 

These couples do not have the basic eligibility to have children. 

Duration of Suckling; 

The duration of suckling is highly important in shaping one’s 

personality. If it is less than or more than the given period [1-2 years in Tamil Nadu] 

the child will have more anxious, depressive / dependent character traits in the future. 

“Savalai pillai” in Tamil language denotes a child who becomes pale, dull, tired and 

sick after early weaning. If there is inadequate and unreliable feeding there will be 
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more antisocial traits in the child’s developing personality and these children are more 

prone to develop conduct disorders / drug dependence in the future. Moreover, 

breast feeding and not the blood relationship is the deciding factor to prevent incest 

among siblings, between parents and children and among close relatives. 

Kalaiselvan, a depressed male patient with hysterical symptoms, 
complained that he was not breastfed when he was a baby. He had lost his mother 
when he was a baby and lost his father when he was a child and was brought up 
by his uncle. 

Widowhood; 

When a husband dies, the wife has to abstain from use of fertility symbols like 

kumkum and flowers. She has to avoid color saris thereafter. The thaali has to be given 

back to her husband’s family. Young widows can remarry in all castes in SouthIndia 

except in Brahmin community. The young widow of a Brahmin community has to 

tonsure scalp hair and she has to live a seclusive life inside the corner of her house.  

She cannot participate in fertility related ceremonies. She cannot opt for remarriage. 

In the earlier days she has to kill herself by falling into the funeral fire {sati}. Both sati 

and prohibition of second marriage by the Brahmin Widows are to ensure the caste 

system, well planned by the patriarchal Brahmin community. 

Marriage on the 60th Birth Anniversary; 

This is the marriage conducted to the parents, by their children as gratitude, on 

the 60th birth anniversary of their father. The parents become bridegroom and bride 

for the second time. Usually the marriage will take place in a temple in a simple 

manner. Sons, daughters, daughters-in-laws and their parents, sons-in-laws and their 

parents, grandchildren, relatives and close friends will conduct the marriage function. 

The father, dressed in a new silk dhoti will tie a new manjal kaeyiru around the neck 

of the mother, who is dressed in a colorful silk sari, after the exchange of garlands by 

them. It is an emotional time for the sons, daughters and for the parents also as they 

witness the products of their seeds as sons, daughters and grandchildren. It is a new 

experience for the grandchildren, to witness their grandparents' marriage as they 

throw globules of colored rice over the couples, while their grandpa ties the thaalli 

kaeyiru around the neck of the grandma. Their children and grandchildren will 

prostrate before the “new couple” to receive their blessings and in turn to get gifts 

from them. 
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Funeral Rituals [Funeral rituals are nothing but fertility rituals] 

The Magical Thinking of Rebirth 
In SouthIndia among the Tamil people, the dead body is bathed, and dressed up 

in new clothes for the preparation of the final funeral procession. All the mourning 

sons, daughters, grandchildren and relatives walk around the dead body in a circle to 

pay their last tributes and prostrate before the body after garlanding the dead. 

The body is then carried to the graveyard on a decorated stretcher / bier [made 

up of plantain trees or bamboo woods] held by four persons on each corner. Only 

males will take part in the final procession and females are not allowed to the 

graveyard / cremation ground. Flowers of different colors are showered all along the 

funeral procession route until the body is taken to the graveyard/ cremation ground.  

In the cremation ground the body is kept on a bed made of dried rounded cow dung 

cakes and dried wooden sticks. Once again, the sons and relatives walk around the 

dead person and feed dead with rice. Then the body is set fire by the youngest son 

/eldest son who has to remove his mustache and shave his scalp hair - for the dead 

father - the youngest son and for the dead mother by the eldest son [pet child]. 

Removal of mustache and shaving of the scalp hair is a ritual done to mourn the death 

of the loved one, to abstain from sexual pleasure till the mourning period ends. Before 

setting fire, the son of the dead has to walk around the funeral pyre for three times 

carrying a pot filled with water. While completing each round a hole will be made 

underneath the pot and water will come out of the holes like a spring. The funeral 

ceremonial rituals are conducted by a person called “vettiyaan” - a non-Brahmin. In 

the earlier days, burial of the dead persons, [body kept inside the urns] was the 

preferred way of disposal of the dead by the Tamil people [Aadiechcha Nallur and 

Indus Valley urn]. A ‘vettiyaan’ will make use of his munn-vetti [spade] for making / 

digging [vettu- dig] a burial pit. Later, under the influence of the Vedic Brahminical 

concept[that the soul of the dead will be liberated from the cremated body and has to 

merge with the Parama-aathma, a patriarchal philosophy], the Tamils also later 

started to practice cremation. However the person who does the funeral ritual –

cremation –is still called as a vettiyan even now although there is no need for him to 

use amunn- vetti or a spade. During the cremation ritual the sons of the dead person 

have to pay a huge money to the Brahmanical priests for the safe passage of the soul 

to reach paradise; probably the Brahmanical priests know the way to paradise and 
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they keep it as a secret by chanting the mantras in a language unknown to the dead 

person’s relatives. Ceremonial use of flowers, the water pouring out of the pot by 

three holes and the three rounds, symbolize rebirth of the dead person.The use of 

round funeral wreath made up of flowers by the Christians symbolizes the wish for the 

continuous uninterrupted family generative cycle of the dead. The next day following 

the cremation, sons,  grandchildren  and close relatives (all males) will collect the 

remaining ashes of their dead relatives in small brass, pot like, vessel (symbolizes 

uterus) and later the ashes will be showered over the cultivable lands and partially 

spilled into the river which will nourish the  lands wherever it runs. 

Milk Pouring Ceremony is done on the third day. On that day the close relatives 

of the dead person will pour(sprinkle – affusion)milk over the place where the 

dead person was cremated. The idea behind this is the wish that the dead person 

will be reborn on the third day. The wishful thinking or the magical belief over 

rebirth on the third day following death is a common concept shared not only by 

the Egyptians and the Naebatians of Petra but also by the Tamil people, apart 

from the Christians who borrowed this fertility concept from Egyptians but 

renamed it as “resurrection. The third day might symbolize the third trimester. 

Embalming by the Egyptians and the burial urns used by the Tamil people [re 

birth], and the cremation done by the Vedic Brahmins [individual soul merging 

with Paramathma], are funeral rituals based on magical thinking only. Hence one 

is not superior to another! Since the Tamils had permanent settlements in the 

Marutham agricultural lands, they preferred burial as the way of disposal of the 

dead body as they did in the later part of the Kurinji era; since the pastoral Aryans 

are nomadic people without any permanent settlements they preferred 

cremation as the way of disposal of the dead body as they were also fire 

worshippers. The Aryans Never Reached the stage of the the Marutham 

/agricultural life where civilization of mankind started flourishing. 

The Sadhus[Aghori] of Kasi, in the banks of river Ganges, eat the flesh of the 

burning body of the dead from the funeral pyre and consider the flesh as a divine 

prasadham / padayar soaru of Lord Siva [Kurungi behavior  - early era ]. 

 The Tamil people kept the dead person in an upright position inside the thaazhi 

(burial  urns) while  the  Egyptians  kept  the embalmed body inside  the tomb in a 
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lying position and built a pyramid [Perum munn maedu --- big mound] over that. 

The urns or the thaazhi of the Tamils represent the fetus inside the uterus. The 

sacred mound or the stupa of Bhuddists or the pyramid or the tomb (including that 

of Christians) symbolizes the same i.e. fetus within the uterus. Here, we have to 

know that the Mount Meru in Hindu purana–is nothing but the protruded abdomen 

–the uterus. The sacred marriage thread of Tamil  people is called as thaali; however  

the  practice of tying thaali as a marriage ritual was not mentioned in ancient Tamil 

texts; the root word  is anithal – wearing; the burial urn used by them is called as 

thaali; root word is iduthal / thaazha iduthal  -to  put under the earth. It seems there 

would have been practice of tying a thaali around the neck of the burial urns thaali 

in the ancient past as a fertility ritual. However no urn is reported to have been 

found with a thaali tied around the neck either in Indus valley or in 

Aadichchanallurin Tamil Nadu; we could see big household jars tied with a ribbon 

around the neck in many places / hotels of Uzbekistan. Rice and other cereals, 

plates and pots were kept inside the burial urns and the things used by the dead 

person when he was alive, with the magical belief of rebirth of the dead person and 

also with the idea that these articles are for the consummation of the dead person 

in the nether world till he is reborn. 

 

Short notes on Jumbling Theory 

 

To have more details  regarding  jumbling  theory , kindly  read  author’s  

Sumerian – Tamil  Dictionary  in academia .edu  

Clues to read  words of different languages  into Tamil; 

By jumbling the letters of the given  word  of any language , a Tamil word can be derived.  

 

▪ Letter ‘k’ = ‘v’; v= ‘ka’; letter ‘Ra’= ‘la’.   

▪ Add / delete  vowels then and there. 
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▪ Letter ’p’ and letter ‘s’ can be retained/ deleted /added or  exchanged.  

▪ Add/ delete  letters ‘m’ and ‘n’ then and there.  

▪ A consonant letter can be read more than once. 

▪ If a same letter occurs consecutively more than once it can be read as a single  letter. 
 

Example;  simple jumbling / letters are read in reversed order 

      Leg has the consonants - la -  ka -and the original Tamil  word iskaal/leg 
 Luna has the consonants  -la -an -and the original Tamil word is nila/moon. 

 

 Goal  has the consonats– ka-  la nd the  original Tamil  word iselakku . 

 Example for  simple- complex jumbling;  

 ankle  has the consonants  - an- ka-la- and the original Tamil  word is 

kanukkaal. 

 Add/ delete  letters ‘m’ and ‘n’ then and there.  

- arasu [Tamil]  has the consonants-  Ra -sa- and the  interpretation  of the 

word  is- raajiyam / government / state . 

- photo has the consonants  -pa -the and the  original Tamil  word is  

padam. 

Letter ’p’ and letter ‘s’ can be retained/ deleted /added or  exchanged. 

- Prostitutue has the consonants – pa – Ra-  [- sa--]  the -and the  original Tamil  

word is  paraththai. 

- Professor has the consonants  pa- Ra –[- pa-]- sa-Ra- and the original Tamil  

word is  paeraasiriyar; periya- great ; aasiriyar- teacher. 

- cardio has the consonants- ka-  Ra -the-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 

kuruthi pai / blood bag ; kuruthi- blood; pei- bag.  

- separate has the consonants– [-sa-]- pa -Ra -the -and the original Tamil word 

is piriththidu. 

- Appreciate has the consonants–- pa -Ra – [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil 

paaraattu. 

 Letter ‘k’ = ‘v’; v= ‘ka’. 
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- wood  has the consonants -  va- the- and the  original Tamil  word  is   

kaadu / kattai; ka= va; va= ka.  

Add/ delete  vowels then and there. 

- take has the consonants  - the – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  edukka. 

- attack has the consonants – the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thaakku . 
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In the remote past, men and women of the Kurinji era [hunters and 

gatherers], were afraid of many threats from the environment. Their survival 

anxiety induced by the fiery animals, reptiles, rain, thunderstorms and fire were 

worshiped for benevolence and mercy [magical thinking]. The fiery animals and 

reptiles became their favorite protectors of their clans / totems{guardians of their 

clans or totem symbols}. Sun, moon, flowers, plants, snakes / monkeys and certain 

objects and locations [hills] were among them. That was the era of nature 

worship{totemism}. Although there are different views regarding the origin of 

totem symbols among the scholars, sustenance of a particular totem symbol 

among the members of a particular totem or clan invariably ended in worship of 

the totem symbol and the clan members always held a belief that they all came 

from that totem symbol. Hence the worship of totem symbols might represent 

forefathers' worship. However, as time passed there was a decline in the number 

of totem symbols [decline of the hostility among different clans] and only very few 

animals / totem symbols were worshiped by the Kurinji people. 

Human Sacrifice[“palikku pazhi; raththathukku raththam”- human 

sacrifice] was done to please the dead father of the head of the clan. The 

Opposite clan members caught in encounters were ritually sacrificed to pacify 

their father [hisbody] kept inside the cave. 

During the later period of theKurinjiera (hunters -- gatherers life), people 

started sacrificing bull [“pazhikku pali; rathathukku raththam” -  animal  sacrifice]a 

favorite, to their dead father, his bones, kept inside the caves. This concept of 

palikkupali[sacrifice] instead of pazhi [vengeance] leads to the decline of human 

sacrifice and thereby the enmity among the clans also came down. Different clans 

mingled and socialized freely and they started worshiping their common forefather 

the ‘bull’ in the Kurinji land. Thus animal worship was started. The bull represented 

their forefathers and horns of the bull represented their father’s bones and the 

ribs. This is ancestral worship in the form of bull. Most of the time people abstain 

 

2.1. Religion / Mythology- Introduction  
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from eating the sacred animal [taboo], the bull. Eating he bull was a prohibited one 

by the members of the clans as the bull represented their ancestors from which 

they all came. However on special occasions bull per se was sacrificed and served 

to people as bull was also the favorite food of their forefathers. 

Animal Food Taboo;  

Certain animal food [animals without hooves and seafood without scales 

and fins] was prohibited by certain communities [not for consumption for the god] 

as it was not the chosen food or best food for sacrificing to their gods on 

ceremonial occasions. Otherwise there is no prohibition for human consumption 

on ordinary days. 

It is considered that the etymology of the English word ‘taboo’ is from the 

Tonga word—“Tapa” or “Taba”. 

- Taba has the consonants - the – [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

theethu – bad. 

- Taba has the consonants -the – pa—and the original Tamil word is thappu – 

wrong. 

- Taba has the consonants -the – [- pa-] – and the original Tamil word is 

theettu – not sacred / abstains from it/ keeps away from it. 

- Taba has the consonants -the – [- pa-] – and the original Tamil word is 

theendaathae- do not touch; theenda padaatha. 

- Taba has the consonants -the – [- pa-] – and the original Tamil words thadai 

- blocked; thadai idu; thadai poadu.  

Later, most of the Kurinji{land of forests and mountains} people started migrating 

to the Mullai lands{plains in the foothills}, because of the dispute in sharing the 

mother's milk, in search of grasslands for their domesticated animals to lead a 

shepherd life. Buffalos, cows and goats became their movable properties. In order 

to increase the numbers [number concept started] of their goat herd they 

indulged in blood sacrifice of goats to their god of domesticated animals, the big 

bull. Thus bull sacrifice of the second half of the Kurinjiera was in decline and goat 

sacrifice was started in the Mullai era. 

The Kurinji  people descended to the Mullai lands  with their fowls, cattle 

and dogs; in the Kurinji lands people have domesticated wolves to dogs for 
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hunting; they have also domesticated wild cattle; the act of domestication of bulls 

is celebrated every year even now by the Tamil people in the name ‘eruthu vidum 

vizhaa’ or ‘jallikattu’  - bull fight, on the day  of ‘Maattu Ponkkal’  as a part of 

harvest  festival; the domestication of bulls in Kurinji era helped them later to 

plough the Marutham agricultural lands; the Aryan nomadic people remained as 

pastoral and they never knew about the art of agriculture by plowing as they never 

domesticated or worshiped bulls as their gods; hence Aryans never appreciated 

the agricultural work and they also considered  farmers as an inferior class of 

people; Aryan people worship only the cow as their god; Indus  valley seals depict 

bull fighting / bull domestication and also the Minoan artifacts of Crete Island; to 

erase the memory of bull domestication by the Tamils as part of destruction of the 

Tamil culture, the cunning Aryan people banned the bull fighting festival in Tamil 

nadu; later the ban was removed as there was mass protests from the Tamil 

youths; the sun god of Tamil people, Sivan is called by the name kaalaiyan- the 

bull.   

        It is an interesting fact to know that the Kurinji people reached the Mullai 

lands not only with their cattle, but also with their own father’s initials rather than 

the mother’s initial which they got with much struggle from the matriarchal 

society. 

Maayon/ Maayavan - god of dark clouds was a form of “nature worship” of 

The Mullai people when they had fear of the dark clouds as they had to return to 

their resting place with their goats or cows safely from the meadows before the 

night set in. The dark clouds associated with the fiery evening wind were 

worshiped together as Kaaththu– Karuppu [kaaththu- wind; karuppu –dark] by the 

shepherds of the Mullai era and later Karuppu Saamy alias  Murugan / Ayyappan/ 

Krishna [Aryan] by  the shepherds of the Marutham land. That phylogenetic 

anxiety is still there even now within us, as we become anxious to reach our home 

before it gets dark. That is why clinical panic attacks are more common in the 

evening time as dark blue clouds appear in the sky. During the later periods of the 

Mullai era goat worship became popular as it was the favorite to their bull god/ 

their ancestors. 

The era of shepherd life came to an end as people migrated to the 
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Marutham lands—i.e. land of agriculture. The need for plant food [as animal food 

was in scarcity, as animals were brought up for milk and milk products] made the 

people seek for agricultural lands. Now men became the owners of immovable 

properties, namely the agricultural lands. Wandering life of the the Mullai style 

came to an end as men settled in the Marutham lands. Fertility was the main 

concern of agricultural people to increase the workforce in the lands. Apart from 

the agricultural fertility, human fertility was under threat because of sterility of 

some women and men, perinatal death of women and spontaneous abortions and 

high infant mortality. 

To pacify the fertility goddess, people of the Marutham land started 

worshiping the child bearing women and their genitals, the vagina/ womb. For that 

reason, animal worship was in decline and fertility worship had started, initially in 

the form of worship of wombs; later they started worshiping male genitals, the 

phallus. The Marutham people saw the phallus as the representation of their 

forefathers and soon they came up with the concept of male and female genitals 

in a combined –Aaa Vudaiyappan. yoni /lingam – genital form / image. The phallus 

or the lingam protruding from the yoni/vagina with the glans penis pointing 

upwards  actually/originally signified the burning flame within the flame holder of 

the Kurinji era when people worshiped the sun—fire god [nature worship]. Slowly 

womb worship became the female worship, i.e. the origin of worship of goddess. 

Earth goddess worship became the most prevalent form of worship in the 

Marutham lands to promote the fertility of their lands.During the period of severe 

droughts, i.e.The Paalai times [Paalai land - desert] the Marutham people started 

worshiping the mother of fertility namely / Maari-yaee/ kaali/kottravai - Victoria. 

However people under the guidance of some priests started indulging in 

ritual human sacrifice when a woman had repeated abortions to promote her 

fertility. The priests got this idea of ritual sacrifice by correlating the death of 

women/babies during delivery symbolically with the blood thirst of the fertility 

goddess. So in the history of mankind again there was reemergence of human 

sacrifice for the second time in the Marutham era. To pacify the bloodthirsty 

goddess [to avoid the death of mother and the babies], some people started 

indulging in ritual killing of a human being, especially the first born male child.  
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Hence the firstborn male child became the chosen one for the god/by the 

god. Without the consent of the mothers the first born male children were 

sacrificed, if there were repeated abortions in those women earlier, in order to 

sustain her fertility life. However this ritual human sacrifice of the firstborn male 

child was practiced occasionally, sporadically here and there, by only a minority of 

people. 

 

As we said earlier the genital worship was slowly replaced by worship of 

human beings, namely forefathers and great mothers – in human forms/ images, 

from their seeds of which the next and the successive generations came into 

existence. That was the period for revival of human worship –revival of fore 

fathers’ worship [ex; nadukal]. Great people /warriors were worshiped after their 

death by posting long stone pillars or posts in memory of them. These stone pillars 

were called as Nadu kal or Natta kal [vertical stone posts]. The Nadu Kal 

symbolically reminded of their forefathers or father’s phallus or again, the flames 

/ sun rays of the fire god/sun god. NaduKal is called Obelisks in Egypts and Asia 

Minor; nadu- to plant/ to erect; kal- stone. 

With the new knowledge of birth and rebirth people believed in spirit 

worship which was again a form of forefathers worship only. When the son was ill-

treated {castrated} by his own father, he could always make a complaint about 

improper sharing to his grandfather. 

As the fear over nature was on the decline people showed interest to 

understand nature more scientifically. Soon they gained significant knowledge 

about the sky, sun, moon, the stars, dark clouds, rain, wind, seasons and weather. 

Manhood started thinking about the origin/creation of the earth and the sun, 

moon and the stars as they themselves created children and fertile lands in the 

earth in the Marutham soil. They were thrilled to correlate the coincidence of the 

women’s menstrual cycle and the lunar cycle. Later women were equated with the 

moon and the menstrual cycles /delivery times were calculated in correlation with 

the lunar cycle. Some considered sky /sun as the man and earth / moon as woman. 

Forefathers worship slowly modified into sky worship as the people started 

believing that their creators / forefathers were from the sky, namely heavenly 
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father, the sun and the heavenly mother, the moon as the revival of sun worship 

which of course had started in the Kurinji era itself. To pacify the sun /fire god 

people indulged in fire walking and carried fire pots in their hands as a ritual during 

ceremonies. The idea of heavenly forefathers was well orchestrated /planned by 

the priests and by the kings so that they can escape from killing or sacrifice [ritual 

killing] by the commons when they fail in their duty of proper sharing. The worship 

of heavenly father [god] and the formation of big kingdoms were the reason 

behind the origin of Monotheism. Earlier polytheism was in vogue in the era of 

predominantly nature worship [Kurunji  era - sun  / fire worship], animal worship 

[ the Mullai era-forefather worship in the form of sun / fire / and  bull] and fertility 

worship [the Marutham era / forefather worship  in the form of genitals / in the 

form of bull / mortal  human forms or images /spirit  worship / immortal heavenly 

figures] at the time when there were only small settlements/ or small states. 

The worship of sun / fire / bull / goat/ genitals / human figures / spirits / 

ghosts / heavenly figures took place over a continuous period from Kurinji lands to 

the Marutham lands with many overlapping as people lived in all the Kurinji, the 

Mullai, Paalai, the Neithaland the Marutham areas, at the same time and people 

in same land had their own different ways of ancestral worship. 

 

As the Marutham [agricultural] people started worshiping a single god Sivan 

they never failed to remember their forefathers' vehicle, the bull. They had the 

habit of worshiping God Sivan always accompanied by his vehicle, the bull. Many 

kings of the Marutham era built many big temples for Shiva N in several places. 

Under the interference from Vedic Brahmins the big bull was kept away from 

Sivan, outside the sanctum sanctorum in these temples, facing the lord, since the 

Brahmins did not know anything about god Sivan and the significance of the big 

bull. 

The Marutham people slowly started avoiding animal sacrifice and started 

doing “Padaiyal “/ holy mass [--bloodless ritual--padaiyal to their creator/ 

padaiththavan] to Sivan and worshiped him with flowers [ poo - sei] as there was 

enough capital /wealth /food in The Marutham to be shared equally by all the 

siblings. [whenever there is shortage of wealth or capital or food there are chances 

for improper sharing  and that will lead to animal or human sacrifice]. 
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Some people from the Marutham lands moved to seashore - ie. the Neithal 

lands became fishermen and boatmen as they already had some knowledge about 

fishing and boat making from Kurinji/ the Mullai / the Marutham periods.  

As there was oppression from the rulers and the landlords, the suppressed 

{castrated} people started to complain to their forefathers in heaven. Murugan 

went to the Palani hills in search of his father lord Sivan to complain about the evil 

done by the Brahmins. lord ayyappan went to the Sabari hills for the same reason. 

That is why Moses refused to accept the Pharaoh /king as his ruler/father and was 

in search of his original, [his biological father was unknown] benevolent , own 

father, the heavenly father [a non-castrating, merciful and affectionate], and his 

promised land Canaan with the painful sufferings and wanderings across Sinai to 

Mount Nebo. As Jesus’ birth was also in dispute [own father was not Joseph], he 

was always in search of his original heavenly father and he considered himself as 

the son of heavenly father given birth by his holy spirit. Hence the origin of 

patriarchal monotheism is the result of castration anxiety induced by the male 

dominated oppressive society. If one’s own biological father is castrating he can 

always seek help from a different non-castrating  father/ mother which is possible 

in polytheism but not in monotheism. 

Candles and Incense Sticks; The practice of burning candles and incense sticks 

in temples and churches is a form of Sun /fire worship; It is also an act of self 

castration[sacrifice] giving assurance to god that we would not become rebellious 

against him. 

Religion is not for renunciation of libidinal instincts and it is not a way 

for people to pursue their pseudo philosophical intellectual needs. Religion is 

to supervise equal sharing among siblings and between men /women. It all 

began when men started having a delusion that god had castrated the women 

by taking away the penis from them. No woman had ever thought that god has 

punished men by removing the breasts from them. Only a male member, a 

chosen person, from a narcissistic community can think like that. Sexual organs 

are fertility symbols and they are not power symbols as some narcissistic men 

think. 
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The word  “god” is interpreted based on jumbling  theory [jumbling the letters 

of the given word] as postulated by the author.  

To have more details about jumbling theory please read author’s Sumerian -English  

Dictionary  in acadamia. edu. 

- God has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil word is 

aandavan - god; ka= va; va=ka. 

- God has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil word is thaeivam–god; thee 
vadivam; thee- fire; vadivam– form;  ka= va; va= ka.  
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▪ The   Fertility god of the Tamil people. 

▪ He is  called as  VellaiSamy / white god  in the day time . 

▪ He is  called KaruppuSamy/ black god   in the night.   

▪ These epithets  are also given to  Murugan / sun of Sivan . 

Sivan /Murugan  are shepherds  taking care of the sheep / aadu; cattle -                       

maadu; ottai - camel; the root word  for aadu /maadu /ottai  is udu – the star; hence 

Sivan / Murugan  are the shepherds of the sky  and the sheeps are the stars. 

Sivan – the Destroyer- Destroyer of  darkness. 

- Sivan has the consonants -sa –va – an- and the interpretation of the word 

is Vishnu [Skt].  

- Vishnu has the consonants –va – sa – an- and the interpretation of the 

word is Vaasan [Skt]; SeeniVasan. 

 

 
 

Sivan was worshiped as the sun god during the Kurinji period by the Tamil 

people. His third eye over his forehead symbolized the fire; in the latter part of 

the Kurinji period bull was considered as his vehicle as people had domesticated 

the cattle; the Tamil word uoorthi - vehicle has the root from  the word eruthu – 

taurus / buffalo as bull was the first vehicle of the Kurinji people. Since sun was 

considered to be associated with fertility, Sivan was identified lateras a fertility 

god during maruthumera; hence he was symbolized as phallus in the Marutham 

 

2.2-Sivan - The sun god  
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lands. In Indus Valley he was identified as a big bull or by the double horns of the 

bull head. He is the Thiru-Vaadhirai star and the Taurus sign in the milky way of 

the sky. He has a rattle drum in his right hand with which he controls the day and 

night cycle as he is the sun god. The rattle drum / Damuru has a hourglass 

appearance. 

The kudu kuduvaikkaran, fortune tellers of Tamil Nadu used to come in the 

early morning to every street, along with their decorated bulls to say everyone 

in the house , “ Nalla kaalam pirakka poavuthu; nalla kalam pirakka poavuthu “ 

beating  their small rattle drums.”Nalla kaalam pirakka poavuthu” means - “good 

time is coming to you all” which means the “dawn is imminent”; nalla- good; 

kaalam - time; pirakka - to be born. 

 It is believed that Sivan had killed the demon - a dwarf [symbolizes time - 

Kaalam] with his right leg and thus he became the Maa Kaalan –the one who had 

won over time and space and so he is eternal. He used to dance in a golden stage, 

the cosmic space / ponnampalam [golden color given by the sun, Sivan himself]. 

He is portrayed with thousands of torches of fire [sun rays] around him as he is the 

sun god. He assures long life and prosperity for people of all the four directions 

with his four hands. There are fireballs sparkling  in between his dark hair lofts. 

The matted hair lofts are called collectively as “ sadai “ which symbolizes the dark 

blue sky and the milky way with shining stars; he has kept his wife over his head- 

the moon goddess - Maa kaali. He is the giver or the creator as he is essential for 

agricultural fertility. He is the destroyer as he becomes too hot and fiery in the 

summer, resulting in drought and starvation of the mankind. By doing this creation 

and destruction job in rhythmic, perfect way he does the art of preservation of 

cosmic nature. Hence Sivan is the creator, preserver and he himself is the 

destroyer.i.e why he has a trident in his hand. This is the original philosophy about 

the sun god Sivan held by the Tamil people. Later the Vedic Brahamins took away 

his roles of creation and preservation and  gave them to their artificially created  

Aryan gods namely  Brahma and Vishnu; and they have cunningly made the 

western world to believe that  Sivan  is the god  of destruction; since the nomadic 

Aryan people never entered the Marutham agricultural life, they always looked  

down  with contempt  - the  fertility symbol - the linga of Tamil people;  On a 

fertility note, the “trident“ also symbolizes male genitals, the penis and the two 
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testicles inside the scrotum, which are covered by three fig leaves with rugged 

margins with which he can castrate his enemies. The trident also symbolizes his 

star [Tarus–eruthu endravin - meen] constellation in the sky. Trident also signifies 

the past, the present and the future. Trident symbolizes the three roles-creation, 

preservation and destruction. The penis is the creator and the loss of function of 

the penis and testes leads to destruction of the human race. The balance of these 

two functions leads to sustenance {preservation} of the human race. He has a 

snake around his neck which symbolizes the placenta /umbilical cord. There was a 

time in the history of mankind, perinatal mortality particularly obstetric deaths of 

fetus due to the cord around the neck / aspiration pneumonia/ congenital heart 

diseases were very high apart from spontaneous abortions. People feared about 

the continuance and sustenance of the human chain. Hence Lord Sivan, consumed 

the venom of the snake {snake – placenta/umbilical cord}, namely the amniotic 

fluid, saving the fetus from getting poisoned. He became blue because of 

poisoning – blue baby syndrome with cyanosis —and that is why he was called the 

Thiru Neela Kandan {one with blue body}. The protector / guardian took the snake 

{from the neck of the fetus’- cord around the neck} , namely, the placenta and 

started wearing it around his neck as a garland or as a necklace. Sivan was always 

represented as the phallus standing within the yoni {the vagina} and there was a 

snake curling around the lingam inside the sanctum sanctorum of the temple; the 

snake has 5 hoods that signify 5 x 2= 10 months of lunar pregnancy. There is also 

a snake in the sky with five heads in the constellation of Virgo/Corvus which has 

protected lord Buddha and it is the bed of Vishnu and also the necklace of solar 

Sivan—the dancing Sivan. Sivan is also called as Sudalai Aandi as he can make his 

enemies into ashes by his powerful sun rays / third eye. The festival “ Mayana 

kollai” [robbing  the graveyard] with goat sacrifice symbolizes this view as all his 

devotees / Saivities apply ashes on their forehead , body and arms as a mark of 

respect for Siva on that day. Saivites daily apply ashes on their forehead in three 

rows [Mu-k-kannan -Siva has three eyes]. Ashes also signify ancestral bone 

worship. The Ash Wednesday fasting and repentance in Christianity should have a 

similar basis of origin. 
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Siva raththiri / Siva poosai [ poo- sei ] is nothing but Siva having  uninterrupted love 

with Kali throughout the night. Poo sai is nothing but indulging in sexual / fertility 

activity. “poo“ means, glans penis /vulva / flower and “sei '' means to do it . 
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- Arappalayam has the consonants -Ra –[- pa-]- la - ma-and the original Tamil 

word is semmaanar soolai[missing letter –sa-] - red sand kiln 

- Arappalayam has the consonants -Ra – pa – la - ma -and the original Tamil word 

is pola polannu ulla paarai manar -  non sticky rock sand particles. 

- Vanthi has the consonants - va - an– the- and the original Tamil word is venthum 

vaekaathatha semm - munn / puttu[missing letters –pa– and- sa] -  poorly 

cooked rice cake / poorly burnt brick. 

 

Siva – the carrier of  basket of earth for construction  

The story; Arappalayam is as small yet busy locality in Madurai. The 

Thiruvilaiyadal mentions that Lord Shiva helped an old woman named Vandhi at this 

place. It so happened that the Vaigai river in Madurai was flooded. The then Pandiya 

king ordered that each family should depute a person to fill sand on the banks of the 

river. Vandhi, an old lady selling puttu (steamed rice powder dish), was sad and scared 

as she had none at home to be deputed for this work. 

Vandhi was an ardent devotee of Shiva. Disguised as a young boy, Shiva 

approached Vandhi with a deal. “If you offer puttu everyday, I shall carry the sand to 

the river banks”. He added that she need not give him the good ones but just the left 

over bad ones. .Overjoyed with this deal, Vanthi made puttu everyday. It so happened 

2.3. Pittukku Munn Sumantha kathai   
Siva – the carrier of basket of earth for construction 
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that every bit of puttu she made turned bad and useless and Shiva had it all. He would 

go to the banks, just lie down without doing any work. Angered by his behavior, the 

supervisors brought up the matter to the king. 

The king summoned the young boy and asked him to start filling the banks 

immediately. When the boy refused, the King took a cane and started beating the boy. 

The moment he hit the boy, everyone including the king felt the pain. That is when the 

king realized his mistake and bowed down to Shiva. 

For having carried sand in exchange for puttu, he got the name name “puttukku 

man sumantha peruman” 

  Sumerian kings -the basket bearers  
- Ur nanse has the consonants - Ra - an -[ -sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

uoorin mannar – king of the city -Ur. 
- Ur nanse has the consonants - Ra - an - [ -sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Maa mannar- emperor. 

- Ur nanse has the consonants - Ra - an  -[ -sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Maanar- king. 

- Ur nanse has the consonants - Ra - an -sa - and the original Tamil word isArasan 
- king. 

Ur –Nanse – king of Lagash Sumerian Neo sumerian 2500 2450BC.  

Perforated limestone slab showing Ur -Nanse, the founder of the first dynasty 
of Lagas, the carved decoration on the slab is accompanied by an inscription in 
Sumerian; Ur –Nase, king of Lagas, son of Gunidu, built the temple of Ningirsu; he built 
the temple of Nanse; he built Apsubanda 

 
Ur nammu has the consonants - Ra - an - ma - and the original Tamil word is maa 

–mannar – emperor 
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https://www.ancient.eu/image/578/foundation-figure-of-ur-nammu 
 
 
 
 

 
 

- Temple has the consonants -the - ma – pa - la - and the original Tamil word is 

then pulam -southern land - the land of the ancestors of the Tamil people. 

- build has the consonants–pa – la – the - and the original Tamil word is 

ezhuputhal-  to build. 

- Bricks has the consonants  -[-pa -] -Ra - ka -sa - and the original Tamil word is 

senkkar -  brick; perunkkar. 

- Inana has a consonant - an -and the original Tamil word is anani / enannai – 

mother/ my mother.  

- Emperor has the consonants – ma – pa – Ra - and the original Tamil word is maa 

perum mannar - great king. 

- Pyramid has the consonants - pa - Ra - ma - the - and the original Tamil word is 

perum munn maedu- big mound. 

 

The king as a temple builder with a basket of earth to make bricks. 

Bronze figure represents Ur-Nammu, the ruler of Ur (about 2112-2095 BC). It 

was made for burial in the foundations of a temple of Uruk. It was one of the duties 

of a Mesopotamian king to care for the gods and restore or rebuild their temples. In 

the late third millennium BC, rulers in Southern Mesopotamia depicted themselves 

carrying out this pious task. Ur-Nammu lifts up a large basket of earth for making 

bricks. The copper 'peg' acted as a record for posterity and to receive the god's 

https://www.ancient.eu/image/578/foundation-figure-of-ur-nammu
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blessing. 

The cuneiform inscription around and over the king's body states that Ur-

Nammu dedicated the figure to Inana(Ishtar), the patron deity of Uruk. It also 

records the restoration of her temple called Eanna 'the house of heaven'. Her name 

appears to mean 'the lady of heaven'. She was associated with the goddess Ishtar 

and the planet known to us as Venus. 

Towards the end of the third millennium BC, the Southern Mesopotamia was united 

under the control of the city of Ur. Ur-Nammu founded the empire, which stretched 

into Iran. He was a prodigious builder. The most impressive monuments of his reign 

were ziggurats which he constructed at various cities. Although not unlike the 

stepped pyramids of Egypt in appearance, ziggurats were made of solid brickwork 

and did not have tombs inside. 

 

Shamash – shum – ukin- the basket bearer 

- Shamash – shum-ukin has the consonants - [- sa-] - ma – [-sa-]- ma- ka- an – and 

the original Tamil word ismaa –koamakan/ maa mannavan - great lord / great 

king; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

Detail of a stone monument of Shamash-shum-ukin. This Assyrian king of 

Babylon was depicted as a basket-bearer. The cuneiform inscriptions on the back have 

survived but the king's face was vandalized. 668-655 BCE. From the temple of Nabu at 

Borsippa, modern-day Iraq, and is currently housed in the British museum. 

 
 

 
 

- Ashurbanipal has the consonants - sa - Ra – pa - an – pa - la -and the 
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interpretation of the word is Babylonia munnai aalum – paerarasar -the great 

ruler of Babylonia. 

- Ashurbanipal has the consonants - sa - Ra – pa-  an – pa - la -and the original 

Tamil  word is Palani Malai aalum maa mannar / perumarasar 

- Babylonia has the consonants - pa – la - an - and the original Tamil word isPalani  

Malai – PalaniHills. 

- Mesopotomia has the consonants –ma-sa - pa - the - ma- and the original Tamil 

word is aaththu thanni paayim pasumai–yaana naadu – fertile land with river 

water.  

 

A stele from Babylonia showing King Ashurbanipal (687-c. 627 BCE) performing 

the “basket bearing” ritual to mark the start of temple construction.  

 

 
 
 

Interpretation of the story “ Pittukku  Munn Sumantha kathai” ; 

we know that the Sumerian kings had carried baskets of  earth for temple 

construction; notable kings were Ur Nanse, Ur namma, Shamash – shum-ukin and 

Asurpanipal; hence the story ‘puttukku munn sumantha kathai‘ must be related  to 

building a temple near the Vaigai river rather than strengthening the banks of the 

river by the Pandiyan king; the story has an interesting message about building the 

temple/ building;  there was much delay in building the temple near the river Vaigai 

by the Pandiyan king; many times the wall got collapsed; the king was getting upset 

about the delay in construction the temple; Sivan was mocking at the king; as the old 

lady Vanthi could not make well boiled puttu – rice cake in intact form [steamed rice 
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particles not sticking that together to form a cake] Sivan was abstaining from temple 

work as per the agreement with her which made him to be brought  before the king ; 

as Sivan was giving the reason to the king the old lady was not baking good puttu -

rice cake, the king struck  with the idea that the workers  in the brick kiln were not 

making good burnt bricks; the stick symbolically represents the sun ray / fire flame of 

the kiln; the king felt that the boy was none other than lord Siva himself who  came 

to teach him the art of building a temple and he immediately prostrated before lord 

Sivan; later the king built the temple without any delay with the blessing of the lord. 

 This is the essence of the story – puttukku munn sumantha kathai; puttu- rice 

cake; munn - soil. 

The interesting point is that the story of “puttukku munn sumantha kathai“ 

would have known to the people and the kings of Sumeria also about 5000 years back; 

as a way  of worshiping Lord Sivan the Sumerian kings would have started carrying the 

basket of earth for foundation works as the lord did, so that the temple will come out 

properly and stand forever; in the perforated limestone slab of Ur -Nanse we can see 

the king carrying the basket of earth as well as giving the salary to the workers. 
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Fertility goddess of Tamil people 

- Kaali has the consonants - ka – la- and the interpretation of the word is Malai 

Makal - daughter of mountain. 

- Kaalihasthe consonants – ka – la- and the interpretation of the word is Mazhai 

Makal - rain goddess; mazhai - rain. 

- Kali Has the consonants – ka- la- and the interpretation of the word is Alai Makal 

- daughter of water/sea. 

- Kaali has the consonants – ka – la- and the interpretation of the word is kalai 

Makal - goddess of arts and science. 

- Kaali has the consonants – ka – la- and the interpretation of the word is 
vaannila/ nila Makal– moon. 

- Kaali has the consonants – ka – la- and the interpretation of the word is Naa 
Makal- goddess of wisdom /speech. 

 
Maa– kaali/ Maariyaae[kaalam- time / season;maari - rain] is the fertility 

goddess / moon goddess of the Marutham / the Paalai people. When the Mullail and 

became dry{the Paali/ barren /desert} due to lack of rain, 

 

severe drought- famine and starvation threatened the very existence of people. 

People were worried about their progeny due to malnourishment of pregnant 

women / puerperal mortality. They prayed to goddess Kaali for their rescue. Maha 

kaali is the goddess who has overcome the kaalan-the god of time/ death [as she 

is the eternal moon goddess] by her continued fertility power. Her husband Maa 

kaalan is Lord Sivan who has overcome the kaalan-the god of time/death. Kaali is 

2.4. Maa - Kaali 
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depicted in blue color as she is also called as Neeli /Nila [blue woman / nizhal -the 

shadow of the sun]. Her blue color body symbolizes her poisoned body[blue sky] 

and poisons symbolize the amniotic fluid which was consumed by her thus saving 

the baby from amniotic fluid aspiration. Her ten heads symbolize the ten {months} 

phases of the growth of the fetus. The 52 heads necklace around her neck 

represents the death of fetus due to intrauterine abortion around the time of 24 

days after the first missed period after consummation of marriage {28+24=52}. 

They do not represent the 52 letters of the Sanskrit alphabets as thought by some. 

The sea of foams [remember-Aphrodite] around her represents the amniotic fluid 

around the fetus inside the uterus. Her dark hair generally symbolizes her 

abundance of fertility and the dark clouds of the sky. But then, the unshieveled 

hair of Kaali symbolizes her anger, fury and vengeance to take away the lives of 

the human beings. The sickle in her hand symbolizes actually her tool used for 

severing the umbilical cord after delivery as she is the goddess of pregnancy and 

delivery. But then in her angry blood thirsty mood it is used as a weapon to kill 

the babies in the womb by aspiration and thereby to put an end to the entire 

human race. When she becomes very ferocious she also uses the sickle to 

annihilate the men who are against women's fertility and chastity. Her killing 

rampage naturally came to a halt as she had reluctance to kill her own husband 

as she could not exist without Sivan as she is a fertility goddess per se. Thus Sivan 

and Kaali became the saviors of the human race. 
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- Maa – Kaalan - Ravanan / Siva. 
- Dasarathan ,  Ravanan  and  Raman are  Tamil  siblings.   
- Ramayanam-  part one  

 
The process of socialization or self domestication of human beings is 

done by taming /gelding and the result is the suffering of people with various 

mental and genetic disorders. Hence the cause for neuroses and psychoses is 

‘taming’ or castration induced by some chosen race /people or rulers. It is 

ridiculous to understand that the same rulers want to do state sponsored 

involuntary euthanasia [Nazis] in the name of eugenics on these suffering 

mentally. 

Years back, Great Britain was castrating all the colonial countries; now 

it is the turn for America to do that. Gandhi was very particular about not 

having human sacrifice to make India free from British rule. Gandhi’s fear 

over having intravenous injection even for medical needs signifies that he was 

having pathological fear over castration. Gandhi’s advice for women to 

escape from men attempting rape by kicking on their testes signifies his 

preoccupation with castration fear; his frequent use of enema for 

constipation is to be remembered here. He sublimated that fear which he had 

experienced in the Pietermaritzburg railway station, South Africa by helping 

the Indians not to get castrated by the British. The Suffering hero is a person 

who gets castrated in the hands of the enemy for the welfare of the public; 

The conquering Hero is one who castrates the enemy for the wellbeing of the 

commons; Gandhi is a suffering hero. 

  The Language of Castration; For the last 3500 years the nomadic 

pastoral Aryan people from Iran - the Vedic Brahmins settled in India are 

castrating the non–Brahmins \ Dravidians by making Sanskrit as the language of 

temples, as if the omnipotent gods know only one language i.e. Sanskrit. 

 
2.5.  Maa Kaalan–Ravanan 
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 Those who got castrated individually by others, later, become the savior 

of the people they represent. Gandhi was once thrown out of the train by a white 

in South Africa, and became a passive-aggressive fighter against the whites of 

British India. E.V.K.Ramasamy of Erode, Tamil Nadu, popularly called as Thanthai 

periyar [father of the Dravidians] fought for the welfare of the Dravidians against 

the narcissistic Brahmins, when he got angry on seeing a separate dining hall for 

the non-Brahmins in one of the meetings of the Indian National congress party. 

When the Hebrews were castrated by the Egyptian Pharaohs - Moses became 

their leader as he himself was castrated by the Pharaoh. 

Those who used to have pleasure in castrating others also made history. 

Hitler castrating the Jews in the name of Aryan pride and again the nomadic 

Aryans of India, the Indian Vedic Brahminical community castrating the 

Dravidians are fine examples! Chenghis Khan and Alexander -the great -are not 

exceptionals. Leaders, philosophers and social workers of various nations always 

identified themselves with the castrated commons. For example, Nelson 

Mandela, Yaasar Arafath, LTTE leader Velupillai Prabakaran, Karl Marx and 

MotherTheresa. 

In fact, the successful type ‘A’ workaholics are working hard only to 

alleviate their castration fears. 

Kootaan –soaru aakkuthal; during the holidays,prepubertal children, 

inTamil society used to make koottan-soaru [mixed vegetable rice] and share 

equally. Koottan soaru is made by bringing small quantities of food materials, like 
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rice, dhal, vegetables, salt etc from each one of their houses and boil them 

together in a single bowl in one of their gardens, and share the’ koottan soaru 

‘equally by making the boiled mixed rice into small rice balls. All friends eat the 

rice balls from the single bowl, using their hands, without using any plates or 

spoons. Koottan soaru signifies equal sharing of food and brotherhood and single 

oven for mankind. 

 

Maa kaalan is the Sivan with ten heads [remember the ten heads symbolism of 

Kaali]. The ten-headed demon, Raavanan is symbolically Sivan himself. Raavanan was 

one of the great Cholan kings of The Marutham lands who was a strong worshiper of 

Lord Sivan. He was a great ruler well-versed in many subjects including astronomy as 

he was the sun god Sivan per se. Raavanan’s brother, Vibishinan was also a great 

astrologer. Since Raavanan was a strong supporter of Saivaite’s philosophy, he was 

portrayed as a demon in Ramayanam by the VedicBrahminical community who were 

keen to establish their theology of Vishnu. In this context the intention of the author 

of the corrupted Ramayanam was to portray Raman as the reincarnation of Vishnu is 

well understood. Some scholars consider that the story depicts the Aryan and 

Dravidian/Tamil clashes at the time when the Aryan nomads entered the Indus Valley. 

The fact is that Dasarathan, Raavanan and Janakan, all are Dravidian siblings. The fight 

between Raavanan and Raman took place in Maruthum era where polygamy was 

practiced by the male-dominant society. Remember the fact that King Dasarathan had 

many queens. [Ramayanam was believed to have happened in Tratha Yuga of the 

Vedic community. The Vedic community was actually groups of nomads/shepherds 

from central Asia. These shepherds got fascinated / impressed on seeing the 

Dravidian’s Maruthum era and the Maruthum people’s advanced culture and skills and 

superiority of their language. Initially they adopted the stories of Maruthum people 

and later as the enmity broke between the Aryans modified the stories of the 

TheMarutham people as their own,by spreading the message that Sanskrit was the 

language of God and the Dravidian‘s language Tamil as the Sudra’s language. The 

plagiarism done by the early Vedic community and later by the Vaishnavitesled to 

many modifications of the original story of Ramayanam. Actually Dasarathan the 

eldest, Raavanan --Younger and Janakan-the youngest were siblings with common 

ancestors. The mighty Dravidian Raavanan is a Cholan king and Raman was the eldest 

son of a Ceran, Dasarathan. Janakan was a Pandiya king. The use of bow and arrow in 
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the hands of blue – skinned [Siva’s cosmic color]Rama symbolically tells thatthis 

forefather wasLord Sivan, the god of Dravidian / Tamil people. Even the Aryans had a 

forest life and they can also have the rights to have a bow and arrow in their hands; 

however they were always envious towards the TheMarutham people’s {Siva’s} bow 

since the time of Parsu Raman; Parasu Raman could not have possessed an axe in his 

hand;  in true sense he could have had at the most a cowboy’s stick in his hand.Ifhe 

would have had an axe it means he would have been born to a Dravidian father and 

to an Aryan mother, like Raman. There was a popular blasphemous statement used by 

Tamils to threaten their children if they do not study well, “If you do not study well 

you will be fit to be a cowboy [regression to pastoral / wandering The Mullai life] only”. 

This was to make a mockery of the nomadic cowboys, the Aryans as they never had 

proper education since they never had a life of the Marutham agricultural life [where 

they used ax to cut trees and make wetlands for agriculture] where people gained 

advanced knowledge in various walks of life. Raman conquered Janakan’s kingdom by 

subduing the fish symbol rotating in the sky, { fish- Pandiya’s symbol , with Siva’s bow 

and arrow [Ceran’s symbol] and got married to Janakan’s sister’s daughter Sita. The 

fish {es] swimming in the sky was /were nothing but the stars born out of Siva’s arrows 

– Ceran’s symbol,the sun rays.  Fish is also the name for star in Tamil; Earlier the Cholas 

did not have tiger as their symbol; instead they stuck on to their ancestral totem 

symbol, the bull -- the god Sivan. There is always rivalry towards Raavanan, 

Maruthumkingin the minds of the elder brother Ceran, theKurinji king and the 

youngest brother, Pandiyan king Janakan. After the fall of Indus Valley Civilization in 

North West India, Pandiyan- Janakan and Ceran- Dasarathan planned to build a big 

state “Baratham '' in North India to extend the land of Cholan in South India. Raman’s 

wish to marry a child, Sita {8 years old} was only to increase the territory of Ayodhya 

and make it into a big Baratham which was his long-time dream. The marriage of 

Raman with Sita irked his ‘murai penn’ Soorpanagai, sister’s daughter of Raavanan. 

Soorpanagai, the fertility goddess of Dravidian people was naturally worried about 

Raman getting married to a child. In fact, Soorpanagai was theMaa Kaali herself. King 

Raavanan was also upset about Raman getting married to a child- a white girl born out 

of an Aaryan father. One day Raman made fun of Soorpanagai‘s beauty during their 

encounter in a forest land ofCeran’s kingdom; Soorpanagai was a female with dark 

complexion {Dravidian origin} and Sita with a fair complexion {born to an Aryan father 

and a Dravidian mother}, who was found by Pandiyan king Janakan in a furrow near a 
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river. Soorpanagai who was perplexed by Raman’s behavior complained to Raavanan 

about the unfair done to her in the forest{chopping of her nose/breast – in the home 

land of Raman [nose cut by Raman-inducing castration anxiety on her/attempt of 

rape} and naturally Raavanangot wild. On seeing Soorpanagai’s tears, Raavanan 

kidnapped Sita and took her to Srilanka {an unknown Marutham land} and imprisoned 

her there. He never made an attempt to molest her, as his primary motivation to 

abduct her was not based on lust and also Sita was his brother’s son’s wife i.e Sita was 

his daughter – in-law. 

Surpanakai; Surpanakai has the consonants –sa- Ra -pa –an- ka - and the 

original Tamil word / meaning is  saarai paampai aaramaaka anintha mankkai –

Raavaninakkamaka / ponnu - which means the girl who is wearing a rattlesnake as her 

necklace; surpa – saarai paampu; nakai –jewel;akka - elder sister; maka – 

daughter;ponnu - girl; snake symbolically represents the umbilical cord.  
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Ramayanam part two 

As Kaikeyi’s mother was deserted by her father Aswapathi {because of 

paranoid delusion} there was no one to take care of her. Hence she was sent to her 

relative’s house, i.e. Childless king Janakan’ palace  as  interpreted by the author . 

During one of his visits to Janakan’s palace,Dasarathan asked Kaikeyi to marry him 

and make him as a father which Kowsalya [his first wife] could not do. Kaikayei was 

reluctant to accept his offer as she had already a bad experience with men that too 

from her father deserting her mother. Dasarathan promised her to make her son 

out of him as the king of Ayodhya in order to alleviate her anxiety and to come out 

of her insecurity. This was the first boon [payan in Tamil – benefit] she got from 

king Dasarathan while Dasarathan persuaded her to get married. After marrying 

Dasarathan, she moved in to Dasarathan’s palace. Months passed quickly. 

Kowsalya gave birth toamale child by name Raman. Later Kaikeyi also gave birth to 

Barathan. Meanwhile king Janakan was taking care of a female child by name Sita. 

This female child was born out of a secret affair between his sister and an unknown 

Brahmin. He found out the female child from a furrow [symbolism-vagina] situated 

in the banks of a river. 

As his sister died immediately after parturition, there was no one to feed 

Sita. That time Kaikeyi was breastfeeding her son Barathan. To show her respect 

and gratitude towards her old guardian Pandiya king Janakan,Kaikayi volunteered 

herself to nurse her. Queen Kaikeyi had become a wet nurse to Sita. Years passed 

slowly. When the marriage between Raman and Sita was finalized Kaikeyi was the 

happiest person initially. Janakan was very particular about his sister’s daughter 

getting married to Raman [being the eldest son] the future king of a big Ayutthaya 

{namely, the Baratham- the conjoined states of Ayothaya and Mithilai} equivalent 

to that ofRavanan’s state. The king of Ayutthaya, Dasarathan could not accept the 

request from Janakan to make Raman – as the king, by pointing out his promise he 

had made to Kaikeyi in the past. But then Prince Raman expressed his wish to marry 

a fair complexioned girl Sita rather than getting married to dark complexioned 

 

2.6. The Boons got by Kaikayifrom Dasarathan 
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Soorpanagai,hismuraipenn {apart from his secret idea of becoming the king of big 

Baratham]. As Dasarathan had sleepless nights, Janakan was prepared to talk with 

Kaikeyi to finish the deal. 

Kaikeyi hesitantly agreed to his old guardian’s request. However, immediately after 

the marriage ceremony of Rama and Sita was over, Mandhra{hunch backed wet nurse 

of Kaikaeki} within her psyche came to her conscious mind and she demanded 

Dasarathan / Janakan, the kingdom of ” big Baratham state” as a token of her“ pall 

kaasu” –breast milk money- which Janakan had to repay back as she was the wet nurse 

of Sita[breastfeeder of Sita]. Bewildered, Janakan could not say no to her request, and 

so did King Dasarathan. In order to safeguard Barathan’s rule over Baarartham she 

demanded Rama to go for exile as she had got a boon from Dasarathan earlier while 

she got married. Paal kaasu/ bridal price —lt was a matriarchal custom of the Tamil 

people. This is like giving money to the bridegroom [vara – dachinai - prize money for 

the boy—Aryan custom] by the bride’s family in the male dominant society. The 

artificial character Mandhara --the hunch backed wet nurse of Kaikeyi was actually the 

conscience of Kaikeyiherself. The hunchback of Mandhara symbolizes her mountain-

like, yet soft and firm, rounded, milk-filled big breasts of her chest. Throughouther life 

Kaikeyiwas disappointed by every man of her life, including her father Aswapathi, 

guardian Janakan, her husband and the King Dasarathan and even by her son Barathan 

who was reluctant to accept the offer of ruling the kingdom of Baaratham. Even the 

Aryans who wrote the corrupted story of Raman was against her, portraying her as an 

evil –minded woman, as she prevented Raman –their Dravidian son – in-law of the 

Vedic Brahmins becoming the king of big Ayutthaya [Baaratham]. The land–Baratham–

meaning wide, broad and big land east of the Indus valley, the present day North India 

is called by Kaikeyi’s son’s name only, i.e.Barath!; root word forBarath is parantha 

munn - wide land; kai kaekei‘s role, as a wet nurse to Sita was removed / neglected 

intentionally or unintentionally from the original story by the plagiarist Aryan writers 

as they knew nothing about paal kaasu / milk money because of their patriarchal 

mentality; it is exactly like the story of Iyyappan  who was denied the kingship  of 

Panthalam land. 
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                         barath  has the consonants - pa- Ra -the-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
perun-t- thinai ; periya-  big; thinai- land  ;thinai- dunya.  

 
 

 Interpretation based on jumbling the letters of the words 

To have more details regarding Jumbling Theory, please refer author’s 

Sumerian  Tamil Dictionary in Acadamia.edu  

Manthra has the consonants – ma – an- the -Ra -and the interpretation of the 

word is uyarntha munn-maedu - high land [mountain];uyarntha- high; munn- soil; 

maedeu- mount. 

- Manthra has the consonants – ma – an- the -Ra -and the interpretation of 

the word is arumarunthu / maa marunthu - elixir / milk; aru- rare; 

marunthu- drug. 

- Manthra has the consonants – ma – an- the -Ra -and the interpretation of the 

word is peruththa thanam/ madi[missing letter- pa-] - big breast; peruththa- big; 

madi- breast. 

- Janaka has the consonants -[-sa -]- an- ka –and the original Tamil meaning of the 

word is koan- king; konaan-shepherd. 

- Janaka has the consonants –sa– an- ka –and the original Tamil word is 

avichchan- father; sooththiram– ka= va; va = ka.  

- Janaka has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- ka –and the original Tamil word is 

munnavan – father 

- Koa [Tamil / father/ king] has a consonant -ka –and the interpretation of the 

word is Janakan[Skt] [missing letter- sa-] – father 

- Janaka has the consonants -[-sa -]- an- ka –and the original Tamil meaning of the 

word is meenavan - fishermen; meen sinna mannavan - king with the fish 

symbol – Paandiya. 

- Dasaratha has the consonants – the- sa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Cera naattu mannar /arasar -Cera king; naadu- state; mannar-king. 

- Dasaratha has the consonants – the- sa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is 
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ampu sinna mudaiya mannar [missing letter- pa-] - the king with arrow symbol; 

ampu - arrow; sinnam- symbol. 

- Dasaratha has the consonants - the- sa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil word 

is Then naatu mannar- king of the south; thaai thiru naattu mannar/ arasar; 

then – south; naadu –state; arasar- king; mannar- king; thaai naadu - mother 

country; thaai - mother; thiru –holy. 

- Rama has the consonants- Ra -ma - and the original Tamil name is Maaran/ Nan 

Maran-warrior. 

- Rama has the consonants- Ra -ma - and the original Tamil name is Arima- the 

lion - sun god; Ra - signifies the sun. 

- Rama has the consonants- Ra -ma - and the original Tamil word is arumai – 

super/ splendid. 

- Rama has the consonants- Ra -ma - and the original Tamil name is Cera mannan 

[missing letter- sa-] – Ceraking. 

- Lakhsuman has the consonants- la- ka –[-sa-] -ma -an –and the original Tamil 

name is Malaiyavan- Cera king; sun god; kalaimakan; valamaana –properous; 

sooththiram – ka = va; va=  ka. 

- Lakhsuman has the consonants – la- ka –[-sa-] -ma -an –and the original Tamil 

name is KalaiMakan – god  of art and science; kula makan. 

- Lakhsuman has the consonants – la- ka – sa-ma -an –and the original Tamil 

name is Selva Makan- prosperous man; selvam- wealth. 

- Baratha has the consonants – pa – Ra – the- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is Thaai Thiru Naadu - mother country;thaai- mother; thiru –holy; 

naadu –country. 

- Baratha has the consonants-[- pa-]- Ra– the- and the other interpretation of 

the word isInthiya Thiru Naadu –India. 

- Baratha has the consonants-[- pa-]- Ra – the- and the other interpretation of 

the word is thanthiram –art.   

- Baratha has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is periya Naadu / parantha Naadu - big state;periya- big; naadu -
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state. 

- Baratha has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is perum thinai ; periya- big; thinai- land.  

- Baratha has the consonants – pa- Ra – the- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is Paandiyar Naadu / Paandiya mannarin naadu – land of Paandiya 

kings. 

- Baratha has the consonants- [- pa-] – Ra – the- and the original Tamil meaning 

of the word is Caeranaadu[missing letter- sa-] -land of Cera kings. 

- Baratha has the consonants- [- pa-] – Ra – the- and the original Tamil meaning 

of the word is Marutha Naadu - farmland/ land of Chozha kings. 

- Ayodhya has the consonant – the- and the original Tamil meaning of the word 

is Thaai Naadu- mother country. 

- Ayodhya has the consonant – the- and the original Tamil meaning of the word 

is Thaai mun- mother country. 

- Ayodhya has the consonant – the- and the original Tamil meaning of the word 

is Inthiya Naadu - Indian nation. 

- India has the consonants – an- the -and the original Tamil meaning of the word 

is ThaaiNaadu - mother country. 

- India has the consonants – an- the -and the original Tamil meaning of the word 

is thinai - land. 

- India has the consonants – an- the -and the other interpretation of the word is 

Industhaan/ InduDaesa [Skt] [missing letter- sa-]-India. 

- Mithilai has the consonants –ma – the- la -and the original Tamil interpretation 

of the word is Tamizh Naadu/ Tamil Munn -Tamil state. 

- Mithilai has the consonants –ma – the- la -and the original Tamil interpretation 

of the word is Tamizh Maa – nilam- Tamil state. 

- Mithilai has the consonants –ma – the- la -and the original Tamil interpretation 

of the word is MalaiNaadu - highlands [Kurunji lands]. 

- Mithilai has the consonants –ma – the- la -and the original Tamil interpretation 
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of the word is thanniullanilam- wetland –The Marutham land. 

- Sita has the consonants- [- sa-]- the- and the original Tamil interpretation of 

the word is paethaipenn[missing letter- pa-] -8 years old girl. 

- Sita has the consonants- [- sa-]- the- and the original Tamil interpretation of 

the word is pethumpai - [missing letter- pa-] – 10years girl. 

- Sita has the consonants- [- sa-]- the- and the original Tamil interpretation of 

the word is madanthai – 15-18 years old girl. 

- Sita has the consonants–sa – the- and the other interpretation of the word is 

Sutha- daughter. 

- Sita has the consonants –sa – the- and the other interpretation of the word is 
sutha- elixir. 

- Sita has the consonants- [- sa-]- the- and the original Tamil interpretation of 

the word is Amutham- elixir. 

- Kaikayei has a consonant – ka - and the original Tamil interpretation of the 

word is Naga Mankai /Naga kanni - Nagini - wife of a Naga/Ceran. Konkkai - 

breast. 

- Kaikayei has a consonant – ka - and the original Tamil interpretation of the 

word is akka-mother; mankkai /ankkanai- woman. 

- Kaikayei has a consonant – ka -and the original Tamil interpretation of the 

word is avu – vai-mother; ka =va; va= ka.  

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

vallamai ullaval - skilled female; vallami –skill. 

- Kowsalyahas the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Makilai- woman. 

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Makal- woman. 

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Kalaki- woman. 

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka -sa- la -and the other interpretation of the 
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word is Vilaasini - woman; sooththiram –ka= va; va= ka.  

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Vilankkizhai – woman with bright jewels.  

- Kowsalya has the consonants – ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Maaya- kalli / MayakkiMaalai- a deceiving  woman.  

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Kannaal - beloved woman.  

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Velli- clever woman; vivaekamullaval; sooththiram – ka= va; va= ka.  

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is Pei 

valai [missing letter- pa-] –a damsel. 

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Keeli /Kusali – artful woman.  

- Kowsalyahas the consonants - ka- - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 
valli/ Aazhaki / azhaku makal / koala makal - pretty lady; nilaa makal- moon 
goddess. 

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 
Ilakkiya - pretty lady; Laavanya[Skt]. 

- Kowsalyahas the consonants – ka  - [-sa-]- la -and the other interpretation of 

the name is Koamala [Skt]valli /Kamala valli. 

- Kowsalya has the consonants – ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 
Naga Valli. 

- Kowsalya has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Kalai Makal - goddess of arts and science. 

- Kowsalyahas the consonants – ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Malai Makal - wife of Siva / one from the highland- Cera woman. 

- Kowsalya has the consonants – ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

Alai Makal – Aphrodite / one from the sea. 

- Kowsalya has the consonants – ka - [-sa-]- la -and the original Tamil name is 

vilaimakal- prostitute. 
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- Kowsalya has the consonants – ka - sa-la -and the original Tamil name is Selva 

Makal - goddess of wealth. 

 

 

“Indru poaei naalai vaa” - “go tonight and come tomorrow” - as told by 

Raman to Ravana in the yudha Kaanda by Kampan signifies that Raavanan was 

the sun god symbolically- the ruler of sky as well as the nether world [Nagaland 

– Lanka]. 
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                        Ramayanam -Part three  

The story, Ramayanam is purely the story of Tamil people of The 

Maruthamera. The surplus wealth came from agriculture,mademen to indulge in 

polygamy as they found an opportunity to take revenge upon the women of Kurinji 

lands where women were supposed to have indulged in polyandry. In other words 

polygamy of the Marutham men was the result of breast envy!  As the movable 

and immovable properties were shared exclusively among the male siblings and 

their indulgence in polygamy pushed the womenfolk into a difficult and pathetic 

situation. The interdependence between men and women of the Kurinji land has 

gone once for all. The denial of property rights to women made them to depend 

on men.Women had to get what they want from men by histrionic talents. But 

some depressed women instead of becoming hysterical become rebellious 

towards the male dominant society and started questioning the denial of their 

rights to inherit the property of their forefathers.These emotionally, aggressive 

women were made to shut their voice by the selfish, antisocial men by calling them 

as prostitutes reminding them of their behavior of  theKurinji era where women 

were thought to have indulged in polyandry,which was not actually so. 

TheKurinjiwomen‘s behavior was a fertility motivated one unlike the 

theMarutham men’s sexually-motivated polygamy.  Sexual activity was no more a 

fertility activity. It has become one of the favorite pleasure activities for men. The 

Patriarchalsociety had a perverted pleasure of making the rebellious women as 

prostitutes. Prostitution was institutionalized later by the continued denial of the 

right to inherit property by women. The female fertile body had become a buying 

commodity for men. In this context women started asking for ”paal kaasu” [milk 

money]for bringing up the bride; paal - milk; kaasu –cash; paal kaasu is not exactly 

similar to bridal price/ parisam/ mahr; ‘parisapanam’andmahr are given to the 

bride; paal kaasu is for the mother of the bride - a matriarchal right  - from the 

bridegroom’s side when they buy a girl through marriage as a compensation for 

 

 2.7. Paal kaasu - Money for breast  Milk - Matriarchal Rights  
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their lost rights of inheriting the properties from father. The mother of the bride 

usedthat“paalkasu“tosafeguard the future of their daughter, evenifher son-in-law 

had gone for polygamous behavior and also she used that amount to buy milk for 

the baby when the girl has died during  parturition. 

Paal kaasu; Mrs. RathinamEswariAmmal, gave “paal  kasu” of Rs.12 on 

behalf of her husband Mr.ThaadiRathinam ofSaiapet, Chennai toMrs.Kamatchi  

Ramasamy Ammal from Variankaval, Trichy, when her son Mr.Chinnadurai 

[bridegroom - son of the former] got married to Miss. Elavarasi [bride-daughter 

of the latter] in 1978.  Paal kasu is not exactly similar to the bridal price or Mahr  

in Islam; paal- milk; kaasu–money/cash. 

Kumarasamy Mudaliar of Variankaval village, Trichy district, Tamil Nadu, gave 

Rs-200 [1947] during “pariyam“for his son Ramasamy, the groom to get 

married to the bride Kamatchi. 

Kaikeyi was against the polygamous behavior of men. However she 

compromised her principle to marry Dasarathan as Kowsalya was childless. She 

got her first boon from king Dasarathan that he should not marry again if she 

could make him a father [the boon was not making her son as the king as the 

corrupted story; it was only king Dasarathan who volunteered her to make her 

son as the king]. Against her idea of polygamy,Dasarathan married for the third 

time [he had more than 1000 wives- sun godsymbolism] which made her more 

insecure. When the story of Ramayanam went into the hands of Vedic 

Brahmins, as Raman- a Tamil prince- had become their son-in-law in the later 

period,when there were racial admixtures, they modified the original Tamil 

story to establish their patriarchal interests. During that period Kaikeyi's boon 

was modified as making / demanding her son as the king of the state, thus 

portraying her as a greedy woman! 

Kaikeyi was portrayed as an evil woman in the hands 

oftheVedicBrahmins as she [being a Tamil female] blocked the way of Raman -

their Tamil son-in-law ascending to the throne [Rama Rajiyam]. However, 

harvesting on the failing memory of the people, Raman was portrayed 

laterasapure Aryan prince. An Aryan cannot become the king of a state as he 

never had the life of the Marutham i.e. agricultural life and they have never 

possessed lands. That made theAryanpeople to envy on the agricultural sector 
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of the Marutham Tamilpeople and later considered them as “sudras!” now who 

is greedy’?! ; was it not Dasarathan who indulged in polygamous behavior?! ; 

was it not Janakan with the idea of getting his sister’s daughter married to a 

king of the big Baaratham [Ayodhya Mythilai]?!; was is notRaman with the 

dream to head the state of a big Baaratham equivalent to that of Raavanan’s 

kingdom by opting to marry a minor white skinned girl?!;  Kaikeyi was not at all 

a greedy woman as portrayed by the male – dominant society!; Kaikeyiwas a 

true  representative of the suppressed womenfolk to fight against the 

polygamicbehavior of the Marutham men and the defender, the brave heroine 

of womenfolk to have their rights of inheriting the property and other 

matriarchal rights. Tamil families should take an oath of not giving and not 

taking marriage dowry. 
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- Kumbha has the consonants ka- ma- pa- and the original Tamil word is  vanna 

munn paanai  -  colorful pot;  sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Karna has the consonants - ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is isai 

karvuvi ani [missing letter- sa-] - the ear ornament; isai karuvi - ear; isai - 

music; karuvi - instrument; ani - ornament.  

- Kumbha karna has the consonants - ka - ma - pa – ka – Ra -  an - and the  

interpretation of the word is kurankkai unnukira perum arakkan- giant eating 

the monkey;kurankku – monkey; unnu – eat;perum- big; arakkan - giant. 

- Kumbha karna has the consonants - ka - ma - pa – ka – Ra- an - and the  

interpretation of the word is oru aaru maasam –en- naeramum urankkukira 

perum arakkan [missing letter- sa-] - 6 months period of sleep; aaru- 6; oru - 

one; maasam - month; en– naeramum- all the time; naeram – time; urankku –

sleep. 

- Kumbha karna has the consonants - ka - ma - pa - ka- Ra- an - and the 

interpretation  of the word is maru aarumaasam en-naeramum soaru / unavu/ 

neeraakaaram unnukira perum arakkan [missing letter- sa-] - other 6 months 

period of eating and  drinking; maru - other;aaru -6;maasam - month;soaru - 

cooked rice; neeraakaram -  liquid food; unnu - eat. 

- Kumbha karna has the consonants - ka - ma - pa– ka – Ra - an - and the  

interpretation of the word is paer uruva makan -lord with huge size; periya - 

big; uruvam - size.  

- Rakshasa has the consonants - Ra - ka - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Maa  uruvam / uyaramaana uruvam - huge size;  uruvam -  figure; maa- big; 

uyaram - height.  

- Kumbha karna has the consonants - ka - ma - pa– ka – Ra - an - and the original 

Tamil meaning of the word is kaarparuvam pinnar varukira  -  oru moonu 

 

2.8.Kumbhakarna 
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maasam- mun–men pani paruvam/ oru moonumaasam pin paniukaar 

paruvam –soarvaaka - vum urakkamaakavum erukkira munn/ puvi / avani / 

vaiyakam –  the earth / people of the earth will be lethargic during the 6 

months periods of winter – from  mid October to mid March; kaarparuvam - 

rainy season; pinnar – later; moonu –three; maasam - month; munpani 

paruvam -  early winter; pin paniparuvam - late winter; soaruvu- lethargy; 

urakkam - sleep.   

- Kumbha karna has the consonants - ka - ma - pa - ka- Ra- an - and the original 

Tamil  meaning of the word is puviachchin koanamum - naayiru / sooriyan  / 

arunan / arukkan/ kiranan / vaanavan  / yaer -seivaan–nin eruppum – mae-

paruvam vara kaaranam / karuvi / arivu [missing letter- sa-] - the angle of the 

earth’s axis towards the sun is the reason behind seasonal changes; naayiru -  

sun; puvi – earth; achchu –axis. 

- Kumbha karna has the consonants - ka - ma - pa– ka – Ra - an - and the original 

Tamil meaning of the word is maru aaru maasam mikka suru suruppaaka 

erukkira puvi -  vaenirparuvamum kaarparuvamum – the active period of 

summer and rainy  seasons; maru – other; aaru - 6; maasam - month; suru 

suruppu – active; puvi – earth; vaenir paruvam-  summer season; paruvam - 

season; kaar - rain.  

- Kumbha karna has the consonants - ka - ma - pa - ka- Ra- an - and the original 

Tamil meaning of the word is puvi- yim - yaer – seivaan-um / arukkanum / 

kiranan- um  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  earth and the sun; puvi / munn – earth; 

yaerseivoan – sun. 

- Kumbha karna has the consonants -  ka - ma - pa - ka- Ra- an - and the original 

Tamil meaning  of the word is paruvam maarum - mun - arivu / karuvi /  

kaaranam enna? - the reason for the seasonal changes; paruvam – season; 

maara - change; karuvi - reason / instrument; arivu – knowledge  

   
Mythology;  

Kumbhakarna lit. pot-eared is a named rakshasa and younger brother 
of Ravana in the famous Hindu Legends in the events of Ramayana. Despite his 
gigantic size and great appetite, he was described to be of good character and a great 
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warrior in those times, though he killed and ate many monkeys only to show his 
power. 

He was considered so pious, an intelligent and unchallenged warrior in a battle 
that Indra, the king of gods, was worried and jealous of him and his strength. Along 
with his brothers, Ravana and Vibhishana, Kumbhkarna performed a major yajna and 
penance to please Lord Brahma. When the time came for asking a boon from Brahma, 
his tongue was tied by goddess Saraswati, who was acting on Indra's request; because 
of which, instead of asking Indraasana (seat of Indra), he asked for Nidraasana (bed 
for sleeping). It is also said he intended to ask for Nirdevatvam (annihilation of Devas) 
and instead asked for Nidravatvam (sleep). His request was granted. However, his 
brother Ravana asked Brahma to undo this boon as it was in reality a curse. He slept 
for six months and when he awoke, he ate everything in the vicinity, including humans.  

 

 

 

Interpretation; 

kumbha karna was represented as the earth in the story; 6 months sleep 

signifies the cold season and other 6 months signifies the warm season; during the 

summer times people drink much water and the food intake will be less; this metaphor 

was given to the character - brother of the sun god Ravanan; if the physicians consider 

that Kumpha Karna was suffering from hypothalamus disease, psychiatrists can say 

that he was suffering from manic depressive bipolar disorder. 

The Tamil sooththiram / formula  word KumphaKarna denotes the appearance 

of  winter and summer seasons because of the position of the earth in relation to the 

sun; kumphakarna - pot ear - was an incorrect interpretation of the plagiarist writer 

of the story; the plagiarist writer himself  would have understood that he could not 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indra
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get the exact meaning of the Tamil sooththiram word kumphakarna; but then his 

false interpretations  like Indraasana, Nidraasana, Nirdevatvam and Nidravatvam are 

merely the result of his denial of failure to find the true meaning of the word; in 

order to hide the scientific ideas  and concepts from the Aryan plagiarists, Tamil 

Kaniyar / astrologers formulated  sooththiram words.   
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Sacred  fire  pit  

 

 
 

There were problems in sharing the “capital” among men even while they 

were leading “hunters - gatherers life” in mountainous forests [theKurinji hills] - 

just prior to the beginning of the theMullai- shepherd life; in the early part 

oftheKurinjiera great mother was the one who distributed the shares. When the 

father was not giving equal shares to all sons/ daughters, he was killed by his 

eldest son and was made as the next head of the clan by the aggressive members 

of the clan hoping that the new head would give equal shares to everyone without 

any partiality. Again if he was not doing his duty well, he had to face the fate of 

his father-- a ritual killing -- punishment given by the clan members. Later instead 

of ritual killing of human beings symbolic killing i.e animal sacrifice came into 

vogue [possibly in Mullai era /shepherd life]. 

However even animal sacrifice could not solve the problem of ‘equal 

sharing’ that provoked aggression in the minds of every clan member and there 

was again reemergence of the practice of human sacrifice. The father or the head 

of the community [the Marutham era] was in a deep trance state to find a solution 

without any bias[giving more shares to his favorable member of the community]. 

In fact he was meditating within himself to find out the ways of meditating with 

the community members, the shareholders. This state of meditating within 

 

2.9. Sivan – The Father of Meditation 
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oneself that is “meditation was done first by our forefather/ godfather Sivan of 

ancient Indus Valley civilization. [Sivan in meditation –Indus Valley Sea] The 

meditating Sivan has a third eye [sun god -fire worship] to punish his own sons 

when he got angry over the uneven sharing of the capital by his own sons of the 

Marutham lands. For the common people of the Marutham lands the only hope 

wasSivan the punishing god, who will castrate [sacrifice] the ruler if had failed 

from his duty of equal sharing the capital among his people. 

Hence the fire worship again gained more popularity [sun worship was 

already in vogue]. Pure sun worship was a form of nature worship [the Kurinji era]; 

but fire worship had a different meaning. It was done by the people of the 

Marutham lands to ensure equal sharing of the shares among the siblings. On an 

auspicious day, i.e. on “Ponkkal” [ Makara Sankaraanthi] when the sun rises out 

of the winter solstice, the Marutham people worshiped the sun god/fire god Siva 

by having a common oven for all households- fire worship - and shared the 

vegetarian food [no animal sacrifice] from that common oven after offering the “ 

padaiyal”toLordSiva.Theyequatethis ‘eating together ritual’ of the vegetarian 

food cooked from the common oven to equal sharing of all the products of their 

joint agricultural venture among the siblings. Eating the food cooked from the 

common oven was the most sacred ritual [sacred fire pit]to the Marutham people 

because of the fear of castration [sacrifice] by their godfatherSivan with his third 

eye; fire [Mukkannan- one with third eye]. The omnipotent and omnipresent eyes 

of Siva [or eyes of LordBuddha] were to ensure equal sharing of the shares among 

the siblings. The idea of Buddha against animal sacrifice was not based on his love 

towards animals per se, and  it was due to the belief that animal sacrifice was not 

going to ensure equal sharing which was again, an original thought of Siva[the- 

Yogi ]. Even now strong believers of Siva, the Saivites of TamilNadunever indulged 

in animal sacrifice and they continue to be vegetarians for more than 5000 years., 

ThenomadicAryanpeople who entered the Marutham lands of theIndus Valley 

roughly around 1500- 1000 BC could not understand about the symbolism of the 

sacred fire pit / the common oven as they never had a life of the Maruthum people 

[agricultural life]. They could notunderstand the symbolism of the third eye and 

the significance of “Padaiyal“instead of animal sacrifice. They did not know the 

reason behind Siva’s meditation and the symbolism of meditation itself. Someone 

in the community who was dissatisfied in sharing the “ Padaiyal “ showed his 
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protest by standing with his head downwards as he was reluctant to eat the food 

from the common oven, but at the same time he had to control his aggression 

over his siblings, over impartial sharing as his father had taught through the art of 

meditation; another person who was dissatisfied with improper sharing stood on 

one foot with hands together; One another person maintained a posture of 

“controlling his breath / hyperventilation [hyperventilation - a symptom of 

aggression]; Some other persons were totally silent and refused to speak 

[mutism]! All these postures are examples of protest by the members of the 

Marutham community about improper sharing and control of aggression just to 

avoid human sacrifice and to sustain the communal harmony. The above-said 

postures and behaviors to control aggression are wrongly attributed as Yoga 

postures by certain pseudo-philosophers. 

Motor aggression [physical aggression] can be sublimated [instead of 

inhibition of motor movements] by dance as done by - Siva by Siva Thandava; as 

the women are less aggressive they are the apt people to learn dance. Verbal 

aggression is culturally ventilated by singing songs, particularly devotional songs; 

outdoor play activities of boys are helpful for ventilating their physical aggression 

induced by castration anxiety. Enacting drama, watching a play/movie and writing 

poems, articles and reading novels will reduce mental aggression. 

 
Catatonia [schizophrenia] –A Disorder of Aggression; 

In catatonic schizophrenia –withdrawal state-- the clinical features like 

mutism, psychomotor retardation, stupor, negativism, echolalia and echopraxia, 

waxy flexibility, flat affect are attempts to control [inhibit] aggression; the clinical 

features of excitement phase of catatonic schizophrenia like hyperactivity, agitation, 

assaultive tendencies,rage with killing instinct are attempts to let out that 

aggression. This could be the reason, catatonia is responding well to ECT, as the 

psychopathology of the illness, catatonia is only aggression, a mood problem, and it 

is not a primary motor / volitional disorder. 

The satiation/ suppression of the “sacrifice center” or the “center for aggression” by 

ECT will tame down the aggressive person. 

The best way to reduce aggression is by participating in cultural activities. The 

inhibition of aggression by Hatha yoga is no way better or superior to the ventilation 

of aggression by playing a game. Let our Father mediate / meditate within himself 
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that our children can play! Any form of activity done by a person that will fetch 

pleasure and benefits to that person only is nothing but a selfish activity even if it 

could be yoga. Sivan and Buddha did meditation not to improve their longevity or 

their own health or wellbeing. For them, the meaning of meditation was different 

and they practiced meditation for the welfare and longevity of mankind through 

equal sharing. 

 

The ignorant VedicBrahaminical community called all these postures of protests 

[inhibition of aggression] and came out of improper sharing as meditation techniques 

to control aggression and they claimed that as if all were their original techniques told 

by their ancestor Pathanjili [Ashtanga yoga] and later bySwatmarama-the teacher of 

Hatha yoga. The Vediccommunity is not only ignorant but also cunning to hide the 

philosophy behind the “single oven for a community” and sharing of vegetarian food 

[as the sun / moon is for all], and they renamed the sacred fire pit as “yaagam” with 

their advent of pseudo-philosophical theories and become the mediators [priests] 

between the king and his citizens [mediators for sharing between the king and his 

citizens] and promoted again not only animal sacrifice but also unequal sharing. The 

beneficiaries of the “yagnam/ yaagam” were the king and the priests only and not the 

citizens. If the siblings/citizens / shareholders asked for their share, the new 

philosophy of the Aryan people was “You leave all the worldly pleasures; then only 

you can merge with your god” [Aathma merging with Paramathma]. The original idea 

of doing meditation to control aggression for ensuring equal sharing of worldly needs 

[not for renouncing the worldly pleasures] and thereby merging with Parama aathma 

[father-  Sivan the-Yogi] by the individual aathma / soul [son] has been well modified 

by the  Brahaminical priests  with the collaboration of the kings. Githa says, “Do your 

duty; don't expect the fruits of it!” These types of teachings / pseudo philosophy, fully 

based on magical thinking  by theAryan people done with relentless perseverance 

were called by them as Vedas - true philosophy and subduing theTamil people’s 

philosophy of “ Do your duty and claim for its fruits' '!  The citizens or the shareholders 

were expressing their voices to the father/king,“Do your duty rightfully [right partition 

of the capital]; do not expect the fruits of it” [the rulers should not have an eye over 

the fruits]. But the king/father under the influence/guidance of the Brahminical priests 

threaten their people or the sons /siblings with their staff inducing castration anxiety 
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on them by modifying the same statement, “Do your duty; do not expect the fruits of 

it”. 

In fact it was originally the advice given by Buddha to all the kings he had met. 

“Do your duty rightfully; do not expect the fruit of it!”; it is the words of the lord 

Sivan;  The followers of Buddha, monks renounced all their worldly needs {given up 

their shares} so that it would be of use to the needy poor siblings. “Buddham 

saranam kachame” - “ surrender to the philosophy of Buddha”; “ Dharmam saranam 

katchame” - surrender to the philosophy of Dharmam - of impartial sharing; 

“Sangam saranam katchame” [surrunder to the sangam’s principle of renouncing 

one’s share for the benefit of someone else. That was the solution Buddha found 

after many years of wandering to find out the way for salvation or to escape from 

castration by the rulers on their citizens or vice versa. 

When the followers of Sivan were against the new form of fire worship - new 

method of sharing the capital started destroying the ‘yagna rituals’ done by 

Brahaminical priests, the Aryan people gave the destroyer [destroyer of yagam] role 

to Sivan and gave their gods, artificially created gods, Brahman, the creator role and 

Vishnu,the preserver role completely in antagonism to the all “three in one” -- 

principle of creation, destruction and preservation roles done by Siva.  The 

Brahaminical priests also continue to promote sibling rivalry among the Tamil people 

of the Marutham lands by dividing them into different castes to safeguard their 

selfish motives. They also corrupted the classical language Tamil with Indo Aryan 

words and divided the Tamil people into Telugus /Malaiyaalis /Kannadigas. That is 

the fate [rationalization done by theVedicBrahamins] of the people of original Tamil 

–Indian land, for the last 3500 years. But then, the Mukkannan is there forever 

watching all these evil happenings! 

Remember the share market symbol in India is Sivan, the bull. 
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[The Origin of Medical emblem is related to ‘The Rod of Asclepius’ 

and Hermes’ caduceus]. 

Today much of the nature and all of the origins of the snake remain veiled 

in mystery and confusion. In Jungian literature the snake represents the least 

accessible of all psychological processes. 

 
The Rod of Asclepius; 

The Rod of Asclepius is an ancient Greek symbol associated with healing the sick 

through medicine. It consists of a serpent entwined around a staff. Asclepius was a 

practitioner of medicine in ancient Greek mythology. His medical speciality was 

healing infertility. Asclepius temples were founded throughout Greek and Roman 

influenced Europe. Barren women came to the temples to spend their nights and pray 

for the serpents, the spirit of Asclepius to help them to conceive. A famous Asclepius 

temple was at Epidaurus where a large colony of sacred snakes waskept. 

 

- Snake has the consonants -[- sa-]- an- ka- and the original Tamil interpretation 

of the word is naagam- cobra. 

- Snake has the consonants -[- sa-]- an – ka- and the original Tamil interpretation 

of the word is puyankkam[missing letter- pa-] -snake. 

- Snake has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- ka- and the other interpretation of the 

word ispannakam[missing letter- pa-] -snake. 

- Snake has the consonants – sa – an – ka- and the other interpretation of the 

word is pavanaasanam[missing letter- pa-] – snake. 

- Naga has the consonants - an– ka- and the original Tamil meaning of the word 

is kavainaa - one with bifurcated tongue; kavai- bifurcated; naa- tongue. 

- Snake has the consonants -[- sa-]- an- ka- and the original Tamil interpretation 

of the word is kukanan– snake / rat. 

- Snake has the consonants - sa - an– ka- and the original Tamil interpretation of 

the word is sunakku-snake. 

 
2.10. Medical Emblem and Snake Symbolism 
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- Snake has the consonants –sa – an- ka- and the other interpretation of the 

word is kanjuki- snake.  

- Snake has the consonants –sa – an – ka- and the other interpretation of the 

word is vanjavam- snake. 

Salus and Her Snakes; 
Salus is the Roman version of the Greek Hygieia. Hygieia was the daughter 

of Asclepius and granddaughter of Apollo. Her Greek name is the root word for 

the word hygiene. One of her jobs was to feed her father’s sacred snakes. Salus 

represents health, welfare as well as the legacy of Asclepius 

- Hegieia has a consonant - ka -and the original Tamil word is aakkam- welfare. 

- Hegieia has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is sowkkiyam/ 

sukam [missing] letter -sa-] – welfare/ health. 

- Hegieia has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is veesi[missing 

letter -sa-] – health.  

- Hegieia has a consonant - ka -and the original Tamil word is paankku[missing  letter- pa-

] - health. 

- Hegieia has a consonant - ka -and the original Tamil word iskunam–health; noavu inmai 

- absence of disease; noavu - disease; inmai- nil . 

 

Symbolism of the Rod of Asclepius 

It is believed that the rod of Asclepius symbolizes the healing arts by 

combining the serpent- which in shedding its skin, a symbol of rebirth and 

fertility, with the staff, a symbol of authority befitting the god of medicine. 

 

 
Asclepius 
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Emblem of the Medical Profession; 
Hermes caduceus is incorrectly used as a symbol for medicine presently by doctors, 

instead of the rod of Asclepius. Early confusion between the symbols almost certainly arose 

due to the links between alchemy and Hermes, whose symbol is the caduceus. The alchemists 

adopted the caduceus because Hermes, the god of messengers, was also the patron lord of 

gamblers, thieves, tricksters and alchemists. By the end of the 16th century, alchemy became 

widely associated with medicine in some areas, leading to the use of the caduceus as a 

medical symbol. 

 
- Asclepius has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  la -  pa –[-sa-] – and the original 

Tamil name is paink-k – uzhi. 

- Noaei - kalai – kaiyaalum vallaan - expert in the diseases of the uterus; pain 

kuzhi - womb; noaei; disease; vallaan - expert. 

- Asclepius has the consonants - [-sa-]- ka - la - pa - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 

name is alkul noaeikalai kunamaakkum vallan - expert in curing the diseases of 

vulva; al kul- vulva; kunamaakku- to cure. 

- Asclepius has the consonants - [-sa-]- ka - la - pa –[-sa-] – and the original Tamil 

name is kaiyil paampu kole ulla kizhavan - kolappan - the old man with the 

pole and the snake in his arm; kai- arm kizhavan- old man; paampu - snake; 

kole - stick; Kaaliappan [?}. 

 
What does the snake represent? 

Some scholars have suggested that the symbol once represented a worm 

wrapped around a rod; parasitic worms such as the “guinea worm” were common in 

ancient times, and were the common service by posting a sign depicting a worm on a 

rod. 

However, the Asclepius rod has a rat snake (not a worm). Rat snakes are 

helpful to increase the yield in agricultural lands as they eat the rats thus promoting 

agricultural fertility. If rat snakes are helpful in promoting agricultural fertility, what 

is the one that benefits female fertility - for which the snakes represent which was 

the concern of Asclepius as he was a specialist in obstetric medicine?! Well! Is there 

a snake involved in human fertility!? Yes there is such one! 

No one knows its beginning; no one knows its end. It is that great Chinese 

dragon! It is the AdhiSeshan in Hindu mythology. It lies within the water and so it is a 
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water dragon. This water dragon is none other than the placenta [and the umbilical 

cord] within the amniotic fluid. This water dragon sustains the human beings’ life and 

so it is the bed of the Lord Vishnu (the VedicGod of preservation).As the snakes spits 

its venom, Lord Sivan, to protect the human race takes the venom (the poison has 

not gone beyond his throat) and becomes the savior of human beings and gets the 

name “Thiru Neelakandar” (neelam – blue- because of cyanosis - blue baby 

syndrome -due to cord around the neck, amniotic fluid aspiration, respiratory 

distress syndrome and other cardiac reasons).That is why Siva Peruman is portrayed 

with a snake around his neck(cord around the neck) and the snake is not his 

ornament as some people attribute. The placenta is actually called as Nanchu-k-kodi 

(the poisonous creeper –in Tamil language). The symbolic meaning behind this 

puranic story of Sivan swallowing the venom is amniotic fluid  aspiration and the 

snake around his neck is that the placenta killing the babies when it is in abnormal 

position like placenta previa, cord around the neck, placenta accreta, postpartum 

bleeding, etc. 

Churning the Ocean of Milk; 

In the Hindu puranic story of “Churning the ocean of milk” the tortoise which 

serves as a base is the placenta itself (hard on one surface and soft on other side –like 

the tortoise) and the snake Vasuki which is used as a spindle for churning is actually 

the umbilical cord.The ocean of milk is actually the pot of milk- that is amniotic fluid 

within the uterus! The amirtha / aru marunthu within the kumbam/ pot is actually the 

breast milk which sustains the human race. During the Mariyamman temple festival 

in TamilNadu, South India, women used to take pall kudam (Milk pot) in a massive 

gathering as a votive offering (nerthikadan) to the Goddess Mariyamman. The milk 

pot symbolically represents the uterus filled with amniotic fluid/ Amirtha Kumba/ 

Breast -full of milk as  the goddess Mariyamman is the fertility Goddess of Tamil 

people. 

 

- In an astrological sense, Ocean of milk also signifies the sky / milky way 

and the snake represents Hydra. 

- Hydra has the consonants - ka - the –Ra- and the original Tamil meaning 

of the word is Kadar naakam- sea cobra. 

- Hydra has the consonants - ka -the –Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 
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the word is thondu mandai konda kodiya Kadar naakam - sea cobra with 

nine heads; thondu - nine; mandai- head. 

- Hydra has the consonants - ka -the –Ra- and the other interpretation of 

the word is karkoadakan- sea snake. 

Naga panchami Festival; 
Breast secretes milk when the placenta comes out. That is, the 

placenta (the snake) gives milk but it never takes milk. Women without children 
worship snakes and feed milk with the idea [magical thinking] that the snakes will 
give milk, in turn, to them by making them mothers. That is the essence of the Naga 
panchami festival. In India the placenta of the cows is tied to the milk trees so that 
the cow will give more milk (magical thinking). 

 

 
Symbol of 
Asclepius 

 
 

 

 

 
Symbol of Hermes 

Python of Delphi; 
The umbilical cord is attached to the navel area of the baby as the great python in the 

navel of the Greek world- Delphi (marble Omphalos in Delphi museum) which was killed by 
Apollo to establish patriarchal supremacy equivalent to Lord Krishna killing the water dragon 
kaalikan. 

Fruit of the Eden Garden; 
“The tree of knowledge” is the wisdom about procreation through 

sexual union - pregnancy / placental separation/ birth of the baby -the fruit of 
love. Adam and Eve got the knowledge of procreation through the placenta 
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(tempting snake– Satan- curling around the tree) for which God had cursed them 
to become mortal human beings. All human beings born out of placenta are 
mortal and the Gods are immortal. The so called ‘original sin’ is the sexual 
awareness of being male and female by Adam and Eve and becoming mortal 
human beings and to undergo the sufferings of life and death! 

The image of the serpent was used as an emblem by the Gnostics-the 

serpent people. The Gnostics were the early Christians sects who were pagan 

worshipers. 

In Ireland, Saint Patrick chasing away the Snakes symbolically represents 

the destruction of the last remnants of paganism. 

The Minoan great goddess may brandish a serpent in either hand. This 

indicates from one placenta (snake) – (one human being) to another placenta-to 

another human generation) there is always a female - the great mother, the 

Minoan worshiped her as snake goddess. 

Hercules brandishing two serpents that threatened him in his cradle 

indicates that his mother would have had difficult labor because of bifid placenta 

or bilobed placenta. Since he was given a second birth symbolically by Hera, the 

two serpents could be Hera and his own mother, Alcmene. Later Hercules killing 

the giant Hydra, the placenta, in one of his labors-indicates establishing 

patriarchal supremacy. 

The Story of Medusa: 

Athena by revealing the true nature of Medusa by making Medusa’s hair flocks 

into snakes (Medusa was originally a snake Goddess) and threatening people that they 

would become stones if they look at her face was actually a warning against the 

worship of fertility Goddess - Medusa. The beautiful fertility Goddess Medusa had 

been changed to a Gorgon by the patriarchal society of that time with the help of a 

female -Athena (The Goddess of war and Wisdom). The wisdom about the knowledge 

of fertility- “The tree of knowledge”- has lost its importance as the interests and 

motives of the human race of that time have changed! The castrated womanhood was 

ready to take revenge upon men and Medusa as their true representative did that by 

making the men who gazed on her into stones [penis became actionless as the power 

to the penis was given only by the women]. 

Loss of power and rights by women in a patriarchal society in the hands of men is the 

castration we are talking about, while Freud’s idea of castration of Medusa is the absence of 
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penis! Although Medusa was subdued once by Posiden inside the temple of Athena, she was 

a brave lady when compared to Agaligai of Ramayanam to make men into stones as she was 

the fertility Goddess. Agaligai of Ramayanam was made into a stone by her angry husband 

[when she got molested by someone], suspecting her chastity. Symbolically the stone signifies 

the flower [vagina] of Akalikai becoming frigid [stone] because of castration done by 

someone. Akalikai[- ka -la –ka-] is a pure Tamil word and it means – kal – la-anaval - woman 

who has become a stone [stone- kal- inTamil]; Raman was able to understand the mistake 

done by the patriarchal society on Akalikai; but then the same Raman suspected his wife 

Sita’s chastity and also castrated Soorpanakai. 

 

- Agalika has the consonants – ka- la -la - and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is kallaanaval - the woman who was made into a stone. 

- Agalika has the consonants- ka- la -la - and the original Tamil meaning 

of the word is kallaana pain = k – kuzhivaayil -alkul  [missing letter- pa-] 

-the vulva becoming a stone; kal- stone; pain –k – kuzhi- womb; vaayil- 

gate; alkul- vulva. 

In Greek mythology apart from Medusa, Agalauros, Niobe and 

Anaxarete were made into stones. Aglauros was turned to stone by the god 

Mercury in retribution for her attempt to frustrate his abduction [patriarchal 

superiority] of Herse, Aglauros’ youngest sister. 

Niobe boasted of her fourteen children, seven male and seven female to 

Leto who only had two children, the twins Apollo and Artemis. Her speech caused 

the indignation of the goddess [denial of fertility] Leto and so Artemis killed Niobe’s 

daughters and Apollo killed Niobe’s sons. Devastated, Niobe fled back to Mount 

Sipylus and was turned into stone. Anaxarete was a Cypriot maiden who refused 

the advances of a shepherd named Iphis. Anaxarete spurned him and mocked his 

feelings until he cried in despair and hanged himself on her doorstep. 

Anaxarete was still unmoved. When she mocked his funeral, calling it pitiful, 

Aphrodite turned her into a stone statue. 

Eros, the snake; 

Eros was originally a chtholic snake, lord of the underworld, where death and 

resurrection took place. 

King Cobra/ Raasa Nagam; 

RaasaNagam should not be called king cobra. Raasa / rasam [- Ra- sa = saaru in 
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Tamil] means the juice/ essence and it denotes the venom of the highly poisonous 

cobra. Hence RaasaNagam means the cobra with the highly poisonous venom.”Raasa 

[sarasam/Skt] leelai” means indulging in divine love namely the maruthu where the 

couple indulges in love, sharing their rasam / saaru [penile/ vaginal secretions-

essence]. Eraasu [very similar to Greek Eros] kutty, a proper name for the boys of the 

Tamil Society indicates that he is the son, born out of the lover’s rasam /saaru/ 

secretions; raasukutti - prince. 

- Cobra has the consonants – ka- pa –Ra- and the original Tamil word is karu 

naaga paampu - black cobra; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Cobra has the consonants – ka- pa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

viriyan paampu – viper snake. 

- Cobra has the consonants - ka- pa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

kompaeri mookkan- bronze back tree snake. 

Nalla Paampu [good snake]; 
It is generally believed that nalla paampu means cobra in Tamil Nadu because 

of its association with Lord Sivan; but then nalla paampu in true sense signifies the 

umbilical cord. 

In Norse mythology Jormungand, the Midgard serpent encircles the world 

(uterus) in the ocean’s abyss (amniotic fluid). 

In Sumerian mythology Gilgamesh dove to the bottom of the waters to 

retrieve the plant of immortality. But while he rested from his hard labor, the 

serpent came and ate the plant. The snake became immortal (because a snake sheds 

its skin and comes forth from the lifeless husk glistening and fresh]; hence snake is 

considered as a universal symbol of renewal and regeneration that may lead to 

immortality. Gilgamesh could not become immortal as he was born out of a 

placenta. 

       Snake Goddess  
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The vision serpent is also a symbol of rebirth in Mayan mythology. 

Among the Aztecsthere is a feathered serpent called Quetzalcoatl. 

In the Louver museum there is a famous green vase carved for king Gudea of Lagash(dated 

2200-2225 BCE) dedicated by its inscription to Ningizzida, ‘Lord Of the tree of truth’ which 

bears relief of serpents twined round a staff exactly like the caduceus of Hermes. 

In Egyptian mythology the serpent God Nehebkau - guards the entrance to the underworld 

and by worshiping the snake, humans can save their race. 

 

Eden Garden 

 

In Indian Mythology, Yema, the god of death, takes the human being’s life 

using the Pasak kayiru; kaeyiru inTamil means rope; pasam in Tamil means 

bonding/ affection; hence pasakaeyiru means the rope that promotes affection 

/bondage [pasam]; it could also be the the umbilical cord that promotes bonding 

between the mother and the child. Pasam /paasi Tamil also means moss. The rope 

/ kaeyiru becomes greenish (moss plant growing around the rope) when it is 

soaked in water for many months; hence Yema taking the life of human beings 

using a pasakkairu is actually puerperal death of both mother and babies because 

of cord (rope) or around the neck and postpartum bleeding. Paasa – k-kaeyiru is 

actually the dark blue colored placenta/ umbilical cord within the amniotic fluid. 

Yama's vehicle is nothing but the vehicle of Sivan – the taurus/bull; Sivan is also 

called as pachchaiyyan and the paasa /pachcha kaeyiru is the rope / noose of Yema 

- a form of Sivan probably of the Kurinji era; Yema is worshiped in the north west 

Pakistan by Kalasha and Nuristani Aryan people as the god of death; root word for 

yema is the Tamil word aan- bull. 

Since the placenta sustains human lives the Egyptian Pharaohs used to take 

the snake-headed poles while going for war as a guardian fertility/symbol to 
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protect their race (soldiers). For the same reason Moses asked to look at the snake-

headed brass pole [the eternal truth of life and death] while he and his followers 

were wandering towards their '' God promised land “as they met starvation-related 

death [apart from death due to snake bite] in the desert. 

To conclude, placenta -umbilical cord and women are the reason behind the 

origin, sustenance and continuation of the human race. In the early days there 

were more puerperal mortality because of placental malformation and postpartum 

bleeding. Hence people and physicians in due course started worshiping placenta. 

The earliest medical specialty to develop is the obstetrics and infertility cure for 

which the rod of Asclepius stands. The two snakes wound together represent the 

sustenance of the human chain and the feathers might represent the Hermes 

wings; it could also represent the feathered snake; the feathers might simply 

signify the maternal protection (as the mother birds gives warmth and protection 

to their eggs till they hatch) as Isis helped Horus to regain his life with her long 

feathery wings. The feather is also the ‘symbol of a messenger‘ and here it 

symbolizes the message/ memory for the continuity of human fertility via the 

umbilical cord. The rod represents the ‘Tree of knowledge‘, [? phallus] the supreme 

wisdom about human fertility. 

What is the reason behind placenta phagia in some human communities and 

by herbivorous mammals?; Why do the people eat snakes? Does it reflect fertility 

Goddess?! / snake worship?! The modern scientific community values the fertility 

Goddess symbol-the placenta / umbilical cord for stem cells research. 
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Sumerian god Marduk  has 50 names;  his 2nd one was Marukka 
 

Murugan is the son of supreme god Sivan. When sun god Sivan [of the 

Kurinji hills] was worshiped as the fertility god of the agricultural society [the 

Marutham era] of the Indus Valley Tamils, the Aryan nomads failed to recognize 

the different aspects of Sivan’s symbolism. As the Aryans started writing theories 

on creation, they conceptualized Brahman as the creator, Vishnu as the preserver 

and Sivan as the destructor. The Dravidians naturally got wild on hearing that 

creation myth. Murugan, son of Sivan got angry and decided to teach some 

lessons to the ignorant Aryans. Murugan fought with those Aryans in six different 

places and made them understand the three roles of Sivan, his father. In one of 

the places, Swami Malai he arrested the Aryan god of creation Brahman and put 

him in a jail. Then he recalled his father‘s voice, the only voice, the heavenly voice, 

the primordial voice, Om! Om! Which was known to him [being his only son] from 

the time of the creation of the world nobody would have heard his voice except 

him; as Murugan came into the rescue of Tamil people, he later became the mass 

hero, the warrior god to them. Murugan can be equated with Horus --the junior 

and Sivan with Horus - the senior of Egyptian myths. Thiru Murugan is the 

Maruduk of the Sumerian people. 

 

 
 

Murugan is called Velan since he has got a vel [spear] in his hand. The vel 

represents the sun ray, with which he kills his enemies, the Aryan nomads. 

 

2.11. Murugan – Junior Horus / Marduk 
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Herides on a peacock. The peacock represents the blue sky on which he moves 

from the east to west daily in a circle. The apparent semi circular path of 

Murugan’s footpath - way represents the kaavadi [to lift]. 

worship of his followers; kavadi is kind of shoulder burden; it signifies the 

way of carrying offerings like flowers / milk / rose water tied in the shoulder 

wooden pole from the Marutham land towards the top of the Kurinji hills - the 

abode of Murugan. The arch of the kavadi symbolizes the pathway of the sun god 

Murugan traveling from the east to west every day. The kavadi bearing ritual, alaku 

kuththuthal [body / tongue piercing done with spears] and the ritual walking by 

bare foot to his abode Palani by his followers are to show their gratitude and 

respect to their hero who saved their culture from the hands of the Aryans in the 

ancient past. As he is about to come in the east every morning, it is the cock / 

rooster that tells everyone by its'' kokkarakko “sound, about his arrival so that they 

all can have a glimpse of him before going for work in the Marutham lands; Rooster 

is the symbol of Murugan’s flag; His eternal youth and immortality gave him the 

name, Pillai / Bala [Skt] [Phonecian’s Baal] [child] Murugan. As he was brought up 

by six sisters [seven daughters of Atlas] of the Pleiades in the sky he was called as 

Aarumugam [god with six faces]; as he is the son of their Kurinji god Siva he is 

always portrayed in the background of a Kurinji land; as the love of Tamil people 

towards their warrior/ hero / god Murugan grew more and more, a female of 

Kurinji land by name Valli fell in love with him and got married to him. Valli is ‘Velli‘- 

the moon goddess. Sun god Murugan [hot] has got only one wife namely the moon 

goddess Valli [cool]. But the ignorant Vedic Brahmins not understanding the Tamil 

people’s philosophy of one-to-one love relationship, got a second wife by name 

Thaeivaanai [thee aanava - a woman of fire] to Murugan. Presently, some of the 

ignorant Tamil people believe that Murugan has got two wives; as Murugan again 

got worshiped later as a fertility god like that of his father, he is always 

accompanied by a snake, a fertility symbol. As he is eternally youthful and 

immortal he bears no sons or daughters. 
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Murgan had all the honor and respect of people in all ceremonies of the 

Tamil people as he is the first son and the only son of his father, Sivan. Irked by the 

fame of Murugan, Aryans made a plot to make Ganapathi as the first son of Sivan, 

to undermine the popularity of Murugan and they even partially succeeded in their 

attempt by their extraordinary cunningness. They [cross belted Shiva and Parvathi] 

conducted a competition between Murugan and Pillaiyar as directed by the 

Brahminical priests. Whoever came first after acquiring worldly knowledge [the 

fruit of knowledge -- Arivu pazham; the fruit which is hot - sutta pazham; the 

hanging fruit - the planet / sun / stars] after making a world trip would be eligible 

to rule the sky and he would be considered as the first son also. Murugan, the 

globetrotter returned, making his routine rounds around the globe with the 

knowledge of creation and the functioning of the universe. 

The son of Brahminzed Shiva -with cross belt [sacred thread], Pillaiyar alias 

Ganapathy /Ganaesan / Vinayakan made a round trip around Shiva [symbolism - 

sun] and Parvathi (not kaali) [symbolism- moon] and was declared that he had 

already obtained the knowledge of the functioning of the universe and creation 

before the arrival of Murugan after 24 hours cycle. By making a round trip around 

sun god Shiva and Parvathi, Ganapathi solved his identity problem of his creator -

his biological father. The cross belt / Poonool wearing Shiva and Parvathi got 

satisfied with their son Ganapathi’s “extraordinary “knowledge and declared that 

he was their first son, who was eligible to rule the universe and receive all honors 

and respect from people. Murugan in an angry mood went up the hill and called 

‘Palani ‘to make a complaint to his father lord Sivan about the foul play played by 

the Aryan priests. As the Aryans snatched all his possessions from him (only his 

loincloth was spared by the Aryans- near total castration) he went to the Palani 

Hills with his only possession, the Vel which cannot be possessed by anyone other 
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than him!. At the most Ganapathi could have only laddus [round yellow colored 

sweets- symbolically the pazham - the hanging fruit - sun]. Avvai, a great Tamil 

poetess pacified lord Murugan saying that there was no need to get disappointed 

as the lord himself was the fruit - the hanging fruit of the sky - the hot sun. 

- No one in the history of mankind, including the Jews, would have ever 

undergone the sufferings of genocide undergone by the Tamils / 

Dravidians in the hands of Aryan people. 

- Iravathum Mahadevan says that Murugan worship prevailed even among 

the Indus Valley people as there are certain ideograms suggesting the 

Kavadi bearers.  

- Ganapathi has the consonants - ka – an- [-pa-]- the - and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is Sivanudaiya makan[missing letter- sa-] - son 

of Siva. 

- Thiru Murugan has the consonants – the- Ra –ma – Ra – ka- an - and the 

original Tamil interpretation of the word is Kathiravan udaiya makan - son 

of the sun. 

Baal- the sun god 

- Baal [Phoenician sun god] - has the consonants – pa – la- 

and the original Tamil word is Palani - sun god of Tamil 

people - Murugan. 

- Baal [Phoenician sun god] - has the consonants – a-la- 

and the original Tamil word is Palani- Palani  

- Hills - abode of the lord Palani. 

Baal is the name of several pagan gods that dates back to the 14th century BC 

among the ancient Semitic peoples, and most specifically the fertility deity of the 

ancient Canaanite peoples. The cult of Baal celebrated annually his death and 

resurrection as a part of the Canaanite fertility rituals and involved human sacrifices 

and temple prostitution. The worship of Baal often led the Israelites astray from God 

due to the carnal pleasures derived from the temple prostitutes.  
 

http://www.conservapedia.com/Baal 

In Babylonia it was the title specially applied to Merodach of Babylon, which in 

time came to be used in place of his actual name. As the word in Hebrew also means 

"possessor," it has been supposed to have originally signified, when used in a 

http://www.conservapedia.com/Baal
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religious sense, the god of a particular piece of land or soil. Of this, however, there is 

no proof, and the sense of "possessor" is derived from that of "lord." The Babylonian 

Bel – Merodach was a sun-god, and so too was the Can- Baal whose full title was 

Baal-Shemaim, "lord of heaven." The Phoenician writer Sanchuniathon (Philo By 

blius, FragmentaII) accordingly says that the children of the first generation of 

mankind "in time of drought stretched forth their hands to heaven toward the sun; 

for they regarded him as the sole lord of heaven, and called him Beel-samen, which 

means `Lord of Heaven' in the Phoenician language and is equivalent to Zeus in 

Greek". A temple to Baal- Shemaim had stood at Umm el-Awamid between Acre and 

Tyre, and his name is found in inscriptions from the Phoenician colonies of Sardinia 

and Carthage. http://www.conservapedia.com/Baal 

- Merodach has the consonants - ma – Ra- the -ka - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is Thiru Murugan/ Dravidian sun god / Marduk of the Sumerian people. 

- Bel – Merodach has the consonants – pa – la- ma – Ra – the- ka - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is Palani Malai Aandavar – the god of the Palani hills. 

- Bel – Merodach has the consonants – pa- la – ma- Ra – the- ka - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is Aarupadai veedukalil ondraana PalaniMalai –yil kudi irukkum-Thiru 
MuruganPalani - in one of his abode- Palani hills [son of the lord Kabali / Kaali]. 

- Beel–Samen has the consonants - pa – la- sa -ma -and the original Tamil word 

is Palani saamy- Murugan. 

- Beel–Samen has the consonants – pa – la –sa-ma -and the original Tamil word 

is Palani Malai aalum Saeyon pillai - Cheeyaan– Murugan / Cheeyaan- the son 

of Sivan- the ruler of the Palani hills - the Saeyon; Saeyon- lord Sivan; 

Cheeyaan- Murugan; pillai- son. 

- Zeus has the consonants - sa - [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is Saeyon- lord Sivan. 

- Zeus has the consonants - sa - [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is 

Cheeyaan- Murugan - son of Sivan - junior Horus. 

- Zeus has the consonants - sa - [-sa-] -and the other interpretation of the word is Esan- 
the god. 

- Zeus has the consonants - sa -sa -and the other interpretation of the 

word is Saesan [Skt] - Vishnu. 

- Horus has the consonants -ka -Ra - [- sa -] and the original Tamil word is Murugan / 
Murugaesan - son god – junior Horus. 

http://www.conservapedia.com/Baal
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- Horus has the consonants -ka -Ra - [- sa -] and the other interpretation of the 

word is Kiran/ karan [Skt] - sun god. 

- Babylonia has the consonants - pa - [-pa-] – la- and the original Tamil word/ 

meaning is Palani Malai - the abode of the sun god Palani Appan- Thiru 

Murugan - son of Kabaali – lord Sivan. 

As the sun-god, Baal was worshipped under two aspects, beneficent and 

destructive; on the one hand he gave light and warmth to his worshippers; on the 

other hand the fierce heats of summer destroyed the vegetation he had himself 

brought into being. Hence, human victims were sacrificed to him in order to appease 

his anger in times of plague or other trouble, the victim being usually the first-born of 

the sacrifice and being burnt alive. In the Old Testament this is euphemistically termed 

"passing" the victim "through the fire" (2 Kings 16:3; 21:6). The forms under which 

Baal was worshipped were necessarily as numerous as the communities which 

worshipped him. Each locality had its own Baal or divine "lord" who frequently took 

his name from the city or place to which he belonged; i.e. Baal-Zur, "Baal of Tyre"; 

Baal-hermon, "Baal of Hermon" (Judges 3:3); Baal-Lebanon, "Baal of Lebanon"; Baal- 

Tarz, "Baal of Tarsus." At other times the title was attached to the name of an 

individual god, such as Bel-Merodach ("the lord Merodach" or "Bel is Merodach") at 

Babylon, Baal-Melkarth at Tyre, and Baal-gad (Joshua 11:17) in the north of Palestine. 

Occasionally the second element was noun as in Baal-Shemaim, "lord of heaven," 

Baalzebub (2 Kings 1:2), "lord of flies," Baal- Hamman, usually interpreted "lord of 

heat," but more probably "lord of the sun pillar, "the tutelary deity of Carthage. All 

these various forms of the sun-god were collectively known as the Baalimor "Baals 

"who took their place by the side of the female Ashtaroth and Ashtrim. At Carthage 

the female consort of Baal was termed Pene-Baal, "the face" or "reflection of Baal." 

http://www.conservapedia.com/Baal.[In Tamil ‘penn paal’ means female gender]. 

- Pene Baal has the consonants - [-pa-]-an - pa – la- and the original Tamil 

meaning of the word is Palani Aayee - mother of Palani - Murugan. 

- Baal- Hermon has the consonants – pa – la – Ka – Ra – ma- an - and the original 

Tamil meaning of the word is Bala Murugan- Palani Malai Murugan - the Sun 

god of Tamil people - junior Horus. 

- Baal- Hermon has the consonants - [-pa-]- la – Ka – Ra – ma- an - and the 

original Tamil meaning of the word is Vel Murugan -Murugan with the spear. 

http://www.conservapedia.com/Baal
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- Baal – Melkarth has the consonants – pa – la – ma – la – ka – Ra- and the 

original Tamil meaning of the word is Palani Malai Aandavar- Thiru Murugan - 

the lord of the hills- Palani. 

- Bal- Lebanon has the consonants - pa – la – la- [-pa-]- an -and the original 

Tamil word / meaning is Palani Malai –Palani of Palani hills. 

- Balim has the consonants - pa - la – ma- and the original Tamil meaning of the 

word is Palani Malai- Palani Hills. 

- Ballgad has the consonants – pa- la – ka- the - and the original Tamil 

word / meaning is Palani Malai aandavan/ thaeivam - the lord of the 

Palani Hills. 

- Ballgad has the consonants - [-pa-]- la – ka- the - and the original Tamil 

word/meaning is Vaelaandi - one with the spear -Murugan; va= ka; ka 

= va. 

 

 

 

 

Avvai and Murugan / Sutta Pazham – sudaatha pazham story; 

Once Avvai paatti, the great Tamil poet, stopped to rest in a grove after a long journey; 

she was very tired and hungry; she asked a shepherd boy who was sitting on a jamun tree to 

shake down some fruits. The Boy asked her whether she wanted sutta pazham - or sudaatha 

pazham. Avvai did not understand what the boy meant; the boy shook down the fruits; Avvai 

paatti / Avvai grandma asked him, “who are you “; what are you doing here?”; the boy replied 

her that he was a shepherd boy; Avvai paatti picked up the fruits from the ground and blew 

them to remove the sand dust; the shepherd boy asked her whether the fruit was too hot 

that she was blowing it; bewildered Avvai could understand that sutta pazham was the hot 
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hanging fruit of the sky - the star- hot sun, and could realize the fact that the shepherd boy 

was none other than Murugan - Pazhani - in disguise; later Murugan told her that he wanted 

to play with her by testing her Tamil skill; here sutta pazham does not mean the roasted one.  
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Maha Baratham - The story of the Dravidian siblings 
MahaBaratham – part  one  

 

 

 
 

Kaali or Meenachi [Meena -yakshi / Meeavatchi / moon goddess] was the 

wife of a fisherman - the Pandiyan, Sivan, who had taken a human birth- as the 

head of fishermen, the Pandians. Fisherman symbolically signifies the sun which 

rules over the stars [fishes] of the sky. 

Pandu was a Tamil king- Pandiyan. His full name was Siva - Pandian. 

He was ruling the province in the Indus valley. His wife’s name was kaali alias 

Meenachi. They had five children, namely five Pandians or Pandavas [pancha 

Pandavas]. They were looking after the five provinces of Siva Pandian’s kingdom, 

namely Kurinji, Mullai, Maruthum, Neithal and Palai. As Siva - Pandian was always 

concerned about the cosmic rule he could not spend much time to take care of his 

five children and their five territories. Meenachi took care of her children, guiding 

them nicely/prudently in ruling the five provinces; Meenachi - means, a rule by a 

woman / star / moon; Meena –vatchchi means the female of the fishermen 

community; Meena Yakshi - means the female with fishlike eyes. 

Hence there was no sibling rivalry among the Pancha Pandians. A nomadic 

 

2.12. Murugan - the Avatharam of Sivan 
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group called the Aryans from central Asia, entered the Indus valley and they 

became envious towards the wealthy mother[lands]of the five Tamil provincial 

leaders. They planned to destroy the united motherland and to humiliate 

Meenachi, their mother who was the true ruler of the motherland of the five Tamil 

siblings. They set fire to the palaces of Tamil provincial leaders with the help of 

their Agni god. When the palaces were on fire, the Tamil siblings were made to 

believe by the Aryans that their Agni god had punished them well and the nomadic 

Aryans boasted themselves that their Agni god was superior to the Tamil god 

Sivan, as Sivan was popularly considered as a fertility god / bull god at that time. 

The Aryan people had the habit of setting fire to the palaces of their enemies, and 

also indulged in forcible immolation of people against their philosophy and gave 

all the credits to their fire god Agni [root word is akki - Tamil]; as Sivan got wild by 

those Aryan’s thoughts, he had to have necessarily a new avatharam, as a son 

god/sun god Murugan to teach some lessons to the Aryans about his 

omnipotence, his omnipresence and immortality .Sura Samharam by Murugan 

was to arrest Sura Padman–Vishnu [ not Asura padman ] , for not knowing the 

meaning of the sacred sound ‘Oaam’ near Thiruchendur, a seashore town in 

TamilNadu. 

As Murugan came to rescue the pride of the Tamil people and became the 

uniting force of the Tamil siblings as his father did in the name of Sivan, again 

Tamil’s motherland continued to prosper. The Aryans could not tolerate the 

fame and popularity gained by Murugan, the warrior god [Mars], who had 

defeated them in several encounters. The Aryans wanted to take revenge upon 

Murugan and so they made a plot to destabilize the united Tamil kingdom which 

was their ultimate goal since most of the Tamil people in the southern part were 

against the Aryan way of fire worship and their symbolism of fire worship. That 

time Aryans made a new plot to humiliate kaali / Meenachi in the most 

perverted way. 
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Karnan / Murugan 

MahaBaratham – part 2 

 

- Horus has the consonants – ka– Ra – sa- and the original Tamil name is 
Murugan / Murugaesan. 

- Karna has the consonants ka – Ra-an -and the original Tamil name is 

Murugan - sun god of Tamil people. 

- Karna has the consonants ka – Ra- an -and the original Tamil name is 

Kumaran - Murugan. 

Pandu - the younger Siva Pandiyan had an elder brother by name 

Dhritarashtran, the older or the eldest Sivan, who was ruling an another mighty 

kingdom, the south of Indus valley [Dhritarashtra - Then /Thaai Thiru naattai aandidum 

perum mannan / maa mannan / Paer Arasan - mighty king of the south],a Cera king 

was an ardent worshiper of Sivan and he called his only son as Murugan - alias karnan 

[the name given by the author of the corrupted form of the Maha Bharata] -- Horus 

the junior. Karnan had no mother as he was the son of sun god Sivan [in the 

astrological sense]. Karnan was born with kundalam [kaathil aniyim-koalam - round 

hanging balls of the ears -koalam -kole - the planet] in both of his ears [with which he 

heard the primordial sound “Om”of his father] which  itself exemplified that he was  a 

sun god by birth. Karnan [being a Cera] was naturally a good archer as he had the 

Sivan’s bow. The blind eyes of Dhirtarashtran [remember the Egyptian story of Osiris], 

the eldest Siva/ Horus senior symbolized the winter solstice. The junior Horus / 

Murugan was born as the bright young son when the winter solstice was over [like that 

of Jesus’ birth]. Now there were two groups of Tamils in the Indus valley, one following 

the fire worship of Aryans [because of racial admixtures / influence of Aryan priests] 

and the other following (southern) the orthodox Tamil way of sun god worship. 

Drawing “Koalam “with rice flour in the front yard of the house by women 

daily mornings is a tradition still in practice in TamilNadu which cannot be seen 

anywhere in the world. The koalam is drawn by making many dots in different 

 

2.13. Karnan 
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positions and joining these dots by lines. The rounded dots represent the position of 

planets/ stars --the “kole” in the sky and the lines denote their pathways. Tamil 

women, in ancient days, drew these koalam by observing the position of 

planets/stars in the sky, so that they could plan for the auspicious days and also 

know about the weather. Presently, Tamil women still maintain the practice of 

drawing koalam but however they are not aware of the exact meaning behind the 

koalam drawings which was due to the deliberate and planned attempt of seizing the 

knowledge of astronomy from the hands of Tamil kaniyan by the Vedic Brahmins 

ever since they established the system of castes in Indian subcontinent. 

As the sibling rivalry between these two groups got precipitated, the story of 

Mahabarathum– second part came into the picture. Pandu‘s sons were on one side 

and Karnan was on the other side. Pancha Pandians were made to believe by the 

Aryan priests that Karnan, the Cera king, had made a plot to grab their mother, [as 

Karnan had no mother] the motherland [the Tamil people always equate their land 

with their mother]. Aryans have the habit of considering the Baaratham as their 

wealth – Lakhsmi- and not as their mother because Baaratham was not their 

motherland or homeland and at the most it was their fatherland. 

Karnan was aware of the fact that Kundi Devi (wife of Pandu) was her 

chinnammal (little mother) and Pandu was his chittappan (little father); it was told in 

the corrupted story that Karnan was given an immaculate birth by Kundi Devi from 

the sun god. 

Aryans were happy to watch the war that broke out between Pancha 

Pandiyans and the Cera king Karnan, since they were waiting for a chance to take 

revenge on Murugan/Karnan as he was against the Aryan way of fire worship. 

Aryans symbolized the Pandiyan’s motherland as their only wife [instead of 

mother / not knowing the five thinai / lands of Tamil siblings], Dhrowpathai [Thiru 

Muruganai peththa thaai - mother of Murugan] and completed the story of 

Mahabaratham in the most perverted way, portraying Karnan as the villain molesting 

his own mother Meenachi!. As there were strong protests among the Tamils, later 

they modified the story by introducing an artificial character, Dushasana in the place 

of Karnan and Karnan who was made as his friend. The character Duysasana was 

nothing but the Aariyans themselves [their conscience] who had a perverted idea of 

destroying the mother of the Tamil kings, who symbolized their motherland! Kundi 

Devi was the wife of the Pandiyan king Pandu and the wicked Krishnan [not the Tamil 
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Kritinan / karuppusamy] was the brother of  Kundi Devi who had vested interests 

towards the welfare of Pandava’s - Pandiyan sons by instigating a fight between the 

Pandiya Kings and the Cera kings. 

- Kunthi has the consonants – ka – an- the - and the original Tamil meaning of 

the name is meenavanudaiya manivi - wife of the fisherman / Paandiyan 

[Sivan]; kunthavai - Queen. 

- Duysasana has the consonants – the - [-sa-] -[-sa-] - an - and the original Tamil 

meaning of the word is penn piththan / pottaiyan [missing letter- pa]— lustful 

person. 

- Duysasana has the consonants – the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]- an - and the original Tamil 

meaning of the word is Aathan - Egyptian Atan - sun god; anjittan - sun; sandan 

- sun; sun has the right to share the saree / dress - sky of the moon goddess 

Panchali. 

- Panchali has the consonants - pa - an -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil interpretation 

of the word is nalla ullamulla ponnu–good-hearted woman; nalla- good; ullam – mind/ 

heart; ulla - having; ponnu - woman.  

- Panchalihas the consonants - [- pa-] - an -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is meen / paasi manamulla ponnu -one with a fish smell; 

meen-fish; manam- smell.  

- Panchali has the consonants - pa - an -sa - la - and the original Tamil interpretation of 

the word is panchu nool seelai – saree made by cotton threads; panju - cotton; panju - 

saree; nool - thread; seelai - saree. 

- Panchali has the consonants – pa- an -sa - la - and the original Tamil interpretation of 

the word is neelamana seelai ulla ponnu [panchu noolaalaana] - a cotton saree which is 

very lengthy; neelam - lengthy; seelai - saree. 

 
In Homer's Odyssey, Penelope is the wife of Odysseus, who is known for her 

faithfulness to Odysseus while he is absent, despite having many suitors. On 

Odysseus's return, disguised as an old beggar, he finds that Penelope has remained 

faithful. She has devised tricks to delay her suitors, one of which is to pretend to be 

weaving a burial shroud for Odysseus's elderly father Laertes and claiming that she 

will choose a suitor when she has finished. Every night for three years, she undoes 
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part of the shroud, until Melantho, one of the twelve unfaithful serving women, 

discovers her chicanery and reveals it to the suitors; the cloth woven by Penelope / 

moon goddess symbolizes the wide sky -cloth which could not be completed at any 

time in her life which enabled her to keep away from her suitors. Similarly the never 

ending saree of the Panchali was nothing but the sky cloth which meant both for the 

sun [Dushasana] and the moon [Panchali].  
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The meaning  of   “om “  was Known  only by  Murugan 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gayatri_Mantra 

 

The Gāyatrī Mantra, also known as the Sāvitri Mantra, is a highly 

revered mantra from the Rig Veda (Mandala 3.62.10), dedicated to Savitr also known 

as Vedamata. Gāyatrī is the name of the Goddess of the VedicMantra in which the 

verse is composed. Its recitation is traditionally preceded by oṃ and the 

formula bhūrbhuvaḥsvaḥ, known as the mahāvyāhṛti, or "great (mystical) 

utterance". Maharshi Vishvamitra had created the Gayatri mantra. The Gayatri 

mantra is cited widely in Vedicand post- Vedic texts, such as the mantra listings of 

the Śrauta liturgy, and classical Hindu texts such as the Bhagavad 

Gita, Harivamsa, and Manusmṛti. The mantra and its associated metric form was 

known by the Buddha, and in one sutra the Buddha is described as "expressing their 

appreciation" for the mantra. The mantra is an important part of 

the upanayana ceremony for young males in Hinduism, and has long been recited 

by dvija men as part of their daily rituals. Modern Hindu reform movements spread 

the practice of the mantra to include women and all castes and its use is now very 

widespread. It is considered as one of the most important and powerful Vedic mantras 

 The main mantra appears in the hymn RV 3.62.10. During its recitation, the 

hymn is preceded by oṃ and the formula bhūrbhuvaḥsvaḥ. This prefixing of the 

mantra is properly described in the Taittiriya Aranyaka (2.11.1-8), which states that it 

should be chanted with the syllable oṃ, followed by the three Vyahrtis and the 

Gayatri verse. Whereas in principle the Gāyatrī mantra specifies three pādas of eight 

syllables each, the text of the verse as preserved in the Samhita is one short, seven 

instead of eight. Metrical restoration would emend the attested tri-

syllabic vareṇyaṃ with a tetra-syllabic vareṇiyaṃ.  

The Gayatri mantra is, in Devanagari: 

oṃ bhūrbhuvaḥsvaḥ 

 

2.14. Gayathri Mantra 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gayatri_Mantra
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tat saviturvareṇyaṃ 

bhargodevasyadhīmahi 

dhiyoyonaḥpracodayāt 

– Rigveda 3.62.10 

The Gāyatrī mantra is dedicated to Savitṛ, a Vedic Sun deity. However, many 
monotheistic sects of Hinduism such as Arya Samaj hold that the Gayatri mantra is in 
praise of One Supreme Creator known by the name AUM as mentioned in the Yajur 
Veda, 

The Gayatri mantra has been translated in many ways. Quite literal translations 
include: 

Swami Vivekananda: "We meditate on the glory of that Being who has 
produced this universe; may She enlighten our minds." 

MonierMonier-Williams (1882): "Let us meditate on that excellent glory of the 
divine vivifying Sun, may he enlighten our understandings." 

Ralph T.H. Griffith (1896): "May we attain that excellent glory of Savitar the 
god: So, may He stimulate our prayers."  

S. Radhakrishnan: 

1947): "We meditate on the effulgent glory of the divine Light; may he inspire our 
understanding."  

(1953): "We meditate on the adorable glory of the radiant sun; may she inspire our 
intelligence."  

Sri Aurobindo: "We choose the Supreme Light of the divine Sun; we aspire that 
it may impel our minds." Sri Aurobindo further elaborates: "The Sun is the symbol of 
divine Light that is coming down and Gayatri gives expression to the aspiration asking 
that divine Light to come down and give impulsion to all the activities of the mind."  

Stephanie W. Jamison and Joel P. Brereton: "Might we make our own that 
desirable effulgence of god Savitar, who will rouse forth our insights."  

More interpretative translations include: 

Ravi Shankar (poet): "Oh manifest and unmanifest, wave and ray of breath, red 
lotus of insight, transfix us from eye to navel to throat, under canopy of stars spring 
from soil in an unbroken arc of light that we might immerse ourselves until lit from 
within like the sun itself."  

Shriram Sharma: Om, the Brahm, the Universal Divine Energy, vital spiritual 
energy (Pran), the essence of our life existence, Positivity, destroyer of sufferings, 
the happiness, that is bright, luminous like the Sun, best, destroyer of evil thoughts, 
the divinity who grants happiness may imbibe its Divinity and Brilliance within us 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monier_Monier-Williams
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_T.H._Griffith
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Savitr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephanie_W._Jamison
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Shriram_Sharma&action=edit&redlink=1
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which may purify us and guide our righteous wisdom on the right path. 

Sir William Jones (1807): "Let us adore the supremacy of that divine sun, the 
god-head who illuminates all, who recreates all, from whom all proceed, to whom all 
must return, whom we invoke to direct our understandings right in our progress 
toward his holy seat."  

William Quan Judge (1893): "Unveil, O Thou who givest sustenance to the 
Universe, from whom all proceed, to whom all must return, that face of the True Sun 
now hidden by a vase of golden light, that we may see the truth and do our whole duty 
on our journey to thy sacred seat."  

SivanathSastri (Brahmo Samaj) (1911): "We meditate on the worshipable power 
and glory of Him who has created the earth, the nether world and the heavens (i.e., 
the universe), and who directs our understanding." 

Swami Sivananda: "Let us meditate on Isvara and His Glory who has created the 
Universe, who is fit to be worshiped, who is the remover of all sins and ignorance. 
May he enlighten our intellect." 

(Om - Para Brahman (entire universe); Bhur - Bhuloka (Physical Plane); Bhuvah - 
Antariksha (space); Svah - Svarga Loka (Heaven); Tat - Paramatma (Supreme 
Soul); Savitur - Isvara (Surya) (Sun god); Varenyam - Fit to be worshiped; Bhargo - 
Remover of sins and ignorance; Devasya - Glory (Jnana Svaroopa i.e., 
Feminine/Female); Dheemahi - We meditate; Dhiyo - Buddhi (Intellect); Yo - 
Which; Nah - Our; Prachodayāt - Enlighten.) 

Maharshi Dayananda Saraswati (founder of Arya Samaj): "Oh God! Thou art the 
Giver of Life, Remover of pain and sorrow, The Bestower of happiness. Oh! Creator of 
the Universe, may we receive thy supreme sin-destroying light, May Thou guide our 
intellect in the right direction."  

Kirpal Singh: "Muttering the sacred syllable 'Aum' rises above the three regions, 
and turns the attention to the All-Absorbing Sun within. Accepting its influence, be 
thou absorbed in the Sun, and it shall in its own likeness make thee All-Luminous."  

Meaning and signify 
   Gayatri mantra recommends meditating upon causation across the multiple 

translations to believe in the purifying direction of Divine insight, direction of the 
senses, inspire understanding and intellect, progress, journey to the sacred seat, 
choosing the right path for us, visualize the sun within ourselves because as above it 
exists below. Gayatri mantra suggests Bhoor,which implies existence, and 
signifies Prana, life, or life breath. The mantra suggests tat, meaning "that", an offering 
of praise to Him is to expect that no such praise or personal benefits are offered in 
return or expectation of gain. This word tat and prayer indicates a selfless belief and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Jones_(philologist)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Quan_Judge
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sivanath_Sastri&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sivananda_Saraswati
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dayananda_Saraswati
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practice, the mantra as well as the holy word "Om", is given to God with pure 
direction. Savitur indicates God's existence as a fountain, which springs forth all life 
and all things, which we go from and go back to. Bhargo is the purifying of the intellect, 
as ore is refined in the flames, we too are purified by the words, destroying all sins and 
afflictions, we are cleansed by His grace and are in unity and oneness with Him. 
Oneness with Him is free from impurities in thought. 

24 Letters of Gayatri mantra 
Gayatri mantra has 24 letters. They are 1.tat, 2.sa, 3.vi, 4.tur, 5.va, 6.re, 7. ṇi, 8. 

yaṃ, 9. bhar, 10, go, 11.de, 12.va, 13.sya, 14. dhī, 15.ma, 16. hi, 17.dhi, 18. yo, 19.jo, 
20. naḥ, 21.pra, 22.cho 23. da and 24. yāt.  

When counting the letters, the word vareṇyam is treated as vareṇiyam which 
is the original form of the mantra in the Vedic language before the forced ex-post 
application of sandhi rules in the much more rigid Classical Sanskrit language. 

Gayatri japa is used as a method of prāyaścitta (atonement). It is believed by 
practitioners that reciting the mantra bestows wisdom and enlightenment, through 
the vehicle of the Sun (Savitr), who represents the source and inspiration of the 
universe. 

 

Decoding the sooththiram word Gayatri 
  

Decoding of the word is based on jumbling  theory[ jumbling the letters  of the word] 

as proposed by the author; to have more details  about jumbling theory  please refer 

to the author's Sumerain English  Dictionary in academia.edu.  

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the interpretation of the word 

is erupaththi naankku aksara [missing letters- pa-and - sa-]- 24 letters; 

erupaththi naanku- 24; aksara- letter. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the interpretation of the word 

is erupaththi naankku munivar saamiyaar / rishi [missing letters –pa– and - sa-

]-24 sages; erupathu – 20; naanku- four; saamiyaar - monk. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the interpretation of the word 

is ThiruMurugan.  

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the interpretation of the word 

is Visvamithra [missing letter- sa-]; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Savitr
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- Jepa has the consonants- sa -pa and the original Tamil word is poo sei – pooja  

Gayatri- the goddess- giver of Veda  

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the interpretation of the word 

is Paarvathi[missing letter- pa-]; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the - Ra- and the original Tamil name is 

kuraththi / kaaduurai thaeivam - forest dwelling goddess; kaadu- forest; urai- 

dwell; thaeivam- God. 

- Gayatri [invincible one] has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the 

interpretation of the word is Durga; vendrida mudiyatha thaai thaeivam; 

sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka; vendrida- to conquer; mudiyaathu–cannot; thai 

thaeivam- mother goddess. 

- Gayatri [invincible one] has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the 

interpretation of the word is arima uoorthi udaiya thaai thaeivam - the 

goddess with lion mount; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka; arima- lion; uoorthi- 

mount; udaiya- has. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil name is 

Kottravai – goddess of war / victory; Vettri Thiru Maka; vendrida mudiyatha 

thai thaeivam -Victoria; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka; vettri- success; thiru 

makal- goddess. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil name is 

Karuthammaa / Karumaari Thaai – fertility goddess of Tamil. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the interpretation of the word 

is Sarasvati [missing letter- sa-]; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the - Ra- and the interpretation of the word is 

vaetha moaatha kattru koduththa thaai thaeivam - the goddess who taught 

Vedas; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil name is 

oaatha kattru koduththa thaai thaeivam - the mother goddess who taught to 

recite / speak; oaatha - to speak; kattru kodu- teach; thaai - mother; thaeivam- 

god. 
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- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the interpretation of the word 

is Savitri [missing letter- sa-]; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil name is 

kathiravan-in manaivi- wife of sun; kathiravan- sun; manaivi- wife. 

- Vishvamitra [friend of earth] has the consonants – va- sa - va - ma - the – Ra- 

and the original Tamil name is muttrum thurantha munivar - Sivan adiyaar- 

disciple of lord Sivan; muttrum -everything; munivar- monk; thurakka -

renounce.  

- Vishvamitra [friend of earth] has the consonants – va- [-sa-] - va - ma - the – 

Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of the word is vaanir thoandrum oru vinn 

meen / thee sudar/ nakshaththiram - a star of the sky;vaan- sky; thoandrum- 

appearing; oru- one; vinn meen- star; thee – fire; sudar- light; nakasththiram- 

star. 

- Vishvamitra [friend of earth] has the consonants – va- [-sa-] - va - ma - the –Ra- 

and the original Tamil meaning of the word is mannar-udaiya / arasar-udaiya 

vaan–iyar nimiththikar - king’s astrologer; mannar- king; arasar- king; vaan – 

iyar- astronomy; nimiththikar- astrologer; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Vishvamitra [friend of earth] has the consonants – va- sa - va - ma - the – Ra- 

and the original Tamil name is Sivan – udaiyamakan – Thiru Murugan–

Murugan-son of Sivan; makan- son; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

Gayatri Mantra and “Oaam 

Possible interpretation  

  Thiru Murugan kooria “Oam” enum Thiru Manthiram 

- Gayatri mantrahas the consonants- ka - the – Ra – ma – an- the - Ra -and the 

original Tamil word is OamenumThiru Marai-yaei thanthaikku kaathir oaathi 

koduththa makan- Thiru Murugan- lord Murugan who recited the mantra 

“Oaam” into the ears of lord Sivan;Oam / maayam - illusion; Thiru Marai- Holy 

Scripture; thanthai- father; kaathu- ear; oaathu- say; makan- son. 

- Gayatri mantra has the consonants- ka - the – Ra– ma– an- the - Ra -and the   

original Tamil word is minukku minukkukira/ thirikira anaiththu thaarakai–yim 

oru naar –marainthu maayamaakum– all the shining stars will disappear one 
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day; minukku - shine; eriya - burn; thiriya - roam; anaiththu - all; thaarakai - 

stars; oru naar - one day; maraiya - disappear. 

Benefits of Gayatri mantra  

False interpretations; 
 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the - Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is kavanam koodukirathu – improves concentration; kavanam - 

attention; koottukirathu- augment; sooththiram; ka- va; va= ka. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the - Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is aarvamkidai– k-kindrathu – gives motivation; aarvam- interest; 

kidaikka- to attain. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is theenkku neenkukirathu – removes evil; theenkku- evil. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the - Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is koapam kurai kindrathu - reduces anger; koapam- anger; kuraikka- 

to reduce. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the - Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is manam amaithi adaikirathu - mind gets peace; manam- mind; 

amaithi- peace; adaiya- attain.  

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the - Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is nimmathi tharukindrathu – gives peace; thara- to give; nimmathi- 

peace. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the - Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is thiramai koodukindrathu – improves talent; thiramai- talent; 

kootta- add. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is midukkaana thoattram kodukkindrathu – gives elegant looks; 

thoattram- appearance; kodukka- give.  

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is tharammikka ennam uruvaakindrathu -gives good thoughts; 
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tharam- good; ennam- thoughts; uruvaakka- create; sooththiram; ka= va; va= 

ka. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is varumai neenkkirathu / kuraikindrathu – removes poverty; 

varumai- poverty; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is kannir / mukaththil arivu therikirathu -intelligence seen on the face 

and eyes; kann- eye; mukam- face; arivu- intelligence; theriya- visible. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is arivu koormai adaikirathu - improves knowledge; arivu- 

intelligence; koormai- sharpness. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is kurai neenkkirathu – removes grievance; kurai- complaints. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is kuttram kuraikindrathu – reduces crime; kuttram- crime; kuraikka- 

to reduce. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is thunpam neenkkirathu[missing letter- pa-]- removes sufferings; 

thunpam- suffering. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is thadai neenkukirathu – removes hurdles; thadai- hurdle; neekku- 

remove. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is paathukakkira vattam / kaappu[missing letter- pa-] – protective 

ring/ amulet; paathukaakka- protect; vattam- circle; kaappu- amulet. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is veedu paer kidaikkum- [missing letter- pa-] -can attain heaven; 

veedu paeru- heaven. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is uyirin unmai–yei unara mudikirathu – able to understand the truth 
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behind life; uyir- life; unmai- truth; unara- to understand. 

Gayatri- Thiru Murugan/ Kaarthikaeyan 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is Thiru Murugan . 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is kooriyathu – said; kaathir oaathiyathu ; kaathu- ear ; oaathiyathu - 

recited. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the kaniyar kurithathu – notes by Tamil  astrologers ; kaniyar- astrologer; 

kurippu- notes.  

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is kaar thee enum naksaththiram / thaarakai [missing letter- sa-] – 

Pleiades star – star of Murugan; kaar thee- Pleiades; thaarakai- star. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is Thiru Authirai enum naksaththiram [missing letter- sa-] – 

Betelgeuse - star of Sivan; thiru aathiri - Betelgeuse. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is Kathiravan - sun. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is kathiravanai suttrum koar meen[missing letter- sa-] - planets 

orbiting the sun; sutra - to orbit; koar meen- planet. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the - Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is vannil sudar vittu erikindra kanakkattra vinn – meen koottam 

[missing letter- sa-]- numerous star clusters of the sky; vaan- sky; sudar- light; 

erikira - burning; kanakkattra- numerous. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is koar mathi – moons of the planets; mathi- moon; koar- planet. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is amutha kathiroan / thinkkar – moon. 

- Gayatri has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 
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the word is erikindra thee anaiththum / thirikindra thiri anaiththum endroa 

oru naar anainthu / karuki / avinthu maayamaaki marainthidum - all the 

burning stars of the sky will disappear at one day; anaiththum- all; thirikindra- 

roaming; oru naar- one day; karuki- burnt; maayaamaakum-vanish; maraiya- 

disappear.  

- Mantra has the consonants – ma -an- the- Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
erai thantha thiru marai - Holy Scripture given by God; erai- God; thantha- 
given; thiru - holy; marai- scripture. 

- Mantra has the consonants – ma -an- the- Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
munu munuththar- to whisper. 

- Oaam [Aum]has a consonant- ma -and the original meaning of the word is 
maayam– illusion / emptiness. 

- Oaam has a consonant- ma -and the original meaning of the word is inmai – nil 
/ nothing / empty. 

- Oaam has a consonant- ma -and the original meaning of the word is poeimai [y missing 
letter- pa-] - false. 

- Oaam has a consonant- ma -and the original meaning of the word is unmai- 
truth. 

- Om BhurBhuvaḥSwaḥ 

- Bhur[Skt] has the consonants - pa -Ra – and the original Tamil word is uruppu- 
body. 

- Bhur[Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra – and the original Tamil word is uyir- 
life. 

- Bhuvah[Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] – va– and the original Tamil word is 
yaakkai– body; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

- Swah[Skt] has the consonants – [-sa-] – va– and the original Tamil word is –
akam - soul; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

- BhurBhuvaḥ has the consonants– pa – Ra – pa –va– and the original Tamil 

meaning of the word is Siva Perumanae! Vaanakamum vaiyakamum – puviyi 

mariyaa maayamenum paerum umaiaye nee arivaayaa – lord Siva! you should 

know the truth not known to sky and the earth; vaanakam- sky; vaiyakam- 

earth; puvi- earth; ariyaa- not known; perum- big; unmai- truth. 
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- BhurBhuvaḥ has the consonants – pa – Ra- [-pa-]- va – and the original Tamil 
meaning of the word is yavarum ariyaa perum unmai–big truth- no one knows; 
ariyaaa - unknown; periya- big; unmai- truth. 

- tat [Skt] [that] has a consonant - the and the original Tamil word is athu–that. 

- tat [Skt] has a consonant - the and the original Tamil word is thanthai – 
father;aththaa. 

Savitur 

- Savitur [sun] has the consonants –[-sa-] –va- the - Ra –and the original Tamil 

word is kathiravan -sun; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

- Savitur has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the - Ra –and the original Tamil word is 

Kathiravanin manaivi - Savitri – wife of sun; manaivi - wife. 

- Savitur [which gives birth] has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the - Ra –and the 

original Tamil word is uyir kodukkira - sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka; uyir thara 

vaendum; uyir- life; kodu- give. 

- Savitur has the consonants – sa- va- the - Ra –and the original Tamil word is 

vediththu sithariya thee muttaththir erunthu thoandriya; the one appeared 

from explosion; vediththu sithariya - exploded; thee- fire; thee muttam- 

smoke; thoandriya- appeared. 

- Savitur has the consonants –sa–va- the - Ra –and the original Tamil word is 

kathiravan - um \ avanai suttri varum anaiththu–koar meenum – sun and the 

orbiting planets; kathiravan- sun; suttru- to make a round trip; anaiththu - all; 

koar meen- planet. 

- Savitur has the consonants – sa–va- the - Ra –and the original Tamil word is 

vaanir thirikira thee sudar / nakasththiram anaiththum – all the roaming stars 

of the sky; vaan- sky; thiriya- roam; thee- fire; sudar- light; naksaththiram- star. 

- Savitur has the consonants –sa- va- the - Ra –and the original Tamil word is 

thiru aathirai naksaththiraththaiyim saerththu - including the star Betelgeuse; 

thiru aathiri - Betelgeuse; nakasththiram - star. 

- Vareniyam[Skt] [worship] has the consonants-va- Ra – ma- and the original 

Tamil word is vannir eriyim / uraiyim vaeru vinn meenum – all the other stars 

of the sky ;vaan- sky; eriyim- burning; uraiyim-dwelling; vinn meen- stars; 
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vaeru- other. 

- Vareniyam[Skt] [best] has the consonants-va- Ra- ma- and the original Tamil 

word is kurai inmai- without fault. 

- Bhárgodevásya[Skt] has the consonants - pa -Ra - ko - the – va- sa - and the 

original Tamil word is devar, soorar, asoorarye varukkum theriyaatha perum 

unmai; the truth unknown to gods, stars and planets;devar – gods; soorar- 

stars; asoorar- planets; theiryaathu- unknown; unmai- truth.  

- Bhárgodevásya has the consonants - pa -Ra - ko - the – va- sa - and the original 

Tamil word is Siva Perumaanudaiya makan aakiya naanum – son of lord Sivan; 

makan - son; naan- me.  

- Bhárgodevásya has the consonants - pa -Ra - ko - the – va- sa - and the original 

Tamil word is Thiru Murugan–naakiya enakku uriya kaar thee 

naksaththiramaum - the star of Murugan- Pleiades; kaarthee- Pleiades; 

naksaththiram - star. 

- Bhárgodevásya has the consonants - pa -Ra - ko - the – va- [-sa-] - and the 

original Tamil word is pirankkar kurainthuvidum - lose the brightness; 

pirankkar- brightness; kuraiya- to become less. 

- Bhárgodevásya has the consonants - pa -Ra - ko - the – va- sa - and the original 

Tamil word is nooru nooru aandu kadantha pinnar endraavathu orunaar sukku 

nooraaka sithari udainthu karukum; nooru - 100; aandu- year; kadakka- to 

pass; pinnar- later; oru- one; naar- day; sithari udaiya – to break; karuka- 

burnt. 

- Bhargo[Skt] [luminous] has the consonants- pa -Ra - ko - and the original Tamil 

word is pirankkar – brightness; pirakaash. 

- Dhīmahi[all] [Skt] has the consonants the -ma - ka- and the original Tamil word 

is moththamaaka maya maakidum - vanish totally; moththam- total. 

- dhimahi[Skt][meditate] has the consonants the -ma - ka- and the original Tamil 

word is ennida vaendum -to think. 

- dhio [Skt] [intellect] has a consonant -the - and the original Tamil word is 

mathi – intelligence. 
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- nah [Skt] [us] has a consonant – an- and the original Tamil word is naan – me; 

naam – us. 

- Dhiyo- yonah [Skt] hasthe consonants – the -an - and the original Tamil word is 

enum unmaithanai/ mathithanai – the fact/ truth; unmai- truth. 

- Dhiyo- yonah [Skt] hasthe consonants – the -an - and the original Tamil word is 

naanum thanthaiyae neeyeim - me and you - my father; naan- me; thanthai- 

father; nee - you. 

- Dhiyo- yonah [Skt] has the consonants – the -an - and the original Tamil word 

is madiya-num enum unmaithanai – the fact that me and you have to die; 

madiya- die; unmai- truth. 

- Pracodayāt[Skt] has the consonants– pa - Ra -[-sa-]—the – and the original 

Tamil word is purinthu unarnthu arintha naan; understood by me; unarnthida - 

understand; naan- me. 

- Pracodayāt[Skt] [move forward]hasthe consonants– pa - Ra -sa—the – and the 

original Tamil word is munnaeri poathar/munnaeri sendriduthar – move 

forward. 

- Pracodayāt[Skt] [inspire] has the consonants-pa- Ra –-[-sa-]—the – and the 

original Tamil word isthoondapaduthar. 

- Pracodayāt[Skt] [inspire] has the consonants-pa- Ra –[-sa-]—the – and the 

original Tamil word is uyirppu--uoottuthar.  

- Pracodayāt[Skt] [inspire] has the consonants- [-pa-]- Ra – sa—the – and the 
original Tamil word is moochchu eduththar. 

- Pracodayāt[Skt] has the consonants -pa- Ra – sa—the – and the original Tamil 

word is anda sarasaraththir / paerandaththir/ pirapanchchathir erinthu 

thiriyim anaiththu meenum oru naar marainthu / anainthu poeidum – all the 

burning stars will disappear one day; paerandam- universe; eriya- burning; 

thiriya- roaming; anaiththu -all; meen- star; orunaar- one day; maraiya- 

disappear. 

- Pracodayāt[Skt] hasthe consonants -pa- Ra – sa—the – and the original Tamil 

word is anthanaar muthar Oaam endra oaasai mattumae endrandrum anda 

sarasaraththir minjidum endra periya thoaru unmai unakku puriyaatha 
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ondraa? – from that day onwards - the sound oaam only will remain in the 

universe; antha- that; naar- day; oaasai- sound; mattumae - only; minjidum - 

remaining one; endrandrum- forever; anda sarasaram- universe; periya- big; 

unami- truth; unakku- for you; puriyaathaa- don’t you know. 

- prachodayāt [Skt] has the consonants- [-pa-]- Ra – [-sa-]—the – and the 

original Tamil word is Oaamenum thiru mantra – “Oaam” – the holy mantra; 

thiru- holy. 

- Pracodayāt[Skt] hasthe consonants–pa- Ra – [-sa-]—the – and the original 

Tamil word is peruththa unmai- big truth; unmai-truth; periya- big. 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gayatri_Mantra- meaning  
Om BhurBhuvaḥSwaḥ 

tátsavitúrváreṇ(i)yaṃ 
bhárgodevásyadhīmahi 
dhíyoyónaḥpracodayāt 
 
tat - that 

● savitur - from savitr̥, 'that which gives birth', 'the power inside the Sun' or the 

Sun itself 

● vareṇiyaṁ - to choose, to select; the most choosable, the best 

● bhargoḥ- to be luminous, the self-luminous one 

● devasya– luminous/ radiant, the divine. 

● tatsaviturdevasya - "of that divine entity called Savitṛ" 

● dhīmahi - who's wisdom and knowledge flow, like waters 

● dhiyoḥ - intellect, a faculty of the spirit inside the body, life activity 

● yoḥ - which 

● naḥ - our, of us 

● pracodayāt - to move in a specific direction. 

● cod - to move (something/somebody) in a specific direction. 
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● pra - the prefix "forth, forward." 

● pracud - "to move (something/somebody) forward" 

● prachodayāt - "may it move (something/somebody) forward"; 

Word meaning: Om: The primeval sound; Bhur: the physical body/physical 

realm; Bhuvah: the life force/the mental realm Suvah: the soul/spiritual 

realm; Tat:  That (God); Savitr: The Sun, Creator (source of all life); Vareñyam: 

adore; Bhargo: effulgence (divine light); Devasya: supreme 

Lord; Dhīmahi: meditate; Dhiyo: the intellect; Yo: May this light; Nah: 

our; Prachodayāt: illumine/inspire. 

 
 

Interpretation; 
 

• tat – thanthaiyae/aththa - father  

• tur- thiru; ma - mu; re – ru; go- ka; nah –an; hi - ki = Thiru Murugan 

• re – aaru;va–vaai= aaruvaai 

• ma – mee; ni – n; yam – um =meenum 

• thanthaiyae! Thiru Muruganaakiya enaruvaai meenum / father! the 
Pleiades stars of mine, Thiru Murugan 

• pra –paer; nah – an; da- da = paeranda – universe 

• jo - se; ni- n;dhi - thee; sen- theeyae /jothiyae – divine fire. 

• go – ka; dhi – the; re- ra;va- va; =kathirava– sun. 

• sya- si;va- va; bhar – peru; ma- ma;ni; an =Siva Perumaane -lord 
Sivan. 

• ni—un = you. 

• Thur- thiru; va – vaa;thur; thirai; ma- me; ni – n; yam – um –
meenum=thiru athirai meenum – star Betelgeuse. 

• nah -unnai   = you 

• sa -su; tur --ttru; ma – um; ni- an; dhi; ththu; go- koa; re- r; ma- me; 
ni; - n yam –um –suttrum anaiththu koar meenum - all the planets 
orbiting. 
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• nha – an; yat – da; cho- sa; re- ra;cho-sa; re- ra; yat – ththi; re- r = 
anda saraththir - in the universe.  

• vi – vi;ni – n; re- r; cho – su; - dhui- the; re- r; vi- vi; yat- ttu; re- eri; ni- 
n – dhi – thu; ma- mi; nah – n; go- kki; yam- um = vinnir sudar vittu 
erinthu minukkum - shining / burning.  

• dhi – thee;sa- su; tur -dar – nah – an; yat - ththu; ma- um - all the 
stars / torches. 

• Re- oru; nah; nah; re- r = orunaar - one day. 

• bhar – pira; nah – an - go - kka; re- r = pirankkar/ brightness. 

• go – ku; re -rai; nah- an; dhi–thu– kurainthu/ become less. 

• Ma- ma; nah – an; go- kki; yam- um = mankkum / will fade.  

• vi – va–dhi- di; yat -ththu; sya- si;dhi – the; – re- r – yam- um = 
vediththu- will blast.  

• Ma- maa; yo – ya; ma- maa; hi- hi = maayamaaki/ vanish. 

• Ma- ma; re- rai; nah – an; dhi - the; yam- um = marainthidum / 
disappear. 

• Yo- oaam; nah- en; yam; um; cho -oasai; ma- ma; yat –ttu– yam- um = 
only the “Oaam sound” 

• ma- ma; nah- an; cho- sa; da- du; yam- um = minjidum / will remain. 

• Nah- an; da- du; re- ru – yam- um =endrum / for ever. 

• pra - paer; nah – un; ma - mai =paerunmai / big truth. 

• re - ari;ni – in; dhi; the– da- du =arinthidu / know. 

• nah – an; bhar - paar; nah- an - dhi – the – anpaarntha - loving.  

• yat; the; anh – an; dhi – the = thanthaiyae / father. 

 
Meaning; 

Father!  Siva - you and your star Betelgeuse, me [Murugan] and my Pleiades 
star, all the stars and the planets of the sky will vanish one day; the sound “Aum” will 
remain thereafter – forever. 
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Interpretation;  
*Gayathri mantra is all about “Aum”  

*The essence of the Mantra is about the astronomical prediction of the 

disappearance of all the stars, planets and the sun of the sky in the future; on that 

day onwards only the oaam /Aum sound will remain forever 

* It seems that the Aryan plagiarists were unable to arrange the 24 words into 

an astronomical concept of death of the universe, because the original author of the 

mantra was a Tamil astrologer; it was revealed by lord Murugan to lord Sivan- the 

sun god; since the mantra conveys a negative idea it was made to be a secret one; 

unable to find the original meaning of the mantra the plagiarists talked about 24 

rishi, 24 Shakthi, 24 thaevatha. 
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Devasena is a Hindu goddess and the first wife of god Kartikeya. She is known 

as Devayanai, Deivanai or Deivayanai in South-Indian texts. Her name is also spelled 

as Teyvanai or Tevayanai (Teyvāṉai). Devasena is often described as the daughter 

of Indra, the king of the gods (devas). She is betrothed to Kartikeya by Indra, when he 

becomes the commander-in-chief of the gods. South-Indian accounts, Devasena is 

generally depicted as an antithesis of Valli, her co-wife; together they complete the 

god. Devasena is generally depicted with Kartikeya and often is also accompanied by 

Valli. Devasena does not enjoy independent worship, but is worshiped as Kartikeya's 

consort in most of his temples. She plays a greater role in the Tirupparankundram 

Murugan Temple, believed to be the site of her marriage. 

The presence of the two consorts is said to denote the dual nature of 

Murugan, as the god of heaven and earth. Devasena, the celestial wife, is married in 

a traditional arranged marriage while the earthy Valli is won by Murugan, resulting in 

a love marriage. The consorts also represent a syncretism 

between Shaiva and Vaishnava sects, dedicated to Shiva and Vishnu respectively. The 

son of Shiva, Kartikeya, becomes the son-in-law of Vishnu, due to the marriages. 

Both the consorts are identified with the soul (Atman), while their husband (pati, 

Lord) represents God. The marriage of Devasena conveys Vaishnava ideals, where 

the soul (Devasena) remains detached from God; she has her own relative autonomy 

and earns the love of the god by her own merit. In contrast, the Shaiva philosophy 

says that God is attached to the soul (Valli) and hence he woos 

her. The Paripatal contains a Tamil panegyric dedicated to Murugan. It praises him as 

the god who is allowed to have two wives, Devasena – the daughter of Indra and 

Valli, a hunter princess. Murugan is described to equally spend his time on earth and 

in heaven. This is also conveyed by his wives, Devasena is a daughter of the heavens, 

while Valli is an earthly maiden. 

 

 

 

2.15. Devasena 
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- Deivanai has the consonants - the - va - an - and the original Tamil word is thaeiva annai 

- mother goddess. 

- Deivanai has the consonants - the - va - an - and the original Tamil word is kaana 

kathaai - forest goddess; kaankam- forest; thaai- mother.  

- Deivanai has the consonants - the - va - an - and the other interpretation of the 

word is vana thaevathai - forest goddess; vanam - forest; thaevathai = thaeiva 

annai. Pari padaal songs  belong to the kadai - sangam  period, roughly, about 

2000 years back; it seems that the Aryan priests already had managed to corrupt 

not only the common Tamil people but also the learned Tamil scholars of that 

time; the Aryan people did all these corruptions in the original story of Tamil 

god` Murugan/ Kartikaeya - kathiravan with the support of the kings; that was 

even more easier for them as there were some racial admixture between the 

Tamil and Aryan groups; Pari paadaal contains songs about Thiru Maal / Vishnu 

apart from Murugan; Kaduvan Ela Vaeiynanaar narrated in his song that Indran 

wanted to kill the embryo of Sivan and Umaiyaal which could not happen as it 

was later given birth by six Karthikai women / Pleiades as lord Murugan; The 

theme, Kartikeya, son of Sivan becoming the son in law of Vishnu was the not 

the product of the wild imagination of the writer but it was the dictated version 

of the Aryan priests. 
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Lord Ayyappan/ son of Sivan /Murugan 

Ayappan was born to a Tamil father [Panthalam king] and a Tamil mother 

by illicit contact. The ‘Mani Maalai ‘[necklace- beads] around his neck indicated 

that he was the son of Lord Sivan. As his mother’s whereabouts were not known 

[deserted by the king] he was taken from the banks of the river Pambai to the 

king's palace and brought up there as the prince by the name Mani Kandan. 

 

He was liked by everyone of the Panthalam kingdom. Few years passed. 

Panthalam king Raja Sekaran married a Brahmin female and had a second son out of 

her. As his [second] wife had severe abdominal pain [malingering], someone guiding 

her [Aryan priests], suggested Mani kandan to bring the milk of a tigress to cure his 

stepmother’s abdominal pain. As Manikandan went to the mountainous forest 

[Kurinji lands] to catch a tigress he found there his own mother, the tigress goddess, 

Kaali. She conveyed to him that it was a plan to kill him[sacrifice] in the hands of 

tigers and to make his stepmother’s son [born to the Brahmin female] to be the king 

of Pandalam, a Pandiyan kingdom. Manikandan in an angry mood returned to 

Pandalam riding on her mother’s vehicle, the tigress, to the palace. On seeing 

Manikandan returning to the palace contrary to their plans, seated on a tigress, with 

a pot of milk surrounded by the people of Pandalam, Pandalam king got frightened 

and asked to forgive him, out of fear and guilt as his plan of killing his eldest son 

Manikandan was already known to his citizens. Later the king asked Manikandan to 

be the prince of Pandalam, but then Manikandan resented and returned in search of 

 

2.16. Lord Ayyappan 
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his forefather / god father who would never castrate his own son, his heavenly 

father in the Kurinji lands situated high in the mountainous forests - Sabari Malai/ 

Perumalai. His forefather was none other than the sun god Sivan; as he was going 

back to the forest [Sivan’s  abode] shouting , “ayyo Appa “ “ayyo Appa’ “where are 

you Appa” [where are you my father? ], all the citizens of Panthalam followed their 

prince’s way. Later Manikandan convinced his citizens to go back to the kingdom and 

to return to forest to see him and to get his blessings on his birthday every year after 

the winter solstice. 

The shouting’s and cries made by the boy Manikandan ,“Ayyo {ayya} Appa'', 

Ayyan / Aappan–forefather- is still echoing in the minds of the Pandalam people and 

the entire Tamil community, as they named him as the father of their five lands - ie -, 

kurunji, Mullai, Maruthum,the Neithal and Palai as “Iy- Appan” and started visiting 

their Prince - Sivan / Murukan, the junior [Horus, the junior], every year in the January 

month on Ponkkal day [Makara vilakku]. Makara villakku is the reminiscence of forcible 

immolation of the king’s eldest son [chosen one for sacrifice] Ayyappanin eri maedai -

- fire stage --in the place called Erumaeli/ erimalai by his father and mother -- an Aryan 

way of killing their rivals [as they did to Vadalur Vallalar]. “Pettai Thullal'' was the angry 

reaction of the citizens of Pandalam. Actually the second son of Panthalam king was 

born to the Tamil king and Mohini Aryan woman. The puranic story says that Vishnu 

in a woman form, Mohini, seduced the king by “Mohini Aattam '' and got married to 

the king [symbolically Sivan himself as per the purana] and got a child - Ayyapan. But 

then ayyappan was not the son of Mohini, and the entire plot was to make the second 

son to be the prince of Panthalam. As Ayyappan was the junior sun god - Murugan, all 

the Dravidian siblings are thronging to have a glimpse of him as a fire god, even now, 

in the highlands of Sabari Malai during Makara Vilakku. 

Ayyo means-ayyan - the father; appa- means appan - the father; in Tamil 

families, generally, it not is considered as good to make a shouting by saying 

‘ayyo’, because ‘ayyo’ signifies the cry of a castrated person - calling one’s own 

non – castrating father for rescue. 

The squatting position of Ayyappan over the pedestal [sacrificial altar] 

with his head upwards, a ribbon tied around his knees [kaal kattu] and the joy 

over his face gives us the impression that he had found his father Sivan who had 

come to rescue him from ritual sacrifice [forcible immolation] planned by the 
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king and his wife. The eighteen steps to the altar situated over a hill where the 

sacrifice was planned to be done symbolized the age of the son/ sacrificial 

person as he was well-grown and virile at that age. Since the object of” sacrifice 

/ eldest son “had to be virile and potent a man had to abstain from sexual 

activity at least for forty one days; if his wife had not menstruated after forty 

one days, it was an indication that the man was not fully virile as he had 

discharged his semen already. Females aged 10 - 50, i.e. menstruating females 

are not allowed to Sabari Malai. It was considered taboo to include 

menstruating women in sacrificial rituals as animal / human blood - only was 

collected in a ritual manner during the sacrifice. The pilgrimages /devotees used 

to bring ghee and coconuts and offer them to lord Ayyappan [to have a glimpse 

of their non-castrating father] as a symbolism of ritual sacrifice [human 

sacrifice]. Breaking the coconuts [has three eyes -- Mukkannan - Sivan] is 

equivalent to a human sacrificial ritual and the coconut water or the ghee 

symbolizes the blood. 
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Mullai  land  Maayoan  was  the lord Karuppusamy  alias  Murugan 

Maattukkara Vaelan - Murugan - the cow boy / the sharped of the sky / stars 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa– and the original Tamil word is 

karuppusaami [missing letter –pa-] – black god. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka  -Ra –sa– and the original Tamil word is 

Aryamaeichchar–kaaran shepherd / Aryan - pastoral man;  Arya – Aayar/ pastoral 

people. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] – and the original Tamil word 

Karuppannan / Karuppaiyaa [missing letter- pa-] 

- Gopal has the consonants - ka – [-pa-] – la - and the original Tamil word is 

Vellayan shepherd; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

- Govinda has the consonants - ka –  va- an— the - and the original Tamil word is 

aadu maadu maeikkum kudavan – shepherd. 

- Karuppaiyaa has the consonants -ka -Ra –[-pa -] –and the interpretation of the 

word is Aaru mukam - Murugan with six faces. 

- Karuppaiyaa has the consonants -ka -Ra - pa –and the interpretation of the word 

is Murukappan [missing letter- pa-] 

- Karuppaiyaa has the consonants -ka – Ra-[-pa-]–and the interpretation of the 

word is Kumaran. 

- Karuppaiyaa has the consonants -ka – Ra-[-pa-]–and the interpretation of the 

word is Murukaiyan - Murugan. 

- Karuppaiyaa has the consonants -ka – Ra – pa-and the interpretation of the word 

is venn - niravanni / puravi yaeri varukiraar Karuppaiyaa -  karuppusaami is riding 

on a white horse; venniram - white color; puravi - horse; vanni – horse; yaeruka –

to ride; varukirrar - he is coming. 

2.17. Kaaththu Karuppu of the Tamil people 
And the Aryan dark blue Krishnan 
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- Karuppaiyaa has the consonants -ka –Ra – pa-and the interpretation of the word 

is Bairava; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka. 

- Karuppaiyaa has the consonants -ka – Ra – pa-and the interpretation of the word 

is Siva Perumaan [missing letter- pa-] - Lord Sivan. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa– and the original Tamil word Siva  

Perumaan [missing letter- pa-] -Lord Sivan. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa–and the original Tamil word eraivan - 

god. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa–and the interpretation of the word is 

Rakshasa. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants-Ra – ka- [- sa-] –and the interpretation of the word 

is Raavanan – a Rakshasa; sooththiram – ka= va; va= ka. 

- Rakshasi has the consonants -Ra – ka  –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil word  

Karuppayee [missing letter- pa-]- dark woman. 

- Rakshasi has the consonants -Ra – ka  –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil word    

Eraakkaayee 

- Rakshasi has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-]–and the interpretation of the word is 

Arakkai - Rakshasi; erakkini - queen. Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-] 

– and the original Tamil word Kaniyar–astrologer. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants - Ra – ka- [- sa-] – and the interpretation of the 

word is kumpakarna [missing letter- pa-]- brother of Ravanan. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants - Ra – ka- sa– and the interpretation of the word is 

Vibhishanar [missing letter- pa-]-brother of Ravanan; sooththiram; ka= va; va- ka. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka- sa – and the interpretation of the word is 

Akashyakumar –a Rakshasa. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa–and the original Tamil word is Siva 

kumaran -Murugan. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa–and the original Tamil word is Siva 

Perumaan [missing  letter- pa-] - lord Siva. 
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- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka - [-sa-]–and the interpretation of the word 

is Kara – a Rakshasa. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka- sa- and the other interpretation of the 

word is saakkaiyar -astrologer. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil word 

eraivanukku oppaanavar / nikaraanvar [missing letter- pa-]- demi god. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil word 

perumakan [missing letter- pa-]– Lord. 

- Rakshasi has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa– and the original Tamil word 

soorppanakai [missing letter- pa-]-daughter of Ravanan; sooththiram – ka = va; va 

= ka. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa–and the original Tamil word is uyeirai 

kaakaravan - savior of life. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa- and the original Tamil word is uyeirai 

kaavu kaekkiravan -one who asks for human sacrifice 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa–and the other interpretation of the 

word is rakshama [Skt] – to protect. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa–and the original Tamil word is 

maravan- warrior. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa–and the original Tamil word is  

saervaikkaran - warrior. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa–and the original Tamil word is maaya 

uruvam / uruvam maarukiravan - one who changes his fugure. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa–and the other interpretation of the 

word is paei / poei uruvam / paei pisaasu uruvam [missing letter- pa-] – demon / 

false figure / ghost. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa– and the other interpretation of the 

word is paeru uruvam / payankkara maana uruvam /  kuroora uruvam - giant. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa – and the original Tamil word is vaanir 

parakkiravar / vaanavar  - sky people. 
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- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-]– and the original Tamil word is 

urumukira arima / simmam/ karjanai – roaring lion. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil word is kai / 

kaarkoor nakam – sharp nails. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-]– and the original Tamil word is vaai 

oaram koormaiyaana erukaarai parkkal [missing letter- pa-] – sharp teeth 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-]– and the original Tamil word is 

sivappu nira - kann / sikai / kaesam [missing letter- pa-] – 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-]– and the original Tamil word sivappu 

nira naakku [missing letter- pa-] – red tongue. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-] – and the original Tamil word 

karuppu uruvam [missing letter- pa-] – black figure; 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-]– and the original Tamil word 

aaryanuyeirai kaavu kaekkiravan - one who asks for the life of an Aryan. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –sa–and the other interpretation of the 

word is manusakari unnukiravar / pachchai iraichchi unnukiravar –  cannibal / 

eater of raw flesh Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-]– and the original 

Tamil word kaaikari /mara –k –kari unnukiravar - vegetarian 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil word vaaraaru 
ayya vaaraaru Karuppu Sammi ayya vaaraaru. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil meaning of 

theword is vaaraaru ayya vaaraaru  Murukku meesai kaaran vaaraaru - here is 

coming Lord karuppusaami with a big twirled mustache. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka - [-sa-]–and the original Tamil word 
veechchu aruvaa – k – karan vaaraaru. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants -Ra – ka –[-sa-]–and the original Tamil word vaaraaru 
ayya vaaraaru koava – k – kaaran karuppu Sami vaaraaru. 

- Rakshasa has the consonants– Ra – ka–sa-and the original Tamil word 
varaaru ayya varaaru Aryan sankku arukka vaaraaru. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa– and the original Tamil word is 
Murugan/Murukaesan. 
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- Krishna has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa–and the original Tamil word is Kumarasen. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa – and the original Tamil word is 
kariyaniram / vannam - dark color. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa– and the original Tamil word is Raavanan 
– an Rakshaa. 

 

The Mullai land people [pastoral] always feared about the dark blue clouds of 

the sky and the sound of the wind present at that time as they were rushing back 

 

towards their shelter in the evening hours with their cattle from the meadows as soon 

as possible before the dark night set in. They started worshiping the fearful “kaththu” 

{wind} which made a blowing or whistling sound and the karuppu {dark blue} clouds 

as their god ‘kaththu Karuppu’. Karuppu god was represented as a cowboy—

“Karuppan ''/ karuppu Saami -[black god] while ‘kaaththu‘ was his flute; in the 

Fruedian sense the flute also signifies the phallus. As people were safely returning to 

their shelter daily in the evening hours with the help of Karuppusamy they started 

loving their god karuppan alias Karuppusamy / karuppaiyan. One of the women folk 

fell in love with Karuppan while she listened to the enchanting music that came from 

his flute in one fine evening. Since then Karuppan became a god of love of The Mullai 

Tamil people. Karuppan {dark god} was also called Maayoan [black god /one who 

cannot see}. Later Maayoan was Aryanised as Krishnan after an upanayanam 

undergone by him, done by the narcissistic Aryans. Karuppusamy can be equated with 

Pan God of Greece; Mayoan was identified with Murugan, the sun god as maattu – k-

kaara vaelan - the shepherd boy who looked after the cattle. Here the shepherd boy 

was the sun god -Murugan and the cattle [udu – maadu / aadu] were the stars of the 

sky. Karuppan was also called as kuppan by Tamils. Tamil people did not promote the 

worship of Maayoan as they equated him as the god Murugan / Sivan per se. However 

the nomadic Aryans promoted the god of their Mullai life [pastoral life] as Krishnan as 
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they never had a Marutham agricultural life where civilization came to its peak; The 

Aryan people had never forgotten their Mullai life/ shepherd as they worship  cow 

goddess; even now they like to have curd and drink koamiyam–cow’s urine. That is 

the reason the Aryan people are against cow slaughtering and eating cow meat apart 

from Buddha’s preaching’s; it is interesting to note that although the Indian Aryan – 

Brahmins are not eating cow meat [as the non- Brahmins  eat] they are still continuing 

to suck the blood of non-Brahmins by their preaching’s / pseudo  philosophical books 

like Gita for the last 2500 years. 
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Murugan – the original Kalla Azhakan/ an epithet of Murugan 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kallazhagar_temple 

As per Hindu legend, sage Suthapas was taking bath in Nupura Ganga at Azhagar 

Hill and did not pay heed to sage Durvasa, who was passing by. The enraged Durvasa 

cursed Suthapas that he would turn into a frog until he was redeemed of his curse by 

Sundararajar, who is also known as Kallazhagar. Suthapas Maharishi, who is named as 

‘Mandukamaharisi’ because of his frog form, performed penance on the banks of 

river Vaigai, which is otherwise known as Vegavathi, at Thenur. Kallazhagar descended 

from his abode in Azhagar Hill to redeem Manduka Maharishi of his curse. Since days 

unknown, it is believed that Kallazhagar comes to Thenur via Malaipatti, Alanganallur 

and Vayalur. In Thenur Mandap, the lord redeems the sage of his curse and leaves for 

his abode. "During Thirumalai Nayak regime (1623 to 1659 AD), in 1653 the Manduka 

Maharishi relieving ritual was shifted to Vandiyur village where the event is performed 

at Thennur Mandapam, built by Thirumalai Nayak himself,”. 

 Every year during the Tamil month of Chithirai (April-May), Chithirai 

Thiruvizha is celebrated. Chithirai Thiruvizha is a yearly event of the marriage 

of Meenakshi, believed to be Azhagar's sister. The first fifteen days of the event 

is celebrated in Madurai for the arrangements between Meenakshi and 

Sundareswarar, while the next fifteen days is about Azhagar making 

preparations for her marriage. The main event is Kallazhagar crossing the Vaigai 

River. Millions of people gather in Madurai to witness this event. While 

Kallazhagar enters the river, he comes to know that his sister's marriage is 

already over, he returns to Karuparayar Mandapam and then he takes 

ten avatars and finally returns to Azhagar Kovil. 

Malabar has the consonants - ma - la  -pa- Ra – and the original Tamil  word 

is malaipuram -  mountain side.    

Pathinettam Padi Karuppu 

http://streetsmadurai360.blogspot.com/2012/09/the-guardian-lord-of-alagar-

 

2.18. Kalla Azhagar 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kallazhagar_temple
http://streetsmadurai360.blogspot.com/2012/09/the-guardian-lord-of-alagar-malai-18am.html
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malai-18am.html. 

The king of Malabar was scheming to get the utsavar idol of Azhagar into 

the Malabar Coast and let no thought go wasted. The minister for treasury 

suggested that the best way to get the idol would be with steal thand magic. 

 Two days later, eighteen people, learning all sorts of magic, tantra, 

religious rights and warfare, secretly left for the capital of the Pandia Empire, 

Madurai. They were accompanied in spirit by the Guardian Deity of Malabar, 

Malayala Karuppu. Tackling their way through the western and Eastern Ghats, 

they ended up at the outskirts of Madurai. Before them, the four towers of 

Meenakshi Sundareswarar temple thrust high into the skies, twinkling with lights. 

Ignoring this splendid sight, they turned their heads left. The lonely but equally 

impressive tower of Azhagar kovil, shone bright in the night lamps. They had 

arrived!! 

The artha jama pooja was just over in the temple, and the temple priests 

were locking up the individual shrines, when it happened. Eighteen large men 

attacked the temple, with their magic and might. The priests were however, fully 

equipped for such an attack. Afterall, the presence of a solid gold idol did not 

come without its share of dangers. They invoked the kshetrapalaka for his help 

and chanting the name of the lord, they went to defend the temple. Within no 

time, the eighteen attackers lay dead on the ground. The priests buried them just 

outside the main door, as a symbol of their victory. 

It was then that they heard a rustle, like air moving in water. And before 

them materialized a mighty figure. Dressed as a warrior, complete with a long-

sword and matted locks, pitch black in color, stood Malayala Karuppu. “Oh priests 

of the temple of Azhagar!!! You have shown immense loyalty and bravery in 

defending this temple. I am impressed. As a gift to your loyalty and as a penalty 

for aiding a thieving mission, I will guard this temple till the end of times. I will 

assure that robbery and other immoralities will not take place in the temple and 

in the surrounding villages. I will guard the temple, over these very eighteen 

bodies. In times of trouble, I will come in aid”. Having said this, he suffused into 

the temple doors, making them glow bright for a moment, before they returned 

to normal. Malayala Karuppar had taken his place and since he guards over the 

eighteen bodies of the would-be thieves, he is called Pathinettam padi Karuppar 

and is the guardian deity of Alagarmalai. 

http://streetsmadurai360.blogspot.com/2012/09/the-guardian-lord-of-alagar-malai-18am.html
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The main doors of the Karuppar temple remain closed most of the year. 

It is believed that Karuppar resides within them looking over the kshetra and the 

neighboring areas. During this time, people worship the door itself as the 

guardian deity. They smear sandal paste over the doors to reduce the heat of 

Karuppar’s Ugram and make offerings of long forged swords. Some of the swords 

are double a man’s height and offer a very frightening sight. The doors also act as 

the seat of the local Panchayat. People who utter lies in the vicinity of the doors 

have their lives destroyed by the guardian god's wrath. Villagers wanting to 

resolve criminal and civil issues, make the accused promise in front of the doors, 

the belief being that if he did do wrong and refuses it in front of the door, then 

Karuppar would give him his rightful judgment. A nominal fee of Rs 6 is charged 

for any such case brought to the temple doors. 

The door is, however, kept open once a year during the Brahmotsava. A 

strange thing happened that day. The jungles surrounding the temple, which are 

usually alive and vibrant with the calls of birds, go absolutely silent. Not a single 

bird is found in the vicinity on that day, and the temperature in the region 

increases by several degrees above the average. People believe that this is a 

manifestation of the god and his vented ugram. Special poojas are offered to the 

open doors before they are closed again at night, never to open for another three 

sixty five days. 

Karuppar also takes part in the day to day running of the temple. Every 

morning, the priest who brings water for Azhagar’s abhisheka has to pause before 

the doors and promise that the water was indeed brought from the Noopura 

Gangai and not from anywhere else. At the end of the day, the accounts of the 

daily activities are laid before him and finally he is also entrusted with the keys of 

the temple treasury at night. He is also invoked for the protection of the lord and 

his retinue when Azhagar embarks on his ten –day-long trip to Madurai, in the 

month of Chithirai every year.Ref; 

https://www.vikatan.com/spiritual/news/154312-story-of-pathinettam-padi-

karuppu 

To take away / steal the statue of Vishnu  from  Azhgar   temple ,  a   king  from 

Kerala sent  eighteen people with magical powers. They  applied   a dark  pigment  

“mai”- over their  eyelids  which  made them  invisible to other’s  eyes  before 

entering the temple;  once they entered  the temple  their attention was diverted  

https://www.vikatan.com/spiritual/news/154312-story-of-pathinettam-padi-karuppu
https://www.vikatan.com/spiritual/news/154312-story-of-pathinettam-padi-karuppu
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on seeing the  spicy  sesame  food  that was offered to the god;  all of them ate 

the tasty  food;  while  they  wiped the the tears  from their eyes induced by the 

aromatic food, the mai - anjana applied  on their eyelids was  gone  unknowingly 

and they become visible to the eyes of the Pattar of the temple who caught hold 

of them with the help of temple guards. 

The original story of Kalla Azhagar and Karuppusamy 

From the Pathinettam Padi of the holy Sabri Mala, Saathan / ayyapan went to  

Pazha Muthir Soalai and got wild to understand  that his abode was taken up  by 

the Aryan god - Vishnu because of the secret understanding between the Aryan 

priests and the king; Saaththan alias Murugan informed the matter to his father 

- Sivan; it was night time; but then Sivan - the night sun of the nether world  

rushed  to Pazha Muthir Soalai in his night form / night dress  as karuppuSamy; 

following a clash between Tamil Sivan worshippers and the Aryan priests 

lordKaruppu Saami closed the main gate of the temple so that no one would go 

inside the temple to worship his rival / imposter; as the Aryan priests were 

defeated by the victorious Tamil people, the king requested the Tamil people as 

he had to maintain religious harmony among  his citizens to open the gate at least 

once in a year; the Tamil people  agreed  to that and asked their Lord 

karuppusaami to safeguard the main gate so that Vishnu would not go out; 

Vishnu virtually got arrested within the temple  complex; lord Karuppu Saami did 

not enter the temple to steal the temple  properties as  told by the Aryan  

plagiarists; Aryan god Vishnu only had taken away the property of Murgan [son 

of Karuppu Saami - Sivan – the night sun];  the head [Malayala Karuppu – warrior 

with dark skin] of the eighteen  invisible magicians with “mai” over their eyelids 

who came to steal the property of the temple clearly signifies that Maayoan 

[mentioned in the Thol Kaappiyam] was none other  than lord Karuppu Saami and 

not Vishnu  -  the imposter; later  the Aryan/ Brahmin priests managed to do 

abhishekam  to their god  because of the generosity of Tamil people with the 

condition that the keys of the temple had to be entrusted  to  lord karuppu Saami; 

Karuppusaami was not the guardian deity of Vishnu in true sense; the fact was 

that lord Vishnu was under the custody of Lord karuppu Saami – Sivan   -the sun 

of the nether world; when the temple, door was opened once a year, the absolute 

silence around that place signified that there was none to welcome him as the 
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people were gathered at Madurai to witness the marriage of Meenaachchi – 

moon goddess landlord Sivan- sun god; lord Vishnu wanted to witness the 

marriage; as some of the local people  questioned him about his whereabouts 

and personal details he lied the public that he was the brother of goddess 

Meenaachchi and going to Madurai to conduct her marriage; as he reached the 

mandavam of Thaenur  - the crowd who came to attend the marriage of 

Meenaachchi and Sivan  identified him as Vishnu and asked him to return to his 

own  temple complex; as he refused people gathered in a big way and shouted 

against him “mandavaththoadu poa” - “go away  from the Thaenur mandavam 

itself “ - do not enter the city Madurai; the “mandavaththoadu poa” shoutings 

made  by the public was cleverly manipulated by the Aryan priests as 

“mandookamaa poa” -  “become a frog” as seen in the story  of sage Visvas 

cursing Maharishi Suthapas; mandavam - pillared hall; mandookam - frog;  the 

horse on which he came  stolen  from Karuppusammi did not allow him to carry 

him further as the horse came to know him that  he was an  imposter of his master 

karuppu Sammi and pushed him in the flooded Vaikai river  water; every  year 

people of the neighbouring villages thronged the city of Madurai only to see that 

/ to assure themselves that Vishnu- the imposter was not crossing the Vaikai River 

to attend Sivan’s marriage with goddess Meenaachchiin the guise of her brother; 

but then every year Vishnu tried to visit Madurai saying that he was going  only 

to redeem  Maharishi  Suthapas  from the curse of Sage Visvas with the hidden 

agenda that one day his followers woud make him to capture Madurai  

Meenaachchi temple as they   captured Pazha Muthir Soalai earlier; Vishnu knew 

pretty well that once he  had entered Madurai Meenaachchi temple he could  

capture a place there as a deity even if there were strong protests from the local 

people which would  be ultimately suppressed by the ruler in the name of 

religious harmony;  Vishnu was  very  jealous over Sivan’ s grand wedding with 

Meenaachchi;  Aryan / Brahmin priests pacified him that they would arrange him 

a grand  marriage function like that of Sivanin Thiruvenkadam Hills with 

Padmavathy. 
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Some of the Brahminical community started following Saivite’s principle and 

became worshippers of Sivan. This was not because of their true interests in the 

philosophy of Sivan but to make some money by doing a’ priest' job in the Sivan 

temples built by Tamil / Dravidian kings. They did upanayanam to their newly found 

god Sivan and -gave him a second birth [after winter solstice] and called him as Shiva. 

Before upanayanam, during his earlier birth he was a Tamil / Dravidian. Later, the 

Brahminized duplicate Shiva got married to a Brahmin woman by name Parvathi, an 

Aryan female of fair complexion. The original Dravidian Sivan was already married to 

Makakaali, a woman with dark complexion and their only son was Murugan. Murugan 

was the popular god of the Tamil / Dravidian people. His father Sivan can be equated 

with Horus- the senior and Murugan with - Horus - the junior; in Sumeria Thiru 

Murugan was called as Marduk/ Murukka. 

The Brahmin woman, Parvathi produced a boy child out of her own dirt without 

the knowledge of his husband Shiva with a cross belt /Poonool; Irritated by the 

behavior of Parvathi for getting a child without his knowledge, Shiva in a fit of anger 

cut off the boy’s head. Later, to console Parvathi he gave a head of an elephant to the 

boy child and he was called by the name Ganapathi and gave him the role as the head 

of his ganas - the Shiva’s attenders. In another form of the story Ganapathi was 

drowned by Parvathi in the river Ganges and he was fortunately saved by the goddess 

Ganges. The poor boy Ganapathi stayed in the banks of the river itself waiting for his 

mother to take him back as he could not understand Parvathi’s attempt of infanticide. 

People believed that Ganaesan/ Ganapathi was there on the banks of the river seeking 

  
2.19. Pillaiyaar –Ganapathi - Yaarpillai?- whose child ? 
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his mother among the women who came to bathe. Small - Ganapthi’s temples could 

be seen quite often in the banks of many rivers in South India. Some said that 

Ganapathi was there seeking a good bride like his mother. It was believed that 

Ganesha/Ganapathi could not find a perfect girl in the entire universe like that of his 

mother and so he stayed single! 

Ganesha's everlasting desire to get a wife like that of his mother figure was 

considered by Paul Court Right as the result of oedipal conflict since he was beheaded 

castration by lord Shiva earlier; Paul Court Right equated the flexible trunk of the 

elephant with the castrated phallus. The idea behind the whole story was to ensure 

female's chastity to make a male dominant society and to strengthen the caste system. 

If a female got a child Ganesan - born to a Dravidian father without the aid of her Aryan 

husband the child had to be killed [castrated in the name of castes]! This was the 

message given to all females. The boy born out of the union between a Brahmin 

woman and the Dravidian man was called as ‘Sandaalan’ [Ganaesan / Ganapathi] who 

could not be assimilated in to the Vedic Brahminical community, thus ensuring 

avoidance of cross marriages among castes which will help to maintain / strengthen 

the existing or evolving caste systems. 

During the Vinayaka Sathurthi “ day, as a part of the festival, a practice which is 

in vogue even now, is that - Ganaesan seated in decorated chariot is  taken  all around 

the town in a procession  is  thrown  finally in to the river nearby , which  symbolizes 

the fate of a boy child born out of parents of different castes . The head of the elephant 

of Ganapathi represents the non –Aryanmale[? of Mathanga caste / Siva himself] with 

a totem symbol of an elephant / or a Dravidian follower of Buddhism. The name 

Pillaiyar [blessed child]in Tamil raises doubts about the father of the child. Pillai -- 

yaar? / Yaar - pillai? means whose child is he?!; as Ganapathi was castrated by his 

father, the Brahminized  Shiva, Ganapathi  remained unmarried as there were none to 

marry him since  he was a “sandalan!” [Born out of a Brahmin mother and a non-

Brahmin father]. This has nothing to do with the unresolved oedipal complex of 

Ganapathi with his mother Parvathi as thought by Paul Courtright; but then castration 

in the name of caste is the essence of the story. 

The elephant – headed boy is still waiting there on the riverside hoping to see 

his mother coming to bathe. Although he cannot find his own mother he is there on 

the riverside safeguarding the belongings of the mothers who are coming to bathe 

(contrary to Lord Krishna’s behavior). Krishnan / Karuppusaami is “sutti pillai” and  
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Ganapathi is “sella pillai “ of Dravidian people.  

- Siva has the consonants –sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is 

kajamukam[ Skt] - elephant’s head; kaja[Skt] = elephant; mukam- face; ka= va; 

va= ka. 

- Siva has the consonants -[- sa-] –va- and the original Tamil interpretation of 

the word is yaanai mukam - face of the elephant; yaanai- elephant; mukam- 

face. 

- Siva has the consonants - sa-- va- and the original Tamil interpretation of the 

word is Ganaesan. 

- Siva has the consonants –sa-- va- and the original Tamil interpretation of the 

word is Siva Gana. 

- Gana has the consonants – ka – an- and the interpretation of the word is 

Vinaayagan; ka=va; va=ka. 

- Ganapathi has the consonants – ka – an- [-pa-]- the – and the original 

Tamil interpretation of the word is Sivanudaiya makan [missing letter- sa-] - son of 

Siva; Kantha Swami. 
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Avatar has the consonats–va– the – Ra- and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is – aandavar vinnakam vittu tharai eranki manitharai 

Varukai thara - god is coming down from the heaven to the earth as a man; 

aandavar- god; vinnakam- heaven; tharai- earth; eranku - to come  

down; varukai- visit. 

 
Mythology 
………then the deluge came, an endless surge of rain and the sea began to rise 

with the waves beginning to engulf the land. Manu and his companions launched 

the ship on the turbulent waves and then they saw a gigantic fish with golden 

scales and a massive horn. Manu tied the ship to the horn of the fish using a 

serpent as a rope and the fish rode above the waves and pulled the ship to safety. 

 
 
 
 

 

2.20. Matsya Avatharam 
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Psychology 
The golden fish [matsya- Skt] here symbolically represents the successful 

sperm of seminal fluid. The seeds of successive generations kept inside the ship are 

the embryos of the human race which collectively represent Manu and his 

companions. The ship with the embryos landing the safer place signifies the uterus. 

The ‘serpent’ symbolizes the ‘placenta’. This simple human fertility psychology of 

the Tamil people is later absorbed into the puranas where the fish, (seeds of 

human) the preserver of life is called as the God ‘Vishnu’; one can find  the fertility 

of womanhood is undermined  in the story. 
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Mythology; 

 

Vishnu asks the Gods to use mount Mandara as a stick and the snake Vasuki 

as the rope and churn the sea of milk. The movement was so violent that the slopes 

of the mountain became red hot and all the creatures living there were close to 

dying. So Indran sent a shower of rain to cool the mountain and saved the 

creatures. As the asuras and gods pulled and twisted, the heavy Mandara 

threatened to break through the surface of the earth itself and again the gods 

prayed to Vishnu for help. Vishnu then took the form of a giant tortoise [Kurma] 

and placed himself below the mountain as a pivot so that the churning could 

continue. Poor Vasuki suffered greatly from all the pulling while churning as the 

gods were holding her tail and the asuras had her head. Her venom began to pour 

out of her mouth in a stream that threatened to destroy all animals, birds, and trees 

on earth and even the demons and the gods. In great distress they all called out to 

Siva to save them and even Vishnu joined their prayers. Shiva saved all creatures 

by drinking this poison that burnt his neck and turned it a dark blue that earned 

him the name of Neelakandan. 

 
 

 
2.21. Kurma Avathaar / Samuthra Mandan 
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Psychology 
The mount Mandara [Mount Maeru] represents the uterus [protruded 

abdomen] of the pregnant woman] and the sea of milk represents the amniotic 

fluid in the uterus. Vasuki, the serpent represents the umbilical cord and the 

tortoise represents the placenta, which anchors the fetus in the right place of 

uterus. The poison which Siva took was the aspirated amniotic fluid leading to 

cyanotic ‘blue baby look’ which made him to be called as Neelakandan and thus 

saving the human race. The slopes of the mountain becoming red hot signifies the 

red hot vaginal walls during intercourse and the shower of rain sent by Indiran is 

nothing but the seminal ejaculation. 

This is simple human fertility psychology where the placenta helps preserving 

the life of the fetus and so the sustenance of the human race was later associated 

with the snake bed of the preserver of the cosmic life, God Vishnu lying in the sea 

of milk, amniotic fluid; one can find the fertility of the womanhood is undermined 

here.  
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Mythology; 

The story of a God taking the form of a giant boar can 

 

be found in the Taittiriya Samhita where it is said that Prithivi, the earth 

goddess had sunk into the bottom of the ocean and all creation was threatened 

with destruction. Brahma took the form of a boar, dived down to the sea bed and 

raised Prithivi to the surface carrying her on his tusk. 

- Prithivi has the consonant – [-pa-]- Ra- the- va - and the original Tamil 

word is kattamtharai – ground. 

- Prithivi has the consonant – [-pa-] – Ra- the- va - and the original Tamil 

word is puvi tharai- earth. 

Psychology: 
While the Matsya, Kuruma Avathar stories are based on human fertility 

psychology, the Varaga Avathar is based on agricultural fertility psychology. That is, 

after the deluge the land [Hiranya Yakshi] immersed in the water has to be 

recaptured for agricultural use. In earlier days apart from sheeps/ goats/ buffalos / 

Cows - Pigs were also used to plough the land. Wild pigs can give birth to fourteen 

piglets at a time. Greek mythology talks about the use of pigs in the festivals 

connected with the goddess Demeter [goddess of the harvest]. In Celtic mythology 

the boar was sacred to the goddess Arduinna. In Norse mythology the boar was 

 

2.22. Varaga Avatharam 
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generally associated with fertility as well as a protective talisman in war, due to the 

animal’s fierce nature. The interesting point is that the nomadic Aryan pastoral 

people who had not entered the Marutham agricultural life could not understand 

that reclamation of fertile agriculture is the main essence of the story. 

- Hiranya Yakshi has the consonants – ka- Ra – an – ka- sa - and the original 

Tamil word is kaanikarai – farmland. 
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- Vamana has the consonants – va- ma -an - and the original Tamil word is 

kanam/ ganam [little/ small] / gnome. [va= ka; ka= va]. 

- Gana has the consonants – ka- an – and the original Tamil word is vin- meen- 

stars; munivan- sage. 

- Gana has the consonants – ka- an – and the other interpretation of the word is 

Vinaaygan[Skt]. 

- Vishnu has the consonants – va - [ -sa-] - an - and the other interpretation of 

the word is Vaamanan.  

Mahabali /Maaveli 

Mahabali has the consonants – ma – ka- [- pa-] - la -and the interpretation 

of the word is Maa Kaalan- Sivan. 

Maaveli was a benevolent king and the grandson of Prahlada in Indian 

mythology. The festival of Onam which is celebrated by the Malayali people, the 

southern Indian state of Kerala signifies his yearly home coming after being sent 

down to the underworld -sutala by Vamana, the fifth avathaaram of Vishnu [ref- 

www. en.wikipedia.org /wiki/Mahabali]. 

Kapalika 

The kapalika tradition was a non-Puranic, tantric form of Shaivism in India, 

whose members wrote the Bhairava Tantras, including the subdivision called the 

Kaula Tantras. These groups are generally known as kapalikas, the "skull-men," so 

 

2.23. Maveli / Vamana Avatharam 

http://www/
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called because, like the LakulaPasupata, they carried a skull-topped staff 

(khatvanga) and cranium- begging bowl. Unlike the respectable Hindu 

householder of the Shaiva Siddhanta, the kapalika ascetic imitated his ferocious 

deity, and covered himself in the ashes from the cremation ground, and 

propitiated his gods with the impure substances of blood, meat, alcohol, and 

sexual fluids from intercourse. The Kāpālikas thus flaunted impurity rules and 

went against the Vedic injunctions. The aim was power through evoking deities, 

especially goddesses. 

In modern Tamil Nadu, certain Shaivite cults associated with the goddess 

Angala Parameshwari, Irulappasami, and Sudalai Madan, are known to practice or 

have practiced ritual cannibalism, and to center their secretive rituals around an 

object known as a kapparai{skull-bowl}," a votive device garlanded with flowers 

and sometimes adorned with faces, which is understood to represent the 

begging-bowl of Shiva (Meyer 1986). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kapalika 

The Naramundakhela [naramandai kalam]- a skull game is a ritual that  

appears only to take place in the village of Sona Palasi which is dedicated to lord 

Sivan, and the festival marks the beginning of the Bengali New Year on April 15. 

As a part of the festival, some villagers carrying skulls and daggers danced to 

rhythmic beats with their bodies covered withwhite ash and spotted with red and 

green paints; one villager danced with the corpse of a baby. [Ref- 

www.reuters.com/article2007/04/13/us-India-skulls] 

Skull Cup 

A skull cupis a drinking vessel or eating bowl made from inverted human 

calvaria that has been cut away from the rest of the skull. The use of a human 

skull as a drinking cup in ritual use or as a trophy is reported in numerous sources 

throughout history and among various peoples, and among Western cultures is 

most often associated with the historically nomadic cultures of the Eurasian 

steppe. According to Herodotus' Histories, Scythians killed their enemies and 

made their skulls into drinking cups. 

Hand and Head Symbolism 

Whenever a person is under stress he holds his head down 
with his hands; is it a phylogenetic behavior of fear over sacrifice 
/decapitation?! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kapalika
http://www.reuters.com/article2007/04/13/us-India-skulls
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One of the primary symbols in the liturgy is “the laying on of hands“. From 

ancient times, to impose hands on someone or to extend one’s hand over the 

person’s head was the sign of calling down the Holy Spirit.  

[Ref-www.togetherratonealtar.catholic.edu.au/craft/dsp/cfm] 

It is important to know about Bikshatana - lord Sivan- the wandering 

mendicant before analyzing the essence of Vamana avatharam as there is a 

relationship between the two stories. There was virtually a’ tit for tat show’ 

between the Tamil sun god Sivan and the Aryan sun god Vishnu, each 

decapitating one another’s head. 

Bhikshatana; 

Bhikshatana(literally, "wandering about for alms, mendicancy" is an aspect of 

the Hindu god Shiva as the "Supreme mendicant" or the "Supreme Beggar" Bhikshtana 

is depicted as a nude four-armed man adorned with ornaments who holds a begging 

bowl in his hand and is followed by demonic attendants and love-sick women. 

Bhikshatana is considered a gentler form of Shiva's fierce aspect Bhairava and a 
gentle phase between Bhairava's two gruesome forms, one of which decapitates the 
god Brahma and the other of which murders the god Vishnu's gate keeper. 
Bhikshatana is the form of Bhairava that Shiva assumes to atone for his sin of severing 
Brahma's fifth head. He wanders the universe in the form of a naked Kapali mendicant, 
begging for alms with Brahma's kapala (skullcap) as his begging bowl, until his sin is 
expiated upon reaching the holy city of Varanasi. 

The Kurma Purana narrates that during a particular council of rishis (sages), the 

Aryan god Brahma arrogantly declared that he was the Supreme Creator of the 

Universe. Shiva appeared at the assembly as an infinite pillar of light and challenged 

Brahma's statement. After deliberation, the council accepted Shiva as the true 

Creator, but Brahma remained obstinate. Angered by Brahma's vanity, Shiva - as the 

terrifying Bhairava - cut off one head of the five-headed Brahma with a mere flick of 

his fingernail (an act iconographically depicted as Brahmashirascheda-murti); as a 

consequence Brahma died, but the spiritual credit he had accumulated over a lifetime 

of devout asceticism pulled him immediately back from death. Upon his resurrection, 

Brahma accepted Shiva's superiority. 

- Bairava has the consonants - pa–Ra –va- and the original Tamil meaning of the 

name is Siva Perumaan [missing letter– sa-]. 

- Bairava has the consonants - [-pa-]- Ra –va- and the original Tamil meaning of 
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the name is aravaanan- Sivan. 

- Sivan has the consonants –sa –va- an -and the interpretation of the name is 

Vishnu [Skt]; vaasan. 

 

 Vamana; 

- Vamana has the consonants –va – ma- an -and the original Tamil word is 

kanam/ gnome; Siva kanam [missing letter- sa-]; kanam means  short / little 

and heavy;Siva Kanam means the attendant of Lord Siva in the nether world; 

kanam has several other meanings like assembly [Skt]/assembly of warriors/ 

Sangha [ Paali]/ class/ tribe / number flock / troop etc. 

 Sivagana or Buthagana [gnome / goblin] were the attendants of Lord Sivan 

who reside in the chthonic and luminal locations such as cemeteries and charnel 

grounds. The buthaganas also attended Lord Sivan in mount Kailasam. It is possible 

that in charnel grounds, the bowel used by the buthaganas could be the kabalam- skull 

bowel/cephalous. 

- Pygmy [E] has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka -ma -and the original Tamil 

word is kanam - / gnome/ short/ little. 

- dwarf [E] has the consonants – the –va-Ra - [- pa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is kuttaiyaana manithar- short man; kuttai - short; manithar-man. 

- dwarf [E] has the consonants – the –va-Ra - [- pa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is moondru adikkum kuraivaana uyaram konda manithar/ oruvar- 

one with a height of less than three feet; moondru- three; adi- feet; 

kuraivu - less; konda- having; manithar-man. 

Vamana [lit. dwarf) is described in the Puranas as the fifth avatar of Vishnu, 

and the first incarnation of the Second Age or Treta Yuga. He is the first avatar 

to appear as a human, although he does appear as a dwarf Brahmin. 

The Bhagavata Purana describes that Vishnu descended as the Vamana 

avatar to restore the authority of Indra over the heavens, as it had been taken 

by Mahabali, a benevolent Asura King; sooran - white person; asooran- black 

person. 

Vamana, in the guise of a short Brahmin carrying a wooden umbrella, went to the 

king to request three paces of land. Mahabali consented, against the warning of 

his guru, Sukracharya. Vamana then revealed his identity and enlarged himself  to 

gigantic proportions to stride over the three worlds. He stepped from heaven to 
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earth with the first step, from earth to the nether world with the second. King 

Mahabali, unable to fulfill his promise, offered his head for the third. Vamana 

then placed his foot and gave the king immortality for his humility. In worshiping 

Mahabali and his ancestor Prahláda, he conceded sovereignty of Patala, the 

nether world. In giant form, Vamana is known as Trivikrama. Mahabali symbolizes 

ahankara, the three feet symbolizes the three planes of existence ( Jagrat/ waking 

state , Swapna /dreaming and Sushupti / dreamless sleep ) and final step is on his 

head which elevates from all three states and he attains moksha 

/salvation.[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vamana] 

Onam is an ancient festival which still survives in modern times in Kerala. It 

is to celebrate the Asura King Mahabali's annual visit from PatalaLoka/ 

netherworld. Onam is unique since Mahabali has been revered by the Hindu / 

Dravidian people of Kerala. The King is so much attached to his kingdom that it is 

believed that he comes annually from the nether world to see his people living 

happily. It is in honor of King Mahabali that Onam is celebrated. The deity 

Vamana, also called Thrikkakara Appan [in the gigantic form] is also revered 

during this time. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Onam] 

 

Folk song about Maveli/Bali in Malayalam  

says: “Maveli naadu aandidum kaalam, manusher ellarum onnu pole”. The song 

says that all people were equal when Maveli ruled the state. 

The story goes that the beautiful state of Kerala was the capital of the 

Asura [demon] king, Bali. He was very religious, respectful to priests and 

performed ashwamedha ritual to enlarge his kingdom and like his grandfather, 

Prahalada, he was one of the greatest devotees of lord Vishnu. The king was 

greatly respected in his kingdom and was considered to be wise, judicious and 

extremely generous. It is said that Kerala witnessed its golden era in the reign of 

king Bali. Everybody was happy in the kingdom; there was no discrimination on 

the basis of caste or class. There was neither crime, nor corruption; people did 

not even lock their doors, as there were no thieves in that kingdom; there was no 

poverty, sorrow or disease in the reign of king Bali and everybody was happy and 

content. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vamana
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Patala_Loka&action=edit&redlink=1
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Interpretation ; 

If Maveli /Bali was a devotee of lord Vishnu, why did the lord kill him in a 

cunning way?! The reason told was that the king was having more pride about 

him and had a secret plan of getting to heaven as his territory dislodging Indran. 

According to the Brahma – Vaivarta Puranam, it was lord Vishnu who positioned 

Bali in power to curb the pride of Indran. The Skantha Purana, a Saivite text, says 

that Bali worshiped Sivan every day. These views are in contradiction to the story 

told in the Bahavatha. 

If Bali was an asuranking [a Tamil / demon] why did he indulge in Aryan 

ritual -aswamedha?! Asuran [dark colored] Tamil/ Dravidian people were shorter 

than the Aariyan sooran [white colored]. It was a fact that asuran Dravidian 

people were the worshippers of Lord Sivan and the white skinned Aryan - suran 

people were the worshippers of lord Vishnu. 

Considering all the concepts like pygmy / kanam - Vamana, Kabali - Sivan, 

Kabalam - skull cup, it is understood that the mighty king Maaveli was killed by 

some Brahmins as he was an asuran [Tamil / Dravidian], in spite of his righteous 

rule; he was killed because he was a Sivan worshiper; he was killed because he 

refused to do the Aryan aswamaedha ritual which would fetch huge gifts to the 

Numboothri Brahmins; he was killed because he did not promote caste systems 

in his state; These factors were enough to irk the Brahmins. Hence the Brahmins 

employed a gana/dwarf man / Vamana, probably a Tamil / Dravidian, as a paid 

killer to put an end to Maaveli’s rule. As Maaveli, in his palace, greeted the Tamil 

/ Dravidian pygmy, in the disguise of Sivagana, in his customary way of respecting 

Sivagana as Lord Sivan, the Sivagana did his job nicely to the complete 

satisfaction of Vishnu - who himself was made as a dwarf when Brahman could 

not find the head and the feet of Siva’s ‘infinite fire of lingam’ when there was a 

fight between them earlier regarding the supremacy over each other. Actually 

king Maveli had given his head as a skull cup – kabalam/begging bowl - to lord 

Sivan- the Bhikhstana, who came in the form of Sivagana - and his brain - as a 

food to the gana- Vamana as he thought the Sivagana  with the wooden  umbrella 

was the lord himself [umbrella denotes kingship]. It was really a ‘tit for tat’ show 

done by Vishnu as his head was decapitated by the fiery Bairavan -lord Sivan 

earlier during a conflict between them. As Sivan got the kapalam [cephalous] of 

Vishnu by decapitating him and used it as begging bowl- skull cup, Vishnu did the 
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same to Sivan in retaliation, but then in a cowardice way, the usual character of 

Aryan people. The three paces symbolically signify the three realms of the lord 

Sivan - namely, the heaven, earth and the nether world. The ‘three’ paces mat 

also signify the raising of sun after the three dark nights of winter solstice just like 

Jesus’ resurrection on the third day; the three paces also signify the one who has 

the past, present and the future - Siva the - eternal one. Bhikhstana - the 

wandering mendicant - symbolizes true asceticism asthe sun god wanders in his 

nude form from east to west everyday with a bowl full of food to offer to his own 

people and it is nothing to do with the Brahamahatya- sin of murdering Brahman. 

The gigantic form of Vamana/Trikkakarappan is an allegory for the ‘infinite fire 

pillar’ of Sivan. It could be easily understood that Sivan would have used a skull 

cup / kapalam as he was a dweller of cremation grounds unlike Vishnu. 

Inessence the story speaks about the killing of a benevolent Tamil king by 

the cunning Vishnu worshiping Aryan priests in the most cowardice way as 

Maaveli was a Sivan worshiper, not yielding to the Aryan ways of sharing the 

shares - yaagam; these kind of stories would have been circulated intentionally by 

the Aryan priests to threaten the Tamil kings in order to gain political gains.    
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krishna. 
Krishna is a major deity in Hinduism. He is worshipped as the eighth avatar of Vishnu and also 

as the supreme God in his own right. He is the god of compassion, tenderness, love and is 

one of the most popular and widely revered among Indian divinities. Krishna's birthday is 

celebrated every year by Hindus on Krishna Janmashtami according to the lunisolar Hindu 

calendar, which falls in late August or early September of the Gregorian calendar. 

 

 

 

 

List of titles and names of Krishna 

The name "Krishna" originates from the Sanskrit word Kṛṣṇa, which is primarily an 

adjective meaning "black", "dark", "dark blue" or “the all attractive”.[ The waning moon is 

called Krishna Paksha, relating to the adjective meaning "darkening". The name is also 

interpreted sometimes as "all-attractive".                  

As a name of Vishnu, Krishna is listed as the 57th name in the Vishnu Sahasranama. 

Based on his name, Krishna is often depicted in idols as black- or blue-skinned. Krishna is also 

known by various other names, epithets,and titles that reflect his many associations and 

attributes. Among the most common names are Mohan "enchanter"; Govinda "chief 

herdsman", Keev "prankster", and Gopala "Protector of the 'Go', which means "Soul" or "the 

cows". Some names for Krishna hold regional importance; Jagannatha, found in Puri Hindu 

temple, is a popular incarnation in Odisha state and nearby regions of eastern India. 

Krishna may also be referred to as Vāsudeva-Krishna, Murlidhar, and Chakradhar. The 

 
 

2.24. Krishna and Bala Rama 
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krishna#cite_note-dictionaries-33
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murti
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honorary title "Sri" (also spelled "Shri") is often used before the name of Krishna. 

Names in Different States of India 
Krishna is commonly worshipped as: 

1. Kanhaiyya/Bankey Bihari/Thakurji: Uttar Pradesh 

2. Jagannath: Odisha 

3. Vithoba: Maharashtra 

4.Shrinathji: Rajasthan 

5. Guruvayoorappan: Kerala 

6. Dwarakadheesh/Ranchhod: Gujarat 

7. Parthasarathy: Tamil Nadu 

The tradition of Krishna appears to be an amalgamation of several 

independent deities of ancient India, the earliest to be attested 

being Vāsudeva. Vāsudeva was a hero-god of the tribe of the Vrishnis, belonging to 

the Vrishni heroes, whose worship is attested from the 5th-6th century BCE in the 

writings of Pāṇini, and from the 2nd century BCE in epigraphy with the Heliodorus 

pillar. At one point in time, it is thought that the tribe of the Vrishnis fused with the 

tribe of the Yadavas, whose own hero-god was named Krishna. Vāsudeva and 

Krishna fused to become a single deity, which appears in the Mahabharata, and they 

start to be identified with Vishnu in the Mahabharata and the Bhagavad 

Gita. Around the 4th century CE, another tradition, the cult of Gopala-Krishna, the 

protector of cattle, was also absorbed into the Krishna tradition. 

- Shri has the consonant -sa- Ra- and the original Tamil word is seeru – wealth. 

- Shri has the consonants-[- sa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Aayar– 

shepherd. 

- Kanhaiyya has the consonants- ka – an - and the original Tamil word is koan / 

koamakan – king.  

- Kanhaiyya has the consonants –ka- an - and the original Tamil word is koannan 

- shepherd. 

- Jagannath has the consonants -[- sa-] - ka -an - the - and the original Tamil 

word is Viththakan makan - son of  a shepherd Jagannath has the consonants  -

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bankey_Bihari_Temple
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jagannath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shrinathji
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[- sa-] - ka -an - the - and the original Tamil word is aandakai – king; jekam -

vaiyakam; nath - aandai. 

- Vithoba has the consonants -va -the – [- pa-] -and the original Tamil word is 

Vinthan - shepherd. 

- Shrinathji has the consonants - [- sa -] - Ra - an - the -and the original Tamil 

word is aadu maadu maeiththidum Andar - shepherd. 

- Guruvayur has the consonants - ka - Ra– va – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

konaarin vuoor -shepherd’s village. 

- Ranchhod has the consonants -Ra -an - [- sa -] - the - and the original Tamil 

word is andar- shepherd. 

- Parthas has the consonants- [- pa-] -Ra - the – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is Idaiyar- shepherds; Idaiyar saathi. 

- Partha has the consonants- [- pa-]   -Ra - the – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is Andar -shepherds. 

- Sarathy has the consonants - [-sa-] - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is 

Andar/ Idaiyar - shepherds.  

- Vrishnis has the consonants- va - Ra- [- sa -] -an - [- sa -] -and the original Tamil 

word is koaanar- shepherd; sooththiram – ka= va;va =ka.  

- Krishna has the consonants -ka - Ra – [- sa-] - an- and the original Tamil word is 

paar–k – karan[missing letter- pa-] – milk man. 

- Krishna has the consonants -ka - Ra – [ - sa-] - an - and the original Tamil word 

is paar - vikkiravan [missing letter- pa-] – milk seller. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka - Ra - [ - sa-] - an - and the original Tamil word 

is vai–karainaeram paar -karakkiravar [missing letter- pa-] - one who milks the 

cow in the early morning. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka - Ra – [- sa-]- an - and the original Tamil word 

is Konaar makan-son of cow herd. 

- Krishna has the consonants -ka - Ra - [ - sa-] - an - and the original Tamil word 

is  Karuppan [missing letter- pa-] - dark person. 
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- Krishna has the consonants -ka - Ra – sa - an – and the original Tamil word is   

Karuppanna Saami [missing letter- pa-]. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka - Ra – sa - an - and the original Tamil word is 

paarmanam veesukiravan [missing letter- pa-]  -one with milk smell. 

- Krishna has the consonants-ka - Ra – [-sa-] -an –and the original Tamil word is   

Kavarukiravan - charismatic person. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka - Ra – sa- an - and the other interpretation of 

the word is Vasikaran- charismatic person; soothhtiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Krishna hasthe consonants -ka - Ra – [-sa-] -an – and the other interpretation 

of the word is erakkamanavan - one with mercy. 

- Kannan has the consonants -ka - an – and the original Tamil word is koanaan - 

shepherd. 

- Kannan has the consonants -ka - an – and the original Tamil word is koan / 

koamakan / koamaan – king. 

- Krishna has the consonants -ka - Ra – [-sa-]  - an - and the original Tamil word 

is  kurumpukkaran / kurumpu seikiravan [missing letter- pa-]  - prankster. 

- Krishna has the consonants -ka - Ra -sa - an – and the original Tamil word is 

Siva Perumaan [missing letter- pa-] –Lord Sivan.  

- Krishna has the consonants -ka - Ra -sa - an – and the original Tamil word is 

Saekaran - evening sun/ sun of the underworld.  

- Krishna has the consonants -ka - Ra -sa - an – and the original Tamil word is 

Murugan – son of Sivan. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka - Ra -sa - an – and the original Tamil word is 

Kumarasean - Murugan – son of Sivan. 

- Krishna has the consonants- ka - Ra -sa - an – and the original Tamil word is 

Murukaesan – Murugan – son of Sivan. 
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Kansa – the Sivan and the shepherd; 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants-ka - an –sa- and the original Tamil word is 
Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an –sa- and the original Tamil word is 
Siva Naesan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an -sa- and the original Tamil word is 
Namasivaayam –Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
is   Koannan – shepherd. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an -sa- and the original Tamil word is 
Siva Kaamiyin kanavan - husband SivaKaami. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an -sa- and the interpretation of the 
word is   Avinaasi –Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is   Anakan / Yaekan –Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is    Iniyavan - Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is   Umaikoan - Sivan – husband of moon goddess. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is   Umaiyaakan –Sivan - husband of moon goddess. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka – an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is    Ennkunan –Sivan – one with 8 characters. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Ennvakaiyan -Sivan – one with 8 characters. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Aei - Vannan –Sivan. 
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- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an -sa - and the original Tamil word is   
Kankkaiyan-j-senniyaan –Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an -sa - and the original Tamil word is   
Kanichchivaanavan – Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is   Kannan-Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-and the original Tamil word is 
Kani – Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
is Kaniyan/ Kanakkan– astrologer/Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is VaanKann- the eye of the sky; vaan- sky; kann - eye. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Aeim - Mukan – Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] hasthe consonants-ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is KoaMakan – king / Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Koamaaan–Lord/Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Gnana-k-kann- Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Mukkannan - Sivan- one with three eyes. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Munivan – monk- Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Munnavan -the first one – sun- Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Mannavan -king /Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Maayavan- Sivan – the god of the the Mullai tract. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Koavan – king / sun. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
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word is Koan- king /Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Sinkkam-lion - Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Siva Gnanam- Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is Sekkarmaeni - Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Saivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Sokkan –Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants- ka - an - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Nakkan –Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Bakavan [missing letter- pa-] - Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa--] - and the original Tamil 
word is Puyankkan [missing letter- pa-]-Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an–[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Punnkavan [missing letter- pa-]- bull god- Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants   -ka - an - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Mankkai Paankkan [missing letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Ansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Maanikkam - ruby / Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa-] - and the other 
interpretation of the word is Puvan / Pavan [missing letter- pa-]-Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants - ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Vaaman - Sivan. 

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Vaayan – Sivan - the shepherd; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.  

- Kansa [Kamsa] has the consonants -ka - an -[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
is Vaanavan– Sivan/ Lordof the sky. 
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Vasu Devan as Sivan and shepherd;   

- Vasu Deva has the consonants -va - [-sa-] - the - va -an - and the original Tamil 
word is Vidam /visam / kodiya nanju undavan - Sivan. 

- Vasu Deva has the consonants -va - [-sa-] - the -va-an - and the original Tamil 
word is Vidamunda Kandan- Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka. 

- Vasu Deva has the consonants - va - [-sa-] - the - va-an - and the original Tamil 
word is Vidankkan- Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka 

- Vasu Deva has the consonants - va - [-sa-] - the - va-an - and the original Tamil 
word is Vidai -yavan –Sivan -the bull god.  

- Vasu Deva has the consonants - va - [-sa-] - the -va  -an - and the original Tamil 
word is Venn Mathi Kudumiyaan -  Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka.  

- Vasu Deva has the consonants - va – [-sa-] - the - va-an - and the original Tamil 
word is Vaettuvan– hunter/ Sivan. 

- Vasu Deva has the consonants - va - [-sa-] - the -va- an - and the  original Tamil 
word is Viththakan– shepherd / Sivan - sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka.  

- Vasu Deva has the consonants -va – [-sa-] - the - va-an - and the original Tamil 
word is Vaetham–oaathi thanthavan -the one who gave the Vedas –Sivan. 

- Vasu Deva has the consonants -va – [-sa-] - the -va -an - and the original Tamil 
word is Vasai Vaenthan / aavina Vaenthan / maakai Vaenthan / Koa-vaenthan - 
lord  of the cow; vasai - cow; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka. 

- Vasu Deva has the consonants -va - [-sa-] - the - va - an - and the original Tamil 
word is Thaevathai Devan - lord of the gods. 

- Vasu Deva has the consonants - va - [-sa-] - the  -va- an - and the original Tamil 
word is aadu maadu maeiththidum Vinthan – shepherd.  

Devaki- as Sivan’s wife and the girl from the shepherd family; 

- Devaki has the consonants - the – va - ka- and the original Tamil word is 
Koanaan veetu maka - girl from the shepherd family. 

- Devaki has the consonants - the – va– ka- and the original Tamil word is 
Kudavan veettu maka- girl from the shepherd family. 

- Devaki has the consonants - the - va– ka- and the original Tamil word is aadu 
maadu maeikkum Idaiyan veettu maka - girl from the shepherd family. 

- Devaki has the consonants -the - va- ka- and the original Tamil word is Vennai 
katti / undai vikkum koanaan maka - the girl who sells butter balls. 
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- Devaki has the consonants - the - va–ka- and the original Tamil word is Thaeiva 
mankkai– goddess of the sky. 

- Devaki has the consonants -the –va- ka - and the original Tamil word is Kanni 
thaeivam –virgin mother.  

- Devaki has the consonants - the –va- ka- and the original Tamil word is 
Kunthavai –queen. 

- Devaki has the consonants -the –va - ka - and the original Tamil word is 
Kaanakathaai thaeivam– forest goddess; vana thaevathai. 

- Devaki has the consonants - the - va- ka- and the original Tamil word is 
Kaaththaayee thaeivam – goddess Kaaththaayee. 

- Devaki has the consonants–the - va- ka - and the original Tamil word is 
Vadivanankku – damsel. 

- Devaki has the consonants - the - va – ka - and the original Tamil word is 
Naagatheiavam –Snake goddess. 

- Devaki has the consonants - the – va- ka - and the original Tamil word is 
Vaeetuvan manaivi / vidaiyanin–manaivi / vidamundaanin manaivi - wife of 
Sivan 

Adava- the shepherd;   

- Yadava has the consonants - the –va - and the original Tamil word is Vinthan - 
the shepherd. 

- Yadava has the consonants - the – va - and the original Tamil word is Kudavan; 
the shepherd; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Yadava has the consonants - the – va - and the original Tamil word is 
Koanaankudi - shepherd caste; sooththiram; ka= va;va= ka. 

- Yadava has the consonants - the – va - and the original Tamil word is 
Viththakan– the shepherd;sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Yadavahas the consonants -the – va - and the original Tamil word is 
aadumaadumaeikkumidaiyan-the shepherd; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

Nanda- the shepherd; 

- Nanda has the consonants - an -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 
Andan– shepherd; anndan- Sivan. 

- Nanda has the consonants - an -the - an - and the original Tamil word is–aadu 
maadu maiththidum Idiayan - the shepherd. 
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Yosotha- the shepherdess; 

- Yasodha has the consonants - sa -the - and the original Tamil word is idaichchi-
shepherdess. 

- Yasodha has the consonants - sa -the - and the original Tamil word is Satya. 

- Yogamaya has the consonants - ma - ka- and the original Tamil word is - 
Magamaayee Amman; root word is maayamaaka – to disappear / invisible. 

Gokul; 

- Gokul has the consonants - ka- la- and the originalTamil word is koanan kulam 

– shepherd family. 

- Gokul has the consonants - ka- la- and the originalTamil word is Vellaayan 

kulam - shepherd family. 

- Gokul has the consonants - ka- la- and the originalTamil word is Aai -kulam -

shepherd family. 

- Gokul has the consonants -  ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is Valliyam- the 

residential place of the shepherds; sooththiram; ka= va;va= ka  

Gopi - the shepherd. 

- Gopi has the consonant - ka- pa - and the original Tamil word is - koanaan / 

Kannan - the shepherd. 

- Gopi has the consonants -ka- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Aaaimakan- shepherd. 

- Gopi has the consonants -ka-  [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is Aanavan 

shepherd. 

- Gopi has the consonants -ka-  [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is Maeikki -

shepherd. 

- Gopi has the consonants-ka- pa - and the original Tamil word is Maeippavan-

shepherd. 

- Gopi has the consonants - ka- pa - and the original Tamil word is Vaayan - 

shepherd- Sivan. 

- Gopika has the consonants - ka – [- pa-] - ka- and the original Tamil word is –

koanaan maka - daughter of the shepherd. 
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- Gopika has the consonants - ka – pa- ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Maeikkiyin ponnu - daughter of the shepherd. 

- Govinda has the consonants - ka – va - an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

aadu maadu maeikkum Vinthan / Kudavan – shepherd; Vinthan- koa. 

- Gopal has the consonants- ka -[-pa-]—la - and the original Tamil  word is 

Vellaayan / Vallavan - shepherd; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Kurus has the consonants- ka –Ra- [ -sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 

Koaanar-  shepherd caste. 

- Govarththan has the consonants - ka – va- Ra -the -an – and the original Tamil 

word is vuyarntha kundram- tall mountain. 

- Govarththan has the consonants - ka – va- Ra - the - an - and the original Tamil 

word is Thiru Murugan-in veedu –house of the lord Murugan. 

- Mathura has the consonants - ma - the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is –

maeichchartharai [missing letter-sa-] – meadow for pasturing. 

- Mathura has the consonants - ma - the – Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

Idaiyarin eruppidam [missing letter – pa-] –the settlement of shepherds. 

- Mathura has the consonants - ma - the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

pasumpur- tharai [missing letters- pa- and-sa-] – pasture land. 

- Mathura has the consonants - ma - the – Ra - and the other interpretation of 

the word is aritham- meadow, pasture. 

- Dwarka has the consonants – the- va - Ra - ka- and the original Tamil word is 

koanaar veedu- house of the shepherd. 

- Dwarka has the consonants – the- va – Ra - ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Koannar veethi - shepherd street. 

- Dwarka has the consonants - the-  va – Ra- ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Vinthar / Viththakar kudi – shepherd‘s village. 

- Dwarka has the consonants - the - va – Ra - ka- and the original Tamil  word is 

Thoruvanin -  kudieruppu - shepherd‘s settlement. 

- Dwarka has the consonants - the - va – Ra – ka - and the original Tamil word is 
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Paar- kaararinveedu / kiruttinanveedu [missing letter- pa-]. 

- Dwarka has the consonants  -  the-  va – Ra-  ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Aayarkudi –erukkida idam /uoor – shepherd‘s village. 

- koundanyapur has the consonants - ka - an - the - an– pa- Ra- and the original 

Tamil  word is koaanin–kudieruppu - shepherd‘s settlement. 

- Brindavan has the consonants - pa - Ra -an - the - va -an - and the original 

Tamil word is aadu maadu maeiththidum Thoruvan-in / idaiyarin / Aaayar-in 

iruppidam - aayarpaadi -residential place of the shepherds. 

- Brindavan has the consonants - pa - Ra -an -the - va - an - and the original 

Tamil word is narumanam udaiya Karanthai kaanakam / vanam; forest of b and 

the original asil; sooththiram; ka= va; va =  ka. 

Astabarya - 8 wives /? 16008 wives 16000 wives. 

- Astabarya has the consonants -sa - the - pa -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

Thoruththi / Idaiyar saathi ponnu -shepherdess. 

- Astabarya has the consonants -[-sa -] – the - pa Ra - and the other interpretation of the 

word is Brintha. 

- Astabarya has the consonants – [-sa-]– the- pa - Ra - and the original Tamil word is Idai 

saeri ponnu - girl from shepherd’s place. 

- Astabarya has the consonants - [- sa-] – the - pa - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

Aayar paadi ponnu - girl from shepherd’s place. 

- Astabarya has the consonants -[- sa-] – the- [- pa-] - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

ettuurimai / ettu thaaram / parya -8 wives. 

- Astabarya has the consonants - [- sa-] – the - pa - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  

pathi–naarayiraththu nooru / pathi–naarayiraththu nooththi ettu pondaatti / thaarma/ 

paarya / urimai – 16,008 / 16,000wives; paththu -10; aaru -6; nooru -100; aayiram - 

1000; ettu - 8. 
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- Rukmini has the consonants – Ra - ka -ma – an - and the original Tamil word is –Konaar-
in maka -daughter of shepherd family. 

- Rukmini [bright and radiant] has the consonants – Ra                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
- ka - ma – an - and the original Tamil word is minu–minukkira mukam - radiant / 
shining face. 

- Rukmini has the consonants - Ra - ka - ma - an - and the original Tamil word is manam 
kavarum vannam - attractive one. 

- Rukmini [goddess of mercy] has the consonants - Ra- ka - ma - an - and the original 
Tamil word is erakkamaana - goddess of mercy. 

- Rukmini [goddess of courage] has the consonants - Ra- ka - ma - an - and the original 
Tamil word is mikka mana uram - courage. 

- Rukmini has the consonants - Ra- ka -ma - an - and the original Tamil word is mun –
arivukoormai - mikka -one with forethoughts. 

- Ramaa [splendor /goddess of fortune] has the consonants - Ra- ma- and the original 
Tamil word is arumai / rammiyam. 

- Lakshmi has the consonants- la -ka - [- sa-] -ma - and the original Tamil word is Koa -
naan kula makal -daughter of a shepherd. 

- Lakshmi has the consonants- la -ka - [- sa-] -ma - and the original Tamil word is 
Vellayan-in makal - daughter of a shepherd. 

- Lakshmi has the consonants- la - ka –[-sa-] -ma - and the original Tamil word is Selva 
Makal – goddess of wealth. 

- Lakshmi has the consonants- la -ka - [- sa-] -ma - and the original Tamil word is 
Ponmakal [missing letter- pa-] -goddess of wealth. 

- Lakshmi has the consonants- la -ka - [- sa-] -ma - and the original Tamil word is Malai 
Makal - goddess of mountain. 

- Lakshmi has the consonants- la -ka - [- sa-] -ma - and the original Tamil word is Kalai 
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Makal - goddess of arts. 

- Lakshmi has the consonants- la -ka - [- sa-] -ma - and the original Tamil word is Valli   
Ammai / Vellai Ammal –moon goddess. 

- Laadobai has the consonants -la – the – pa- and the original Tamil word is aattal ponnu 
– daughter of a shepherd. 

- Laadobai has the consonants -la - the - pa- and the original Tamil word is Idaiyanin penn 
pillai – daughter of a shepherd. 

- Chiryauvana [forever young ] has the consonants - sa – ra- va -an - and the original 
Tamil word is sinna-ja- siriyamava – little girl / daughter. 

- Visalakshi has the consonants – va - [-sa-]  -  la -  ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Vellaayan /  Vallavankula makal - daughter of shepherd family. 

- Vidarba has the consonants - va- the - Ra - pa -- and the original Tamil word is                            
thoruvan– in iruppidam / aayarpaadi - shepherd’s settlement. 

- Vidarba has the consonants -va -the - Ra - pa -- and the original Tamil word is                            
Idaiyarkudi eruppu - shepherd’s settlement. 

- Vidarba has the consonants - va -the - Ra – [- pa-] -- and the original Tamil word is 
thoruvan–theru veethi - shepherd’s street. 

 

 

 

- Radha has the consonants – Ra – the- and the original Tamil word is 

thoruththi– shepherdess. 

- Radha has the consonants – Ra – the - and the original Tamil word is Aayar 

paadi ponnu [missing letter- pa-]- girl from shepherd’s family.  

- Radika has the consonants – Ra- the- ka - and the original Tamil word is thoruvi 

– shepherdess. 
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- Radika has the consonants – Ra – the- ka - and the original Tamil word is 

Idaiyarkudi maka- girl from shepherd family. 

- Radika has the consonants – Ra- the- ka - and the original Tamil word is 

Thoruva–nin manaivi- wife of the shepherd. 

- Radika has the consonants - Ra- the- ka - and the original Tamil word is thayir 

vikkirava- curd seller. 

- Radika has the consonants - Ra – the - ka - and the original Tamil word is 

paalkaaranoadu oaadi poana Aayan-in manaivi [missing letter- pa-]- the wife of 

a shepherd who eloped with the milkman. 

- Ayan Gosh [1st husband of Radha] has the consonants – an- ka – [-sa-] - and 

the original Tamil word is koannan – shepherd. 

- Satya Bama has the consonants - sa - the -pa -ma - and the original Tamil word 

is Idai saathi penn- mani - lady from shepherd family. 

- Satya Bama has the consonants - sa - the -pa -ma - and the original Tamil word 

is soththu paththu udaiyapenn- mani – wealthy female. 

- Satya Bama has the consonants - sa – the -pa -ma - and the original Tamil word 

is unmai paseidum ponnu / penn mani – the girl who says the truth. 

- Suganthi has the consonants - sa - ka – an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

Koaana veettu maka - girl from shepherd family. 

- Suganthi has the consonants -sa - ka – an- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Manam veesum thanmai kondathu - gives a good smell. 

- Kamalakshi has the consonants – ka- ma -la - ka – [- sa-] - and the original 

Tamil word is Koanaan kula makal - girl from shepherd family. 

- Satra jiti has the consonants - [-sa-] - the  -Ra – sa- the - and the original Tamil 

word is aadu maadu maeiththidum Idaiyar saathi / thinai ponnu [missing 

letter- pa-] - girl from shepherd family. 

- Jambavati has the consonants [-sa -]-ma - pa - va -the - and the original Tamil 

word is aadu maadu maeiththidum Vinthan / kudavan veettu maka - daughter 

of a shepherd. 

- Rohini has the consonants - Ra- ka- an- and the original Tamil word is 
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koanaarin maka – daughter of a shepherd. 

- Narendra putri - an - Ra -an -the - Ra - pa –the-  Ra- and the original Tamil 

word is thanneer idaatha thooya paal / ketti thayir / kadaintha moar / vennai–

paanai-yir tharum Aayar paadi ponnu - shepherd girl who sells milk /curd / 

butter milk / butter. 

- Pauravi has the consonants - pa - Ra - va - and the original Tamil word is paal 

vikkirava –milk maid; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka. 

- Pauravi has the consonants -pa - Ra - va - and the original Tamil word is moar 

vikkirava–butter milk seller. 

- Kalindi has the consonants – ka- la - an – the- and the original Tamil word is 

kaal nadai maeiththidum koanaan / Idaiyan kula makal - shepherdess. 

- Kalindi has the consonants – ka – la- an – the- and the original Tamil word is 

Aattaalin makal – daughter of a shepherd. 

- Kalindi has the consonants – ka- la- an – the- and the original Tamil word is 

ozhuki oadaum thanni / azhkuvazhi thanni / nathi - stream / creek. 

- Kalindi has the consonants – ka - la - an – the - and the original Tamil word is 

ozhuki oaadum / vazhinthu oaadum imaiyamalai panikulaththu thanni – 

Yamunai aaththu thanni [missing letter- pa-]- the flowing Yamuna river water 

from glacier of the Himalaya mountain. 

- Satya has the consonants – sa- the- and the original Tamil word isidaichchi- 

shepherdess. 

- Mitravinda has the consonants - ma - the - Ra - va-  an -the - and the original 

Tamil word is aadum aadu maeiththidum idaiyar veettu ponnu [missing letter- 

pa-]- daughter of a shepherd. 

- Nagnajiti has the consonants - an - ka -an - sa - the - and the original Tamil 

word is   koanaa-in ponnu- idaichchi [missing letter- pa-]- daughter of a 

shepherd. 

- Kausalya has the consonants- ka – [-sa-] -la – and the original Tamil word is 

konaan kula makal -daughter of a shepherd. 

- Kausalya has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]  - la - and the original Tamil word is 
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Vellayan-in makal- daughter of a shepherd; sooththiram; ka=  va; va= ka. 

- Bhadra has the consonants -pa – the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

thoruththi ponnu - shepherdess. 

- Bhadra has the consonants -pa – the – Ra - and the original Tamil word is idai 

saeri ponnu [missing letter- sa-] – girl from shepherd‘s village. 

- Bhadra has the consonants -pa – the- Ra- andthe original Tamil word is Aayar 

paadi ponnu - girl from shepherd’s village. 

- Laksmana has the consonants - la - ka – [-sa -]- ma – an and the original Tamil 

word is Vellayan-in makal- daughter of a shepherd. 

- Laksmana has the consonants - la - ka – [-sa -]- ma – an and the original Tamil 

word is Koannan kula makal - daughter of a shepherd. 

 

Balarama   

- Balarama has the consonants - [- pa-] - la - Ra  –ma- and the original Tamil 

word is  yaeruuzhanum – to plough; balam- strength; rama- arumai- splendor. 

- Baladeva has the consonants - [- pa-] - la - the – va -and the original Tamil 

word is Vaelaan mainthan - son of the farmer. 

- Baladeva has the consonants - [- pa-] - la - the –va- and the original Tamil word 

is nilaththai uzhuthidum Vaelaan - plough man. 

- Baladeva has the consonants - [- pa-] - la - the - va - and the original Tamil 

word is valimai / vallamai udaiyavan - skilled person. 

- Baladeva has the consonants - [- pa-] - la - the - va - and the original Tamil 

word is  Kalappai / padaivaal- yanthi – one who holds the plough; sooththiram; 

ka = va; va= ka. 

- Baladeva has the consonants – [-pa-] - la - the – va- and the original Tamil 

word is padaivaal - plough. 

- Balabhadra has the consonants- pa - la  -[-pa-]  – the-  Ra- and the original 

Tamil word is aadu maadu eruthu maiththidum payal / paalan–shepherd. 

- Balabhadra has the consonants -pa - la - [-pa-] – the- Ra- and the originalTamil 
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word is pullinaith thaayar –the shepherds. 

- Haladhara has the consonants - la- the –Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

pullinathth thaayar [missing letter- pa-]- shepherds. 

- Halayudha has the consonants- la - the -and the original Tamil word is 

uzhupadai [missing letter- pa-]- plough. 

- Sankarshana has the consonants  sa –an - ka - Ra – [-sa-] -  an - and the original 

Tamil word is Vishnu – vin  karu – the embryo of Vishnu; sooththiram; ka= va; 

va= ka. 

- Hala has the consonants - la- and the original Tamil word is aalaanam – plough. 

- Hala has the consonants - la- and the original Tamil word is naanjil [missing 

letter- sa-] – plough. 

- Lankala has the consonants - la- ka- an - la- and the original Tamil word is 

ilaankazhi – plough. 

- Ashram has the consonants -sa - Ra -ma - and the original Tamil word is 

aasiriyar mania - house of the teacher. 

- Dhenuka has the consonants -the – an- ka- and the original Tamil word is 

kanndan – warrior. 

- Dhenuka has the consonants -the – an - ka - and the original Tamil word is 

vanndan - warrior; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka. 

- Pralamba has the consonants - pa – Ra- la- ma - [- pa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is perummallan - great wrestler. 

- Mushtika has the consonants - ma –sa- the – ka - and the original Tamil word is 

mallakasetti [missing letter- la-]- wrestler. 

- Revati has the consonants Ra - va – the - and the original Tamil word is thoruvi 

- shepherd. 

- Revati has the consonants Ra - va – the - and the original Tamil word is uyaram 

udaiya thoruvi - tall shepherdess. 

- Revati has the consonants Ra - va – the - and the original Tamil word is 

kundaana thoruvi - stout shepherdess. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhenuka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhenuka
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- Revati has the consonants Ra -va – the - and the original Tamil word is 

- Nisatha has the consonants -an – [-sa -]-the- and the original Tamil word is 

Idaiyan – shepherd. 

- Ulmuka has the consonants - la - ma - ka - and the original Tamil word is 

uzhavan makan– son of a farmer; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Sasirekha has the consonants -sa - Ra - ka - and the original Tamil word is nar- 

sakuna – k - kaari / narkurikaari- one with good fortune. 

- Sasirekha has the consonants -[- sa-] - Ra - ka - and the original Tamil word is 

veeru -good fortune. 

- Sasirekha has the consonants -[- sa-] - Ra - ka - and the original Tamil word is 

Kuri- kaari –fortune teller. 

- Kakudmi [sun dynasty ] has the consonants - ka – the – ma- and the original 

Tamil word is Venn Mathikudumi - yoan - Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Kakudmi [sundynasty] has the consonants - ka – the- ma- and the original 

Tamil word is Muththu Maanikkam – sun /Sivan. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the– ma- and the original Tamil word is 

Venn Mathiyan- Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the – ma- and the original Tamil word is 

kadai Mudi Naathan / kodu Mudi Naathan - Sivan. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the – ma- and the original Tamil word is 

Kann-idai Mani – Sivan. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the – ma- and the original Tamil word is 

Kunam Kadanthaan– Sivan. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the – ma- and the original Tamil word is 

Komathi Naayakam – Sivan. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the – ma- and the original Tamil word is 

Mani Kandan – Sivan. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the- ma- and the original Tamil word is Maa 

Thaevan / Maha Devan- Sivan. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
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- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the- ma- and the original Tamil word is Mu-

k-kona Naathan- Sivan. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the- ma- and the original Tamil word is 

Muthu kaattaadi - Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the– ma- and the original Tamil word is 

MathiVannan - Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the– ma- and the original Tamil word is 

Manathakaththan - Sivan. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants   -ka – the- ma- and the original Tamil word is Mai 

Aadiya Kandan - Sivan. 

- Kakudmi has the consonants - ka – the- ma- and the original Tamil word is 

VidamundaKandan - Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra - va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

kathiravan – sun /Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Aandavar – god. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is Ara-

Vidaiyaan – Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Aaraavamuthan– Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Eruvarthaettinan– Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

UruTharuvaan – Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Suvandar[missing letter- sa-] – Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Vaar/ViriSadaiyan[missing letter- sa-] – Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is Vidai 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi
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Aran-Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Vidaiuoorthi – Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Vithiyar –Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Virinthaan-Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Viruththan –Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Virunthuitta Varathan - Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Veedar-Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is Venn 

–durai Naathan - Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Thaevar Piraan [missing letter- pa-] - Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is    

Puram aviththaan–[missing letter- pa-] – Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va - the - and the original Tamil word is 

Perum Thaeivam / Perum Thaevan -[ missing letter- pa-] – Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Aaavudaiyaar / Peruvudaiyaar- [missing letter- pa-] – Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Marutha Vaanan [missing letter- pa-] – Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Mandravaanan -Sivan. 

- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Thodar Variyaan – Sivan. 
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- Raivata has the consonants - Ra –va- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Nattra–vaththaan- Sivan. 

- Yadu has the consonant - the - and the original Tamil word is Idaiyan inam - 

shepherd caste. 

- Shesa Nag has the consonants -  [- sa-]  - an - ka  - and the  original  Tamil  word 

is nagam / kavainaa - cobra –  allegory - the placenta. 

- Subhadra has the consonants –[- sa-] – [-pa-] – the- Ra- and the original Tamil 

word is thoruththi- shepherdess. 

- Lakshmana has the consonants – la - ka- [- sa-] –  ma- an - and the original 

Tamil word is ilaiya makan - younger son. 

- Yuga has a consonant – ka- and the original Tamil word is agavai– age 

sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Age [E] has a consonant -ka-and the original Tamil word is agavai- age; 

sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balarama 

Balarama is a Hindu god and the elder brother of Krishna. He is particularly 

significant in the Jagannath tradition, as one of the triad deities. He is also known 

as Baladeva, Balabhadra, Haladhara, Halayudha, and Sankarshana. The first two 

epithets refer to his strength, the last two associate him with Hala (Langala, 

"plough")[ from his strong associations with farming and farmers, as the deity who 

used farm equipment as weapons when needed. 

Balarama is sometimes described as an avatar of Shesha, the serpent 

associated with the god Vishnu; Krishna is regarded as an avatar of Vishnu. Some 

traditions regard him as one of the ten principle? avatars of Vishnu himself. 

Balarama's significance in the Indian culture has ancient roots. His image in 

artwork is dated to be around the start of the Common Era, and in coins dated to the 

Second-century BCE. In Jainism, he is known as Baladeva and has been a historically 

significant farmer-related deity. Balarama spent his childhood as a cow herder with 

his brother Krishna. He killed Dhenuka, an asura sent by Kamsa, as well 

as Pralamba and Mushtika wrestlers sent by the king. After the evil king died, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balarama#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pralamba
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Balarama and Krishna went to the ashrama of sage Sandipani at Ujjain for study. He 

married Revati, the daughter of King Kakudmi. He had three children - Nisatha, Uluka 

and Shashirekha. Shashirekha married the prince of Kashi. 

Balarama is the celebrated plougher, one of the pillars of agriculture along 

with livestock with whom Krishna is associated with. The plough is Balarama's 

weapon. In the Bhagavata Purana, he uses it to fight demons, dig a way 

for Yamuna river to come closer to Vrindavan and pull the entire capital 

of Hastinapura into the Ganges River.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kakudmi 

Kakudmi (sometimes also called Kakudmin, or Raivata, son of Revata) was the 

King of Kusasthali. He was the father of Revati who married Balarama. 

Within Hinduism, his account is given within a number of existing texts such as 

the Mahābhārata, the Harivaṃśa, the Devi Bhagavatam and the Bhagavata Purana. 

Kakudmi was a descendant of the Sun Dynasty (Suryavansha), a dynasty 

originating from Surya, the Hindu deity of the Sun. Surya's son was the 

deity Vaivasvata Manu. 

Vaivasvata Manu had one powerful son named Ikshvaku. Ikshvaku founded 

and spread the Sun (or Solar) dynasty. He was celebrated for his accomplishments in 

battle and his competence and benevolence. 

Ikshvaku had one hundred sons of whom Vikuksi was the eldest. Vikuksi had 

many sons of whom S'aryâti was one. King S'aryâti had three sons, namely 

Uttânabarhi, Ânarta and Bhûrishena. Ânarta'seldest son was Revata. 

King Revata constructed the city of Kusasthali and ruled from there. Kusasthali 

grew to become a prosperous and advanced kingdom. From Kusasthali, he also ruled 

over large tracts of land, including Anarta kingdom which was named after his father. 

Revata had one hundred sons of whom Kakudmi (also called Raivata, son of 

Revata) was the eldest.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revati 

kakudmi and Revati found Balarama and proposed the marriage. Because she 
was from an earlier yuga,Revati was far taller and larger than her husband-to-be, but 
Balarama, tapped his plough (his characteristic weapon) on her head or shoulder and 
she shrunk to the normal height of people in Balarama's age. The marriage was then 
celebrated. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vrindavan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hastinapura
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Revati bore her husband sons, Nisatha and Ulmuka and daughter, Sasirekha. 
Nisatha and Ulmuka were killed in the Yadu fratricidal war after which Balarama also 
ended his earthly incarnation in meditation by the sea. At his funeral ceremony, 
Revati ascended onto his funeral pyre and was immolated with him. 

 
Divine Birth of Balrama 

 

 
 
https://vedicfeed.com/facts-balarama-god-of-agriculture/ 

 
Kansa was the brother of Devaki and was informed that we would be killed by 

his eighth nephew. Hearing which Kansa, in no time, had Devaki and her husband 

Vasudeva arrested. Thus, he killed all their children which followed till the birth of 

the other six sons. Now, The Sesha Nag started to inhabit the womb of Devaki Maa 

and Kansa saw the divinity on the face of Devaki and suddenly understood that God 

was residing inside her womb. This was the seventh son.TheLord Vishnu called 

Yogmaya and told her about the change in his plans. Then, Yogmaya took Sesha Nag 

to the womb of Rohini, who was another wife of Vasudeva. Ensuring which, Yogmaya 

penetrated into the womb of Yashoda and Vishnu entered the womb of Devaki Maa. 

The Seventh Son was non-other than Balarama himself and the rest is history. 

An Incarnation of Adi-Anant SheshNaag 

Many texts mention Balarama as an avatar of Adi Anant SheshNaag, the 

many-headed serpent, upon whom Lord Vishnu rests in Kshirasagara, which is the 

ocean of milk. SheshNag is the king of all nagas. He holds all the planets of the 

universe on its hood. That could explain the reason behind Balarama’s tremendous 

strength, believed to be stronger than a herd of elephants. 
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Lakshmana Reincarnated as Balarama 
Lakshmana once said that since he is younger than Rama, each command by 

his elder brother had to be obeyed by him. This is the reason why his wish to become 

the elder brother was fulfilled in the next incarnation. While Lord Vishnu became the 

younger Krishna, SeshNaag became the elder brother Balarama.  Even here, the 

brotherhood of Balaram and Krishna is similar to that of Rama and Lakshmana; both 

were sons of Dasharath although they had different mothers. Sheshnaag is 

inseparable from Vishnu, as when Vishnu descended on earth as Rama, Sheshnaag 

incarnated as Lakshmana and when Vishnu later incarnated as Krishna, SheshNaag 

accompanied him as his elder brother Balarama. 

Simple and Honourable Balaram was very straight-forward and did not always 

understand Lord Krishna’s complex logic although he always agreed with his younger 

brother. When Krishna gave NarayaniSena to Duryodhana, it also included Balarama, 

but Balarama did not want to fight for both sides. The reason being he was an 

honorable person who could not fight his own brother Krishna and his disciples Bhim 

or Duryodhana. He advised them to stop the war, but none responded, so in 

Krishna’s suggestion he simply left for Pilgrimage to avoid the war and arrived only at 

the end of the war. 

Balrama did not participate in the war;  since the Balrma  character 

represented the people of the Marutham agricultural Tamil people it is evident that 

the Aryan god – Vishnu - Krishna was unable to get  the support of the farmers  as 

they were against the philosophy of krishna; since the Aryan people never had the 

Marutham agricultural life and never learnt the art of plowing, the Balram Character 

could not be the avatar of Vishnu in strict sense; Balrma character was artificially, 

intentionally and cunningly created to …. the agricultural section of the community  

as they had already brainwashed  the shepherd / cow herd Tamil  community with 

the help of Tamil god karuppaSamy / Murugan-Aryanised as Krishna. 

                        
Birth  of krishna 

In the Krishna Charitas, Krishna is born to Devaki and her 

husband, Vasudeva of the Yadava clan in Mathura. Devaki's brother is a tyrant 

named Kamsa. At Devaki's wedding, according to Puranic legends, Kamsa is told by 

fortune tellers that a child of Devaki would kill him. Sometimes, it is depicted as 
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an akashwani announced Kansas' death. Kamsa arranges to kill all of Devaki's 

children. When Krishna is born, Vasudeva secretly carries the infant Krishna away 

across the Yamuna and exchanges him. When Kamsa tries to kill the newborn, the 

exchanged baby appears as the Hindu goddess Yogmaya, warning him that his death 

has arrived in his kingdom, and then disappears, according to the legends in the 

Puranas. Krishna grows up with Nanda and his wife Yashoda near the modern-

day Mathura. Two of Krishna's siblings also survive, namely Balarama and Subhadra, 

according to these legends. The day of the birth of Krishna is celebrated as Krishna 

Janmashtami. 

Interpretation; Dual personality of  Vishnu – Balrama and Krishna 
 

Sesha Nag was the embryo inside the womb of Devaki which got transferred to 

the womb of Rohini raises the question about the original biological parents of 

Balarama since   his birth was mentioned as divine birth  in the texts; it seems that 

the original father of  Balarma was not Vasudev; if so  who was he ?; the seventh 

child of Deavaki was Yogamaya- the female; since Balrama was considered as the 

reincarnation of Vishnu [the sun god] himself, his father could not be Vasudeva – a 

mortal human being. Balarma‘s divine birth  has nothing  to do with embryo transfer 

or egg transfer; these  kind of interpretations are only pseudo-scientific ideas or 

magical thinking; if embryo transfer was done in the case of Balrama, why  Yogmaya  

did not attempt embryo transfer for the other six children who were killed by 

Kansa?;  whe did she fail to do the same even in the case of Krishna?; Since Yogmaya  

was the fertility goddess Makamaayee Amman of Tamil people [not Maka Maayee 

Amman], naturally she became very furious when Kansa attempted female 

infanticide; but then Why did  she allow the killing of the first  six children?; Who 

were the first six children?; the six children were the six faces of Arumugam - 

Murugan - brought up by the six kaarthikai women - the Pleiades star constellation; 

the perverted author of the story intentionally killed the six children -as they 

represented Murugan - in the hands  of his own father Kansa – Sivan himself; the 

author implied that Kansa could kill his own son but not the Aryan Vishnu god- 

reincarnated as Balrama; since Balrama was the reincarnation of Vishnu, he was  

portrayed as white skinned; Balaram - Vishnu - worshiping Aryan people never had 

learnt the art of plowing as they were nomadic  pastoral people; but then 
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ridiculously Balram was portrayed as the plough man just to make the people of the 

Marutham agricultural lands to start worshiping Vishnu instead of Sivan while 

Krishna could make theTamil people of the Mullai lands to forget Murugan - maattu - 

k- kaaraVaelan [cow herd] or Karuppu Saami –lord Siva - the shepherd.  
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Raja-thatha-corner.bizhat.com/Stories/religioustales/KillingofBakasura we can read the 
sooththiram /formula word -Bakasura -as follows. 

- Bakasura has the consonants - pa – ka-sa  -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

karuvarai –yaeikaavar – kaakkum karuppu Saami - Sivan who protects the 

embryo inside the womb. 

- Bakasura has the consonants - pa – ka -sa -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

Siva Perumaan – Lord Siva. 

- Bakasura has the consonants - pa – ka - sa -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

Kann- aayiram - Sivan with 1000 eyes. 

- Bakasura has the consonants –[- pa-]  – ka-  sa - Ra  -and the other 

interpretation of the word is Rakashasa. 

- Bakasura has the consonants - pa – ka - sa – Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

paasa kaeyiru - the rope noose / umbilical cord. 

- Bakasura has the consonants – [-pa-] – ka- [- sa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil 

word is karuvai karaikkaravan – one who causes spontaneous abortion. 

- Bakasura has the consonants – [-pa-] – ka- [- sa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil 

word is uyirai parikkiravan– one who takes away life. 

- Bakasura has the consonants – [-pa-] – ka- [- sa-]  - Ra -and the- original Tamil 

word is Aravaanan - the virtuous one. 

 

2.25. Bakasura 
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- Bakasura has the consonants – [-pa-] – ka- [- sa-]  - Ra -and the original Tamil 

word is Aravaan -the snake. 

- Bakasura has the consonants – [-pa -]– ka - [-sa -] -Ra -and the original Tamil 

word is  narkam / ikkarai-the hell; Yama is the god  of the underworld. 

- Bakasura has the consonants – [-pa -]– ka - sa - Ra -and the original Tamil word 

is karuvarai arasan- king of hell. 

- Bakasura has the consonants – [-pa -]– ka- [-sa -] - Ra - and the original Tamil 

word is  karuvarai naakam–cobra/ Naga of the uterus / placenta / umbilical 

cord. 

- Bakasura has the consonants – [-pa -]– ka-  sa - Ra - and the original Tamil 

word is swargha /akkarai – paradise. 

- Bakasura has the consonants – pa – ka - sa --Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

karupachchai pee - dark green stools - meconium. 

- Eka Chakra has the consonants - ka-  [-sa-] – ka- Ra - and the original Tamil 

word is karu - vakam – uterus. 

- Eka Chakra has the consonants - ka-  [-sa-] – ka - Ra - and the original Tamil 

word is Karuvoor -  the womb; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

- Bheema has the consonants - [- pa-] - ma -and the original Tamil word is Yama 

– god of death. 

This is the story of Pandavas. This happened before they married Panchali. They 

were wandering in the forest along with their mother Kunthi. At last they reached a 

village called “Eka Chakra”. The villagers happily received them and gave them a 

house. All the Pandavas used to beg in the morning and give whatever they got to their 

mother Kunthi. She used to give half the portion to Bheema because he was very stout. 

The other half was equally divided among the five. One day, Kunthi saw the woman of 

the next house crying. She asked for the reason. That woman told, “Madam, in this 

village there is an asura called Bakasura. He used to kill many people and destroy our 

fields. So we all went to him and requested him to accept food from one house. He 

would also eat the man who takes the food. Today is my turn. I have only one son. 

Today he will be eaten by Bakasura.” Kunthi consoled her and told her, “Unlike you I 

have five sons. Please !only give the food. One of my sons will take it to Bakasura.” She 
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then Ordered Bheema to take the food to Bakasura. Bheema was more than happy. 

He took the food near the cave where Bakasura was living and started eating the food. 

Bakasura came out and said, ̀ `It does not matter if you eat the food because I am going 

to eat you.” After finishing the food, Bheema fought with Bakasura and killed him. The 

villagers of Eka Chakra were very thankful to Bheema. 

Interpretation ; 

In the story of Beema – Bakasura story, the cave or the Eka Chakra signifies the 

dark room - hell - the womb; the god of death Yama is portrayed as Bakasura - the 

Rakshasa and the Lord karuppu Saami – Sivan is replaced by Bheema; since Sivan was 

considered as the other form of Yama, Bheema - a Rakshasa was also portrayed as the 

other form of Yama. 

In ancient days infant mortality rate was high because of premature delivery, 

low birth weight, spontaneous abortions, cord around the neck,  meconium aspiration, 

birth defects,  sudden infant death syndrome, still born etc; hence people started 

worshipping  the fertility  goddesses and gods; Siva took the snake / placenta  around  

his neck and drank  the meconium to save the babies; he was considered by the people 

as the protector of the embryo – the karuppu Saami, and his wife being karuppaaye - 

the goddess of the womb; the man eater mentioned  in the story Bakasura was the 

lord Yama - the god of death with his rope noose -the placenta around the neck; but 

then Siva, who was considered as the other form Yama took the Yama‘s noose on his 

own to the save the human race; The Aryan nomadic pastoral people wrote many  

stories like that of Bakasura, Aghasura and kaaliya while they plagiarized the original 

stories of the Tamil people to show them as their own as they could not decode certain 

key Tamil words which were  written in sooththiram form by the ancient Tamil 

scholars; the nomadic pastoral people also were unaware of the fertility concepts of 

the ancient Tamil people of the agricultural tract. 
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- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is penn 

pootham goblin / demoness. 

- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

ponnuthaai.  

- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

peththa annai – mother who has given birth; annai- mother; peththa- beget. 

- Putana has the consonants - pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is nanju 

appiya madi / thanam [missing letter- sa-]- breast applied with poison.   

- Putana has the consonants - pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

peththa thaayin madi - breast / lap of mother; Dhanamma. 

- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

thooimaiyaana penn – girl with chastity; thooimai - purity. 

- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

panpudaiya ponnu s– a girl of good nature. 

- Putana has the consonants - [-pa-] -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

nanmaiyaanathu - virtuous. 

 

2.26. Putana- Mother of Tamil Karuppan 
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- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the interpretation of the word is 

punniya maanathu – virtuous; nanmai aanathu / Tamil. 

- Putana has the consonants - [-pa-] -the - an - and the interpretation of the 

word is neethi –virtue. 

- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

thanmam / thaanam- justice/ virtue. 

- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the interpretation of the word is 

upanidatham- virtue. 

- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the 

originalTamilwordispathithan- one who has fallen from virtue. 

- Putana has the consonants -pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is ponthu 

- pit. 

- Putana has the consonants -[- pa-]  -the - an  - and the original Tamil word is 

naaththam -stink. 

- Putana has the consonants - [- pa-] - the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

thandam/ thanddayutham- mace. 

- Putana has the consonants - pa -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

Thanda Paani pondaatti – Wife of Murugan. 

- Putana has the consonants– pa- the - an - and the  original Tamil word is 

saeththu punnu / poonjaithoththunoai [missing letter- sa-]-tinea pedis / 

ringworm of the foot /athlete’s foot; poonjai- fungus; thoththa - to infect; 

noaei -disease. 

- Putana has the consonants – [pa] -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

payaththamai noaei – chicken pox. 

- Putana has the consonants -[-pa-] -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

sinna muththu [missing letter- sa-]-measles. 

- Putana has the consonants - [-pa-] -the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

thattammai thoththu noaei - measles. 

- Putana Devi has the consonants - pa- the - an – the - va - and the original Tamil 

word is thaeivathanmai udaiya ponnu thaai - divine girl / mother. 
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- Putana Devi has the consonants - pa - the - an – the –va- and the original Tamil 

word is Udampanin mana vaatti - wife of udumpan–Hidimpa. 

- Putana has the consonants -pa-the - an - and the original Tamil word is uoosi 

poanathu / rotten [ missing letter- sa-]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Putana 

In Hinduism, Pūtanā (lit. "Putrefaction") is a rakshasi (demoness), who was 

killed by the infant-god Krishna. Putana disguises as a young, beautiful woman and 

tries to kill the god by breast-feeding poisoned milk; however Krishna sucks her milk 

as well as her life via her breasts. Putana is also considered as a foster-mother of 

Krishna as she breast-fed him. By offering her milk, Putana had performed "the 

supreme act of maternal devotion", in the shadow of her evil motives. The legend is 

told and retold in Hindu scriptures and some Indian books, which portray her 

variously as an evil hag or a demoness who surrendered herself to Krishna, though 

she initially came with evil motives. 

Putana is interpreted as an infantile disease or bird, symbolizing danger to an 

infant or desire respectively, and even as a symbolic bad mother. She is included in a 

group of malevolent Hindu mother goddesses called the Matrikas and also in the 

group of Yoginis and Grahinis (Seizures). Ancient Indian medical texts prescribe her 

worship to protect children from diseases. A group of multiple Putanas is mentioned 

in ancient Indian texts. 

The word "Pūtanā", broken as "Pūt" (virtue) and "nā" (no) means "devoid of 

virtue". Another explanation derives "Pūtanā" from "Pūta" (purifying), thus meaning 

"she who purifies". Herbert theorizes "Pūtanā" is derived from "Put", a hell in Hindu 

mythology, associated with parents and children. Thus, Herbert proposes, on the 

basis of the etymology and her association with the Matrikas, that Putana is closely 

linked to motherhood. White translates Putana as "stinky", and relates it to 

pustulant sores, the eruption of which is a symptom of chickenpox. Putana is also 

the name of the weapon of or a form of the goddess of smallpox, Sitala. 

The legend of Putana and Krishna is narrated in many Hindu texts: 

the Bhagavata Purana, the Harivamsa (appendix of the Mahabharata), the Brahma 

Vaivarta Purana, the Vishnu Purana, the Garga Samhita and the Prem Sagar.  
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Putana, the "killer of infants'', was sent by Krishna's evil uncle Kamsa to kill 

Krishna. Putana assumed the disguise of a young, beautiful woman and came 

to Gokul (Vraj) - Krishna's home-town. Her beauty resulted in her being mistaken 

by gopas (cowherds) as a manifestation of goddess Lakshmi. Stunned by her beauty, 

Krishna's foster-mother Yashoda allowed Putana to take the infant Krishna into her 

lap and breast-feed him. Putana had smeared her breast with a mandana, an 

intoxicant, to kill Krishna. However, Krishna squeezed her breasts and took her life 

away (prana), as well as her milk. In pain, Putana screamed, pleading for her release, 

but in vain. She ran out of the town with Krishna still clinging to her and finally fell 

dead. She then assumed her real demonic form, turning trees to a distance of 

three gavyuti (a unit of distance equivalent totally to 12 miles) to dust. The people of 

Vraj cut Putana's body, burying her bones and feet and burning the flesh and skin. 

The fragrant smoke rose out of the flames, as Putana was cleansed of all sin by 

breast-feeding Krishna and she attained the same heaven that Yashoda 

acquired. Thus, Putana, like Yashoda, is also considered as a foster-mother of Krishna 

as she breast-fed him.  

In later versions of the myth, the intoxicant smearing on Putana's breast is 

replaced with poison or the milk itself is said to be poisoned. Another version of the 

tale portrays Putana as stealing Krishna at night, when everyone else is asleep. 

According to Kakar, Putana may represent a dangerous schizophrenic mother, 

who has trapped her child in an emotional net, of which he cannot let go. He 

interprets Krishna clinging to Putana's breast as not only the infant's excitement and 

anger, but also a form of "incestuous intercourse", as in the killing of other maternal 

demons. By killing the "bad mother", the son kills "sexually ravenous maternal 

images in his psyche", leaving the protective images unhurt, and thus emerges as an 

adult, drawing boundaries between her and him. 

The medical text Balatantra mentions Putana as the common name of sixteen 

sisters of the demon king Ravana, who are permitted to eat the flesh of infants. 

The Buddhist text Saddharmapundarika Sutra and the 1131 CE 

encyclopedia Manasollasa by Western Chalukya king Someshvara III lists multiple 

demons, including a group of Putanas. The Brahmanda Purana and the Harita 

Samhita mention Putanas as a sub-group of Matrikas and Grahinis, whose individual 

names include Kali and Dakini. 
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Krishna was the son of Vasudeva and Devaki but, when his maternal uncle 

Kamsa, the wicked king of Mathura, tried to kill him, he was smuggled across the 

Yamuna River to Gokula and raised by the leader of the cowherds, Nanda and his 

wife Yashoda. https://www.britannica.com/topic/Krishna-Hindu-deity. 

Putana -  Interpretation; The stories  written about Putana  look silly  and  

ridiculous;  In the remote  past  KaruppuSamy/ Dravidian  god [ Mullai  -Mayoan – 

the dark god] would have adopted by the pastoral Aryan people as their own god  

because of the reason that Karuppan was  the god of Mullai pastoral  people; Butana 

was the mother of  Dravidian/Tamil Karuppan; her son - karuppan/ karuppaiyah was  

abducted by the Aryan people and was brought up  by Yasodha as Krishnan. 
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Decoding the  soothhtiram word  Hidimba 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma - pa- and the original Tamil word is 
thadi aayutham / thandaayutha pani– mace weapon holder; thadi /thandam- 
stick / mace  

- Hidimba has the weapon consonants - the - ma - pa- and the original Tamil 
word is Udumpan - Siva /Murugan; root word is udu – the star. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma – pa - and the original Tamil word is 
Pootham- the giant / demon. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the - ma – pa- and the original Tamil word is 
uoothiya udampu / poothaudampu - bloated body. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma – pa - and the original Tamil word is 
seththapinam [missing letter- sa-] - dead body. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the-  [-ma-] - pa- and the original Tamil word is Thanda 
Paani - Murugan; Thandaayutham- yaenthi – Murugan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma - [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Amuthan- Sivan / Murugan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the - ma –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Aadaeduththa paatham - Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants –the - ma - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is Aamai 
oaattinan – Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the - ma - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  
Thamman -  Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the - ma - [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the 
word is Uththaman -  Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the - ma - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is Thooya–
Mani – Sivan. 

- Hidimb has the consonants – the - ma - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is Nattam 
Aadi - Sivan. 

 

2.28. Bhima /Hidimba/Hidimbi/Ghatotkacha 
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- Hidimba has the consonants– the - ma- pa- and the original Tamil word is Pani 
Mathiyoan – Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the- ma– pa- and the original Tamil word is Paathi 
Maathinan - Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is 
Munn Sumanthaan [missing letter- sa-]- Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is Mathi 
Nayanan - Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants– the - ma - [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Maththan-j- soodi [missing letter- sa-]- Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants– the - ma - [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Maanidaththan - Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants– the - ma - [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Maanayanthi - Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma - [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Min Sadaiyan [missing letter- sa-]- Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants  - the-  ma  -  pa- and the interpretation of the 
word is Uma Pathi [missing letter- sa-]- Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma - [- pa-] - and the interpretation of the 
word is Muththan – Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma - [-pa-] - and the interpretation of the 
word is Muththu- Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants - the - ma – pa- and the original Tamil word is 
Muththu Maeni / Mani Muththu / Muththu Mani - Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the- ma- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is Munthai -
Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the- ma - [- pa-]- and the original Tamil word is Mainthan 
- Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the - ma - [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Oaathan-j -soodi [missing letter-sa-]- Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the- ma - [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Sadai Mudiyan [missing letter-sa-] - Sivan. 
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- Hidimba has the consonants - the- ma - [-pa-] - and the interpretation of the 
word is SathaSivam / eppothum Sivam [missing letter-sa-] - Sivan. 

- Hidimba has the consonants – the- ma - [-pa-] - and the interpretation of the 
word is Saama - moathi- Sivan. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidimba 

 

 

Hidimba was a powerful demon king who is mentioned in the 

epic Mahābhārata. He was killed by Bhima and this is recounted in the 9th sub-parva 

(Hidimba-vadha Parva) of the Adi Parva. 

Hiḍimbī 

               Decoding the sooththiram word  Hidimbi; 

- Hidimbi has the consonants - the -ma – pa- and the original Tamil word is penn - 
pootham –female giant / goblin. 

- Hidimbi has the consonants - the - ma – pa- and the original Tamil word is Udumpan-in 
pendaatti -wife of Udumpan – epithet of Sivan / Murugan; root word isudu-the star. 

- Hidimbi has the consonants - the - ma - pa- and the interpretation of the word is Banu 
Mathi/ moon goddess. 

- Hidimbi has the consonants - the - ma - pa- and the interpretation of the word is 
thooimaana penn / woman with chastity . 

- Hidimbi has the consonants - the - ma - [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

- andasam [missing letter- sa-] –bird. 

- Hidimbi has the consonants – the - ma - [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is namadu – 
acrane. 

- Pallavi has the consonants – [-pa-] - la -va -and the original Tamil word is Vellai ammal 
/ampaal - moon goddess. 
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- Pallavi has the consonants – [-pa-] - la -va -and the original Tamil word is Valli 
Ammai –moon goddess -wife of Murugan. 

- Pallavi has the consonants - pa – la -va -and the original Tamil word is Kaali 
Amman; sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka.  

- Pallavi has the consonants – [-pa -]- la -va -and the original Tamil word is Vaelaamaal - 
mother of  Murugan. 

- Manali has the consonants - ma - an – la - and the original Tamil word is Pani Malai 
[missing letter- pa-] -snow mountain. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidimbi 

Hiḍimbī  is the wife of the Pandava Bhima and mother of the great warrior 
Veer Ghatotkacha in The Mahābhārata. She meets Bhima in the 9th sub-parva 
(Hidimva-vadha Parva) of the Adi Parva. She is also referred to as Bhuṭanadevī 
or Pallavī. The story begins in the Lākṣāgṛha of the Mahābhārata after 
the Pāṇḍavās reached a dense forest. Exhausted from their travels, they all fell 
asleep at night, except for Bhīma who kept watch. 

In the same forest lived Hiḍimbī and her brother Hiḍimbā, a very 
powerful rakshasa. He smelled the Pāṇḍavās at a distance and as usual asked the 
goddess Hiḍimbī to lure the well-built Bhīma into a trap so he could eat him. Hiḍimbī 
confronted Bhīma and instead fell in love with him. She assumed the form of a very 
beautiful lady and approached Bhīma, expressing her desire to marry him by revealing 
her true identity, as well as her brother's intentions. Bhīma confronted Hiḍimbā but 
was soon overpowered. It was only with the super natural powers of Hiḍimbī, 
supporting Bhīma from a distance, that he could overcome and slay Hiḍimbā. Kuntī 
and other Pāṇḍavāswatched the duel from a distance. 

After killing Hiḍimba, Bhīma married Hiḍimbī. Bhīma decided to live with her till 
a child was born. Hiḍimbī agreed and they married. Within a year, Hiḍimbī gave birth 
to a son. They named him Ghaṭotkaca as his head resembled a pot. Ghaṭotkaca went 
on to become a great warrior and an important figure in the Mahābhārata war. 

There is a temple inManali in Himachal Pradesh dedicated to the worship of 
Hidimbi. According to the legend, Hidimbi stayed back in the forest to perform 
penance and attain the status of a Goddess. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidimbi
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Bhima; 

 

  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhima 

   Indian epic Mahabharata, Bhima is the second among the five Pandavas. 

The word Bhīma in Sanskrit means "fearful", "terrific", "terrible", "awful", "formidable", 
"tremendous" 

- Bhima has the consonants - pa - ma - and the interpretation of the word is 
payam/paem- fear. 

- Bhima has the consonants - [-pa-] - ma - and the original Tamil word is achcham 
[missing letter-sa-] - fear. 

- Kamyaka has the consonants - ka - ma – ka - and the original Tamil word is kaanakam - 
forest . 

At the time Bhima kills the demon Hidimba who was king of demons of the 

forest Kamyaka, he meets his sister Hidimbi; they eventually get married and have a 

son, Ghatotkacha. Hidimbi promises Kunti that she and Ghatotkacha will stay out of the 

Pandavas' lives and away from the luxuries of court. When Bhima killed the demon Hidimba, 

he became the King of Kamyaka for 5 years. In Mahabharata, the demon army from Kamyaka 

fought the war alongside Pandavas. 

Ghatotkacha; 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghatotkacha-  figure is without the mace!!.  

Decoding the sooththiram word   - Ghatotkacha 

Ghatotkacha has the consonants -ka –the – ka-sa- and the interpretation of the 
word is kathai aayutham kondavan – one who has the weapon- mace ; kathai / 
kattai- mace  / wooden stick; aayutham- weapon; kondavan- one who  has.  

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants -ka –the – ka-sa- and the interpretation of the word is 
sikai kidaiyaathu / kaseam kidaiyaathu / uchchi mandai kudumi mudi kidaiyaathu - no 
hair tuft over the top of the head; sikai- hair; kaesam- hair ; kidaiyathu - without;  
uchchi- top; mandai- head; mudi- hair; kidaiyaathu- without. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants -ka-the-ka-[-sa-] - and the interpretation of the word 
is kadaththai / kudaththai oththa mandai koodu - pot like head ; kadam= kudam. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants -ka - the - ka – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
kukaAmuthan/Kukaananthan – Murugan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants –ka – the – ka-[-sa-] - and the interpretation  of the 
word is Kantha Swami; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants -ka - the - ka - sa - and the original Tamil word is 
Kankkai Sadaiyan - Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants -ka - the - ka - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
kattankkan- Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants -ka - the - ka - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Kanndikai –yan- Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants - ka - the - ka –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Kanaka- thoon– Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants -ka-the – ka-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Kunam kadanthaan - Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants -ka - the - ka –[- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word is 
Kooththu kanthaan – Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants - ka - the - ka – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Kodukotti- Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants - ka - the - ka – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Koa Mathi – Naayakam-Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants - ka - the - ka – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Thaduththaat-k-kondaan– Sivan. 
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- Ghatotkacha has the consonants - ka - the - ka – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Thaeiva kooththan -Sivan  

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants - ka - the - ka – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Nit- kandakan– Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants - ka - the - ka - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Manatha kaththaan – Sivan. 

- Ghatotkacha has the consonants - ka - the – ka -  [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Maanikka kooththan – Sivan. 

- Akilavathi has the consonants - ka – la – va - the - and the original Tamil word is 
kaalanin manavatti / kaali thaeivam-wife of Siva.  

Ghatotkacha (literally: "Bald Pot") is an important character in the Mahabharata. His 
name comes from the fact that his head was hairless (utkacha) and shaped like 
a ghatam. Ghatotkacha was the son of the Pandava Bhima and the demoness Hidimbi. 

Ghatotkacha was born to the demoness Hidimbi and the Pandava Bhima. When 
traveling the countryside with his brothers and mother as a Brahmin, having escaped 
the lakshagraha, Bhima saved Hidimbi from her wicked brother Hidimba, the king of demons 
of theKamyaka Forest. Soon after Ghatotkacha was born, Bhima had to leave his family, as he 
still had duties to complete at Hastinapura. 

Ghatotkacha grew up under the care of Hidimbi. Like his father, Ghatotkacha Weapon 
of choice was the mace. Lord Krishna gave him a boon that no one in the world would be able 
to match his sorcery skills, except for Krishna himself. His wife was Ahilawati and his sons 
were Barbarika, Anjanaparva, and Meghavarna. 

 
Hidimbi’s dinner request ; 

One day Hidimbi asked Ghatotkacha to fetch a human to sacrifice to Kali Mata. On his 
way to do so, he spotted a Brahmin and his wife traveling with their three children. 
Ghatotkacha approached them and asked which one of them should come with him to be his 
mother's sacrifice to Kali. 

The Brahmin offered himself but his wife insisted that she would go. Finally, their 
second son agreed to go with Ghatotkacha and asked his permission to first bathe in the 
river Ganga. Bhima comes upon the scene and inquired as to what was the matter. 
Ghatotkacha then relayed the scenario to Bhima, who agreed to go with him on the condition 
that Ghatotkacha should defeat him in a fight. 
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   Fight with Bhima ; 
The fight began with both father and son fighting barehanded. After days of fighting, 

both of them exhausted, they were stopped by Hidimbi. She informed Ghatotkacha 
that Bhima is his father. Ghatotkacha fell at the feet of his father Bhima who embraced and 
praised his son, telling him that seldom has he fought anyone who could match him in terms 
of strength. Bhima also criticizes his wife and son for following the practice of human 
sacrifice. 

Interpretation; True story of Bhima/Hidimbi /Ghatotkacha;  

Hidimba got angry with Bhima since he had  molested  sister- Hidimbi ;  a violent fight broke 

out between them  ; Bhima  could not stand before the mighty Hidimba ;when Hidimba  was 

about to kill  Bhima, Hidimbi begged her brother not to kill him as Bhima was the father of 

her baby  growing  within her womb; when Hidimba ‘s attention was distracted  by the loud 

cry  of her sister Bhima killed Hidimba in a cowardly manner;  thus Bhima  saved his life ; 

having  given Hidimbi a child , Bhima  deserted her in the forest  itself  as he was not ready 

to give  her  title of the queen in the court ; poor female Hidimbi brought up her son 

Ghatotkacha who became a great mace fighter later as his uncle Hidimba who was also 

great mace fighter ; he had a grudge  upon Bhima for deserting  his innocent  mother and 

killing his  uncle ; finally  in an encounter Ghatotkacha was almost ready to kill  Bhima ;  as in 

the past Hidimbi came to rescue him; she asked her son to forgive her husband  and not to 

make her a widow;  that was the way Bhima  saved his life for the 2nd time. The story is  

similar to that of Rama castrating  Ravana’s  sister Soorppa Nakai in the forest. 
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https://www.hindujagruti.org/hinduism-for-kids 

- Govardhan has the consonants - ka - va– Ra - the an - and the original Tamil word is   

neer vundakaarm ukirthaanki nirkkum Thiru kundram - dark clouds filled with water 

drops over the mountain tops. 

- Govardhan has the consonants - ka - va - Ra - the  an - and the original Tamil word is   

Thiru Murugan / Kumaran- in - in urai vidam / veedu - the house of the lord Murugan – 

the – junior Horus / Marduk of Sumerian people / sun god of the Tamil  people / son of 

lord Sivan – the senior Horus of Egyptian  people   

- Krishna has the consonants - ka – Ra - sa - an - and the original Tamil word is 

karuppanna Saami- lord of the dark clouds. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka – Ra - sa - an - and the interpretation of the word is 

Rakshasan – demon. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka – Ra - sa - an - and the original Tami lword is Siva 

Peruman [missing letter- pa-] – lord Sivan. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka – Ra - [-sa -]- an - and the original Tamil word is Kaar 

mukir vannan - one who has the color of the dark clouds. 

- Krishna has the consonants - ka – Ra - [-sa -]- an - and the original Tamil word is Krishna  

- Murugan - son of lord Sivan. 

 

2.28. Govardhan 
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- Krishna has the consonants - ka – Ra - [-sa -]- an - and the original Tamil word is 

Kumaran - Murugan. 

- Indra has the consonants - an -the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is thanneer- water. 

- Moksha has the consonants -  ma- ka- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is aakaayam / 

aakaasam / vaanakam-sky; sooththiram- ka= va;  va =ka. 

Shri Krishna, the 7th incarnation of Shri Vishnu lived in the village named Gokul. In 

Gokul there was a huge mountain known as Govardhan. The cowherds of Gokul lived very 

happily with Shri Krishna. Every year, they all worshiped the Deity Indra to get good rainfall. 

Owing to this, Indra developed pride and thought that everything in this world runs smoothly 

only because of Him, as He delivers rains. Shri Krishna sensed Indra’s pride and so, He said to 

the cowherds, “We get rain because of this Govardhan Mountain. So, from today, let us 

worship this mountain instead of Deity Indra.” So, from then onwards, all the villagers started 

worshiping the Govardhan Mountain. 

 Deity Indra became furious on knowing this. He started torrential rains in the village. 

Owing to the heavy rains, the villagers were scared and they immediately 

approached Shri Krishna for help. Shri Krishna said, “The Govardhan Mountain, which we 

have worshiped, will save us from this calamity. Let us all come together near the Mountain.” 

All the cowherds with their sticks gathered. To everyone’s amazement, Shri Krishna lifted the 

Govardhan Mountain on the little finger of His hand. The cowherds too helped Him with their 

sticks. Thus, everyone got shelter from the rains under the mountain. Soon, the clouds of 

Deity Indra were exhausted. 

In this way, Krishna saved the cowherds from the torrential rains. Also, Krishna blessed 

them, as they helped Him in His task with their sticks. The cowherds attained Moksha (The 

Final Liberation) as they rendered service to Krishna. 

Interpretation; 

Lord Sivan – Karuppu Saami symbolizes the dark clouds and the mountain worship 

signifies the worship of Murugan/ Kaaththu Karuppu / Karuppu Saami  instead of Indran - the 

rain god of the Aryan  nomadic pastoral people; here Krishna was represented as the hero of 

the Tamil people / original people of India – as he had asked to worship lord Murugan - the  

god of the mountain /son of the sun god Sivan instead of Indran-the Aryan rain god. The cow 

herd sticks signify the sun rays / Murugan's Spear and the Krishna ‘s flute; this story  gives a 

clue that earlier/ original name of Krishna was that of Sivan - Karuppu Saami and  his son 
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Murugan; the peacock feather worn by Krishna was taken up from  Murugan –the peacock 

raider; the peacock, vehicle of Murugan, per se signifies the blue sky - the blue color of 

Krishnan; the dark color of Krishna  signifies the night or the sun of the netherworld – 

lordKaruppu Saami- the Sivan; the white horse of the Karuppu  Saami signifies the sun- Sivan. 

The Aryan plagiarists unknowingly had given us the clue in the story of “Govardhan 

mountain” that Krishna was the name artificially given to the Tamil gods - Sivan / karuppu 

Saami and his son lord Murugan; the content of most of the Aryan mythological stories signify 

only the fight between the gods of the Tamil people /Murugan /Sivan / karuppu Saamy/ 

Ayyappan against Aryan god Vishnu; it means the fight between the Tamils and the Aryan 

people in socio-political religious sphere. 
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To know abouts the scecrets  about the Thiru Pathi  Temple  basic  knowledge about 

Lord venkataesa , Kuberaandkudi Mallam temple  is  needed.  

- Venkata has the consonants -va - an - ka - the - and the original Tamil word is kaedu 
neekkuvoan – remover of sufferings.  

- Venkata has the consonants -va -an -ka - the - and the original Tamil word is 
vennkaadu-sky. 

- Venkata has the consonants -va -an - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Venn   
kaadan –Sivan. 

- Venkata has the consonants - va - an - ka - the - and the original Tamil word is vaanaka 
veedu- heaven. 

- Venkata has the consonants - va - an - ka - the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is Vaikuntam- heaven. 

- Venkata has the consonants - va-an - ka - the- and the other interpretation of the word 
is Aathi Pakavaan [missing  letter- pa-] – Sivan. 

- Venkata has the consonants - va - an - ka - the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is Maka Devan - Sivan. 

- Venkatash has the consonants - va -an  -ka - the - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Koodu Vadaththaan - Sivan. 

- Venkatash has the consonants -va - an - ka - the - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 
Thaeiva Kooththan – Sivan.  

- Venkatash has the consonants - va– an - ka - the - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Vidamunda Kandan - Sivan. 

- Venkatash has the consonants - va - an - ka - the - [-  sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Vidankkan– Sivan. 

- Venkatash has the consonants - va -an - ka - the - [-  sa-]  - and the  original Tamil word 
is Viththaka Vaedan -  Sivan. 

 

2.29. Thirupathai Lord Venkateshwara 
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- Venkatash has the consonants -va - an - ka - the - [-  sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Viththakan - Sivan / shepherd. 

- Venkatash has the consonants - va - an - ka - the - [-  sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is VinaiKaedan - Sivan. 

- Venkatash has the consonants -va - an - ka - the - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Venn Mathi Kudumiyan– Sivan. 

- Venkateswara has the consonants -va - an - ka - the - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
wordis Venn– Kaattu Eraivan – lord of the Venketa mountain. 

- Balaji has the consonants pa- la - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Palani Murugan/ 
son of Sivan. 

- Balaji has the consonants pa- la - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Mayilsaami –
Murugan. 

- Balaji has the consonants pa- la - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is payal- shepherd. 

- Balaji has the consonants pa- la - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Maalan – 
mountain dweller- Sivan /Murugan. 

- Balaji has the consonants pa– la- [- sa-] - and the interpretation of the word is Apollo –
Greeksungod. 

- Balaji has the consonants pa – la- [- sa-] - and the interpretation of the word is Baal - 
Babylonian sun god. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - sa- Ra- an - va – sa - and the original Tamil word is   
serum sirappamum- maanavan - wealthy lord. 

- Rinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra- an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is varumaiyaanavan/ variyan - poor person. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra- an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Aanavar - shepherd. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra- an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Vaanavar - gods. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra- an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is eraivan –god /Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra- an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is unarvariyan – Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra- an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Aravaniyan - Sivan. 
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- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] –Ra - an - va – sa - and the original Tamil word is   
Aravaar Seviyoan – Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Aru uruvan – Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Aararavan – Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Min-uruvan - Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Vairavan – Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Veeranan – Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Vaeyavanaar – Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Yaen Venn maruppan [missing  letter –pa-] – Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants  - [- sa-] - Ra - an  - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Siva Perumaan [missing  letter –pa-] -Sivan 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Aravaan - Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Aravaanan- Sivan. 

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is Ravananan - Sivan.  

- Srinivasa has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is siruvan – little boy.  

- Srinivasa has the consonants – sa - Ra- an - va – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Saravanan – Murugan. 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma – pa - and the original Tamil word is Mooththa 
Appan - elder father- Sivan. 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Thammaan - Sivan. 
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- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
moothaai- Sivan. 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Muththu- Sivan. 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is Mani 
Muththu- Sivan. 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Muththu Mani – Sivan. 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Maanidan – Sivan. 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Amuthan –Sivan. 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
Mainthan – Sivan . 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 
Nattamaadi –Sivan . 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is Maan- 
yaenthi  Sivan. 

- Timmappa has the consonants -the - ma -[- pa-] –and the original Tamil word is 
Mathiyoan – Sivan. 

- Thirupathi has the consonants - the –Ra – pa – the- and the original Tamil word is 
aattru padai; Thiru poaritta idam- the place where Sivan had fought.  

- Thirupathi has the consonants - the – Ra – pa - the- and the original Tamil word is   
thoandriya idam – birth place. 

- Thirupathi has the consonants - the – Ra – pa - the- and the original Tamil word is uyir 
neeththa idam – the place of death. 

- Thirupathi has the consonants - the –Ra – pa – the- and the original Tamil word is 
Thiruneer maarpanidam – place of Sivan. 

- Thirupathi has the consonants - the –Ra – pa - the- and the  original Tamil word is 
Erumpu puttrir / paapmuputtir pasu maadu paar sorintha idam [missing letter- sa-] 

- Thirupathi has the consonants -  the – Ra – pa – the- and the  original Tamil word is 
Thirupaatham pathintha idam – the place of the holy foot. 
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- Thirupathi has the consonants -the - Ra - pa—the- and the original Tamil word is Aaru 
Padaiyir ondru – one of the 6 places /abodes. 

- Thirupathi has the consonants - the –Ra – pa – the-  and the original Tamil word is   
Thirupadai / idam/ paettai/ patti/ poondi/ paadi/ bath – the abode of Sivan. 

- Thirupathi has the consonants -  the – Ra – pa – the- and the original Tamil word is 
Thiruthun paathaththaar pathuman maarpir mithiththa / uthai – ththaidam-the place 
where kicked on the chest of Vishnu by Bhrigu. 

- Thirupathi has the consonants - the – Ra – pa - the- and the original Tamil word is 
pathuman thoattru oaadiya idam / Pathumanai, Thiru ethirththu poaardaaiya idam -the 
pace where Vishnu was defeated. 

- Thirupathi has the consonants -the –Ra – pa - the- and the original Tamil word is perum 
panaththai Pathuman thirudiya idam - the place where Vishnu had stolen the money. 

 

 

 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is perum kaniyar -   
great astrologer – Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka- and the original Tamil word is Arivu / Arivan 
/ arivarkkariyoan - Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is 
Ariyaavakaiyoan - Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka- and the original Tamil word is   
Arikumariyaan - Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Ariyavar - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka- and the original Tamil word is AruUruvan - 
Sivan. 
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- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] -Ra – ka-and the originalTamil word is Arakkann - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Aravaan- 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Aravaanan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Ravanan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Aarvan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Karuppu Saami  
[missing letter-sa-] - Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Eraivan- god/ 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka- and the original Tamil word is   
Unarvariyaan -Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Umaikooran - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Uravan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Oruvan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Oaankaaran - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Kari-yuriyan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Karuvan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra – ka-and the original Tamil word is Karpakam - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word isKumaran - 
Sivan. 
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- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-]  - Ra – ka-and the original Tamil word is Kuru mani - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants-   [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is KuriUruvan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants-   [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is 
Kurieranthaan - Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants-   [- pa-]  - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Kokkaraiyan 
- Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Penn kooran - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Penn-aanu -
Uruvan - Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Pon Uruvan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] -Ra – ka-and the original Tamil is Min- Uruvan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Pasuvaeri 
[missing letter- sa-] - Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Periyavan- Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Maevariyaan -
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants – pa - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Vairam / Vaira 
Mani –Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa – Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Vaira vannan - 
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Vaanvar Koa –
Sivan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Muruga 
Perumaan – lord Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra– ka-and the original Tamil word is Kumaran - 
Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra -ka-and the original Tamil word is Aarumukam - 
Murugan. 
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- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra – ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Guruparan - Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra– ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Saravanan [missing letter-sa-] -Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa – Ra – ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Saravana Pavan [missing  letter- sa-]-Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Kumaraesan [missing letter- sa-]-Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra– ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Sivakumar [missing letter- sa-]-Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants-    pa - Ra -ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Sankar Kumar [missing  letter- sa-]-Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants-    pa - Ra -ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Akshai Kumar [missing  letter- sa-]-Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants-    pa - Ra -ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Sasi Kumar [ missing  letter- sa-]-Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra -ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Kirupa Karan - Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants-    pa - Ra – ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Karunaakaran - Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra– ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Pirapaakaran - Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa - Ra – ka- and the other interpretation of the word is   
Kumara Guru - Murugan. 

- Bhrigu has the consonants - pa – Ra – ka-and the other interpretation of the word is   
Mayura Vaakanan - Murugan. 

- Vakula Devi has the consonants – va - ka- la -the- va- and the original Tamil word is kaal 
nadai maeiththidum Vellaayan kulaththava – woman belonging to the shepherd caste. 

- Vakula Devi has the consonants – va-  ka- la  -the- va-  and the original Tamil word is   
Selva valamai udaiya Idaichchi makal [missing letter- sa-] – wealthy shepherdess. 

- Vakula Devi has the consonants – va-  ka- la -the- va- and the original Tamil word is   
Malai Appasaami Kovil vundiyalai kollai adiththa / kalavaadiya pon / panam – money  
looted from the temple of Malai Appan [missing letters- sa- and-  pa-] 
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- Vakula Devi has the consonants – va-  ka- la  -the- va-  and the original Tamil word is   
Malai Appasaami Kovil kuda muzhukaatuk kaanapon / panam [missing letters- sa- and-  
pa-] - the money for the temple consecration of Malaiappa Saami temple. 

- Padmavathi has the consonants - pa – the - ma - va -the- and the original Tamil word is 
aadu maadu maeiththidum idaiyan veetu ponnu - daughter of a shepherd.  

- Padmavathi has the consonants - pa – the - ma - va – the - and the original Tamil word 
is naattai aandidum mannavanin ponnu – daughter of the king. 

- Padmavathi has the consonants - pa –the- ma -va – the - and the original Tamil word is 
Pathumanin manavatti – wife of Vishnu. 

- Padmavathi has the consonants - [-pa-] –the-  ma -va– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is Kanthoatham- lotus; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Kali yuga has the consonants - ka – la- ka - and the original Tamil word is nikal kaalam – 
present period; kaala alaku - measurement of time. 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - sa– la- ma - and the original Tamil word is Malai 
Saami - 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - sa– la- ma - and the original Tamil word isMalaiappa 
Saami [missing letter- pa-] – 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - [-sa-] – la- ma - and the original Tamil word is Pazha 
Malai [missing letter- pa-] 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - [-sa-] – la- ma - and the original Tamil word is Annaa 
Malai– 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - sa - la- ma- and the original Tamil word is Pachchai 
Malai [missing letter- pa-] -  

- Seshachalam has the consonants - sa - la- ma - and the original Tamil word is Maal / 
Malai - mountain. 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - [-sa -] – la - ma- and the original Tamil word is 
Maalan–mountaineer/ Sivan / Vishnu. 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - [-sa -] – la - ma- and the original Tamil word isMalai -
yaali – mountaineer 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - [-sa -] – la - ma - and the original Tamil word is 
Mallan– inhabitants of mountainous districts. 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - [-sa -] – la – ma- and the original Tamil word is 
MaaMalai – big mountain. 
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- Seshachalam has the consonants- sa– la- ma - and the other interpretation of the word 
is asalam / similam /sayilam – mountain. 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- ma - and the original Tamil word is Palani 
Malai [missing letter- pa-]- mountain of lord Murugan. 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - sa– la- ma - and the original Tamil word is Soalai 
Malai. 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - sa– la- ma - and the original Tamil word is Senni 
Malai. 

- Seshachalam has the consonants - sa– la- ma - and the original Tamil word is Saami 
Malai. 

- Veda has the consonants - va-  the-- and the  original Tamil  word is-viththu 

- Kula Saekarapadi has the consonants - ka – la-  sa - ka - Ra - pa - the - and the original 

Tamil word is Thirupathi. Arul mikusevu-vael Thiru Murugan Thiru kovil karuvarai 

vaayirpadi – [ ?yaezhaam padaiveedu / yaezhu kundala vasaa- vin / yaezhuMalai -

yaandi - yin  /  Thirupathi Malai appasaami-yin - Thirukovir karuvarai vaayir padi the 

threshold / doorstep of the sanctum sanctorum of the Murugan / Sivan temple of 

Thirupathi. 

 

Lord Venkateshwara, also known as Śrīnivāsa, Bālājī, Vēṅkateswara, Venkata 

Ramana, Yedukondalavasa, Aapadamokkulavadu, Thirupathyimmappa, Ezhumalaiyaan, Mal

aiyappa swamy and Govindha is a form of the Hindu god Maha Vishnu. LordVenkateswara is 

the presiding deity of Tirumala Venkateswara Temple located in Tirupati, Andhra 

Pradesh, India. 

Venkateswara literally means "Lord of Venkata". The word "Venkata" means "destroyer 

of sins", deriving from the Sanskrit words vem (sins) and kata (power of immunity). 

 It is also being said Venkata is a combination of two words 'ven' (keeps away) and 

'kata' (troubles). Being that said Venkata means 'who keeps away troubles' or 'who takes 

away problems' or any other sentence in similar context. 

Every year, lakhs of devotees donate a large amount of wealth to the Tirumala 

Venkateswara Temple at Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh. There is a great legend behind this 

incarnation of Lord Vishnu. Once, there was a ritual to be conducted. The sages and pontiffs 

for the Yagnya were in a dilemma as to which God to dedicate the ritual to. The sages called 
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upon Sage Bhrigu, one of the Saptharis had to suggest a solution. To test the ideal God, 

Bhrigu did a test. He first went to the King of Gods, Indra. Indra did not acknowledge Bhrigu's 

presence as busy enjoying the dance of apsaras (Dancers of Heaven) in heaven. Bhrigu cursed 

Indra that he would only be referred to as an egoistic soul all over the universe. He next 

visited Brahma. Brahma was busy with his four heads in chanting the Vedas, doing 

meditation, creating the world and spending his time with his consort, Saraswati. Bhrigu 

cursed Brahma that he would not be worshiped by the creatures on earth anymore. Next, he 

visited Lord Shiva. Shiva was busy in his Rudradhyanam with his consort, Parvati, at his feet. 

Bhrigu cursed Shiva that he would be worshiped only in the formless Lingam. At last, Bhrigu 

went to Lord Vishnu. Vishnu was sleeping on Adishesha and Lakshmi was at his feet. When 

Bhrigu arrived, he first saw Vishnu's feet and felt too humiliated. Enraged, he kicked Vishnu 

on his chest and thus awakened; Vishnu started massaging Bhrigu's feet and served him with 

great hospitality. Bhrigu was pleased and ordered the sages to perform the rites to Vishnu. 

Goddess Lakshmi, also known as Sri, had a fight with Lord Vishnu as she felt that Bhrigu 

insulted her indirectly by hitting Vishnu on his chest where Sri lived and thus left Vaikuntha. 

She came and settled on earth in disguise as a young sage-like boy in the ancient city ofKarvir 

(Kolhapur) and meditated for Vishnu where today the Mahalakshmi temple is situated. Lord 

Vishnu soon arrived on earth searching for Goddess Lakshmi. But He failed to find her and 

instead settled on Seshachalam hills inside an anthill. Thus, Lord Vishnu reached the place of 

pilgrimage of LordVaraha Swamy in Tirupati, Tirumala. Turns out, Tirupati was also the place 

where Adi Varahaswami rested and taught Karma Yoga to the people till the beginning of Kali 

Yuga after rescuing Earth from the wicked Hiranyaksha. Hence, Lord Vishnu sat inside an 

anthill in his disguise which was situated under a tamarind tree and started chanting the 

name of Goddess Mahalakshmi.  

The whole earth became gloomy. On the request of Parvati and Saraswati, Lord Shiva 

and Lord Brahma incarnated as a cow and a calf respectively in the Chola kingdom.This cow 

and calf were being grazed daily by a shepherd of Chola kingdom in the Seshachalam hills. 

The cow, everyday used to pour her milk into the anthill to lessen the thirst of Vishnu. Due to 

this, the cow and calf became pale and unhealthy. The shepherd noticed this and felt 

something suspicious. The next day the shepherd took the animals for grazing and like 

everyday, the cow poured milk into the anthill. The shepherd saw this act; he threw an axe 

(Parasu) on the cow and calf. Vishnu noticed, and in order to protect them, Vishnu arose from 

the anthill and the arrow hit Vishnu's forehead (the blood poured as namam on Vishnu's 
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head). An enraged Vishnu cursed the shepherd that he would die immediately and the 

shepherd died with the same ax with which he tried to kill the innocent cow and calf which 

relieved him from thirst. This news reached the king. The chola king suspected the absence of 

the shepherd. He went near the grazing field and was surprised to see the dead body of the 

shepherd and he went to the original grazing field, where the cows were giving milk to 

Vishnu. However Vishnu was in disguise. The chola king couldn't identify him. Hence the king 

loaded his bows and arrows and tried to kill the cow and the calf, stating that it's not serving 

the kingdom instead it's giving milk to the young boy. Vishnu again emerged and grew 

enormous, stopped the arrows from traveling further and he cursed the king that he will be 

born as a demon in the next birth, because to not keep his subjects in a dharmic way is a sin 

to the king also more than the sin of the king alone. The chola king was sorry for his mistake 

and surrendered at the Lord's feet. Unlike the shepherd, the king realized his mistake. Vishnu 

was pleased and presented him a boon over the curse that he would marry his daughter in his 

next birth. In his next birth, Vishnu incarnated as Srinivasa to a woman named Vakula Devi. It 

is said that in Dvapara Yuga, Krishna presented Yashoda a boon that Krishna will be born to 

Yashoda in Kali Yuga.VakulaDevi was the reincarnation of Yashoda. Meanwhile, Goddess 

Lakshmi of Karvir took birth at the palace of Aakasha Raja, the next birth of The Chola king. 

Srinivasa was a forest dweller. One day, Lord Srinivasa met a beautiful girl named Padmavati. 

They both fell in love and decided to get married as per the boon of Vishnu to aChola king in 

the previous birth.For the marriage expenses, Srinivasa borrowed riches from Kubera and 

promised to repay the loan with interest till the end of Kali Yuga. After the marriage, Sage 

Narada informed Lakshmi about the wedding. Fuming, Lakshmi confronted Vishnu. The clash 

between his two consorts led Srinivasa to turn himself into stone. Padmavathi & Lakshmi also 

became stone on either side of Vakula Devi, a garland. 

Gudimallam Lingam  Temple ; 

- Gudimallam has the consonants  ka – the-  ma-  la - ma -and the original Tamil word is 
Malai Appasaami koattam [missing letters- pa –and-sa-] – temple of god Malaippan - 
Sivan.  

- Gudimallam has the consonants  ka – the - ma-  la - ma - and the original Tamil word is 
Sivanin - aankazhai – yaei vazhipadum koattam [missing letters- pa –and-sa-] – 

- Gudimallam has the consonants  ka – the – ma- la - ma -and the interpretation of the 
word is  Sivalinkaththukku poosai seithu - vazhipadum koattam -[ missing letters- pa –
and-sa-] – 
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- Linga has the consonants - la -an -ka -and the original Tamil word is aan kazhai - male 
stick. 

- Apasmara has the consonants -pa - sa - ma - Ra - and the original Tamil word is perumai 
sei –to praise. 

- Apasmara has the consonants -[- pa-]  - sa - ma - Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
Sirumai sei –to humiliate. 

- Apasmara [unintelligible speech] has the consonants - pa - sa - ma - Ra - and the 
original Tamil word is Sirumai paechchu – silly talk / gibberish. 

- Pavita has the consonants - [-pa-] - va– the- and the original Tamil word is idathu thoat 
- kendai / vanndu – left shoulder thread. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -sa- and the - original Tamil word is Sivan. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka –sa- and the - original Tamil word is Siva ganam. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka –sa- and the - original Tamil word is Siva-k-kannu 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka –sa- and the - original Tamil word is Sivakaami. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -[-sa-] - and the - original Tamil word is Kaaman / 
kaamukan.  

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -[-sa-] - and the - original Tamil word is Kaamuki. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka – sa- and the - original Tamil word is Kaanakan – forestd 
weller. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- and the - original Tamil word is kann - eye. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- and the - original Tamil word is naagam - 
kavainaa – naga. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -sa- and the - original Tamil word is Vishnu. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -sa- and the - original Tamil word is Vaasan. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -sa- and the - original Tamil word is sinnavan – little 
one. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- and the - original Tamil word is Vaamanan - the 
dwarf; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Muyalakan [apasmara] has the consonants -ma - la –ka – an –and the original Tamil 
word is kulla maanavan – a dwarf. 

- Yaksha has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- and the - original Tamil word is Mukkannan- 
Siva. 
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- Yerpadu has the consonants – Ra - pa- the- and the original Tamil word is pandaiya 
Thiru Pathi – old Thirupathi. 

- Yerpadu has the consonants – Ra – pa - the - and the original Tamil word is panaththi / 
ponnai Thirudiya idam-the place where money and gold was stolen. 

- Alwar has the consonants - la – va - Ra - and the original Tamil word is Balaji–yaei 
vanagukiravar [missing letter- pa-] - worshipper of Balaji. 

- Alwar has the consonants - la – va- Ra - and the original Tamil word is Vishnu –vai 
vanankkukiravar- [missing letter- pa-] – worshipper of Vishnu. 

- Alwar has the consonants - la – va - Ra - and the original Tamil word is Srinivaasai 
vanankkukiravar-[missing letter- sa-]– worshipper of  Srinivas. 

 

Gudimallam is a village in Yerpedu block, Chittoor district of Andhra Pradesh state of 
India. It is located about 21 kilometers southwest of Kalahasti town, and the nearest major 
city is Tirupati. It is especially famous for the Gudimallam Lingam in one of the village 
temples. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gudimallam_Lingam 

The Gudimallam Lingam is an ancient linga in the Parasurameswara Swamy Temple 

of Gudimallam, a small village in the Yerpedu mandal of the Chittoor district of Andhra 

Pradesh, India. It is ten kilometers (six miles) north-east of Renigunta Railway Junction, not far 

from Tirupati.  

Though Gudimallam is a small village, it is well-known because it has a very 

early linga that is unmistakably phallic in shape, with a full-length standing relief figure 

of Shiva on the front. This is in the garbhagriha of the Parasurameswara Temple, Hindu 

temple dedicated to Shiva. This is perhaps the second earliest linga associated with Shiva 
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discovered so far, and it has been dated to the 2nd/1st century BC, or the 3rd century BC, or 

much later, to the 2nd century AD, 3-4th century AD, or even, according to one source, as late 

as the 7th century AD. This is "the only sculpture of any importance" to survive from the 

ancient South India before sculpture made under the Pallava dynasty from the 7th century AD 

onwards, and "its mysteriousness lies in the total absence so far of any object in an even 

remotely similar manner within many hundreds of miles, and indeed anywhere in South 

India". If assigned an early date, the figure on the linga is "one of the earliest surviving and 

unequivocal images of the god Shivan". 

The temple is older than the linga; again, estimates of its age vary considerably, but the 

existing building is usually dated to "the later Chola and Vijayanagara periods", so possibly a 

thousand years later than the sculpture; it seems to have replaced much earlier structures. 

The linga was possibly originally sited in the open air, with the rectangular stone surround 

that still remains, or inside a wooden structure. The temple remains in worship, but has been 

protected by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) since 1954. 

The linga first came to academic attention, by his own account, after being surveyed by 

the archaeologist T. A. Gopinatha Rao (then working for the local princely state, later with the 

ASI), "some years" before he published it in 1911.The linga is carved out of a hard dark brown 

local stone. It is over 5 ft high and slightly above a foot in diameter on the main shaft. Rao 

gives the height as 5 foot exactly, but did not see the full length, as the bottom of the linga 

was then buried in the floor. The glans penis is clearly differentiated from the shaft by being 

wider, with a deep slanting groove cut about a foot from the top of the Linga. Unusually, the 

garbhagriha is semi-circular, curving behind the linga. 

An image of Shiva in sthanaka posture is carved in high relief. On the front portion of 

the linga the god is standing on the shoulders of the apasmarapurusha or a dwarf. The figure 

of Shiva resembles a vigorous hunter; He holds a ram or antelope in his right hand and a small 

water pot in his left hand. There is a battle axe (Parasu) resting on his left shoulder. He wears 

a number of heavy earrings in his ears, an elaborate flat necklace, and a girdle with a dangling 

central portion. His arms are adorned with five bracelets, with different designs in relief, on 

each wrist, and a high arm-ring on each side. He wears a dhoti of very thin material, fastened 

at his waist with a vastra-mekhala. This extends round the whole shaft of the linga. He has 

no yagnopavita or sacred thread. Emerging from a complicated turban-like head-covering, his 

hair is long and plaited (not matted).  
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Sources disagree about the expression and connotations of the "dwarf" below Shiva. To 

Rao he is "jolly and happy, as is evidenced by the broad grin on his face" He has "pointed 

animal ears". For Elgood, he is a "yaksha with fish-shaped feet and conch-shaped ears", so a 

spirit connected with water, matching the water pot held by Shiva (Rao would never have 

seen these feet). Shiva conventionally stands on such a figure in much later depictions of him 

as Nataraja ("Lord of the Dance"), where the figure is usually said to represent 

"ignorance", but in the earliest Indian stone monumental sculpture, figures often stand on 

dwarfish figures, as with (for example) the Bhutesvara Yakshis (Buddhist, 2nd century AD), 

where these figures also seem rather cheerful. 

Karthikeya Sharma, who conducted the ASI excavations, states that the Gudimallam 
Linga combines several later aspects of Siva; for example, the God's eyes focusing on the tip 
of his nose indicates the Virupaksha and Yoga - Dakshinamurthy aspects of later years. The 
holding of a ram in his right hand indicates the Bhikshatanamurthi aspect of Sivan. 

History of the Temple 

The name of the temple is mentioned as Parasurameswara Temple in the inscriptions. 

These inscriptions do not refer to the original builders of the temple. But they register the 

gifts made to the temple like land, money and cows for the conduct of daily worship in the 

temple. Black and Redware sherds of the 2nd or 3rd century AD have been brought to light 

during the course of excavations conducted in 1973. Potsherds of the 

Andhra Satavahana period (Circa 1st century AD to 2nd century AD) and large sized bricks 

measuring 42x21x6 inches of the same period have also been found. Hence some historians 

assign the temple to the Satavahana period. 

The sanctum of the Parasurameswara Swamy temple has a square plan embedded in 

an apsidal structure. According to Himanshu Ray, this apsidal design attests to a more ancient 

temple architecture made of perishable materials. The later restorations rebuilt on the earlier 

design.  

Historians disagree about the political history and the name of this place. There are 

several inscriptions which date to the Pallava, Yadava Devarayalu, Ganga 

Pallava, Bana and Chola periods on the walls of the shrine and on stone slabs in the temple 

courtyard. The earliest inscription belongs to the reign of Nandivarma Pallava (802 AD). All 

the inscriptions mention the keen interest taken by the donors and their gifts to the Temple. 

However, none of the inscriptions give the village name as Gudimallam. 
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Who is Kubera?  

 

 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka - pa - Ra- and the originalTamil word is Siva Perumaan 
[missing letter-sa-]- lord Siva. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka - pa - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Perum 
Panakkaaran - wealthy man- Sive- the sun – ruler of the universe. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – [- pa-] – Ra - and the original Tamil word is Variyavan- 
poor man. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – pa – Ra- and the originalT amil word is puvi yaei / 
munnai kaakiravar -lokapala. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – pa – Ra - and the original Tamil word is Kari Vakanan- 
elephantrider. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
Sinnauruvam / kurumpan[missing letter-sa-] -small stature. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – pa - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Peru uruvam- 
big stature. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – pa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is periyapaanai 
vaeiru – big pot like belly. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – pa– Ra- and the original Tamil word is Kay-ir- pana 
pai - money purse in his hand. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – p – Ra- and the original Tamil word is kaal moonu – 
three legs [three worlds] 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – pa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is naanku karam 
/ maerkkai –four hands – four directions  
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- Kubera has the consonants – ka – pa—Ra - and the original Tamilword is parkkar 
murivu – broken teeth. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – pa – Ra - and the original Tamil word is orae oru 
kann- single eye; the sun. 

  
- Kubera has the consonants – ka – [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word is naviram / 

sikarammoonu [missing letter- sa-]- three heads - three worlds. 

- Kubera has the consonants – ka – [-pa-] – Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
kanimapaarai / paaran-k-kar / irumpukanimam  / vairam – vairakkar- vaira mani / 
pachchai nira - kkar / pon –yaemakaram – kaaram- konkkurai – verukkai - vankaaram - 
hiranyam - varunam  / maanikka- kar – kana - nirakkar / vennnirapon, kanimavakaiyara; 
kanimakoorukar–kanimaurimaikkaran – owner of  minerals. 

 

Thiru Pathi 

 

 

 

https://www.tirumala.org/TTDTempleHistory 

To the north-east corner of the altar, under the flagstaff porch, there is a one – and – a-
half-feet high stone slab. This is called ‘KshetrapalakaSila’. It is said that this stone slab 
marched around the temple for providing security to the Shrine at night. 

Priests used to keep the keys of the temple on this stone slab every night after closing 
the temple and collect them to open the temple in the morning, after saluting it. 

The temple kitchen is located in the route of SampangiPradakshinam. This kitchen is 
referred to as ‘Padipotu’. Sweets and savouries like laddoo, vada, appam, dosa, poli, sukhiya, 
jilebi, and so on, which are offered to the Lordis prepared here in large quantities. To the East 
of this kitchen is the ‘Flower Chamber’. 
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 On either side of the golden gate, there are Jaya and Vijaya, the chief guards of the 
Lord, holding a conch, a disc and a mace respectively. There is a ten feet high wooden grill 
around these statues. These two devout servants guard the sanctum sanctorum of the Lord 
round the clock. 

 

 

The threshold in front of the Lord is called Kulasekhara Padi. Kulasekhara was a 
Vaishnava devotee. He had made a humble request to the Lord, to transform him to a stone 
threshold in front of lordso that he will have a glimpse of the divine beauty every day! Hence, 
this threshold was named after him. 

In the bygone days, the processional deity of Ugra Srinivasa Murthy was taken out for 
procession during festivals. When this idol was taken in a procession on a particular day, 
strange, unusual and alarming incidents took place. After these incidents, procession with this 
idol was stalled from 1330 A.D. 

However, today, the procession with Ugra Srinivasa Murthy takes place in Tirumala 
only during KaisikaDwadasi day before sunrise. 

 There is a popular anecdote regarding Malayappa Swami being made a processional 
deity in place of Ugra Srinivasa Murthy. 

 During the 13th century when Ugra Srinivasa Murthy was being taken in a procession, 

strange and disturbing incidents took place. Then all the devotees prayed to the Lord and 

sought his protection. Then the Lord voiced his words through a devotee and advised them 

not to use these idols for processions in future and told them to use other idols, which are 

available at a place called ‘Malayappa-Kona’. The priests searched that place and brought the 

idol of the Lord. As the idol was found in Malayappa Kona, the deity was called Malayappa 

Swami. While the idol of Lord Sri Venkateswara is agranite Swayambhu, Malayappa Swami’s 

idol is made of me tal alloy - Panchaloha. 
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After the main deity, Malayappa Swami has a special place of pride as he is considered 

as the processional diety - Utsava Murthy, of Lord Sri Venkateswara. It is a great feast to the 

eyes to see Malayappa Swami along with his consorts, Sreedevi and Bhudevi during 

processions, festivals and all Sevas. 

Anantalwar, one of the chief disciples of Sri Ramanujacharya, pioneered “Pushpa 

Kainkaryam” in Tirumala and became one of the prominent and ardent devotees of Lord Sri 

Venkateswara. 

However, to examine his devotion, the Lord went on to test him. In this interesting 

story, Sri Ramanujacharya, the great Acharyapurusha who revived the rituals in Tirumala 

temple, while teaching his disciples about the greatness of Tirumala told them that, the Lord 

was very fond of adorning himself with flowers as he is “Alankarapriya”. He asked if anyone of 

them was capable of growing a garden in Tirumala braving the chill climate and insects, to 

present flowers to the Lord. Anantalwar said he is prepared to do that and went to Tirumala 

with his wife. 

 In a bid to develop a beautiful garden for thePushpakainkaryam of the Lord, 

Anantalwar initially wanted to dig a pond towater the plants. He wanted to do this task 

without taking the help from outsiders. The Lord felt happy about the couple’s dedication and 

decided to help them. He approached the couple as atwelve-year-old boy but 

Anantalwarrefused to take his help. 

On a fine day, the boy helped Anantalwar’s wife who was a full term pregnant and this 

gesture of the boy enraged Anantalwar. Out of anguish, he threw a crowbar upon the boy. It 

hit the chin of the boy and blood oozed and dripped offs his chin. When Anantalwar went to 

the temple to worship the Lord, he saw blood oozing out from the chin of the Lord and then 

he realised, the boy was none other than the Lord himself. 

He realized his mistake and immediately applied camphor to the Lord’s chin. Lord was 

pleased with his devotion and said that the scar will remain forever and camphor will be 

applied to cover the mark. This ritual is carried out even today. 

The crowbar used by Anantalwar is also displayed on the Northern Wall of the main 

entrance. 

 It is believed that Vakuladevi, the foster mother of Lord Srinivasa, supervises the 

preparation of food relished by her son. To this day, she continues to supervise the 
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preparation of all the prasadams for the Lord. So a peep hole is made in the wall for her to 

oversee the preparations in the kitchen. 

 

 

 

Reconstruction of the original Story of Thirupathi  lord venkataeswara; 

Aryan priests were selling their pseudo -astrological science to the common public as  

solution to their sufferings and were making huge amount of money out of it; Tamil scholars 

of astrology were disturbed by the pseudo-astrological science of Aryan priests; they pleaded 

lord Sivan - the astrologer of the universe to come for their help; lord Sivan took the the form 

of Perum Kaniyar - great astrologer - Bhrigu and  summoned Vishnu to test his astrological 

knowledge; irked by Vishnu‘s pseudo-astrological ideas Sivan kicked on his chest with his  foot 

and advised Vishnu and his followers to do their old profession of herding with which they 

were very familiar; lord Sivan also ordered Vishnu and his priests not to meddle with scientific 

concepts of astrology thereafter; so Vishnu had to return his old job as a cowherd near 

Thirupathi; but then few Aryan priests, who were lodging a chronic grudge on Sivan ‘s order 

started slowly, secretly to memorize the Tamil scholars’s criptson their own language and 

destroyed all the original Tamil ola documents; in retaliation the Aryan priests did not allow 

the common Tamil people to recite/ read and write calling them as Sudras; this is happening 

for the last 2000 years; meanwhile Vishnu in the name of a shepherd called -payal - alias 

Balaji found that herding was a difficult, boring one and less rewarding when compared to the 

way of making money out of astronomy in the countryside; that made him lazy and he started 

to milk in a pot hiding in an anthill [place of Sivan] from the cows of the king that were grazing 

in the meadows of Thirupathi and gave it to a lady called Vakuladevi; he continued to do that 

for many years without the knowledge of others; Vakuladevi sold the milk and got good 
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money out of it; one day the shepherd boy who was none other than Sivan noticed Vishnu 

milking his cow from his place - the ant hill; Sivan got angry and assaulted Balaji with his 

stick…on his head and stood on his head and made him anasmaraina place called Gudimallam 

- 30 kms away from Thirupathi; blood was coming out of the  injured head and chin of Vishnu; 

this had happened 2000 years back; the Gudimallam lingam depicts the Sivan figure holding a 

lamb with his right hand; he holds the milk pot in his left hand which was snatched from 

Balaji; the shepherd’s staff [? axe]  is resting on his left shoulder with which he injured the 

head of  Balaji; a shepherd does not carry  an axe with him  and the axe is a heavy one which 

can not be carried on the shoulder; the shepherd’s staff has a hook at the upper end to pluck 

leaves from the branches of the trees to feed the cattle and the sheep; if the asmara has the 

fish like feet and conch like ears as interpreted by Elgood these features indicate that asmara  

is none other than Balaji /Vishnu; Sivan humiliated Vishnu / Balaji for stealing the milk from 

the cows and so made him into apasmara as a punishment; the meaning of the word  

apasmarais - to humiliate / to make someone small; the shepherd's staff is misinterpreted as 

an axe by the Aryan priests with ulterior motives so that  the Sivan figure can be named as 

Parasu Rama and to call the the entire figure as Thiri- Moorththi–Siva- the linga, Parusurama 

with the axe and apasmara - Vishnu; the necklace of asmara has three beads and they could 

represent Brahma/ Vishnu / Rudran  or Indran; it is possible that the asmara part would have 

been covered  for many years to hide the story of Vishnu humiliated by  Sivan- the shepherd. 

Vakuladevi  dressed his wound and arrested his bleeding; before leaving Gudimallam 

both of them took away all the gold, precious stones and jewels from the Gudimallam temple 

and ran to toThirupathi; Vakuladevi hid the injured body of Balaji –the shepherd boy with the 

jewels stolen from the temple of Sivan in Gudimallam; when other people enquired about his 

new jewels Vakuladevi answered them that the money to buy the jewels was earned from 

selling milk in the past; Balaji and Vakua Devi buried the remaining pearls, diamonds and gold 

jewels in a nearby land in Thirupathi shepherd hills; Vakula Devi - the foster mother of Balaji 

informed her neigbours that her adopted son was no more a poor boy as she had 

renamedhimas Srinivas - a wealthy person; there after the poor shepherd boy Balaji was 

called by his new name Srinivas; meanwhile the Aryan priests planned him for a big marriage 

like that of Sivan - in Madurai with Meenaachchi - the daughter of the king which was a long-

time cherished dream of Vishnu as he was unable to  witness the marriage of Sivan; the Aryan 

priests finally found a girl by the name Padamvathi - daughter of a king [?];  the king was not 

ready to give his daughter toa shepherd boy when the Aryan priests approached him with a 
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marriage proposal; they assured him a huge dowry money to the king on the advice of 

Vakuladevi; Vakula Devi and Balaji alias Srinivas went to the Thirupathi hills and started 

digging the land where they had buried the jewels which they had stolen from Sivan in the 

temple of Gudimallam; when people asked about their purpose of digging Vakula Devi told 

them that they were digging a well for drinking water; as Sivan got the news of digging the 

land  by Vakula Devi and  Balaji, he arrived  there in the form of a shepherd and attacked 

Balaji with his staff and Balaji got injured on his chin; but then an old man Anantalwar / Aryan 

worshiper / Aryan priest rescued Vishnu from the shepherd; Sivan told the old man that Balaji 

had stolen his jewels from Gudimallam treasury which were kept to build the temple for him; 

the old man advised the shepherd to make a complaint to the king against Balaji. Balaji and 

Vakula Devi along with the priests ran quickly to the king’s residence and offered him the 

jewels; on seeing the big treasure of diamond studs, necklaces studded with ruby stones, 

pearl necklaces, diamond rings;  golden bangles; golden bracelets, silver /gold  anklets, the 

king was ready to offer his daughter to Balaji and to proceed with the marriage function; 

however he asked Balaji whether he had stolen the jewels from Gudimallam and informed 

Vakula Devi and the Aryan priests about the complaint lodged by a poor shepherd; Balaji told 

the king that the jewels were borrowed from lord Kubera for loan and they would  easily 

repay the loan with the donation money - “moei panam” they would get from the marriage 

invitees; the king believed his words who was wearing jewels from head to foot [which was 

done by Balaji to hide the healed body wounds made by Sivan] and he did not give serious 

thoughts to the complaint made by the poor shepherd boy -  poor  Gudimallam Sivan; 

however the king ordered for an enquiry. Balaji alias Srinivas marriage with Padmavathi  was 

conducted in a grand manner as that of Sivan –Meenaachchi marriage in Madurai; meanwhile 

the fact-finding committee instituted by the king found out the truth about the theft of 

Gudimallam Sivan‘s ornaments; people got angry on hearing the news of the Gudimallam 

theft and they gathered at the place of wedding of Balaji and started shouting against him; 

the angry mob set fire to the wedding premises; the couple were already married and they 

were about to start for a procession around  the town; the angry mob did not allow them to 

go for a procession and demanded that Sivan should be allowed to go for a winning march; 

Balaji accepted their demand to escape from the angry mob as his true colors were known to 

the public; Balaji told that he had hidden the Sivan idol in the place called Malaiappa Koan–

Malai Appakoain - akam - the house of the lord Malai Appan- Sivan; that incident took  place 

around the 13th century; the Sivan- idol – Malai AppanKoan idol was brought to Thirupathi; 

from 13th century onwards the true Malai AppaKoan - Sivan  idol was taken  for procession in 
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Thirupathi and not that of Srinivasa Moorthy;  later the cunning Aryan priests kept Sridevi and 

Boodevi idols with that of MalaiAppan during the times of ceremonial processions and Siva’s 

identity was also hidden by decorations; they also buried the apasmara part of the Gudi 

lingam to hide the  history from the public. Srinivasa could not get enough “moi panam”– 

donation from the marriage attendees as he was believed to be the one who had stolen the 

ornaments of Sivan- the Kuberan;  Srinivas is still collecting money from his devotees by 

telling that he has to repay the loan he got from Kuberan[Sivan]; till now he has not repaid 

the amount / debt; that shows that the amount of jewels and  money stolen from 

Gudimallam was countless; the Kulasekara Padi is the doorstep of the original Saekaran kovil 

padi; Saekaran – means the night sun / sun of the  underworld; it is one of the epithets of sun 

god Sivan/Murugan. 
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https://storyrack.in/stories/krishna-and-aghasura.html 

- Aghasura has the consonants – ka - [-sa-]- Ra –and the original Tamil word is karunaakam 
-  cobra. 

- Aghasura has the consonants – ka –sa- Ra –and the interpretation of the word is 
Raakshasa. 

- Aghasura has the consonants - ka - [-sa-]- Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
karuvarai- womb. 

- Demon has the consonants -the - ma -an -and the originalTamil word is theeya 
maanthan- bad person. 

Aghasura was a dangerous demon sent by Kamsa to kill Krishna and his friends. 

Aghasura, with his mystic power assumed the shape of a very huge serpent and 

stretched his mouth wide open like a mountain cave. 

While playing, all the cowherd boys, cows and calves entered the mouth of this 

demon-serpent. At last Krishna also entered into this cave-like mouth of the demon. 

Aghasura tried to smash Krishna and kill him. But Krishna expanded himself within the 

throat of the demon. He was suffocated and fell down dead. Then Krishna and all his 

friends came out of the mouth of Aghasura. The demigods showered flowers on 

Krishna and praised him. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

2.30. Aghasura 

https://storyrack.in/stories/krishna-and-aghasura.html
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Interpretation; 
 

In the Aghasura - Krishna story, the cave signifies the womb and the snake 

represents the umbilical cord. The symbolism of the snake is unknown to the alien 

Indo Europeans – the Aryan people and so they had written stories like these with the 

ulterior motives to show that Krishna is omnipotent. 
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  http://www.tellmeastorymom.com/lord-krishna-kaliya-the-snake/ 

- Kaliya has the consonants - ka -la - and the original Tamil word is kaal –ili–one without 
legs. 

- Kaliya has the consoants - ka -la - and the other interpretation of the word is Vallisai 
[missing letter- sa-] – snake. 

- Kaliya has the consonants - ka - la- and the other interpretation of the word is Vilaasi 
[missing letter-sa-]- snake; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Kaliya has the consonants - ka -la - and the other interpretation of the word is viyaalam 
- snake; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Kaliya has the consonants - ka -la - and the original Tamil word is vazhalai - snake. 

- Baal has the consonants - pa -la - and the original Tamil word is pillai - child. 

This is a story about a small boy whose name was Krishna; he was living in Vrindavan 

with his parents.Once he was playing ball with his friends near a river named Yamuna. While 

playing, their ball fell into the river. Krishna was running after the ball. He immediately 

jumped into the river to get the ball.A giant snake with five heads named Kaliya, was living in 

that river. He had poisoned the water of the river with his venom. No birds or beast could go 

near that river. 

When kaliya saw a boy in the river, he got furious and rushed to attack Krishna. But 

before the snake could attack him, Krishna quickly climbed on Kaliya’s head. Krishna started 

jumping and stomping on Kaliya’s head and Kaliya started vomiting poison. Kaliya was very 

 
2.31. Lord Krishna /Kaliya - the Snake 
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strong, but he was unable to catch small Krishna. And Krishna was continuously dancing on 

Kaliya’s head. Ultimately Kaliya begged Krishna for forgiveness and Krishna ordered the snake 

to leave the Yamuna River. Kaliya bowed his head and quietly left and the people of 

Vrindavan rejoiced. 

Interpretation ;  

In the Kaliya - Krishna story, Kaliya - the snake signifies the umbilical cord/ placenta, the 

river water represents the amniotic fluid and the ball signifies the baby / embryo; krishna ‘s  

subduing the snake signifies the Aryan patriarchal thinking.   
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Origin of Temple  Prostitution  

 
The patriarchal society deflowered the women in the name of god /goddesses.  

- To worship [E] has the consonants – the – va - Ra – [-sa-] - [-pa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is Thaevaaram. 

- To worship [E] has the consonants - the –va - Ra - sa -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is Thiru Vaasakam. 

- To worship [E] has the consonants - the – va -  Ra – [-sa-] -  pa – and the original Tamil 

word is eraivanai paaduthar - worship  the lord; eraivan- god; paadu – sing/ praise; Siva 

Perumaanai paaduthar. 

 

Temple prostitution; earlier animal / human sacrifice was done in the altar – mostly in 

open places in Kurinji or The Mullai life; but then in the Maruthamperiod most of the temples 

were with roofs as people had permanent settlements; theMarutham agricultural people 

were worshipping fertility organs before worshipping fertility goddesses; initially womb / 

vagina worship followed by phallus worship and finally in a combined form  to increase the 

fertility of lands and the fertility of women as more children were in need for agricultural 

work; womb worship was initiated by the women only; the original places of womb worship  

were under the control of women as the sanctum sanctorum of the temple was called as 

karu- varai in Tamil which means womb; hence the women naturally  were the priests of the 

womb temples; in these temples no animal / human sacrifice was given as the women’s 

menstrual blood was impure for offering during their cycles; hence vegetables  and flowers / 

paddy were offered to god as the people were in the Marutham agricultural life; women 

recited Tamil songs in praise of fertility goddess; some danced to appease the  goddess  in 

tune with the devotional songs; the dance was called as poraiyaati - yin aattam; poraiyaati 

means female priest; aattam means dance; transgenders used to assist the priestess; kun-k-

kumam / saffron was offered to all women devotees apart from cooked rice, fruits, turmeric 

and flowers; animal sacrifices were not done; slowly the womb worship got modified into 

goddess worship. The Queen was the main patron of these temples; a Chola king’ s wife, the 

 
2.32. Sacred sex / Sacred deflowering 
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queen was one such priestess; the women of these goddess temples were highly respected 

by the community for their asceticism / artistic talents / skills in Poraiatti dance / reciting skills 

of Tamil Thiru Marai - the holy scripts; soon, the male priests who were conducting animal 

sacrifice in open altars built temples with roofs with the help of the kings and kept the 

combined form of male and female genital parts in the sanctum sanctorum - karu -varai – and 

they become the guardian of the karu- varai - the womb;  flowers/ fruits  and cooked rice 

were offered to the fertility figure Linga and  it was called as poo- sai; poo means flower; sei 

means do; devotees were give both kum –k – kumam and sacredash; kum – k- kumam 

signified the blood and the sacred ash signified the semen; animal sacrifice was done outside 

the sanctum sanctorum, with in the temple complex; women were not allowed to enter the 

sanctum sanctorum as the male priests continued to perform animal sacrifice and so they 

were concerned about pure blood for sacrifice; it is a strange one to note that the woman folk 

who own the womb / organ of fertility were not allowed to enter the womb of the temple – 

the sanctum sanctorum; as there was crowds of people to offer animal sacrifice to the god 

/goddess, outside the sanctum sanctorum, inside the temple complex, more number of 

priests were engaged in sacrificial rituals, poosai in the sanctum sanctorum was done by less 

number of priests; Thaevaaram / Thiru Vaasakam [7th century – time interpretation is wrong  

as the words simply means ‘to worship’ ] was recite by the priests called oathuvaars; the 

income of the priests who did sacrificial rituals was very high when compared to the priests 

who did vegetable padaiyal to the gods /goddesses; the general public also preferred animal 

sacrifice; the linga worship was more popular among elite Tamils and landlords lords and not 

among the poor peasants; hence the number of priests doing service inside the sanctum 

sanctorum became lesser and lesser; but the king and his ministers wanted to promote linga 

worship; it was roughly around  2500 B.C, about 1000 years after their entry into the Indus 

valley / India from central Asia; that time animal sacrifice was very much condemned by lord 

Buddha in North India and the kings stopped doing big royal animal sacrifice under the head 

of Brahmin priests as they did earlier; few Aryan priests turned their eyes to south India to 

earn their livelihood; but then the kings were Sivan worshippers / Saivites and their intention 

was to promote phallus worship / fertility rather than sacrifice; hence the poor Brahmin 

priests who had already convinced a section of the Tamil people and the Tamil kings about 

their fire worship by yagam / yagnam requested the kings to allow them to do poosai inside 

the sanctum sanctorum to earn their livelihood; few kings readily accepted; that was the 

greatest mistake done by the Tamil kings which  changed the entire history of the Tamil 

people/ India; now the Aryan people started doing “poojaa”  instead of “poosai“  as they did 
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not know Tamil language; they started doing poojaiin their mother tongue, an Indo Aryan 

language mixed with simple Tamil words  which was later called by the name Sanskrit; The 

Aryan nomads who entered Indus valley in search of better pasture lands made fun of linga 

worship and vagina worship as they never had the Marutham life; but then now the same 

Aryan people were ready to worship linga simply for their livelihood and not because of their 

devotion to Lord Sivan; the Aryans were very happy to have a settled life in the temple 

complex  considering the hardship of the nomadic pastoral life; soon  they threw out  the 

priests doing sacrificial rituals out of the temple complex and denied permission for them to 

enter into the sanctum sanctorum calling them as untouchables as they did animal sacrifice; 

the priests doing sacrificial rituals were the elite people of that time - the Pariahs, the 

community which was very close to the kings at that time; they only did royal sacrifices and 

they only proclaimed the kings’ orders to the public; Pariahs  were also the kings of the time; 

Egyptian king’s title - Pharaoh signifies that they were Pariahs; Chola king Raja Rajan called 

himself as aPariah; even now the Brahmin priests are very much afraid of the Pariah people 

whether they will again claim their original rights to do holy service inside the sanctum 

sanctorum; that fear only made them to have  an agreement with the kings of that time that 

the Pariah people should never not be allowed to step into the temple complex not even to 

worship the god; the elite and the rich land lord community who were well versed in 

Daewaaram, Thiru Vaasakam, the sacred Tamil scriptures disliked the Aryans worshipping  in 

unknown Sanskrit language and so they declined to support the temples’ financial needs; 

kings were worried; there was famine and starvation; the intelligent Aryan priests whispered 

into the ears of the kings the idea of sacred sexual ritual to promote the fertility of the lands; 

sacred sexual ritual was the king to have sexual intercourse on particular days  / nights with 

the fertility goddess as kings were the god’s representative in the earth; the custom of sexual 

union of the king with the queen in temples started; as per the wish of the fertility goddesses 

as told by the priests, girls from royal families slept with the kings in the temple complex; 

some elite / educated rich girls community considered as a privilege to sleep with the king as 

they thought that the main purpose of the sacred sexual union was to promote the fertility of 

the earth and the human race; it seems that those women were well brainwashed by the 

priests in the name of  fertility; their inner motive was to increase the temples’ income and 

there by their income; earlier in Kurinji and the Mullai life both the priest and the king / chief 

were the same person ; but the picture was different in the Marutham period; but the 

Brahmin priests asserted themselves that they  were also equal to the kings in status; the king 

suggested that the priests who did “pooosai “also have the rights to have sacred sexual union 
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with the virgins  in the temple complex; later the priests opened the temple gates to the 

powerful / rich men to spend the nights in the temple as they offered huge amounts of 

money to the temple maintenance; now the income of the temples had increased greatly and 

so kings offered hemhuge acres of fertile lands to the Brahmin priests; now the Brahmin 

priests called themselves superior o the kings - the kshatriya; that was the “cleverness” of the 

priests all over the world; it is no wonder that the head priest of the catholic church owns a 

country on his own -  Vatican; once the privileges enjoyed by the Pariah community was now 

transferred to the Brahmins; the Aryan priests spread the ideas to the common people that 

the family of the women participating in sexual rituals in the temple would  be blessed by the 

fertility goddess–their goddess of wealth – Lakshmi; the common people started sending 

their pre- pubertal girls / eldest daughter from the family to the temple so that their life 

would become more prosperous with the blessing of the fertility goddess; they were happy 

that their children also were given a chance to participate in the sacred temple sexual ritual 

as it was once the privilege of elite / rich  women of royal  families only; presently most of the 

poor girls belong to the Madiga and Valmuki castes - Dalit community; poverty was not the 

reason for the women to opt for a life of temple prostitute / daevadasi as some people think; 

Dalit women were the original priestess of the goddess temples and they were the founders 

of the goddess temples; it was in those temples their grandmothers did poosai to the fertility 

goddess/ distributed kun-k- k-umam to the devotees / sang  devotional songs / practiced 

poraiyaatti aattam and promoted various arts with ascetic motives; the Dalit girls / women 

were in the temples not with their original title Poraiyaatti [priestess] but with new name 

paraththai / Daevadaasi / Mathangi/ Jogini; with that title Daevadasi they had the 

opportunity again [their rights / prides] to learn / recite holy scriptures and psalms and to 

learn Poraiatti aattam as their grandmothers; they did not want to leave the temple complex/ 

the Sanctum Santorum as their husbands / non-Brahmin Tamil priests had already lost their 

rights to enter the temple complex. The Brahmin priests allowed the Dalit women to the 

temple complex knowingly to serve as Deva Dasi with the perverted idea of castrating the 

wives of their enemy / non Brahmin priests in the name of god [tantric sex]; no one stood for 

the support of the non-Brahmin Tamil priests, even the powerful landlord community as they 

were given due respect inside the temple by the Brahmin priests; Poraiatti aattam was 

renamed by the Brahmin priests as baratha naattiyam with ulterior motives and they have 

spread the idea that the sage Baratha was the father of Baratha naattiyam; it is their usual 

habit of stealing all the knowledge /gods/ goddesses / mythological stories of the Marutham 

Tamil people and proclaim as their own; paraththaiyar aattam means the dance of the 
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prostitutes; paraththai - prostitute; aattam- dance; while reciting the marriage mantra “soma 

– p –prathamoavivithae”, the Brahmin priest tells the non –Brahmin bridegroom on the 

marriage day, “ here is your bride who had  already married to the lord Soma, lord Indra / 

Gandarvaand me too, just now in the dais [priest him self] and you are her fourth husband “ 

clearly indicates that the Brahmin priests were only the true culprits who made the temple  of 

the fertility goddess into a temple of prostitution by their pseudo-philosophical ideas of 

tantric sex; later the women priests of the fertility goddess temples / womb temples 

[Yellamma temple] were also thrown out of the sanctum sanctorum by the Brahmin priests 

since they considered women as impure for their monthly discharge; the fertility goddesses 

temples also went into the hands of Brahmin priests; that only lead to temple prostitution in 

Yellama temple [Aphrodite Temple of Corinth / Inanna Temple of Sumer / Temples of Baal 

and  Astoreth / Temple of Babylonian Ishtar], previously a pure  fertility goddess temple 

where Renuka made a complaint against the Brahmin sage / priest –Jamadagni to the great 

mother goddess about the evil done to her by him; even now we can see many transgenders 

around the temples earning their livelihood by dancing and praising the goddess Yellamma 

who used to assist the female priests in the temple service in the remote past.  
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- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Malai 

Amma - Goddess Mountain 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Mazhai 

Amma- goddess of rain. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Meenal 

/Meenammal–moon goddess. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Mani 

Ammal - moon goddess; Mani – moon / sun. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the other interpretation of the word is 

Neelima/ Nila Amma- moon goddesss. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word/ name is Alai 

amma / Aazhi Amma –sea goddess; Alai –wave; aazhi –sea. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word/ name is 

Nallammal- good mother/ little mother. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Yellai 

Amman – village goddess. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is 

Chellaayee Amman [missing letter- sa-] –moon goddess. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is 

SooliAmman [missing letter- sa-] – goddess of fertility; sool- embryo; amman - mother. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word/ name is Solai 

Amman [missing letter- sa-] -goddess of the grove.   

- Yellamma has the consonants – la - ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Masaani 

Ammal [missing letter- sa-]. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la - ma – and the original Tamil word / name is   

 

2.33. Yellamma / Renuka 
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Paalaayee Amman– moon goddess /goddess of fertility; paal - milk. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la - ma – and the original Tamil word / name is  

Pachchai Ammal [missing letters- pa- and -sa-] – fertility  goddess. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is  

Pulaichchi Ammal [missing letters- pa- and -sa-] – wife ofPulaiyan- lord Siva; Pulaiyan –

who did animal sacrifice in the ancient past. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Unna 

Mulai Amman - fertility goddess; mulai - breas. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la- ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Vael 

Ammal / Vaelemmaal [missing letter- ka-]. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la - ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Vellai 

Ammal - moon goddess. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la - ma – and the original Tamil word/ name is Valli 

Ammaal [missing letter- ka-] - moon goddess / wife of lordMurugan. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la - ma – and the original Tamil word / name is Kaali 

Ammal / Ma Kaali Amman [missing letter- ka-] - moon goddess / wife of Sivan - Kaalan. 

- Yellamm has the consonants – la - ma – and the original Tamil word / name is   

Azhakammal [missing letter- ka-] - goddess of beauty. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la - ma – and the other interpretation of the word is 

Ganga- Ammal / Konkkaiammal / Kongalamman [missing letter- ka-]. 

- Yellamma has the consonants – la - ma – and the original Tamil word/ name is Vekkaali 

Amman [missing letter- ka-]-  form of Kaali Amman. 

 

Renuka was famous as the wife of Jamadagni and the mother of Parasurama. 

Jamadagni had five sons named Rumanvan, Susena, Vasu, Visvavasu and Parasurama. One 

day when Renuka went to the river, she saw Gandharva’s spirits playing. These were young 

couples carelessly frolicking in the water with abandon. For a moment, she lost her 

concentration and devotion to her husband and faltered for a moment as she was physically 

attracted to one of the Gandharvas. As she was distracted, she lost her power of collecting 

water in unbaked pots, which she had gotten from her chastity. She lost the water which she 
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had collected. Disappointed by this, she returned to the ashram in shame. Seeing Renuka 

returning empty-handed,Jamadagni became furious and ordered the sons one by one to kill 

Renuka by beheading her. The first four disobeyed. When Parasurama was ordered, he 

obeyed and beheaded his mother. Jamadagni was satisfied. Pleased with Parasurama, 

Jamadagni asked him to demand the boons he desired. Parasurama asked six boons. 1) 

Mother should come back to life, 2) his brothers should be again made into human beings, 3) 

all should forget the incident happened, 4)he should be free from the sin of matricide, 5)no 

one should defeat him and 6) a long life. All this was granted by Jamadagni. The same incident 

is narrated in various Puranas too like in Brahmandapurana, Visnupurana, Skandapuranaetc 

but with some slight variations. In Kannada folklore, especially in devotional songs sung by 

the Devadasis he is often referred to as a son of Yellamma. 

 

Interpretation   of the story  of Yellamma ; 

 It could be in Yellamma temple, that Parasu Raman killed his mother Renuka who 

came there to lodge the complaint against her husband regarding his delusion of infidelity; 

killing one’s own mother by the son because of his shared delusion with his father Jamadagni  

was a perversion of the matriarchal thinking of the Aryan Brahmins;  it was the first human 

sacrifice that was done in the temple of fertility goddess Yellamma where blood sacrifice was 

a prohibited one; on hearing the news the whole women community in the nearby villages 

gathered at the Yellamma temple to mourn the death of Renuka - the non-Brahmin woman. 

In the puranic story it was told that Renuka was a kshatriyan woman but she could be a Dalit 

woman because Dalits were the rich and elite people of that time; the women folk visited her 

throughout the year to pay tributes to Renuka; later the name Renuka was identified with 

Yellamma; The priestess community / Poraiyaatti community who witnessed the brutal killing 

of the mother by her own son was made to Devadasi community because Yellamma – the 

goddess of fertility was helpless and she asked the help of Durga [another form of the fertility 

goddess Yellamma herself].  
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According to Hindu legends, Parashurama was born to the Brahmin 

sage Jamadagni and his Kshatriya wife, Renuka, living in a hut. His birthplace is believed to be 

on top of the Janapav hills in Indore, Madhya Pradesh. On top of the hills is a Shiva temple 

where Parshurama is believed to have worshiped Lord Shiva, the ashram (abbey) is known as 

Jamadagni Ashram, named after his father. The place also has a kund (pond) that is being 

developed by the state government. They had a celestial cow called Surabhi which gives all 

they desire (cow kamadhenu's daughter). A king named Kartavirya Arjuna (not to be confused 

with Arjuna the Pandava) learns about it and wants it. He asks Jamadagni to give it to him, but 

the sage refuses. While Parashurama is away from the hut, the king takes it by 

force. Parashurama learns about this crime, and is upset. With his axe in his hand, he 

challenges the king to battle. They fight, and Parushama kills the king, according to the Hindu 

history. The warrior class challenges him, and he kills all his challengers. The legend likely has 

roots in the ancient conflict between the Brahmin Varna, with knowledge duties, and the 

Kshatriya Varna, with warrior and enforcement roles.In chapter 2 of the Vayu Purana, he is 

born after his mother Renuka eats a sacrificial offering made to both Rudra (Shiva) 

and Vishnu, which gives him dual characteristics of Kshatriya and Brahmin. 

There is another legend that the Nairs, Bunts and Nagas of Kerala and Tulunadu, 

receiving word as Parashurama approached, took the sacred threads that marked them 

twice-born, hid them in the forest and traveled south. Parashurama then gave their land to 

the Nambuthiri Brahmins, and the Nambuthiri then denied the Nairs and Bunts their status as 

royalty when Parashurama left. After he had finally rid the world of Kshatriyas, Parashurama 

conducted the Ashvamedha sacrifice, done only by sovereign kings, and gave the land he had 

conquered to the Brahmin head priests, who performed the yagyaKashyapa. The 

Ashvamedha demanded that the remaining Kshatriya kings either submit to Parashurama, or 

stop the sacrifice by defeating him in a battle. They were unable to do either, and so 

perished. 

There are legends dealing with the origins of the western coast geographically and 

culturally. One such legend is the retrieval of the West Coast from the sea, by Parasurama, a 

warrior sage. It proclaims that Parasurama, an Avatar of Mahavishnu, threw His battle axe 

into the sea. As a result, the land of the Western Coast arose, and thus was reclaimed from 

 

2.34. Parashurama 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasurama
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avatar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahavishnu
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the waters. The place from which he threw his axe (or shot an arrow) is on Salher fort (the 

second highest peak and the highest fort in Maharashtra) in the Baglan taluka of Nashik 

district of Maharashtra. There is a temple on the summit of this fort dedicated to Parshurama 

and there are footprints in the rock 4 times the size of normal humans. This fort on a lower 

plateau has a temple of goddess Renuka, Parshurama's mother and also a YagyaKunda with 

pits for poles to erect a shamiyana on the banks of a big water tank. In present-day Goa (or 

Gomantak), which is a part of the Konkan, there is a temple in Canacona in South Goa district 

dedicated to Lord Parshuram. 

- Surbi has the consonants – sa– Ra-  [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is surai- cow. 

- Arjuna has the consonants - Ra - [- sa-] - an - and the original Tamil word is aanirai- 
cows. 

- Arjuna has the consonants - Ra - sa- an - and the original Tamil word is arasan- king. 

- Kartavirya has the consonants - ka  - Ra – the–va - Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
kavarnthiduthar- capture; aanirai kavarntha arasan. 

Reconstruction  of the story ;  The stealing of the cow, surai - is called 

“aaniraikavaruthar” in Tamil which means capturing the cows; well! why did the king indulge 

in stealing; since Jamadagni had married  a non-Brahmin woman as per the matriarchal Tamil 

society  he had to give “parisam” to the bride’s family; the parisam / bridal price could be 

jewels or cattle; since Jamadagni cheated  the bride’s family by not giving the parisam - the 

cow as he was from a patriarchal family, the king intervened the case and ordered to take 

away  the cow from him and handed over to the bride’s family; Parshurama‘s aggressive 

behavior was to abolish the existing matriarchal society of the Tamils and to establish the 

Aryan way of patriarchal society in Tamil  India; he could have succeeded in his attempt of 

establishing the patriarchal society in areas like Kerala and Kon – k-kan where matriarchal 

rights was a long cherished one; he could have done that by making the people to believe 

that he was the son – in-law of Tamil people as his mother was Renuka; there were some 

racial admixtures at that time since the nomadic Aryan pastoral people were wandering in 

search of meadows unaccompanied by the women of their own community while they 

traveled all the way via Khyber Pass.    
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- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka - an - the - and the original Tamil word 

is Thiru Murugan - son of lord Sivan; Murukaanantham[Skt].  

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka- an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

kathiravan-in makan -son of the sun; kathiravan –sun; makan –son. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra -ka – an - the - and the original Tamil word 

is Muththukumaran- lord Murugan; kumaran- youth. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma – Ra-ka–an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

Kundrathur Murugan; kundram- hill – Murugan’s abode. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma – Ra - ka -an- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Durai Murugan – lord Murugan; durai - lord. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma – Ra - ka -an - the - and the original Tamil word 

is Thiru Senthoor Murugan [missing letter- sa-]- lord Murugan / one of the 6 abodes of 

lord Murugan. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka- an - the – and the original Tamil word 

is ThanikaiMaaran- lordMurugan. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka– an - the – and the original Tamil word 

is Aaru Mukam Kondoan – one with six faces; aaru- 6; mukam- face / son of Pleiades. 

- Markandaeyahas the consonants - ma - Ra - ka– an - the – and the original Tamil word 

is Kathirkaaman – lordMurugan; kathir- sun rays; kaamam - heat. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka -an - the – and the interpretation of the 

word is Mayoorakanthan [Skt] – lord Murugan; mayuri [Skt] – pea cock. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka - an- the – and the original Tamil word 

is Maathiru–irukkum paathiyan [missing letter- pa-] – lord Sivan / one half of his body is 

female; maa thiru-mother; paathi - half. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka– an - the – and the original Tamil word 

is Adaivaarkku Amuthan– lord Sivan; adiyavar - follower / devotee. 

 

2.35. Markandaya 
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- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma – Ra - ka – an - the – and the original Tamil word 

is erumai vuoorthi kondoan – the lord with buffalo as his vehicle. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka – an - the – and the original Tamil word 

is Yaeramar Kodiyoan – lord Sivan. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka -an - the – and the original Tamil word 

is Aayiram Kannudaiyaan / Kannaayira Naathan – lord Siva; aayiram - 1000; kann - eye; 

udaiya - has. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka – an -the - and the original Tamil word 

is aamarkaainthaan- lord Siva. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka – an - the - and the original Tamil word 

is Kurunthamar Kuravan – lord Siva. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra -ka – an - the - and the original Tamil word 

is Kuruntha – maevinaan - lord Siva. 

- Markandaeya has the consonants - ma - Ra - ka– an - the - and the original Tamil word 

is Koottran – k-Kumaththaan – lord Sivan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka - la – an - the – ka - and the original Tamil word is 

Kuzhai–yaadu Seviyoan [missing letter- sa-]- lord Siva. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka - la -an-  the – ka - and the original Tamil word is    

Kuvalayam Kandanthoan / Akilam Kandanthoan – Lord Sivan; kuvalayam - world. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka - la– an - the – ka - and the original Tamil word is   

Kaalam Kadanthoan- one who has won the time; kaalam - time; kada - to overcome. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka - la– an - the – ka - and the original Tamil word is 

AdankkaKolvoan - lord Sivan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka - la– an - the – ka - and the original Tamil word is 

Adaikkalam kaaththaan- lord  Sivan; kaaththaan -  protector. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka -  la- -an-  the – ka - and the original Tamil word is 

Anal / Kanal VizhiKondoan- lord  Sivan ; kanal - fire; vizhi- eye. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka - la - an - the - ka - and the original Tamil word is Ilan-

k-kumaththuvan – lord Sivan. 
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- Kalantaka has the consonants  -ka -  la- -an-  the – ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 

Kadal vidamundaan – lord Sivan; kadal - sea; vidam - poison; undidu –eat ; Samudra 

Manthan story. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka - la– an - the – ka-  and the original Tamil word is 

Kandi Kazhuththoan- Sivan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka – la - an - the – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Kayilai Aandavan – lord Sivan; aandavan- god. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka - la- -an-  the – ka-  and the  original Tamil word is 

Koa– Kazhi Naathan- lord Sivan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants  -ka -  la- -an- the – ka- and the  original Tamil word is 

Kaala Kandan - lord Sivan; kaalam- time.  

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka -  la-  an-  the – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Kayilai Vaenthan – lord Sivan; kayilai- Himalaya; vaenthan[Skt]- king. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka - la- -an- the – ka- and the original Tamil word is Kuda 

Muzhavan- Lord Sivan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka - la- an- the – ka- and the original Tamil word is Kuna-

k-Kadal- lord Sivan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka -  la- an-  the – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Kuzhai Vanakku Naathan- lord Sivan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka -  la- -an-  the – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Kuzhaikaathan- Lord Sivan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants  -ka -  la- -an-  the – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Koovilam Makizhnthaan – lord Sivan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants  -ka -  la- an-  the – ka-  and the original Tamil word is 

AadalKalai Valloan – lord Sivan; aadal - dance; kalai- art ; vallavan- the skilled person. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka -  la- an-  the – ka-  and the original Tamil word is 

Saeval Kozhi Kodi udaiyoan [missing  letter- sa-] -  lord Murugan; saevalkozhi- rooster; 

kodi- flag. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants - ka -  la– an - the – ka-  and the original Tamil word is 

Kuzhanthai Vaelaayutham – lord Murugan; kuzhanthai – child; vael – spear –aayutham- 
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weapon. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants  -ka -  la- an-  the – ka-  and the original Tamil word is 

Sankathth - Thalaivan [missing  letter- sa-] – lord Murugan; thalaivan –  the head. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka - la- an- the – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Senthil Vadi Vaelan [missing letter-sa-] – lord Murugan. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka - la- an- the – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

Thankka Vaelan -lord Murugan; vael- spear. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka -  la- an-  the – ka-  and the original Tamil word is Valli 

Vaenthan[ Skt] - lord Murugan; valli–moon goddess / Murugan‘s consort. 

- Kalantaka has the consonants -ka -  la- -an-  the – ka - and the original Tamil word is 

Kantha Vaelan[Skt]  – lord Murugan. 

- Marudmati has the consonants  - ma-  Ra - the   - ma - the  - and the original Tamil  

word is Maa Thiru - Mathi - great mother / moon goddess; maa thiru -  mother; mathi- 

moon. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the name is Vishnu. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the name is Vaasan; Seeni 
Vaasan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Akkaniyan – Sivan; 
sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Vaanavan– 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Kannaiyan / Kannan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Mukkannan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Sevu- vaanam 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Sokkan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Amaiv. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Avinaasi. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Anakan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Anankkan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Yaekan. 
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- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Munivan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Akamamaanavan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Koan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Koavan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Komaan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Koa –Makan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Umaikoan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Umai- yaakan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Konaan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Vanniyan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Vannaan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Kaniyan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Iniyavan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Ennkunan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Ennvakaiyan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Aeimukan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Aei- vannan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of word is Gan-k-ka naayakan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Gankayan – j- 
chenniyan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Kanichchivaanavan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Gani / kani 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Kaama–naasan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Sinkkam 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Siva Gnanam 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Saivan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Saevakan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Nakkan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Pakavan 
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[missing letter- pa-]. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Pavan / 
puvan[missing letter- pa-]. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Ponvannan 

- Shiva has the consonants Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word 
is Umaikoan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Umai - yaakan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Konaan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Vanniyan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Vannaan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Kaniyan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Iniyavan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Ennkunan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Ennvakaiyan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Aei-m- mukan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Aei- vannan- sa- va- 
and the interpretation of the word is Paavanaasan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Mani Vannan 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is MaanikkaVannan. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the interpretation of the word is Vaaman. 

- Shiva has the consonants - sa- va- and the original Tamil word is Vaiyan –Sivan. 

 

One legend relates the story of how Shiva protected Markandeya from the clutches of 

death, personified as Yama. Mrikandurishi and his wife Marudmati worshipped Shiva and 

sought from him the boon of begetting a son. As a result he was given the choice of either a 

gifted son, but with a short life on earth or a child of low intelligence but with a long life. 

Mrikandu rishi chose the former, and was blessed with Markandeya, an exemplary son, 

destined to die at the age of 12. Markandeya grew up to be a great devotee of Shiva and on 

the day of his destined death he continued his worship of Shiva in his an iconic form of Shiva 

Lingam. The messengers of Yama, the god of death were unable to take away his life because 
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of his great devotion and continual worship of Shiva. Yama then came in person to take away 

Markandeya's life, and sprung his noose around the young sage's neck. By accident or fate 

the noose mistakenly landed around the Shivalingam, and out of it, Shiva emerged in all his 

fury attackingYama for his act of aggression. After defeating Yama in battle to the point of 

death, Shiva then revived him, under the condition that the devout youth would live forever. 

For this act, Shiva was thereafter known also as Kalantaka ("Ender of Death ''). This was said 

to have happened in Thirukkadavoor in Tamilnadu. Thus MahaMrityunjayaStotra is also 

attributed to Markandeya, and this legend of Shiva conquering death is inscribed in metal and 

worshipped at Thirukkadavoor in Tamilnadu, India. A similar account is also given in 

Narasimha Purana, although in that version Markandeya is rescued by Vishnu after he recites 

the MrityunjayaStotra. 

Thiru Murugan / Junior Horus / Marduk alias Markandeya was the son of the sun god -

Sivan – the senior Horus; Yama was one of the forms of lord Sivan. 

 

 

Interpretation; 

The intention of the story writer was to kill sun god Murugan/ son of Sivan, who was 

very popular among the Tamil people with the help of  Yama- the god of death with his  

noose; buffalo was  Yama ‘s vehicle; the buffalo rider Yama was none other than Sivan 

himself; the attempt was futile as the universe  itself would not exist without  the sun; Vishnu 

was the competitor for Sivan.     
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Durga is identified as the principal Hindu goddess of war, strength and protection. The 

legend centers on combating evils and demonic forces that threaten peace, prosperity, 

and Dharma the power of good over evil. Durga is also a fierce form of the protective mother 

goddess, who unleashes her divine wrath against the wicked for the liberation of the 

oppressed, and entails destruction to empower creation.There are many epithets for Durga 

in Shaktism and her nine appellations are (Navadurga):Shailaputri, Brahmacharini, 

Chandraghanta, Kushmanda, Skandamata, Katyayini, Kaalratri, Mahagauri and Siddhidatri. A 

list of 108 names of the goddess is recited in order to worship her and is popularly known as 

the "AshtottarshatNamavali of Goddess Durga".Other meanings may include: "the one who 

cannot be accessed easily","the undefeatable goddess". 

In Hinduism, Durga is depicted riding a lion or tiger, with many arms each carrying a 

weapon, often defeating Mahishasura (lit. buffalo demon). She is widely worshiped by 

the Shaktas and has importance in other denominations like Shaivism and Vaishnavism.Under 

these traditions, Durga is associated with other goddesses.The word Durga  means 

"impassable", "invincible, unassailable". It is related to the word Durg which means "fortress, 

something difficult to defeat or pass". According to MonierMonier-Williams, Durga is derived 

from the roots dur (difficult) and gam (pass, go through). According to Alain Daniélou, Durga 

means "beyond defeat" 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka and the  original Tamil word is kottravai – Tamil 

 

  2.36. Durga / Mahishasura Mardini 
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goddess of war and victory. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka and the original Tamil word is Kottravan- in  

manaivi / veettu-k- kaari – wife of the king/ Sivan; kottravan- king; manaivi - wife; 

veetu-k-kaari –wife. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka and the original Tamil word is Kottravanai 

vathaiththa Kottravai - the queen who killed the king; kottravai - queen; vathaikka- to 

kill; kottravai – queen. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Kaaduurai 

Thaeivam / Thaeiva Thaai - mountain /forest goddess; kaaadu – forest. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Kuraththi Maka – 

woman from mountain. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Vettri - victory. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is  

Victoria. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka - and the original Tamil word is 

AadarKooththan-in manaivi-wife  of the dancer –Sivan; Aaadar kooththan- Sivan. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Thiru manam 

aakatha kanni Thaeivam / thaeivathaai – unmarried goddess – Brahmacharini; 

thirumanm - marriage; thaeivathaai –goddess; Kumari Thaai. 

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil word isKottravan /  

Eravaadi / yaeroor –k-kodiyoan /  kaamarkaainthaan/ karai-k-kandan / 

kurunthamaevinaan /kuranthamarkurvan  /  kondraithaaroan / Siva  Perumaani 

nveettu- k-kaarimanaivi / arthaankki / mana vattai / thunaivi [musing letter – pa- and-

sa-] – wife of Sivan. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Thiru Murugan-in 

thaai - Skanda mata; Thiru Murugan- Skandan; thaai - mata; Kumaran- in thaai. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word isMarkandaeya-  

ninThaai – mother of Markandaeya; thaai- mother. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is karuuyir 

kaakkum Thaai Theivam – MaariAmman; uyir- life; karu–embryo; kaakkum - protecting 
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- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil word is Karu –varai 

kaavar Thaeivam - goddess of the womb; karu- varai- uterus; kaavar - guard; thaeivam 

–goddess. 

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil word is Penn kuri-yir 

kudi erukkum Thaai Thaeivam /Thaamarai - k- kanni  [missing letter- pa-] -the goddess 

who is there in the female genital; penn- female; kuri- symbol; kudierukka- to 

dwell/reside. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Pennmai 

tharukira Thaai [missing letter- pa-]  -the goddess of  femininity; pennmai- femininity. 

- Durgahas the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil word isKarumuttaiyaei / 

karu –vaiuruvaakkukiraThaai – themother who develops the embryo / ovum; 

karumuttai- ovum; karu –embryo; uruvakku- create. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Kuruthi kodai 

kaetkkum Thaai Thaeivam – the goddess asking for blood sacrifice; kuruthi –blood; 

kodai- gift. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Manitha uyirai 

kaavu kaetkkum Thaeivam – the goddess who asks for human sacrifice; manithan- man; 

uyir- life; kaavu - sacrifice; kaetkka - ask. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is kodura mukam 

kondathaai –mother with cruel face; koduram – cruel; mukam- face; thaai- mother. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is vathaikkira thaai 

/ kondridum thaai – mother who kills. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil word is Maka 

Paerutharum Thaai thaeivam – the goddess who blesses her devotees to have children; 

makapaeru –children as a gift; makavu –child; paeru –gift. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Paruththa 

konkkai udaiya Thaeivam [missing letter- pa-] – the goddess with big breasts; paruththa 

- swollen; konkkai - breast. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Peruththa 

kundiyaei [iduppai] udaiya Thaeivam [missing  letter- pa-] – the goddess with big pelvis; 
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peruththa- big; kundi - pelvis; iduppu - hip. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka - and the original Tamil word is Kariya nira 

mudaiya Thaai Thaeivam – the goddess with black color; karumai - black; niram - color / 

ray; black color signifies the dark room of the womb. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Karuththamma - 

the black mother; karumai - black.  

- Durga has the consonants - the - Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Koduvari 

Vaakini / Kodu variuoorthi / Arima uoorthi – yir kunthi erukkum Thaai  – the goddess 

who is seated on the tiger; koduvari –tiger; kunthu – to sit; vaakanam – wagon; arima - 

lion; uoorthi - vehicle. 

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil word is pennukku 

ethiraaka kuttram puriyim kodiyavarai kondru kuvikka kai-yir padaiyaenthi aa / 

aayutham [kaththi / aruvaa/ koduvaa / koadaari] yaenthia Thaai Thaeivam [missing  

letter- pa-] – the goddess who hasweapon in her hands to kill those people who does 

crime against women; penn - female; ethiraaka - against; kuttram - crime; puriya –to 

do; kondru kuvikka - to massacre; padai – weapon; thaai - mother; kaththi - knife; 

koadaari –axe; aruvaa – sickle; koduvaa - sword. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Vidarakathaai / 

kuttarikumaraththi  – mountain goddess / Silaputri; vidarakam- mountain; kuttari - 

mountain; kumaraththi- daughter.  

- Durga  has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 

Parvathaththammaa / Paarvathi  [missing  letter- pa-] – mountain goddess / Silaputri; 

original Tamil name of Paarvathi  was  kuraththi; kundarm = parvatham. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil  word is  poon-k- 

kuraththi  Amman [missing letter- pa-]. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 

Digambari [missing letter- pa-] –Durga. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 

Gayatri Daevi / Gauri  Daevi- Durga; thaeivam = daevi [Skt]. 

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil word is Kavu - Maari 
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Thaai -goddess Maari Amman.  

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Thaamarai –k- 

kanni -Maari Amman. 

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is  Kurai 

theerkkum Amman – the goddess who gives boon; Varam kodukkum Amman; kurai = 

varam [Skt]. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 

Varadha - one who gives boon to the devotees. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 

Chandara Kaantha [missing  letter- sa-]. 

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is  

Saraswathi [missing  letter- sa-]- goddess of wisdom / Siddhidatri. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil word is Ariudai Nan-k-

kai - goddess of wisdom; arivu – wisdom / intelligence / knowledge; nankkai – woman. 

- Durga has the consonants - the - Ra - ka - and the other interpretation of the word is  

Soundra Naayaki / Senthoora Naayaki [missing  letter- sa-]- beautiful woman; nankkai = 

naayaki [Skt]. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Vadivukkku Arasi 

- queen of beauty; arasi - queen; vadivu - [missing letter- sa-]- beauty. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Piravi 

pinitheerkkum Thaai Thaeivam –[missing letter- pa-] - Maari Amman; piravi- birth; pini 

–sickness; theerkka - to solve/ work out. 

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 

Aathi  Para Sakthi [missing letters- pa -and- sa-]. 

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is  

oaathuvatharkku kattru koduththa thaai - the goddess who taught to recite; oaathu – 

recite; kattrukodu – educate. 

- Durga has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 

Pirakriti [missing letter- pa-] –kushmanda. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 
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Kirati - Durga.  

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 

Raevathi. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is Thiru Vudai  

Amman. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is koattai mathir-  

fort wall / thurukkam. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is  thaakka 

mudiyaatha ondru - unassailable one. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is kadakka 

mudiyaatha ondru – impossible. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka -and the original Tamil word is  vettri kaana 

mudiyaatha ondru - invincible; vettri –victory; mudiyaathu –can not. 

- Durga has the consonants -the -Ra - ka - and the original Tamil word is thoarkkadikka 

mudiyaatha ondru - cnnot be defeated; thorkka - defeat; mudiyaathu - can not. 

- Sakthi has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is thaeiva thaai 
– divine mother. 

- Sakthi has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is Kanni thaai - 
virgin mother; kannaaththaa. 

- Sakthi has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is Sivan-udaiya 
manaivi – Siva Kaami Thaai – wife of Sivan; manaivi – wife. 

- Sakthi has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is  
Kaaththaayee Amman / moon goddess Valli - Katyayini - daughter of the sage Katyayan. 

- Sakthi has the consonants – sa - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is   Kaamaatchchi 
Thaai.  

- Sakthi has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is Vadiudai 
Amman. 

- Sakthi has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is Kodi idai 
Amman. 

- Sakthi has the consonants  - sa- ka- the - and the interpretation of the word is goddess  
[E]. 
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Durga as a demon-slaying goddess was likely well established by the time the classic 
Hindu text called Devi Mahatmya was composed, which scholars variously estimate to 
between 400 and 600 CE. 

The historian Ramaprasad Chanda stated in 1916 that Durga evolved over time in the 
Indian subcontinent. A primitive form of Durga, according to Chanda, was the result of 
"syncretism of a mountain-goddess worshiped by the dwellers of the Himalaya and 
the Vindhyas", a deity of the Abhiras conceptualized as a war-goddess. Durga then 
transformed into Kali as the personification of the all-destroying time, while aspects of her 
emerged as the primordial energy (Adya Sakti) integrated into the samsara (cycle of rebirths) 
concept and this idea was built on the foundation of the Vedicreligion, mythology and 
philosophy. 

 Durga has been a warrior goddess, and she is depicted to express her martial skills. Her 
iconography typically resonates with these attributes, where she rides a lion or a tiger, has 
between eight and eighteen hands, each holding a weapon to destroy and create. She is often 
shown in the midst of her war with Mahishasura, the buffalo demon, at the time she 
victoriously kills the demonic force. Her icon shows her in action, yet her face is calm and 
serene. 

In Nepal, the festival dedicated to Durga is called Dashain (sometimes spelled as 
Dasain), which literally means "the ten''. Dashain is the longest national holiday of Nepal, and 
is a public holiday in Sikkim and Bhutan. During Dashain, Durga is worshiped in ten forms  
Shailaputri, Brahmacharini, Chandraghanta, Kushmanda, Skandamata, Katyayani, Kalaratri, M
ahagauri, Mahakali and Durga) with one form for each day in Nepal. The festival includes 
animal sacrifice in some communities, as well as the purchase of new clothes and gift giving. 
Traditionally, the festival is celebrated over fifteen days, the first nine-days are spent by the 
faithful by remembering Durga and her ideas, the tenth day marks Durga's victory over 
Mahisura, and the last five days celebrate the victory of good over evil. During the first nine 
days, nine aspects of Durga known as Navadurga are meditated upon, one by one during the 
nine-day festival by devout Shakti worshippers. Durga Puja also includes the worship of Shiva, 
who is Durga's consort, in addition to Lakshmi, Saraswati, Ganesha and Kartikeya, who are 
considered to be Durga's children. Some Shaktas worship Durga's symbolism and presence 
as Mother Nature. In South India, especially Andhra Pradesh, Dussera Navaratri is also 
celebrated and the goddess is dressed each day as a different Devi, all considered equivalent 
but another aspect of Durga. 

Interpretation: 
The  intention of Durga  was not to kill  the buffalo god; gods  of the Tamil people were 

called as demon by  the Aryan pastoral people; Durga did not kill her own husband - the 
buffalo god Sivan since she was  the fertility goddess - karuththamma; how can a woman can 
lead a fertility life without her husband?!; how can a woman celebrate the death of her own 
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husband for about 10 days / 15  days; it was the only the wishful thought of the Aryan people 
to kill lord Sivan –the buffalo god; Her name was kuraththi Maka in Kurinji mountainous 
forest lands; she was called as Paal - aayi Amman in the Mullai lands; she was called as the 
karuththamma / Kaali Amman in theMarutham agricultural lands; she was worshipped as  
Kottravai in thePaalai lands as well as the Marutham lands; kottravan means king and kottravi  
means queen; the concept of kingdom / king / queen started only in the Marutham lands; 
earlier buffalo was the vehicle of the lord Siva  intheKurinji mountains; in the Marutham lands 
Sivan became the  king and lion became his vehicle and so his wife also got the lion/ tiger 
vehicle or seat; karuththamma / Kaali Amma became wild on hearing the atrocities done by 
the  matriarchal society on womanhood  in the Marutham agricultural lands like rape, extra-
marital affairs of men, polygamy, female baby infanticide and the lack of property rights to 
women; in spite of her repeated complaints to her husband the bull god Siva she become 
aggressive and tried to assault him; but then it was only a threat from her side as she was 
sure that without him she cannot exist on her own; the assault was not exactly on lord Siva, 
but on the matriarchal society for which Sivan was the representative; without  
understanding  the entire background  and the relationship between the spouses, Sivan –the 
bull god and kaaliAmman, the Aryan  people had a perverse pleasure of seeing  the near  
death oflord Sivan; they always equated the death of lord Sivan with the birth of Vishnu. 

The death of bull god means the absence of sun god; all men and women got   
perplexed on seeing the bull god Sivan lying unconscious; hence they all together pleaded 
toDurga / kottravai – the moon goddess to forgive the lord; Kottravai - Kaali Amman again 
took her original form - the fertility  goddess -she and karuththamma reassured the people 
about the lord’s life; the nine days calculation symbolizes  the three trimesters and the tenth 
day - symbolizes the tenth lunar month -the month of  delivery of the new baby; ten or 
fifteen days calculation also symbolizes the 10/ 15 days after the missed period; we could be 
sure that a married female would have got conceived if fifteen days had gone after missing 
her periods; that was also the reason for the fifteen days - the mourning period calculation, 
observed by the Tamil people; the nine changing  phases of the bull god are the evolving 
phases of the embryo within the womb for nine months; the nine nights signify the nine-
months-stay of the fetus within the dark  room–the uterus; people started celebrating in a 
grand way, the birth of the new born baby  - their son - junior  Sivan / junior Horus / Murugan 
/Marduk  by worshiping  the -fertility goddess Karuththamma; it was  kaali  Amman / Durga  
who bargained with lord Siva on behalf of the women to have their property shares in 
alternate forms, if not in the form of lands When the lord became conscious.  
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- Monkey[ E] has the consonants– ma – an -ka- and the interpretation of the word is   
Hanuman. 

- Monkey [E] has the consonants - ma-  an-ka- and the original Tamil word is kaana  -
yuookam –  wild monkey; kaankam - forest. 

- Vanara has the consonants - va - an - Ra - and the original Tamil word is kaanavar -  
forest people; sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka;  kaanakam - forest; vaanavar –gods /sky 
people. 

- Sanjivani has the consonants – [-sa-]- na -  sa – va-  an - and the original Tamil word is  
nanju neekki-the antidote; nanju – poison; neekku – remove. 

- Sanjivani has the consonants – [-sa-]-  na– [- sa-] – va-  an - and the original Tamil word 
is punnai kunamaakku [missing letter- pa- ] -to heal the wound; punn – wound / ulcer; 
kunamaakku – to heal.  

- Dronagiri has the consonants – the - Ra – an - ka-  Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
manar kundru - sand  mound; manar - sand; kundru- hill. 

- Kalanemi has the consonants – ka- la- na – ma- and the original Tamil word is  malina 
mukam – monkey / one with black face; mukam- face. 

- Ankatha has the consonants – an - ka- the- and the original Tamil word is thaevaan-k-
kuvakai -  kind of sloth monkey. 

- Ankatha has the consonants – an - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is kondai 
moosu [missing letter- sa-] -a kind of monkey. 

 

2.37. Hanuman 
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- Ankatha has the consonants – an - ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is kaduvan - 
male monkey / male cat. 

- Ankatha has the consonants – an - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is kumuthan – 
one of the chiefs of the monkey  force. 

- Ankatha has the consonants – an - ka- the - and the original Tamil word is kattaan-   
monkey / forest dweller. 

- Hindu has the consonants- ka – an- the- and the original Tamil word is vaitheekan; 
sooththiram ka = va; va = ka. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Aravaanan – 
lord Siva. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is AravuAniyan - 
lord Sivan – with the snake. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Aravan – Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Arivan- Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is   
Arivukkariyoan-Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is AnarKaiyoan- 
Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Aarvan – Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Eraivan–god/ 
Sivan.  

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is ImaiyarKoan – 
Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Ariyaa 
Vakaiyoan – Sivan.  

- Raavana has the consonants - Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Ara – k-kann – 
Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is UnarvuAriyaan 
- Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is UmaiKooran  -
Sivan; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Raavana has the consonants - Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Uravan - Sivan. 
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- Raavana has the consonants - Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Ennu Eraivan - 
Sivan.  

- Raavana has the consonants - Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Oruvan- Sivan.  

- Raavana has the consonants - Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Oaankkaran – 
Sivan; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Karuvaan / 
karu Maanuriyan - Sivan; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Kuravan / 
Kumaran – Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Kokkaraiyoan – 
Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is vaanavar - the 
gods of the sky. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Vanoarkku 
Eriavan – Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Veeranar-
Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Periyavan 
[missing letter- pa-] -Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Siva Perumaan 
[missing letters- pa- and- sa-] – Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Eswaran 
[missing letter- sa-]-Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Min –Uruvan– 
Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants - Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Mae Variyaan 
– Sivan. 

- Raavana has the consonants- Ra –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Vaira Vannan / 
Vairavan – Sivan. 

- Vayu has a consonant–va - and the original Tamil word is aavi–wind/ vapor. 

- Vayu has a consonant–va - and the other interpretation of the word is vakam / 
vannivakan / veekam /kam /eekai -wind; sooththiram; va = ka; ka = va. 

- Sugriva has the consonants -[- sa-] – ka - Ra - va – and the original Tamil word is    
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karun-k–kurankku vakaiyara – kind of black monkey. 

- Sugriva has the consonants – sa – ka - Ra -va – and the original Tamil word is semmuka 
kurankku/ senkuran-k-kuvakai - yara - a kind of red monkey. 

- Sugriva has the consonants – sa - ka - Ra - va– and the other interpretation of the word 
is saavamirukam – monkey; mirukam [Skt] = kurankku; savaamirukam-the animal that 
never dies; saavaa - no death. 

- Sugriva has the consonants  -[- sa-] – ka-  Ra-  va – and the original Tamil word is    
kaarukam –  black monkey; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Vali has the consonants - va – la - and the original Tamil word is vali mukam- monkey 
[one with awrinkled face]; mukam-face; sooththiram; ka = va;va= ka.  

- Vali has the consonants - va– la - and the original Tamil word is vallukam - large monkey 
/ ape. 

- Vali has the consonants - va - la - and the original Tamil word is malina mukan-   
monkey with black face.   

- Vali has the consonants -  va - la-   and the other interpretation of the word is   
pilavakam/palimukam[missing letter- pa-] – monkey;  sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Vali has the consonants  -  va– la- and the original Tamil word is Koakulam - monkey; 
sooththiram; ka = va;va= ka. 

- Vali has the consonants - va– la - and the original Tamil word is koalaan – k-koolam -  
black monkey; sooththiram;  ka= va; va= ka. 

- Vali has the consonants - va - la- and the original Tamil word is kalvan- monkey / thief; 
sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Vali has the consonants - va - la- and the original Tamil word is koolam – monkey; 
sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Vali has the consonants –va– la- and the original Tamil word is koalam - monkey; 
sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka. 

- Vali has the consonants - va - la- and the original Tamil word is koakilam - monkey.  

- Vali has the consonants - va - la- and the original Tamil word is vilankku–animal/ 
monkey. 

- Nala has the consonants  -  an – la - and the original Tamil word is anilan/ anil 
vaalmakuvu [missing letter- ka-] –squirrel tail monkey; anil - squirrel; vaal - tail; makavu 
–monkey; manal- sand.    

- Visvakarma has the consonants - va – [-sa-] - ka – Ra- ma - and the original Tamil word 
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is kammiyarvakai –yara - class of workers / smiths; kammiyar –smith; vakai –class.  

- Lanka has the consonants – l - an - ka - and the original Tamil word is aankazhai / male 
stick – linga / the Sivan; aan – male; kazahi –stick. 

- Lanka has the consonants – la - an- ka - and the original Tamil word is kalinkka munn - 
Kalinka land / Orissa/ Odisha. 

- Lanka has the consonants – la- an- ka - and the original Tamil word is Naavazhaan-
theevu [missing letter- the-]; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Lanka has the consonants – la- an- ka - and the other interpretation of the word is Sin-
k-kalam [ missing  letter- sa-]. 

As a child, believing the sun to be a ripe mango, Hanuman pursued it in order to eat it. 

Rahu, a Vedicplanet corresponding to an eclipse, was at that time seeking out the sun as well, 

and he clashed with Hanuman. Hanuman thrashed Rahu and went to take sun in his abode. 

Rahu approached Indra, king of devas, and complained that a monkey child stopped him from 

taking on Sun, preventing the scheduled eclipse;  ref- Chiranjivis  or nine immortals ofHindu 

Mythology. 

Hanuman - the monkey was lord Sivan / the sun god in the Kurinji lands; hence there 

was nothing new that hanuman had taken the sun to his abode; the “gnanapazham” [fruit of 

truth] of Murugan story was the sun. 

 Hanuman is a Hindu deity, who was an ardent devotee of Rama according to the Hindu 

legends. He is a central character in the Indian epic Ramayana and its various versions. He 

also finds mentions in several other texts, including Mahabharata, the various Puranas and 

some Jain texts. A vanara (ape-like humanoid), Hanuman participated in Rama's war against 

the demon king Ravana. Several texts also present him as an incarnation of Lord Shiva. He is 

also considered the son of Vayu, who according to several stories played a role in his birth; ref 

- Chiranjivis or nine immortals ofHindu Mythology.  

When Lakshmana is severely wounded during the battle against Ravana, Hanuman is 

sent to fetch the Sanjivani, a powerful life-restoring herb, from DronagiriMountain in the 

Himalayas, to revive him. Ravana realises that if Lakshmana dies, a distraught Rama would 

probably give up, and so he dispatches the sorcerer Kalanemi to intercept Hanuman. 

Kalanemi, in the guise of a sage, deceives Hanuman, but Hanuman uncovers his plot with the 

help of an apsara, whom he rescues from her accursed state as a crocodile. Ravana, upon 

learning that Kalanemi has been slain by Hanuman, summons Surya to rise before its 

appointed time because the physician Sushena had said that Lakshmana would perish if 
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untreated by daybreak. Hanuman realizes the danger, however, and, becoming many times 

his normal size, detains the Sun God to prevent the break of day. He then resumes his search 

for the precious herb, but, when he finds himself unable to identify which herb it is, he lifts 

the entire mountain and delivers it to the battlefield in Lanka. Sushena then identifies and 

administers the herb, and Lakshmana is saved. Rama embraces Hanuman, declaring him as 

dear to him as his own brother. Hanuman releases Surya from his grip, and asks forgiveness, 

as the Sun was also his Guru; ref - Chiranjivis or nine immortals ofHindu Mythology. 

Since Raavanan was the true sun god / Sivan he had all the rights to summon Surya 

torise before the stipulated time. Hanuman could prevent the break of the day because he 

also was a form of sun / Sivan; Hanuman could lift the entire mountain because he was the 

mountain dweller; Himalaya was the abode of monkey god – Sivan; a monkey can jump from 

trees to trees and cannot fly; but then the flying monkey was none other than the sun god 

who could move [apparently] from east to west without legs and wings; the flying horse 

symbolizes also the sun god;   

Apart from Ramayana and Mahabharata, Hanuman is mentioned in several other texts. 

Some of these stories add to his adventures mentioned in the earlier epics, while others tell 

alternative stories of his life. Paumacariya (also known as Pauma Chariu or Padmacharit), the 

Jain version of Ramayana written by Vimalasuri, mentions Hanuman as a Vidyadhara (a 

supernatural being), who is the son of Pavangati and Anjana Sundari; ref- Chiranjivis or nine 

immortals of Hindu Mythology. 

 In this version of Ramayana, Hanuman is not a celibate. He marries princess 

Anangakusuma, the daughter of Kharadushana and Ravana's sister Chandranakha. Ravana 

also presents Hanuman, one of his nieces as a second wife. After becoming an ally of Sugriva, 

Hanuman acquires a hundred more wives. Hanuman is originally enraged at Rama for 

murdering his father-in-law Kharadushana. However, he becomes a supporter of Rama after 

meeting him and learning about Sita's kidnapping by Ravana. He goes to Lanka on Rama's 

behalf, but is unable to convince Ravana to surrender. Ultimately, he joins Rama in the war 

against Ravana and performs several heroic deeds. After the victory and subsequent 

celebrations, both Rama and Hanuman become Jains and achieve salvation. Later Jain texts 

such as Uttarapurana (9th century CE) by Gunabhadra and Anjana-Pavananjaya (12th century 

CE) repeat the same story with some modifications; ref- Chiranjivisor nine immortals  of 

Hindu Mythology. 

Brahma Purana mentions that the vanaras built several Shiva lingams in Kishkindha. 

After his return to Ayodhya, Rama asks Hanuman to destroy these lingams, as they are no 
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longer required. However, when Hanuman is unable to uproot these lingams, Rama orders 

them to worship permanently. The Skanda Purana mentions a variant of this story, which 

happens in Rameswaram. The Narada Purana describes Hanuman as a master of vocal music, 

and as an embodiment of the combined power of Shiva and Vishnu; ref- Chiranjivis or nine 

immortals of Hindu Mythology. 

The non-Indian versions of Ramayana, such as the Thai Ramakien, mention that 

Hanuman had relationships with multiple women, including Svayamprabha, Benjakaya 

(Vibhisana's daughter), Suvannamaccha and even Ravana's wife Mandodari.  According to 

these versions of the Ramayana, Macchanu is son of Hanuman borne by Suvannamaccha, 

daughter of Ravana.  The Jain text Paumacariya also mentions that Hanuman married 

Lankasundari, the daughter of Lanka's chief defender Bajramukha. Another legend says that a 

demigod named Matsyaraja (also known as Makardhwaja or Matsyagarbha) claimed to be his 

son. Matsyaraja's birth is explained as follows: a fish (matsya) was impregnated by the drops 

of Hanuman's sweat, while he was bathing in the ocean. 

 

Interpretation; 
 

Hanuman’s worship of lord Siva had never been changed as he refused to remove the 

Siva lingams from Kishkindha  which was against the ultimate/ secret  aim of the Aryan 

people; if the Aryan people were faced with failures in their attempts to destroy the worship  

of Sivan among the common  people, they  would play tricks by promoting the ideas that  

Vishnu was also a worshiper of lord Siva; at times he propagated the ideas that Hari and  

Sivan were one and the same - the sun gods; according to Hindu epic Ramayana, Arya Rama, 

the seventh avatar of the god Vishnu, prayed to lord Sivan in Rameswaram to absolve any sins 

that he had committed during the war against the Tamil king Raavanan in Lanka; these 

propagandas were done by the cunning Aryan priests purposely / deliberately to make the 

common people to start worshiping Vishnu; Jain version of Ramayana states that there were 

close inter- marriage relationships between the Kurinji clans / rulers / worshippers of Monkey  

god –as Sivan and the the Marutham  clans / rulers / worshippers of  bull god as Sivan 

although there could have happened exchanges of clashes between the two clans; but then 

the Hanuman worshiping Kurinji people were always harboring jealousy about the wealthy 

Marutham and Sugriva had an opportunity, given by Rama to oppose the king Raavana; Arya 

Rama did not have the guts to kill Vali on his chest,like a coward, because of his eternal fear 

of retaliation of Raavanan since Raavanan loved his Kurinji siblings so much, although Vali had 
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unresolved sibling  rivalry with his Marutham sibling -  Raavanan; the sibling rivalry was the 

reason for the intermittent clashes between Vali and Ravaanan; more over Raavanan’s  visits 

to worship their common ancestor Sivan [both for Valiand Ravaanan] in the Kurinji mountain 

was thwarted by Sugriva because he was the ruler of the mountain; if Arya Rama had the 

permission from the king Barathan to punish  the evils as he replied to Vali, he should not 

have killed Vali with an arrow hiding behind a tree.  

In Greek mythology, the Trojan War was waged against the city of Troy by 

the Achaeans (Greeks) after Paris of Troy took Helen from her husband Menelaus, king 

of Sparta. The war is one of the most important events in Greek mythology and has been 

narrated through many works of Greek literature, most notably Homer's Iliad; ref  en. m. 

wikipedia. org /wiki /Trojan_War. 

 

The Odyssey is one of thetwo major ancient Greek epic poems attributed to Homer. It 

is one of the oldest extant works of literature still read by contemporary audiences. As with 

the Iliad, the poem is divided into 24 books. It follows the Greek hero Odysseus, king 

of Ithaca, and his journey home after the Trojan War. After the war itself, which lasted ten 

years, his journey lasts for ten additional years, during which time he encounters many perils 

and all his crewmates are killed. In his absence, Odysseus is assumed dead, and his 

wife Penelope and son Telemachus must contend with a group of unruly suitors who compete 

for Penelope's hand in marriage; ref  en. m. wikipedia. org /wiki / odysse. 

A lunar eclipse occurs when the Moon moves into the Earth's shadow. This can occur 

only when the Sun, Earth, and Moon are exactly or very closely aligned with Earth between 

the other two, and only on the night of a full moon. The type and length of a lunar eclipse 

depend on the Moon's proximity to either node of its orbit. 

A totally eclipsed Moon is sometimes called a blood moon due to its reddish color, 

which is caused by Earth completely blocking direct sunlight from reaching the Moon. The 

only light reflected from the lunar surface has been refracted by theEarth's atmosphere. This 

light appears reddish for the same reason that a sunset or sunrise does; ref 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lunar_eclipse. 

- Troy has the consonants –  the – Ra - and the original Tamil word isThiru - Uoor – holy 
city; thiru –holy; uoor - city; thaai thiru naadu - motherland ; thaai - mother;   thiru - 
holy; naadu – state. 
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- Paris has the consonants – pa - Ra -sa - and the original Tamil word ispaerarasan  -
emperor; paer - great;arasan- king  

- Helen has the consonants - la - an -and the original Tamil word is nila- moon. 

- Helen has the consonants - la - an -and the other interpretation of the word is Luna[ 
Latin] -  moon . 

- Menelaus has the consonants - ma -an - la –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
manaalaan- husband ; Mani Mozhiyan. 

- Sparta has the consonants– sa-  pa- Ra- the - and the original   Tamil word ispai –thiram 
- country.  

- Sparta has the consonants– [ -sa-] -  [-pa-]- Ra- the-and the original Tamil word is  
Madurai.    

- Sparta has the consonants – [ -sa-] - pa – Ra- the-and the original Tamil word is  
PaandiyarNaadu. 

- Sparta has the consonants – [ -sa-] – pa - Ra - the -and the original Tamil word is  
CeraNaadu .  

- Sparta has the consonants– sa-  [-pa-]- Ra- the-and the  interpretation of the word is 
raastra - country. 

- Sparta has the consonants– sa- pa -Ra- the-and the interpretation of the word is 
piradaesam / purathinai - state / foreign country. 

- Sparta has the consonants – sa- pa -Ra- the -and the interpretation of the word 
isUththrapatham- northern country. 

- Sparta has the consonants – [- sa-] - [-pa-] – Ra- the-and the original Tamil word is  
Thaai thiru  naadu- motherland  

- Sparta has the consonants– [-sa-]- pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word is  
perumthinai / periyanaadu – big state; periya - big; thinai – state / land. 

- Sparta has the consonants– sa – [- pa-] - Ra- the-and the original Tamil word is than 
arasunaadu – a republican state;  arasu –kingdom . 

- Sparta has the consonants– sa – [- pa-] - Ra- the-and the original Tamil word is 
mudiarasu naadu- kingdom. 

- Sparta has the consonants – sa-  pa - Ra- the-and the original Tamil word is pennarasu 
naadu- state  ruled by a  queen. 

- Sparta has the consonants–- sa--  [- pa-] - Ra- the-and the original Tamil word is  
sittrasu- small kingdom / under kingdom   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menelaus
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- Sparta has the consonants – sa – pa - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word is  
naattupuram - countryside. 

- Sparta has the consonants – sa - pa - Ra- the-and the original Tamil word is  
idaipadusiru naadu - buffer state. 

- Sparta has the consonants - sa – pa - Ra- the-and the original Tamil word is Samaya / 
matha saarpuattra arasu – secular state; samayam - religion; matham – religion.  

- Odyssey has the consonants- the - [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is paththu–aandu 
nedum - oada / theppapayanam[missing letter- pa-] –tenyears of boat voyage; paththu- 
ten; aandu - year; oadam- boat; theppam - boat; nedum- long; payanam- trip. 

- Penelope has the consonants – pa- an - la – [-pa-]-  and the original Tamil word is Penn 
Nila - woman as the moon; penn- women; nila - moon. 

- Penelope has the consonants – pa- an - la – [-pa-]-  and the original Tamil word is  
ponnila- golden moon; pon- gold; nila- moon.   

- Penelope has the consonants – pa- an - la – [-pa-]-and the original Tamil word is  
Paanjaali [missing letter-sa-] 

- Penelope has the consonants – [- pa-] - an - la – [-pa-]-  and the original Tamil word is 
maanal - beautiful girl. 

- Penelope has the consonants – [- pa-] - an - la – [-pa-]-  and the original Tamil word is 
manaiyaal- wife. 

Interpretation; 
Stealing one’s wife and the subsequent war to get her back is also the theme of the 

Greek play - Iliad like that of Ramayana; stealing one’s  wife  is a way of castration of one’s  

enemy; Lunar eclipse and castration were the main  inspirational  themes for the writers  

of the ancient past; Penelope’s  cloth was nothing but the sky cloth and the stitching of 

that cloth could not be finished as there was no end to the sky; Paanjaali’s  [MahaBaratha]   

saree was also the sky cloth; with the background theme of lunar eclipse / kidnapping the 

female, authors with great avarice, compiled together and weaved finely the old folk 

stories of various periods / of various authors along with their own wild imagination / 

ulterior motives created the so called great epics and puranas! 
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                          Rama’s  bridge  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam%27s_Bridge 

The ancient Indian Sanskrit epic Ramayana (7th century BCE to 3rd century CE) written 

by Valmiki mentions a bridge constructed by god Rama through his Vanara (ape-men) army to 

reach Lanka and rescue his wife Sita from the Rakshasa king, Ravana. The location of the 

Lanka of the Ramayana has been widely interpreted as being the current day Sri Lanka 

making this stretch of land Nala's or Rama's bridge. Analysis of several of the older Ramayana 

versions by scholars for evidence of historicity has led to the identification of Lankapura no 

further south than the Godavari River. These are based on geographical, botanical, and 

folkloristic evidence as no archaeological evidence has been found. Scholars differ on the 

possible geography of the Ramayana but several suggestions since the work of H.D. 

Sankalia locate the Lanka of the epic somewhere in the eastern part of the present 

day Madhya Pradesh.  

The western world first encountered it in Ibn Khordadbeh's Book of Roads and 

Kingdoms (c. 850), in which he refers it as Set Bandhai or Bridge of the Sea. Some early Islamic 

sources refer to a mountain in Sri Lanka as Adam's Peak, (where Adam supposedly fell to 

earth). The sources describe Adam as crossing from Sri Lanka to India via the bridge after his 

expulsion from the Garden of Eden; leading to the name of Adam's Bridge. Alberuni (c. 1030) 

was probably the first to describe it in such a manner. A British cartographer in 1804 prepared 

the earliest map that calls this area by the name Adam's bridge. 

- Adam has the consonants -the - ma - and the original Tamil word is Motha Maanthan -  
the first  man; mutha- first; maanthan -  man.   

- Adam has the consonants -the - ma - and the original Tamil word is munn thittai-    small 
sandy land; munn - sand.  

- Saethu has the consonants - [ - sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is munnthittu - 
small / patchy sandy land. 

  Adam’s Bridge    

https://www.srilanka.travel/adam's-bridge. 

 

2.38. Adham’s Bridge 
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The Indian Sanskrit epic Ramayana by Valmiki speaks of a bridge, Setubandhanam, a 

bridge over the ocean connecting India with Sri Lanka, the land of Ravana, the ruler of men and 

god. The epic attributes the building of the bridge to the ape army of Rama, who was assisting 

him in his war against Ravana to win back his wife, Sita. 

True to the legendary epic a bridge, man-made or natural, did exist between Sri Lanka 

not so long ago, interconnecting Rameswaram Island, off the southeastern coast of Tamil Nadu, 

India, and Mannar Island, off the northwestern coast of Sri Lanka. Geological evidence suggests 

that this bridge is a former land connection between India and Sri Lanka, made with chain of 

limestone shoals surrounded by a shallow sea of one to 10 meter depth. 

The thirty-km-long-bridge, which separates the Gulf of Mannar from the Palk Strait, was 

reportedly passable on foot up to the 15th century until storms deepened the channel. The 

Rameshwaram temple records suggest that Rama’s Bridge was completely above sea level until 

it was destroyed in a cyclone in AD 1480. 

The bridge and its surrounding sea was first mentioned in the western world in "historical 

works in the 9th century" by IbnKhordadbeh in his Book of Roads and Kingdoms in 850 AD; 

referring to it as Set Bandhai or "Bridge of the Sea". 

The earliest map that calls this area by the name Adam's bridge was prepared by a British 

cartographer in 1804, in reference to an Abrahamic myth, in which Adam used the bridge to 

reach a mountain, which the British identified with Adam's Peak, where he stood repentant on 

one foot for 1,000 years, leaving a large hollow mark resembling a footprint. 

Wrapped in legend and historical misjudgments, a diverse range of opinion and 

confusion exist about the nature and origin of this structure even today. In the 19th century, 

two prevalent theories explained the formation of the structure. One considered it to be 

formed by a process of accretion and rising of the land, while the other surmised that it was 

formed by the breaking away of Sri Lanka from the Indian mainland. 

In the same confused manner studies have variously described the structure as a chain 

of shoals, coral reefs, a ridge formed in the region owing to thinning of the earth's crust, a 

double tombolo and a sand spit or a series of barrier islands. The age of the bridge had also 

been calculated as 125,000 years to 3500 years, which incidentally is also the age of the 

Ramayana. 

Meanwhile a team from the Centre for Remote Sensing (CRS) of Bharathidasan 

University, Tiruchi led by Professor S.M. Ramasamy in 2003 claimed that the, "Rama's bridge 
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could only be 3,500 years old" and, "as the carbon dating of the beaches roughly matches the 

dates of Ramayana, its link to the epic needs to be explored". However, one needs to note that 

the surveys which have come out with 3500 age for the bridge are based on the studies 

conducted on corals grown on the bridge itself and it has been argued that this represents only 

the age of what was measured, which is the corals. The bridge underneath the corals has been 

dated back to hundreds of thousands of years earlier. 

A former Director of the Geological Survey of India, S. Badrinarayanan claims that such a 

natural formation would be impossible; He justifies the same by the presence of loose sands 

layer under corals for the entire stretch as corals normally form above rocks and not over sand 

layers. 

Interpretation; 
Hanuman  could  fly to Lanka because he  was the sun god- lord Siva; earlier  Raavana 

had kidnapped Sita in his sun chariot; if  Rama / alias Vishnu was  a solar god why  did  he fail 

to fly  to reach  Lanka?; why did the Sugriva‘s  associates did  not use boats to reach  Lanka, 

just 40 kms from Paampan; since they were from Kurunji lands they did not possess the art of  

building boats; it is was a well known fact  that the Aryan pastoral people lacked the 

knowledge of building boats; they could have even swum to Lanka as the depth of the sea 

was very low; but the art of swimming was not known to the pastoral people; what about 

building the bridge - saethu ?; why did Arya Rama failed to build the bridge on his own and 

asked the help of nala / nila?; how could Nala -  the squirrel tail monkey [man from  Kurunji 

mountain] build the bridge?; the word  nala should signify  only manal - which means the 

sand.Since the nomadic  Aryan pastoral people did not  have the life of the Marutham and the 

Neithal life, they lacked the knowledge of building  the bridge also; Saethuand Adam are the 

corrupted forms of the Tamil words munn thittu – patchy sandy area; Raavana had the fire on 

his forehead with which he could set fire to the tail of Hanuman; even Hanuman could 

himself set fire on his own to his tail as he was also a form of Sivan/ sun god; Raavana did not 

kill Hanuman because he was his son – in-law/sun god of the Kurinji people; “ indru poaei 

naalai vaa “clearly had signified the fact symbolically that Raavana was the sungod; indru 

poaei naalai aa -  go today and come tomorrow; indru –today;poa - go; naalai - tomorrow; 

vaa- come. 
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- Ashwapati has the consonants -sa - va—[- pa-]- the - and the original Tamil word is  

Sivanaandi – follower / devotee of lord Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

kathiravan – sun; sooththiram; ka = va ; va = ka. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

Kathiravan- in manaivi / Kathiravan- in veettu-k- kaari-wife of the sun god;manaivi - 

wife; veettu-k-kaari - mistress.  

- Satyavan – Savitri has the consonants –sa- the – va- an - sa- va - the - Ra- and the 

original Tamil word is seththavanai / seththa kanavanai –  yaman-idamerunthu uyirai 

meettu vantha manaivi / mania - yaatti-the wife who rescued her husband from the 

god of death; seththa - died; kanavan-husband; uyir- life; mettuedukka -  to get back; 

Yama- lord of death; veettu –k-kaari –wife.  

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Thiru 

Murugan – sun god; sooththiram  ka=va; va= ka; Thiru Murugan- in Thaai - mother 

oflordMurugan /Marduk; thaai - mother.  

 

2.39. Satyavan Savitri 
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- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] –va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

AnndaVaanar- Sivan.   

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Aravam 
Soodi - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Arvaadi – 
Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
Aravaenthi -  Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –sa –va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Avir Sadiayan 
- Sivan . 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Ara-  
Vidaiyaan – Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word isArut -
Saevadi -Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Aandavar 
– god / Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-]- va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
Aaravamuthuan – Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-]- va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Era -Vaadi 
– Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-]-- va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
EruvarThaettinan- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-]-- va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Eruva 
Raeththru - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-]-- va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Eruthu 
Uoorvaan  - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-]- va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Ottrai 
Padaravan [missing letter- pa-] - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-]-va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
Edapamuoorvaan [missing  letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-]-va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Uru 
Tharuvoan- Sivan . 

- Savitr has the consonants –[-sa-]-- va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Uttravan - 
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Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –sa- va- the - Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Saaama Vaethar - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –sa- va- the - Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Sivaananthar- Sivan . 

- Savitr has the consonants –sa- va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Sudar vidu 
Senthee / jothi– Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants –sa- v-]- va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Thuraram 
Theerppavan [missing letter- pa-]- Sivan.  

- Savitr has the consonants - sa- va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Thamarai 
Saevadi – Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
Thaayumaanavar 

- Savitr has the consonants - sa- va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Thaayir 
Siranthavan - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - sa- va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Vaappudaiyoan [missing  letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Thaevar / 
Thaeiva Piraan [missing letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Thodar 
Variyaan -Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - sa-va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Nattavar – 
Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - sa- va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
Nattravaththaan – Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - a–va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Nattarvan – 
Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - sa- va- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Pasi Pini 
Theerppavan [missing  letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - sa–va- the – Ra- and the interpretation of the word is 
Panjavadiyaar [missing letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - sa- va- the - Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is 
Panjavadi Maarpan [missing letter- pa-]- Sivan. 
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- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Panivaar 

Pattru [missing letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

Paraththuvoan [missing letter- pa-] -Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Pattravan 

[missing letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Pattru 

Aruppavan [missing letter- pa-] - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Puttru 

idam kondaar [missing letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Perum 

Theivam / Perum Thaevan [missing letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Peru 

Vudaiyaar [missing letter- pa-]- Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Marutha 

Vaanan - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

Varaththan / Varathan - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the interpretation of the word is 

Vaar Sadaiyoan - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

vidamundaar - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Vidai - 

uoorthi / vidaiyaeri -Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Viri 

Sadaiyan - Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Virinthaan 

-Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
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Viruththan –Sivan; Varrathu Vantha Maa Mani. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Veedar- 

Sivan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] –va- the - Ra- and the other interpretation of the word 
is Venn–thuraiNaathan / Aandi - Sivan; Vaana-th-thiraiyan. 

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the other interpretation of the 
word is Vaenther / kottravan –king / Sivan; sooththiram ka= va; va= ka.  

- Savitr has the consonants - [-sa-] - va- the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is Vaedar –
hunter – Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - sa - the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is 
seththavan- dead person.  

- Satyavan has the consonants - [-sa-] - the- va- an - and the original Tamil word is 
maandavan - dead person.  

- Satyavan has the consonants - sa - the - va- an - and the original Tamil word is 
Sivaanaandi - devotee of Sivan.  

- Satyavan has the consonants - sa - the - va- an - and the interpretation of the word is 
Satha Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - sa - the -va- an - and the interpretation of the word is 
Sivaananthan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - sa - the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is Suvandan 
– Sivan.  

- Satyavan has the consonants - sa – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is Jothi / 
Senthee vadivaanavan – one in the form of fire - Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - sa – the –va- an - and the interpretation of the word is 
Thaththuvan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [-sa -]- the –va- an - and the original Tamil word is  
Thayim - aanavan-Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [-sa-] –the –va- an - and the original Tamil word is Thee 
aaduvoan - Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [-sa-] –the –va- an - and the original Tamil word is 
Aandavan -god.  

- Satyavan has the consonants -[- sa-]  –the -va- an - and the interpretation of the word is  
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Daevan/ thee vadivanavan - god. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [-sa-] –the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is 

Thooyavan – pure one- sun god- Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - sa –the-  va- an - and the original Tamil  word is Then 

Naadu udaiya Sivan – one who owns the southern land; then – south; naadu - state; 

udaiya - has. 

- Satyavan has the consonants– sa- the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is Thoadu 

udaiya Seviyon – Sivan.  

- Satyavan has the consonants– sa - the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is Nanju 

undavan - Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - sa- the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is Munn 

sumanthavan -Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants– sa- the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is Mathi 

Vannan -Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants– sa - the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is 

MathiVaanan -Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants -[ -sa-] - the-  va- an - and the original Tamil word is  Mana 

–thth-akaththaan – Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants  - [-sa-] –the-  va- an - and the interpretation of the word 

is Mathavan – Sivan; Saethu Maathavan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants   -[ -sa-] – the - va- an - and the original Tamil word is Maa 

Thaevan – great god; maa - great. 

- Satyavan has the consonants   -[ -sa-] – the - va- an - and the original Tamil word is  

Nattavan - dancer - Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [ -sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is  

Vidamundaan – Sivan who consumed poison. 

- Satyavan has the consonants -[ -sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is  

Vidaiyan - Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants -[ -sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is 
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Vidaiyavan - Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants -[ -sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is 

Vidaiudaiyaan - Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants -[ -sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is 

Viththan -  Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is Viyan 

Sadaiyan -  Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [-sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is Venn 

Mathiyoan - Sivan 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [-sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is 

Vaenthan - Sivan 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [-sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is 

Vaedan - Sivan 

- Satyavan has the consonants -[-sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is Annda 

Vaanan - Sivan 

- Satyavan has the consonants -[ -sa-] – the -va- an - and the original Tamil word is  

SanthiVannan / Anthi Vannan – Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [ -sa-] – the - va- an - and the original Tamil  word is  

Thaandavan –Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [ -sa-] – the - va- an - and the original Tamil  word is  

Vudaiyaan - Sivan. 

- Satyavan has the consonants - [ -sa-] – the -va- an - and the other interpretation of the 

word is Swami Naathan – lordMurugan / son of Sivan. 

- Malavika has the consonants - ma - la – va - ka - and the original Tamil word is Vallikam 

– creeper. 

- Malavika has the consonants - ma - la – va - ka - and the original Tamil word is Nilavu 

Makal - moon goddess; nilavu – moon. 

- Malavika has the consonants - ma - la – va-  -ka  - and the original Tamil word is  

Maanikka Valli -moon goddess Koamala Valli; valli- moon goddess; valli–creeper; 
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maanikkam - ruby. 

- Malavika has the consonants - ma - la – va - ka - and the other interpretation of the 

word is Vellai Kamala Vaeni / Makal; vellai- white; kamalam - lotus. 

- Malavika has the consonants - ma - la – va -ka - and the original Tamil word is Selva 

Makal [missing letter- sa-] -goddess of wealth. 

- Malavika has the consonants - ma - la – va - ka - and the original Tamil word is Venn –

Kaiyilai Makal - goddess of the Himalaya; vennmai - white; kaiyilai - Himalaya. 

- Malavika has the consonants - ma - la – va - ka - and the original Tamil word is Vaan 

Makal / Vanna Makal - sky goddess; vaan - sky; vannam - color. 

- Vanam has the consonants  - va - an- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kaanakam-  

forest; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Parva has the consonants - pa - Ra - va- and the original Tamil word is paruvam - period 

/ season. 

In Hinduism, Savitri and Satyavan are a legendary couple, known for their love and 

devotion to each other. Savitri is described to be a princess, who marries an exiled prince 

named Satyavan, who was prophesied to die early. The legend describes Savitri's wit and 

love, which saved her husband from the death god Yama. 

The oldest known version of the story of Savitri and Satyavan is found in Vana 

Parva ("The Book of the Forest") of the Mahabharata. The story occurs as a multiply-

embedded narrative in the Mahabharata as told by sage Markandeya. 

When Yudhishthira asks Markandeya whether there has ever been a woman whose devotion 

matched Draupadi’s, Markandeya replies by relating this story.  

The childless king of Madra Kingdom, Ashwapati, lives ascetically for many years and 

offers oblations to Sun God Savitr. His consort is Malavika. Finally, pleased by the prayers, 

God Savitr appears to him and grants him a boon: he will soon have a daughter. The king is 

joyful at the prospect of a child. She is born and named Savitri in honour of the god. Savitri is 

born out of devotion and asceticism, traits she will herself practice. 

Savitri is so beautiful and pure; she intimidates all the men in the vicinity. When she 

reaches the age of marriage, no man asks for her hand, so her father tells her to find a 

husband on her own. She sets out on a pilgrimage for this purpose and finds Satyavan, the 
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son of a blind king named Dyumatsena of Shalwa Kingdom; Dyumatsena lost everything 

including his sight, and lives in exile as a forest-dweller with his wife and son. 

Savitri returns to find her father speaking with Sage Narada who announces that Savitri 

has made a bad choice: although perfect in every way, Satyavan is destined to die one year 

from that day. In response to her father’s pleas to choose a more suitable husband, Savitri 

insists that she will choose her husband but once. After Narada announces his agreement 

with Savitri, Ashwapati acquiesces. 

Savitri and Satyavan are married, and she goes to live in the forest. Immediately after 

the marriage, Savitri wears the clothing of a hermit and lives in perfect obedience and respect 

to her new parents-in-law and husband. 

Three days before the foreseen death of Satyavan, Savitri takes a vow of fasting and 

vigil. Her father-in-law tells her she has taken on too harsh a regimen, but Savitri replies that 

she has taken an oath to perform these austerities, to which Dyumatsena offers his support. 

The morning of Satyavan’s predicted death, Savitri asks for her father-in-law’s 

permission to accompany her husband into the forest. Since she has never asked for anything 

during the entire year she has spent at the hermitage, Dyumatsena grants her wish. 

They go and while Satyavan is splitting wood, he suddenly becomes weak and lays his 

head in Savitri’s lap. Servants of Yama the god of Death come and return without the soul of 

Satyavan due to Savitri's holiness. Then Yama himself comes to claim the soul of Satyavan. 

Savitri follows Yama as he carries the soul away. When he tries to convince her to turn back, 

she offers successive formulas of wisdom. First, she praises obedience to Dharma, then 

friendship with the strict, then Yama himself for his just rule, then Yama as King of Dharma, 

and finally noble conduct with no expectation of return. Impressed at each speech, Yama 

praises both the content and style of her words and offers any wish, except the life of 

Satyavan. She first asks for eyesight and restoration of the kingdom for her father-in-law, 

then a hundred children for her father, and then a hundred children for herself and Satyavan. 

The last wish creates a dilemma for Yama, as it would indirectly grant the life of Satyavan. 

However, impressed by Savitri's dedication and purity, he offers one more time for her to 

choose any wish, but this time omitting "except for the life of Satyavan". Savitri instantly asks 

for Satyavan to return to life. Yama grants life to Satyavan and blesses both of them to attain 

a long life. 
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Satyavan awakens as though he has been in a deep sleep and returns to his parents 

along with his wife. Meanwhile, at their home, Dyumatsena regains his eyesight before Savitri 

and Satyavan return. Since Satyavan still does not know what happened, Savitri relays the 

story to her parents-in-law, husband, and the gathered ascetics. As they praise her, 

Dyumatsena’s ministers arrive with news of the death of his usurper. Joyfully, the king and his 

entourage return to his kingdom.  

In Bihar, Jharkhand, and Odisha, married women observe Savitri Brata on 

the Amavasya (new moon) day in the month of Jyestha every year. This is performed for the 

well-being and long life of their husbands. A treatise entitled Savitri Brata Katha in 

the Odia language is read out by women while performing the puja. In Western India, the 

holy day is observed on the Purnima (full moon) of the month as Vat Purnima. 

It is believed that Savitri got her husband back on the first day of the Tamil 

month Panguni. So, this day is celebrated as KaradayanNonbu in Tamil Nadu. On this day, 

married women and young girls wear yellow robes and pray to Hindu goddesses for long lives 

for their husbands. Girls start this practice at a very young age; they wear a yellow robe on 

this day from the time they are a year old so they will find a good husband in future. 

 
Interpretation; 

Sathyavan was the sun god;  Savitri was the moon goddess; her blind  father inlaw  was 

the  senior sun god/ old sun god / Sivan; he can be equated with senior Horus of Egypt;  blind 

eyes signified the  old age / past  life; Dhritarashtra’s  blindness signified the same; hundred 

children symbolized the stars; Yama  was a form of sun god Sivan himself;  hence the death of 

the sun god Satyavan could represent only the winter solstice;  mythological stories have to 

be interpreted in three planes;  they are the astronomical events in the sky, human characters 

in the earth and the fertility of the womanhood and the  agricultural lands; if the 

interpretation matches all these three factors, the validity of that  interpretation is very high. 
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- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra - sa - an – the - Ra – and the original Tamil 

word is Thiru Murugan - in  thanthai Sivan -  father of  Murugan/Marduk-   Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants  - ka – Ra-  sa - an – the-  Ra – and the original Tamil 

word is Thiru Senthoor Murugan – Murugan  in his abode Thiru Senthoor. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants  - ka – Ra-  sa - an – the-  Ra – and the original Tamil 

word is vaikarai naera Senkathiravan - early morning  sun; vaikarai = early   morning; 

naeram - time; semmai –red; kathiravan – sun.  

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  sa - an – the- Ra – and the original Tamil 

word is Arunthavarukkarasu - Sivan 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-  Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is EruvarThaettinan – Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the- Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is En – naatavarukkum eraivan – Sivan. 

 

2.40. Harishchandra 
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- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-  Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Yaeramar/ Yaerurkodiyaan – Sivan 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-  Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Karuththa Mani Kandar – Sivan.  

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-  Ra – and the original 

Tamil word isKarai -midattraan / Karaiyaarmidaran – Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-  Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Kattrai mayir / vaarSadiayan – Sivan.  

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the - Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Kandraarkaravan – Sivan.  

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the - Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Kunamkuri- yiranthaan  -Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the- Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Kurunthamarkuravan – Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the - Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Kondrai – th-thaaroan - Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-sa-- an – the - Ra – and the original Tamil 

word is Chandra Saekaran – Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  sa-- an – the - Ra – and the original Tamil 

word is Saathikeethavarththa maanoar – Sivan.  

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-  Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Thani  perun-k- karunai [missing  letter- pa-] -Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the - Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Puram moondru eriththavan [missing letter- pa-]-Sivan.  

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra- [-sa-] - an – the-Ra – and the original Tamil 

word is Paranthu nindravan [missing letter- pa-] -Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the - Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Neerani kundram – Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants  - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Thaayir Siranthavan – Sivan. 
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- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-Ra – and the original 

Tamil word is Maa –kaayanuthiram kondaan - Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra- [-sa-] - an – the-  Ra – and the original 

Tamil  word is Maattru –ari Varathan – Sivan.  

- Harishchandra has the consonants  - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-  Ra – and the original 
Tamil word is Muttrum unarnthavan – Sivan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants  - ka – Ra-  [-sa-] - an – the-  Ra – and the original 
Tamil word is Vaarana-th– thurivai–yaaan. 

- Harishchandra has the consonants - ka – Ra-sa - an – the-  Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is Vakirsadaiaran 

- Harishchandra has the consonants  - ka – Ra-sa - an – the - Ra – and the original Tamil 
word is Virunthuitta Varathan – Sivan. 

- Varuna has the consonants – va - Ra - an – and the original Tamil word is vaanavar-  sky 
people / gods. 

- Varuna has the consonants -va-  Ra - an – and the original Tamil word is Vaanava 
Raayan – king of the sky / Sivan; vaanam- sky; Raayan- king. 

- Varuna has the consonants - va - Ra - an – and the original Tamil word is vaanneer - rain 
/ sky wate; vaan - sky; neer - water. 

- Varuna has the consonants - va-  Ra - an –  and the original Tamil  word is meenavar  - 
fisherman/ Sivan. 

- Varuna has the consonants -  va-  Ra - an –  and the  original Tamil word is Kaanavar- 
forest people. 

- Varuna has the consonants -  va-  Ra - an –  and the interpretation  of the word is   
Vaarunam - sea. 

- Varuna has the consonants – va - Ra - an – and the original Tamil  word is van-k-ka neer 
- sea; neer- water; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; makaranakkam. 

- Varuna has the consonants -  va - Ra - an –  and the interpretation of the word is   
arunavam - ocean. 

- Varuna has the consonants - va - Ra - an – and the interpretation of the word is makara 
neer - sea; neer- water; makaram - shark. 

- Varuna has the consonants - va - Ra - an – and the original Tamil word is vuvarineer–
sea. 
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- Varuna has the consonants -  va-  Ra - an –  and the original Tamil word is paravaineer 
[missing letter- pa-]- sea water;neer - water.  

- Varuna has the consonants -  va-  Ra - an –  and the original Tamil word isperuvanam 
[missing letter- pa-]-sea. 

- Varuna has the consonants -va-  Ra - an –  and the original Tamil word is powranai 
[missing letter- pa-]-sea. 

- Varuna has the consonants – va - Ra - an – and the interpretation of the word is 
saakaraneer [missing letter- sa-]-sea water. 

- Varuna has the consonants - va - Ra - an – and the original Tamil word is Tharankkam 
[missing letter- the -] - missing letter- the -] -sea; sooththiram - ka= va; va = ka.  

- Varuna has the consonants –va - Ra - an – and the interpretation of the word is makara 
meen - shark fish; meen –fish.  

- Varuna has the consonants - va - Ra - an – and the original Tamil word is 
suraavakaimeen [missing letter-sa-] – kind ofshark fish; suraa - shark. 

- Varuna has the consonants -  va - Ra - an – and the original Tamil word is paruvaai 
suraameen [missing letters- pa- and-  sa-]; shark fish. 

- Rohita has the consonants- Ra -ka–the - and the original Tamil word is Thiru Murugan / 
Marduk - son of Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants- Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Adiyaarkku- 
iniyan –Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants- Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Adaivaar – k –
ka –amuthan– Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants- Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is AnndaVaanar- 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants- Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Aravaadi – 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants- Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Aravaarththan 
– Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants- Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Aravuyaenthi – 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants- Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is ArutKooththan 
– Sivan. 
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- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Ara-k- 
kodiyoan - Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Ara Vidaiyaan- 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Arivu-
onnaathavan – Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonant s - Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Aadaravan - 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka–the - and the original Tamil word is Aadar Koa -
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka–the - and the original Tamil word isAandavar- Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants – Ra- ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Aaravamuthan 
- Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Eravaadi – 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is 
Eruvarthaettinan - Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is UruTharuvaan - 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Unarvu 
kadanthaan – Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is En-
naatavarukkum eraivan - Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is 
Yaeruuyarkodiyoan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Kanndan-k-
karuththan / karun-k-kanndan - Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Kathirkannan - 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Karuththan - 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Karaikanndan - 
Sivan. 
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- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka - the - and the original Tamil word is Kandraar- k-
karavan - Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Koottram 
kaainthaan / koottram kadinthaan - Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Kottravan – 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamilword is Kondrai 
Vaenthan – Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Thiru Vaan - 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Thodar 
Variyaan - Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Mani -k- 
kundran- Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is MathiVaanar - 
Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the interpretation of the word is 
Marakatham - Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Muruku 
Udaiyaar – Sivan. 

- Rohita has the consonants- Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Kathirkaaman- 
Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Kunaa- tharan 
–Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Aarumukam - Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the original Tamilword is Thiru Mukam- 
Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka–the - and the original Tamil word is Muththu- k -
kumaran -Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the interpretation of the word is 
Kaarththikaeyan – Murugan. 
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- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the interpretation of the word is 
MayooraKanthan -Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the interpretation of the word is Uthaya 
Kumaraan - Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the interpretation of the word 

isIndraMarukan - Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the interpretation of the word is 

Suthaakaran [missing letter- sa-] – Murugan; Sen-k-kathiroan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka– the - and the interpretation of the word is 

Sukirthan [missing letter- sa-] –Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka–the - and the interpretation of the word is  Chandra 

Kaanthan [missing letter- sa-]- Murugan. 

- Rohita has the consonants - Ra - ka – the - and the interpretation of the word is Guru 

Moorththi - Murugan. 

Harishchandra is a legendary Indian king of the Ikshvaku dynasty, who appears in 

several legends in texts such as Aitareya Brahmana, Mahabharata, the Markandeya Purana, 

and the Devi-Bhagavata Purana and was the son of Sathyavrata (Trishanku). 

The most famous of these stories is the one mentioned in Markandeya Purana. 

According to this legend, Harishchandra gave away his kingdom, sold his family and agreed to 

be a slave – all to fulfill a promise he had made to the sage Vishwamitra. It is also said that 

Harishchandra was a truthful man, who never lied in his life and is therefore also 

called Satyavadi (one who always speaks truth). 

According to a legend mentioned in Aitareya Brahamana, Harishchandra had 100 

wives, but no son. On advice of the sage Narada, he prayed to the deity Varuna for a son. 

Varuna granted the boon, in exchange for an assurance that Harishchandra would make a 

sacrifice to Varuna in the future. As a result of this boon, a son named Rohita (or Rohitashva) 

was born to the king. After his birth, Varuna came to Harishchandra and demanded that the 

child be sacrificed to him. The king postponed the sacrifice multiple times citing various 

reasons, but finally agreed to it when Rohita became an adult. Rohita refused to be sacrificed 

and escaped to the forest. An angry Varuna afflicted Harishchandra with a stomach illness. 

Rohita intermittently visited his father, but on advice of Indra, never agreed to the sacrifice. 
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Later, Rohita managed to substitute himself with Sunahshepa in the human sacrifice. 

Sunahshepa prayed to the Rigvedic deities, and was saved from the sacrifice. Harishchandra's 

illness was also cured because of Sunahshepa's prayers; Sunahshepa was adopted by the 

sage Vishvamitra.. 

 

Harishchandra  was the  senior / old sun god; his 100 wives were the stars; his only  son 

was  the junior / young sun godMurugan; Junior sun god could not be sacrificed because 

there could be no universe without him; Sunahshepa  could not be sacrificed as there was no  

substitute for the junior sun godMurugan; this story is the plagiarized form of the original 

story of Markandeya; the motive of the author was to promote the Aryan is edgods of the 

Tamil  people as their own; Markandeya / Thiru Murugan was given the new name  Rohit; 

Yama was replaced  by VarunaandMirikandu was replaced by Harishchandra. 

 

Markandeya Purana legend 

The Markandeya Purana legend is as follows: 

King Harishchandra lived in the Treta Yuga. He was an honest, noble king. His subjects 

enjoyed prosperity and peace. He had a queen named Shaivya (also called Taramati) and a 

son named Rohitashva. Once, while on a hunting expedition, he heard the cries of a woman 

asking for help. Armed with a bow and arrow, he went in the direction of the sound. The 

sound was an illusion created by Vighnaraja, the lord of the obstacles. Vighnaraja was trying 

to disturb the tapasya (meditation) of the sage Vishwamitra. When he saw Harishchandra, 

he entered the king's body and started abusing Vishwamitra. This disturbed 

Vishwamitra's tapasya, and destroyed all the knowledge that the sage had acquired during 

this tapasya. 

When Harishchandra came to his senses, he realized that the sage was extremely angry 

with him, and apologized. He promised to fulfill any of the sage's desires to get rid of his guilt. 

Vishwamitra demanded dakshina (donation) for his rajasuya yajna. The king asked him what 

he wanted in payment. In response, Vishwamitra said "Give me all that you have except 

yourself, your wife and your child." Harishchandra agreed to the demand. He let go of all his 

possessions – even his clothes. As he readied to leave his palace with his family, Vishwamitra 

demanded another donation. Harishchandra said that he did not have any possession left, but 

promised to make another donation within a month. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harishchandra#cite_note-David_1991-1
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Harishchandra started living in penury with his wife and his family. His loyal subjects 

followed him. When Vishwamitra saw the king with his subjects, he started cursing 

Harishchandra for taking along his subjects (who were a part of the kingdom donated to the 

sage). The king then decided to leave the kingdom with his family. To make them go away 

sooner, Vishwamitra started beating the queen with a stick. When the five guardians of the 

directions saw this, they condemned Vishwamitra. The sage cursed them to take birth as 

human beings. These guardian deities were born as the sons of the Pandavas and Draupadi. 

  Nearly a month after leaving his kingdom, Harishchandra arrived in the holy city 

of Kashi, only to see Vishwamitra already present there. The sage demanded the donation 

that the king had promised him. Harishchandra pointed out that there was still some time left 

in completion of one month. The sage agreed to come back at the next sunset and departed. 

As his hungry son cried for food, Harishchandra worried how he would be able to make a 

donation to the sage. His wife Shaivya suggested that he sell her to get some money. After 

some hesitation, Harishchandra accepted the proposal and sold her to an elderly man. Their 

child would not let go of his mother, so it was decided that he would accompany his mother 

(and an extra payment was made for him). Soon after, Vishwamitra appeared again and 

demanded the donation, Harishchandra gave him all the money he had received from the 

sale of his wife and son. However, Vishwamitra was unhappy with the donation, and 

demanded more. Harishchandra then decided to sell himself. An outcaste chandala (actually 

the deity of dharma in disguise) offered to buy him, but Harishchandra's self-respect as a 

high-caste Kshatriya would not allow this. He instead offered to be Vishwamitra's slave. 

Vishwamitra agreed, but then declared "Since you are my slave, you must obey me. I sell you 

to this chandala in exchange of gold coins." The chandala paid the sage, and took along 

Harishchandra as a slave. 

 The chandala employed Harishchandra as a worker at his cremation ground. He 

directed Harishchandra to collect fees for every body cremated there: a part of the fee would 

go to the chandala, a part would be given to the local king, and the rest would be 

Harishchandra's remuneration. Harishchandra started living and working at the cremation 

ground. One day, he dreamed about his past lives, and realized that his current condition was 

a result of his past sins. During this nightmare, he also saw his queen crying before him. When 

he woke up, he saw his queen actually crying before him. She held the dead body of their son, 

who had died of a snake bite. Thinking of his misfortune, Harishchandra thought of 

committing suicide, but then realized that he would have to continue paying for his sins in his 
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next life. Meanwhile, the queen readied to cremate the dead body of their son. But, 

Harishchandra told her that he would not let her do so without paying the fee. At that time, 

all the deities appeared led by the deity of Dharma and accompanied by Vishwamitra. They 

praised Harishchandra for his good qualities, and invited him to heaven.But Harishchandra 

refused to go to heaven without his public who had lamented over his departure from his 

kingdom. He believes that they are the equal sharer in his merits and that he will only go to 

heaven when his people also accompany him. He requested the king of devas, Indra to allow 

his people to go to heaven at least for a single day. Indra accepts his request, and he along 

with his people ascend to the heaven.After his ascension to heaven, Vashistha – the sage of 

Harishchandra's royal dynasty – ended his tapasya of 12 years. He came to know about the 

unfortunate events that had happened to Harishchandra during these years. He started a 

severe fight with Vishwamitra, but was ultimately pacified by Brahma. Brahma explained to 

him that Vishwamitra was only testing the king, and had actually helped him ascend to 

heaven. 

This story affected Mahatma Gandhi, who was deeply influenced by the virtues of 

telling the truth when he watched the play of Harishchandra in his childhood.  

Brahma Vaivarta Purana 

Harishchandra's daughter, Padmini is the wife of the Haihaya king Kritavirya. Her son 

is Kartavirya Arjuna, who was slain by Parashurama. 

Devi-Bhagavata Purana 

The Devi-Bhagavata Purana contains a story similar to the one mentioned in 

the Markandeya Purana, but also contains a reference to the Aitareya Brahamana legend. 

This legend is narrated by Vyasa to Janamejaya. It starts with Vashistha – the sage of 

Harishchandra's royal dynasty – praising the king's honesty and noble character. Vishwamitra 

objects to this, pointing out that Harishchandra was ready to sacrifice Sunahshepa, a human. 

He promises to prove that Harishchandra is not of noble character, and tricks the king into 

breaking his tapasya. The rest of the story is similar to the Markandeya Purana version, with 

minor variations. 

In Mahabharata, Narada tells Yudhishthira that Harishchandra is 

a rajarshi (king-slave), and the only earthly king who finds a place in the assembly of gods. 

According to Narada, Harishchandra was a powerful emperor, and all the kings on earth 

accepted his suzerainty. He performed the rajasuya yajna. After completing the rituals, he 

gratified the Brahmins with delicacies, gave them what they wanted and gifted them jewels. 
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For this reason, he finds a place alongside Indra (the king of gods).  

 

Interpretation; 
The last para tells the real motive of the author of the story; his intention was to make 

the kings and thecommon people to believe that  Brahmin priests [Vishwamitra] were 

superior to the kings and they have to conduct grand Yajna frequently and to offer lands and 

jewels to them in order to reach heaven; they threatened the kings that those kings who 

were against the Brahminpriests, who were opposing the priest’s supremecy, who were not  

offering gifts to them had to face the sufferings of Harischandran; the grandiose delusion of 

the Aryan sages was that all the kings and his citizens were the slaves of the Brahmin priests / 

sages; that was the true message of the story; according  to the story, HarishChandra did not 

do anything against Vishwamitra and Vighnarajaonly disturbed his meditation; it is sad thing 

that Gandhidid not condemn the cruel /inhuman / unethical / unlawful / cunning  / cowardice 

behavior of the Aryan sage; theChandalan was none other thanlord Sivan - the god of 

cremation ground; as his  son was the the junior  sun god, he could not be buried as  he would 

never die. 
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- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Marunthayee; marunthu arunthuthar. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma –sa- and the original Tamil word is Madurai 

Meenaachchi - goddess of Madurai city.  

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma - sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Muthirchchi adaiyaathu - not matured. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Maariyaaththaa - fertility goddess / rain goddess; maari- rain; aaththaa - mother. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the –ma - sa- and the original Tamil word is Thiru 

manam puriyaatha / seithidaatha ponnu [missing letter- pa-]-girl who had not married; 

thiru manam - marriage; seithidu - do; seithidaathu - not done; ponnu - girl. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma - sa - and the original Tamil word is  

samaiyaatha oruththi – a girl  who has notattained puberty; oruththi- one female. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- sa- and the original Tamil word is sittraadai 

uthiram indri – waist cloth without blood; uthiram - blood; indri - without; aadai - cloth. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- sa- and the original Tamil word is arupathu 

sirumiyar [missing letter- pa- ]- 60 girls; arupathu - 60; sirumi - girl. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra – the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

thaarathaththam – giving a girl in marriage with certain ceremonies. 

 

2.41. Artemis 
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- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Maa 

Thiru- great mother. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

thaaram / thirumanam - marriage 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

thirumathi - wife. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

piraimathi [missing letter- pa-]-  crescent moon; Saaru Mathi; Chandra Mathi; mathi- 

moon; pirai –crescent. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- sa- and the original Tamil word is sudar 

mathi - moon. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

muyarkoodu [missing letter- ka- ]-moon 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

amutha kathir [missing letter- ka-]-  moon; kathir - rays. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is keettru 

mathi [missing letter- ka-] - crescent moon. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is kodi – 

th-tharm [missing letter- ka-]- the moon in the  eighth phasis [sometimes 7th or 9th] in 

her increase or decrease, when she is in the merdian at  sunset or sunrise. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

araimathi – half  moon / dichotomized moon; arai - half. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

niraimathi - full moon. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 

word is Chandra-uthayam / mathi-in   thoattram – moon rise. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is eera 

mathi- the cool moon. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is muthir 

pirai [missing letter- pa-]- the second quarter of the increasing moon. 
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- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

punittru mathi [missing  letter- pa-] - crescent moon. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- sa- and the other interpretation of the word 
is astamichandran - crescent moon.  

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the –ma - sa- and the original Tamil word is 
Maruthuvachchi [missing letter- ka-] – midwife. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
perum thooimai udaiya ponnu [missing letter- pa-] 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the –ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
murudan – hunter; murudi- huntress. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- sa-and the original Tamil word is 
maathavidaai varathava [missing letter- ka-] -not attained puberty; maatha vidaai - 
menses. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the - ma -sa - and the original Tamil word is saetham 

indri – uninjured; nastam indri – uninjured. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra – the -ma- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is 

uoottram indri - uninjured; indri - without. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the -ma- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is theemai 

/ attram indri – unharmed. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the –ma- sa-and the original Tamil word is maasu 

maru indri - without stain. 

- Artemis has the consonants - Ra - the –ma- sa-and the original Tamil word is idarinmai -

safe. 

 
Artemis is the Greek goddess of the hunt, the wilderness, wild animals, the Moon, 

and chastity. The goddess Diana is her Roman equivalent. 

Artemis is the daughter of Zeus and Leto, and the twin sister of Apollo. She was the 

patron and protector of young girls, and was believed to bring disease upon women and 

relieve them of it. Artemis was worshiped as one of the primary goddesses of childbirth and 

midwifery along with Eileithyia. Much like Athena and Hestia, Artemis preferred to remain 

a maiden and is sworn never to marry. 

Ancient Greek writers, by way of folk etymology, and some modern scholars, have 
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linked Artemis (Doric Artamis) to ἄρταμος, artamos, i.e. "butcher" or, like Plato did 

in Cratylus, to ἀρτεμής, artemḗs, i.e. "safe", "unharmed", "uninjured", "pure", "the stainless 

maiden". 

Various conflicting accounts are given in Classical Greek mythology regarding the birth 

of Artemis and Apollo, her twin brother. However, in terms of parentage, all accounts agree 

that she was the daughter of Zeus and Leto and that she was the twin sister of Apollo. In 

some sources she is born at the same time as Apollo, in others, earlier or later. 

The childhood of Artemis is not fully related in any surviving myth. A poem 

by Callimachus to the goddess "who amuses herself on mountains with archery" imagines a 

few charming vignettes of a young Artemis. While sitting on the knee of her father, she asks 

him to grant her ten wishes: 

1. To always remain a virgin 

2. To have many names to set her apart from her brother Phoebus (Apollo) 

3. To have a bow and arrow made by the Cyclopes 

4. To be the Phaesporia or Light Bringer 

5. To have a short, knee-length tunic so she could hunt 

6. To have 60 "daughters of Okeanos", all nine years of age, to be her choir 

7. To have 20 Amnisides Nymphs as handmaidens to watch her hunting dogs and bow 

while she rested 

8. To rule all the mountains 

9. To be assigned any city, and only to visit when called by birthing mothers 

10. To have the ability to help women in the pains of childbirth. 

As a virgin, Artemis had interested many gods and men, but only her hunting 

companion Orion won her heart. Orion was accidentally killed either by Artemis herself or 

by Gaia.  

The river god Alpheus was in love with Artemis, but as he realized he could do nothing 

to win her heart, he decided to capture her. When Artemis and her companions 

at Letrenoi go to Alpheus, she becomes suspicious of his motives and covers her face with 

mud so he does not recognize her. In another story, Alphaeus tries to rape Artemis' 

attendant Arethusa. Artemis pities the girl and saves her, transforming her into a spring in the 

temple Artemis Alphaea in Letrini, where the goddess and her attendant drink. 

Bouphagos, son of the Titan Iapetus, sees Artemis and thinks about raping her. Reading 

his sinful thoughts, Artemis strikes him down at Mount Pholoe. 
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In another story, Siproites is a boy who, either because he accidentally sees Artemis 

bathing or because he attempts to rape her, is turned into a girl by the goddess. 

According to the standard modern text on the work, Lamar Ronald Lacey's The Myth of 

Aktaion: Literary and Iconographic Studies, the most likely original version of the myth 

portrays Actaeon as the hunting companion of the goddess who, seeing her naked in her 

sacred spring, attempts to force himself on her. For this hubris, he is turned into a stag and 

devoured by his own hounds. However, in some surviving versions, Actaeon is a stranger who 

happens upon Artemis. According to the Latin version of the story told by the 

Roman Ovid having accidentally seen Diana on Mount Cithaeron while she was bathing, he 

was changed by her into a stag, then pursued and killed by his 50 hounds. Various tellings also 

diverge in terms of the hunter's transgression: sometimes merely seeing the virgin goddess 

naked, sometimes boasting he is a better hunter than she, or even merely being a rival of 

Zeus for the affections of Semele. 

Orion was Artemis' hunting companion. In some stories, he is killed by Artemis, while in 

others he is killed by a scorpion sent by Gaia. 

 In other versions, Orion tries to seduce Opis, one of Artemis' followers, and she kills 

him. In a version by Aratus, Orion grabs Artemis' robe and she kills him in self-defense. 

In yet another version, it is Apollo who sends the deadly scorpion. According 

to Hyginus Artemis once loved Orion (in spite of the late source, this version appears to be a 

rare remnant of her as the pre-Olympian goddess who took consorts as Eos did), but was 

tricked into killing him by her brother Apollo, who was "protective" of his sister's 

maidenhood. 

Artemis, the goddess of forests and hills, was worshipped throughout ancient 

Greece. Her best known cults were on the island of Delos (her birthplace), in Attica 

at Brauron and Mounikhia (near Piraeus), and in Sparta. She was often depicted in paintings 

and statues in a forest setting, carrying a bow and arrows and accompanied by a deer. 

The ancient Spartans used to sacrifice to her as one of their patron goddesses before 

starting a new military campaign. 

Athenian festivals in honor of Artemis included Elaphebolia, Mounikhia, Kharisteria, 

and Brauronia. The festival of Artemis Orthia was observed in Sparta. 
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Pre-pubescent and adolescent Athenian girls were sent to the sanctuary of Artemis at 

Brauron to serve the Goddess for one year. During this time, the girls were known as arktoi, 

or little she-bears. A myth explaining this servitude states that a bear had formed the habit of 

regularly visiting the town of Brauron, and the people there fed it, so that, over time, the bear 

became tame. A girl teased the bear, and, in some versions of the myth, it killed her, while, in 

other versions, it clawed out her eyes. Either way, the girl's brothers killed the bear, and 

Artemis was enraged. She demanded that young girls "act the bear" at her sanctuary in 

atonement for the bear's death.  

Artemis was worshipped as one of the primary goddesses of childbirth and midwifery 

along with Eileithyia. Dedications of clothing to her sanctuaries after a successful birth were 

common in the Classical era. Artemis could be a deity to be feared by pregnant women, as 

deaths during this time were attributed to her. As childbirth and pregnancy was a very 

common and important event, there were numerous other deities associated with it, many 

localized to a particular geographic area, including but not limited 

to Aphrodite, Hera and Hekate. During the Classical period in Athens, she was identified 

with Hekate. Artemis also assimilated Caryatis (Carya) 

An important aspect of Artemis' persona and worship was her virginity, which may 

seem contradictory given her role as a goddess associated with childbirth. It is likely that the 

idea of Artemis as a virgin goddess is related to her primary role as a huntress. Hunters 

traditionally abstained from sex prior to the hunt as a form of ritual purity and out of a belief 

that the scent would scare off potential prey. The ancient cultural context in which Artemis' 

worship emerged also held that virginity was a prerequisite to marriage, and that a married 

woman became subservient to her husband. In this light, Artemis' virginity is also related to 

her power and independence. Rather than a form of asexuality, it is an attribute that signals 

Artemis as her own master, with power equal to that of male gods. It is also possible that her 

virginity represents a concentration of fertility that can be spread among her followers, in the 

manner of earlier mother goddess figures. However, some later Greek writers did come to 

treat Artemis as inherently asexual and as an opposite to Aphrodite. 
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Interpretation; 
The numeroustesticles on Artemis chest indicate that she was not a complete female; 

absence of monthly flow made her to go for hunting; that was the reason she remained  

unmarried; since she was a eunuch she participated in childbirth; Pre-pubescent girls were 

sent to her sanctuary as a way to filter the hermaphrodites to stay within the temple 

complexand serve her as priestess as they were not impure by the monthly  discharge; the 

girls whose cloth was stained with blood can return home; since Artemis could not give birth 

to a child she had asked her father to become a nurse to women in parturition; Her short 

tunic, bow and arrow were the symbols of a boy; Artemis killed Orion when he  grabed her 

cloth because of the fear that  her true sexual identitiy would be known to the  public; 

Actaeon was killed by her for the same reason when he saw her, while taking bath. 
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The story of Meenakshi begins with the Pandiyan king Malayadhwaja and queen 

kanchanmala who performed yaga to beg the gods for a son. Instead a girl appeared 

from the yagya fire. The princess was considered to be an incarnation of the goddess 

Parvathi but was born with three breasts. The gods advised the royal couple to bring 

up their daughter as their heir- a prince to the throne and the astrologers predicted 

that the third breast would disappear when Meenakshi meets her husband. When her 

father died, young Meenakshi became the queen and began an expedition of 

conquests that took her to the north. Leading her army and after conquering many 

kingdoms, when the warrior queen reached Swarga in the Himalayas she came into 

conflict with gods. As they – were fighting the battle, the gods requested Shiva to save 

them and when shivaN appeared on the battlefield, Meenakshi’s third breast vanished 

and she knew she had finally found her husband. Meenakshi requested Shiva to marry 

her and he very benignly consented. Shiva told her to return to Madurai and wait for 

him. He arrived eight days later in the resplendent form of Sundareswarar, the 

handsome lord and married the beautiful Meenakshi in a magnificent ceremony called 

Thiru kalyanam. Lord Vishnu appeared riding on a golden horse to give the bride away. 

Later the divine couple had a son called Subramaniya also called kartikeya.  

 

   2.42. Meenatchchi / Meenakshi / An-k-kaiyarkanni 
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- Malayadhwaja has the consonants -ma – la - the - va – [ -sa-] - and the original Tamil 
name is Malaiyaandi Thaeivam – mountain god; thaeivam –god. 

- Kanchanmala has the consonants – ka - an -[ -sa-] -  an  -ma - la- and the  original Tamil 
name is MalaiKanni – mountain goddess; malai - mountain; kanni - virgin. 

- Parvathi has the consonants -[-pa-] -Ra - va -the – and the original Tamil name is 
kuraththi – female from mountain; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

- Paravtham has the consonants -[-pa-] -Ra - va -the - and the original Tamil name is 
kundram - hill. 

 
Interpretation;  

There are many similarities between Artemis and Madurai Meenakshi; both were 

warrior goddesses. The third breast of  Meenakshi was actually a symbol of phallus  and  it 

was not  an super numerary  breast;  the testicles on the chest of Artemis signified that she 

was not a complete female; the real fact was that Artemis and Meenatchchi were inter sex; 

Artemis accepted her disorder of  sex  development and she preferred to remain unmarried;  

parents of Meenatchchi could not accept  that fact; to avoid humiliating comments  from the 

general public they decided to get her married  to  god Sivan; to satisfy her ego Meenatchchi 

was  adorned with green saree  and  was given a  green parrot  - the symbols  of  fertility;   

people were very happy that  their  queen was married to the great god Sivan;  Vishnu’s  

portrayal as Meenatchchi’s brother was done with ulterior motives; the  entire story was an  

allegory of marriage between the moon goddess and the sun god as both were asexual; in 

ancient days intersex people were the priestess of the temples where blood sacrifice was 

done as they were considered  “pure” in the sense they were without the monthly flow; it 

was later only young girls were forcibly married to the male god as a way to promote fertility 

by  some crooked-minded  male priests which finally ended in temple prostitution.   
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Like Krishna's gopis, Andal had conquered Vishnu by her love and devotion. Her father 

was Periaazhvaar, a Vishnu devotee, who found her abandoned at the Srivilliputtur Vishnu 

temple when she was young. As she grew older, her love for Vishnu deepened. One day 

Periaazhvaar found her wearing the garlands of the temple's deity. When he asked her, she 

said, "I am wearing the god's garlands whom I shall marry." Angry, Periaazhvaar made fresh 

garlands. That night Vishnu appeared in his dream and said that he would only accept the 

garlands that Andal had worn. Now Andal understood her divine nature and offered her at 

the Ranganatha temple at Srirangam. Ranganatha is another name of Vishnu. While she was 

being offered, Andal disappeared and merged herself with the idol. Andal is also known as 

Goda, or Bhumadevi. 

The Alvars were medieval Vaishnavite poets who composed hymns in Tamil, making 

the essence of the Vedas accessible to more people. Four thousand songs written by the 

Alvars, compiled as the Nalayira Divya Prabanadham, are considered the equivalent of the 

Vedas. Even today, the (Tamil) DivyaPrabanadham is chanted by those leading temple 

processions, while the (Sanskrit) Vedas are chanted by those following the deity. 

Andal was the only woman among the twelve Alvars. Another of the twelve Alvars, 

Periyalvar, is said to have found Andal as a baby in the tulsi garden at the Srivilliputhur 

temple, and adopted her. Theories abound – that Andal did not exist and was a pseudonym 

used by her father, Periyalvar. To form our own opinions, we must go into the backgrounds of 

the other Alvars. Andal, too, is said to have disappeared in the Sri Ranganatha/Vishnu temple 

 

2.43. Andal 
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at Srirangam. Legend goes that she reached the doors of the sanctum sanctorum, where 

she merged into her god.By the sixteenth century, Andal was worshiped as a goddess. Along 

with Shridevi (Lakshmi), Andal appears beside Vishnu as his consort, Bhudevi – the 

personification of earth. Sita, too, is associated with Bhudevi. 

Andal’s Life and Work 

Andal was found as an infant by Vishnuchittan, also known as Periyalvar (the Elder 

Alvar). She was called Kodhai – garland/given by the lord. She grew up in the temple town of 

Srivilliputhur and became known as Andal - she who ruled. The Thiruppavai (The Path to 

Krishna) and the NachiyarThirumozhi (The Sacred Songs of the Lady) are her two 

works.Thiruppavai, her first work, is a 30 verse song. Spirited, energetic Kodhai calls out to 

the lazy ones to join in the prayers and seek His grace. The song continues to be recited by 

young women in Tamilnadu in the month of Margazhi (mid-December to mid-

January).NachiyarThirumozhi is lesser known. Understandably, Andal sings passionately, 

unselfconsciously, longing for spiritual and sexual union with her lord. She sees the physical 

and the divine as one.Andal is said to have been around sixteen when she composed 

the NachiyarThirumozhi. Much longer than the Thiruppavai, it is a set of 143 pasurams 

(stanzas of poetry set to music) organised as fourteen poems. Of the fourteen, only the sixth 

– the wedding hymn Vaaranamaayiram – is well-known; it is now part of the Tamil Vaishnava 

wedding ceremony. Not surprising, considering the other songs have an abundance of female 

desire. 

 In the first song, Andal entreats Manmatha (Kamadeva, God of Love), saying her 

breasts have been pledged to Lord Vishnu and are not for the pleasure of a mere mortal. In 

the seventh song, she addresses Vishnu’s conch in a voice dripping with scorn, for it is in 

intimate contact with His lips. In others, a lovesick Kodhai gets desperate and explicit, asking 

monsoon clouds and birds to be her messengers. With each song, there is a perceptible 

change in her state of mind. We witness her love and longing, her various moods ranging 

from playful to passionate and pining. Andal rages and rants against the creatures of the 

grove. She becomes morose that the monsoon has come and gone and yet her lord hasn’t 

appeared. Along with her anguish, we sense her increasing frustration against her beloved. 

She implores and orders. The tone then changes to one of fury: “I shall pluck out my useless 

breasts and fling them at his chest.” 
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 But Andal remains devoted even when wrathful: “If he won’t embrace me, then at 

least let him look me in the face, speak the truth and allow me to leave. My breasts swollen 

with love cry for his grasp. I only wish to serve in all the ways that please.” Then, in the 

fourteenth and final song, Andal turns composed, wise, steeped in devotion, devoid of desire. 

There is a feeling of calm, understanding and surrender. 

      

   

Interpretation:  

Meenatchchi - Sivan story was popular among the people and the Saivites; hence the  

Aryan  priests decided  to have a story  for the Vaishnavites; one great  devotee of Vishnu by 

name Periaazhvaar  plagiarized  the original Meenatchchi - Sivan story in the name of Andal - 

Vishnu  story  in a  pseudonym called Andal; an  orphan child, was found  by Peria Aahvaar in 

a Tulsi  garden and so he brought up the girl baby as his own; she was abandoned by her 

parents  because she was an inter sex; Periaazhvaar got angry  when he found Andal wearing 

the flower garland prepared for the deity -Vishnu   because of his frustration that she had not 

attained puberty to have flowers like other girls of  her same age; but then Vishnu accepted 

the garlands made by Andal as she was considered pure and clean without the monthly flow; 

while her ideas of offering her breasts to the lord signified her feminine thoughts, her 

adoration of  her girlfriend ‘s genital area overtly  showed her masculine thinking -ref – 

paasuram 11. Aandal ‘s intention to marry Vishnu was not promoted by Peria -Aazhvaar as 

she was not a  complete female; Andal –Vishnu marriage could not happen as seen in the 

Meenatchchi  - Sivan story  as  Andal  was none other than Peria Aazhvar himself and he /she 

reached the paradise on seeing  god  Vishnu in Thiru-varankkam -considerd  to be the 

paradise on earth by Vaishanvites. 
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KaraikkalAmmaiyar, a woman named Punithavathi, belonging to the 

vaishya (merchant) community, lived in Karaikal sometime in the sixth century 

A.D. KaraikkalAmmaiyar produced 2 works –ArputhaTiruvantadi and Tiruerattai mani 

malai.The young and beautiful lady by name Punitavatiyar, daughter of Dharmadathan 

(father) and Dhanalakshmiammal (mother) married Paramadathan a 

wealthy merchant. 

One day Dharamadathan sent two mangoes to his house. Punithavathy kept 

them safely so that she could serve her husband with them at meal-time. In the 

meantime, a Siva Yogi appeared before her. He was hungry and completely exhausted. 

Punithavathy worshipped him and offered one of the mangoes to him as Bhiksha, as 

she had nothing else to offer. At midday Dharamadathan came to the house. The wife 

served him with one mango. He liked it, and asked for the other. She was upset that 

she had given it away. She appealed to the Lord for help and mysteriously a mango fell 

on her palms. She gave it her husband who found it exceptionally tasty. He asked her 

as to where she got it, as he was sure it was not the mango he had sent. Punithavathy 

told him the whole truth. Dharamadathan, however, would not believe this and 

challenged her to produce another. She prayed again and another mango appeared on 

her palm. She gave it to him. But, at once it disappeared from his hand. He was 

astounded. He understood the greatness of his wife and felt it a great sin to live with 

her as her husband. On the pretext of going to a foreign country for trade, he sailed 

 

2.44. Kaaraikkal Ammaiyaar 
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with a ship load of goods. On return, he established himself in a big city in the Pandiyan 

kingdom. He married another Vaisya girl and named the daughter by her Punithavathy, 

in memory of his first wife. 

The first Punithavathiyar’s relatives coming to know of her husband’s 

whereabouts took her there in a palanquin. Paramadattan on hearing that 

Punithavathy was coming to him went with his second wife and child and fell at her 

feet. When the people demanded an explanation, he revealed that he regarded her, 

not as his wife, but as a Goddess.  Punithavathy, understanding his mental condition, 

prayed to the Lord: ‘In that case, Oh Lord, deprive me of the present physical charm 

and let me have a demoniacal form.’ Her prayer was immediately granted and her 

charming youthful body was transformed into a skeleton. 

Interpretation; 

Punithavathi was the victim of the patriarchal society suffering from chronic 

delusional disorder regarding  the fidelity  of women . Psychoanalytically  mango 

signifies the udder;  her shriveled chest gives the evidence.  
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Mythology; In olden days, female goddesses were considered as the 

guardian of the kingdoms. The guardian goddess of Nepal is Taleju.Once the King 

of Nepal invited Taleju to a game of dice. Overwhelmed by her beauty the king 

looked upon her with eyes of desire. Enraged, the goddess ran out of Nepal leaving 

its frontiers unguarded open to attacks by raiders andmauraders. 

 

 

Fearing for his Kingdom and crown the king of Nepal apologized to the 

Goddess and begged her to return. After much placation, Taleju appeared in the 

King’s dream and promised him to enter his land in the form of a mortal girl child, 

not as a divine woman [not as a virgin goddess] so that no one would cast lustful 

eyes on her. She assured him that as long as she is worshiped there won’t be any 

danger to his kingdom. From that day onwards the kings of Nepal worshiped their 

Guardian goddess in the form of a little girl called “Kumari ''. Even now in 

Kathmandu, in Durbar square, we can see the small palace of Kumari goddess 

adjacent to the king’s palace. We can go inside the palace which is decorated with 

full of wooden carvings and call her with hand claps. “Kumari '' Goddess will make 

her divine appearance from the wooden balcony and bless us with her innocent 

smile accompanied by her girlfriends and maidens. When this divine girl child 

attains puberty she will be sent to her home and a new girl child with all divine 

features will be traced from the community and she would be the next “Kumari '' 

goddess. 

 

 

2.45. Kumari of Nepal 
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Interpretation;  

This was a good attempt on the part of the fertility goddess to prevent  

temple prostitution. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tripurasura 

- Tripura has the consonants- the - Ra - pa – Ra-and the original Tamil word is pattri 
eriyim neruppu – burning fire. 

- Tripura has the consonants-the- Ra - pa – Ra-and the original Tamil word is pattri eriyim 
erandu neruppu poriyaei anaiththiduthar –  charring  down the 2 fire flames. 

- Tripura has  the consonants -the- Ra - pa – Ra-and the original Tamil  word is ThiruPaer 
– uoor- holy city. 

- Tripura has  the consonants -the- Ra – [-pa-] – Ra-and the original Tamil word is  
Thiruuoor - holy city. 

- Tripura has the consonants- the- Ra - pa – Ra-and the original Tamil word is Thiruppur - 
holy city. 

- Tripura has  the consonants–the- Ra – [-pa-] – Ra-and the original Tamil word is  
Thiruninravur –holy city. 

- Tripura has the consonants- the- Ra – [-pa-] – Ra-and the original Tamil word is 
Thaaranur - holy city. 

- Tripura has the consonants - the- Ra – [-pa-] – Ra-and the original Tamil word is 
Thirumanur -holy city. 
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- Tripura has the consonants - the- Ra – [-pa-] – Ra-and the original Tamil word is 

ThiruSenthoor[missing  letter –sa-] -holy city. 

- Tripura has  the consonants- the- Ra - pa – Ra-and the  original Tamil word is thiriyim 

paer uoor moondru – wandering cities three in number. 

- Tripura has the consonants - the- Ra - pa – Ra-and the original Tamil word is  thiriyim 

thee pori– yai eriththu anaitha paadam–the chapter about the three wandering fire 

sparkles getting charred. 

- Tripura has the consonants -the- Ra - pa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is thirintha 

paerorai / thee uru moondrai/ thee pori moondrai naayiru eriththu anaiththa 

paadam/aththiyaayam – the chapter about the three wandering fire sparkles / stars 

getting charred by the sun. 

- Tripura has the consonants-  the- Ra - pa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is thiriyim 

paer orai / thee pori moondrum naayirukku adiyaaraana / thondaraana /  meenaana 

paadam -the chapter about sun making three planets as failed stars [by making the 

stars in to planets] 

- Tripura has the consonants the - Ra – pa- Ra-and the original Tamil word is  naayiru pon 

-  nira meenai / ponnarai / peru meenai eriththu aniththa paadam - the chapter  about 

sun making Jupiter as a planet -as a failed star 

- Guru [Skt] has  the consonants - ka-  Ra- and the  original Tamil word is mika peria koar 

/ perunk koar [missing  letter- pa-]- very big planet. 

 
Tarakasura 
Decoding the sooththiram word Tarakasura 

- Tarakasura has  the consonants - the- Ra –ka-[-sa-]–Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

kathiravan enum thee uru– the sun – the fire. 

- Tarakasura has the consonants - the- Ra – ka- sa-– Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

Kathiravanai / Sivanai suttri varum thee koar / kirakam - the planet revolving around   

sun / Sivan. 

- Thara has the consonants – the-Ra- and the original Tamil word is thee uru-fire form. 

- Thaarkai has the consonants – the-Ra- ka- and the original Tamil word is minukkukira 

thiriyim thee uruvam- wandering / sparkling fire. 
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- Thaarkai has the consonants– the – Ra – ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 

naksththiram [missing letter- sa-]- star. 

- Sura has the consonants - [-sa-]- Ra- and the  originalTamil word is eriyim neruppu 
[missing letter- pa-]- burning fire. 

- Tripurantaka has the consonants – the - Ra – pa- Ra -an- the- ka -and the original Tamil 

word is thannai vittu pirinthu poana moondru theuruvai / perum thee poriyai– 

kathiravan eriththa kathai / eriththu kondra kathai– the story of the sun making the 

three big fire forms as failed stars. 

- Pashupatastra has the consonants – pa- sa - pa -the- sa – the –Ra -and the original 

Tamil word is erupathu aandukku oru murai / aayiram aandukku oru murai ponnarum–

mai meenum orae naer paathaiyir ottivarum naeraththir naayiru ampai yeithu suttu 

eriththida - sun rays burning the Jupiter and Saturn when that come very close in a 

straight path- great junction. 

- Pashupatastra has the consonants – pa- [-sa-] - pa -the- sa – the –Ra - and the original 

Tamil word is siriththu puram eriththa perumaan - burning the cities with a smile. 

- Pashupatastra has the consonants – pa- sa- pa -the- sa – the –Ra - and the original 

Tamil word is suttri thirintha/ pattri erintha moondru thee sudarai suttu anaiththa 

naayiru - sun making the star into a planet. 

 
Tarakaksha – Jupiter 

 
 

- Tarakaksha has  the consonants- the –Ra-  ka–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is 
thankka –nira maanavan - golden one– Jupiter; swarna niramaanavan. 

- Jupiter has the consonants - [-sa-]  -pa-  the  -Ra-  and the original Tamil -word is  
ponnira mudaiya meen - golden planet. 
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- Jupiter has the consonants - [-sa-]  -[-pa-]-  the  -Ra-  and the  original Tamil - word is  
manthiri - minister. 

- Tarakaksha has  the consonants  - the –Ra-  ka – [-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is 
uruvir mika periyavan [missing  letter- pa-] –a  giant- Jupiter. 

- Tarakaksha has the consonants - the –Ra-  ka – [-sa -] -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is pirakarpathi [missing  letter- pa-] - Jupiter.  

- Tarakaksha has the consonants  - the –Ra-  ka – [-sa -] -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is aandavar / vaenthar/naradaevar– Jupiter – the king; sooththiram; ka= va; 
va =  ka.  

- Tarakaksha has the consonants - the –Ra-  ka -sa - and the other interpretation of the 
word is mudi soodiya maanar perunthakai [missing  letter- pa-] – the crowned  king.  

- Tarakaksha has  the consonants - the –Ra-  ka – [-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is 
thankka niramudaiya koar - golden color planet -Jupiter. 

- Tarakaksha has  the consonants - the –Ra-  ka – [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 
kathiravan - in amaichchar – minister of Sun. 

- Tarakaksha has the consonants - the –Ra - ka – sa - and the original Tamil word is  
kathiravanai suttri thiriyim thankka nira koattai – the golden fort revolving around the 
sun. 

Kamalaksha  - Venus 

 
 

- Tripura has the consonants  the - Ra - pa- Ra - and the original Tamil word is naayiru 
vennira meenai / urai meenai eriththu anaiththa paadam. 

- Venus [Greek]has the consonants - va - an -  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is  venn 
vanna meen - white planet. 

- Venus has the consonants - va - an - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Kaappiyan 
[missing letter- pa-]- Venus; Vanaja. 

- Venus has the consonants -va - an - [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Kavigan - Venus.  
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- Sukkiran [Skt] has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka – Ra  -an -and the original Tamilword is 
Nar koar – Venus. 

- Sukkiran [Skt] has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka – Ra -an - and the other interpretation of 
the word is Parkkavan [missing letter- pa-] – Venus. 

- Sukkiran [Skt] has the consonants - [- sa -]- ka – Ra -an -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is Kavignar/ kavivaanar – Venus. 

- Kamalaksha has the consonants– ka – ma - la - ka- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is Velli enum koal / vellai vannam ulla koal – the Venus - silver white planet. 

- Kamalaksha has the consonants - ka- ma- la  - ka- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
Kalliyanenum koal – Venus.  

- Kamalaksha has the consonants – ka- ma- la  - ka- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
Mazhai-k-koal - rain planet. 

- Kamalaksha has the consonants – ka – ma - la - ka- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is velli vannamulla yeil / alakku/ kanayam/ vallai/ kaala - silver color fort. 

Vidyunmali- Saturn 
 

 
 

- Tripura has the consonants  the - Ra - pa- Ra-and the original Tamil word is  naayiru 
mai–nira meenai eriththu aniththa paadam–the chapter about the sun charing down 
Saturn. 

- Saturn has the  consonants - Sa-  the – Ra - an -and the original Tamil word is  naayirai 
suttri thiriyum mai meen–the Saturn revolving around the sun. 

- Cronos [Greek god] has the  consonants- ka - Ra - an – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is kaari meen- Saturn. 

- Vidyunmali has the consonants -va - the - an – ma-  la - and the original Tamil word is 
ayil / ayam vanna mudaiya yeil – iron color fort.  

Vidyunmāli and Kamalaksha. "Grant us the followingTripurasura is a trio 

of asura brothers named Tarakaksha, Vidyunmāli and Kamalaksha, who were the sons of the 
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asura Tarakasura. These three began to perform tapasya. For a hundred years they 

meditated standing only on one leg. For a thousand more years they lived on air and 

meditated. They stood on their heads and meditated in this posture for yet another thousand 

years. 

Brahma was pleased at this difficult tapasya. He appeared before them and said, "What 

boon do you want?" "Make us immortal", answered Tarakasura's sons. "I can’t make you 

immortal", replied Brahma. "I don’t have the power. Ask for something else instead". "Very 

well", then, said Tarakaksha,: Let three forts be made. The first will be of gold, the second of 

silver and the third of iron. We will live in these forts for a thousand years. These forts built in 

different worlds shall align once in every 1000 years. This combined fort will be 

called Tripura. And if anyone can then destroy Tripura with only a single arrow that shall be 

the death destined for us". 

This rather unusual boon Brahma granted. There was a danava named Maya who was 

very good at building work. Brahma asked him to build the forts. The golden fort was built in 

heaven, the silver one in the sky and the iron one on earth. Tarakaksha got the golden fort, 

Kamalakshathe silver one and Vidyunmali the iron one. Each of the forts was as big as a city 

and had many palaces and vimanas inside. 

The asuras populated the three forts and began to flourish. The gods did not like this 

at all. They first went to Brahma, but Brahma said he could not help them. After all, the 

asuras had got Tripura, thanks to his boon. The gods then went to Shiva for help. But Shiva 

said that the asuras were doing nothing wrong. As long as that was the case, he did not see 

why the gods were so bothered. They next went to Vishnu, who suggested that if the problem 

was that the asuras were doing nothing wrong, then the solution was to persuade them to 

become sinners. 

Out of his powers Vishnu created a man. This man's head was shaven, his clothes were 

faded and he carried a wooden water-pot in his hands. He covered his mouth with a piece 

of cloth and approached Vishnu. "What are my orders?" he asked Vishnu. 

"Let me explain to you why you have been created", replied Vishnu. "I will teach you a 

religion that is completely against the Vedas. You will then get the impression that there is no 

Svarga (heaven) and no Naraka (hell) and that both heaven and hell are on earth. You will not 

believe that rewards and punishments for deeds committed on earth are meted out after 
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death. Go to Tripura and teach the demons this religion, by which they will be dislodged from 

the righteous path. Then we will do something about Tripura". 

The being did as he had been asked to. He and four of his disciples went to a forest that 

was near Tripura and began to preach. They were trained by Vishnu himself. Therefore, their 

teachings were convincing and they had many converts. Even the sage Narada got confused 

and was converted. In fact, it was Narada who carried news of this wonderful new religion to 

King Vidyunmali. "King" he said, "There is a wonderful new teacher with a wonderful new 

religion. I have never heard of it before. I have been converted." 

Since the great sage Narada had been converted, Vidyunmali also accepted the new 

religion, and in due course, so did TarakakshaandKamalaksha. The asuras gave up revering 

the Vedas, they stopped worshiping Shiva linga. 

Now the gods then went to Shiva and began to pray to him. When Shiva appeared, they 

told him that the asuras had now become evil and should be destroyed. They had even 

stopped worshiping Shiva's linga. 

Shiva agreed to destroy Tripura. Vishvakarma was the architect of the gods. Shiva 

called Vishvakarma and asked him to make a suitable chariot, bow and arrow. The chariot 

was made entirely out of gold. Brahma himself became the charioteer and the chariot was 

speedily driven towards Tripura. The gods accompanied Shiva with diverse weapons. 

When Shiva's army reached the battlefield, the three forts were about to merge into a 

singleTripura, which would last for just a second. At the exact time, Lord Shiva invoked the 

most destructive weapon controlled by Him, the Pashupatastra. The Destroyer's capable 

arms fired a single arrow into the three forts at the exact instant they merged into one, thus 

burning to ashes the three forts of the asuras. Shiva thus earned Himself the 

epithet Tripurantaka - the one who ended Tripura. He also earned the epithet Tripurari. 

Another version that is widely quoted in Tamil literature has Lord Shiva destroy Tripura 
with a mere smile. When the entire battle field was filled with warriors, with Brahma and 
Vishnu in attendance, there occurred the instant when the forts came together. Lord Shiva 
merely smiled. The forts were burned to ashes. The battle was over before it began! In Tamil, 
Lord Shiva has the epithet, "Sirithu Purameritha Peruman" which means, He who burnt the 
cities with a smile. 

While the celebrations were going on, the shaven-heads religious teachers arrived. 
"What are we supposed to do now?" they asked. 
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Brahma and Vishnu told them to go to the desert where there are no humans. The last 
of the four eras was Kali Yuga and in Kali Yuga, evil would reign supreme. When Kali 
Yuga arrived, they were to come back and begin their teaching afresh. And once they reached 
at their peak, God will take rebirth and will wipe them from earth and once again the world 
will be free from all kinds of evil and asuras. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_giant 

A gas giant is a giant planet composed mainly of hydrogen and helium. Gas giants are 
sometimes known as failed stars because they contain the same basic elements as 
a star. Jupiter and Saturn are the gas giants of the Solar System. The term "gas giant" was 
originally synonymous with "giant planet", but in the 1990s it became known 
that Uranus and Neptune are really a distinct class of giant planet, being composed mainly of 
heavier volatile substances (which are referred to as "ices"). For this reason, Uranus and 
Neptune are now often classified in the separate category of ice giants.  

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article 

Jupiter is called a failed star because it is made of the same elements (hydrogen and 
helium) as is the Sun, but it is not massive enough to have the internal pressure and 
temperature necessary to cause hydrogen to fuse to helium, the energy source that powers 
the sun and most other stars. 

 As for why Jupiter failed to become a star--it probably had to do with the accident of 
the sun grabbing most of the mass early in the formation of the solar system, while in other 
systems the mass was more equitably distributed; in binary star systems, for example, the 
masses of the stars are commonly roughly equal. 

Great-conjunction-of-Jupiter-and-Saturn 
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/the-great-conjunction-of-Jupiter-and-Saturn 

Skywatchers are in for an end-of-year treat. What has become known popularly as the 
“Christmas Star” is an especially vibrant planetary conjunction easily visible in the evening sky 
over the next two weeks as the bright planets Jupiter and Saturn come together, culminating 
on the night of Dec. 21. 

In 1610, theItalian astronomer Galileo Galilei pointed his telescope to the night sky, 
discovering the four moons of Jupiter – Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. In that same year, 
Galileo also discovered a strange oval surrounding Saturn, which later observations 
determined to be its rings. These discoveries changed how people understood the far reaches 
of our solar system. 
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Thirteen years later, in 1623, the solar system’s two giant planets, Jupiter and Saturn, 
traveled together across the sky. Jupiter caught up to and passed Saturn, in an astronomical 
event known as a “Great Conjunction.”   

“You can imagine the solar system to be a racetrack, with each of the planets as a 

runner in their own lane and the Earth toward the center of the stadium,” said Henry Throop, 

astronomer in the Planetary Science Division at NASA Headquarters in Washington. “From 

our vantage point, we’ll be able to see Jupiter on the inside lane, approaching Saturn all 

month and finally overtaking it on December 21.” 

The planets regularly appear to pass each other in the solar system, with the positions 

of Jupiter and Saturn being aligned in the sky about once every 20 years. 

What makes this year’s spectacle so rare, then? It’s been nearly 400 years since the 

planets passed this close to each other in the sky, and nearly 800 years since the alignment of 

Saturnand Jupiter occurred at night, as it will for 2020, allowing nearly everyone around the 

world to witness this “great conjunction.” 

The closest alignment will appear just a tenth of a degree apart and last for a few days. 

On the 21st, they will appear so close that a pinkie finger at arm’s length will easily cover both 

planets in the sky. The planets will be easy to see with the unaided eye by looking toward the 

southwest just after sunset. 

From our vantage point on Earth the huge gas giants will appear very close together, 

but they will remain hundreds of millions of miles apart in space. And while the conjunction is 

happening on the same day as the winter solstice, the timing is merely a coincidence, based 

on the orbits of the planets and the tilt of the Earth. 

“Conjunctions like this could happen on any day of the year, depending on where the 

planets are in their orbits,” said Throop. “The date of the conjunction is determined by the 

positions of Jupiter, Saturn, and the Earth in their paths around the Sun, while the date of the 

solstice is determined by the tilt of the Earth’s axis. The solstice is the longest night of the 

year, so this rare coincidence will give people a great chance to go outside and see the solar 

system.” 

https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/resources/771/colors-of-the-innermost-planet-view-1 

Color  of the Planets. 
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• Mercury – Grey 

• Venus – Brown and grey 

• Earth – Blue, brown green and white 

• Mars – Red, brown and tan 

• Jupiter – Brown, orange and tan, with white cloud stripes 

• Saturn – Golden, brown, and blue-grey 

• Uranus – Blue-green 

• Neptune – Blue 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System 

The Solar System was formed 4.6 billion years ago from the gravitational collapse of a 

giant interstellar molecular cloud. The vast majority of the system's mass is in the Sun, with 

the majority of the remaining mass contained in Jupiter. The four smaller inner planets, 

Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars, are terrestrial planets, being primarily composed of rock 

and metal. The four outer planets are giant planets, being substantially more massive than 

the terrestrials. The two largest planets, Jupiter and Saturn, are gas giants, being composed 

mainly of hydrogen and helium; the two outermost planets, Uranus and Neptune, are ice 

giants, being composed mostly of substances with relatively high melting points compared 

with hydrogen and helium, called volatiles, such as water, ammonia and methane. All eight 

planets have almost circular orbits that lie within a nearly flat disc called the ecliptic. 

                      Jupiter and Saturn -the gas giants- failed stars - great junction. 

 

Interpretation  of the story – Thiri Pura sura  

To interpret the  word  Thiripuram as three pori / 3 fire forms is wrong; actually the 

word  signifies only 2 fire forms namely the  - 2  gas giants – Jupiter and Saturn; when the  

giant interstellar molecular cloud collapse  billion years ago the majority of the mass was  

gone with the sun than with the Jupiter although it has hydrogen and helium as that of 

thesun; the sun had made the Jupiter and the Saturn as failed  stars although they are very  

big gas giants and so they are now the  planets  orbiting around  the sun; we do not know  

whether Jupiter and Saturn will become rocky  planets or stars  in the future; the close  
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coming of the two giant gas planets is called as  great junction which was wrongly interpreted 

in the story as the day of  destruction of these two gas giants by the sun god –Sivan Sivan – by 

making them as failed stars and made them to revolve around him; the  man made by Vishnu 

who was without hair and with faded cloth and carrying a wooden pot signifies the earth; the 

bald head of the earth denotes that it  is not a star and it is only  a planet; the faded cloth 

signifies the clouds that cover the earth; the pot signifies the water content of the earth; the 

three asuras [actually 2 ] living  in the air signifies the two gas giant planets namely the Jupiter 

and Saturn; the golden fort  signifies the Jupiter and the iron fort  signifies the Saturn; the 

sooththiram word Pashupatastra denotes the great junction of Jupiter and Saturn. 

The original  astronomical event of the formation of the two gas giants – Jupiter and  

Saturn and their failure to become true stars and becoming the planets of the sun   

documented by the Tamil Kaniyars around seventh century was plagiarized by the pastoral 

nomadic Aryan people who had no basic  knowledge about astronomy; that was the habit of  

the Aryan people  for the last 2500 years, to destruct all the original scientific astronomical 

documents of the Tamil kaniyar and to promote their pseudo - scientific Vedic astrology; since 

they were unable to erase Sivan worship from the ancient people  of India- Tamil people, they 

imbibed Sivan into their puranic stories with the ulterior  motivation of promoting their four 

Vedas; this is evidenced in the story by the fact that  people of the earth and the three giants 

failed to revere the Vedas and the gods  asking  Sivan to punish the gas giants and there by 

the people of earth to accept Vedas.     

Note;  Thiripura Sundari gets her name  for protecting the  female pubis . 
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https://it-it.facebook.com/hinduismthereligion/posts/shiva-burning-kamadeva-kamadeva-
is-the-hindu-god-of-love 

- Kaaman [lord of desire] has the consonants – ka- ma - an –and the  original Tamil  word 
is yaakkai inmai - no body; Mokanan. 

- Kamadeva has the consonants – ka-  ma -  the  va – and the original Tamil word is   
vadivam kidaiyaathu - no form - not a rocky planet. 

- Kamadeva has the consonants – ka - ma - the  va – and the original Tamil word is 
vinthakam / vinthukudam - testis. 

- Kamadeva has the consonants – ka-  ma -  the va- and the original Tamil word is   
uootha vannam kondavan – one with blue color. 

- Mathana has the consonants - ma– the- an - and the original Tamil word is thadi inmai - 
nobody. 

- Mathana has the consonants – ma- the- an - and the original Tamil word is naeyamudai 
mai - love. 

- Mathana has the consonants – ma- the- an - and the original Tamil word is anpu 
udaimai [missing letter- pa-]- love. 

- Mathana has the consonants – ma- the- an - and the original Tamil word is  ennam 
udaimai / nasai / ichchai / aasai manathu [missing letter- sa-] – love. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is eeramanathu -
amorous heart. 

- Rathi has the consonants - Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is maathiru -  mother. 

 

2.48. Shiva – burning kama deva 
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- Rathi has the consonants - Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is thirumathi –wife.  

- Rathi has the consonants - Ra- the - and the originalTamil  word is thanneer meen – 
water planet. 

- Rathi has the consonants – Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is uootha nira 
madanthai - blue color woman; uootha nira sthri. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is udar inmai – no  
body – not a terrestrial planet. 

- Rathi has the consonants - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is thanneer / 
theertham / neer thaarai - water. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is aru marunthu - elixir 
/ milk. 

- Rathi has the consonants – Ra - the - and the other interpretation of the word is uterus 
/utharam –womb. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is uyir thoandrum 
idam -womb. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and the other interpretation of the word is  ratham 
/ thaaram – water. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and the other interpretation of the word is 
amirtham– elixir 

- Rathi has the consonants - Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is amutha neer -  elixir/ 
semen / milk. 

- Rathi has the consonants - Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is unthi neer -  semen. 

- Rathi has the consonants- -Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is munthu neer- 
prostatic secretion. 

- Rathi has the consonants -Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is aadai ottineer - 
semen. 

- Rathi has the consonants -Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is mathana neer-  
prostatic secretion. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is ondru – semen. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is thon – neer - sea  
water.  

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is nedu neer - sea  
water. 

- Rathi has the consonants–Ra- the - and the other interpretation of the word is 
naaranithi – sea . 
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- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and the other interpretation of the word is  
neerathi – sea.  

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and the other interpretation of the word is  
payoatharam[missing letter- pa-] – water / sea/ milk. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is sinthiya 
neer[missing letter-sa-] water drops / semen. 

- Rathi has the consonants - Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is thurai - sea.  

- Rathi has the consonants -Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is neeroadai - stream.  

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is aattru neer/ thanni - 
river water. 

- Rathi has the consonants– Ra- the - and theoriginalTamilword is eera patham [missing 
letter- pa-] - moist. 

- A-tanu[without body] has the consonants - the - an-and the original Tamil word is thadi 
inmai- no body. 

- Ananga [without body] has the consonants - an– ka- and the original Tamil word is 
yaakkai inmai / kaaya minmai-no  body. 

- Tarakasura has the consonants- the – Ra-  ka-  sa- Ra -and the  original Tamil word is 
kathiravanai suttri varum uootha vanna koar / kirakam – erandu – the two blue color 
planets orbiting around sun. 

https://astronomy.com/magazine/ask-astro/2019/06/why-do-astronomers-call-uranus-
and-neptune-ice-giants 

Uranus and Neptune are called ice giants because they are smaller and compositionally 
different from Jupiter and Saturn, the gas giants. Jupiter and Saturn are composed of mostly 
hydrogen and helium, with large mantles of metallic hydrogen (which acts like a metal, due to 
the pressure and temperature within these planets) and only small cores of rock and ice. This 
is why they are called gas giants: They are mostly gaseous, with very little rock and ice. 

Uranus and Neptune are composed of some hydrogen and helium, but they also 
contain heavier elements such as oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur. Beneath their 
relatively thin outer shells of hydrogen and helium, these planets’ mantles are largely made 
of compressed, slushy water and ammonia. The ice giants’ rocky, icy cores are also 
proportionally larger than the amount of gas they contain, unlike the gas giants. This is why 
Uranus and Neptune are called ice giants. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus_(mythology) 
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- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an –sa- and the original Tamil word is saennuoor-  
heaven. 

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is neer meen - 
water planet. 

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an –sa - and the original Tamil word is pachchai nira 
meen [missing letter  pa-] – green color planet. 

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is neer  -water. 

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is naari  -
woman. 

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is urimai 
penn[missing letter pa-]- wife. 

- Uranus has the consonants-  Ra -an – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is urai neer –
rain water. 

- Uranus has the consonants-  Ra -an – [-sa-]-and the other interpretation of the word is 
rain [E]. 

- Uranus has the  consonants-  Ra -an –[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Pani neer 
[missing letter- pa-] – snow water. 

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is urai pani 
[missing letter- pa-] – snow.  

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Eeramaana / 
neereeram - moist. 

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an –sa- and the original Tamil word is eeramansu - 
amorous heart  

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is aanneer-  
semen.  

- Uranus has the consonants - Ra -an – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is 
uyaramaana-tall  / height. 

- Caelus has the  consonants -- ka-  la-  [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is aazhi koal  / 
paani koal [missing letter- pa-]  – water planet; jala –k - koal. 
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- Deity has a consonant – the - and the original Tamil word is aaththa - goddess. 

- Deity has a consonant – the - and the original Tamil word is aandai – god/ ruler  

- Deity has a consonant – the - and the original Tamil word is thee- fire. 

- Gaia has the consonant –ka - and the original Tamil word is koo/ koa - earth. 

- Gaia has the consonant –ka - and the other interpretation of the word is kaasini 
[missing letter- sa-] -earth. 

- Gaia has the  consonant –ka - and the other interpretation of the word is jakam 
[missing letter- sa-] - earth. 

- Gaia has the consonant – ka - and the original Tamil word is avani- earth; sooththiram; 
ka = va; va= ka. 

- Gaia has the consonant –ka- and the original Tamil word is Vaiakam – earth. 

- Titan has the consonants – the – an - and the original Tamil word is Aathiththan – sun.  

- Titan has the consonants – the – an - and the interpretation of the word isAten [Egypt]  

- Titan has the consonants – the – an - and the original Tamil word is uthayan – sun. 

- Titan has the consonants – the – an - and the interpretation of the word is anndayoani -
sun 

- Titan has the consonants – the – an - and the original Tamil word is thaaman - sun 

- Titan has the consonants – the – an - and the interpretation of the word is thinamani –
sun  

- Titan has the consonants – the –an - and the original Tamil word is manthi - sun 

- Titan has the consonants – the –an - and the original Tamil word is sanndan / soothan 
[missing letter- sa-] -sun. 

- Cult has the consonants - ka - la – the - and the original Tamil word is thee vazhipadu / 
oli vazhi paadu - fire worship . 

- Cult has the consonants - ka - la - the- and the original Tamil word is Kuzhu  / kula vazhi 
paadu - clan  worship 

- Cult has the  consonants - ka - la - the- and the original Tamil word is aandavanai /  
thaeivaththai / thee vadivaththai vazhi paduthal –worshiping the god in fire form.   

- Cult has the consonants - ka - la - the- and the original Tamil word is Kadavulai vazhi 
paduthal–worshipping  the god.  

- Cult has the consonants - ka - la – the - and the original Tamil word is yaezhu / thondu 
koalkalai vanankki vazhi paduthal - worshipping the seven / nine planets. 
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Uranus sometimes written Ouranos ( lit. 'sky' or 'heaven', ), was the primal Greek god 

personifying the sky and one of the Greek primordial deities. Uranus is associated with 

the Roman god Caelus. In Ancient Greek literature, Uranus or Father Sky was the son and 

husband of Gaia, the primordial Earth Mother (Mother Earth). According 

to Hesiod's Theogony, Uranus was conceived by Gaia alone, but other sources suggest he was 

born from Nyx, or Aether and Hemera. Uranus and Gaia were the parents of the first 

generation of Titans, and the ancestors of most of the Greek gods, but no cult addressed 

directly to Uranus survived into Classical times, and Uranus does not appear among the usual 

themes of Greek painted pottery. Elemental Earth, Sky, and Styx might be joined, however, in 

solemn invocation in Homeric epic. 

Most linguists trace the etymology the name Οὐρανός to a Proto-

Greek form *Worsanós (Ϝορσανός), enlarged from *ṷorsó- (also found in 

Greek οὐρέω (ouréō) 'to urinate', Sanskrit varṣá 'rain', Hittite ṷarša- 'fog, mist'). The 

basic Indo-European root is *ṷérs- 'to rain, moisten' (also found in Greek eérsē 'dew', 

Sanskrit várṣati 'to rain', or Avestan aiβi.varəšta 'it rained on'), making Ouranos the "rain-

maker", or the "lord of rains". 

A less likely etymology is a derivative meaning 'the one standing on high' 

from PIE *ṷérso- (cf. Sanskrit várṣman 'height, top', Lithuanian viršùs 'upper, highest seat', 

Russian verx 'height, top'). Of some importance in the comparative study of Indo-European 

mythology is the identification by Georges Dumézil (1934) of Uranus with 

the Vedic deity Váruṇa (Mitanni Aruna), god of the sky and waters, but the etymological 

equation is now considered untenable. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune_(mythology) 
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- Neptune has the consonants - an - pa - the -an – and the original Tamil word is thanni 
paanai meen - water pot planet. 

- Neptune has the consonants - an – [- pa-] -the -an – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is Mun Mathan – Kamadeva. 

- Neptune has the consonants - an – [- pa-] -the - an – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is aanudaiya thanni / maanithanni - water of a man / semen.  

- Neptune has the consonants - an - pa -the -an – and the  original Tamil word is  poathai 
thanni - intoxicating water / liquor. 

- Neptune has the consonants - an –[- pa-]  - the -an – and the original Tamil word is  
manam mudiththidanum - to marry . 

- Eptune has the consonants - an – pa - the - an – and the original Tamil word is  thanni 
patham-watery. 

- Neptune has the consonants - an – [-pa -] -the  -an – and the original Tamil word is  
thanniyin mainthan - child of water. 

- Neptune has the consonants - an – pa -the -an – and the original Tamil word is  
pachchaithanni [missing letter- sa-] - fresh water. 

- Poseidon has the consonants –pa- sa - the - an -and the original Tamil word is  
pachchaithanni – freshwater. 

- Poseidon has the consonants – pa- sa-  the - an - and the original Tamil word is paasi 
thanni - sea water; paasi– fish /algae. 

- Poseidon has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- the - an - and the original Tamil word is  uppu 
thanni  -salt water 

- Poseidon has the consonants – [- pa-] - sa-  the - an - and the  original Tamil word is  
sinthu –sea  /river. 

- Poseidon has the consonants – pa- -[-sa-] -  the - an - and the  interpretation of the 
word is nathathipathi- sea.  

- Poseidon has the consonants –[- pa--]  -[-sa-] -  the - an - and the  interpretation of the 
word is neeththam – sea. 

- Poseidon has the consonants – [- pa-] - -sa-  the - an - and the  original Tamil word is  
unthi –sea.  

- Poseidon has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]-  the - an - and the  original Tamil word is  
Pachchai aandi /aandai– Sivan 
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- Poseidon has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]-  the - an - and the  original Tamil word is 
nadai udaiyoan - wind. 

- Poseidon has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]-  the - an - and the  original Tamil word is 
thaanthanam-wind. 

- Poseidon has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]-  the - an - and the  original Tamil word is 
moadanam -wind. 

- Poseidon has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]-  the - an - and the  original Tamil word is 
oaathaiaandai - lord of the wind. 

- Poseidon has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]-  the - an - and the  original Tamil word is 
munn/poomiaattam –earth shake. 

- Poseidon has the consonants – pa-[-sa-]-  the - an - and the original Tamil word is  
paainthidummaa - horse. 

- Salacia has the consonants – [-sa-]- la – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is 
aazhi/aalam- water /sea. 

- Salacia has the consonants – sa- la - sa- and the other interpretation of the word is  
jalam –water; Jalaja. 

- Salacia has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is alai -  
wave.  

- Nuptial has the consonants - an -[-pa-] - the - la-and the  original Tamil word is  manam 
mudiththal / manathiduthal / manam pannuthal- to marry. 

- Pluto has the consonants - pa-  la – the - and the  interpretation of the word is   
paathalam / athala paathaalam–underground / nether world  

Neptune  is the god of freshwater and the sea in Roman religion. He is the counterpart 
of the Greek god Poseidon. In the Greek-influenced tradition, Neptune is the brother 
of Jupiter and Pluto; the brothers preside over the realms of Heaven, the earthly world, and 
the Underworld. Salacia is his wife. 

The etymology of Latin Neptunus is unclear and disputed. The ancient 
grammarian Varro derived the name from nuptus i.e. "covering" (opertio), with a more or 
less explicit allusion to the nuptiae, "marriage of Heaven and Earth". 

Among modern scholars Paul Kretschmer proposed a derivation from Indo-
European *neptu- "moist substance". Similarly Raymond Bloch supposed it might be an 
adjectival form in -no from *nuptu-, meaning "he who is moist". 
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Georges Dumézil objected that words deriving root *nep- are not attested in Indo-
European languages other than Vedic and Avestan. He proposed an etymology that brings 
together Neptunus with the Indian and Iranian theonyms ApamNapat and ApamNapá as well 
as with the Old Irish theonym Nechtan, all meaning "descendant of the waters". By using the 
comparative approach the Indo-Iranian, Avestan and Irish figures would show common 
features with the Roman historicised legends about Neptune. Dumézil thence proposed to 
derive the nouns from an Indo-European root népōts-, "descendant, sister's son" His former 
student, the Estonian Indo-Europeanist JaanPuhvel supposes that the name ultimately might 
have meant "child (neve, nephew) of the water", as part of an Indo-European "Fire in the 
Water"-myth. 

 

 

https://askinglot.com/could-you-stand-on-uranus  

can you  stand  on  Uranus ?   

Absolutely not. The surface of Uranus and Neptune are gaseous and you can't walk on 

them. And like the other gas giants - Jupiter and Saturn - pressure and density increases 

as you get closer to the core. Eventually, the state of matter becomes liquid and then solid, 

eventually giving way to a rocky and metallic core. 

Furthermore, what happens if you land on Uranus? Uranus is a ball of ice and gas, 

so you can't really say that it has a surface. If you tried to land a spacecraft on Uranus, it 

would just sink down through the upper atmosphere of hydrogen and helium, and into the 

liquid icy center. And this is why the surface of Uranus has its color. 

Besides, could you stand on Neptune? 

Deep down inside Neptune, the planet might have an actual solid surface. At the very 

core of the gas/ice giant is thought to be a region of rock with roughly the mass of the Earth. 

In short, there is simply no way one could stand on the “surface of Neptune”, let alone walk 

around on it. 
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Can you stand on Jupiter? 

There is no firm surface on Jupiter, so if you tried to stand on the planet, you sink down 

and be crushed by the intense pressure inside the planet. If you could stand on the surface 

of Jupiter, you would experience intense gravity. The gravity at Jupiter's surface is 2.5 times 

the gravity on Earth. 

https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/eighth-planet-discovered 

German astronomer Johann Gottfried Galle discovered the planet Neptune at the 

Berlin Observatory. 

Neptune, generally the eighth planet from the sun, was postulated by the French 

astronomer Urbain-Jean-Joseph Le Verrier, who calculated the approximate location of the 

planet by studying gravity-induced disturbances in the motions of Uranus. On September 23, 

1846, Le Verrier informed Galle of his findings, and the same night Galle and his assistant 

Heinrich Louis d’Arrest identified Neptune at their observatory in Berlin. Noting its movement 

relative to background stars over 24 hours confirmed that it was a planet. 

The blue gas giant, which has a diameter four times that of Earth, was named for the 

Roman god of the sea. It has eight known moons, of which Triton is the largest, and a ring 

system containing three bright and two dim rings. It completes an orbit of the sun once every 

165 years. In 1989, the U.S. planetary spacecraft Voyager 2 was the first human spacecraft to 

visit Neptune. 

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/uranus/en 

Herschel told other astronomers about the new “comet.” They were confused. The 

problem was that a comet as bright as this object would have to be pretty close to the sun, 

but a comet that close to the sun would have to be moving through the sky much faster than 

this thing was moving. It also didn’t have a coma or a tail like comets have. 

These other astronomers began to study the object too. They figured out that its orbit 

was pretty close to circular—just like the orbit of a planet. That was enough for most of them 

to call it a planet. By 1783, Herschel also accepted that it must be a planet. After he tried to 

name it after King George III, the planet was named Uranus, after the Greek god of the sky. 

  Siva gets the name Pachchai Appan 

Kamadeva is the Hindu god of love and in an important story in the Puranas,Kamdeva 
was assigned with the mission to stop Lord Shiva’s penance that he started after the death of 
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Sati Devi. After the death of Sati, Lord Shiva entered into yogic penance in the Himalayas. 
Lord Shiva was no longer interested in the world. 

Taking advantage of the situation, a demon named Tarakasura, son of Vjranga and 
Varangi, did Tapas (penance and austerities) and pleased Lord Brahma and got two boons. As 
the first boon, he asked Brahma to make him the most powerful man in the world. As the 
second boon he sought that his death should only happen at the hands of a son born to Shiva 
– thinking that Shiva will never again marry. 

After getting the boons, Tarakasura showed his true color and started attacking the 
demigods, saints and humans. He defeated all the Kings and Devas and took control over 
earth and heaven.All the Devas and saints sought refuge at the feet of Brahma who told that 
the only solution for this problem was to bring back Lord Shiva to the world and stop his 
penance. 

Brahma told them that Goddess Sati was reborn as Goddess Parvati and was doing 
penance to get Shiva as her husband. But Shiva was not ready to stop his intense penance. 
Brahma asked the gods to take the help of Kamadeva to stop the penance by creating sexual 
desire and passion in Lord Shiva. Kamadeva arrived in front of Shiva along with Rati Devi, and 
shot five arrows of flowers at the heart of Shiva. 

Shiva’s meditation was interrupted and he was terribly angry and opened his third eye 
on his forehead, and a fierce blazing flame came out of his third eye and burned 
Kamadevaintoashes. The sperm that split from Shiva as the result of the arrows of 
Kamadeva fell into River Ganga and it was born as six children. These six children were 
looked after by the Krithiga Stars and were later joined to a single child by Goddess Parvati 
after her marriage with Lord Shiva. This child was Kartik and he later killed Tarakasura. 

However, Shiva observes Parvati and asks her how he can help her. She enjoys him to 
resuscitate Madana, and Shiva agrees to let Madana live but in adisembodied form; hence 
Kamadeva is also called Ananga (an- = without; anga = body, "bodiless"), or Atanu (a- = 
without; tanu = body). 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tripura_(mythology) 

When Lord Shiva seated on the chariot before heading to war, the chariot was unable 
to move forward, Lord Vishnu took form as bull and dragged the chariot and then became the 
bull flag on top of chariot. After destroying three cities Lord Shiva started tandava nritya on 
debris which is also called as "Tripura Nasha Nartana". 

The Devas then understood: 

1. Shiva can take the power of anyone/anything because it is his power that is already existing 
in the first place. 
2. Even though the boon granted was "one-arrow-one-shot and cities should be destroyed", 
Shiva has the ultimate power to rule them over. 
3. Lord Shiva does not require a huge chariot with Meru as bow, Vishnu as arrow etc. He 
could simply destroy/create anything even without moving his eyes. 

The "smile and burn" act of Shiva in Tamil is beautifully called as "sirithup puram eritha 
peruman" ("சிரிதத்ுப் புரமெரிதத் மபருொன்") (God who laughed and burned the three purams) 

 

 
 

 
Interpretation of the story   Siva- burning Kama Deva ; 

The planets Uranus and Neptune have blue color; Blue and dark green colors were 

considered as one in the past;  Kama Deva - Manmathan [Neptune] had the green parrot - as 

his vehicle and his  wife  was  Uranus – Rathi ;Blue color is associated with carnal pleasure  in 

western culture while the green color is equated with sexual desire in Tamil culture; Sivan – 

the sun god himself is called as PachchaiAppan - lord of the green planets - lord of water and 

sexual desire; pachchai  also means  water – apsu; The sun god  - Sivan himself is the  

Kamaeswaran - the lord of desire; hence he could not tolerate people naming Neptune as the 

lord of desire and so he burnt Mun Mathan with his third eye  of  fire and  made both 
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Neptune and  Uranus without body or rocky surface; hence both the planets contain only  

water and these water giants have to orbit around the sun as the failed stars Jupiter and 

Saturn; hence  lord Sivan  - sun was called as  Pachchai Appan – he who has conquered the  

blue/ green  water giants; alternatively Pachchai Appan could be the Neptune and  Pachchai  

Amman / Pachchai Ammal could be the Uranus; the semen of Sivan [fire form] has to be 

correlated with the water of the Uranus and Neptune; alternatively the water of the Uranus  

and  Neptune had put off the heat of the fire god , the-sun ; that also  explains the fire in the  

water myth; since Mun-Mathan himself  was the Kama Deva –Siva the  sugar cane bow 

signifies the sun rays or alternatively the phallus; Murugan– son of  Sivan who killed 

Tarakasurais the Pleiades star.  

TheKama Deva  and  Rathi / Pachchai Ammal  story  is essentially an astronomical 

event; We can assume that  the Tamil kaniyars  were  known about the presence of  water 

giants Neptune and Uranus  long before the Greeks and before the advent of telescopes and 

that fact  was narrated in stories which would have got spread to other parts of the world; as 

usual theAryan  priests spoiled the whole story  with their god  Vishnu- imposter of Sivan and  

their  Vedas; this is one more example of the misinterpretation of the Tamil Kaniyar‘s 

astronomical  findings / discoveries by the ignorant pastoral Aryan  people.   
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Decoding the thesooththiram  word  - Chithambaram 

Chithambarm 
Thiripuram / mup–puramerinthaidam 
Sooran – star; Asooran - giant planet. 

Decoding the sooththiram word - Chithambaram 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Temples of India should not be called as Hindu temples since the word Hindu is a 

geographical term denoting the eastern lands of the Indus River. Hindu temples have to be 

called either Tamil Saiva religious temples or Aryan Vishnu religious temples. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants - [- sa-] - the - ma - pa– Ra - am - and the original 

Tamil word is mup–puram erintha idam – the place where the three cities were charred 

The sooththiram word Chithambaram can ve read in the following ways 

by jumbling the letters; for details regarding jumbling theory kindly go 

through the book sumerian - Tamil dictionary by the author in 

academia.edu or www.dr.annadurai.com. 

 

2.49. Chithambaram Natarajan – Temple 
Secrets maintained by the Tamil kaniyar 
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down;  moonu- three; puram - city / side; eri - to burn; idam- place   

- Chithambaram has the consonants – sa - the -ma - pa -Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is mun–nettri- yir thiru neeru poosiya idam / paeruoor – the place where sun god 

Sivan applied the holy ash on his forehead- the sky-moonu thiru neer pattai - symbolic 

of charring down the three asooran - the planets - Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune; 

munnettri – forehead; thiru neeru - holy ash; paer uoor - city. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -[- sa-] - the - ma - pa - Ra - am - and the original 

Tamil word is perum anndam - the universe; periya - big; anndam - universe; 

thaamparam / peethaambaram; paranthaamam. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants – sa- the - ma - pa -Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is dammar - nu sithariyaanda thee sudar/ thee pantham-blasted fire torch; thee 

fire; sudar- light /torch. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -[-sa-]  - the - ma - pa  -Ra -  am - and the original 

Tamil word is perumaattam- great dance;perum- great; aattam- dance; pramaanda 

aattam. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -[- sa-] - the - ma - pa – Ra - am - and the original 

Tamil word is aadum puram – the place of dance; aadu- dance; puram – city. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -[- sa-] - the - ma - pa  -Ra- am - and the original 

Tamil word is erintha moondru puram / erintha moondru theepantham - three cities in 

fire; erintha - burnt; moondru - three; puram - city erinthu saampalaana moondru 

puram. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants - [-sa-]- the -ma - pa – Ra - am - and the original 

Tamil word is paerinpam perum idam – the place where one can get salvation – bliss / 

heaven; paerinpam - bliss; periya – great / big; inpam - pleasure; perum - to get; idam- 

place. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants – sa - the -ma - pa  -Ra - am - and the original Tamil  

word is perum anndaththin maaperum sen-thee / jothi– the divine fire of the great 

universe; periya - big; anndam – universe; maa - big; perum - big; sen thee - divine fire. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants–sa - the - ma - pa -Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is naayir- in / sooriyanin paerumannda aattam – the great dance of the sun; 

naayiru- sun; anndam- universe; aattam- dance. 
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- Chithambaram has the consonants – sa - the -ma - pa – Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is eru asooran noadu sooran poar purintha idam aana – paer anndam – the great 

universe where sooran the - sun fought with 2 asooran [planet- Jupiter and Saturn]; eru 

– two; asooran - planet; sooran - star; poar- war; paer anndam- big universe. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants - [-sa-] - the -ma - pa -Ra - am - and the riginal Tamil 

word is paerandaththin maaya thoattram - the universe - an illusion; maaym- illusion; 

thoattram –appearance. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants – sa-the - ma - pa  -Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is andamenum muttai – thee pori–damaarena sithari porintha idam/ naeram – 

perum maaya thoattram –  blasted fire of the universe - an illusion; anndam - universe; 

muttai –egg; thee - fire; pori –sparkle; idam- place; naeram-time. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -[- sa-] - the -ma - pa - Ra - am - and the 

interpretation of the word is Madanapuram / Maadapuram -the city of Neptune; 

Mathan–lord-kaama Deva. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants - [- sa-] -the - ma - pa -Ra-  am - and the original 

Tamil word is paarththida ondrum inmai – nothing to be soon;paaru –see; ondrum 

inmai- nothing.  

- Chithambaram has the consonants -[- sa-] - the -ma - pa -Ra - am - and the original 

Tamil word is perumaanai suttri irunthidum parantha paerandam - the universe around  

Sivan – the sun; perumaan - lord; parantha - wide; andam - universe. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -sa -the - ma - pa – Ra - am - and the original Tamil  

word is Umai perumaanoadu saernthu poatti poattu sathiraadum maedai / 

sathiraadum puram / paeranndam -universe - dance stage / place of dance of Uma and 

Sivan; umai –ammai- wife of Sivan; perumaan- lord; saernthu –together; poatti -

competition; sathiraadu- dance; maedai –stage. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -sa - the - ma - pa - Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is sathiraadum paerannda maedai – the cosmos /universe -the stage for the 

dance; paeranndam - universe; maedai - stage. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants - [-sa-] -the - ma -pa -Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is perum unmaiyaei thirai ittu moodi maraiththa idam – the great truth that was 

covered by the screen; perum - big; unmai- truth; thirai-screen; maraiththidu- to hide; 
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idam- place. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants – sa - the -ma - pa – Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is Thiru maraiyaei / Thiru manthiraththai Parai saathiyinar / Parai inaththoar 

paadi oaathiya paer uoor- the place where the great Paraiyah caste priests recited holy 

scriptures; ethiru manthiram - holy scriptures; inam- race; paadu –sing; oaathu – recite; 

paer uoor - city.    

- Chithambaram has the consonants - sa - the - ma - pa - Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is Apparum Sundararum / Nanthanaarum–mattra Naayan maarum ondraa 

Thirumaraiyaei paadi oaathiya puram – the place where  Appar, Sundarar, Nanthanaar 

and other Naaynmaars worshipped lord Sivan with their hymn; paadu –sing; oaathu- 

recite. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the - ma - pa - Ra - am - and the original 

Tamil word is Thiru marai oaathiya anthanarai / Paraiyarai  / Parai saathiyinarai  / 

Poosaari -yaei– Aarya Brahamanar– perum sathi thittam theetti / mannarin 

thunaiyoadu thuraththi  adiththa  idam – the place where Aryan priests drove away the 

Tamil priests with the help of the king; thiru marai - holy scriptures; Paraiyah - the 

Tamil priest community; saathi - caste; saathi - thinai; mannar - king; thunai- help; 

thuraththi adi - drive away; sathithittam - evil plot; Brahmanar - Aryan priests. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants - [-sa-] - the -ma - pa – Ra - am - and the original 

Tamil word is Umaiyoadu perumaan saerntha idam /  Umaiyaei thirumanam purintha 

idam / thiru mana mandapam – the place where  Sivan  married Umai; umai - wife of 

Sivan; perumaan- lord; saernthidu - be together; thiru manam- marriage; mandapam- 

hall. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -sa - the - ma - pa - Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is Umai perumaanoadu saernthu nadanam / naattiyam payeindra idam - the 

place where Sivan practiced dance with his wife; nadanm - dance; payeindridu – learn; 

saernthu –together. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants - [-sa-] -the -ma - pa – Ra - am - and the other 

interpretation of the word is nirththa mandapam / naattiyam –aadar paadar 

payeindridum idam / sathiraadum idam – dancing hall; aadar - dance; paadar - song; 

payeindridu - learn. 
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- Chithambaram has the consonants - sa-the  -ma - pa – Ra - am - and the other 

interpretation of the word is sen –thaamarai poomottu – the red lotus flower; sen–

thaamarai - red lotus; poo - flower; mottu - bud. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants – sa - the - ma -pa - Ra - a - and the other 

interpretation of the word is Samaya puraththu Amman – Kaali. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants – sa - the -ma - pa -Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is Thiripuram / pattri erintha moondru peru uoorai / suttri thirintha moondru 

peru meenai [ponmeen / maimeen / uootha meen –moondru perum asooranaiyim 

perumaan suttu eriththa idam - the place wherelord Sivan charred down the Jupiter 

and Saturn; pattri eriya - burning; peru uoor - cit; ponmeen –golden jupiter; mai meen - 

dark Saturn; uootha meen - blue Neptune; asooran - giant planet; suttu eriththida - to 

charred down.  

- Chithambaram has the consonants - sa - the - ma -pa - Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is Rathi - Mun Mathan- aei [uootha nira meenai] perumaan nettri neruppal suttu 

eriththa idam – puraanam – the place where kaama Deva was charred down - the blue 

colored Neptune and Uranus; uootha nira meen - blue color planet; mun – nettri–

forehead / sky; neruppu –fire; suttu eri - to burn; idam - place. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -[-sa-] - the - ma -pa - Ra- am - and the original Tamil 

word is perumaan thiru marai / thiru manthiram oaathi thantha puram – the place 

where lord gave holy scriptures; perumaan- lord; thirumarai - holy scriptures; oaathu- 

recite; idam - place. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -[-sa-] -the - ma - pa - Ra - am - and the original 

Tamil word is ponmaada puram – golden city; pon - gold. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants - sa- the -ma - pa–Ra- am - and the original Tamil  

word is ponnarai  / ponnar endra perum–asooranai suttu eriththu maaitha puram – the 

place where sun charred down Jupiter; ponnar - Jupiter; asooran - planet; suttu 

eriththida - to burn; maaiththidu- kill; puram- city.  

- Chithambaram has the consonants sa - the - ma -pa – Ra - am - and the original Tamil 

word is suttri thirintha pattri erintha mai meenai / perum asooranai suttu eriththu 

maaitha idam - the place where sun charred down Saturn; suttri thirintha - wandering / 

orbiting; pattri erintha - burning; mai meen - Saturn. 
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- Chithambaram has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the - ma- pa - Ra-  am - and the original 

Tamil word is aranmanai manadapam – the hall of the  palace; aranmanai - place; 

mandapam- hall. 

- Chithambaram has the consonants -[-sa-] -the -ma -pa – Ra- am - and the original Tamil 

word is Thiru maraiyaei / Thiru manthiraththai oaathathu / thadai poattu / 

maraiththutta aarya Brahamanar- in perum sathi thittam nadantha puram / paer uoor 

– the evil plot of Aryan priests not allowing to recite Tamil holy scriptures; paeruoor- 

city; thiru marai- holy scripture; oaathaathu- not reciting; maraiththidu - to hide; perum 

- big; sathi thittam – evil plot Brahamanar – Aryan priests. 

- Puli uoor has the consonants – pa-  la- Ra - and the original Tamil word is puliuri - tiger 

dress; puli - tiger; uoor–city / village. 

- Puli uoor has the consonants – pa-  la- Ra - and the original Tamil word is Puli yaeri – 

Sivan - the sun / one who have conquered the tiger - Jupiter; uri - dress. 

- Puli uoor has the consonants – pa - la- Ra - and the original Tamil word is Puli ari – to 

kill the tiger; Sivan- the sun / one who has conquered  the tiger - Jupiter; ariya- to  kill. 

Decoding the sooththiram word - Thillai 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la- and the original Tamil word is aadal – dance. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la- and the original Tamil word is ‘thai’  ‘thai‘ ena 

aaduthal – dance; thai- beat / rhythm. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la- and the original Tamil word is adi eduththu 

aaduthal – dance with steps; adi –foot; edu –take; aadu –dance. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la- and the original Tamil word is aadum thidal –

ground / open space – dancing place; thidal - open space - sky / universe. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the - la- and the original Tamil word is ilanthai / Indian 

jujube - the tree of the Nata Arasan temple – chithambaram. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the - la- and the original Tamil word is aadal nadantha 

thalam / thidal – the open space where the dance took place; nadanthathu- 

happened; idam - place. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la - and the original Tamil word is uoodal nadantha 

idam - the place of lover’s fight; uoodal - lover’s quarrel. 
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- Thillai has the consonants - the – la - and the original Tamil word is azhiththa idam – 

the place of killing [the asuras - planets – Jupiter and Saturn]; sooran - the star; 

asuras - planets; azhiththidu - kill / to ruin; idam - place. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the originalTamil word is thullal – dance. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the originalTamil word is aaluthal - dance. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the originalTamil word is aduthal- fight. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the original Tamil word is asainthaaduthal 

[missing letter-sa-] –dancing gently. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la- and the original Tamil word is thaalamiduthal – 

to make rhythm; thaalam - beat. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the original Tamil word is Ampalathth aadi 

[missing letter- pa-] –Sivan- dancing in the open space; ampalam - open space; aadi 

– dancer. 

- Thillai has the consonants – the– la- and the original Tamil word is thandalai –grove. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the– la- and the original Tamil word is sathi paaithal 

[missing letters- pa- and -sa-]- dancing. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the– la- and the original Tamil word is Aathaaladaiyan- 

Sivan. 
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- Thillai has the consonants - the – la - and the original Tamil word is Anal yaenthi – Sivan 

– holder of fire; anal - fire; yaenthu - to hold. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la - and the original Tamil word is Anal aadi –Sivan - 

player of fire; anal - fire; aadi – dancer. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la - and the original Tamil word is thee mithithal -fire 

walking; thee- fire; mithi - stamping. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the - la- and the original Tamil word is thee satti 

yaenthuthal [missing letter-sa-] – Sivan – the fire holder; thee -fire; satti - pot; yaenthu- 

to hold. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la - and the original Tamil word is Sudalai Aandi 

[missing letter-sa-]- conquering Jupiter and Saturn and making them as failed stars – 

man of grave yard. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la- and the original Tamil word is Aadal mannan – 

Sivan - the king of dance; aadal - dance; mannan - king. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la- and the original Tamil word is Aalam unddan– 

Sivan – who took the poison; aalam- poison; undaan - had eaten. 

- Thillai has the consonant - the – la- and the original Tamil word is Ennthoalan– Sivan. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la- and the original Tamil word is Aeilaattan –Sivan. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la - and the original Tamil word is Ellai illaathaan –

Sivan - without boundary; ellai- boundary; illai- nil. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the - la- and the original Tamil word is Aeinthu thozhiloan – 

Sivan – who does five jobs; aeinthu - five; thozhil - job. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la - and the original Tamil word is ThalaiMaalaiyan / 
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Thaanu Malaiyaan - Sivan. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the - la- and the original Tamil word is Thazhal eduththaan- 

Sivan; thazhal- fire. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the - la- and the original Tamil word is Thazhal maeni- Sivan 

– body of fire; maeni- body. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the - la- and the original Tamil word is Thazal Yaenthi – Sivan 

- holder of fire; yaenthu –to hold. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the – la- and the original Tamil word is Thaayilath-thaayan - 

Sivan. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the original Tamil word is Thaayinum nallan – 

Sivan - better than one’s mother; thaai- mother; nallaan - good person.  

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the original Tamil word is Thaalam- eenthaan- 

Sivan –one who  gave rhythm for the dance; thaalam- beat; eenthaan - ha had given. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the original Tamil word is Thunaiili - Sivan – 

without companion; thunai- companion; illai - without. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the original Tamil word is Thozhan- Sivan – the 

friend. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the original Tamil word is Thamizhan Sivan-  a 

Tamil. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la - and the original Tamil word is Thole aadaiyaan- 

Sivan – one who wears the leather dress - skin of the tiger- the rings of the golden 

Jupiter planet; thole - leather; aadai- dress. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the - la- and the original Tamil word is Muthali – Sivan- the 

first one – the sun. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the– la- and the original Tamil word is Muthaloan – Sivan- 

the first one – the sun. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the  original Tamil  word is Muzhuthoan – 

Sivan- the full one. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the – la- and the original Tamil word is Mulai Mathiyoan-
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Sivan- the morning sun; mulaikka - sprout; mathi - planet. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the - la- and the  original Tamil word is Moova Muthal– 

Sivan –the first of all; muthal- first – the sun. 

- Thillai has the consonants -the - la- and the original Tamil word is Malai Aandi – Sivan- 

king of the mountain; malai- mountain. 

- Thillai has the consonants - the - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  Thillaana – an 

rhythmic piece in Carnatic music. 

Thillai Nataraja 

- Thillai Nataraja has the consonants  –  the - la-  an – the- Ra – [- sa-]- and the original 

Tamil word is Thillai–yil Thamizh Thiru marai / thiru manthiram oaathum anthanar –  

the priests who recite Tamil holy scriptures; thiru marai - holy scriptures; oaathu- 

recite; anthanar / adiyaar – disciple of god. 

- Thillai Nataraja has the consonants– the – la - an – the- Ra –  sa- and the original Tamil 

word is anjaam suttru paathaiyir suttri thirintha / pattri erintha theepori –yaei aandal 

apparai / ponnarai / aasaanai / manthiriyaei -naayiru / sooriyan siriththae eriththu 

nadana maadiya thidal [missing letter- pa -] – the open space where Sun had 

conquered Jupiter and made Jupiter as a failed star; anjaam suttru paathai - 5th orbit; 

anju - five; anjaam - fifth; paathai - orbit; suttru paathai - orbit; thiriya- roaming; 

erinthida - burning; thee –pori- fire sparkle; ponnar -  Jupiter; sooriyan - sun; siriththidu 

- smile; eri- burn; nadanam- dance; thidal- open space. 

- Thillai Nataraja has the consonants  –  the - la-  an – the- Ra –  sa-and the original Tamil 

word is aaraam suttru paathaiyir suttri thirintha sompaarei–mai meen enum thee 

sudarai naayiru / sooriyan siriththae eriththu paerin paththoadu / aanantha / maaraaya 

nadana maadiya thidal [missing letter- pa -]- the open space where Sun had conquered 

Saturn  and made Saturn as a failed star; aaru- 6; mai meen - Saturn; naayiru- Ra - sun; 

paerinpam - bliss; maaraayam - merry. 

- Kanakasabha has the consonants – ka- an - ka - [-sa-] -pa - and the original Tamil word 

is ponvanna / ponkani maavai – golden hall; pon - gold;avai - assembly; vannam - color. 

- Kanakasabha has the consonants – ka- an - ka -sa- pa - and the original Tamil word is 

seppu kanima / kanja kanimaavai – hall of copper; seppu - copper; kanimam - metal.  
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- Ponnambalam has the consonants - pa –an-  ma – pa - la- ma - and the original Tamil 

word is pon –na- ninampalam – the hall of Jupiter; pon- gold; ampalam- space / 

universe. 

The sooththiram word Jupiter 

- Jupiter has the consonants- [- sa-] - pa - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is pon–

nira mudaiya meen / mathi - golden star;pon - gold; niram- ray / color;udaiya - having; 

meen - star; mathi - planet. 

- Jupiter has the consonants –[- sa - ] - pa - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is    

gnaayirin / sooriyanin aeinthaam suttru paathai– yir suttrum ponnar enum meen – the 

golden planet in the 5th orbit of sun; gnaayiru – sun; sooriyan – sun; aeinthaam - fifth; 

suttru paathai - otbit; ponnar- golden one - Jupiter. 

- Jupiter has the consonants- [- sa-] - pa - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is peththa 

thanthaiyaar - the father who gave birth; peththidu - beget; thanthai- father. 

- Jupiter has the consonants - sa- [-pa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

muthanmai amaichchar - chief minister; muthanmai- prime/ chief  /first / important; 

amaichchar - minister.   

- Jupiter has the consonants -sa - [-pa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  

sattauraignar - counsel; sattam - law; urai - say. 

- Jupiter has the consonants -[- sa-] - [-pa-] - the - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 

word is amaaththiyar - minister. 

- Jupiter has the consonants - [-sa-]- [-pa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

thaerchchiyar - ministers. 

- Jupiter has the consonants - [- sa-] - [-pa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

mooththoar- ministers. 

- Jupiter has the consonants [- sa-] - [-pa-] - the - Ra - and the other interpretation  of the 

word is  manthiri -minister. 

- Jupiter has the consonants [- sa-] - [-pa-] - the - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 

word is thanthiri - minister. 

- Jupiter has the consonants [- sa-] –pa - the - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 

word is pirathaani – minister; pirathan manthiri – prime minister. 
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- Jupiter has the consonants- sa- -[-pa-]-- the - Ra - and the other interpretation  of the 

word is saamanthar- ministers. 

- Jupiter has the consonants -[- sa-] - [-pa-] - the - Ra - and the other interpretation  of 

the word is thoothar – amabassador. 

 
veda 

- Veda has the consonants- va- the - and the original Tamil word is vithai/viththai / 

viththam – wisdom. 

- Veda has the consonants–va- the - and the original Tamil word is kaathu koduththu 

kaetta kathai - the story listened by ears; kaathu - ear; kodu- give; kaettidu- heed; 

kathai - story; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Veda has the consonants- va- the - and the original Tamil word is kathaithathu-  orally 

said; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka; vaaiyaadiyathu; vaakkaadiyathu.  

- Veda has the consonants- va- the - and the original Tamil word is oaathi vanthathu - 

recited one; oaathu - recite. 

- Veda has the consonants- va- the - and the original Tamil word is vaai paadu /  

vaaipaattu [missing letter- pa-]-  sutra / song; vaai - mouth; paattu - song. 

Arthamantapa 

- Arthamantapa has the consonants Ra - the - ma –an- the -pa- and the original Tamil  

word is Umaiammaiyim  – perumaanum eruttum naeram / raaththiri naeram / aria 

eruttu naeram – ondraa thani– maiyir saerntha idam - mandapam – the place where 

Sivan united with his wife in the dark evening; Uma- wife of Sivan; perumaan – lord - 

Sivan; eruttum naeram - time is getting dark;ondraa - to gether; saernthida - united. 

- Arthamantapa has the consonants Ra - the - ma – an - the– pa- and the original Tamil 

word is aaru thoonudaiya mandapam - hall with 6 pillars; aaru - 6; thoon -  pillar; 

mandapam - hall. 

- Artha [wealth] has the consonants - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is thiru -  

wealth. 

- Artha has the consonants - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is mainiram udaiya 

meen – the Saturn – 6th one orbiting around the sun; mai - dark; niram - ray / color; 

udaiya - having; meen- star / planet. 
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- Artha mantapa has the consonants - Ra - the – ma  an  the – pa - and the original Tamil 

word is mai–nira mudaiya meenin mandram -mandapam - hall for Saturn. 

- Artha [half] has the consonants - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is ondrin paathi 

[missing letter- pa-]- half of one; ondru- one; paathi- half. 

- Artha [mid-night] has the consonants - Ra  - the - and the original Tamil word is aria 

iruttu naeram - half of night time; aria - half; eruttu – dark; naeram - time. 

- Artha mantapa has the consonants Ra - the - ma –an- the – pa- and the original Tamil 

word is Thirumana mandapam –marriage hall; thirumanam - marriage; mandapam - 

hall. 

- Artha mantapa has the consonants Ra - the - ma – an - the -pa- and the original Tamil 

word is Rathi - Mun Mathanai eriththa puram / ninavu mandavam - the place where 

Kama Deva charred down - the Neptune and the Uranus; the hall built in memory of 

the event of Neptune got charred down by sun; ninaivu – memory; eriththa- burnt; 

puram- paer uoor- city.  

 
The sooththiram word Chitrakoota 

- Chitra koota has the consonants - sa - the –Ra- ka- the - and the original Tamil word is 

senk–Kathiravan koattam / koodam - hall of the red sun; kathiravan- sun; koattam- 

temple; koodam- hall. 

- Chitrakoota has the consonants - sa - the –Ra- ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 

koduvari arankkam - the hall of the tiger - Jupiter; koduvari - tiger; arankkam - hall.   

- Chitra koota has the consonants - sa - the –Ra – ka- the - and the other interpretation 

of the word is siththira kaaya koattam / koodam the hall of the tiger – Jupiter; siththira 

kaayam - tiger. 

- Chitra koota has the consonants - [-sa -]- the –Ra - ka- the- and the other interpretation 

of the word is punadrika koattam / tharakku koattam / viyaakira koattam [missing 

letter- pa- ] - the hall of the tiger - Jupiter; pundarikam- tiger; tharakku –tiger; 

viyakkiram- tiger. 

- Chitra koota has the consonants -  sa - the –Ra-  ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 

kathiravani suttri varam aeintham koar – amaichchar- the minister planet - the 5th 

planet of the sun -jupiter; kathiravan - sun; suttrivara- to orbit; aeinthaam- 5th; koar-  
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planet; amaichchar - minister. 

- Chitrakoota has the consonants - sa - the –Ra –ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 

Umaiyim – Sivan-um saernthu sathiraadiya koodam / koodi eruntha koodam / 

yaarukkum theriyaama rakasiyama koodiya maraividam –the secret place where lord 

Sivan and his wife united together; Uma / Ammai - wife of Sivan; saernthu –together; 

sathiraadu – dance; koodam - hall; koodu –to unite; maraivu idam - secret place; 

yaarukkum theiyaathu – no one knows. 

- Chitrakoota has the consonants -sa - the –Ra - ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 

Thiru aathiri nakasthiram / aathirai enum Sivan-in nakasthiram/ thaarakai –the star of 

Sivan; thiru- holy; aathirai - a name of a star – Betelgeuse; nakaththiram - star. 

- Chitrakoota has the consonants  - [-sa-] - the –Ra-  ka – the- and the original Tamil word 

is Thiru mana mandavam – marriage hall; thiru manam- marriage. 

- Chitrakoota has the consonants - sa - the –Ra- k a- the - and the original Tamil word is 

Kooththandavarin koattam –Siva’s temple; kooththaadi - the dancer - Sivan. 

- Chitrakoota has the consonants - sa - the –Ra- ka – the - and the original Tamil word is 

Thuru Murugan-in koattam – Murugan Temple; Thiru Murugan - Marduk - son of sun 

god Sivan. 

- Chitrakoota has the consonants - sa - the –Ra-  ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 

mup -puram / moondru asooranai suttu eritha kathai nadantha idam – thiru uoor – the 

place where sun charred down the gas giants and the ice giants; sooran- star; asooran- 

planet [with out rays –failed stars]; suttueriththidu -  to burn; kathai –story; idam - 

place; nadanthathu –took place. 

- Chitrakoota has the consonants - sa - the –Ra-  ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 

Siva perumaanum umai – Sivakaamiyai thirumanam seitha mandavam – the hall where 

Sivan married Umai; Siva Kaami - wife of Sivan; thiru manam- marriage; seithidu- do; 

mandapam –hall 

- Chitrakoota has the consonants - sa - the –Ra - ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 

Siva – nin Thiru koavir mandavaththai Vishnu aakkira miththa / vaunmuraiyaar 

kavarntha idam - koodam - the hall which was occupied forcibly by Vishnu which was 

owned by Sivan; vaunmurai - violence; kavarntha / aakkira miththa - captured; koodam 

- hall; thiru - holy; koavir - temple. 
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Vyagrapada 

Kodu varipaatham 

Karaka aatta-k-kaaran – Sivan 

Decoding the sooththiram word  Vyagrapada 

 
Cultural aspect - Puliyattam - Tiger dance  
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puliyattam      
 

Puliyattam (means Tiger Dance) is an old folk art dance of Tamil country. A highly 

exuberant and cultural festival, this dance form usually comprises a troupe of 6 performers 

aping the movements of the majestic, predatory tigers. Their bodies are painted by the 

painstaking efforts of local artists in vibrant yellow and black to resemble an exact replica of a 

tiger. The paintings include the ferocious looking fangs and convincing headgear replete with 

ears, paws with claws, and a long tail that conjures an accurate picture of the savage beast’s 

graceful movements. 

The thunderous roars of drums beating wildly along with several local instruments 

reproduce the snarls of the regal predators and complete the picture. Sometimes to 

incorporate a touch of reality, a vulnerable goat is tied and the dancers pretend to seize upon 

the helpless creature and thereby kill it. Apart from the tiger, the dancers are often adorned 

in the beautiful spots of a leopard or the eerie dark shades of a black panther. 

The art nowadays is very rarely performed in Tamil Nadu but is still performed in Kerala 

(Pulikali/Puliyattam), Andhra Pradesh (Pulivesham) and Karnataka (Hulivesha). 

 

 
 

- Vyagrapada has the consonants – va - ka - Ra - pa -the - and the original Tamil word is 
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kuyavariyin koor nakamudaiya paatham / vayavari / viyakkira paatham – foot  of the 

tiger; kuyavari - tiger; koor- sharp; nakam - nail; udaiya- having; paatham - foot. 

- Vyagrapada has the consonants - va-  ka- Ra - pa -the - and the original Tamil word is  

koaduvari- yin kooriya kann paarvai / kooriya kaarpaatha nakam - the sharp eyes and 

the claws of the tiger; koduvari – [koaduvari ] - tiger with body stripes; kooriya- sharp; 

kann –eye; paarvai - eye sight / vision; kaar - legs. 

- Vyagrapada has the consonants - va- ka- Ra - pa -the - and the original Tamil word is 

Koduvari vaedam poadukuravar / kodu vari vaedam poattu aadukiravar - a dance in 

which the player is disguished as a tiger; vaedam – disguise / make up; aadukiravar - 

dancer.  

- Vyagrapada has the consonants - va-  ka- Ra - pa -the - and the original Tamil word is 

vaanathir verum kannukku kaar poandru / kai pidipoandru thoattram tharum mai 

vanna pukaimutta thirattaaka – vatta vadiva – vari kodaaka / aadaiyaaka kondu oru 

perunk koar – the planet Saturn with rings that look like handles; vaanam - sky; kann - 

eye; kaar- legs; poandru – a like; kaipidi - handle; kai - hand; pidi- hold; thoattram - 

appearance; mai – dark; vannam - color; maimeen –Saturn; oru- one; perun-k-koar - a 

giant planet; koar- planet. 

- Vyagrapada has the consonants –va - ka- Ra - pa -the - and the original Tamil word is 

Kathiravan eriththu anaiththa [pattri erintha / vaanir thirintha] kaari meenenum perunk 

koar – the Saturn; kathiravan - sun; eriththidu - to burn; kaari meen - Saturn; kaari - 

dark / black; perum - big; koar-  planet; perun–k - koar - giant planet. 

- Yagrapada has the consonants - va - ka- Ra - pa -the - and the original Tamil word is 

ponnira pukai mutta thirattai vatta vadiva vari koaadaka / aadaiyyaaka uduththi 

erukkum viyaakiram / koduvari enum / guru enum perun – k – koar- the planet Jupiter 

with rings; pon- gold; niram - ray; pukai muttam - smoke / mist; vattam-  round; 

vadivam –shape; vari– kodau- lines; aadai –dress; uduththu –to wear; perun – k-koar- 

giant planet; viyakkiram- tiger.    

- Vyagrapada has the consonants - va-  ka- Ra - pa -the - and the original Tamil word is    

Kathiravan eriththu anaiththa [pattri erintha / vaanir thirintha] pon vanna mudaiya 

ponnar enum perunk koar -the golden Jupiter; kathiravan - sun; eriththidu -  

- to burn; anaiththidu –to put off; pon- god;vannam - color;ponnar - Jupiter- the golden 
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planet; perun – k – koar - giant planet. 

- Vyagrapada has the consonants -   va-  ka- Ra - pa -the - and the original Tamil word is 

vaanir thiriyim uootha vanna thanneer paanai koar -  the blue colorNeptune / Uranus - 

water pots; vaan - sky; thiriyim – wandering; uoothaa - blue; vannam - color; thanneer - 

water – paanai- pot; koar- planet; koar = kirakam [Skt]. 

- Vyagrapada has the consonants - va-  ka- Ra – [-pa -] -the - and the original Tamil  word 

is Karakaaatta– k –kaaran / karakaattam aadukiravar - Sivan;  karakam -  water pot; 

aadukiravar - dancer; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Neptune has the consonants – an -pa – the- an - and the original Tamil word is     thanni 

paanai – water pot; thanni - water; paanai- pot; water is equated with the semen of 

lord Sivan. 

- Neptune has the consonants – an –[- pa -] – the - an - and the other interpretation  of 

the word is Mun Mathan / Mun Mathan – in ampu / paanam; ampu - arrow.  

- Neptune has the consonants – an -pa – the - an - and the original Tamil word is     

poathai thanni paanai – liquor pot; arrack  is offered to localgods in Tamil nadu; poathai 

- intoxication; thanni – liquor / water; paanai - pot.  

 

Vyaghrapada 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vyaghrapada 

Vyaghrapada lit. tiger legged), was one of the mythical rishis (sage) of ancient India. 

The legend states that Vyaghrapada was a rishi and he was entrusted with the task of 

picking up fresh flowers, untouched even by the honeybees, for offering to Shiva in his aspect 

as Nataraja in the temple complex of Chidambaram, located in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. 

While plucking the flowers, Vyaghrapada would get wounded on account of thorns and the 

rough surface. Shiva conferred on him the feet of tigers and this ended the sage's miseries. So 

armed with the tiger's feet, the sage easily moved from place to place, including climbing 

rough trees to pluck fresh flowers untouched even by the honey bees. 

Vyaghrapada is also believed to be the founder of the famous Shiva temple at 

Vaikom in Kottayam district, Kerala. 
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His image and iconography depicts him as a human being but with the legs of a tiger. 

He is also shown having a tiger - like tail. Generally, he is shown alongside Patanjali, and both 

are depicted as offering homage to Shiva in his aspect as Natraja. 

Sthalasayana Perumal Temple, Tirusirupuliyur in TamilNadu, a Vishnu temple, is known 

to have been visited by Vyaghrapada with Patanjali and got the darshan of Lord Vishnu in the 

form of Lord Ranganatha of Srirangam. 

 

 

Pathanjali 
Patañjali was a sage in ancient India, thought to be the author of a number of Sanskrit 

works. The greatest of these are the Yoga Sutras, a classical yoga text. There is doubt as to 
whether the sage Patañjali is the author of all the works attributed to him as there are a 
number of known historical authors of the same name. A great deal of scholarship has been 
devoted over the last century to the issue of the historicity or identity of this author or these 
authors. 

Amongst the more important authors called Patañjali are:  

The author of the Mahābhāṣya, an ancient treatise on Sanskrit grammar and 
linguistics, based on the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini. This Patañjali's life is dated to mid 2nd century 
BCE by both Western and Indian scholars. This text was titled as a bhasya or "commentary" 
on Kātyāyana-Pāṇini's work by Patanjali, but is so revered in the Indian traditions that it is 
widely known simply as Mahā-bhasya or "Great commentary scholars of other Indian 
religions such as Buddhism and Jainism.  

The compiler of the Yoga sūtras, a text on Yoga theory and practice,and a notable 
scholar of Samkhya school of Hindu philosophy. He is variously estimated to have lived 
between 2nd century B.C. to 4th century A.D, with more scholars accepting dates between 
2nd and 4th century CE. 

The author of a medical text called Patanjalatantra. He is cited and this text is quoted 
in many medieval health sciences - related texts, and Patanjali is called a medical authority in 
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a number of Sanskrit texts such 
as Yogaratnakara, Yogaratnasamuccaya and Padarthavijnana. There is a fourth Hindu 
scholar also named Patanjali, who likely lived in 8th-century CE and wrote a commentary 
on Charaka Samhita and this text is called Carakavarttika. According to some modern era 
Indian scholars such as P.V. Sharma, the two medical scholars named Patanjali may be the 
same person, but completely different from the Patanjali who wrote the Sanskrit grammar 
classic Mahābhasya.  

Patanjali is one of the 18 siddhars in the Tamil siddha (Shaiva) tradition.  

 

 

Note; Patanjali and Vygharapada are only terminologies to denote certain 

astronomical concepts, linguistic thoughts and  fertility related ideas; even if these terms  

pointed the names of one or several writers of different periods, these terms are not their  

original names of those authors; to understand this idea we will consider later the names / 

terms such as Agasthiya, TholKappiyar, Vyasa, Valmiki  Aryabhata ,  Sushruta , 

Dhanvanthariand Hippocrates.  

 
Patanjali  - gas giants and the ice giants  

 
Puli tholum satti–paanaiyim 

Decoding the sooththiram word Patanjali 
 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the - an-  [-sa-] -  la- and the original Tamil word is 

Pulipaatha muni - monk with tiger foot - Jupiter- Vyagrapada; puli - tiger; paatham- foot 

/ muni- monk. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an-  [-sa-] -  la- and the other interpretation of 

the word is planet[Greek] / alainthida - to wander; alainthidum oli illatha mathi. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an – sa - la - and the original Tamil word is puli 

tholum satti paanaiyim - Jupiter and the Neptune / Uranus; puli- tiger; thole -  skin / 

leather; satti – small pot; paanai- big pot. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the - an -sa - la- and the original Tamil word is puli 

thole aadai anintha ponnanenum / alainthidum manjalaal - mathi - the Jupiter with 

yellow rings; puli - tiger; thole- leather; aadai - clothe; ponnan- golden one; manjal- 

yellow; aal- person; mathi - planet. 
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- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an – sa - la- and the original Tamil word is 

uootha poo oli udaiya pachchai thanni ulla suththi alainthidum aal - mathi - blue color 

water planets – Neptune / Uranus; alainthida- to wander; uoothaa- blue; pachchai 

thanni - fresh water; aal- person; mathi - planet. 

- Patanjali has the consonants-pa - the - an-  sa - la - and the original Tamil word is 

pachchai pani thanni ulla mathi - water planets – Neptune / Uranus; pani- ice; thanni –

water; ula t- having; mathi - planet. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an-  sa-  la- and the  original Tamil word is 

Thoalil / thalaiyil–thanni paanai sumanthidum aal – one with water pot on his shoulder 

/ head; thoal - shoulder; thalai - head; thanni –water; paanai - pot; sumanthidu - to 

carry; aal - person. 

- Bashya has the consonants –pa – sa - and the original Tamil word is paechchu -speech / 

language. 

- Speech has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa – sa - and the original Tamil word is paechchu  - 

speech / language. 

- Language has the consonants – la  –an -  ka - and the original Tamil word is panuval 

[missing letter- pa-] – word / speech / language; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Grammar has the consonants – ka- Ra – ma - and the interpretation of the word is 

viyakranam [Skt] - grammar; soothtiram; ka= va; va =ka. 

- Grammar has the consonants – ka- Ra – ma- and the original Tamil word is koorum 

murai - principles of speech; kooru- speak; murai – method/ principles. 

- Mahabashya has the consonants - ma - ka – pa - sa - and the original Tamil word is    

paechchin viyaakiyaanam – vakkanai –yaana paechchu –beautiful speech. 

- Mahabashya has the consonants - ma - ka – pa – sa- and the original Tamil word is  

paechchai semmai seika - to beautify the speech / language- to make the language a 

classical one; paechchu - speech; semmai - beauty; seika - do / make. 

- Paṇini has the consonants – pa - an - and the original Tamil word is  paechai semmai 

pannu [missing letter- sa-] - to beautify the speech / language – to make the language a 

classical one; pannu - do / make. 
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- Classical language has the consonants - ka – la - sa - ka - la - and the original Tamil  

word is nalla elakkana mulla mozhi - language with good grammar. 

- Classical language has the consonants- ka – la - [-sa-] - ka - la - and the original Tamil  

word is nalla elakkiyankkal ulla mozhi – language with good literary works.  

- Classical language has the consonants - ka – la - [-sa-] - ka - la - and the original Tamil  

word is nalla noolkal mikkamozhi - language with good books. 

- Classical language has the consonants- ka – la –sa - ka - la - and the original Tamil  word 

is sol valamai / sol-kalanjiam /sol koavai mikka–sevu –viyalmozhi- language  with good 

glossary. 

- Classical language has the consonants- ka – la - [-sa-] - ka - la - and the original Tamil  

word is ulaka – alaaviya mozhi –wordly language. 

- Classical language has the consonants- ka – la - [-sa-] - ka - la - and the original Tamil  

word is azhaku mikka mozhi – beautiful language. 

- Classical language has the consonants- ka – la -  [-sa-] - ka - la - and the original Tamil  

word is sevuviyal kolkai ulla mozhi - classical language. 

- Classical language has the consonants- ka – la- [-sa-] - ka - la - and the original Tamil  

word is sei – yul vazhakku ulla mozhi - classical language with poems. 

- Sanskrit has the consonants - sa - an– sa - ka – Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is 

semmai seitha kirantham / koottru – the language made as classical. 

- Sanskrit has the consonants - sa - an– sa - ka - Ra - the -and the original Tamil word is 

aadu maadu maeikkira naadoaadi paaraseeka naattu aariya anthanarin koottru / 

kirantham / paechchu [missing letter- pa-]  -the language of the nomadic pastoral  

Aryan people . 

- Sanskrit has the consonants - [-sa] - an - [-sa-] -  ka - Ra - the - and the interpretation  of 

the word is Grantha - Sanskrit. 

- Koottru [Tamizh] has the consonants - ka -  the – Ra - and the interpretation of the 

word is kirantham /Grantha - Sanskrit. 

- Word has the consonants – va – Ra - the - and the interpretation of the word is  

vaarththa – word/ Grantha; sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka. 
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- Word has the consonants – va – Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is koottru;  

sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Yoga has the consonant – ka - and the original Tamil word isyaakkai - yaei / kaayam / 

akam -kaakka / yakkaiyaei oaampuka  / paenuka [missing letter- pa-] – to take care of 

the body and mind. 

- Yogaratnakara has the consonants  – ka - Ra – the – an - ka - Ra -and the original Tamil 

word is yaakkai–yaei kaakum viththai – yaei / vithi murai–yaei kattru thanthavar - one 

who taught the art of taking care of the body; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.  

- Padarthavijnana has the consonants  – pa – the- Ra– the-  va – sa - an - and the original 

Tamil word is udampai / yaakkaiyaei – paenum/ oaampidum murai  - yaei kattru 

thantha aasaan / aasiriyar -one who taught the art of taking care of the body; 

sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Padarthavijnana has the consonants – pa - the - Ra– the -va – sa - an -and the original 

Tamil word is siththa maruththuvaththin aasaan – Siva perumaan / Thiru murugan -  

Siva/Murugan the – teacher of Siththa medicine. 

- Padarthavijnana has the consonants – pa - the - Ra– the - va – sa - an - and the original 

Tamil word is udar noaei -  yaei / mana noaei-yaei / pini - yaei –noaei naadi  / noaei 

muthar naadi endru noaei – yaei arinthidum murai pattriyim / athan pinnar arintha 

noaei–yaei theerkkum / kunamaakkum  /sukamakkum / sari- aakkum  /   vithi 

muraiyaei / viththai - yaei – arivai – kattru koduththa aasiriyar /  arumarunthu 

uruvaakkum murai–yaei kattru koduththa vaiththiyar / maruththuvar / siththar-  

pidaaran  – one who taught about the etiology of the disease and the treatment 

methods with drugs. 

- Patanjalatantra has the consonants  – pa – the – an –sa - la - the - an – the – Ra - and 

the original Tamil word is  noaei naadi athan pinnar noaei muthal naadi athan pinnar 

noaei thaniththida aru marunthu tharanum - first - know the about the details of the 

disease, then make the diagnosis of the disease, then find out the eiologyof the disease 

and then prescribe medicine accordingly.  

- Patanjalatantra has the consonants  – pa – the – an – sa – la - the - an – the – Ra -and 

the original Tamil word is muthalil udal - noaei– yaa allathu mana noaei thaanaa –ena 

aaeinthua arinthidu - first confirm whether it is a somatic illness or mental illness.  
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- Patanjalatantra has the consonants – pa– the - an - [-  sa-] - la - the - an – the – Ra -and 

the original Tamil word is thoththu noaei ulla piniyaalarai thanimai – paduththal 

vaendum - keep the patients with infectious diseases in isolation. 

Patanjali  - language scholar 
Paadamsolli / pathamsolli 
Thamizhan 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an - sa - la- and the original Tamil word is 

PasanthuThamizh - beautiful Tamil; pasanthu- beauty. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an – sa – la - and the original Tamil word is 

painthamizh / pasunthamizh – youthful Tamil; pasumai - fresh /green. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an - [-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word is 

pandaiya Thamizh mozhi -ancient language Tamil; pandaiya- ancient. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the - an - sa– la- and the original Tamil word is 

Thamizh mozhiyin muthal aasaan - the first Thamizh grammarian; muthal - first; aasaan 

- master. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the - an - sa - la- and the original Tamil word is sen–

Thamizh mozhi paesinaan - spoken the classical language Tamil; paesu –speak. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [- pa-] - the - an - [-sa-]– la- and the original Tamil word is 

sen Thamizhan. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an - [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is   

paainthoadum Sinthunathi Thamizhan – the Thamizh man of Indus river; paainthida - to 

jump; Sinthu - Indus; nathi - river. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the - an- [-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word is 

aeinthu aaththu thanni paayim nilaththin [Punjab] Thamizhan – the Thamizh man of 

Punjab; aeinthu – five; aattruthanni – river water; paayim - flowing; nilam - land. 

- Patanjali has the consonants- pa - the – an – sa - la- and the original Tamil word paesa 

solli than thaan–PaechchiAppan/ Paechchi Appan– the one who taught to speak; 

paesu-speak; sollithaa - to teach.  

- Patanjali has the  consonants - [-pa-] - the - an -sa-la - and the original Tamil word is 

sen–Tamizh Mozhi thanthaan - the one who gave the classical language Thamizh; Sen- 
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Thamizh - classical language Tamil. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the - an - sa-  la - and the original Tamil word   

Muththamizh -thanthan -the one who  gave three branches of Thamizh; muthth - 

thamizh – three sections of Tamil. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the - an –sa – la - and the original Tamil word is   

Thamizh mozhi – yaei paesa ezhutha solli thantha mozhi aasaan - the one who taught 

to speak and write the Thamizh language; mozhi - language; paesu - speak; ezhutha - to 

write; sollithaa- to teach; mozhi aasaan- language scholar. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa- the – an–sa - la- and the original Tamil word is   mani 

maniyaa ezhutha solli than thaan –the one who taught to write legibly; mani - bead. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an – sa – la - and the original Tamil word is   

muththu muththa - the one who taught to write legibly; muththu- bead / drops / pearl. 

- Patanjali has the  consonants - pa - the – an - sa- la- and the  original Tamil word is   

paththi paththiyaa ezhutha solli thanthaan – one who taught to write in paragraphs; 

paththi - paragraph. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an - sa - la - and the original Tamil word is   

nalla Tamizh paesa sonnan - the one who taught to speak in good Tamil; nalla - good; 

paesu –speak. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the – an-  sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is 

Thamizh ezhuththai thanthaan / ezhuththu nadai than thaan –the one who gave letters 

to Thamizh; ezhuthu- letters; thanthaan- he gave. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa- the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil word  is   

padialanthaan – one who gives resources. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa- the - an-  sa - la- and the original Tamil word is   

paechchin oli thanthaan - the one wh  gave voice; paechchu- language; oli- sound. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa- the - an-  sa-  la- and the  original Tamil word  is  

mozhi oli– yial paadam solli thanthaan – the one who taught phonetics of alanguage; 

oli–iyal- phonetics. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an - sa - la- and the original Tamil word is  

mozhiyin padi–oasai alanthaan - the one who taught phonetics of a language. 
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- Patanjali has the consonants – pa- the - an-  sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is  

mozhi adipadai solli thanthan - one who taught about the basics of language; mozhi- 

language; adi padai- basics; sollithaa- teach. 

- Patanjali has the consonants –pa- the – an -sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is   

Thamizh paechchin ezhuththu oaasai thanthaan - the one who taught phonetics of  

language; paechchu - language; ezhuththu - letters; oaasai - sound. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa- the – an - sa - la- and the original Tamil word is  

Thamizh mozhi aazham / moolam / adi sol / adipadai solli than thaan –the one who  

taught the root meaning for the Thamizh words; adi sol- root word. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa- the – an-  sa-  la - and the original Tamil word is  

Thamizh mozhiyil oaatha solli than thaan – Pachchai Appan / Paechchi Appan - the lord 

who taught to recite in Thamizh – Paechchi Appan; oaathu - recite; solli thaa- teach. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an-  sa-  la - and the original Tamil is  Thamizh 

mozhi – yil pan seithaan - the one who wrote poems in Thamizh; pan - poem; seithaan- 

he composed / did. 

- Patanjali has the consonants –pa - the – an – sa – la- and the original Tamil word is  thol 

Thamizh mozhiyaei- sen –thamizhaa pann- paduththinaan –the one who  made the 

ancient Tamizh language into a classical one; pann paduththu - to make it good; sen- 

thamizh - classical language Tamil. 

- Patanjali has the consonants –pa - the – an – sa – la - and the original Tamil word is 

paechchu mozhi–yaei ezhuthu mozhiyaa seithaan – seitha muthal mozhi aasaan –   the 

Thamizh who made the language from oral form into written form; paechchu mozhi – 

oral language; ezhuththu mozhi - written language. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an –sa – la - and the original Tamil word is  

Thamzhil paadam / padippu solli than thaan – the one who taught lessons in Thamizh; 

paadam - lesson. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the - an-  sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is  thol 

Thamizh mozhi– yil noolai ezhuthiya muthal mozhi aasan – the first Tamil  scholar to 

write books; nool - book; ezhuthu - write; mozhi aasaan - master of  language. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa – the – an –sa – la - and the original Tamil word is thol 

Thamizh mozhiyaei semmai seitha mozhi aasaan / paanan –Panini –the poet  who 
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refined the old language Thamizh; semmai seika – to beautify; aasaan – master; paanan 

– singer. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the - an-  sa-  la- and the original Tamil word   is 

aadal than than / aada solli thanthan - the one who taught the art of dancing; aadu –to 

dance; sollithaa - teach. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the - an– sa – la- and the original Tamil word is  

paadal thanthaan / paada solli thanthann – the one who taught the art of singing; 

paadu - to sing; paattu / paadal  –song; sollithaa - teach. 

- Patanjalihas the consonants– pa - the - an– sa – la- and the original Tamil word is  mana 

paadam panna solli thanthaan –the one who taught to byheart. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an - sa - la - and the original Tamil word is   

padippu solli thant haan - the one who taught lessons; padippu – learning/ education. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an– sa – la- and the original Tamil word is 

muthalil aaththu mannil ezhutha solli than thaan - at first he taught to write in the river 

sand; muthalil – in the beginning; aaththumanal - river sand; ezhuthu- write; sollithaa -  

teach. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the - an– sa – la - and the original Tamil word is pin 

yaettil / munn yaettil / paani oaattil ezhutha solli than thanan – later he taught to write 

in potherd or clay slabs; pin - later munnyaedu – clay  tiles; paanai oaadu - potherd; 

ezhuthu –write; solli thaa - teach. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the - an– sa – la - and the original Tamil word is   pin 

panai oalaiyil ezhutha solli than than - later he taught to write inpalmola; paani –palm; 

olai - palm leaf. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an – sa – la- and the original Tamil word is   pin 

Thamizh ezhuththai silai – yil pathi – th – thida solli than than - later he taught to write 

in stones slabs; pin- later; silai – stone / statue; pathi- carve. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an– sa – la- and the original Tamil word is   pin 

seppu pattayaththil ezhutha solli than thaan – later he taught to write in copper  

tablets; seppu -copper; pattayam- tablet; ezhuthu –write. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the - an– sa – la - and the original Tamil word is  pin 
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– thaalil ezhutha solli than thaan – later he taught to write in  paper sheet; pin - later;  

thaal - paper; ezhutha- to wite; sollithaa - to teach. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an-  sa – la- and the original Tamil word is   

muthan muthalil Thamizh mozhi– yil pann isaiththaan / paadal amaiththaan – he who 

gave songs in Tamizh – Sivan; pann- songs; amaiththidu –to compose. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa- the – an –sa – la- and the original Tamil word is   

muthan muthalil maanudan paesiya mozhi – Thamizh mozhi – the first language of 

human beingsis Tamil; muthan muthalil - at  first; maanudan - human being; paesiya –

spoken; mozhi- language. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the – an-  [-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word is 

mozhi alanthaan – Sivan who measured the language; mozhi-language; alanthidu - to 

measure. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the – an – sa – la - and the original Tamil word   is 

sol – oaasai alanthaan – the one who taught phonetics of language; sol- language  / 

word; oaasai - sound. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the – an - [-sa-] – la - and the original Tamil  word 

is poo –nool anintha Thamizhan / Thol thamizhan – Sivan - the first Tamil  person to 

wear poo nool; poo nool - sacred thread; thol - ancient. 

 
Patanjali  - the Dance Teacher 
 
Paattu paadi aada solli 
Paani Thamizh -  the beauty of Tamil 
Puli aattam aadum aal – one who  dances like a tiger 

- Patanjali has the consonants–pa- the – an –sa – la - and the original Tamil word is aada 
–paada / nadanam aada solli thantha aasaan / nattan – the dance teacher; aadu - 
dance; paadu – sing; nadanam - dance; sollithaa - teach; aasaan - master. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an – sa – la - and the original Tamil word is  
iduppai aatta solli than than – the one who taught belly dance; iduppu - hip / waist; 
aatttu – shake. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an –sa – la - and the original Tamil word is  
thaandi thaandi aada solli than thaan – the one who taught leaping dance; thaandu – 
leap; aadu – dance; sollithaa - teach . 
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- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an – sa – la- and the original Tamil word is  
mella mella asainthaada solli than thaan - the one  who taught to dance slowly and 
gently; mella - slowly; asainthaadu - shake and dance. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an -sa- la- and the original Tamil word is 
Naattiya saalai / aada paada solli thanthidum aasaan illam / nadana saalai – dance hall; 
naatiya saalai - dance hall; aasaan - master; illam – house. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-]- the – an – sa - la- and the original Tamil word  
isThillai nadana saalai / nadana soalai - the dance hall of Thillai. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -pa-the – an -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 
Ampalaththaan – the dancer of the universe; ampalam - space. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-]- the – an -[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil word  is 
Anal aadi –fire dancer; anal- fire; aadi –dancer. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the – an - [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil  word is 
thoadaiyaei thatti thatti thaala meenthaan - one who  gave dance/ song  rhythm- Sivan 
; thoadai –thigh; thattu- to tap;thaalam – rhythm / beat.  

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the - an-  sa- la- and the original Tamil word is isai 
solli than thaan – the one who taught music; isai - music; solli than than - one who 
taught.  

- Patanjali has the  consonants – pa - the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil word is 
isai – yin thaalaththai oththu aada / paada sonnan - the one who taught  to sing  and 
dance in tune with music beats;  isai- music; thaalam- beat; oththu- in  harmonious. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -pa—the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil word   is 
Thamizh Pannaan / Panaan / Paanini - Thamizh poet / singer; paanan - singer. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the - an -sa- la- and the original Tamil word is aadal 
paadal paththiya isai Thamizh noolai ezhuthinaan - wrote a book on dance and  music 
in the Tamil language; aadal - dance; paadal - song; isai - music; nool - book;  ezhuthu –
write. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an - [-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word   is 
pann isai paadal seithaan – one who made songs; pann - song; isai - music. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-]- the – an – sa – la - and the original Tamil word  is 
Thillai Aandai / Thilai Naathan / Thillai Natesan –Sivan - the sun god. 
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Patanjali - the Health Giver 
 
udal nalanai oaamputhal 

- Patanjali has the consonants –pa - the – an- [- sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil word is 
pon / poo udalthanthaan - one who gave body; udal - body; pon- gold; poo- flower; 
thaa- give. 

- Patanjali has the consonant s- pa- the – an –sa – la- and the original Tamil word is udal 
nalam than thaan – one who gave physical health; udal - body; nalam - health. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an –sa – la- and the original Tamil word is 
mana nalam than thaan – one who gave mental health; manam - mind; nalam - health. 

- Patanjali has the  consonants – pa - the – an –sa - la- and the original Tamil word is udal 
nalam / mana nalam paeana / payila solli thantha aasaan– the one taught to maintain 
healthy body by doing exercises; paenuka- to take care; payilu - learn; aasaan - teacher. 

- Patanjali has the  consonants – pa - the – an – sa – la - and the original Tamil word   is 
naalum nadai payila solli thanthaan - the one who taught to go for daily walking; naal- 
day; naalum - daily; nadai -walking;payila - learn. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an –sa – la - and the original Tamil word   
maalaiyil aadi oaada solli thanthan – the one who taught  to play in the evening  time; 
maalai - evening; aadu –dance; oaadu –run. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an –sa – la- and the original Tamil word is udal 
nalanai oaampa sonnaan – one who advised to take care of the body; udal- body; nalan 
- health; oaampidu - take care.  

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an -sa - la- and the original Tamil word is 
saththulla theeni pandam thinna sonnan -  one who taught to eat nutritious food; 
saththu -nutrition; theeni -eatable;thinnu-eat. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the – an –sa – la- and the original Tamil word is 
naattil noai nodi / thoththu noaei -  illatha soozhalai seithaan – one who made a 
infectious disease free state; thoththu noaei - infectious disease; illai - without; soozhal 
- atmosphere. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the – an - sa– la- and the original Tamil word is 
thooimai–yaana soozhalai paeana sonnan – the one whotaught to maintain  hygienic 
atmosphere; thooimai - clean; soozhal- environment. 
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Cultural aspect;   Significance of  pottu / binthi 
 

 
 

 
Pictures show various phases of moon on the forehead of women; dark pottu –spot  - 

signifies the new moon; red one signifies the full moon; crescent one is the other one; on the 

fertility aspect; crescent pottu adorns the forehead of little girls; red saffron pottu on the 

forehead of an adolescent girl signifies that she had attained puberty; a big red saffron  pottu 

over the forehead denotes that the woman is married; a very big red saffron pottu over the 

forehead hair indicates that the woman has become a mother; sun is the man; moon is the 

woman; hence lord Sivan has his wife on his head. 

 
Patanjali - Sivan 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an –sa - la- and the original Tamil word is mun 
– neththiyila moonu saampal pattai ullavan / eesan / Iyan – one who has three stripes 
of ash on his forehead; mun nettri – forehead;moonu – three; saampal - ash; pattai - 
stripe; three ash stripes signify his victory over the three planets  Jupiter, Saturn and 
Neptune.  

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an –sa – la - and the original Tamil word is 
pon–nilaa soodi - one who wears moon. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an – sa - la- and the original Tamil word is mun 
neththiyil saeppu pottu ulla aaththaal - the goddess with saffron mark on her forehead; 
saeppu – red; pottu –bindhi - mark; aaththaal - deity. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa- the - an-  sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is    
pondaatti neththiyila pottu itta Iyan / eesan - one who applied bindhi on his wife’s  
forehead. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa- the – an –sa - la- and the original Tamil word is 
Thalayil nila ponnai sumanththidum aal / eesan / Iyan -the person who is carrying  the 
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female – moon goddess; thalai - head; nilaa - moon; ponnu –female; sumakka - to 
carry;  aal - person. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an – sa - la- and the original Tamil word is 
paathi penn udal ulla aal / eesan/Iyan - half of his body is female  

 
 

 
 

Patanjali 
Poo nool / Pon- nool / Panju nool poondaan 

 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil word   is 

poo-nool / ponnool / panju nool aninthaan – one who  wears the sacred thread tied 

with flowers; poo nool - sacred thread; pon – gold; ponnool - golden thread; panju nool 

- cotton  thread; poo - flower. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an -sa- la- and the original Tamil word is  thee 

paththiya ponnanai anaiththu azhiththu – ponnanai suththi ulla pon thool - pon - nool 

ani –yaa aninththaan – sun god - Sivan wearing the golden thread - jewel as a mark of 

humiliating Jupiter / making him a failed star; pon – nool - golden threads -the rings 

around the Jupiter; pon thool - golden dusts; ponnan – the golden Jupiter;  thee - fire; 

thee – yaei anaiththidu - to put off the fire; azhiththidu – to kill; ponnan - golden one –

Jupiter; pon thool - gold dust; ponnool - golden thread; aninthavan - one who is 

wearing.   

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an - [-sa-] - la- and the interpretation of the 

word is the word punitha maana panju nool - sacred thread; punitham - thooimai - 

sacred; panju – cotton; nool - yarn. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an – sa - la- and the interpretation of the word 
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is the word mana naalil mana / soodum ponalaana manja thaali – bride wearing the 

golden badge; manam - marriage; naal - day; mana ponnu- bride; aninthidu –to wear; 

pon- gold; thaali - marriage badge; manja - yellow.  

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the – an –sa - la- and the original Tamil word is  

thoalil aninthidum panju nool thundu -  the cotton shoulder cloth; thoal - shoulder; 

panju – cotton; thundu - piece of shoulder cloth. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the - an– sa-  la - and the original Tamil word is  

sannamaana moonu panju noolanin thaan – one who wears the sacred thread made of 

cotton; panju nool thundai thol - il anithaan - panju / cotton - the clouds of the sky. 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the - an -sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is   pala 

palaththidum pon –naalaana sanna noolani aninthaan - one who wears the  shiny 

golden thread; palapalappu - shiny; pon - goldsannam - slender; nool – thread; ani-

ornament . 

- Patanjali has the consonants– pa - the - an– sa - la- and the original Tamil word is   Pon 

–Thattaan thoalil aninthidum sannam aana ponaala ana nool ani – the gold smith 

wearing golden jewel thread; pon Thattaan - gold smith; thoal - shoulder; pon - gold; 

sannam - slender; nool - thread; ani - ornament. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[ - pa-] - the - an– sa – la- and the original Tamil word is 

uliyaal seththi silai seithidum aasan thoalil aninthidum nool ani – sculptors  wearing the 

shoulder jewel thread; uli - chisel; seththu – cut; silai - statue; seithidu –do; aasaan - 

master. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the - an -[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Puli thole aadai aninthaan – Sivan - one who wears the skin of the tiger – Jupiter- rings; 

puli - tiger; thole - skin / leather; aninthidu –wear. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa- the - an- -[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is 

Puli tholaan / puli aadaiyaan –Sivan; puli –tiger; aadai- clothe; thole – leather / skin. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the - an -[-sa-]- la - and the original Tamil word is 

Puli udaiyaan / simmam udaiyaan  -Sivan - the lord of the tiger / lion; puli – tiger/ lion; 

simmam - lion; udaiya -has. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [--pa-] - the – an -  [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil  word 

is poathai thanni aal - Sivan – the drunkard - symbolic of humiliating the ice giants – 
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Uranus and Neptune; poathi thanni - intoxicating water; aal - person; poathai thanni - 

water of Neptune. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the - an-  [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil  word is 

thoalil / thalaiyil–thannipaanai - yaenthiya aal – one who carries the water pot on his 

shoulder symbolic of humiliating the ice giants – Uranus and Neptune; karaka aatta-k-

kaaran- dancer carrying a water pot  on  his head;thoal- shoulder; thalai - head; thanni- 

water; paanai - pot.  

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an – sa - la- and the original Tamil word  is 

anjaam suththu paathaiyil pon meenai azhiththaan – victory over Jupiter; anjaam - 

fifth; paathai - path; suththu paathai - orbit; ponmeen - planet -Jupiter; azhiththidu - to 

ruin. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an – sa – la- and the original Tamil word is 

uootha meenai - mathi / pachchai thanni meenai azhiththan - victory over Neptune and 

Uranus – lord Pachchai Aappan – Sivan; uootha - blue; mathi - planet; pachchai thanni – 

fresh water; azhiththidu – to ruin.  

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa- the - an- -sa- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Thillayil - pon –thaali thanthau pondaatti  - yoadu saenthaan -  Sivan married Uma after 

giving goldenthaali – the marriage badge; ponthaali - golden badge; pondaatti- wife; 

saenthaan- one who has united. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa- the – an -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is poo 

maalai aninthann  - one who wears flower garland; poo- flower; maalai - garland. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa- the – an -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

ponnanai azhiththan / anju ezhuththan - one who conquered Jupiter; ponnan - golden 

one / Jupiter; azhiththidu – ruin; anju - 5;ezhuththu – letter. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]- the - an -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Mun Mathanai azhiththan – one who conquered Neptune; azhiththidu – kill / ruin; Mun 

Mathan –lord kaama Deva – Neptune.  

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the - an -[-sa-] – la - and the original Tamil word  is 

ponnaal aana pinaiyal / mani maalai aninthaan – one who wears a golden garland; 

pinaiyal - garland; maalai - garland; mani – stones / bead.  

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the – an -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 
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ponnaal aana / manja nool thaali thanthaan mana pennukku – he gave the golden 

marriage badge to hisbride;pon –gold; manjanool - yellow thread; thaali – marriage 

badge; man ponnu - bride. 

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the - an– sa - la- and the original Tamil word is  

panjil nool neiya solli than thaan - one who taught to make thread from cotton; panju – 

cotton; nool - thread; solli thaa - teach. 

- Patanjali has the consonants –pa - the – an - [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

nool aadai pinna / neithida solli than thaan - one who taught to weave cloth; aadai - 

cloth; pinna - to knit; neithida - to weave. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [--pa-] - the - an-  [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil  word is 

nool seithaan – one who wrote books; nool-  book; sei –do / make. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [--pa-] - the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil  word is 

mazhai pozhiya seithaan – one who gave rain; mazhai - rain; pozhiya - to shower. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -pa - the – an –sa – la- and the original Tamil word is   

nilaththai pann paduththi uzhuthida solli than thaan –  one who taught to plough; 

nilam - land; uzhuthidu - to plough.  

- Patanjali has the  consonants – pa - the – an - sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is   

munn paani seithida solli than thaan – one who taught to make pots; munn paanai - 

clay pot; seithidu – make.   

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the - an--sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is   mut 

panda thozhilai solli than than - one who taught to make pots;  mut - paandam-  

earthern vessel; thozhil- profession; sollithaa - teach.   

- Patanjali has the consonants – pa - the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil  word is 

Thalai Paliyan – Sivan. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-] - the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil  word is 

Thalai Maalaiyan - Sivan. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-] - the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil  word is 

Thalai Yaenthi – Sivan. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-- the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil  word  is  

Mutha loan - the first one - Sivan. 
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- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-- the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the original Tamil  word is 

Thoazhan – friend- Sivan. 

- Patanjali has the  consonants -[-pa-]-- the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the  original Tamil word is 

Thazhal Yaenthi – fire holder; yaenthu - to hold; thazhal -  fire. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-- the - an-  [-sa-]-  la- and the  original Tamil word is 

Thazhal eduththan –Sivan. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-- the - an- -sa- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Thazhal Sadaiyan - Sivan; sadai - braided hair; thazhal – fire. 

- Patanjali has the consonants- --pa- the - an- -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Punal Yaenthi – Sivan. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-]- the - an -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Thanathan thozhan –Sivan. 

- Patanjali has the  consonants- --[-pa-]- the - an- -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Thaayinum nallaan –better then one’s mother- Sivan; thaai- mother; nallaan - good 

person. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]- the - an- -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Thaazh Sadaiyan –Sivan with matted hair; sadai – matted / braided hair. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-]- the – an – sa - la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Thillai Aandai / Thilai Naathan / Thillai Natesan –Sivan - the sungod; aandai - naathan. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-]- the – an – sa – la - and the original Tamil word  is 

Thillai nadana saalai / nadana soalai - the dance hall of Thillai; nadanam - dance; saalai - 

hall.  

- Patanjali has the consonants - [-pa-]- the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Anal Yaenthi –fire holder - Sivan; yaenthu –to hold; anal - fire. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]- the - an-[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Anal aadi – fire dancer; anal - fire; aadi – dancer. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]- the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Anju ezhuththan – one with five letters- as a mark  of  victory  over the 5th planet  

Jupiter; anju - 5; ezhuthu - letter. 

- Patanjali has the consonants- [-pa-]- the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 
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Atha laa-daiyan –Sivan . 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]- the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Oppu illaathaan - one without comparison; oppu - equal; illai - nil. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -pa-the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Ampalaththaan –the dancer of the universe; ampalam - space. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-  the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Aazhi eenthaan –Sivan – who gave water; aazhai- water; eenthaan - given. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Thaayilla-Thaayan –Sivan - the sun - the one without mother - came on his own; thaai- 

mother; illai- without . 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Aalamundaan - one who took the poison ; aalam - poison; undidu –eat. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-the – an -[-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Azhal maeni udaiyaan –one with fire form ; azhal- fire; maeni-  body; udaiya- has  . 

- Patanjali has the  consonants- -[-pa-]-the - an- --[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word  

is Eeduillaan –person with no one to compare; eedu - comparison; illai - without. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Ellai illaathaan – one without boundary; ellai - boundary; illai - without. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Enndoalan –Sivan. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-the - an- sa- la- and the other interpretation of the 

word  is Salam thalaiyaan –Sivan . 

- Patanjali has the  consonants -[-pa-]-the - an- sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is 

Sudalaiaandi –Sivan – theman of graveyard. 

- Patanjali   has the  consonants- -pa-the - an- sa- la- and the original Tamil word  is 

Soolapadaiyaan / moo- ilaiyaenthi –Sivan  with the trident; soolam - trident; moonu-  

three; ilai - leaf; yaenthu - to hold. 

- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

MaalaiMathiyaan –evening sun; maalai - evening. 
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- Patanjali has the consonants -[-pa-]-the - an- [-sa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Muzhuthoan –the full one- the sun- Sivan.  

- Patanjali has the consonants-  pa - the - an-  sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is   

Naattiyasaalai / aada paada solli thanthidum aasaan illam / nadana saalai –dance hall; 

aadu –to dance; paadu - to sing ; aasaan- master; illam - house. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the - an-  sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is   

Anjaammeeani / mathiazhiththan / ponnanaiazhiththan-sun – Sivan who  conquered 

Jupiter – the fifth planet to orbit around sun; anjaammathi - fifth  planet; ponnan – 

Jupiter- the golden one; azhi- kill. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the - an-  sa- la- and the original Tamil word is   

Nanjai azhiththan/ aalamundaan  -Sivan who took the poison; nanju / aalam - poison; 

undidu- eat. 

 
Patanjali- The Snake of The Sky 
The Snake Inside The Womb - Placenta  
 
 

 
 

- Patanjali has the consonants- pa - the - an-  sa-  la- and the original Tamil word is   

panithanniyil ulla anjuthalai paampu - the placenta of the amniotic fluid - the five heads 

signify the 10 months [  5 x 2 ] of pregnancy; anju - 5; thalai - head; paampu - snake. 

- Patanjali has the consonants - pa - the - an- sa- la- and the original Tamil word is   Pani 

thanni nanju naalam –the placenta  of the amniotic fluid; pani thanni - amniotic  fluid; 

nanju - poison; naalam - tube / vessel. 
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Cultural aspect;  
Paampuattam (snake dance) (Tamil:  பாம்புஆட்டம்) is a folk dance from Tamil 

country, India. Snakes are considered as the protecting divinity which safeguards health and 

prosperity. Snakes are also related to the Hindu deity Murugan. Usually girls perform this 

dance with a snake skin-like costume. The performer simulates snake movements, writhing, 

creeping and making quick biting movements with the head and hands. The hands are also 

held together to look like the hood of a cobra. 

In the classical dance form Bharata Natyam the snake dance is performed in a manner 
similar to the old folk dance. 

 
Baratha 

- Baratha has the consonants– pa- Ra - the- and the original Tamil word is oaatha /  
paada payeirchchi tharum paeriaasiriyar [missing letter-sa-] –teacher of music and 
dance; oaatha - to recite;aada - to dance; paada - to sing; payeirchchi –training;paer - 
great; isai - music; aasiryar/aachchaariya – teacher.  

- Baratha has the consonants– pa- Ra - the- and the original Tamil word is  Paraththai – 
dancer. 

 
Paraththai 
 

- Paraththai has the consonants– pa- Ra - the- and the original Tamil word is – aadi 

paadum pendeer - the singing dancers; pendeer - women. 

- Paraththai has the consonants -pa- Ra – the- and the original Tamil word is  

sathiraadum pendeer [missing letter-sa-] –stage dancers. 

- Paraththai has the consonants -pa- Ra - the  - and the original Tamil word  is  –  

sathiraadum pendeer [missing letter- sa-] - the temple dancers. 

- Baratha naattiyam has the consonants -pa- Ra - the- an – the  ma- and the original 

Tamil word is Paraththaiyarin - aattam  - the dance of the temple dancer; aatam- 

dance. 

- Ananda thandava has the consonants - an -the - an - the –an- the -va – and the  original 

Tamil word is andaththai aandidum aandavanin / aandai-yin kondaatta kuthiyaattam / 

Nanthanin kuththu aattam -  the victory dance by sun; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 
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- Vilva has the consonants –va - la– va - and the original Tamil word is koovilam - vilva; 

sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Vilva has the consonants - va - la -va- and the original Tamil word isvaanveli –space; 
vaan - sky; veli –space.  

 
Dikshitar 

- Dikshitar has the consonants- the - ka-[- sa-] - the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is  

aandavarin adiyavar - god’s disciple; aandavan - god; adiyavar - disciple.     

- Dikshitar has the consonants- the - ka-[- sa-] - the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

aarya kooththaathaar / kaththiraththaar/ koasttiyinar - Aryan group; koottam - group.  

- Dikshitar has the consonants- the - ka-[- sa-] - the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is  

Vaetham oaathum Prokithar [missing letter- pa-] – the priests reciting Aryan Vedas;  

sootthiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Dikshitar has the  consonants- the - ka- sa - the -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  

Sivan / Thiru Murugan Thiru kovir karuvaraiyir / sannithanththir /   aandavarin sanni 

thanaththir thiru marai / thiru manthiram oaathukiravar - one who recites Thamizh 

holy scriptures in the sanctum sanctorum of the temple or in the sanni thaanam; 

thirumarai - holy scriptures; oaathu - recite; thiru koavir - holy temple; karuvarai - 

sanctum sanctorum. 

- Dikshitar has the consonants - the - ka- sa - the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is  

Vaetham oaathum aariya koottaththar / koaththiraththaar - the Aryan people who  

recites theirVedas; koottaththaar -  group; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Dikshitar has the consonants- the - ka- sa - the -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   

yaakam seikindra Veitheeka samayaththaar -the Aryan Hindu priests who do  Yagnam; 

sei - do; Vaeitheekar - Vedic Aryan people; samayam - religion. 

- Dikshitar has the consonants- the - ka- sa - the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is   

Vishnuvai vanukkiravar / Sivanai yaetru kondavar – one who worships Aryan  god 

Vishnu; one who has accepted god Sivan; vanankku - worship; yaerkka - to accept. 

- Dikshitar has the consonants- the - ka- sa - the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is   

Sivanukku ethiraanavar – one who is against Sivan; ethiraaka - against. 

- Dikshitar has the consonants - the - ka- sa - the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is   
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Samaskiruthaththir manthiram oaathukiravar  - one who recites holy scriptures  in 

Sanskrit.  

- Dikshitar has the consonants - the – ka- sa - the - Ra- and the original Tamil word is      

Samaskirutha Vaetham kattru arinthoar – one who has mastered Aryan Vedas. 

Thillaivaazh Anthanar - Sivan  

- Thillaivaazh anthanar has the consonants -   the - la - va - la-  an -the -an -Ra- and the 

original Tamil word is Thillai –yil vaazhum orae oru anthanar eraivan mattumae -  the 

only anthanar living in Thillai is lord himself; vaazhum – living; orae oru - only one; 

eraivan - god. 

- Thillaivaazh anthanar has the consonants - the - la - va - la-  an -the -an -Ra- and the 

original Tamil word is – Thamizh vazhi anthanar / Thamizh mozhiyil / aakama vithiyil   

thiru manthiram oaathiya anthanar – oaathvaar; thamizh vazhi – Tamil medium; vithi - 

rule; thiru manthiram - holy scriptures; oaathuvaar - one who recites. 

- Thillaivaazh anthanar has the consonants - the - la - va - la-  an -the -an -Ra- and the 

original Tamil word is tholvazhi anthanar – traditional priests; thol - ancient; tholvazhi – 

traditional. 

- Thillaivaazh anthanar  has the consonants - the - la - va - la-  an -the -an -Ra- and the 

original Tamil word is Thozhil vazhi anthanar – Thamizh mozhiyil thiru manthiram 

oaathiya anthanarai  – oathvaarai – Thillai Thiru kovilai vittu thuraththi adiththu vaetha 

manthiram oaathiya aariya anthanar; the Aryan priests drove away the Tamil priests 

from the temple; thozhil - job; thuraththu - drive away; aarya anthanar - Aryan priests; 

sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Thillaivaazh anthanar has the consonants - the - la - va - la- an -the -an -Ra- and the 

original Tamil word is valayamulla vaan kole viyaazhanai - yim  / mai kolaiyim eriththu 

maarayaththoadu vaan thidalil / vinnveli –yil aadiya naayiru / aadal vallaan  / anal  

yaenthi; valayam - ring; ulla - having; viyaazhan – Jupiter; maikoal - Saturn; eriththu –

burnt; maaraayam - merry; vaan-sky; thidal- space  aadiya –danced; naayiru –Ra- sun;  

sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

 
Anthanar 

- Anthanar has the consonants -an - the – an – Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
Nanthanar - One of the 63 Naayan Maar. 
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- Anthanar has the consonants -an - the –an –Ra- and the original Tamil word is thiru 
thondan – holy servant - of the god; thiru- holy; thondan- servant. 

- Anthanar has the consonants - an - the –an - Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thiru 

marai / Thirumanthiram oaathum erai adiyaar – one who recites sacred scriptures; erai 

adaiyaar - priests. 

- Anthanar has the consonants - an - the – an – Ra - and the original Tamil word is aarya 

inaththaar – Aryan people; inam – race. 

- Puli Patti [city of Jupiter]has the consonants – pa  - la-  pa – the - and the  interpretation 

of the word is Pulaiyan Patti - city of the Pulaiyan people who deal with animal flesh 

and leather; puli / tiger - Jupiter with golden rings; patti - village. 

- Thiru pun-k-kor has the consonants - the - Ra - pa – an - ka – Ra - and the original Tamil 

word is thiru pann koorukirvar – paraiyar peru makan – one who recites holy scriptures 

– Nanthanaar - the great Paraiyah; thiru - holy; pan – song / hymn; paraiyar -  Paraiyha; 

peru makan - great person; kooru - say.  

- Thiru pun-k-kor has the consonants - the - Ra - pa – an - ka – Ra- and the original Tamil 

word is kathiravan ponnira meenaiyim, mai nira meenaiyim – uootha nira meenaiyim 

vettri konda uoor / koattam – the place where sun conquered Jupiter, Saturn and 

Neptune; kathiravan - sun; pon- gold; niram - color; meen – star / planet; mai meen - 

Saturn; vettri - victory; uoor - city; koattam - temple; Thiruvithaankkur. 

Nanthanar 

- Nanthanar has the consonants -an - the – an – Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
anthanar.  

- Nanthanar has the consonants -an - the – an – Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
aathanooraan – one from the place called Aathanur. 

- Nanthan has the consonants -an - the – an – Ra - and the original Tamil word is thiru 
mararai / manthiram oaathum erai adiyaar – reciters of holy scriptures; oaathu - recite; 
thiru marai - holy scriptures; erai - god; adiyaar - servant. 

 
Decoding the sooththiram word – Thiru naalaipoavaar 

 
Thirunoolai paraiyar poonuvar / anivaar / mup-puripoona urimai – yaanavar 

- Thiru naalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la  - pa- va - Ra - and the  
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original Tamil word is thiru noolaninthida urimai ullavar eraivan / gnaayiru oruvarae - 

the person who has the rights to wear poo - nool  is  the god only; thirunool - sacred 

thread; urimai - rights; eraivan - god; gnaayiru- sun; oruvarae - the only person. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants -the -Ra– an - la - pa -va-  Ra - and the original 

Tamil word is ilam vayathil aan pillaikal iduppil / araiyil aninthidum mu – p –puriyaalaan 

aaraignaan kayeiru - the young adolescent boys wearing aria nool in the hip; ilamai - 

youth; vayathu – age; pillaikal - children;aria - waist; nool - thread. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the 

original Tamil word is Thamizh thiru marai Oathuvaarkal / Anthanarkal /Iyer tham 

thoalil aninthidum muppuri nool – the reciters of Taamizh holy scriptures wearing poo - 

nool - the sacred thread; thiru marai – holy scripture; oaathuvaar - one who recites; 

thoal - shoulder; aninthidu - wear; nool - thread; muppuri - three strands. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants – the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the 

original Tamil word is thiru mana naalil anaiththu mana makan poo nool aninthida 

vaendum / mana penn manjal thaali aninthida vaendum [missing letter-sa] – the bride 

groom has to wear the poo nool on the marriage day; brides should wear thaali – 

marriage badge; ‘neerai uoottri neruppai anaiththal’ endra unmaiyaei mana makkal 

purinthu kolla vaendum; thiru manam - marriage; naal - day; mana makan - bride 

groom; mana ponnu - bride; pool nool - sacred thread; thaali - marriage badge; neer - 

semen; neruppu - sexual desire; anaikka - to put off. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is gnaayiru enum parithi vaanir thirintha / pattri erintha paru meen 

/ thee pori moondrai eriththu anaiththu vettri adainthathin adaiyaalamae muppuri 

enum - thiru nool - the poo - nool / ponnool signifies the victory of thiripura soora - the 

sun over the planets - Jupiter, Saturn and and Neptune - tree strands of poo nool; 

gnaayiru - sun; parithi- sun;vaan- sky; pattri eriya - burning; paru meen - big star; thee 

pori - fire sparkle; moondru - three; vettri - victory; adaiyaalam - symbol; mup–puri-

three strands. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the 

original Tamil word is mup–purinool enpathu vaanil kathiravanai suttri thiriyim koal-

kalai [ponmeen / maimeen] suttri ulla pukai thukal –kalaal aana vanna valayankkal 

aakum / uootha vanna mudaiya thanni paanai koalyim saerthae [missing letter-sa-] – 
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the rings around the gas giants - jupiter, Saturn and Neptune siginify the poo nool; 

koalkal - planets; pukai smoke; thukal - dust particles; vannam - color; valayankkal - 

rings; uootha vannam - blue color; thanni paanai meen - Neptune; thanni - water; 

paanai - pot; meen - star / planet. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa -va-  Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is vaanir kathiravanin, koal –kalin oattaththai thulliyamaka 

kanakkitta; pon meenaiyim, mai meenayim, uootha vanna paanai meenaiyim, mup–

puram erintha vithaththaiyim / am meenakalai suththi ulla vanna valayankkalai 

kandarinthu ulakukku muthalil sonna Thamizh kaniyarkalukkae / Valluva kula  

makkalukkuae ponnool anithida urimai undu - the Thamizh kaniyar people have the 

first right to wear poo nool–ponnool-thiru nool; vaan - sky; kathiravan - sun; koalkal - 

planets; oaattam - running; thulliyamaaka - exactly; kanakkidu - to calculate; ponmen - 

golden star / planet - Jupiter; mai meen- dark Saturn; uootha vanna meen - blue color  

planet – Neptune  - moonu - three; puram - city; vitham - manner; vannam - color; 

valayam - ring; kandu arika - to know; ulkam - world; muthalil - very first; Kaniyar - 

astrologer; makkal –people; ponnool - golden thread; aninthida - to wear. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is vaana– viyial vallunarkal  / Valluvarkal kandu arintha vaana–viyal 

perummai -  the great finding of astronomy discovered by Valluvar - kaniyar; vaana – 

viyal - astronomy; vallunarkal - experts;  Valluvar - astrologer; perum - big; unmai - 

truth. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is vilankkin thoalai uriththu patha paduththum / parai adiththidum 

Pulai–yanukkae mup–puri nool aninthida urimai undu - leather workers have the rights 

to wear mup – purinool; vilankku - animal; thole - skin; patha paduththu - to tan; parai - 

a kind of drum; adikka - to beat; pulaiyan - leather worker / meat eater; muppuri nool - 

the thread with three strands; urimai - rights. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is muthan– muthalil pon-naal aana thiru noolai / mup–puri noolai 

poondavar – Paraiayar / Mannar - Periyaar –   karuvaraiyir kaavar-k-kaarar /   

poosaariyar aavar [missing letter- sa-] -the king and the Pariyah priests who looked  

after the sanctum sanctorum were the first to wear thiru nool – the sacred thread;   
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mutha muthalil - at very first; pon – gold; nool - thread; thiru nool - sacred thread;   

poondavar - one who was wearing; paraiyar - Paraiyah community; periyar - great  

people; karuvarai - sanctum sanctorum; kaavar - kaarar - guardian of the sanctum 

sanctorum; poosari - Tamil priest. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants- the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is mup – puri noolai aninthida urimai ulla Paraiyan – endra unmai– 

yaei uraiththa Nanthanar – Paraiyah people have the rights to wear poo - nool / 

ponnool; Paraiyah people deals with leather and Sivan wears leather dress / tiger skin 

dress given by them; the tiger skin signifies sun god’s victory over Jupiter - one of the 

three threads of poo -nool;unmai - truth; uraiththidu - say; paraiyar - Paraiyah caste 

people; muppuri nool - thread with three strands; aninthida - to wear; urimai - rights.  

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is mup-puri noolai aninthida urimai ulla Kaikkolar – endra 

unmaiyaei uraiththa Nanthanar; kaikkolar are the weavers of yarn –mup - purinool  and 

they have the rights to wear poo nool; muppuri - three strands;nool - yarn;  urimai - 

rights; kai –kolar - weaver community. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is maravaelai pani-k-kaarar kalukku / mun –nilaikaararukku / 

Thuvattaruku poo nool poada urimai undu - carpenters have the rights to wear poo 

nool since they make wooden statues of Lord Sivan who wears the mup p-urinool; 

maram - wood / timber; vaelai - work; panikaarar - workers; munnilaikaarar -  

carpenters; thuvattar - smith / carpenter; urimai - rights. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thuvattaruku / Thattaarukku / ponvilai makkalukku thiru  nool 

aninthida urimai undu – golds miths have the rights to wear poo - nool since  they 

make golden mup -puri nool for the gods’ idols; thuvattar - smith; thattaan - gold smith; 

ponvilai makkal - gold smith; thiru nool - sacred thread.    

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the -Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is uliyaal sethukki kal-lil –  silai seithidum kal - Thachcharukku poo 

nool aninthida urimai undu [missing letter- sa-]; sculptors have the rights to wear poo 

nool as the make idols wearing poo nool; uli - chisel; seththuka - to carve; kal - stone; 

silai - statue; kal thachchar - sculptor; poonool - sacred thread; aninthida - to wear; 
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urimai - rights. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is munn-aal aana paanai pannum munn - udaiyaarukku / 

kuyavarukku poo nool aninthida urimai undu; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka Potters 

have the rights to wear poo - nool as the water pot signifies the ice giants – Neptune / 

Uranus – one of the three strands of the mup - purinool; munn - clay; paanai - pot; 

pannu - make; munnudaiyaar - Potter; Kuyavar - Potter; poonool - sacred thread. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is thiru nool / poo nool aninthida urimai konda Vanniyar perun-k- 

kudi makkal; Vanniyar - the  warrior caste people who  knew the art of handling the 

sharp weapons / the sun rays of Lord Sivan - were the soldiers of the sun god - Sivan 

when he fought against Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune in getting the mup –purinool; 

thirunool - sacred thread; Vanniyar- warrior caste; perunkkudi - great clan; 

sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an -la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is aattru neeril thuniyaei - erai  uruva muduththiya aadaiyaei 

thuvaiththu thooimai seithidum Vannarukku / Vannar inathavarukku poo nool poada 

urimai undu - washer men community has the rights to wear poo nool / thiru nool  

since they wash the clothes of the gods’ idol; aattruneer -  river water; thuni - cloth; 

erai uruvam – vikirakam - idol; uduththu – to wear; aadai - dress; thuvaikka - to wash; 

Vannaar - washer men. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants-  the - Ra - an -la - pa–va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil  word is muppuri noolai aninthida urimai ulla Vellaalan / Vaelaan 

inaththavar / vellaththai - aaluvoar / Pillai -Maar –endra unmaiyaei uraiththa 

Nanthanar; the agricultural people have the rights to wear poo nool; agricultural 

people offer ‘kaanikkai’ like flowers / fruits to the Lord Sivan; Vaelaar deals with 

agricultural land and does water irrigation; water pots signify the ice giants from which 

Siva took water to put off the fire in the Jupiter and Saturn and  made them as failed 

stars; mup – purinool - thread with three strands; aninthida - to wear; urimai – rights; 

Vellaalaan - farmer.  

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants-  the - Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Maadu / Velladukalai maeikkum Aayarukku / Idaiyar kula  makkal 
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/ Vinthar makkalukku / Vellaayanukku  / muppuri noolai anininthida urimai undu; 

shepherds have the rights to wear poo nool; Siva -the sun god himself is the udumban - 

the shepherd - of the sky; udu - stars – the sheep of the sky; shepherds have the staff in 

their hands - the sun ray; maadu – cattle; vellaadukal - goat; maeikka - to pasture; 

Aayar - shepherd; Idaiyar - shepherd; urimai – rights; Vellaayan - shepherd. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la – pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is muppuri noolai aninthidia urimai ulla Vanikar – endra unmai –

yaei uraiththa Nanthanar; trader community has the rights to wear poo nool;  traders 

move from place to place along with the sun from east to west daily and they sell yarn 

also; muppuri nool - thread with three strands; aninthidu - wear; vanikar – trader / 

merchant; unmai - truth; uraiththidu – say. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an -la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is thiripuram / mup– puram eriththa varalaattrai pattri ondrumae 

ariyaatha aarya paarpinarukku poo nool poonaentha oru urimaium illai - Aryan priests 

have no rights to wear poo nool as they know nothing about the sun’s victory over the 

gas giants and ice giants; puram - city; thiri - moondru;  eriththa - burnt; varalaaru – 

history; ariyaatha - not known; paarppinar - Brahmin; urimai - rights; illai - nil. 

Thirunaalai poavaar 
Thirunool poonuvoar - Paraiyar – Paraiyah 
 

https://soc.culture.tamil.narkive.com/pjYo9llA/vallakkaiyar-vs-edakkaiyar-caste-war-
duing-chola-kingdom 

 
Valakkai _Edakkai war in Tamilagam during Cholo period 
 
From the Period of Chola kingdom to 18 thcentury,there was 
frequent caste war between two caste groups called Valakkaiyar 
(Right hand wing),Edikkaiyar(Left hand wing).The caste groups stood 
right side of court of chola king called as Valakkaiyar and the caste 
 group stood on the left side of the court called Edaikkayar. Each Caste 
 group consists of 98 castes. 
Valakkaiyar group consists of Vellalar, Komuti, Pallar, 
okkalikar of Karnataka, Reddy of Andhra Pradesh and other castes .This 
group was waging war under the leadership of Brahmin Caste. 
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Edakkaiyar group consists of Chettiar, Vanniar, Parayar, 
Sakkaliar, Panchalars of Karnataka, Panchanulukus of Andhra Pradesh and 
other castes. This group was waging war under the leadership of 
Viswakarma caste. 
 
Basis of the grouping of the castes is generally nativity of 
area of Tamilagam. 
The valakkaiyar are generally the native of the area and their primary 
occupation is Agriculture. The Edakkaiyar are generally the migrated 
people for occupations and for business. Their primary occupation is 
Agriculture allied Industrial activities. (Source Malayalamanorama 
yearbook 2003 page250-251) 
 
According to Sir Walter Elliot, the fights between these two 
caste groups were the continuance of the conflicts between Hinduism and 
Buddhism. 

Each group has a seperate temple, separate campus for performing 
their religious rituals, separate Devadashi (Call girls), separate 
Dancers (source Nilakanda shastri). 
Viswakarma caste established their right to wear holy thread (poonool) 
by showing evidence from Rig-Veda during the second year of the period of 
KolathungacholanI.The clashes between these two groups aggravated 
this time. Temples of each group were damaged. Raja Mallachandra 
sathurvedi mangalam was burned. The residential areas were robbed. 
 
The Vallakkaiar had more power during theChola kingdom. The 
Edakkaiyar had more powerduringtheVijayanagara Kingdom and Pallava 
period. Some castes of these groups changed the legacy from time to 
time and locality to locality. But the enmity between ViswaBrahmin 
(Viswakarma) and Brahmin continues till today. 
 
For example, a case was filed in theHigh court of Chennai against 
using Achari as surname of the viswakarma caste of Tamilnadu. The 
HonourableHighcourt dismissed the request and permit to use Achari as 
surname to those belonging to the Viswakarma community. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va- Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thillai puliuooraan koavilil Thamizh mozhiyil thiru marai / thiru 

manthiram / thaevaaram oaathuvaar Perum -- Paraiyar inaththavar -  the great  
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Paraiyah –the reciter of  holy scriptures in the Thillai temple; puli –tiger; uoor - city; 

koavil – temple; mozhi - language; thaevaaram - worship; oaathuvaar - one who  

recites; perum - big; paraiyar /Paerarasar / emperor. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thillai puliuooraan koavil - il karuvarai – yil - erunthu Thamizh 

mozhiyil thirumarai oaathiya pon – nool anintha paraiyar peru makan - the great  

Pariyah priest with the ponnool - who recited Tamil holy scriptures in the sanctum 

sanctorum of the Thillai temple; karuvarai - sanctum sanctorum; poo nool - thiru nool - 

sacred thread; paraiyar - Pariyah  people; perumakan - lord.    

 
The decoded  story of  Nandanaar 
 
Thirunaalai poavaar 
Thiru naaliluyirpoavum 
Thamizh Anthanar vs  Arya Anthanar 
 

 
 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is aaryaa ediyar urimai kondaadum kovil nilaththai / Thillai 

Vaazhpuli uooraa–nin nilaththai / Thillai aanda varukku / aadal vallaanukku paaththiya 

patta vilai nilaththai – uzhuthu pann paduththiyavar / kudiyaanavar – Nanthanaar - 

Nanthanar - the plough man of the Thillai temple lands – Nanthanaar; sooththiram; ka 

= va; va = ka; kovil - temple; nilam - land; vaediyar - Vedic priests; aandavar - god; 

sonthamaana – ownship; aadal - dance; vallan - skilled one; vilai nilam - farm land; 

uzhuthuidu - to plough; kudiyaanavar - Vellaala Pillai Maar – farmer / landlord.  
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- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is thiru vizha naatkalil maattu tholaal aana perum paerikai panni 

kodukum paraiyar / pulaiyar – Nanthanar – theParaiyah made drums made of  cattle 

leatherfor the temple; thiru vizha - festival; naal- day; perum- big; paerikai- drum; 

maadu - cattle; tholae- skin / leather; panni kodukka - make and give; paraiyar - the 

Paraiyah caste people; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.    

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thillai koavilukku maattin kudalil / vayeittril eruthu eduththa 

narumana pandam pullu uruviandroadum tharum adiyar  -Iyer / anthanar - Nanthanar; 

Nanthanaar / the Pulaiyan gave to the temple god every day the good smelling koa - 

rosanai taken out of the cattle gut; maadu –cattle; vayeiru – stomach;  narumanam - 

fragrant; pullu uruvi – koa - roasanai; androadam –daily;adiyaar – disciple / servant. 

- Thiru naalaipoavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va- Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thiru vizhaa naallil vaeu-vaeru koavilkku poakiravar;  poai koavir 

karuvaraiyir Thamizh mozhiyil thirumarai oaathukiravar; Nanthanaar used to visit 

various temples on festive days to recite Thamizh scriptures inside the karuvarai - the 

sanctum sanctorum; vevu - vaeru - different / various; poka - to go; koavil - temple; 

karuvarai - sanctum sanctorum; mozhi - language; thirumarai - holy scripture; oaathu - 

recite. sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the -Ra - an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word isThillaipuli uooraan - koavil-il aarya vaelvi panna / vaetham 

oaathvatharkku ethiraaka kalakam panniya Thamizh vazhi Thamizh Anthanar / 

ThamizhIyer - the ThamizhIyer / Paraiyah priest - by name Nanthanar who protested 

against the Aryan way of worshipping in Thamizh temple; vaelvi - yagnam; pannu - do; 

ethiraaka - against; kalakam - clash / protest; Thamizh vazhi - Tamil  medium; 

sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va-Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thillai aadal vallaanin thiru – vida varalaattrai ottum ariyaatha 

aarya paarppinarukku ponnool / poo nool poadum urimai illai endra unmai–yaei 

eduththu uraiththa Thamizh periyavar – the Aryan priests had no rights to wear pon - 

nool since they knew nothing about the history of the Thillai temple as revealed by 

Nanthanar; aadal - dance; vallaan - skilled one; thiru – vidam - holy land; varalaaru – hid 
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story; ariyaatha - not known; unmai- truth; eduthu uraikka - to tell; periyavar - great 

person. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants- the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thillai puliuooraan koavilin varalaattrai maattri ezhuthiya /  

paazhadiththa aarya vaedavirpanar – the Aryan people started writing false accounts of 

the Thillai temple history based on their own interests; varalaaru – history; ezhuthiya- 

written; paazh –ruin; Vaedavirpanar – Vedicpriests. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa – va- Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is vada naattil erunthu pizhaippu thaedi vantha / unna unavu indri 

pattiniyaal vaadiya aarya paarpinarukku perum paraiyan / mannar perumaan /  manam 

varuththap pattae, Thamil mozhiyaei padiththu / Thamizh mozhiyil thiru marai–yaei 

ThamizhIyer – idam payindraal mattumae thirukoavil paniyaalaaraka vaelai seiya / 

thirupani aatra urimai thanthar [missing letter- sa-] - the king gave permission to the 

poor Aryan people to work as temple servants with the condition that they had to learn 

the Tamil language and Tamil scriptures; vadakku - north; naadu –state; erunthu -from; 

pizhaippu - liveli hood; thaedu – seek; vantha - came; unna - to eat; unavu –food; 

pattini –starvation; vaada - to suffer; parppinar - Brahmin; perum Paraiyan - big king; 

mannar - king; perumaan - lord; manam - mind; varuththam - worry; mozhi - language; 

padi - learn; mattumae - then only; thiru - holy; koavil - temple; paniyaalar - servants; 

vaelai - job; urimai – rights.  

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants- the - Ra - an - la - pa -va- Ra - and the original 

Tamil word is Thillai puli uooraan thiru  koavil paniyaalaaraka uooziyam paarththa 

aarya paarpinar karuvarai kaavar-k-kaaraka / archchakaraka  / oaathu vaaraka 

Thamizharin idaththai vanjakamaka aakkiramiththa aariya paarpinar [missing letter- sa-

] – ThamizhIyer priests reciting holy scriptures inside the sanctum sanctorum were 

replaced cunningly by the Aryanpriests; paniyaalar - servants; uoozhiyar – servants; 

paarppinar - Brahmin; karuvarai - sanctum sanctorum; archchakar - poosorikiravar – 

one who showers flowers; oaathuvoar- those who recite holy scriptures; vanjakam - 

cunningness; aakiramikka- to capture unlawfully. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants- the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thiru pann– koor koavillukku sendru thirumpiya / ThamizhIyerai / 

poosaari-yaei- Nanthanarai koavil – lukkul nuzhaiya vidaathu / thittamittu kalakam 
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vilaiviththu – thaduththu theruvir niruththiya aarya anthanar - when Nanthanaar 

returned  from Thiru pann- koorhe was not allowed to enter the  temple by the 

Aryanpriests; poosaari - Tamil priests; nuzhaiya - to enter; thittam – plan; kalakam - 

quarrel / clash / protest; thaduththu – block; theru - street; niruththu –to make stand / 

stop.  

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is kalaam sella sella aarya anthanar Thamizh mozhiyaei viduthu 

aarya thamizh kalappu mozhiyil manthiram oaatha thuvankkinar –  years later the 

Aryan priests started reciting manthiram in their own Aryan language and they avoided 

the Tamizh language fully which was given by Lord Sivan -  the Thamizhan; kalam - 

time; sella - to go; viduththu – avoid; kalappu - mixed mozhi- language; oaathu – recite; 

thuvankku - start. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is parantha Vaan veliyil paranthu thirintha / pattri erintha moondru 

/ naanku meenai – ponmeen – Jupiter – velli meen-Venus, mai meeani -  Saturn 

eriththu pinnar uootha nira meenai[Neptune] thanniyaar (water) anaiththavan /  than 

valak–kaalal mithithu vathaiththavar – endra unmaiyaei ariyaatha aarya paarpinar - sun 

god Sivan put off the fire in the planets Jupiter and Saturn with the water from the ice 

giants – Neptune / Uranus; parantha - wide; vaan - sky; veli - space; paranthidum - 

flying; thirintha - wandering; pattri eriyim - burning; moondru - three; naanku – four; 

meen – star / planet;pon – gols; velli - silver; uootha - blue; niram - ray; thanni – water; 

anaiththidu – to put off; ariyaathu - not known; paarppinar - Aryan priests.  

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thillai puli uooraan koavil varalaattrai oru thuliyim / ottum / 

muttrilum ariyaatha aarya paarppinar – madaiyar – the foolish Aryan priests knew 

nothing about the history of Thillai temple; varalaaru - history; oruthuli - a single drop; 

ottum – to tally; ariyaatha - not known aarya paarppinar - Aryan priests; madaiyar - 

foolish person / imbecile. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants- the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word isThillai puli uooraan koavil-ily evarukkum theriyaamal aariya 

paarppinar oliththu vaiththulla [thaevaaram / Thamizh thiru marai nool eruntha] 

araiyin vaathil kolai kaettavar - Nanthanaar demanded to give the key of the room in 
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which Thamizh holy scriptures were hidden from the public by the Vedic priests; 

yevarukkum theriyaathu - no one knows; paarppinar - Brahmins; oliththidu - to hide; 

thaevaaram - Tamil holy scripture / hymn; nool - book; arai - room; vaathil – door;  kole 

- key / stick; kaettida - asked.    

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an -la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Koavil thiru muzhukaattu vizhaavai Thamizh manthirankkal /  

thiru maraikal / thaevaaram oaathi vazhai pada  vaendum endru uraiththa Nanthanaar 

- Nanthanar insisted that consecration festival of temple kalasas should be done 

reciting Thamizh holy scriputures; koavil – temple; thiru muzhukkaattu - consecration; 

thamizh- Tamil; manthiram – thiru marai; oaathu – recite; vazhi padu –worship; uraikka 

- to say. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra -an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is mup-puram eriththa naal kondaattaththin poathu aarya anthanar 

Tamaizh Nanthanarai uyiroadu vaelvi theeyil eriththida thittam theettinar – Aryan 

priests planned to kill Nanthanaaron the day of temple festival; mup –puram- three 

cities; eriththa - burnt;naal - day; kondaattam - celebration; aarya anthanar - Aryan 

priests; uyir - life; vaelvi - yagnum; thee - fire; thittam - plan. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is mannarin aanaikku payantha / peethi adaintha aarya anthanar 

ThamizhIyer Nanthanaarai koavilukul nuzhaiya / varavaerpputhara oththu kondanar - 

The Aryan priests agreed to welcome Nanthanaar as per the order of the king; mannar - 

king; aanai - order; payam – fear; peethi - fear; kovil - temple vara - to come; vara-

vaerppu – welcome; oththu kondida - agreed upon. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra -an - la - pa – va - Ra - and the  

original Tamil word is Thillaipuli uooraan koavil thiru vizhaa andru  – vaelvi theeyil 

Nanthanaarai aariya anthanar thittathin padi thalli uyiroadu eriththu maaiththanar – 

The Aryan priests, as they had planned earlier pushed Nanthananaar in the Yagnam fire 

fit and killed him; koavil – temple; thiru vizhaa - festival; andru - on that day; thee - fire 

thittaththin padi  - as per the evil plan; thallu – to push down; eriththidu – to burn; 

maaiththanar – they have killed. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va - Ra - and the  original 

Tamil word is thanuyirai kaavu thantha Thamizh Vazhi anthanar - Nanthanaar – 
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Nanthanar was sacrificed by the Aryan priests; uyir - life; kaavuthaa - give sacrifice.  

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an -la - pa -va - Ra - and the  original 

Tamil word is Thillai thiru naalil pina maanaar / nalla naalil erinthu pina maanaar – 

Nanthanaar was dead on the day of Thillai temple festival; nalla – good; naal - day; nalla 

naal - auspicious day; pinam - dead body; erinthu - burnt.  

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la - pa– va- Ra - and the  original 

Tamil word is Nanathanaar enum ThamizhIyerai uyirodu / vettri karamaaka kaavu – 

vaankkiya aarya anthanar – The Brahmin priests did human sacrifice of a Thamizh priest 

successfully; it is their usual Aryan way of killing the persons who are against their 

Vedicphilosophy; vettri - victory; kaavu - sacrifice; uyiroadu – with life. 

- Thirunaalai poavaar - has the consonants - the - Ra - an - la– pa– va - Ra - and the  original 

Tamil word is Mannar nadantha unmai –yaei aaraaiyinthidum pozhuthu aarya anthanar 

kolaiyaei maraiththu vittu Nanthanaar eraivanoadu / senthee –yoadu erandu– 

arakalanthu vittar –ena poei urai koorinar - in the king’s court the Aryan priests told him 

that Nanthanar had attained salvation; aaryan anthanar knew that if the killer was 

Brahmin he had to be acquitted according to their own Manu Smirthi; mannar - king; 

unmai - truth; aaraainthidu - assess / research; kolai - murder; maraikka - to hide; eraivan 

- god; sen –thee/ jothi - divine fire; poei- lie; kooru- tell. 

 
Mooaayiravar - 3000  people  

Mooaayiravar has the consonants - ma -Ra -va - Ra – and the original Tamil word is vaanir 
uraikira moonu koar– thee plant of the sky ; vaan- sky ; moonu- three; uraikira- living ; 
koar- planet ; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Mooaayiravar has the consonants - ma -Ra -va - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 
moovaayiram munivar / kuravar - 3000 sages - moonu = 3, aayiram = 1000, 
mooaayiram = 3000, munivar = sages; kuravar = scholars.  

- Mooaayiravar has the consonants - ma - Ra -- va - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 
munivar eruvarum / moovarum vara - both the two/ three monks - munivar - sage, 
eruvar = 2, moovar = 3, vara = to come. 

- Mooaayiravar has the consonants - ma -Ra – va-Ra – and the original Tamil word is 
moovaayiram vaanavar – 3000 gods – 3000 = monks - vaanavar = sky people. 

- Mooaayiravar has the consonants– ma-Ra - va -Ra – and the original Tamil word is 
moovaayiram vaanurai meen – 3000 stars - vaan = sky, urai = dwelling, meen = star. 
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- Mooaayiravar has the consonants - ma - Ra - va -Ra – and the original Tamil word is 
moovarum eriya – all the three charred down - eriya = to burn. 

- Mooaayiravar has the consonants – ma - Ra --va -Ra – and the original Tamil word is 
moovaraiyim naayiru erikka / kariaakka  - the three charred down by sun; naayiru = 
sun, erikka = to burn, kari = soot. sooththiram – ka= va; va = ka. 
 

Mooaayiravar has the consonants – ma - Ra --va -Ra – and the original Tamil word isIyar 
moovar – three nobles – Vyaghrapada - Pathanchali and Manmathan. 
 

Interpretation of the  story - Nanthanaar; 
Nanthanaar could be a name of one or several persons; alternatively Nathanaar could 

be a terminology that signifies the collective conscience of various sections of Tamil 

community representing Kaniyar / Valluvar - astrologers, Paraiyar–Poosari - yar - Tamil 

priests, Sakkiliyars – leather workers, kammiyar /Thattaan - goldsmiths, kal thachchar - 

sculptors, kai koalas - weavers and Vanniyar - warriors. They all had the custom of wearing 

the muppuri nool- sacred thread since they had the rights to wear poo nool - thiru nool; the 

Arya anthanars never knew the symbolic meaning of wearing the mup–purinool; once 

theAryan people who were serving as ordinary temple servants became the temple priests 

they also started wearing poo nool as the Pariyars. Pariyars were the the traditional priests 

serving inside the sanctum sanctorum and it was their custom to wear poo nool; later the 

cunning  Aryan priests chucked out the Tamil Paraiyah priests from the temple complex itself 

stating that the Pariyah were meat eaters - untouchables - to enter the sanctum sanctorum; 

in order to retain their place inside the sanctum sanctorum. The Aryan priests decided to stop 

eating meat ther after contradictory  to their traditional custom of eating buffalo meat; even 

now Aryan  priests have extreme fear over Paraiyah people whether they will again reclaim 

their original  / traditional rights to serve inside the sactum sanctorum as priests; Nathanaar 

angry with the explanation of twice born regarding the poo nool as told by the Aryan priests; 

Nanthanar could understood that Aryan priests had no minimal knowledge about the mup - 

purinool and the muppuram eriththa kathai; hence Nanthanar under the order of Sivan went 

to the Thillai temple wearing the poo nool;the Aryan priests could not tolerate to see 

Nanthanaar along with many Tamil priests wearing the poo nool, entering the temple 

complex; the Aryan priests got extreme fear that Nanthanaar and the Paraiyah priests had 

come to occupy the sanctum sanctorum again; the Aryan priests prayed their fire god – Agni - 

and  started doing yagnam; rememeber, they did not ask for the help of  Sivan - the lord of 

Thillai temple; instead of that, they prayed to their ancestral god - the god of fire – Agni who 
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was their clangod when they entered India as cow herds from Iran via Kybher pass; although 

they were the priests of the Thillai Sivan temple they never had forgotten their ancestral god - 

god of  fire- Agni;even now they are pseudo / fake worshippers of lord Sivan  and Siva linga 

just to retain the job of  priest -hood in the temples to earn their livelihood; doing the job of a 

priest is easy for them as they know no other jobs to do other than the job of a cow herd; 

they prefer to be a priest than to be a nomadic cow herd; as per the advice given by their fire 

god Agni, the Aryan priests convinced the general public that they were ready to welcome 

Nanthanaarin side the temple complex; Nanthanaar was very happy to accept their invitation; 

when Nanthanaar entered the temple on an auspicious day the cunning  Aryan priests pushed 

him into the yagna fire pit; poor and  innocent Nanthanaar was  burnt alive by the cunning 

Aryan priests; Nanthanaar was charred to death; the murderers were very happy as the 

threat from the Paraiyah – Tamil  priests in the form of Nanthananar had gone; the 

Aryanpriests denied their muderous evil act and spreaded the ideas that Nanthanaar story 

was a fake one - “unmaiyaei vendra kathai”; but then we all know the fact that “truth alone 

triumphs”;  the claim of the Aryan priests that they were originally 3000 instrength came 

from north as per the request of theTamil kings to take care of the temple is a total lie; 3000 

numbers could mean the stars that came to south to witness the astronomical act of Sivan 

conquering the three giants  - ie. “mup –puram eriththa kathai”; on listening to the story of 

Nanthanaar, Mohan Das Karamchand Gandhi told that Nanthanaar was a true saththiyagraki; 

but then, I do not know whether he condemned the brutal killing of Nanthnanaar by the 

cunning Aryan Brahmin priests.       

 
Arudra 
 Decoding the sooththiram word  Arudra ; 

- Arudra has the consonants- Ra – the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is thiru  aathirai 
– Betelguese. 

- Arudra has the consonants- Ra – the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is aathirai / 
moothirai endra meen – a name of a star – Betalguese/ star of Sivan. 

- Arudra [moist one]has the consonants- Ra– the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
eeramaana ondru - the moist one. 

- Arudra [tear drop] has the consonants- Ra– the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
neer thaarai - tears / water. 

- Arudra [tear drop] has the consonants- Ra– the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
thiru neeru -sacred ash [?equated with semen/ water form Neptune]. 
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- Arudra [lord of the storm] has the consonants- Ra–the - Ra - and the original Tamil 
word is perum puyar adiththiduthar [missing letter- pa-] -stormy. 

- Arudra [god of destruction] has the consonants- Ra– the - Ra - and the original Tamil 
word is saethaaram seiththiduthar [missing letter-sa-] – indulging in destruction. 

- Arudra [thunder] has the consonants- Ra – the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is    idi 
idiththu minnar minnuthar - lightning with thunder. 

- Arudra [lord of wild animals] has the consonants - Ra– the - Ra - and the original Tamil 
word is urumidum arima - roaring lion- king of the beasts.  

- Arudra [hunter]  has the consonants- Ra– the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
kiraathar /vaettai aadukiravar [missing letter-ka-] - hunter.  

 
Kalasa 
 Decoding  the sooththiram word  is kalasa; 

- Kalasa has the consonants–ka- la –[-sa -]-and the original Tamil word is vaan veliyil 
kaanum yaelu koalkal - 7 planets  

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la –[-sa -]-and the original Tamil word is kalankkan koal 
- planet moon.  

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la –[-sa -]-and the original Tamil word is nilavu koal - 
planet moon 

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka - la – s]-andthe original Tamil word is sevu-vaai kaol - 
planet Mars 

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is azhalan koal - 
planet Mars  

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is nilamakan koal 
- planet Mars 

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Kanakkan koal - 
planet Mercury. 

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is sowman koal - 
planet Mercury. 

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la - [-sa-] –and the original Tamil word is Aasaan enum 
koal– Jupiter - the teacher. 

- Kalasa has the consonants – ka- la [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is manjal vanna 
valayankkal ulla koal – planet with yellow color rings – Jupiter.  
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- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Mazhai koal – 
planet Venus. 

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil word is Kalliyan - 
Venus.  

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is Nalla koal - 
planet Venus.    

- Kalasa has the consonants – ka- la –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is Velli koal – 
planet Venus. 

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is mai koal - 
planet Saturn. 

- Kalasa has the consonants– ka- la –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Gnazha 
menum koal /akalul / akilam - planet earth.    

- Kalasa has the consonants – ka- la –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is aali koal / Jala 
– k- koal - ice planet – Neptune. 

- Kalasa has the consonants – ka- la –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is neela vanna 
koal- kal - blue color planets - Neptune and Uranus. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet 

A planet is an astronomical body orbiting a star or stellar remnant that is massive 

enough to be rounded by its own gravity, is not massive enough to cause thermonuclear 

fusion, and – according to the International Astronomical Union but not all planetary 

scientists – has cleared its neighboring region of planetesimals. 

- Planet [wandering stars] has the consonants - [-pa -] - la - an - the – and the original 
Tamil word is alainthidum aal- a wandering person. 

- Planet [wandering stars] has the consonants - [-pa -] -la -an -the –and the original Tamil 
word is alainthidum meen - wandering stars. 

- Planet [wandering stars] has the consonants - pa -la -an -the –and the original Tamil 
word salainthidum thee pantham - wandering fire torch. 

 
Panchat sharapadi 

- Panchat sharapadi has the consonants – [-pa-] -an –sa – the - [- sa-] – Ra – pa - the  - 
and the original Tamil word is anjaam thiru padi – the 5th holy step. 

- Panchat sharapadi has the consonants - pa -an –sa – the –sa – Ra – pa - the - and the 
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original Tamil word is anjaam paathaiyil suttriya / pattri erintha peru meenai / ponnarai 
naayiru / sooriyan eriththu anaiththa / thoar piththa idam - sun charring down the 5th 
planet Jupiter. 

- Panchat sharapadi has the consonants pa -an –sa – the –sa – Ra – pa - the - and the  
original Tamil word is aaraam paathaiyil suttriya / pattri erintha mai meenai naayiru / 
sooriyan eriththu anaiththa / thoar piththa idam - sun defeating the 6th planet  Saturn. 

 
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/solar-cycles/en/ 

The solar cycle is the cycle that the Sun’s magnetic field goes through approximately 
every 11 years. 

Our Sun is a huge ball of electrically-charged hot gas. This charged gas moves, 
generating a powerful magnetic field. The Sun's magnetic field goes through a cycle, called 
the solar cycle. 

Every 11 years or so, the Sun's magnetic field completely flips. This means that the 
Sun's north and south poles switch places. Then it takes about another 11 years for the Sun’s 
north and south poles to flip back again. 

The solar cycle affects activity on the surface of the Sun, such as sunspots which are 
caused by the Sun's magnetic fields. As the magnetic fields change, so does the amount of 
activity on the Sun's surface. 

One way to track the solar cycle is by counting the number of sunspots. The beginning 
of a solar cycle is a solar minimum, or when the Sun has the least sunspots. Over time, solar 
activity and the number of sunspots - increases. 

The middle of the solar cycle is the solar maximum, or when the Sun has the most 
sunspots. As the cycle ends, it fades back to the solar minimum and then a new cycle begins. 

Giant eruptions on the Sun, such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections, also 
increase during the solar cycle. These eruptions send powerful bursts of energy and 
material into space. 

This activity can have effects on Earth. For example, eruptions can cause lights in the 
sky, called aurora, or impact radio communications. Extreme eruptions can even affect 
electricity grids on Earth. 

 
Interpretation ; Solar eruptions  could mean  the third eye of  Sivan. 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saros_(astronomy) 

The saros is a period of exactly 223 synodic months, approximately 6585.3211 days, or 
18 years, 10, 11, or 12 days (depending on the number of leap years), and 8 hours, that can 
be used to predict eclipses of the Sun and Moon. One saros period after an eclipse, the 

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/solar-cycles/en/aurora
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Sun, Earth, and Moon return to approximately the same relative geometry, a near straight 
line, and a nearly identical eclipse will occur, in what is referred to as an eclipse cycle. . 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_rotation: 

Solar rotation varies with latitude. The Sun is not a solid body, but is composed of a 
gaseous plasma. Different latitudes rotate at different periods. The source of this differential 
rotation is an area of current research in solar astronomy.[1] The rate of surface rotation is 
observed to be the fastest at the equator (latitude φ = 0°) and to decrease as latitude 
increases. The solar rotation period is 24.47 days at the equator and almost 38 days at 
the poles. The average rotation is 28 days. 

 

 
 
The pentagram of Venus. The Earth  is  positioned  at the  center  of the diagram ,  and 

the  curve represents  the  direction  and  distance  of Venus as a function  of time.  
                   Chidambaram temple scientific facts.  
 

https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/e82ca0ab-d5a5-44e6-a731-
dfc226e384fe/Chidambaram_temple.pdf 

 
The word Chidambaram is derived from chit, meaning “consciousness” and ambaram, 

meaning “sky” (from aakasam or aakayam) or space 
Chidambaram temple is based on the Human having 9 Entrances denoting 9 Entrances 

or 9 openings of the body. 

Temple roof is made of 21600 gold sheets which denotes the 21600 breaths taken by a 

human being every day (15 x 60 x 24 = 21600) 

These 21600 gold sheets are fixed on the Gopuram using 72000 gold nails which 
denote the total no. of Nadis (Nerves) in the human body. These transfer energy to certain 
body parts that are invisible 
There are 4 pillars holding the Kanagasabha representing the 4 Vedas. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_rotation#cite_note-1
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Ponnambalam has28 pillars denoting the 28 "Ahamas "as well as the 28 methods to 

worship Lord Shiva. These 28 pillars support 64 +64 Roof Beams which denote the 64 Arts. 

The cross beams represent the Blood Vessels running across the Human body. 

9 Kalasas on the Golden Roof represent the 9 types of Sakthi or Energies. 
The 6 pillars at the ArthaMantapa represent the 6 types of Sashtras. 

The 18 pillars in the adjacent Mantapa represent 18 Puranams. 

There will be a dark cloth and we see five vertical long hangings of golden vilva leaves. 

We see nothing behind it. This is known as the NirgunaBrahman (the God without form). This 

is told as ‘Chidambara Rahasyam’ by the Dikshitar. Once we uncover the dark cloth of 

ignorance covering the consciousness then we can realize the paramatma (cosmic) who is 

formless” 

And some people say that it represents the nasthik (atheist) philosophy that is there is 

no god. 

Nataraja came to perform His Dance on a Thursday, when the moon was in the 

asterism Pushan, in the Tamil month of Tai, long before the Christian era. This dance is called 

the Ananda Tandava or Dance of Bliss. 

In this ardha-mandapam we find the images of the two saints, Vyagrapada and 

Patanjali. They stand with their hands folded, worshiping.  

There is a amantapa (pillared hall) called Chitrakoota just in the front of Garbhagriha 

(the innermost sanctum). This is dedicated to Maha Vishnu (Narayana) who gives us darshan 

in his fully reclining Yoga Nidra pose on the snake bed. 

The main edifices of the temple are the five Sabhas or Halls: the Cit Sabha, Kanaka 

Sabha, Deva Sabha, Nritta Sabha, and the Raja Sabha. 

 

The secret of Chithambaram ; 
https://www.astroulagam.com.my/lifestyle/real-secret-behind-chidambara-ragasiyam 

It is said that the temple holds a grave secret; a secret which is famously known as the 

'ChidambaraRagasiyam'.Since the ancient time, it is believed that there's a secret hidden in 

plain sight inside the temple, which is invisible to the commoners. 

In the temple, there's a space which is covered with a curtain, which will only be 
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unveiled during special pujas. Golden vilvam leaves are placed behind this curtain, and that's 

what the ChidambaraRagasiyam is all about. 

But what does this symbolize? 

Many have tried to decode the secret, as to what the empty space and the golden 

leaves represent. But there is no definite answer to this till date. 

Some say that the saints and sages can see Shiva and Parvathi in their true form behind 

the curtain. And the golden leaves serve as mere decoration for the lord. 

While some say that the curtain represents 'maya' - which means illusion - and a person 

can see his real self by removing the maya. 

Interpretation;   “There  is  nothing behind  the screen”  [except the empty space] is a 

Freudian ego defense mechanism called denial - denial of the truth; priests with ulterior / 

hidden motives are hiding that. 

 

Interpretation of the Chithambaram  Temple Scientific Facts 
Solar Symbolism; 

The 9 kalasas are the the nine planets; nine entrances could mean the nine orbital  path 

ways of the planets; the four pillars of the kanagasabha means the four directions; the 6 

pillared hall Artha mandapam could mean the hall of the 6th planet Saturn; 18 pillars could 

mean the period of saros which is used to predict eclipses of sun and moon; the 28 pillars of 

the ponammbalam could mean the period of solar rotation - 28 days; 28 pillars might also 

signify the years taken by the Saturn to orbit around the sun [approximately 29 years]; 

aeinthaam thiru padi / panchat sharapadi - 5th holy step [padi] could mean the 5th paathai – 

5thpath / orbit of the Jupiter; numerical number 5 might also signify the five petals / 

pentagram of the Venus / white lotus - which is  symbolically said as the sun god sitting over 

the venn Thaamarai - white lotus; 6 +5  = 11 years is the period of solar cycle; 64 roof beams 

could mean 63 Naayanmars and the 64th one being the lord Siva himself; alternatively 6+3  =  

9 might indicate the 9 planets; there are about 720 months in a 60 year Jupter cycle.       

 

Fertility Symbolism; 

21600 [24 hours  x 60 minutes  x15 days] gold sheets could mean beginning of the the 

15th  day - the beginning of the crescent moon day /end of the 14th dark moon day; it is the 

day of ovulation; this 15th day is the best day for conception for a woman with regular 28 day 

cycles; it is said that there are 72000 - seventy two thousands - gold nails in the dome of the 

Thillai temple; 7200 – seven thousands and two hundred [24x 60 x5] could mean the 5th day 
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for a woman after her missing date which can give a clue that conception had possibly 

occurred; at end of 9th week  [9x7 =  63] / from 64th day - the embryo will become the fetus 

[10th week]. 

Thripuram eriththa kathai -  reconstruction  of an Astronomical Event 

Puli tholum  / Mup–Puri Noolum 

The story is about sun god - Sivan making the gas giants Jupiter and the Saturn as failed 

stars; it could also include Venus; giant was portrayed as asooran in the story; but then 

sooran [neruppu/ fire] is the starandasooran is the planet; the flying cities were the Venus- 

silver fort; Jupiter - golden fort, Saturn the iron castle / city;the initial fire in these gas 

giantswereput off by the sun god  by pouring the water from the ice giants namely Neptune 

and Urnaus;the rings of these planets –Jupiter [yellow rings, Saturn [dark rings] and the 

Neptune [blue rings] were the three strands of the po- nool – thiru nool wore by Sivan; the 

tiger skin dress of Sivan signifies his victory over Jupiter – the planet with yellow rings; the 

water of the ice giants also mean the semen of the lord Sivan. 

Pathanjali and Vyaghrapada are considered by scholars as the names of many people of 

different times; but then these names are only terminologies to denote certain astronomical 

concepts / social issues and linguistic ideas; Pathanjali and Vyaghrapada of the Thillai temple 

were the ice giants - Neptune and the Urnaus; the tiger monk Vyaghrapada - was the Jupiter 

with yellow rings; unable to understand the astronomical  event of “muppuram eriththa 

kathai”-  the Aryan priests wrote many stories about Pathanjali and Vyaghrapada; the story of 

Vyaghrapada with tiger eyes and the tiger nails  to pluck flowers is very childish and also 

absurd; hence these Aryan  priests do not have any fundamental rights to wear mup-purinool 

- which symbolizes the “mup –puram eriththa kathai” -  the rings of the three planets; the 

poo nool / thiru nool has to be worn  on the shoulder on which Sivan carried the pots of 

water from the two ice giants to put off the fire in the Venus and the two gas giants; karaka-

aattam is the the cultural aspect of the astronomical event and the folk dancers keep the 

water pots - karakam on their heads; women have to carry the pots in their hip because the 

womb with amniotic flud is inside their waist. 

To ascertain the fact that Pathanjali and Vyaghrapada are only terminologies, we will 

consider the following sooththiram words / code words like Akaththiyar, TholKaapiyar, 

Hippocrates, Valmiki and Viyasar; the word Akaththiyar signifies Aquarius and Baghiratha - 

themes related to water; Aakththiyar also signifies the Canopus star - the star seen in the 

southern hemisphere; his wife Lopamudra was the rain goddess of Tamil people – Maari 

Aaththal. 
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Sutra 

 Decoding the sooththiram words  sutra ; 

  Method / plan / modus operandi / law /rule / principle/ formula   

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is maathiri- 

method. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is mun- 

thoaranai –  the plan.  

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word isthurai- 

method.  

- Sutra has the consonants –[- sa-] -  the– Ra - and the other interpretation of the  word 

is reethi – method. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is their – yi- 

yam / thaettram / thaettru – theory/ principle. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the – Ra - and the original Tamil word is    

pothumurai [missing letter- pa- ] – usual / common method / principle. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is payan pattu 

murai [missing letter- pa- ] –applied / practical principle. 

- Sutra has the consonants – sa - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is satta maathiri - 

prescribed plan. 

- Sutra has the consonants – sa - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is thitta mitta 

mun maathiri / mun –maathiri thittam –  a plan designed earlier. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is    

padiththaram [missing letter- pa] -rule. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the – Ra - and the original Tamil word is pettri/ 

paraththam [missing letter- pa- ] – order / method. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is paripaadi 

[missing letter- pa- ] – method. 
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- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is    pandaiya 

nadai / munthaiya murai – ancient method / manner/ priniciple. 

- Sutra has the consonants –  sa - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is marapu 

maathiri – traditional principle. 

- Sutra has the consonants –  [-sa-]-  the– Ra - and the original Tamil word is neri 

muraiyaanathu – prescribed rule. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is puthir /  

puthiraanathu/ puriyaathathu / mana paadam panna - [missing letter- pa] - difficult to 

understand / by heart; kamba sooththiram. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is arintha 

thiramai / thanthiram – talent / know how / trick. 

- Sutra has the consonants –sa - the– Ra- and the original Tamil word is seithidum murai 

/ nadaththidum murai / murai thiran - the method of doing / modus operandi; Sudra – 

seithidum murai arinthoan - one who knows the technique. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is marai 

kuriyidu [missing letter- ka- ] -  a secret code. 

- Sutra has the consonants – sa - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is satta nadai 

murai / satta neri - law / rule / code. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the other interpretation of the word is 

aruththam - law.  

- Sutra has the consonants –  [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is thiru marai 

- holy scripture; thiru marai / thoattiram oaathuthar - reciting the holy scriptures. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the other interpretation of the  word 

is munu munuththar – manthiram oaathuthar - to utter manthra. 

- Sutra has the consonants – [- sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is pann 

paaduthal [missing letter- pa] – to recite songs. 

- Sutra has the consonants –sa - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is marapu udaimai 

– traditional one.  

- Shastra has the consonants – [-sa-] - the – Ra - and the original Tamil word is thirumarai 

– holy scripture; mathanoor – religious books. 
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- Shastra has the consonants – [-sa-]- the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is nool 

thirattu - treatise. 

- Shastra has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is paada 

nool [missing letter- pa] - book. 

Note; Patanjali and Vygharapada are only terminologies to denote certain 

astronomical concepts, linguistic thoughts and  fertility related ideas; even if these terms  

pointed the names of one or several writers of different periods, these terms are not their  

original names of those authors; to understand this idea we will consider the following   

names / terms such as Agasthiya, Thol Kaappiyar, Vyasa, Valmiki and Hippocrates.  

Aryabhata (476–550 CE) was an Indian mathematician and astronomer of the classical 

age of Indian mathematics and Indian astronomy. He flourished in the Gupta Era and 

produced works such as the Āryabhaṭīya (which mentions that in 3600 Kali Yuga, 499 CE, he 

was 23 years old) and the Arya-siddhanta. 

Aryabhata created a system of phonemic number notation in which numbers were 

represented by consonant-vowel monosyllables. Later commentators such 

as Brahmagupta divide his work into Ganita ("Mathematics"), Kalakriya ("Calculations on 

Time") and Golapada ("Spherical Astronomy"). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aryabhata 

Aryabhata [mathematician] has the consonants - Ra - pa -the – and the interpretation 

of the word is enniyar/enn murai paada padippu- study of numerical numbers; enn - 

numerical number; iyar- science  ; paadam- lesson- padippu- studies.  

Ganita [Mathematics] has the consonants -ka- an- the – and the interpretation of the 

word is ennkanakkeedu ; enn- numerical number; kanakkeedu -calculation . 

Mathematics [E] has the consonants - ma -the - ma - the - ka- [-sa--] and the 

interpretation of the word is ennai-k-kondu thokai kanakkidum vitham – method of 

calculation with numerical numbers; enn - numerical number; kondu- with; kanakkidu - 

calculate; vitham - method; thokai- sum; ka = va; va= ka.    

calculate [E] has the consonants- ka- la- ka- la -the - and the interpretation of the word 

is ennkalai kondu kanakkiduthal; calculating with numerical numbers; enn - numerical 

number; enkal - numerical numbers/pl; kondu - with; kanakkidu - to calculate.  

calculate [E] has the consonants- ka- la- ka- la -the - and the interpretation of the word 

is kootti kazhiththu vakuththu akalanam kanakkiduthal; koottuthal - addition; kazhiththal – 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_Era
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substration; vakuththal - division; akalanam - multiplication;  kanakkiduthal - caluculation; ka= 

va; va= ka.  

kala kriya [calculation of time] has the consonants – ka – la- ka -Ra- and the original 

interpretation of the word is Tamizh kaniyarkal- in  kaala  alavu kanakkidu / kuriththidu 

[missing letter- the -] - time calculation by the Tamil astrologers; kaalam - time; kanakkidu - 

calculate; kaniyar - Tamil astrologers; kuriththidu – assess / note; alavu - measurement; ka = 

va; va = ka.    

Gola pada [spherical astronomy] has the consonants – ka - la - pa -the-and the original 

interpretation of the word is - koalkalai paththiya paada paadippu - study of planets; koal - 

planet; koalam - globe / ball  / round; koalkal - planets / pl; paththiya - about; paadam - 

lesson; padippu - learning /studies; koal / planet is the root words for koalam - round;  

kizhamai- day; kaalam - season / time; kalvi - education.  

gola pada [ spherical astronomy] has the consonants – ka - la - pa -the-and the original 

interpretation of the word is koalkalin paathaiyaei paththiya padippu – study of  orbital  

pathways of the planets; paathai - path.  

Dhanvantari is the Hindu god of medicine and an avatar of Lord Vishnu. He was the 

king of Varanasi. He is mentioned in the Puranas as the god of Ayurveda. He, during 

the Samudra manthan arose from the Ocean of Milk with the nectar of immortality. It is a 

common practice in Hinduism for worshipers to pray to Dhanvantari seeking his blessings for 

sound health for themselves and/or others, especially on Dhanteras or Dhanwantari 

Trayodashi ("National Ayurveda Day").https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhanvantari 

Dhanvanthiri [god of Ayurveda] has the consonants – the- an - va -an - the -Ra- and the 

interpretation of the word is maruththuvathth -in thanthai; maruththuvam - medicine; 

thanthai - father.  

Dhanvanthiri [king of Varanasi] has the consonants – the- an - va -an - the -Ra- and the 

interpretation of the word is Then Naattai aandidum vaenthar -  ruler of  southern state; 

then- south; naadu - state; aandidu - to rule; vaenthar-  king.  

Sushruta { lit. 'well heard') was an ancient Indian physician and surgeon known today 

as India's “Father of Surgery” and “Father of Plastic Surgery” or "father of brain surgery" for 

inventing and developing surgical procedures. His work on the subject, the Sushruta 

Samhita (Sushruta's Compendium) is considered one of the oldest texts in the world on 

plastic surgery and is highly regarded as one of the Great Trilogy of Ayurvedic Medicine, 
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the Brihat-Trayi; the other two being the Charaka Samhita, which preceded it, and 

the AstangaHridaya, which followed it . 

.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sushruta 

- Sushruta [father of plastic surgery] has the consonants - sa - Ra- -the – and the 

interpretation of the word is thoar ottu siththar / thoar aruththu otti theiththidum 

siththar; scholar of skin grafting ;  thoar- skin ; ottu- to graft ;  siththar – scholar; 

aruthidu - to incise; theiththidu- to stitch.  

- Sushruta [father of plastic surgery] has the consonants – [- sa -] - Ra- -the and the 

interpretation of the word is pidaaran [ missing letter- pa-] - doctor.          
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Akaththiyar-  sage 

Karaka aatta – k-kaaran 

Kooththaandavar 

 

 

 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the –Ra -and the original Tamil word is Karaka 

aatta – k-kaaran – one who dances with a water pot on his head; karakam - water pot. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the –Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

Akaththiyar – Kuttaiyar. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

Kooththaandavar – the dancer – Sivan; kooththu - dance; aandavar - god. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

kudamunivar - pot sized monk; kudam thoandrimunivar - one who came from the 

water pot; kudma - pot; thoandra - born; munivar - monk. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the – Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

thakuthiyoar - sages.  

 

2.50. Akaththiyar 
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is thuravi – 

monk; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is thiru vadi - 

sage; thiru – holy; adi - foot; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the –Ra -and the Tamil interpretation of the word 

is Pothikai kundril kudiyaeria thuravi [missing letter- pa-] – monk of the  Pothikai hills; 

Pothikai hills - the abode of Akaththiyar; thuravi - monk; kudiyaeru - to settle. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the Tamil interpretation of the word 

is eruttai poakku–kindra thuravi - one who removes darkness; eruttu -  darkness; 

poakku - remove.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the Tamil interpretation of the 

word is paavaththai / kuttraththai / thee vinaiayai / ara - k-kadaiyaei / karuvinaiyaei 

neekkukindra – munivar [missing letter- pa-] - the sage who dispenses one’s  sin /evil; 

paavam – sin; neekku - remove. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the Tamil interpretation of the 

word is Vinthiya kundrin uyaraththai kuraiththa thuravi - one who reduced the height 

of Vindhya Mountain; uyaram - height; kuraikka - to shorten.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the Tamil interpretation of the 

word is kathir / kathiravan - light / sun; kathiravanin makan - Thiru Murugan/Marduk. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the Tamil interpretation of the 

word is maattu uoon thin – k-kiravar – one who eats buffalo meat; maadu - bull; uoon - 

meat; thinkkiravar -eater. 

Akaththiyar – Bhagiratha - The Water Giver 

Kudaoaarai-yim /avitta / kaakkai nakshththiramum - Aquarius and Delphinus 

Maari Aandi Thaevar 

Muththu–kumaran 

Maari Muththu 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra - and the interpretation of the word is 
Bhagiratha [missing letter-pa-]. 
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the interpretation of the word is 
Gangai neerai kondu vanthavar - bringer of Ganges water; neer - water; konduvaa - to 
bring. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is 
Caveri neerai kondu vanthavar - bringer of Caveri water 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra - and the interpretation of the word is 
Koathavari aattru neerai kondu vanthavar - bringer of Goathavari river water; 
sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the interpretation of the word is 
Pothikai kundru uraithuravi [missing letter- pa-] – monk of the Pothikaihills; kundru - 
hill; uraiya - to reside; thuravi - monk. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is kudaoarai 
– yim avitta / kaakkai nakshththiramum - Aquarius and Delphinus; kuda oaarai - 
Aquarius; nakasththiram - star. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is Kaal - 
kudam - Delphinus. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is kuda oarai 
- Aquarius. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is karu 
vanna mudaiya kaakam/andank kaakkai  – black crow / avittam - Delphinus star; karu 
vannam - dark color; kaakam - crow. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the –Ra- and the other interpretation of the word 
is avitta nakaththiram [missing letter- sa-] –Delphinus star. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is thanneer 
kudam - water pot; thanner - water; kudam-pot.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
kudamunivar – pot sized monk; kudam - pot; munivar – monk. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
kuttaiyaanavar / kuttaiyaana munivar – dwarfish monk; kuttai - short. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
aandravar- sage; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is kudaththil 
erunthu thoandriyavar - born from the pot; kudam - pot; thoandru - be born.  
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is karupai – 
Pani Kudaneer [missing letter- pa-] - amniotic fluid; Pani Kudam - amniotic sac; neer - 
water. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is Kadal 
neerai kudiththavar - one who has consumed sea water; Kadar - sea;neer - water; kudi - 
drink.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is ethara / 
mattra koal neerai kudiththu munnir- kku / tharaikku / manitharin thaevaikku 
kudineeraaka kondu varuthal - drinking water from the other planets of the sky and  
bringing to earth for human consumption; koal - planet; neer - water; kudi – drink; 
tharai - earth; maanudar – people; thaevai - need; kudineer - drinking water; kondu 
vanthavar - the bringer.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is kaarmukir 
koottam - dark water clouds; koottam - group; kaar - dark; mukir - cloud. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is thanner 
kudaththai kaakkai kavukka - crow - toppling the water pot – Delphinus in Aquarius; 
kavukka - to topple; thanneerkudam - water pot; kaakaki - crow.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Bakirathan 
/ Bhagiratha [missing letter- pa-].  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
Bhagiratha pirayaththanam / Bakirathanin kadum muyarchchi / kadum thavam 
purintha Bakirathan [missing letters –pa– and- sa- ]- hard penance of Bhagiratha; 
kadumai - severe; thavam - penance. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Kundari 
thookkukiravar / kundrai kaiyaal nakarththukiravar - mover of mountain with hands; 
kundru - hill; kai - hand; thookku - lift; nakarththu - to move. 
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  Figure shows the joy of winning over the water planets. 

Karakattam 

Cultural aspect; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karakattam 

Karakaattam (Tamil: கரகாட்டம் or "karakam (கரகம் 'water pot') dance") is an ancient 

folk dance of Tamil Nadu performed in praise of the rain goddess Mariamman. The 

ancient Tamil epic says that this type of dance derived from Bharatham and a mixture of 

multiple forms of Tamil dance forms like Bharatanatyam postures and mudras. The offering 

of this dance is to the goddess to bless rain. The dance accompanies songs like 

folk Carnatic (Amrithavarshini).  

The performers balance a pot on their head. Traditionally, this dance is categorized into 

two types: 

AattaKarakam symbolizes joy and happiness. It is mainly performed as entertainment. 

Sakthi Karakam is performed only in temples as a spiritual offering.  

Karakkatam invokes rain through a classical Tamil dance. The most common song 

employs Amrithavarshini Ragam (Ragamalika). Tamils believed that Mother Nature gives 

bountiful rain and protects the harvest. 

Karakattam is traditionally performed in a saree. However, theattire can vary as the 

main property is to have a karakam (Pot) on the head of the dancer. Common attire includes 

sarees or kurtha, colored towels and a pot. 

The current karakattam fashion appears to have been corrupted, probably due to lack 

of support with Bharatanatyam purists dismissing the art as non-traditional and low class, as 

it has been reduced to more of a night glamour art, with young girls in skimpy clothing 

preferred as the performers and the audience having drunkards who come only to ogle and 

tease them. The Madras High Court issued a directive to disallow alcohol consumption when 

attending karakattam performances and to not do performances which are "obscene and 

vulgar". 

Akaththiyar – Language Scholar /Astrologer 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is koottru - 
speech. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is oaatha 
kattru kouththavar – one who  had taught to speak and recite. 
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is kattru 
arinthavar - scholar.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is thiru marai 
oaathukiravar - one who recites Holy Scriptures. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is Arya 
Vaeththathai karaiththu kudiththavar / Vaitheekar - master of Veda. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 
is Diksithar [missing letter- sa-] – Aryan priest. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the other interpretation of the   
word is Purokithar [missing letter- pa-] – Aryan priest. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is Vaetham 
oaathukiravar – reciter of Vedas. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is kanithar / 
vaan kanitham kattroar – astrologers; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is kanitha 
aasiriyar [missing letter –sa-] - mathematician; kanitham- maths; aasiriyar – teacher/ 
master. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is vithiyar- 
writer; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Aakaththar/ nool eyattrukindravar /aakkukindravar - author.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is kathai 
aasiriyar [missing letter- sa-]-  story writer; aasiriyar - author; kathai - story.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the – Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is Kartha- author. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is koottru 
thanthavar / kootru kattru koduththavar / uraiyaada / vaai–aada kattru koduththavar – 
one who gave speech; kootru –speech; kattrukodu - teach; kattru koduththavar - 
teacher. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 
is kiranthamuni / kirantham  / vaarththai uruvakki thanthavar - one who gave speech / 
grantha; kirantham-  word; uruvaakku - create;thanthavar –one who  gave. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is kartha - author. 
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
kirukkiyavar - writer; kaariyasththar. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is Mara 
kattai; wooden stick. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is koadiram - 
bow of Indra. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 
is Vajraydha [missing letter- sa-]. 

 

Akaththiyar - Physician / Surgeon / Psychiatrist 

Akaththiyar - Hippocrates 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the interpretation ofthe word is 

Hippocrates [missing letter- pa-]. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra -and the interpretation ofthe word is 

doctor.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

maruththuvar – physician. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the – Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

maruththuvaarignar / maruththuva thuraiyir - kai thaernthavar - medical scholar  / 

expert; arignar - scholar; kai thaernthavar - expert;thurai - branch / department. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

maruththuva–ththin thanthai - father of medicine; maruththuvam - medicine; thanthai 

- father. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is siththa 

maruththuvar – siththa physician. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

is akatha-k –kaaran - physician. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the – Ra- and the other interpretation of the 

word is pidaakar [missing letter- pa-] - physician. 
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 

is pandaarakar [missing letter- pa-] – physician.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

is Hippocrates [missing letter- pa-] - Greek physician. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 

word is Yavana naattin kos theevil kudiyaeriyavar –  settled in Kos island of Greece; 

Yavanam - Greece; naadu -  state;theevu -  island; kudi yaeriyavar – one who has 

settled. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is aruvai 

maruththuvar – surgeon; aruvai – surgery. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

is idaukkuththar - physician. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is theeraatha 

noaei– yaei marunthu maaththirai thanthu kunam aakkukiravar - one who cures the  

illness with drugs and pills; theeratha - never ending / chronic; noaei - disease; 

marunthu - drug; maaththirai - pill; thanthu - give; kunamaaku – to cure. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the – Ra- and the other interpretation of the word 

is vaeiththiyar - physician. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is mana 

noaei maruththuvar - psychiatrist; mana noaei - mental illness.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra-and the original Tamil word is 

maantherikan - magician / healer. 

Akaththiyar - Author 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the – Ra -and the other interpretation of the 

word is Gayaththri manthiram kattru koduththavar – one who  taught Gayathri  

manthra; kattrukodu - teach.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

Akaththiyar vennpaa [missing letter- pa-]- poetry book. 
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is Akaththiyar 

karu-pai sooththiram [missing letters- pa –and [-sa-] – medical text book on womb; 

karu pai - womb. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

is Akaththiyar joathida noor – astrology book; joathidam - zodiac; nor - book. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

is Akaththiyar maanthirikam – book on black magic; maanthirikam - black magic. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

Akaththiyar nool thirattu – a treatise; nor - book. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is  

Akaththiyar vaakiyam - text book. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  

Akaththiyar thaevaarathirattu - Thaevaaram; thirattu - treatise. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

Akathhiyarin iyarkkai maruththuvam - medical  book -  natural medicine; iyarkkai - 

nature; maruththuvam - medicine. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

Akaththiyamaaraam tharam – medical text. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

is Akaththiyar karma kaandam- medical text. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

is Akaththiyar nikanndu -text book.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

Akaththiyar naadi joasiyam [missing letter- sa-] - astrology book. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra-and the other interpretation of the word 

Akaththiayar sarakku nooru [missing letter- sa-]- text book. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

Akaththiyar thandakam–textbook. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

Aakththiyar yoakam – textbook on yoga. 
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

Aakththiyar vaakada sooththiram [missing letter- sa-] - medical textbook; vaakadam - 

medicine. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

Aakththiyar vaatham – textbook. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

Akaththiyar vaeiththiya kummi – medical textbook; vaiththiyam - treatment.  

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 

Paer – Akaththiya thirattu [missing letter- pa-] - treatise by Akaththiyar; nool thirattu – 

treatise. 

  Akaththiyar / Hader / Canopus -the star that guides the ship  

Kattumaram  -The Boat 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is vennnira - 

thaarakai / thiri-yim thee uruvam - white star; venn – niram – white color;  thaarakai - 

star; thee- fire; uruvam- form. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is sudar 

vidum naksththiram [missing letter- sa-] – bright star. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is 

kattumaram - boat. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is oada –k – 

kaaran/ thoani – k - kaaran - the boat man; oaadam - boat; thoani - boat. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word isoaada –k – 

koar - boatman’s pole; koar- pole. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is naavaai-yin 

thikku thiruppum kattai - rudder of the ship; naavaai - ship; thikku –direction; thiruppu 

- to steer; kattai - stick. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is thikku 

kaattum thaarakai - the star which guides the direction; thikku - direction; kaattu – to 

show; thaarakai – star; thaarakai – [the – Ra – Ka -] = theekkathir – fire sparks; the 

latter are jumbled. 
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra - and the and the other interpretation of 

the word is kattann – th-tharai - Hadar – stony ground [Turkish / Arabic]. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is thankka 

thaarakai – thankkatharai /golden star/ golden land - kahi Nub [Egypt]; thankakm - 

gold; thaara - star. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is eravu 

naeram therkkir kannukku nanku theriyim venn- nira mudaiya then thuryva meen / 

thaarakai - Canopus; eravu- night; naeram- time; kannukku - for the eyes; nanku - 

clearly; theriyim – visible; venn –niram- white color; then thaaraki –the star of the 

south. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is therkkin / 

then thuruvaththinvayathaanavar – old man of the southpole [Chinese] – therkku –

south; vayathu- age; vayathaanavar - aged man. 

- Sohailhas the consonants –sa– ka – la- and the original Tamil word is vinn kalam –space 

ship; vinn- sky;kalam- vessel. 

 

Akaththiyar- Star of The Southern Hemisphere –Canopus 

Meru kundramum – Then  VindyaKundramum 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is then 

thuruva thaarakai / then vatta thaarakai - star of the southern hemisphere; then - 

south; thaarakai - star. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is vada 

naattavar - person from north; vadakku - north; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is then – 

naattavar / Dravidar / therkkae kudiyaeriyavar – person settled in south; therkku - 

south; kudiyaeru – to settle. 

- Akaththiyar has the consonants- ka - the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is vadakkae 

erunthu therkku noakki nakarntha thaarakai - Akaththiyar – the star which moved from 

north to southern hemisphere; nakaru - move; thaarakai - star. 
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- Akaththiyar has the consonants - ka - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is Vinthiya 

kundru – uyram mikuthiyaaka erunthu erunthaar vada naatavar / vada thuruvaththinar 

Akaththiaya meenai paarkka mudaiyathapadi maraiththu erukkum - if Vindhya 

mountain is very tall, people of north can not see the star; uyaram - height; mikuthi - 

excess; vada naattavar - people of north; Akaththiya meen - Canopus; paarkka - to see; 

mudiyaathu - can not. 

 

Canopus 

- Canopus has the consonants - ka -an –[- pa-]- [-sa -]-and the original Tamil word is 

naavaai – ship; sooththiram = ka= va; va =ka. 

- Canopus has the consonants - ka - an –[- pa-]-saand the other interpretation of the 

word is sukkkaan - rudder of the ship; sevu-vu – direction. 

- Canopus has the consonants - ka - an – pa -sa -and the original Tamil word issevu –vu -

kaamippaan - one who shows the direction;sevu –vu - direction; kaami - to show. 

Tholkaapiyar 

- Tholkaapiyar has the consonants - the - la - ka - pa – Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

thol Thamizh mozhikku elakkanam ezhuthi koduththavar - the one who gave grammar 

to the ancient classical language Tamil; thol - ancient; mozhi - language; elakkanam - 

grammar; ezhuthu - write; kodu - give; koduththvar - the donor. 

- Tholkaapiyar has the consonants - the - la - ka - pa - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

Aakththiyarin maanakkarkalil muthanmai pettravar - outstanding student of 

Akaththiyar; maanakkar-  students; muthanmai – first/ head. 

- Tholkaapiyar has the consonants - the - la - ka -pa - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  

Aakththiyarykku pan –erandu maanaakkar  - 12 students of Akaththiyar; pan - erandu -

12; maanaakkar - student. 

- Tholkaapiyar has the consonants - the -la - ka - pa - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

Thamizh elakkiyankkal pala padaiththavar – authored many Tamil literary books; 

elakkiyankkal - literature; pala - poly / many; padaiththavar - creator. 
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Hippocrates - Akasththiyar 

- Hippocrates has the consonants - [-pa-] - ka - Ra - the – sa - and the original Tamil word 

is Akasththiyar. 

- Hippocrates has the consonants - [-pa-] - ka - Ra – the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  

word is maruththvaththin thanthai - father of medicine; maruththuvam - medicine; 

thanthai - father. 

- Hippocrates has the consonants - pa - ka - Ra - the -[- sa-]-and the original Tamil word is 

Yavana naattu peyar pettra maruththuvar - great  physician of Greece; Yavanam- 

Greece; naadu –country; peyarpettra - popular; maruththuvar - doctor. 

- Hippocrates has the consonants -pa - ka - Ra - the –sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Kos theevir– pirantha maruththavar – born in Kos Island; theevu- Island; pirantha - 

born. 

- Hippocrates has the consonants - pa - ka - Ra – the – sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Kos theevil kudiyaeriya siththa maruththuvar – the siththa doctor migrated to kos 

island. 

- Hippocrates has the consonants - [-pa-] - ka - Ra - the - sa- and the original Tamil word 

is siththa maruththuvar – siththa doctor. 

- Hippocrates has the consonants- pa- ka - Ra - the - [- sa-] - and the other interpretation 

of the word ispidaakar / pandaraakar – physician. 

Vyasar 

- Vyasar has the consonants – va-[- sa-]- Ra- and the original Tamil word is aravan / 
aravaanar - sage. 

- Vyasar has the consonants –va-[- sa-]- Ra- and the original Tamil word is uruvan - sage.  

- Vyasar has the consonants–va-[- sa-]- Ra- and the original Tamil word is munaivar - 
sage. 

- Vyasar has the consonants – va-[- sa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word is maanavar - 
scholar / student. 

- Vyasar has the consonants – va-[- sa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word is periyavar/ 
pannavar [missing letter- pa-]- sage. 

- Vyasar has the consonants - va-[- sa-]- Ra- and the original Tamil word is kavigna -kavi -
vaanar; sooththiram; ka = va;va- ka. 
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- Vyasar has the consonants–va –sa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is vaai asaikkiravar 
- singer. 

- Vyasar has the consonants – va- sa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is vinjaiyar- 
celestial singers.  

- Vyasar has the consonants – va - [- sa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word is akavu -nar- 
singer; kavignar. 

- Vyasar has the consonants – va –sa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is isai vaanar- 
singer. 

- Vyasar has the consonants–va- [- sa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word ismunivar- 
monk; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Vyasar has the consonants – va-[- sa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Kaniyar -  
astrologer.  

- Vyasar has the consonants–va-[- sa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word is noolaakkiyoar 
- author of the book /writer;nol- book; aakkiyoar - author sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

Decoding the sooththiram word - Valmiki 
By Jumbling The given letters of the word 

Kavikalukku ellam kavi – Poet of The Poets 

- Valmiki has the consonants -va - la - ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is Kavi - 
kalukkuellam kavi - poet of the poets; kavi - poet. 

- Valmiki has the consonants -va - la - ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is uzhuva 
kallakam - anthill; kallakam - hill; uzhuvam - ant.  

- Valmiki has the consonants –va - la - ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is munn 
kuviyal – sand heap; munn - sand; kuviyal - heap. 

- Valmiki has the consonants –va - la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is kollivaali 
munn kuviyal - anthill; kollivaali - ant. 

- Valmiki has the consonants -va - la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is kalvan-in 
makan- son of a thief; kalvan - thief; makan- son. 

- Valmiki has the consonants -va - la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is kollai –yan- 
in makan - son of a robber; kollaiyan- robber / plunderer. 

- Valmiki has the consonants –va - la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is Valluva 
kula makan - son of an astrologer; kulam - clan; makan - son. 

- Valmiki has the consonants – va - la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is Valluvan 
enum munivan – Valluvan - the monk; munivan - monk. 
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- Valmiki has the consonants – va - la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is Vellaayan 
makan- son of a shepherd; Vellaayan- shepherd; makan –son. 

- Valmiki has the consonants – va - la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is 
Vellaalanmakan - son of a farmer; Vellaalan – agriculturist / ruler of floods. 

- Valmiki has the consonants – va - la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is 
Elankkoavan / author of Silappathikaaram - prince. 

- Valmiki has the consonants – va- la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is kalvi 
kaelvikalil vallamai ullavan - scholar; kalvi - education; vallamai - skillullavar - one who 
has.  

- Valmiki has the consonants – va-  la – ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is pulavanin 
makan [missing letter- pa-] – son of a poet; pulavan - poet; mainthar - son.   

- Ratnakara [Valmiki] has the consonants –Ra –the – an– ka- Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is thirudukiravan - thief; thirudu – to steal. 

- Ratnakara [Valmiki] has the consonants –Ra –the – an –ka – Ra - and the original Tamil 
word is Kaniyarin mainthar - son of an astrologer; Kaniyar - astrologer; mainthar – son.  

- Ratnakara [Valmiki ]has the consonants –Ra –the – an– ka – Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is paadakarin mainthar [missing letter- pa-]  -son of a poet; padakar - singer; 
mainthar - son. 

- Ratnakara [Valmiki ]has the consonants –Ra –the – an-  ka- Ra- and  the original Tamil 
word isThiru Murugan – Tamil sun god-the thief who has stolen the hearts of Tamil 
people. 

- Ratnakara [Valmiki ]has the consonants –Ra –the – an-  ka – Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is Ramayaanaththai aakkiyavar - one who wrote Ramaayaana; aakkiyoar – 
producer / author. 

- Ratnakara [Valmiki] has the consonants –Ra –the – an – ka – Ra- and  the original Tamil 
word is Thiru Idai Kaadanaar – a Tamil poet.  

- Ratnakara [Valmiki] has the consonants –Ra –the – an – ka – Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is Thiru Venn Kaadar- Sivan.  

- Pracheta [father of Valmiki]has the consonants - pa– Ra –sa – the- and the original 
Tamil word is perum siththar / Perum Siththanaar -- great siththar / scholar. 

- Pracheta [father of Valmiki] has the consonants - pa– Ra –sa – the- and the original 
Tamil word is parai saathiyinarenum uyar saathiyinar – high Paraiyah caste; saathi  / 
thinai - caste; uyar - high. 
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- Pracheta [father of Valmiki]has the consonants - [- pa-]– Ra - [-sa-] – the - and the 
original Tamil word is thaenar - thief. 

- Pracheta [father of Valmiki]has the consonants - [- pa-]– Ra - [-sa-] – the- and the 
original Tamil word is panam pariththiduvoar - robber; panam - money; pariththida - to 
rob.  

- Pracheta [father of Valmiki] has the consonants - [-pa-] – Ra - [-sa-] – the- and the 
original Tamil word is aadu maadu maeiththidum Idaiyar - shepherd; aadu - goat;   
maadu –cattle; maeikka- to pasture; idaiyar - shepherd.  

 

Story of Agaththiyar 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agastya 

The etymological origin of Agastya has several theories. One theory states that the root 

is Aj or Anj, which connotes "brighten, effulgent one" and links Agastya to "one who 

brightens" in darkness, and Agastya is traditionally the Indian name for Canopus, the second 

most brilliantly shining star found in South Asian skies, next to Sirius. A third theory links it to 

Indo-European origins, through the Iranian word gasta which means "sin, foul", and a-

gasta would mean "not sin, not foul". The fourth theory, based on folk etymology in verse 

2.11 of the Ramayana states that Agastya is from aga (unmoving or mountain) 

and gam (move), and together these roots connote "one who is mover – of-mountains", or 

"mover – of – the-unmoving". The word is also written as Agasti and Agathiyar. 

Agastya is the named author of several hymns of the Rigveda. These hymns do not 

provide his biography. The origins of Agastya - Pulastya, one of the Rig Vedic Saptarishis is his 

father. His miraculous rebirth follows a yajna being done by gods Varuna and Mitra, where 

the celestial apsara Urvashi appears. They are overwhelmed by her extraordinary sexuality, 

and ejaculate. Their semen falls into a mud pitcher, which is the womb in which the fetus of 

Agastya grows. He is born from this jar, along with his twin sage Vashistha in some 

mythologies. This mythology gives him the name kumbhayoni, which literally means "he 

whose womb was a mud pot. 

In Tamil traditions, Agastya is considered as the father of the Tamil language and the 

compiler of the first Tamil grammar, called Agattiyam or Akattiyam. Agastya has been a 

culture hero in Tamil traditions and appears in numerous Tamil texts.  
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There are similarities and differences between the Northern and Southern (Tamil) 

traditions about Agastya. According to Iravatham Mahadevan, both traditions state that 

Agastya migrated from north to south. The Tamil text Purananuru, dated to about the start of 

the Common Era, or possibly about the2nd century CE, in verse 201 mentions Agastya along 

with many people migrating south. 

In the northern legends, Agastya's role in spreading Vedictradition and Sanskrit is 

emphasized, while in southern traditions his role in spreading irrigation, agriculture and 

augmenting the Tamil language is emphasized. In the north, his ancestry is unknown with 

mythical legends limiting themselves to saying that Agastya was born from a mud pitcher. In 

southern traditions, his descent from a pitcher is a common reference, but two alternate 

southern legends place him as the Caṅkam (Sangam) polity and is said to have led the 

migration of eighteen Velir tribes from Dvārakā to the south.  

The northern traditional stories, states Mahadevan, are "nothing more than a 

collection of incredible fables and myths", while the southern versions "ring much truer and 

appear to be a down to earth account of a historical event". Others disagree. According to 

K.N. Sivaraja Pillai, for example, there is nothing in the early Sangam literature or any Tamil 

texts prior to about the mid 1st millennium CE that mentions Agastya. The earliest mention of 

the role of Agastya in Tamil language, according to Richard Weiss, can be traced to 

the IraiyanarAkapporul by 8th century Nakkirar. However, in medieval era stories of the Tamil 

tradition, Agastya pioneered the first sangam period that lasted 4,440 years, and took part in 

the second sangam period that lasted another 3,700 years.  

The Tirumantiram describes Agastya as an ascetic sage, who came from the north and 

settled in the southern Pothigai Mountains because Shiva asked him to. He is described as the 

one who perfected and loved both Sanskrit and Tamil languages, amassing knowledge in 

both, thus becoming a symbol of integration, harmony and learning, instead of being opposed 

to either. According to the Skanda Purana, the whole world visited the Himalayas 

when Shiva was about to wed Parvati. This caused the earth to tip to one side. Shiva then 

requested Agastya to go to the southern region to restore the equilibrium. Thus, Agastya 

migrated south at Shiva's behest. 
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https://kathakids.com/mythology-for-children/the-birth-of-Caveri/ 

- crow has the consonants - ka – Ra –va- and the original Tamil word is karuvaakam -  
crow. 

- Neer kaakam has the consonants - Ra - ka – ma - and the original Tamil word is  
kaarvannamukir- dark clouds; karu –black; vannam - color;mukir- cloud. 

- Ganapati has the consonants - ka - an - [ -pa-] – the- and the original Tamil word is  then 
maekku kaaththu - south west wind; then – south; maekku – west; kaaththu – wind.  

- Ganapati has the consonants - ka - an - [-pa-]  – the- and the original Tamil word is  
yaanai mukaththaan - one with elephant face; yaanai- elephant; mukam - face.  

- Kamadala has the consonants ka – ma - an – the- la – and the original Tamil word is  
thanni kalam - water pot; thanni - water; kalam - vessel.  

- Kalakeya has the consonants - ka- la -ka - and the original Tamil word is vaalvelli – 
comet; vall - tail; velli - silvery; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.  

- Kalakeya has the consonants - ka - la -ka -and the original Tamil word is vin- kal – 
asteriod; vinn – sky; kal –s tone. 

- Kalakeya has the consonants -ka - la - ka - and the original Tamil word is vinn- veezhkolli 
/ vizhu vinn - kal – meteorites. 

- Kalakeya has the consonants - ka - la -ka -and the original Tamil word is vaankulam -  
sky pond; kulam- pond; vaan - sky. 

- Kalakeya has the consonants - ka – la - ka -and the original Tamil word is vaan kalam – 
satellites; kalam - vessel / satellite/ space ship. 

- Kalakeya has the consonants -ka - la -ka -and the original Tamil word is vinnkoal - 
planet; koal- planet. 

- Kalakeya has the consonants - ka - la -ka -and the original Tamil word is sinna kolkal 
[missing letter- sa-] - little planets; sinna- small. 

- Kalakeya has the consonants - ka - la -ka -and the original Tamil word is neela vanna 
koal kal - blue color planets - Neptune and Uranus; neelam - blue; vannam - color; 
koalkal – planets. 

 

2.51. Agaththiyar and The Birth of Caveri 
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- Vritra has the consonants -va– Ra - the Ra- and the original Tamil word is uootha 
niramudaiya neer meen - blue color planet with water – Neptune; uootha - blue; niram 
– ray; neer - water. 

- Vritra has the consonants -va– Ra - the ra- and the original Tamil word is    uootha 
niramudaiya meen in –thanner udaiya thunai mathi / thunai vinn koal - the moons  of 
the Neptune -greek water deities – Naiad, Thalassa, Despina, galatea and  proteus; 
uootha niram - blue color; thanner- water;  thunaimathi- moon; sooththiram; ka = va; 
va =ka. 

- Urnaus has the consonants – Ra- an – sa- and the original Tamil word is uri paanai - 
hanging water pot; neer paanai - water pot; uri paanai - hanging pot; neer - water; 
paanai - pot. 

- Poseidon [Greek godof the sea] has the consonants - pa –[-sa-] – the – an - and the 
interpretation of the word is Neptune. 

- Poseidon [Greek god of the sea] has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]- the – an -  and the  
original Tamil word is Uoothaa meen – blue color planet; uootha - blue. 

- Poseidon [Greek god of the sea] has the consonants – [-pa-]  –sa – the – an - and  the 
original Tamil word is sinthu – sea.  

- Poseidon [Greek god of the sea] has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]- the – an - and the  
other interpretation of the word is nathi -pathi - sea; nathi- river; pathi –lord / ruler / 
husband.  

- Poseidon [Greek god of the sea] has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- the – an - and  the 
other interpretation of the word is nathinam / neeththam - sea.  

- Vritra has the consonants -va– Ra- the Ra- and the original Tamil word is thankka nira 
mudaiya meen - golden Jupiter; thankkam - gold; niram – color / ray; meen – star / fish. 

- Vritra has the consonants -va– Ra - the Ra- and the original Tamil word is thankka nira 
meen–in thanner niraintha thunai mathi / thunai koal - moons ofJupiterthat have 
water- Europo / Ganymede and Callisto; thanner - water; niraintha - filled; thunai 
mathi- moon; sooththiram; ka= va;va = ka. 

- Vritra has the consonants -va– Ra - the Ra- and the original Tamil word is varanda thirai 
dry sky; thirai - sky. 

- Vritra has the consonants -va– Ra - the Ra- and the original Tamil word is varanda 
tharai - dry land; varanda - dry;tharai - land. 

- Vritra has the consonants -va– Ra - the Ra- and the original Tamil word is kadarneer - 
sea water; neer- water. 
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- Vritra has the consonants -va– Ra - the Ra- and the original Tamil word is paarkadar 
[missing letter- pa-] - amniotic fluid / milky way / sky; paar - milk; kadar - sea / milky 
way. 

- Vritra has the consonants -va– Ra - the Ra- and the original Tamil word is kadar naakam 
- sea cobra; kadar - sea; naakam - naga. 

- Dadhyanga [Dadheechi] has the consonants - the - an – ka - and the original Tamil word 
is thonkkum thanni kudam - hanging water pot; thonkka - to hang; thanni - water; 
kudam - pot. 

- Dadhyanga [Dadheechi] has the consonants - the -an – ka - and the original Tamil word 
is thankka meen – golden Jupiter; thankkam - gold. 

- Dadhyanga [Dadheechi] has the consonants - the - an – ka - and the original Tamil word 
is uootha vanna meen - blue Neptune / Uranus; uootha – blue; vannam- color; meeen - 
star /fish.           

- Dadhyanga [Dadheechi] has the consonants - the - an – ka - and the original Tamil word 
is muthuku thandu / thanduvadam - back bone / spinal cord. 

- Dadhyanga [Dadheechi] has the consonants - the - an – ka - and the original Tamil word 
is thankka meenin thunai mathi – yaana thanni paanai-yaei thadi kondu udaikka 
[missing letter- pa-] - to break the water pots - water planets / moons of the golden - 
jupiter with a stick; thankkam - gold; meen- star / fish; thunaimathi -  moon; thanni - 
water; paanai – pot; thadi - stick;kondu – with; udaikka - to break. 

- Vajrayudha has the consonants - va -sa - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is  
vairam paainja thadi [missing letter- pa-] -heart wood; vairam poandra kadinamana / 
kettiyaana / thadiththa thadi  – diamond stick; ketti – strong / thick. 

- Vajrayudha has the consonants - va -sa - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is seku 
vaira thadi / kattaai - heart wood;thadi –stick; kattai –wood; sooththiram; ka= va; va= 
ka. 

- Vajrayudha has the consonants - va - [-sa-] - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is  
koadiram – Indra ‘s bow; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Rishi has the consonants - Ra –sa - and the original Tamil word is saaamiyaar - rishi. 

- Devas has the consonants - the–va –sa - and the original Tamil word is sen - thee  
vadaivam  - divine fire from; thee- fire; senthee/Jothi - divine fire; vadivam- form. 

- Devaloka has the consonants – the –va- la – ka- and the original Tamil word is 
theevadiva kuvalayam - fire world;thee- fire; kuvalayam –world. 

- Vaelir has the consonants –va- la -Ra -and the original Tamil word is vaanir olirum vinn 
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meenkal – shining stars; vaan - sky; olirum - shining; meenkkal – stars / fishes. 

- Vaelir has the consonants –va - la -Ra -and the original Tamil word is mara – k- kala vinn 
- meenkal – stars of the Argo Navis; mara – k – kalam - ship. 

- Vaelir has the consonants –va- la -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is 
Velorum - stars of the Argo Navis. 

- Velorum [Gamma-Velaconstellation] has the consonants - va  - la-  Ra- ma  and the  

original Tamil word mara-k-kaalam - Argo Navis. 

- Vela constellation [sails of ship] [originally part of a larger constellation, the ship  Argo 

Navis] has the consonants - va– la - and the original Tamil word isvaan kalam -  space 

craft / vessel; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Vela constellation [sails of ship] [originally part of a larger constellation, the ship  Argo 

Navis] has the consonants - va - la - and the original Tamil wordVinn –meenkal - stars; 

vinn - sky; meenkal - stars / fishes. 

 

https://kathakids.com/mythology-for-children/the-birth-of-kaveri 

Every year in May, the temperature rises all over India. In the height of summer, people 
look up to the sky, waiting for gray clouds to appear. These clouds carry water with them. 
When it rains, the lakes, ponds, wells, and even rivers fill up. But these clouds would appear 
only in June. 

Many years ago, one summer was particularly hot. To make matters worse, the gray 
clouds failed to appear in the sky. Without rains, the rivers ran out of water. Ponds and lakes 
dried up. Water in the wells shrunk and no more water could be found.Without water, plants 
withered and animals started dying. 

 In the midst of all this, Sage Agastya sat on a hill-top with eyes closed, deep in 
meditation.Then a crow flew in, hovered over the sage, and eyed the kamandalu, a pitcher 
with a snout in which the sage carried water. The crow bowed to the sage by flapping its 
wings, and gently knocked down the kamandalu. Out flowed the water from the kamandalu. 
It began as a trickle, soon it became a stream, and as it flowed down the hills, it grew into a 
mighty river. Animals came running to have their fill. Men, women and children rushed out of 
their homes, and ran to the newly-born river flowing down the hills.The sage opened his eyes. 
He saw the kamandalu knocked down and water gushing forth. The crow took a dip in the 
river flowing out of the kamandalu. The next moment Ganapati stood in the stream. 
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 The sage bowed to Ganapati.“O Agastya, I knew that my father Lord Shiva had filled 
your kamandalu with waters of the Kaveri,” said Ganapati. “People were crying for water. 
Only you could have saved them. But you were in deep meditation. I knew for certain that 
you would have shared your water with them. So, I took wings as a crow and released Caveri 
from the kamandalu.”“Ganapati, you are the lord of wisdom. You know what is the right 
thing to be done,” said the sage, “Water is a life giver. May all share the waters of Caveri.”To 
this day, the Caveri flows in the states of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. All along the banks of the 
river, we see temples dedicated to Sage Agastya. 

Akaththiyar and The Caveri Water 
 
Interpretation; 

Agaththiyar represented the kuda oaarai - Aquarius and he himself was the water pot, 

the kamandala; the fluttering crow [kaakam - Tamizh] was the dark clouds; it also signified the 

avittam/ kaakam [crow] - Delphinus - star; when the Delphinus star is in Aquarius rainfall is 

expected; when the crow / Delphinus  knocked down the water pot / Aquarius the dark 

clouds began to pour rain which flooded the river Ganga and Caveri; the dark clouds got 

gathered  in the sky because of the the South West wind [Ganapathi] resulting in south west 

monsoon in Tamil naadu / India; there are about 160 easily visible stars in the Argus Navis 

constellation and Canopus is the brightest star of that constellation; the 16 Vaelirs came with 

Agaththiyar could mean these stars and not any people belonging to Vaelir tribe; the word 

Vaelir could  be equated with Valruam - which means boat. 
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Dadhyanga 

  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dadhichi 

Dadhichi, also known as Dadhyancha or Dadhyanga, is a central character 

in Hinduism. Dadhichi is primarily known for sacrificing his life so the Devas, or benevolent 

celestial beings, could make the weapon called "vajra" from his bones. After being driven out 

from Svarga, or heaven, by the serpent king Vritra, the Devas needed a powerful weapon to 

aid their fight. By making use of the vajra, made from the sage Dadhichi's bones, the Devas 

defeated the Asura and reclaimed heaven. 

Dadhyancha or Dadhyanga in Sanskrit is a conjunction of two words Dadhya (curd) + 

anch (parts), which means "body parts taking strength from Curd”.The name Dadhichi is a 

deteriorated form of Dadhyanga or Dadhyancha, as pointed out by thefamous ancient 

Sanskrit scholar Panini in his work Ashtaadhyaai. 

By defeating Vritra, the personification of drought, the Deva also released water to the 

living beings who were innocent victims of the evil Asura. By helping the Devas defeat the 

Asura through his sacrifice, Dadhichi became revered among the Rishi, or Hindu sages, for his 

selflessness. Dadhichi symbolizes the notion that no sacrifice is too great in order to help 

defend the defenseless from evil. This symbolization has inspired the Param Vir Chakra, 

India's highest military award for gallantry, which is most often posthumously awarded to 

soldiers who show exceptional courage in battle. 

Indra and Vritra – the Tale  of the  Vajrayutha; 

Indra, the King of the Devas, was once driven out of Devaloka by 

an asura named Vritra. This asura was the recipient of a boon which made him invulnerable 

to any known weapon. This Demon, Vritra, also stole all the water in the world for his own 

use and for that of his Demon army. He did this so that all other living beings would die of 

thirst and hunger, leaving no Human or God alive to challenge his place in Heaven. Indra, who 

had lost all hope of recovering his kingdom, went to seek the aid of Vishnu. Vishnu revealed 

to Indra that only weapons made from the thunder-containing (called in Sanskrit as Vajra) 

diamond bones of the sage Dadhichi could kill Vritra. Indra and the other Devas therefore 

approached the sage, whom Indra had once beheaded, and asked him for his aid in 

2.52. Story of Akaththiyar and Vritra –  
Quest for Ectra Terrestrial Water 
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defeating Vritra. Dadhichi acceded to the Devas' request, but said that he wished that he had 

time to go on a pilgrimage to all the holy rivers before he gave up his life for them. Indra then 

brought all the water of the holy rivers together at Naimisharanya, thereby allowing the sage 

to have his wish fulfilled without a further loss of time. Dadhichi then went into a deep 

meditative state and released his life force from his body. The celestial Kamadhenu Calf then 

licked and removed the flesh from his bones, after which the Devas fashioned 

the Vajrayudha (Thunderbolt) from his spine and made numerous other weapons. This 

weapon was then used to kill the asura, allowing Indra to reclaim his place as the king 

of devaloka and releasing the water for all living beings. 

Another version of the story exists where Dadhichi was asked to safeguard 

the weapons of the Devas, as they were unable to match the arcane arts being employed by 

the asuras to obtain them. Dadhichi is said to have kept at the task for a very long time and, 

finally tiring of the job, is said to have dissolved the weapons in sacred water, which he then 

drank. The Devas returned some time later and asked him to return their weapons so that 

they might defeat the asuras, headed by Vritra, once and for all. Dadhichi, however, told 

them of what he had done and informed them that their weapons were now a part of his 

bones. Realizing that his bones were the only way by which the Devas could defeat 

the asuras, he willingly gave his life in a pit of mystical flames that he summoned with the 

power of his austerities.Brahma is then said to have fashioned a large number of weapons 

from Dadhichi's bones, including the Vajrayudha, which was fashioned from his spine. The 

Devas are then said to have defeated the asuras using the weapons thus created. 

 

The figure shows vajraydha /thunder bolt in the hands of Tamil people. 
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   Cultural aspect; 

The most popularPongal game is ‘uriadiththal’ which involves players breaking a pot 

that is suspended at a certain height, blind folded; it is similar to ‘dahihandi’ played 

duringJanmashtami in Maharastra; here, the players have to hit the pot that contains prize 

money with a stick.  

Pongal (மபாங்கல்), is also referred to as Thai Pongal (ததப்மபாங்கல், also spelled Tai 
Pongal), is a multi-day Hindu harvest festival celebrated by Tamils in India and Sri Lanka. It is 
observed at the start of the month Tai according to the Tamil solar calendar, and this is 
typically about January 14. It is dedicated to the Hindu sun god, the Surya, and corresponds 
to Makar Sankranti, the harvest festival under many regional names celebrated throughout 
India.   

According to tradition, the festival marks the end of winter solstice, and the start of the 
sun's six-month-long journey northwards when the sun enters the Capricorn. The festival is 
named after the ceremonial "Pongal", which means "to boil, overflow" and refers to the 
traditional dish prepared from the new harvest of rice boiled in milk with jaggery (raw 
sugar). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pongal_(festival) 

https://www.kamakoti.org/kamakoti/details/padmapurana 

 
Agastya Muni dries up the Ocean and enables to destroy the demon Kalakeya 

In the vicinity of Pushkar Tirtha were ‘Ashramas’ of illustrious Mararshis like Agastya. A 

highly vily and valiant Danava named Kalakeya was in battle with Devas for many years and 

he kept another mighty DanavacalledVritrasura as a shield in between him and Devas. With 

folded hands, Devas approached Brahma to get rid of Vritrasura as well as Kalakeya. Brahma 

suggested that Vritrasura was invincible due to unprecedented boons given by Parameswara 

and the only way out was to approach Sage Dadheechi and beg him for his back-bone which 

could materialize a mighty ‘Vajrayudha’ which alone could destroy Vritrasura. 

 Devas prayed to Sage Dadheechi and keeping in view the holy task of killing Vritrasura, 

the Sage agreed to sacrifice his backbone and hence his life.Devas approached Vishvakarma 

to create Vajrayudha. A fierce battle between Vritrasura backed by Kalakeya on the one hand 

and Indra armed with Vajrayudha as well as the full force of Devas followed. Vritrasura made 

such frightening screams that sent shivers to Earth, the ‘Dishas’ (Directions), the Antariksha 

(Sky) and the Planets. Indra utilised the newly made Vajrayudha and felled down the huge 

body of Vritrasura to the ground. The demoralised ‘Asuras’ ran helter-skelter with a 

phenomenon called Vristrasura and finally took shelter in the deep Ocean. Kalakeya too hid 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harvest_festival
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_calendar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Makar_Sankranti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winter_solstice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capricorn_(astrology)
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in the Ocean and over a period of time, reformulated the Danavas who resorted to 

nightwarfare and nocturnal killings of lakhs of human beings in sleep and once again 

threatened the balance of power between the Davanvas and Devas. Indra and Devas 

approached Lord Vishnu and implored him to save them, the humanity as also the four kinds 

of ‘Srishti’viz. ‘Andajas’ or those born of Eggs, ‘Svedajas’ or those born of body sweat, 

‘Jarayuja’ or those born of womb, and ‘Udbhuja’ or born of germination. Lord Vishnu told the 

Devas that the most dangerous Asura Kalakeyi along with his huge numbers of Danavas who 

concealed themselves in the deep waters of the Ocean were gradually killing all kinds of 

species mentioned above in the nights and the only way of exposing theDanavas in very large 

numbers would be to completely dry up the Oceans by taking out the water; Vishnu further 

declared that the only Sage who was powerful enough to dry up the Oceans was Mahatma 

Agastya, the son of Mitravaruna. Devas then approached Agastya Muni and prayed to him 

that in the past too, the Muni was kind enough to have averted crisis for saving the very 

existence of the Universe in highly critical situations like when Nahusha occupied the chair of 

Indra on highly temporary basis and created embarrassment and havoc in the worlds and 

punished him subsequently; and when Vindhyachala grew up in height compared with Meru 

Mountain obstructing the passage of Surya and subdued Vindhya by asking him to bend in 

reverence and not allowing to stand up till date. Devas made an instant request to Agastya 

Muni to drink up the water of the Ocean exposing Kalakeya and followers so that they were 

trapped and destroyed at once by Devas. The dried up Ocean was refilled by another 

despatch of Ganga by a repeat performance by Bhagiratha.  

 

Danava;  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danava_(Hinduism) 

- Danu has the consonants– the - an - and the original Tamil word is thanni - water.  

- Da has the consonant - the - and the original Tamil word is thaa - give. 

- Danava has the consonants - the – an-va - and the original Tamil word is vaan thanni - 

sky water; vaan - sky;thanni- water. 

- Danava has the consonants – the - an - va - and the original Tamil word is thanni kudam 

- water pot;kudam- pot; sooththiram; ka= va; va - ka.  

- Danava has the consonants - the – an -va - and the original Tamil word is thaandavan / 

kooththaandavan - dancer; koohthu - dance; aaduvaon - dancer; sooththiram; ka = va; 

va - ka.  
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- Danava has the consonants - the – an - va - and the original Tamil word is 

aadavaendaam - do not dance; aadu - to dance; vaendaam - do not. 

In Hindu mythology, the Dānavas were a race descending from Dakṣa. 

They were the sons of Danu, the daughter of Dakṣa. Danu is connected with the 

waters of the heavens and is likely associated with the formless, primordial waters that 

existed prior to creation. 

The name ‘Danavas’ stems from the mother’s name: Danu. Both Danavas and Danu are 

derived from the Vedic word ‘Da’meaning “to give.” Ananda Coomaraswamy suggests this 

word connotes generosity. Another interpretation of their name is associated with Danu’s 

relationship with her first son (and demon), Vritra. In Indian mythology, in an attempt to 

deceive the Vedicgod Indra, Vritra hides away in the primordial water or blessed water from 

him. In this myth, Danu herself is embodied as beingthe primordial water in which he hides 

in. However, the names of Danu and Danavas as well as the individual names given to many 

of the sons of Danu differ across Vedicand Puranic literature, causing confusion as to where 

their etymological origins lie. 

 While many scholars attest the Danavas are Asura-like beings, the definition and 

etymology of the Asura are contested. W. E Hale suggests an alternate theory of origin that 

influenced by pre-Zoroastrianism, specifically between the Ahura and the Asuras. In the Indo-

Iranian period, significant literature represented Ahuras’ positive or good nature while 

the Daevas or Devas represented evil. The swapping of these inherent qualities of these 

beings may have confused the earlier formations of Hindu mythological beings. 

Natyashastra 
In the Natyashastra, the Danavas are depicted as evil demons, meddling withdancers. 

Particularly, in the first chapter of the Natyashastra, the Danavas freeze and stop the 

performance of the dancers during an important event dedicated to the Hindu deities. 

Angering the deities, the Danavas are attacked and defeated by Indra and an enclosed, safe 

dance arena is created for the dancers. Afterwards, dance-dramas depicting the defeat of the 

Danavas are performed at the arena and anger the demons further. The Danavas 

protestations are reserved for Brahma, the god of creation. Brahma advises the Danavas that 

dance drama allows participants and viewers to become divine or a part of the gods in 

unison. Therefore, some scholars interpret Brahma’s reply as the important role dance plays 

in worship.  
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Ocean worlds ; 

https://www.nasa.gov/specials/ocean-worlds/ 

Asteroids and comets are debris left over from the formation of our solar system and 

are rich in water. 

 Over billions of years, countless comets and asteroids have collided with Earth, 

enriching our planet with water. Chemical markers in the water of our oceans suggest that 

most of the water came from asteroids. Recent observations hint that ice, and possibly even 

liquid water, exists in the interiors of asteroids and comets. 

Billions of years ago, Venus may have been our solar system’s first ocean world. Venus 

lacks a strong global magnetic field, which on Earth, helps to protect our atmosphere. A 

runaway greenhouse effect raised temperatures enough to boil off the water, which escaped 

into space due to the solar wind. 

   Mars was once much more Earth-like, with a thick atmosphere, abundant water, and 

global oceans (as in this artist’s conception).Billions of years ago, Mars lost its protective 

global magnetic field, leaving it vulnerable to the effects of our Sun: solar wind and space 

weather.The MAVEN mission has measured Mars continuing to lose its atmosphere to the 

Sun at the rate of nearly 400 kilograms per hour. Scientists estimate that Mars has lost 

approximately 87 percent of the water it had billions of years ago. 

Earth isn’t the only ocean world in our solar system. Water on other worlds exists in 

diverse forms on moons, dwarf planets, and even comets. Ice, water vapor in the 

atmosphere and oceans on other worlds offer clues in the quest to discover life beyond our 

home planet. Scientists strongly suspect that a subsurface salty ocean lies beneath Europa's 

icy crust. Tidal heating from its parent planet, Jupiter, maintains this ocean's liquid state 

and could also create partially melted pockets or lakes, throughout the moon's outer shell. 

Ganymede is the largest moon in our solar system, and the only moon with its own magnetic 

field. Recent studies indicate a large underground saltwater ocean is present. Ganymede 

could in fact have several layers of ice and water sandwiched between its crust and core. 
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Origin of -Water on Earth 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origin_of_water_on_Earth 

History ofwater on earth  

One factor in estimating when water appeared on Earth is that water is continually 

being lost to space. H2O molecules in the atmosphere are broken up by photolysis, and the 

resulting free hydrogen atoms can sometimes escape Earth's gravitational pull 

(see: Atmospheric escape). When the Earth was younger and less massive, water would have 

been lost to space more easily. Lighter elements like hydrogen and helium are expected to 

leak from the atmosphere continually, but isotopic ratios of heavier noble gasses in the 

modern atmosphere suggest that even the heavier elements in the early atmosphere were 

subject to significant losses. In particular, xenon is useful for calculations of water loss over 

time. Not only is it a noble gas (and therefore is not removed from the atmosphere through 

chemical reactions with other elements), but comparisons between abundances of its nine 

stable isotopes in the modern atmosphere reveal that the Earth lost at least one ocean of 

water early in its history, between the Hadean and Archean eras.  

Any water on Earth during the later part of its accretion would have been disrupted by 

the Moon-forming impact (~4.5 billion years ago), which likely vaporized much of Earth's crust 

and upper mantle and created a rock-vapor atmosphere around the young planet. The rock 

vapor would have condensed within two thousand years, leaving behind hot volatiles which 

probably resulted in a majority carbon dioxide atmosphere with hydrogen and water vapor. 

Afterwards, liquid water oceans may have existed despite the surface temperature of 230 °C 

(446 °F) due to the increased atmospheric pressure of the CO2 atmosphere. As cooling 

continued, most CO2 was removed from the atmosphere by subduction and dissolution in 

ocean water, but levels oscillated wildly as new surface and mantle cycles appeared. 

There is also geological evidence that helps constrain the time frame for liquid water 

existing on Earth. A sample of pillow basalt (a type of rock formed during an underwater 

eruption) was recovered from the Isua Greenstone Belt and provides evidence that water 

existed on Earth 3.8 billion years ago. In the Nuvvuagittuq Greenstone Belt, Quebec, Canada, 

rocks dated at 3.8 billion years old by one study and 4.28 billion years old by another show 

evidence of the presence of water at these ages. If oceans existed earlier than this, any 

geological evidence either has yet to be discovered or has since been destroyed by geological 

processes like crustal recycling. More recently, in August 2020, researchers reported that 
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sufficient water to fill the oceans may have always been on the Earth since the beginning of 

the planet's formation. 

Unlike rocks, minerals called zircons are highly resistant to weathering and geological 

processes and so are used to understand conditions on the very early Earth. Mineralogical 

evidence from zircons has shown that liquid water and an atmosphere must have existed 

4.404 ± 0.008 billion years ago, very soon after the formation of Earth. This presents 

somewhat of a paradox, as the cool early Earth hypothesis suggests temperatures were cold 

enough to freeze water between about 4.4 billion and 4.0 billion years ago. Other studies of 

zircons found in Australian Hadean rock point to the existence of plate tectonics as early as 4 

billion years ago. If true, that implies that rather than a hot, molten surface and an 

atmosphere full of carbon dioxide, early Earth's surface was much as it is today. The action of 

plate tectonics traps vast amounts of CO2, thereby reducing greenhouse effects, and leading 

to a much cooler surface temperature, and the formation of solid rock and liquid water. 

Extraplanetary Sources 
Water has a much lower condensation temperature than other materials that compose 

the terrestrial planets in the Solar System, such as iron and silicates. The region of 
the protoplanetary disk closest to the Sun was very hot early in the history of the Solar 
System, and it is not feasible that oceans of water condensed with the Earth as it formed. 
Further from the young Sun where temperatures were cooler, water could condense and 
form icy planetesimals. The boundary of the region where ice could form in the early Solar 
System is known as the frost line (or snow line), and is located in the modern asteroid belt, 
between about 2.7 and 3.1 astronomical units (AU) from the Sun. It is therefore necessary 
that objects forming beyond the frost line–such as comets, trans-Neptunian objects, and 
water-rich meteoroids (protoplanets)–delivered water to Earth. However, the timing of this 
delivery is still in question. 

 One hypothesis claims that Earth accreted (gradually grew by accumulation of) icy 

planetesimals about 4.5 billion years ago, when it was 60 to 90% of its current size. In this 

scenario, Earth was able to retain water in some form throughout accretion and major impact 

events. This hypothesis is supported by similarities in the abundance and the isotope ratios of 

water between the oldest known carbonaceous chondrite meteorites and meteorites 

from Vesta, both of which originate from the Solar System's asteroid belt. It is also supported 

by studies of osmium isotope ratios, which suggest that a sizeable quantity of water was 

contained in the material that Earth accreted early on. Measurements of the chemical 
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composition of lunar samples collected by the Apollo 15 and 17 missions further support this, 

and indicate that water was already present on Earth before the Moon was formed.  

One problem with this hypothesis is that the noble gas isotope ratios of Earth's 

atmosphere are different from those of its mantle, which suggests they were formed from 

different sources. To explain this observation, a so-called "late veneer" theory has been 

proposed in which water was delivered much later in Earth's history, after the Moon-forming 

impact. However, the current understanding of Earth's formation allows for less than 1% of 

Earth's material accreting after the Moon formed, implying that the material accreted later 

must have been very water-rich. Models of early Solar System dynamics have shown that icy 

asteroids could have been delivered to the inner Solar System (including Earth) during this 

period if Jupiter migrated closer to the Sun. 

Yet a third hypothesis, supported by evidence from molybdenum isotope ratios, 

suggests that the Earth gained most of its water from the same interplanetary collision that 

caused the formation of the Moon. 

Geochemical analysis of water in the solar system  

Isotopic ratios provide a unique "chemical fingerprint" that is used to compare Earth's 

water with reservoirs elsewhere in the Solar System. One such isotopic ratio, that 

of deuterium to hydrogen (D/H), is particularly useful in the search for the origin of water on 

Earth. Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe, and its heavier isotope 

deuterium can sometimes take the place of a hydrogen atom in molecules like H2O. Most 

deuterium was created in the Big Bang or in supernovae, so its uneven distribution 

throughout the protosolar nebula was effectively "locked in" early in the formation of the 

Solar System. By studying the different isotopic ratios of Earth and of other icy bodies in the 

Solar System, the likely origins of Earth's water can be researched. 

Earth 

The deuterium to hydrogen ratio for ocean water on Earth is known very precisely to 

be (1.5576 ± 0.0005) × 10−4. This value represents a mixture of all of the sources that 

contributed to Earth's reservoirs, and is used to identify the source or sources of Earth's 

water. The ratio of deuterium to hydrogen may have increased over the Earth's lifetime as 

the lighter isotope is more likely to leak to space in atmospheric loss processes. However no 

process is known that can decrease Earth's D/H ratio over time. This loss of the lighter isotope 

is one explanation for why Venus has such a high D/H ratio, as that planet's water was 
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vaporized during the runaway greenhouse effect and subsequently lost much of its hydrogen 

to space. Because Earth's D/H ratio has increased significantly over time, the D/H ratio of 

water originally delivered to the planet was lower than at present. This is consistent with a 

scenario in which a significant proportion of the water on Earth was already present during 

the planet's early evolution. 

Asteroids 

Multiple geochemical studies have concluded that asteroids are most likely the primary 

source of Earth's water. Carbonaceous chondrites–which are a subclass of the oldest 

meteorites in the Solar System–have isotopic levels most similar to ocean water. The CI and 

CM subclasses of carbonaceous chondrites specifically have hydrogen and nitrogen isotope 

levels that closely match Earth's seawater, which suggests water in these meteorites could 

be the source of Earth's oceans.Two 4.5 billion – year-old meteorites found on Earth that 

contained liquid water alongside a wide diversity of deuterium-poor organic compounds 

further support this. Earth's current deuterium to hydrogen ratio also matches 

ancient eucrite chondrites, which originate from the asteroid Vesta in the outer asteroid 

belt. CI, CM, and eucrite chondrites are believed to have the same water content and isotope 

ratios as ancient icy protoplanets from the outer asteroid belt that later delivered water to 

Earth. 

Comets 

Comets are kilometer-sized bodies made of dust and ice that originate from the Kuiper 

Belt (20-50 AU) and the Oort Cloud (>5,000 AU), but have highly elliptical orbits which bring 

them into the inner solar system. Their icy composition and trajectories which bring them 

into the inner solar system make them a target for remote and in situ measurements of D/H 

ratios. 

 It is implausible that Earth's water originated only from comets, since isotope 

measurements of the deuterium to hydrogen (D/H) ratio in comets Halley, Hyakutake, Hale–

Bopp, 2002T7, and Tuttle, yield values approximately twice that of oceanic water.Using this 

cometary D/H ratio, models predict that less than 10% of Earth's water was supplied from 

comets.  

Other, shorter period comets (<20 years) called Jupiter family comets likely originate 

from the Kuiper belt, but have had their orbital paths influenced by gravitational interactions 

with Jupiter or Neptune. 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko is one such comet that was the 
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subject of isotopic measurements by the Rosetta spacecraft, which found the comet has a 

D/H ratio three times that of Earth's seawater. Another Jupiter family comet, 103P/Hartley 2, 

has a D/H ratio which is consistent with Earth's seawater, but its nitrogen isotope levels do 

not match Earth's.  

   

Story of Akathithiyar and Vritra - Quest For Extra Terrestrial Water. 

Reconstruction of the story; 

Vritra  was the planet  Neptune / ice planet with good amount of water inside 

it;sooranis a star and asooran is a planet; hence Vriturais planet; the kalkaya were the   

comets and the meteorites which had water inside them; when sky and land went dry during 

summer times because of the merciless act of Neptune / Vritra - the ice planet, Indran - god 

of rainstriked the Neptune with his vajrayudha -  the backbone of the sagedadyanga; the 

broken pieces of the body of the vajrayudha – stricken-Neptune -  became the moons of the 

Neptune -the solar / extraterrestrial liquid water; along with  the moons many  many small 

and tiny comets / asteroids / meteorites called as kalkayas - having water pots inside them 

also formed; the small tinykalkayas formed from the vajrayudha strikened Neptune got 

hidden inside vast ocean namely the sky, both in the solar as well as extra solar fields; unable 

to trace these tiny comets filled with water Akaththiyar drank the entire ocean - symbolically - 

the sky to make the tiny asteroids and the comets visible to the eyes and conquered by the 

gods for the purpose of bringing  water to satisfy the needs of the earth. 

 The entire story is about the astronomical  discovery of extraterrestrial ocean worlds 

of the solar system [example – moons Europa, Callisto Ganymede, Enceladus, Titan / comets 

and asteroids] and also the search for outer solar water planets; Dadhyanga and Dhanavas 

were nothing but the water pots of the sky – Neptune and Uranus. 

Vajraydha is only a heartwood; breaking the hanging water pot - with the blindfolded 

eyes using stick is kind of game Tamil people played on festival days; this play is enacted in 

remembrance of the astronomical discovery of the extra terrestrial water planets - the moons 

of the ice planet Neptune; puli aattam – tiger dance played by Tamil people is enacted in 

remembrance of sun god - Sivan subduing Jupiter, making it as a failed star; the rings of the 

Jupiter is equated with the tiger skin; the karaka - aattam is danced by Tamil people in 

remembrance of discovery of the ice giants-Neptune and Urnaus; karakam means water 

planet / pot; aattam means dance. Tamil artists used to dance standing on a pot; this is 

enacted in remembrance of subduing the water planet - Neptune; These folk dances / games 
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give evidences that the astronomical discoveries related to water planets / ice giants are the 

original discoveries of Tamil Kaniyar people; the Aryan priests who wrote the plagiarized form 

of the original astronomical documents of the Tamil kaniyar were unable to recognize the 

meaning of the sooththiramwordskalkaya [comet], Dadhyanga and Dhanavas; Europeans 

should know that  the Vedicword  ‘da’-  is  the Tamilword‘thaa’whichmeans‘ to give’ and the 

Sanskrit word ‘danu’  is the Tamil word  thanni which means water; Western scholars can 

never understand the essence of the Hindu puranas unless they know about the Tamil 

language and the Tamil culture which form the basis for not only the Aryan puranas but also 

the Greek mythology / cosmology. 

 

 
The figure shows the joy of the people subduing the ice giant Neptune. 
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Lopa Mudra- Rain goddess  /rain clouds  

MaariAathaal 

Samayma Puraththal 

The Drizzle 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - [- pa-] - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word 

is arul tharum Maari Aaththaal / mazhai tharum yezhili - rain goddess of Tamil people; 

Thirumaaththaal; mazhai - rain; tharum - giving; yezhili - cloud. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

Samaya puraththal / Samayapuraththu Maari Ammaal [missing letter- sa-]- rain 

goddess of Tamil people. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

perum mazhai tharum Muththu Maari Ammal - rain goddess of Tamil people; muththu 

maari - rain drops. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is  

mazhai / mulai paal tharum Ammal – the mother who gives rain / milk; mulai – breast; 

paaal - milk; ammal - goddess / mother. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

mazhai pozhiyim moondu maatham - three months of rain; moondru - three; maatham 

- month.  

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

perum mazhai tharum yezhili - rain giving cloud; perum - big; mazhai – rain; tharum - 

giving; yezihii - cloud. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

mazhai pozhinthidum naeram - rainy time; mazhai - rain;naeram – time / season; 

pozhiya - to shower.   

 

2.53. Agasthiyar / Illvala / Vatapi / Lopa Mudra 
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- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is  

perum mazhai tharum manthaaram – rain giving clouds / cloudiness / darkness / the 

stat of being overcast; manthaaram - dark clouded sky . 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

maalai naera manthaaram / mazhai eruttu - cloudiness in the evening time; maalai - 

evening; naeram - time. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

eruttu pulam – dark field; eruttu - dark; pulam - land. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -  [- pa-] - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil  

word is mazhai thoattram - clouded sky; mazhai - rain; thoattram - appearance.  

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la – pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

pozhiyim thanneer – raining water; thanneer - water; pozhiya - to shower. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -  pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

mazhai pozhinthidum naeram – time for raining. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

mazhai pozhinthidum naeram munnil ezhum manam - the smell of the soil at the time 

raining; manam - smell. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la – [- pa-] -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word 

is mazhai thooral - drizzle. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

narumana mudaiya the Mullai / malli malar – poo – fragrant Jasmine flower; 

narumanam - good smell; udaiya - having; malli - jasmine. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

narumanamudaiya mano - ranjitham poo malar [missing letter- sa-] - fragrant flower – 

Artabotrys Uncinatus / Canangabum / Hari chamba. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

neeril / thanneeril malarntha neela thaamarai / alli malar – poo blue lotus / blue water 

lilly; malarum - blossoming; neelam- blue; thaamari - lotus; alli - lilly. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

uoomaththam malar poandra - Datura like; malar- flower; poandra - like. 
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- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -  pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

narumana mulla thaazham - poo – fragrant screw pine; narumanam - good smell; 

udaiya - has; thaazham poo - screw pine. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is  

mayil-in thoattra mudaiya penn - peacock - like - beauty; mayil – peacock; penn - 

female. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -  pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

marundu paarththidum maan / mari poandra yezhilaal -  deer - like - beauty; maan - 

deer; poandra – like / similar; yezhilaal - beautiful girl. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -  pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

paainthidum penn siruththai puli-yaei oththa thoattram [missing letter- sa-]- panther 

like looks; paainthidu - to jump; siruththai puli - panther; oththa - similar; thoattram - 

appearance. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -  pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

peruththa mulaiyai udaiya penn – woman with big breasts; peruththa - big; mulai -  

breast; udaiyathu - has; penn - female. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

penn - muyalai oththa naethra - with doe’s eye; muyal - hare; naethra - eye. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -  pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

anna pullai oththa thalai – mayir/ mudiizhai – hair like that of the swan; anna pul-  

swan; thalai mayir - scalp hair. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is  

nadanthidum malar thoattam- walking flower garden nada- walk ; malar- flower; 

thoattam - garden . 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -  pa-- -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

neelamaana / olliyaana panai marathadiyaei oththa idai –long slender timber of the 

palm tree / slender waist; neelam - length; olli- slim; panai maram - palm tree; idai - 

hip. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -  pa - ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

oaadum aattru neeril thanni mollum penn / thanni mollara ponnu - the girl collecting 
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water from the flowing river; oaadum – running; aattru neer - river water; thani - 

water; molla - to gather; penn- female. 

Interpretation; 

The Tamil rain goddess Maari Aaththal name was deliberately renamed as  Lopa mudra 

with different wrong attributes given to her like eyes of a doe and deer like appearance; 

essentially the term Lopa mudra is related to rain.  

Lopamudra- The Scholar 

PaechchiAmmal 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word 

isThamizh mozhi –yil pulamai pettra penn-mani / pompala / Paechchi Ammal [missing  

letter- sa-] -the female - master of Tamil language; pulamai - knowledge; pettra - 

gained; pompala- female, 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

Thamizh mozhi–yil muthan muthalil paadal ezhuthiya pennmani – the first woman who 

composed poems in Tamil; mozhi - language; muthalil - first; paadal- song; ezhuthiya- 

written – penn mani- lady. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la -   pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

Thamizh mozhi–yil muthan muthalil thiru marai / thiru manthiram oaathiya pennmani  

- the first woman who recited Tamil holy scriptures; muthan muthalil - the very first; 

thirumarai - holy scriptures; oaathiya - recited; penn – mani- lady. 

- Lopamudra has the consonants - la - pa -ma - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

Thamizh mozhiyil muthan muthalil ezhutha therintha / nool ezhuthiya penn-mani / 

Paechchi Ammal [missing letter- sa-] -the first woman who wrote books in Tamil  

language; ezhutha - to write; therintha - known; nool - book. 

Vidharba – The Dry Land in Need of Rain 

- Vidharba has the consonants – va-  the - Ra – [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is   

vaanthanneer - sky water; vaan - sky; thanneer - water. 

- Vidharba has the consonants – va-  the - Ra –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is   

varanda vaanam – dry  sky; vaanam- sky. 
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- Vidharba has the consonants – va-  the - Ra –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is   

varanda tharai - dry land; varanda- dry ; tharai- land. 

- Vidharba has the consonants – va-  the - Ra –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is   

neer indri varanda naadu - dry state; neer - water; indri - without; varanda - dry; naadu- 

state. 

- Vidharba has the consonants – va-  the - Ra – pa - and the original Tamil word is  

kaarmukir koottam – dark clouds; kaar- dark; mukir- cloud; koottam- group. 

- Vidharba has the consonants – va -  the - Ra – [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is  

neerunda maekam / konnmu – rainy clouds; neer - water; unda - drunken; maekam / 

konmmu - cloud. 

- Vidharba has the consonants –va-  the - Ra – pa- – and the original Tamil word is  neer 

adaiththa pukai muttam - comets with water; neer - water; adaiththa - packe; pukai- 

smoke; muttam - mist. 

- Srutarvan has the consonants–sa- Ra -the - Ra-  va  -an - and the original Tamil word is 

vaanir sooriyanai suttri thiriyim venn – nira vanna mudaiya meen - Venus;  suttru - 

round; thiriya - to roam about; venn niram - white color; meen - star.  

- Srutarvan has the consonants - sa- Ra -the – Ra - va - an - and the original Tamil  word is 

vaanil sooriyanai suttri thiryim sen- nira - azhal / maari meen/ sen - thee vannan - Mars. 

- Vradhnaswa has the consonants - va - Ra – the - an - sa - va - and the original Tamil  

word is vaanil sooriyanai suttri thiryim neer niraintha periya thanneer paanai – meen 

[missing letter- pa-]–Neptune / ice giant. 

- Trasadasyu has the consonants - the – Ra- sa – the –sa - and the original Tamil word  is 

uootha niramudaiya – neer niraintha siriya thanneer satti - meen – Urnaus / ice giant. 

Illavala and Vatapi - The Comets With Water  

Vallvelli–pukai muttam/ thoomakaethu 

- Illwala has the consonants - la -va – la - and the original Tamil word is vaalvelli -  
comet;vaal - tail; velli - white star. 

- Vatapi has the consonants-va – the – pa - and the original Tamil word is  pukaimuttam – 
comet; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka; pukai- smoke; muttam - mist.  
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- Vatapi has the consonants - va – the- [- pa-] - and the other interpretation of the word 
is thooma kaethu - comet. 

- Vatapi has the consonants - va – the - [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is vidai - bull. 

- Vatapi has the consonants -va – the – pa - and the other interpretation of the word is 
vidapam – bull. 

- VatapiIllwala has the consonants - va – the - [-pa-] – lava – la - and the original Tamil 
word is vayeiththu ullae sellavaum [missing letter- sa-] - go inside the stomach; 
vayeiththu - stomach; ullae - inside; sellu – go.  

- VatapiIllwala has the consonants - va – the - [-pa-] –la  va – la - and the original  Tamil 
word is vayeiththai vittu veliyae vaa – come out of the stomach; vayeiru - stomach;  
veliyae - outside; vaa - come. 

- Comet has the consonants –ka - ma - the - and the interpretation of word is thooma 
kaethu - comet. 

- Comet has the consonants – ka – ma - the - and the original Tamil word is pukai 
muttam [missing letter- pa-] – comet; pukai - smoke; muttam - mist. 

- Idhmavaha has the consonants– the – ma - va - and the original Tamil word  is thanni 
kudam / vaankudam - water pot of the sky; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; thanni - 
water; kudam - pot; vaan - sky.  

- Idhmavaha has the consonants– the – ma - va - and the original Tamil word  is Muththu 
Maari Thaeivam [missing letter- Ra-]- rain god / goddess; muththu - drops; maari – rain. 

- Idhmavaha has the consonants – the – ma - va - and the original Tamil word  is Nedumi 
thaeivam - rain god / goddess; nedumi – rain; thaeivam - god.  

- Idhmavaha has the consonants– the – ma - va - and the original Tamil word is mara – k 
– kattai [missing letter- Ra-] – wood; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Drdhasyu has the consonants– the - Ra – the –sa - and the original Tamil thanneer satti 
- water pot; thanneer - water; satti – pot. 

Lopamudra  and  Akaththiyar 

Agastya Acquires Wealth – Water 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lopamudra 

Creation of Lopamudra 
Agastya then started creating a woman of rare beauty and intelligence. He did this 

creation from most graceful parts of various creatures possessing such a beauty (drawn from 

"different birds, animal and flower, the eyes of the doe, the grace of the panther, the 

slenderness of the palm trees, the fragrance of the champak flower, the softness of the 

feather on a swan's neck"), who would eventually beget a son for him. At that time the king 

of Vidharbha, who was childless, was doing penance to gods seeking boon of a progeny. 

Agastya bestowed his creation of the women of his imagination to the king. As the girl child 

emerged into the world, in glowing beauty, the king called the Brahmins to bless the child. 

The Brahmins named her Lopamudra. As the creation was done due to the loss of parts of 

creatures (animals and plants) the girl was named Lopamudra, 'lopa' meaning "loss" and 

'mudra' meaning "parts". She grew up to be a very pretty, learned and devoted daughter and 

the King wanted to get her married when she attained puberty.  

Lopamudra Marries Agastya 
The King approached Agastya seeking his advice for the marriage of his daughter. 

However, Agastya who was responsible for her beautiful creation for begetting a son for him, 

asked the king for her hand in marriage. This caused anguish to the king and queen as to how 

their daughter who was brought up in princely comforts could be married to an ascetic, a 

forest dweller. They were also scared of the power of Agastya who they felt could curse them 

if they refused to give Lopamudra in marriage to him. Looking at the worried status of her 

parents, Lopamudra volunteered to marry Agastya and requested her father to perform the 

wedding. Once married and taken to the forest to live with him, Agastya told Lopamudra to 

discard all her royal attire and ornaments and wear clothes fit for an ascetic's wife. She 

obeyed her husband and wore rags, deer skins and bark for her clothes. She dutifully, 

respectfully, lovingly and willingly served Agastya in his religious practices and penance. Her 

asceticism through tapas matched Agstya's. Agastya was then not attracted to her beauty and 

did not cohabit with her and remained detached though she was beautiful and was his own 

creation. However, after a long lapse of time, Lopamudra was swimming in a naked state and 

her seductive figure attracted Agastya who then wanted to have sex with her to beget a son 

who would fulfill his promise to his ancestors and relieve them of their curse. However, 

Lopamudra was not willing as she put a condition that she would sleep with him only if she 
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got all the riches and the princely comforts that she enjoyed at her father's place. Agastya 

countered pleadingly that as he was an ascetic he could not break the laws of asceticism 

otherwise all his spiritual achievements of so many years of penance which were meant for 

the benefit of human beings would be lost. But Lopamudra persistently argued that with 

great ascetic qualities Agastya could achieve anything in this world. As her child bearing 

biological cycle would not last long she urged him to agree to her conditions and go in search 

of riches.  

Agastya Acquires Wealth  
Agastya then went out seeking wealth. He met three kings, Srutarvan,Vradhnaswa, 

and Trasadasyu, one after the other, who welcomed him with due respects offering oblations 

and requested him to state his wish. He then told them to give him a part of their wealth. 

They all told him that after meeting the expenditure related to their commitments to the 

well-being of their subjects, with due diligence of the status of their revenue, they would be 

happy to spare surplus, if any. Agastya, after considering this statement, felt that they had no 

wealth to spare for him. On the advice of the three kings, he then approached Illwala, the 

King of asuras or danavas who was considered a very wealthy king.  

Illwala welcomed Agastya and the other three kings who accompanied him, within the 

limits of his city, with due honours. Once in his palace Illwala served Agastya and his 

entourage the magic portion of the meat of his brother Vatapiwho had taken the form of a 

buffalo to be served as cooked meat so that the brothers could slay the Brahmins after they 

consumed the meat. The kings were scared to consume the meat but Agastya told them not 

to worry as he would consume all the meat served to them and will spare them from eating 

it.He then consumed the meat dishes served to him and straight away digested the meat and 

said "Vatapi Jeerno Bhava", meaning let 'Vatapi be digested'.Illwala then, as per past practice, 

called out for his brother Vatapi to come out. But Agastya only belched and gas came out of 

his mouth as Vatapi had been digested. With this turn of events Illvala was sad but bestowed 

all the wealth that Agastya desired. The asura king gave away his golden chariot and gold 

and silver coins which Agastya and his three kings carried away with them. With the riches 

acquired, Agastya approached his wife who was pleased with the outcome. Agastya, who 

demonstrated his power in both the "secular and the sacred realms", approached 

Lopamudra's bedroom .Agastya then asked Lopamudra whether she would beget him 1,000 

sons or just one son who could defeat a thousand. Lopamudra then told Agastya that she 

would prefer to have only one learned son as against 1,000 evil ones. Then they cohabited, 
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she conceived and after a lapse of 7 years she delivered a baby boy. The son was 

named Idhmavaha (meaning "carrier of sacrificial wood") as he would serve his father in his 

sacrificial rites with wood. He was also called Drdhasyu. He was highly knowledgeable 

in Vedas and Upanishads. Agastya was pleased with his son. Following this, Agastya 

performed rites for his ancestors who were then relieved of their curse, and attained heaven.  

Agasthiya- Illwala -Vatapi 

Illwala- Vaal velli– comet 

Vatapi – pukaimuttam – comet  

Interpretation of the story  of Agasthiya- Illwala -Vatapi; 

The three kings met by Akaththiyar  were the planets Mars-the  rain  planet /? Venus - 

Srutarvan, Neptune/ ice giant - Vradhnaswa and Uranus / ice giant - Trasadasyu. With the 

help of the ice giants Akaththiyar – was able to  conquerVatapi and Illwala who were nothing 

but comets rich in water / wealth; the sooththiramwordvatapi also indicated the vidai - bull; 

since Akaththiyar himself was a water pot–kuda oaarai- Aquarius he was able to digest the 

buffalo meat easily since he had enormous amount of digestive water juices in his stomach; 

the gold and silver coins are only the water drops for whichLopamudra was longing to have / 

drink; LopaMudra was a term which represents  the dark clouds; Lopamudra was the Tamil 

rain goddess Maari Aaththal; Maari means rain;  Aaththal means deity; Vidharba means the 

dry land in need of water; conception after seven years could mean seven days after the 

menstrual cycle.e14th day of the cycle which is the time for ovulation; or the number seven 

could mean the seventh month of the Tamil Year - the South West monsoon period if Thai 

month is calculated as the first month  of the year; it is  interesting to note that theVedic 

Aryan people were fond of eating buffalo meat.  
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Festival- Deepavali  

The sooththiram word Deepavali can be read as follows; 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the- [- pa-]-  va - la- and the original Tamil word is akal 

vilakku yaeththu - to light the lamp; vilakku - lamp; akal vilakku – a type of earthen 

lamp; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa -va– la- and the original Tamil word is paavai 

vilakku yaeththu - to light the lamp; paavai - girl. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the- [- pa-]- va - la- and the original Tamil word is 

kuththu vilakkai yaeththal - to light the lampstand; sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants – the - pa  va - la- and the original Tamil word is Kovil - il 

veettil vilakku yaeththuvathu pannkalin kadamai - it is the right / duty of the women to 

light the lamps in the temple and  house; kovil - temple; veedu - house; kadami - duty. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is oli 

vazhipaadu - light worship; oli - light; vazhipaadu - worship. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the - [- pa-] -va– la- and the original Tamil word is 

olikku vizhaa eduththal – celebration for light; oli - light; vizhaa - festival. 

2.54. Deepavali 
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- Deepavali has the consonants – the- [- pa-] - va– la- and the original Tamil word is 

veettil vilakku yaeththu - to light the lamp in the house; veedu - house. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the - [- pa-] - va– la- and the original Tamil word is  

pathinaankam naal vilakkai anaiththal – to switch off the light on the 14th day; 

pathinaanku - 14; naal - day; anaikka - to switch off. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the - pa - va - la- and the original Tamil word is thee 

vazhipaadu – fire worship; thee - fire. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa - va – la- and the other interpretation of the 

word is theepa vizhaa – festival of lights; theepa - lamp; vizhaa - festival. 

- Deepavali has the consonants– the – pa - va– la- and the original Tamil word is  peththa 

thaai / kanni – thaai vazhipaadu - mother worship; kanni thaai - virgin mother; peththa 

- beget; thaai - mother; kanni - virgin.  

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is  penn 

thaeiva vazhipaadu – worshipping mother goddess; penn - woman; thaeivam - god. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is  Thaeiva 

Makal vazhipaadu; worshipping mother goddess; thaeiva makal - angel; sooththiram; 

ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the- [- pa-] - va - la- and the original Tamil word is 

Kadavul vanakkam - god worship; kadavul - god; vanakkam - worship. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the- [- pa-] - va - la- and the original Tamil word is 

kadavulai vaazhuththu – praise the god; vaazhthtu - praise  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the -pa-  va– la- and the original Tamil word is   

valliammai - vazhipaadu / kaaliamman vazhipadu - to worship Kaali / Valliammal; valli - 

wife of Murugan; kaali - wife of Sivan - kaalan. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - th– pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is Vaelaandi 

vazhipaadu – Murugan worship; Vaelan - Murugan. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is   Moo-

thaai vazhipaadu - great mother worship; moo - thaai - matha; vazhipaadu – worship. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is    

valamai penn–thaeiva vazhipaadu – worshipping fertility goddess; valamai - fertility; 
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thaeivam – god; penn - thaeivam – goddess. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is Yama 

thaeiva vazhipaadu – worshipping god Yama / god of death; thaeivam - god. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is   

Paalaayee Amman vazhipaadu  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is   

Yellaamal vazhipaadu 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va - la- and the original Tamil word is Chellaa - 

yee Amman vazhipaadu [missing letter- sa-]  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la- and the original Tamil word is Soozh 

vazhipaadu [missing letter- sa-]- worshipping the embryo. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa - va – la- and the original Tamil word is An-k-

kaalamman vazhipaadu; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa – va - la- and the original Tamil word is Vellai 

Ammaal vazhipaadu. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the -pa-va - la- and the original Tamil word is   

Vaelaampaal vazhipaadu. 

- Deepavali has the consonants- the – pa-va- la- and the original Tamil word is   

Malaiyaandai Thaeiva vazhipaadu. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la- and the original Tamil word is Malai 

Makal vazhipaadu; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is 

Kalaimakal vazhipaadu; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is mazhai 

pozhiya vaendi vazhipaadu – mazhai - rain; pozhiya – to shower.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is pillai 

vaendi vazhipaadu - worshipping to have children; pillai- child; vazhipaadu – worship. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the-  [-pa-]-va– la- and the original Tamil word is - 

vedivediththal / padakkam pottiththal – to fire crackers; vedi - crackers; sooththiram; 
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ka = va;  va = ka. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the - pa va– la- and the original Tamil word is 

theepantham koluththuthal – to light  fire torches; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is pen 

pooppu adaintha naal – vizhaa kondaattam – puberty celebration; vizhaa - festival; 

kondaattam - celebration; penn- girl; pooppu – puberty; sooththiram – ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa -va– la- and the original Tamil word is  

muzhukkatha ponnu - one who has conceived; ponnu - female; mulakaama - not taken 

monthly bath; muzhuku - to take bath. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is inippu 

vakai unnuthal / vazhankuthal – giving / eating sweets; inippu - sweets; unnuthal - 

eating.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa -va– la- and the original Tamil word is selvam 

kozhiththida / valamai kozhikka vazhipaadu [missing  letter- sa-] – worshipping for 

prosperity; selvam - wealth; vazhipaadu - worship. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa -va– la- and the original Tamil word is   

mathalai selvam vaendi vazhipaadu [missing letter- sa-] – worshipping to have child; 

mathalai - child; selvam – wealth. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa -va– la- and the original Tamil word is Vishnu 

vazhipaadu [missingletter- sa-] –Vishnu worship; vazhipaadu - worship. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is vana / 

kaanakavaasam mudintha pathinaankavathu aandu ninaivu naal vazhipaadu -14th year-  

the anniversary day of return from forest; kaanakam - forest; mudinthathu - end; 

pathinaankku -14 ; aandu – year; ninaivu naal - day  to be remembered; naal - day . 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the -pa- va - la- and the original Tamil word is Sivan  

vazhipaadu [missing letter- sa-]-Siva worship. 

- Deepavali has the consonants- the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is Kaalanai / 

Kaali Appanai kaali - Amman vathaiththal – killing of Sivan by Kaali; Kaalan– Sivan/ sun; 

kaali Amman - moon goddess; kaalam – time; vathaikka –to kill. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa-va– la- and the original Tamil word is   
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Buddhan vazhipaadu - lord Buddha worship. 

- Deepavali has the consonants  - the– pa - va – la- and the original Tamil word is Naga 

vazhipaadu; worship of Naga; sooththiram – ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is kueiya 

vazhipaadu / alkul vazhipaadu – womb / vagina worship; kueiyam - womb; alkul - vulva. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa-  va– la- and the original Tamil word is  

manthiyaeivananai – kai kooppi vanaguthal / kaanavanai kai koopi vanaguthal worship  

the monkey; kaanavan - monkey - Hanuman. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is nilaththil 

vithai vithaiththal; sowing the land; nilam - land;vithai – seed. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa -va– la - and the original Tamil word is  

nilaththai kalappai–yaal uzhuthal  – to plough; uzhuthal - to plough; kalappai – plough; 

sooththiram – ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa -va– l- and the original Tamil word is  veluppan 

vaelaiyil ennai–yaei thalai thaeiththu / udampil ittu pin –  muzhukkaaduthal – taking oil 

bath in the early morning; veluppaan vaelai - early morning; ennai - oil; thalai - head; 

thaikka - to apply; muzhukkaadu - to take bath; sooththiram – ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the -[- pa-] - va – la- and the original Tamil word is  

savalai mathi [missing letter –sa-]- crescent moon; mathi - moon.  

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is penn 

saei kolai - yaei thaduththal [missing letter –sa-]-to prevent female infanticide; penn - 

female; saei - child; kolai - killing; thaduththal –to prevent. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the -[- pa-] - va– la- and the  original Tamil word is vaala 

mathi - crescent moon; mathi- moon. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the -[-pa-] - va– la - and the original Tamil word is thalai 

uvaa – new moon; uvaa - moon.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va – la- and the original Tamil word is pathi 

moonaavathu naal – 13th   day; pathimoonu - 13; naal- day. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the- pa-  va– la- and the original Tamil word is  

theettuninnupathinaakavathunaal – 14th day since menses; theettu - menses; 
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pathinaanku -14. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is pathi-

nainthu koadi pennkal -15 crore women; pathi - nainthu -15; koadi - crore; pennkal - 

women. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the –pa -va– la- and the original Tamil word is Kaaval - il 

ulla / keezhulakil ulla pathinainthu koadi pennkalai vidiviththal –to release the 15 crore 

females who are imprisoned; kaaval – custody; pathinainthu -15; koadi – crore; pennkal 

- women; viduviththal – to release; keezhulakam - hell / womb. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va – la - and the original Tamil word is pillai 

undaathal –  formation of a baby; pillai - child. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is vellai 

paduthal - white discharge; vellai - white. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is  aanum 

pennum kalavu vaelai–yil eedupaduthal - the union of man anda woman; aan - man; 

penn - woman; kalavu vaelai - intercourse. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is  penn 

puzhai –yil idai vidaathu vinthu mazahi pozhithal - ejaculation of semen inside the 

vagina; vinthu - semen; mazhai - rain; pozhithal - showering. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va – la- and the original Tamil word is  idai 

vidaathu mazhi pozhithal – incessant rain; mazhai – rain; idai vidaathu - without  

interval. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa -va– la- and the original Tamil word is idaiyan / 

Vallavan / Vaellaatu maeippavan malaiyaei Kudai– yaaka pidiththal – the shepherd with 

the mountain as the umbrella; idaiyan - shepherd; kudai - umbrella; malai - mountain.   

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is  pillai 

vizuthal / pillai kalaithal - abortion; pillai - child. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa - va – la - and the original Tamil word is penn 

pillai vathaiththal - killing female children; vathaiththal - killing; penn pillai - female 

child. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa- va– la- and the original Tamil word is penn 
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pillai– yaei vaazha vaiththal – to bring up female children. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa-va – la - and the original Tamil word is   

pannkalai kaaval-il vaiththal – to imprison the women; kaaval - custody. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is penn 

pillai kolluthal – to kill the female children; penn - pilai - feamle child; kollu - to kill; 

sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is 

pennpillai vaazha theivaththai vaenduthal – to worship for the welfare of the female 

children; vaazha - to live; vaenduthal - to worship; pennpillai - female child. 

- Deepavali has the consonants – the – pa - va– la- and the original Tamil word is   

Kuzhavinila naalukku munthaiya mankkuuvaa naal - the day before the crescent  moon 

day is the new moon day; kuzhavinila - crescent moon; mankkuuvaa - new moon; naal - 

day. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is 

neththiyil nilaa pottu vaiththal - to have thilagam on the forehead; pottu - thilagam; 

neththi - forehead; pottu - thilagam – nilaa - moon; vaikka - to keep. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is   

Vamanan vaenthan Baali–yaei kolluthal – Vamanan killing Bali; kolluthal - killing;  

vaenthan - king. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la- and the original Tamil word is venn – 

ponkkal soaththu padaiyal vazhipaadu / soaththu kuviyal padiayal vazhipaadu [missing 

letter- sa-] – ponkkal - celebration with heap of cooked rice; venn - white; soaththu 

padaiyal - cooked rice offering; kuviyal - heap.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the – pa - va– la- and the original Tamil word is nalla 

vilaichchal vaendi vazhipaduthal [missing letter-sa-] -worshipping for good yield; nalla 

vilaichchal - good yield. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va – la - and the original Tamil word is thaai 

thanthaiyaei vazhipaduthal / thaai thanthai– yidam anpu kaatuthal / anpu vaiththal  – 

worshipping  parents / to love the parents; anpu - love. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is mana–
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vaalanai vazhipaduthal / pondattiaei vazhipaduthal / anpu kaattuthal / anpu vaiththal – 

worshipping husband/ wife; manavaalan - husband; pondaatti - wife; anpu - love; 

kaattuthal - to show.   

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is annan – 

thampi vazhipaadu / akka –thankkai vazhipaaduthal / anpu kaattuthal - worshipping 

brothers and sisters; annan thampi - brothers; akka thankkai - sisters; annan - elder 

brother; thampi - younger brother; akka - elder sister; thankkai - younger sister; anpu - 

love; kaattu - show.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is moou – 

naanku kattankkalum muppathu kaai– kalum konda thaya vilaiyaattu – the dice game 

with 12 squares and 30 pieces; moonu - 3; naanku - 4; moo naanku - 12; kattam - 

squares; kaaikal - pieces;  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is moo – 

naanku thinkkal – muppathu naatkkal - 12 months / 30 days ; thinkkal- month; naatkkal 

- days; muppathu - 30; moonu- 3; naaku - 4; moo – naanku – 12.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is   Sivan - 

SivaKaami – yidam thaayaattam vilaiyaadiapin thuni vazhankuthal [missing  letter- sa-] 

– lord Sivan giving cloth to SivaKaami after the dice game; thuni - cloth; vazhankuthal - 

deliver.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is 

SivaKaami – Sivanai thaaya aattaththil velluthal missing letter- sa-] -Sivakami wins the 

dice game; aattam - game; velluthal - victory. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil word is   

pakaiyaei velluthal - to win over the enemy; velukka - to win; pakai – enmity. 

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa - va– la - and the original Tamil meaning of  

word is pillai vaendumaanal thinkal-in pathinakamnaal kanavanum manaivi –yim 

kooduvathae nallathu aakum –husband and wifehave to unitetogetheron the 14 day of 

the month to have achild; pillai- child; vaendum –want; thinkkal- month; 

pathinaakaamnaal- 14 th day; kanavan- husband; manaivi - wife ; koodu - to unite; 

nallathu - good.  

- Deepavali has the consonants - the– pa -va – la- and the original Tamil meaning of word 
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is manam mudiththa pennukku theettu / maathavilakku ninnu pathinaanku naal aanaal 

pillai undaanathu unmai - if the married girl has missed the menses cycle for 14 days it 

is true that she has conceived a baby; manam - marriage; penn - girl; theettu - menses; 

pathinaanku -14; naal- day ; pillai- child; undaanathu – has formed.  

- Dhanvantari has the consonants - the - an  - va - an - the - Ra - and the original Tamil  

word is noavu marunthu maaththirai thanthu kunamaakkum maruththuvar  -  

physician; noavu - disease; marunthu - drug; maaththirai - tablet;thaa - give; 

kunamaakku - to cure; maruththuvar - doctor; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

- Ayurveda has the consonants - Ra - va - the - and the interpretation of the word is   

vaiththiya murai - medical methods; murai - method.  

- Ayurveda has the consonants - Ra - va - the - and the original Tamil word is 

maruththuva murai -method of medicine; maruththuvam - medicine. 

- Yamraj has the consonants - ma - Ra -sa - and the original Tamil word is- Maa Raasan - 

greatking; Imran - Khan; maa - big; raasan - king.  

- Yamraj has the consonants - ma - Ra - sa- and the original Tamil word is  erumaisaami - 

buffalo god; erumai - buffalo; saami - god.   

- Karu-pai [womb]has the consonants - ka - Ra -[- pa-] - and the interpretation of the  

word is narakam - hell. 

- Ekkarai [this  bank]has the consonants - ka - Ra -[- pa-] - and the interpretation of the 

word is narakam – hell. 

- Ekkarai [this bank] has the consonants - ka - Ra  -[- pa-] - and the interpretation of the 

word is karuvakam – womb. 

- Karu-pai [womb] has the consonants - ka  - Ra  -[- pa-] - and the interpretation of the 

word is Kaavarakam - prison. 

- Hell has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is pain – k –kuzhi[missing 

letter- pa-] - womb. 

- Hell has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is Naagaulakam – world of 

Naga. 

- Hell has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is keezhulakam - lower 

world.  
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- Akkarai [that bank - allegory] has the consonants - ka - Ra - and the interpretation of 

the word is swargha [missing  letter- sa-] – heaven. 

- Kaammiyar has the consonants - ka – ma- Ra - and the interpretation of the word is 

Visva karma [missing letter- sa-] – artist / sculptor. 

- Chhoti has the consonants – sa- the - and the original Tamil word is sinnathu – small. 

- Naraka has the consonants - an - Ra -ka - and the interpretation of the word is 

Krishnan–anum Naraka Asuran-anum [missing letter- sa-] – Krishna and Naraka Asuran.  

- Uoon [Tamil ] has a consonant - an and the interpretation of the word is annam [Skt] 

- Annakut  has the consonants – an – ka – the- and the interpretation of the word is  

uoonkuttam / unavai kuviththidu - heap of food; uoon kodai - gift of food; kodai- gift; 

uoon- food; unavu- food; kuviththidu-to heap.        

- Annakut has the consonants  -an- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is undaaka- to 

conceive; undaakitta – she has  conceived. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diwali 

  Diwali / Deepavali is the festival of lights and one of the major festivals celebrated 

by Hindus, Jains and Sikhs. The festival usually lasts five days and is celebrated during 

the Hindu lunisolar month Kartika (between mid-October and mid-November). One of the 

most popular festivals of Hinduism, Diwali symbolizes the spiritual "victory of light over 

darkness, good over evil, and knowledge over ignorance". The festival is widely associated 

with Lakshmi, goddess of prosperity, with many other regional traditions connecting the 

holidayto Sita and Rama, Vishnu, Krishna, Yama, Yami, Durga, Kali, Hanuman, Ganesha, Kuber

a, Dhanvantari, or Vishvakarman. Furthermore, it is, in some regions, a celebration of the day 

Lord Rama returned to his kingdom Ayodhya with his wife Sita and his 

brother Lakshmana after defeating Ravana in Lanka and serving 14 years of exile.  

Dhanteras, Dhanatrayodashi, Yama Deepam (Day 1) 

Dhanteras, derived from Dhan meaning wealth and teras meaning thirteenth, marks 

the thirteenth day of the dark fortnight of Kartik and the beginning of Diwali. On this day, 

many Hindus clean their homes and business premises. They install diyas, small earthen oil-

filled lamps that they light up for the next five days. 

  According to Tracy Pintchman, Dhanteras is a symbol of annual renewal, cleansing and 

an auspicious beginning for the next year. The term "Dhan" for this day also alludes to 
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the Ayurvedic icon Dhanvantari, the god of health and healing, which is believed to have 

emerged from the "churning of cosmic ocean" on the same day as Lakshmi. Some 

communities, particularly those active in Ayurvedic and health-related professions, pray or 

perform havan rituals to Dhanvantari on Dhanteras. 

On Yama Deepam (Yama Dipadana, Jam ke Diya), Hindus light a diya, ideally made of 

wheat flour and filled with sesame oil, that faces south in the back of their homes. This is 

believed to please Yama (Yamraj), the god of death, and to ward off untimely death. Some 

Hindus observe Yama Deepa on the second night before the main day of Diwali. 

Naraka Chaturdashi, Kali Chaudas, Chhoti Diwali, Hanuman Puja(Day 2) 
 Naraka Chaturdashi also known as Chhoti Diwali, is the second day of festivities 

coinciding with the fourteenth day of the second fortnight of the lunar month. The term 

"chhoti" means little, while "Naraka" means hell and "Chaturdashi" means "fourteenth". The 

day and its rituals are interpreted as ways to liberate any souls from their suffering in 

"Naraka", or hell, as well as a reminder of spiritual auspiciousness. For some Hindus, it is a 

day to pray for the peace to the manes, or defiled souls of one's ancestors and light their way 

for their journeys in the cyclic afterlife. A mythological interpretation of this festive day is the 

destruction of the asura (demon) Narakasura by Krishna, a victory that frees 16,000 

imprisoned princesses kidnapped by Narakasura. 

This day is commonly celebrated as Diwali in Tamil Nadu, Goa, and Karnataka. 

Traditionally, Marathi Hindus and South Indian Hindus receive an oil massage from the elders 

in the family on the day and then take a ritual bath, all before sunrise. Many visit their 

favorite Hindu temple. 

 

Lakshmi Pujan, Kali Puja (Day 3) 

The third day is the height of the festival, and coincides with the last day of the dark 

fortnight of the lunar month. This is the day when Hindu, Jain and Sikh temples and homes 

glow with lights, thereby making it the "festival of lights". The word Deepawali comes from 

the Sanskrit word deep, which means an Indian lantern/lamp. On the night of Diwali, rituals 

across much of India are dedicated to Lakshmi to welcome her into their cleaned homes and 

bring prosperity and happiness for the coming year. 

 
Annakut, Balipratipada (Padwa), Govardhan Puja (Day 4) 

The day after Diwali is the first day of the bright fortnight of the luni-solar calendar. It is 
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regionally called Annakut (heap of grain), Padwa, Goverdhan puja, Bali Pratipada, Bali 

Padyami, Kartik Shukla Pratipada and other names. According to one tradition, the day is 

associated with the story of Bali's defeat at the hands of Vishnu. In another interpretation, it 

is thought to reference the legend of Parvati and her husband Shiva playing a game 

of dyuta (dice) on a board of twelve squares and thirty pieces, Parvati wins. Shiva surrenders 

his shirt and adornments to her, rendering him naked.  According to Handelman and 

Shulman, as quoted by Pintchman, this legend is a Hindu metaphor for the cosmic process for 

creation and dissolution of the world through the masculine destructive power, as 

represented by Shiva, and the feminine procreative power, represented by Parvati, where 

twelve reflects the number of months in the cyclic year, while thirty are the number of days in 

its lunisolar month. 

 This day ritually celebrates the bond between the wife and husband and in some 

Hindu communities, husbands will celebrate this with gifts to their wives. In other regions, 

parents invite a newly married daughter, or son, together with their spouses to a festive meal 

and give them gift. 

 In some rural communities of the north, west and central regions, the fourth day is 

celebrated as Govardhan puja, honoring the legend of the Hindu god Krishna saving the 

cowherd and farming communities from incessant rains and floods triggered by Indra's 

anger, which he accomplished by lifting the Govardhan mountain. This legend is remembered 

through the ritual of building small mountain-like miniatures from cow dung. According to 

Kinsley, the ritual use of cow dung, a common fertilizer, is an agricultural motif and a 

celebration of its significance to annual crop cycles. 

 The agricultural symbolism is also observed on this day by many Hindus as Annakut, 

literally "mountain of food". Communities prepare over one hundred dishes from a variety of 

ingredients, which is then dedicated to Krishna before shared among the community. Hindu 

temples on this day prepare and present "mountains of sweets" to the faithful who have 

gathered for darshan (visit). In Gujarat, Annakutis the first day of the New Year and 

celebrated through the purchase of essentials, or sabras (literally, "good things in life"), such 

as salt, offering prayers to Krishna and visiting temples. 

 

The last day of the festival is called Bhai Duj (literally "brother's day"), Bhau Beej, Bhai 

Tilak or Bhai Phonta. It celebrates the sister-brother bond, similar in spirit to Raksha 
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Bandhan but it is the brother that travels to meet the sister and her family. This festive day is 

interpreted by some to symbolize Yama's sister Yamuna welcoming Yama with a tilaka, while 

others interpret it as the arrival of Krishna at his sister's, Subhadra, place after defeating 

Narakasura. Subhadra welcomes him with a tilaka on his forehead.  

The day celebrates the sibling bond between brother and sister. On this day the 

womenfolk of the family gather, perform a puja with prayers for the wellbeing of their 

brothers, then return to a ritual of feeding their brothers with their hands and receiving gifts. 

According to Pintchman, in some Hindu traditions the women recite tales where sisters 

protect their brothers from enemies that seek to cause him either bodily or spiritual harm. In 

historic times, this was a day in autumn when brothers would travel to meet their sisters, or 

invite their sister's family to their village to celebrate their sister-brother bond with the 

bounty of seasonal harvests.  

 
Interpretation of Deepavali festival; 

The  reason  for the celebration of deepavali cannot be ascertained exactly as the word 

can be read in variety of ways as seen initially; the 14th day of the month symbolically signifies 

the best day for union for the couple for conception to take place; it is also understood that if 

the married woman missed her periods for about 14 days after marriage it is a rough 

confirmation that she has conceived a baby; narakam is nothing but the dark room - the 

womb or the house without a child; development of an embryo inside the womb brings light 

and happiness to the house and to the couple; the oil bath taken on the day of deepavali 

symbolically signifies the bathing of the baby immediately after delivery; the oil signifies the 

amniotic fluid and it is nothing related to the blood of Naraka Asuran which is said to be 

wiped out from the sword while Krishna was killing him; as Siva Kaami was sure that her 

cycles had stopped she was ready to wear the cloth given by Lord Sivan; we can also correlate 

this fact with that of the pre-adolescent girls offering piece of cloth to goddess Artemis; the 

celebration of deepavali is essentially related to human conception and women; the original 

significance of the celebration would have lost in due course because of the decline in fertility 

worship /womb worship in a patriarchal society; akalvilakkuisfaminine symbol and the 

kuththu vilakku is masculine symbol; the last day of the dark fortnight of the lunar month 

signifies the dark room - womb and also the dark room of the couple as they switch off the 

lights; the new moon. The day after Diwali is the first day of the bright fortnight of the lunar 

month which signifies the conception and the subsequent days signify the growing phase of 
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the embryo.  The covert meaning of the annakut / undakitaa is “she has conceived “;  small 

mountain- like miniatures from cow dung or food signify the fetus - sathai pandam / uoon 

pandam / pindam -the embryo; the incessant rain which is mentioned some writers is nothing 

to do with Lord krishna or theGovarthan mountain;  it is only the seminal ejaculation said 

metaphorically; Tamil girls adoring with Thilaga on their forehead signify the various faces of 

moon and their cycles; the entire background of the deepavali celebration is very similar to 

thesamudramanthan - another fertility related story. 
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People who live in family situations observe Mahashivratri as Shiva’s wedding 

anniversary Mahashivratri, “The Great Night of Shiva” is the most significant event in India’s 
spiritual calendar. 

The fourteenth day of every lunar month or the day before the new moon is known as 
Shivratri. Among all the twelve Shivratri that occur in a calendar year, Mahashivratri, the one 
that occurs in February-March is of the most spiritual significance. 
https://isha.sadhguru.org/mahashivratri/significance-of-mahashivratriatri/ 

Maha Shivaratri is a Hindu festival celebrated annually in honour of the god Shiva. The 
name also refers to the night when Shiva performs the heavenly dance called Tandava. 

In every month of the luni-solar Hindu calendar, there is a Shivaratri – "night of Shiva" – 
on the day before new moon. But once a year, in late winter and before the arrival of 
Summer (February/March), this night is called "Maha Shivaratri" – "the Great Night of Shiva". 
This day falls in the month of Phalguna as per the North Indian Hindu calendar and 
in Magha as per the South Indian Hindu calendar. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maha_Shivaratri 

Origin of celebration - Marriage between Siva and Sakthi; 

The legend of the marriage of Sivan and Sakthi is one of the most important legends 
related to the festival of Maha Siva ratri. The story relates how lord Sivan got married a 
second time to Sakthi, his divine concert; the day lord Sivan got married to Sakthi is 
celebrated as Maha Siva ratri – the night of lord Sivan.  

Origin of the celebration - Story about the hunter;  

https://www.dadajimaharaj.com/the-story-behind-shivratri/ 

What is the story behind Shivratri? Our Shastras and Puranas narrate the story of a 
cruel hunter, who unknowingly stayed awake on the night of Chaturdashi of the Krishna 
paksha in the month of Falgun, and offered water and bael leaves to Lord Shiva. By 
worshipping Lord Shiva on this auspicious night, the hunter was freed from all his sins and 
received the blessings of Lord Shiva, and became the lord of the state and later in his life 
served Lord Rama during his exile. The story has been elaborated below.  

In the Treta Yuga, there lived a hunter by the name ‘Bhilla’. Once, the family members 
of the hunter informed him that there was no food left in the house, and he must go and hunt 
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some animals only then will they all get to eat. Hearing this the hunter went to the forest with 
his bow and arrow. He roamed around the entire forest the whole day but couldn’t find a 
single animal to kill. Tired and dejected, the hunter reached a pond in the middle of the 
forest. On seeing the water body, the hunter thought to himself ‘I should wait near this pond 
because when the sun will set, all animals will come here to drink water and then I will easily 
hunt them”. The hunter then collected some water, in case he felt thirsty and climbed a 
nearby bael tree (wood apple tree). Slowly time passed by and it was the first quarter 
(prathamprahar) of the night when the hunter suddenly saw a deer approaching the pond. As 
the hunter began to take aim, his body shook, and some bael leaves and some water from his 
sack fell on a Shivalinga just below the tree. Ashutosh Mahadev Shiva was pleased and 
accepted the offering of bael leaves and water from the hunter.  Just before the hunter could 
let loose the arrow, the deer cried out loudly in a human voice, “Oh hunter, why are you 
going to kill me?” The hunter was absolutely astonished to hear the deer speak. The hunter 
replied “My family is starving back at home. I will kill you and then my family can satisfy their 
hunger with your meat”. The deer said, “I have my husband, sister, and two children back at 
home, I need to see them once and then I will come back to you, after which  you can  kill me 
and feed your family”. The hunter laughed out loud and said, “If I let you go you will never 
come back here again”. The deer sternly replied “The mountains, rivers, gods are the 
embodiments of truth and relentlessly fulfill their duties, I too will do so.”. On listening to the 
words of the deer, the hunter was assured that the deer will come back to him as promised. 
The hunter then said to the deer “okay you can go meet your family, but you must come back 
to me then”. The deer was delighted and thanked the huntsman and left to meet her family. 

 The first quarter of the night was now over, and the hunter still waited at the top of 
the bael tree after the deer left. After some time, the sister of the deer came to the pond in 
her search. The hunter shook in joy as he saw the deer coming. And again, the tree shook, 
and some bael leaves fell on the Shivalinga below, and some water from the hunter’s pouch 
fell on the shivalinga. In this way, the shiv puja in the second prahar (quarter) of the night 
was completed unknowingly. The deer now noticed the hunter taking aim at her and knew 
her death was certain., The deer asked the hunter for some time as she had to visit her family 
once, after which she would surely come back to the hunter. On hearing the words of the 
deer, the hunter let the deer go. 

In this way, the second prahar or the second quarter of the night passed. After some 
time, a stout deer was seen approaching the pond. He was the husband of the first deer and 
was in search of his wife and sister-in-law. On seeing the stout and healthy deer approaching 
the pond, the hunter set his arrow and took aim, determined to kill the deer this time, but as 
the hunter moved to set his arrow, the branch shook and some bael leaves and water fell on 
theShivalinga below, and so unknowingly the hunter offered puja to Lord Shiva in the third 
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prahar of the night. The deer now noticed the hunter sitting atop the tree, and asked for 
some time from the hunter to meet his family once. The hunter was not willing to let the deer 
go this time as he was sure that the deer, like the other two before him, would not come 
back. The deer then said, “oh hunter, a person who doesn’t live up to his words is a liar, and a 
liar is a great sinner. If I don’t live up to my words, I will bear the sin of a person who 
copulates in the evening, the sin of not fasting on Shivratri, the sin of person who bears false 
witness, the sin of stealing others wealth, the sin caused by a brahman who doesn’t worship 
in the evening, the sin of taking what doesn’t belong to you. Oh hunter, if I don’t come back, I 
will bear all these sins. Believe me, I will come back”. And so, the hunter let this deer go. 

Sometime later the three deer again made their way back to the pond where the 
hunter was anxiously waiting for his kill. On seeing three deer coming back to him, he 
couldn’t believe his eyes, his delight had no bounds. Shaking with delight the hunter prepared 
his weapon of kill, and as he did so, the tree shook, and again a few bael leaves and some 
water fell on the Shivalinga below. In this way, the hunter unknowingly offered puja in all 
the four prahars of Shivratri, and in an instant, all his sins were washed away, and he received 
the blessings of Lord Shiva. Now, as he saw the three deer approaching the pond, his mind 
was filled with repentance. He thought to himself ‘I have committed such heinous sins my 
whole life! And on the other hand, these simple animals are filled with compunction, self-
sacrifice, and kindness. All my life I have thought only about myself without caring for anyone 
else. Shame on me! I will not kill animals anymore’. The hunter asked the three deer to return 
back to their home and began to repent for his sins. At that point in time, the hunter’s mind 
was free from malice. Suddenly lord Shiva emerged from the Shivalinga and appeared in front 
of him. Lord Shiva said to the hunter, “I am pleased by your puja. You have stayed awake in 
the four prahar of the night and worshipped me with water and bael leaves. I am pleased by 
your offerings, and I will grant you whatever boon you may wish for”. The hunter said, “O 
dear Lord. On receiving your darshan, on seeing you standing in front of me, all my desires 
have been fulfilled, I have nothing more to ask for”.  

Rules to be observed during Maha Shiv Ratri 

https://www.mahashivratri.org/maha-shivratri-puja-vidhi.html 

The fast of Mahashivaratri is very tough and devotees should abstain themselves from 
having food in any form during the fasting. Though in general cases people can have fruits 
and milk during the day time, in the strict form of Puja, people don’t even drink water 
throughout the day. 

In the evening before going to the temple for Shiva Linga puja one should again take 
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bath. 

People who perform Four Prahar Puja should do the Abhishek with water during the 
first Prahar, second Prahar with curd Abhishek, third Prahar with Ghee Abhishek and the 
fourth with honey Abhishek. 

After performing the Abhishek rituals, the Shiva Linga should be adorned with garlands 
of bilva leaves. The reason behind using the Bilva leaves is that they placate Lord Shiva. 

Foods that are permitted during fasting;   

https://www.ndtv.com/food/mahashivratri-2018-5-foods-you-can-have-while-observing-
mahashivratri-vrat-fast 

There is no bar on potato-based dishes, provided it has no onion, garlic, ginger or 
turmeric 

Non cereal dishes made of sabudana (tapioca pearls), buckwheat or ragi are permitted 
during the vrat. 

It is said that Lord Shiva is very fond of milk. Each year Shiva devotees offer milk to the 
Shiva lingam. Milk is also consumed widely during the vrat. Both milk and milk-based 
beverages make for popular picks during the vrat. You can have thandai, 
badaamdoodh (almond milk) makhane ki kheer, sabudana kheer during fasting. 
  Devotees who can't observe the nirjalavrat, take a meal containing fruits, milk and 
water, called Phallar. 'Phal' means fruits in Hindi/Sanskrit. Fruit is an integral part of 
every puja or fasting and Sivaratri is no different. You can have fruit chaats, fruit salads and 
fruit milkshakes. In addition to fruits, you can also munch on a wide variety of dry fruits. 
Almonds, walnuts, dates, cashews, raisins and dried apricots all make for good munching 
options. 

MahaShivratri 2022: Puja Timings 
According to DrikPanchang, MahaShivratri falls on March 1, 2022, on Tuesday. 

● Nishita Kaal Puja Time: 12:8 am to 12:58 am, March 2 

● Shivaratri Parana Time: 6:45 am, March 2 

● Ratri First Prahar Puja Time: 6:21 pm to 9:27 pm 

● Ratri Second Prahar Puja Time: 9:27 pm to 12:33 am, March 2 

● Ratri Third Prahar Puja Time: 12:33 am to 3:39 am, March 2 

● Ratri Fourth Prahar Puja Time: 3:39 am to 6:45 am, March 2 

● Chaturdashi Tithi Begins: 3:16 am, March 1 

● Chaturdashi Tithi Ends: 1:00 am, March 02 
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Covering the genitals with fig leaves; 

The expression "fig leaf" is widely used figuratively to convey the covering up of an act 
or an object that is embarrassing or distasteful with something of innocuous appearance, 
a metaphorical reference to the Biblical Book of Genesis in which Adam and 
Eve used fig leaves to cover their nudity after eating the forbidden fruit from the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil. Some paintings and statues have the genitals of their subjects 
covered by a representation of an actual fig leaf or similar object, either as part of the work or 
added afterward for perceived modesty. 

 

 

- linga has the consonants - la -an- ka and the original Tamil word is aankazhai/ male 

stick; aan - male; kazhai - stick.  

- eruttu [Tamil] has the consonants - Ra -the -and the interpretation of the word is 

raaththiri [Indo Iranian]  

- phal [fruit] has the consonants - pa – la/zha -and the original Tamil word is pazham . 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_and_Eve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_and_Eve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ficus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nudity
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Interpretation of Maha Shivaratri;   

*Siva ratri; The fourteenth day of every lunar month or the day before the new moon is 
the best day for conception i.e.  approximately 10 days after the completion of the menses. 

*Maha Siva ratri is the marriage anniversary day of Sivan and his wife; if so that day has 
to be celebrated by the couple in the bed by not sleeping 

 * Generally, sex is not advisable after full meals; evening bath before sex is advisable. 

* Liquid food like water /curd/ honey / milk in between sexual union is advisable; these 
liquid foods also signify sexual secretions.  

 *In the story of the hunter the tree itself signifies the linga- phallus which is covered 
with vilva/ bilva leaves. 

* The three leaves of a small vilva twig can cover the two testis and the phallus as the 
fig leaves; fig leaves are used to cover the genitals of gods and statues in European countries. 

  *When the leaves are removed the linga will come to appear which leads to union of 
male and female. 

 *The hunter ‘s appetite is sexual desire; deer represents the female. 

 *During each quarter of the night / prahar when the tree / phallus gets shaked drops 
of water from the sac drops down clearly indicating seminal ejaculation. 

* Maha Siva ratri is essentially the night for fertility celebration; fertility rituals are alien 
concepts for the Vedic Brahmins.  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kumbh_Mela 

Kumbh Mela is a major pilgrimage and festival in Hinduism. It is celebrated in a cycle of 
approximately 12 years, to celebrate every revolution Brihaspati (Jupiter) completes, at four 
river-bank pilgrimage sites: the Allahabad (Prayagraj) (Ganges-Yamuna-Sarasvati rivers 
confluence), Haridwar (Ganges), Nashik (Godavari), and Ujjain (Shipra). The festival is marked 
by a ritual dip in the waters, but it is also a celebration of community commerce with 
numerous fairs, education, religious discourses by saints, mass feedings of monks or the poor, 
and entertainment spectacle. The seekers believe that bathing in these rivers is a means 
to prāyaścitta (atonement, penance) for past mistakes, and that it cleanses them of their sins 

The Kumbha in Kumbha Mela literally means "pitcher, jar, pot" in Sanskrit. It is found in 
the Vedic texts, in this sense, often in the context of holding water or in mythical legends 
about the nectar of immortality. The word Kumbha or its derivatives are found in 
the Rigveda (1500–1200 BCE), for example, in verse 10.89.7; verse 19.16 of the Yajurveda, 
verse 6.3 of Samaveda, verse 19.53.3 of the Atharvaveda, and other Vedic and post-Vedic 
ancient Sanskrit literature. In astrological texts, the term also refers to the zodiac sign 
of Aquarius. The astrological etymology dates to late 1st-millennium CE, likely influenced by 
Greek zodiac ideas.  

The word mela means "unite, join, meet, move together, assembly, junction" in 
Sanskrit, particularly in the context of fairs, community celebration. This word too is found in 
the Rigveda and other ancient Hindu texts.  Kumbh Mela means an "assembly, meet, union" 
around "water or nectar of immortality" 

 

 
2.56. Holy bath Kumbha Mela 
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- Prayagraj has the consonants - pa - Ra - ka -Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 

neer perukkam - flood of water; neer - water; perukkam - prosperity.  

- Kumbha mela has the consonants -ka - ma -pa -ma - la -and the original Tamil word is 

ko-il  kulamum kumpal kuliyalum – temple  pond and the  mass bath; ko il- temple; 

kulam- pond; kumpal - crowd; kuliyal - bath. 

- Kumbha mela has the consonants -ka - ma –[-pa-] -ma - la -and the other interpretation 

of the word is maa maankka kuliyal /12 years bath ; maa maankkam - 12 years; kuliyal - 

bath. 

Mythology  

Many devout Hindus believe that the Kumbh Mela originated in times immemorial and 
is attested in the Hindu mythology about Samudra manthan (lit. churning of the ocean) found 
in the Vedic texts. Scholars, in contrast, question these claims as none of the ancient or 
medieval era texts that mention the Samudra Manthan legend ever link it to a "mela" or 
festival. According to Giorgio Bonazzoli – a scholar of Sanskrit Puranas, these are 
anachronistic explanations, an adaptation of early legends to a later practice by a "small circle 
of adherents" who have sought roots of a highly popular pilgrimage and festival.  

This Hindu legend describes the creation of a "pot of amrita (nectar of immortality)" 
after the forces of good and evil churn the ocean of creation. The gods and demons fight over 
this pot, the "kumbh," of nectar in order to gain immortality. In a later day extension to the 
legend, the pot is spilled at four places, and that is the origin of the four Kumbha Melas. The 
story varies and is inconsistent, with some stating Vishnu as Mohini avatar, others 
stating Dhanavantari or Garuda or Indra spilling the pot. This "spilling" and associated Kumbh 
Mela story is not found in the earliest mentions of the original legend 
of samudramanthan (churning of the ocean) such as the Vedic era texts (pre-500 BCE) Nor is 
this story found in the later era Puranas (3rd to 10th-century CE).  

The festival of Maha Magam  

https://www.livechennai.com/detailnews.asp?newsid=39896 

Among the Tamil calendar months, the month Masi is considered to be among the most 
sacred months. In fact, it is recommended that the ardent Hindus take bath in holy water in the 
early morning and pray. In fact, the classical epics in the Hindu religion specify the days only in 
other Tamil calendar months when baths in the holy water can be undertaken. These are the 
days of Amavasai (New Moon day), Pournami (Full Moon Day), 2 ‘ayana’ periods, Fridays, the 
day of Thiru Karthikai, Shivarathri, MasiMagam and MahaMagam. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kumbha
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indra
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The festival of Maha Magam was initiated by the God of Creation, Lord Brahma. 
 

The grand epics of Hindu mythology mention that all the holy rivers merge in in the 
holy Maha Magam Pond in Kumbakonam in Tamil Nadu oncen every 12 years on the holy day 
MasiMagam. 

This is the days of the festival known as MasiMagam. During the Tamil calendar month 
of Masi, the grand festival of MasiMagam is celebrated for 10 days. On the day of the 1st Tamil 
star Aswini in the Tamil month of Masi, the divine flag for the celebration of the festival is 
hoisted. Procession on the chariot will be performed on the 8th day and on the full moon day 
on the star of Magam, the deities of the 5 Lords and Goddesses (Panchamurthys) are taken on 
a procession to the MasiMagam pond and the sacred Theerthavari is performed. 

 
On the day of MasiMagam, once in 12 years, the zodiac planet Guru will be on 

SimmaRasi and the Sun will be in KumbaRasi. This is the day of the grand festival MasiMagam. 
One of the incarnations of Lord Vishnu, Rama, consulted the sage Agasthiya Rishi to get the 
blessings of Lord Siva in order to conquer the evil demon Ravana. The sage Agasthiya Rishi 
advised Rama that he should visit Kumbakonam and stay for a few days while worshiping and 
praying to the Lord Kasi Viswanathar in Kumbakonam, he can get ‘Rudramsam’. Accordingly, 
Lord Rama visited Kumbakonam and offered his prayers to Lord Kasi Viswanathar and got 
Rudramsam imbibed in his body. Based on this, this place is also known asKaronam according 
to folklore. The old name of the place is Thirukkudanthai Karonam. This is situated on the west 
bank of the Mahamaham pond. 

 
When there was a huge flood inundating the whole earth and destroying all forms of life, 

Lord Brahma floated a Kumbha (vessel) containing Bheejam on the water. The Kumbha floated 
and drifted and reached the place Kumbakonam. On the day of MasiMagam, the Lord 
Kumbeswarar temple is the main location for offering prayers. The water here is known as 
Maha Magam theertham. The myth informed that the sacred river of Kasi – Ganges, also 
reaches and merges here in order to wash its sins away. So, this place Kumbakonam and the 
Kumbeswarar temple are sacred because of 3 elements – the Lord, the location, and the water 
(the pond/well). 

 
- theerththam has the consonants - the - Ra - the - ma - and the original Tamil word is 

thooimaiyaana thanneer / pure / holy water; thooimai - clean; thanneer - water.  

 
Masi masam means Tamil month - Masi 

Makam means festival. 
Adi Kumbeswarar Temple, Kumbakonam  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adi_Kumbeswarar_Temple,_Kumbakonam 

Adi Kumbeswarar Temple, Kumbakonam is a Hindu temple dedicated to the 
deity Shiva, located in the town of Kumbakonam in Thanjavur District Tamil Nadu, India. Shiva 
is worshiped as Adi Kumbeswarar, and is represented by the lingam. His consort Parvati is 
depicted as Mangalambigai Amman. The presiding deity is revered in the 7th century Tamil 
Saiva canonical work, the Tevaram, written by Tamil saint poets known as the Nayanmars and 
classified as Paadal Petra Sthalam. 

 
It is believed that the name of the town Kumbakonam is derived from the legend 

associated with Kumbeswarar Temple. "Kumbakonam", roughly translated in English as the 
"Jug's Corner", is believed to be an allusion to the mythical pot (kumbha) of 
the Hindu god Brahma that contained the seed of all living beings on earth. The kumbha is 
believed to have been displaced by a pralaya (dissolution of the universe) effected by Hindu 
god Shiva's arrow and ultimately came to rest at the spot where the town of Kumbakonam 
now stands. The nectar is believed to have fallen in two places - the Mahamaham tank and 
the Potramarai tank. This event is now commemorated in the Mahamaham festival held 
every 12 years. Kumbakonam was also formerly known by the Tamil name of 
Kudamukku. Kumbakonam is also identified with the Sangam age settlement of Kudavayil. 

- pralaya has the consonants - pa- Ra- la -and the original Tamil word is paeruoozhi / 

great deluge; periya- great; uoozhi- deluge. 

 
Holy bath interpretation;  

kumbakonam  is the  Sankritized  name  of the  original Tamil  name  kudanthai   which 
means  town/ city  ;  kudavaayil  is exactly  koattavaayil / kudivaayil; kudi / koattam - city; 
vaayil - the gate; Aryan Brahmins had Sanskritized the Tamil names of various towns of Tamil 
Nadu / ancient India; for example; Erumaiyur [the town of buffalo] was changed into Mysore.  
erumai - buffalo; uoor - village; kudanthai was misinterpreted as kudam which means pot in 
Tamil or kumbha in Sanskrit. 

Every temple has a  lotus pond  which signifies the amniotic  sac- panikudam in Tamil;  
pani - water; kudam - pot; the lotus signifies the baby; to have dip in the temple pond means  
new birth/ rebirth /  rejuvenation; 12 years indicates the duration of one revolution of Jupiter 
around the sun; 60 years cycle followed  in Tamil  calendar  is based on 5 full revolutions  of 
the Jupiter around sun; if a person could have more than 5 dips in the river / pond it means 
that he is gifted  to have  more than the average lifespan  of 60 years; that person is entitled 
to celebrate his 60th birthday / 60th  year marriage; it was not possible for all in the ancient 
past  as the average human life span was less than 60; Tamil Masi month belongs to Aquarius; 
hence a ritual dip in the temple pond is done  in the month of Masi in Kumbakoanam. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shiva
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_Nadu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shiva
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_language
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Holy dip is essentially a fertility ritual of Tamil people and the Aryan people are alien to 
that concept which made them to write false stories; holy bath can be equated in certain 
ways with ablution or baptism.    

 
Varadharaja Perumal Temple  

Varadharaja Perumal Temple or Hastagiri or Attiyuran is a Hindu temple dedicated 

to Vishnu located in the holy city of Kanchipuram, Tamil Nadu, India. It is one of 

the DivyaDesams, the 108 temples of Vishnu believed to have been visited by the 12 poet 

saints, or Alwars. It is located in a suburb of Kanchipuram known as the Vishnu Kanchi that is 

a home for many famous Vishnu temples. One of the greatest Hindu scholars of 

Vaishnava Vishisht advaita philosophy, Ramanuja is believed to have resided in this temple 

 

Atthi Varadar 

 

Atthi Varadaraja Perumal (Atthi Varadar), the 10 feet deity image, is made of 
the Atthi or the fig tree, and is stored in an underground chamber inside the temple tank 
which is called the Anantha Sarovaram/ Anantha Saras. It is brought out to worship for 48 
days after every 40 years. It is worshipped in the Vasantha Mantapam, which is located in the 
south-west corner of the temple. The AththiVaradar is worshipped in sleeping posture 
(Kidantha Thirukkolam or Sayana Kolam) in the first 24 days, followed by standing position 
(Nindra Thirukkolam) in the next 24 days.  

The icon, which was the presiding deity earlier, was hidden in the 16th century to 
protect from invaders; however, replaced by the current stone central icon when the wooden 
icon could not be traced. In 1709, the icon was accidentally rediscovered when the temple 
tank was emptied; thereafter the tradition of worshiping the deity once in 40 years was 
established. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vishnu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_Nadu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanchi
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Interpretation; 

 Fig tree is a fertility symbol as it gives fruits every year; the idol made from fig tree 

wood immersed in the pond signifies the growing fetus and the pond signifies the amniotic 

sac; consider 40 years as 40 weeks which is equal to 280 days of pregnancy; consider 24 days 

as 24 weeks; at 24 weeks pregnant, baby is positioned upright, with the head facing away 

from the cervix and birth canal. 

Temple car festival  

- thaer [Tamil] has the consonants – the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is thee oaarai; 

thee- fire; oaarai - star/ sun . 

- rath [Skt] has the consonants – Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is thaer /chariot. 

- rath [Skt] has the consonants – Ra- the - and the other interpretation  of the word is  

chariot [missing  letter- sa-]. 

- car [E] has the consonants -ka- Ra- and the original Tamil word is kaar.  

 
Temple cars are chariots that are used to carry representations of Hindu gods. 

Such chariots were primarily used in most temples in South India during festivals 

(rathothsavas) carrying gracefully decorated idols of gods and goddeness, and were drawn 

through street of town and village by hundreds of devotees. Ample reference to such 

festivities were usually conduct to commemorate foundation of temples, pray for the 

wellbeing of king, celebrate birthday of chieftains, births of marriage of princes, planetary 

conjunctions and events associated with astrological significance. Innumerable devotees 

would come out of their singing and dancing to pay homage to the deities being carried. 
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The Aazhi There is the biggest temple chariot in Tamil Nadu. The 30-foot-tall temple 

car, which originally weighed 220 ton, is raised to 96 feet with bamboo sticks and decorative 

clothes, taking its total weight to 350 tons. Mounted on the fully decorated temple car, the 

presiding deity – Lord Shiva – went around the four streets with the devotees pulling it using 

huge ropes. Two bulldozers were engaged to provide the required thrust so that devotees 

could  move the chariot . 

Interpretation;  

Temple car festival is not just bringing the idols out of the temple for street procession 

(rathothsavas); the car per se or the idol inside the car signifies the star / sun or the planet 

and the car procession signifies the movement of the sun / star / planet in the sky or in the 

milky way. 

Theppa Thiruvizha-Float festival 

Float festival is the one where idols are kept in a float which goes round the sacred 

pond. 

Float Festival - Madurai  

This festival is celebrated with great fun every year, during January- February. On this 

day, the Meenakshi temple remains closed for the full day, until evening. Early in the morning 

from the temple, the idols of lord Sundareshwarar & goddess Meenakshi are taken in a 

procession to Mari Amman tank in a float. 

 

Interpretation;  
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The sacred pond is the amniotic sac and the float is the growing / floating fetus.  
 

Floating lamps; 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_lantern 

 

 

The Floating Lamp is a type of lamp that floats on the surface of the water. It is 

also known as a river lamp or lake lamp etc, depending on the water body in which 

the water lamp is floated. The water lamp originated in India and later spread to 

Southeast Asia and East Asia due to influence of Hindu - Buddhist cultural diffusion. 

The water lamps in the Indian culture is seen in various traditional festivals and 

sacrifices, especially the festivals on the full moon day or Purnimas like the festivals 

on Kartik Purnima, across South and Southeast Asia including the Vesak 

Day, Deepavali, Boita Bandana, LoiKrathong, Bon Om Touk, Songkran 

Festival, Lantern Festival, Mid - Autumn Festival, Water Festival, etc., have simple 

lamps and are made of plant materials such as flowers and leaves. The main meaning 

of the water lights in these areas is to worship the gods, send away the disasters, and 

welcome happiness. Some young men and women will also pray for a good marriage 

with water lamps. Water lanterns are also believed to guide the souls in the water. 

The floating lamps of the river; the river signifies the milky way and the lamps are the 

sparkling stars. 
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Raksha Bandhan, also Rakshabandhan, or Rakhi, is a popular, traditionally Hindu, 

annual rite, or ceremony, which is central to a festival of the same name, celebrated in India, 

Nepal and other parts of the Indian subcontinent, and among people around the world 

influenced by theHindu culture. On this day, sisters of all ages tie a talisman, or amulet, called 

the rakhi, around the wrists of their brothers, symbolically protecting them, receiving a gift in 

return, and traditionally investing the brothers with a share of the responsibility of their 

potential care.  

Raksha Bandhan is observed on the last day of the Hindu lunar calendar month 

of Shraavana, which typically falls in August. The expression "Raksha Bandhan,"Sanskrit, 

literally, "the bond of protection, obligation, or care," is now principally applied to this ritual. 

Until the mid-20th-century, the expression was more commonly applied to a similar ritual, also 

held on the same day, with precedence in ancient Hindu texts, in which a domestic priest ties 

amulets, charms, or threads on the wrists of his patrons, or changes their sacred thread, and 

receives gifts of money; in some places, this is still the case. In contrast, the sister-brother 

festival, with origins in folk culture, had names which varied with location, with some 

rendered as Saluno, Silono, and Rakri. A ritual associated with Saluno included the sisters 

placing shoots of barley behind the ears of their brothers. 

- Rakhi has the consonants -  Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil word  is kayeiru – rope  

- bandan has the consonants - pa - an - the – [ an-] - and the original Tamil word  is 

pinaiththidu – to bind; bind [E] = pinaiththidu; pantham / sontham – relation.  

- raksa [protect / Skt]  has the consonants - Ra- ka-[- sa--] - and the  original Tamil  word 

 

2.57. Raksha Bandan 
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is uyirai kaakka / to save the life; uyir - life; kaakka - save.  

- Raksha Bandhan has the consonants - Ra - ka - sa - pa- an-  the- an – and the  original 

Tamil  meaning  of the word is  annan  /thampi -yin  mani kattil kaappu kayeiru kattu– 

to tie the protective rope  around  the wrist  of elder / younger  brother;  annan - elder 

brother; thampi – youger brother; mani kattu – wrist; kaappu - protection; kayeiru - 

rope; kattu - tie.  

Interpretation; 
 Although  tying the rakhi originated within the family  circle between sisters and 

brothers ,  the ritual has now  become  a culture  accepting  neighbors and friends as sisters 
and brothers;  rakhi  is tied  by the sister around the wrist of  her brother with the  inner 
motivation  of  avoiding  castration  fear  and expecting  equal share  from him  .   

In countries such as USA and UK, the Indian communities invite their local friends to tie 
the specially designed rakhi on their wrists and embrace them as their siblings away from 
home. Such festive occasions help in creating as well as maintaining a harmonious 
relationship between themselves; here the motivation  of the females  is to avoid their 
castration  fear from  locals and friends. 
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https://velivada.com/2018/03/07/caste-in-bhagavad-gita/ 

Religious texts all over the world have set a fundamental element of common values 

and morals. TheBhagavad Gita has influenced the culture and shaped the mindset of people 

in India, as it offers guidelines to live in a certain way. By examining the teachings of 

Bhagavad Gita we can understand the type of culture or society it promotes. TheBhagavad 

Gita is one of the eighteenSmritis and it stands closer to Manusmriti in terms of teachings and 

the type of philosophy it preaches. “To find truth or seek enlightenment through Gita is a 

rubbish idea and all those who preach such kind of nonsense are either gullible or of 

Brahminical mindset.”-Dr B. R. Ambedkar 

TheBhagavad Gita assigns different castes, different responsibilities, which are not 

different from the four varna duties assigned by the other Brahminical scriptures (such as 

read PurushaSukta 10:90 of Rig Veda, which says in verse 12, “The Brahman was his mouth, of 

both his arms was the Rājanya made. His thighs became the Vaiśya, from his feet the Śūdra 

was produced.”). Fulfilling the ‘dharma’, sacred duties as assigned to each varna is the key 

notion of the Bhagavad Gita. Warnings of never to violate the caste laws and ‘fear’ factors are 

included in the verses so that people don’t deviate from following the caste duties. Caste 

duties remain the same throughout the life hence one should focus on his caste duties only. 

By doing so, theBhagavad Gita shapes a rigid caste hierarchy. 

 

 2.58. The Philosophy of the Aryan People / Indian 
Vedic Brahmins  

https://velivada.com/2018/03/07/caste-in-bhagavad-gita/
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Those who say, ‘oh, karma decides your varna or caste’; I have a question for them. 

How many Brahmins have you ever seen been degraded to ‘untouchables’ status? You can 

look into the history books and answer if you can find any. ‘An idiot son of Brahmin’ will 

always be considered worth more than a doctorate degree holder Dalit because Brahmins’ 

religious scriptures preach so. 

Further, Bhagavad Gita is full of contradictions – both at the fundamental level and at 

the highest level of philosophical discourse. What is said in one chapter is contradicted in the 

very next chapter. TheBhagavad Gita (verse 9:32)degrades the status of women and it 

proclaims that women were born from wombs of sin. 

Throughout history, the so called lower castes have risen against oppression and have 

rebelled against the caste system. The threat that the so-called lower castes might pose in 

future is taken care of in such verses (3:26 and 3:35). TheBhagavad Gita makes sure that one 

doesn’t rebel or encourage others to rise against the oppression and instructs to keep on 

following the prescribed caste duties. 

In the Bhagavad Gita, promises of attaining better next life if people would devote 

themselves to their caste duties (and punishment if they don’t) encourage the so-called lower 

castes to endure suffering at the hands of oppressors. Verses 6:41 and 6:45 of the Bhagavad 

Gita,state that a person will continue to suffer until he is reborn to a higher caste and the only 

way to be reborn into a higher caste is to accept one’s caste responsibilities and accept 

suffering in the current life. 

TheBhagavad Gita is neither moral nor progressive; it is the antithesis of everything 

that is progressive and desirable in this world, and it indeed is the Bible of bondage and 

slavery. It is anti-human rights and anti-human values. It is a sad day if Indians are still under 

the delusion that it is their salvation. The sooner we recognize the Gita for what it is, the 

better for India and the world. – V.R. Narla, author of ‘The truth about the Gita’ 

https://velivada.com/2018/02/16/manusmriti-parashara-sm%e1%b9%9biti-casteist-

anti-women-verses/ 

 

- smriti has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma - Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is  Thiru 

Marai-holy  scripture; thiru - holy.   

- smriti has the consonants - sa -ma - Ra - the – and the  original Tamil word is  

sooththiram. 

- smriti has the consonants - sa  -ma - Ra - the – and the other interpretation of the word 

is sasthram. 

https://velivada.com/2018/02/16/manusmriti-parashara-sm%e1%b9%9biti-casteist-anti-women-verses/
https://velivada.com/2018/02/16/manusmriti-parashara-sm%e1%b9%9biti-casteist-anti-women-verses/
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- smriti has the consonants - sa -ma - Ra - the – and the other interpretation of the word 

is sanathanadharma. 

Most of the times Shoodras become pure by gifting Brahmins some stuff or cows! 

Women are not free, hell lots of restrictions and controlling methods are discussed in the 

book. You get impure when someone is born in your home! Brahmins never get impure, keep 

on touching their feet! On occasions Smriti says, a Shoodra is pure by the making of a gift only 

e.g. in case of being bitten by worms, Shoodra is pure by making a gift to the Brahmins. The 

whole Smriti is about glorifying Brahmins and demeaning other varnas and the whole women 

society. No matter how idiot aBrahmin is, he is still better than others. This is what the centre 

point of the whole books. 

Apart from the whole chapter 9 dedicated to ‘Service to cow’, throughout the book, 

there are various verses in which the cow is glorified and how one should give respect to 

cows and follow the footsteps of cows,offering cows to Brahmins. How one should use all his 

strength to get the cow out of the ditch if she falls. How killing a cow would lead to sins, 

punishments involved for injuring cows and saving a cow's life can get your sins washed. 

What kind of ropes you should use to tie cows and much more nonsense, literally. I wonder if 

this is a religious book of cows or do - it - yourself farming guide! How one should not conceal 

killing of the cow from Brahmins, otherwise will go to hell. Pay Brahmins and get punishment 

and you will be saved, this is what chapter 9 talks about. 

In many cases as a punishment, there is shaving of the head but there is a way out by 

paying double fees to Brahmins! Another thing that must be noticed is how it is still followed; 

every now and then we can hear how Dalits heads were shaved and paraded in the 

village/city.It justifies child marriages by making parents feel guilt and shame. Further, it is 

interesting to read how ParasharaSmriti asks people from other caste groups when they are 

bitten by worms to purify with cow urine and cow dung but for Shudra and Chandala purity 

comes by giving gifts to Brahmins! Further, purity for Shudra women while in their period is 

also achieved by giving gifts to Brahmins but for other groups such Brahmins, Kshatriyaetc it is 

through fast or purity comes automatically after certain days! They enslaved us justifying with 

their religious scriptures.  

 

“Pearls”fromParashara Smriti 
Chapter – 1 

64. The highest virtue for a Shoodra is to serve the members of the regenerate castes. 

Fruitless for him is everything else that he may do. 
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67. By drinking the milk of a tawny cow, by cohabiting with a woman of the Brahmin 

caste, by discussing the sense of the words of the Veda, a Shoodra becomes a Chandala 

(Lowest sect) 

Chapter – 2 
2. A Brahmin who regularly performs the six ceremonies, may also betake himself to 

agriculture. [The six ceremonies have been enumerated in ch. I., S'loka 39. Madhava says that 

the causal form ' karayet,' in connection with the practice of agriculture allowed in the Kali to 

the priestly class, has a special meaning: — he says that a Brahmana must employ plough 

men of the lower caste in carrying on his agricultural operations; he is not permitted himself 

to hold the plough. 

TheBrahmins were nomadic pastoral people; they did not have the life of  Marutham as 

that of the Tamil people; they did not know the art of agriculture; hence they really did not 

know the way to handle a plough; to deny that truthParasharaSmriti had proclaimed that 

theAryans were prohibited to handle  the plough; unlike the Marutham Tamil people the 

Aryan nomads had no opportunity  to handle weapons; they knew nothing except their 

pseudo-philosophical ideas;  that was the truth; Bala Raman had the plough only to 

brainwash the common peasants to accept the Aryan way of worship and their god Vishnu.  

10. By cutting trees,by rending the earth, and by destroying insects and worms, what 

sin is incurred by a tiller of the soil is removed by the sacrifice on the threshing floor.[The 

sacrifice on the threshing floor consists of gifts of paddy at that place. 

The fact was that the Aryan people who had never entered the Marutham agricultural 

life, did not invent any agricultural weapons and they did not know the art of using them to 

make the forest lands into agricultural lands. 

11. He who refrains from making gifts to Brahmans, when he stands at the foot of the 

heaped-up paddy, is a thief; he is the wicked of all possible sinners; he should be proclaimed 

as a Brahman-killer. 

Great Tamil sage ThiruValluvar’s  reply was that: 

Thirukkural - 1031. 

Howe'er they roam, the world must follow still the plougher's team;  

Though toilsome, culture of the ground as noblest toil esteem. 

Meaning;Agriculture, though laborious, is the most excellent form of labor for people, though 

they go about [in search of various employment], have at last to resort to the farmer. 

Thirukural – 1033. 

Who plowing eat their food, they truly live: 
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The rest to others bend subservient, eating what they give. 

  Meaning; They alone live who live by agriculture; all others lead a cringing, dependent life. 

Thirukkural - 1064;  

ThiruValluvar‘sreactiontowards the begging behavior of the Brahmins From the 

peasants for the paddy was that; 

Who ne'er consent to beg in utmost need, their worth 

  Has excellence of greatness that transcends the earth. 

Meaning; Even the whole world cannot sufficiently praise the dignity that would not 

beg even in the midst of destitution. 

12. By making a gift of one-sixth part to the sovereign of the land, one twenty-first for 

the sake of the gods, and one-thirtieth to the Brahmin caste, one is freed from all sins. 

  Chapter - 4 

If a woman meets not her lord, on the day that her monthly courses stop, — she after death 

goes to hell, -- and becomes a widow in repeated births. 

If the husband meets not his wife on the day that her monthly courses cease, and she is near 

at hand, he incurs the awful sin of having killed a fetus. There is not the slightest doubt 

herein. 

If a woman despises her husband, because he is either poor, or diseased, or a dunce, — she, 

after death, is born a bitch, or a sow, again and again. 

Chapter – 6 

9. For killing a mouse, a cat, a snake, a monster snake, or the dundubha snake, a 

number of Brahmans should be fed with krisara, (Khichri, — rice, ghee and peas or sesamum 

cooked together) and the gratuity should be an iron rod. 

26. For drinking water raised from a well, into which a Chandala's pot has been dipped, 

purity may be restored by drinking for three nights cow's urine in which half-ripe barley has 

been blended. 

Chapter - 7 

5. When the twelfth year is reached by the female child, if the guardian does not give 

her away in marriage, her forefathers drink, without interruption, during each succeeding 

month, whatever blood is passed in her courses. 
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7. If a Brahman, deluded by ignorance and pride, comes to marry a girl of the aforesaid 

kind, he does not deserve to be spoken to; food should never be partaken in company with 

him: that Brahman becomes the husband of a Shoodra girl. 

Chapter – 8 

25.Even a Brahman of a bad character deserves respect; but not so a Shoodra, even 

though his passions may have been subdued by him. Who would quit a wicked cow, and try 

to milk a docile female ass? 

The  great  sage ThiruValluvar’sreply  was that; 

Thirukkural - 972. 

All men that live are one in circumstances of birth;  

Diversities of works give each his special worth. 

Meaning; All human beings agree as regards their birth but differ as regards their 

characteristics, because of the different qualities of their actions. 

Thirukkural - 30. 

Towards all that breathe, with seemly graciousness adorned they live;  

And thus to virtue's sons the name of 'Anthanar' men give. 

Meaning; The virtuous are truly called anthanar/ Brahmin; because in their conduct 

towards all creatures they are clothed in kindness. 

Thirukkural - 134. 

Though he forget, the Brahman may regain his Vedic lore; 

   Failing in 'decorum due,' birthright gone for evermore. 

A Brahmin though he should forget Vedas may recover it by reading; but if he fails in 

propriety of conduct even his high birth will be destroyed.   

Thirukkural - 409.   

Lower are men unlearned, though noble be their race, 

   Than low-born men adorned with learning's grace 
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Meaning; The unlearned  though born in a high caste are not equal in dignity to the 

learned; though they have been born in a lower caste. 

Thirukkural - 505. 

Of greatness and of meanness too,  

The deeds of each are touchstone true. 

Meaning ; A man’s deeds are the touchstone of his greatness and littleness. 

29. If the king intends to lay down the law, disregarding what the Brahmans say, — the 

sin is multiplied a hundredfold, and, so increased, affects the king. 

42. The killer of a cow, who has feasted the members of the Brahman caste, will 

undoubtedly be free from sin. 

Chapter - 9 

58. In this world, if a person, who has been guilty of the sin of killing a cow, makes an 

attempt to conceal the fact, undoubtedly he goes to the frightful hell Kalasutra. 

59. Released from that hell, he is born again in the mortal world, a feeble and impotent 

man, leprous and wretched, for seven successive existences. 

Chapter - 10 

4. Having performed the penance, a feast should be given to Brahmans; a pair of 

clothes, and a couple of cattle, forms the fee for the Brahmans. 

31. If a Brahman female goes away, although not accompanied by a paramour, still her 

relatives must give her up; for fear that she may have had, after her departure from the 

house, sexual intercourse with a hundred men. 

Thirukkural - 54. 

If woman might of chastity retain, 

   What choicer treasure does the world contain? 

 Meaning; What is more excellent than a wife, if she possesses the stability of chastity. 

We can understand from this verse that Saint ThiruValluvarhimself was harboring  

patriarchal thinking about womanhood in those times as that of the Aryan people.      

Chapter - 11 

52. If one strikes a Brahman even with a wisp of grass, or drags him with a piece of 

cloth thrown round his neck; or wins even a lawsuit against him; he should bow down and 

beg pardon. 
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“Pearls”  fromManu  Smriti 

4.61 Let him not dwell in a country where the rulers are Shoodras,nor in one which is 

surrounded by unrighteous men, nor in one which has become  subject to heretics, nor in one 

swarming with men of the lowest castes. 

8.21.The kingdom of that monarch, who looks on while a Shoodrasettles the law, will 

sink (low), like a cow in a morass. 

8.22. That kingdom where Shoodras are very numerous, which is infested by atheists 

and destitute of twice-born (inhabitants), soon entirely perishes, afflicted by famine and 

disease. 

8.267. A Kshatriya, having defamed a Brahmana, shall be fined one hundred (panas); a 

Vaisya one hundred and fifty or two hundred; a Shoodra shall suffer corporal punishment. 

8.270. A once-born man (a Shoodra), who insults a twice-born man with gross 

invective, shall have his tongue cut out; for he is of low origin. 

8.353. For by (adultery) is caused a mixture of the castes (varna) among men; thence 

(follows) sin, which cuts up even the roots and causes the destruction of everything. 

8.380. Let him never slay a Brahmana, though he has committed all (possible) crimes; 

let him banish such an (offender), leaving all his property (to him) and (his body) unhurt. 

8.381. No greater crime is known on earth than slaying a Brahmana; a king, therefore, must 

not even conceive in his mind the thought of killing a Brahmana. 

7.37. Let the king, after rising early in the morning, worship Brahmanas who are well versed 

in the threefold sacred science and learned (in polity), and follow their advice. 

During the Mauryan [?Maaran / Maravan] period of  600 hundred  years , the Aryan  

priests learnt the lesson that they were inferior to kings and without the help of the rulers it 

would not be possible to promote their gods, their pseudo-magical beliefs by doing homams, 

and their pseudo-philosophical ideas about atma / self uniting with the Brahma; that made 

them to go for a compromise with the kings of the Gupta period and it was no doubt that the 

Gupta period was the golden period for the Aryan priests; the kings were also in need of the 

Aryan priests, since the priests were able to see thatthe commoners’ anger had not turned 

against the rulers by their pseudo-philosophical ideas like atma, swargha and the magico- 

religious rituals like homam / dosam.  

ThiruValluvar’ s [ 300BCE ] advice to the king  was that; 

Thirukkural- 385 

A king is he who treasure gains, stores up, defends, 
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And duly for his kingdom's wealth expends. 

Thirukkural - 388 

Who guards the realm and justice strict maintains,  

That king as god o'er subject people reigns. 

Thirukkural - 390 

Gifts, grace, right scepter, care of people's weal;  

These four a light of dreaded kings reveal. 

Thirukkural - 501 

How treats he virtue, wealth and pleasure? How, when life's at stake, 

   Comports himself? This four-fold test of man will full assurance make. 

Let (a minister) be chosen, after he has been tried by means of these four things, viz,-

his virtue, (love of) money, (love of) sexual pleasure, and tear of (losing) life. 

Thirukkural - 543. 

Learning and virtue of the sages spring,  

From all-controlling scepter of the king. 

Thirukural - 546. 

Not lance gives kings the victory, 

But scepter swayed with equity. 

7.136. Whatever meritorious acts (such a Brahmana) performs under the full 

protection of the king, thereby the king’s length of life, wealth, and kingdom increase. 

9.3. Her father protects (her) in childhood, her husband protects (her) in youth, and her 

sons protect (her) in old age; a woman is never fit for independence 

9.14. Women do not care for beauty, nor is their attention fixed on age; (thinking), ’(It 

is enough that) he is a man,’they give themselves to the handsome and to the ugly. 

9.18. For women no (sacramental) rite (is performed) with sacred texts, thus the law is 

settled; women (who are) destitute of strength and destitute of (the knowledge of) Vedic 

texts, (are as impure as) falsehood (itself), that is a fixed rule. 

9.189. The property of a Brahmana must never be taken by the king, that is a settled 

rule; but (the property of men) of other castes the king may take on failure of all (heirs). 
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9.317. A Brahmana, be he ignorant or learned, is a great divinity, just as the fire, whether 

carried forth (for the performance of a burnt-oblation) or not carried forth, is a great 

divinity. 

9.322. Kshatriyas prosper not without Brahmanas,Brahmanas prosper not without 

Kshatriyas; Brahmanas and Kshatriyas, being closely united, prosper in this (world) and in the 

next. 

10.122. But let a (Shoodra) serve Brahmanas, either for the sake of heaven, or with a 

view to both (this life and the next); for he who is called the servant of a Brahmana thereby 

gains all his ends. 

10.129. No collection of wealth must be made by a Shoodra, even though he is able 

(to do it); for a Shoodra who has acquired wealth, gives pain to Brahmanas. 

11.6. One should give, according to one’s ability, wealth to Brahmanas learned in the 

Veda and living alone; (thus) one obtains after death heavenly bliss. 

Thirukkural - 1064 

Who ne'er consent to beg in utmost need, their worth 

Has excellence of greatness that transcends the earth. 

Meaning; Even the whole world cannot sufficiently praise the dignity that would not 

beg even in the midst of destitution. 

11.206. But he who, intending to hurt a Brahmana, has threatened (him with a stick 

and the like) shall remain in hell for a hundred years; he who (actually) struck him, during one 

thousand years. 

11.235. (The pursuit of sacred) knowledge is the austerity of a Brahmana, protecting 

(the people) is the austerity of a Kshatriya, (the pursuit of) his daily business is the austerity of 

a Vaisya, and service the austerity of a Shoodra. 

Lord Krishna says, 

  “Whenever there is a decline of dharma and ascendance of dharma, I manifest in a body”  

The possession attacks exhibited by the Tamil people / women / priests in temple 

festivals were the model behind the avatar of the Aryan Vishnu. 

- Dharma has the consonants– the - Ra - ma - and the original Tamil word is aramudaimai 

- virtuous. 

- Dharma has the consonants– the - Ra - ma - and the original Tamil word is Thiru Marai - 

holy scriptures. 

- Dharma has the consonants – the - Ra - ma - and the original Tamil word is   nadaimurai 

unmai – the truth. 
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- Dharma has the consonants – the - Ra - ma - and the original Tamil word is Thiru 

Mudiyoan. 

- Dharma has the consonants – the - Ra - ma - and the original Tamil word is Thampiraan 

[missing letter- pa-]- king. 

- Numbudri has the consonants – an - pa – the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is Thiru 

Nampi -priest. 

- Priest has the consonants – pa - Ra -[ -sa-] – the - and the original Tamil word is  Thiru 

Nampi - priest. 

- Krishna has the consonants –ka - Ra –[ -sa -] - an - and the original Tamil word is  

karuppaiyyan [missing letter- pa-]- black person / god. 

- Krishna has the consonants –ka- Ra – [ -sa -] - an - and the other interpretation of the 

word is Negro. 

- Krishna has the consonants –ka - Ra –[ -sa -] - an - and the original Tamil word is kariya 

niram / kariyavannam – black color.  

- Atma has the consonants - the– ma - and the original Tamil word is manathu -  mind.  

- Mind has the consonants - ma – an – the- and the original Tamil word is manathu – 

mind.  

- Anma has the consonants – an – ma - and the original Tamil word is manam-  soul / 

mind; unmai - truth. 

- Paraiyan has the consonants pa - Ra –an - and the interpretation of the word is 

Brahmin. 

- Paraiyan has the consonants pa - Ra – an - and the interpretation of the word is 

paeraraiyan / paerarasan [missing letter- sa-]- emperor; periya - great; arasan - king; 

Pariyah = poaryaeru - valiant one. 

Kirishna’s Dharma is upholding the supremacy of Aryan Brahmins and suppression of 

the native people of India –Tamils;adharma means destabilization of the caste system; that is 

the reason Aryan people are against the Valentine’s day celebration. What was the purpose 

of Parasurama avatar?; it was to kill his own mother Renuka because of the shared delusion 

of infidelity with his Brahmin father; it was to capture the lands unethically from non- 

Brahmins and give it to Numbudri / ThiruNampi Brahmins; that was the dharma preached by 

lord Krishna. 

 What was the purpose of Vamana avatar? ; it was to kill a good king Bali  –,  worshiped 

by theKeralites and the Marattiyas, who was against the Aryan way of worshiping and against 
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ashwamedha yaga; that was the Dharma preached by lord Krishna; the purpose of Rama 

avatar was to uproot the remaining matriarchal customs of the Tamil society; What was the  

purpose of Krishna avatar? It was to ensure that there should be no threats to Manu Smirthi 

and ParasharaSmriti with the rise of Buddhism around 2300 BC. Pseudo-philosophical 

teachings of theAryan people;  

“the soul is not born; nor does it  die; it is not destroyed when the body is destroyed”. 

 “Atma can never be torn by arrows, burnt  by  fire, washed away by floods, lifted by 

winds …” 

 “As you remove clothes and wear new oneathma also leaves … and occupies new 

bodies”.  

Those were the statements uttered by Krishna to convince Arjuna to kill his relatives in 

the war; well !; These ideas are nothing but Freudian ego defense mechanisms called 

‘intellectualization’; you do something wrong! Yet you can always intellectualize it; for 

example; if someone had failed to give enough medical care to his old ailing mother, he could 

escape from the guilt by saying that she had died because of old age.  

The conversation between Yama and Nachiketa about death / after death and about  

atma / self was narrated [in Katha Upanishad] under a compulsion by the nomadic Aryans 

since they cremated the dead  body / of their ancestors instead of burying  as done by the 

more civilized Marutham Tamil people who had a settled life. 

 If Arjuna had asked ThiruValluvarfor a second opinion regarding the atma/ self concept 

of Krishna his answer would have been the following one.  

Thirukkural - 423 - 300BCE.  

Though things diverse from diverse sages' lips we learn, 

'Tis wisdom's part in each the true thing to discern. 

Meaning; To discern the truth in everything, by whomsoever spoken, is wisdom. 

When the Aryan priests were talking under intoxication of the psychedelic drug soma 

about the atma / soul  uniting with the Brahma, consider the following rational scientific 

thinking of the Tamil sage Thiru Valluvar- 300BCE. 

Thirukkural – 392. 

The twain that lore of numbers and of letters give  

Are eyes, the wise declare, to all on earth that live. 

Meaning - Letters and numbers are the two eyes of man. 
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Thirukkural- 948. 

Disease, its cause, what may abate the ill:  

Let leech examine these, then use his skill 

Meaning; Let the physician enquire into the nature of disease, its cause and method of 

cure and treat it according to medical rule. 

Homam 

“How did the Aryan nomads become powerful in their alien land?“ 

Common people were in search of the solution for their varied miseries and long 

sufferings; they could not understand that it was because of the improper sharing of the 

common wealth done by the kings in alliance with greedy merchants and the cunning Aryan 

priests; the following solutions as given by ThiruValluvar did not suit them to solve their day – 

to-day sufferings; they were in need of instant solutions. The Aryan priests caught hold of 

them and gave very simple and instant solutions to solve all their miseries of the world and to 

attain prosperity and to reach paradise by their magical rituals like homam, pithru 

tharppanam and dosam. The Aryan priests offered solutions to all sorts of problems of day – 

to-day life of the common people, like evil eye, black magic, poverty, prosperity, sufferings, 

sickness, longevity, rain,  good agricultural yield, famine, infertility; impotency; male child; 

wellbeing of the future generations/ dead ancestors. 

Thirukkural-616. 

Labor will produce wealth, idleness will bring poverty. 

Thirukkural-619. 

Although it is said that, through fate, it cannot be attained, yet labour with bodily 

exertion will yield its reward. 

Thirukkural -1022. 

The manly act and knowledge full, when these combine in deed prolonged, then 

lengthens out the race’s line. 

Thirukkural- 479. 

The prosperity of him who lives without knowing the measure [of his property] will 

perish, even while it seems to continue.  

The advice of Kaniyan Poonkundranar was also not taken up by the common people. 

Who is Kaniyan Poonkundranar?;https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaniyan Pungundranar. 

Kaniyan Poongundranar was an influential Tamil philosopher from the Sangam 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaniyan
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age between 6th century BCE and 1st century CE. His name Kaniyan implies that he was a 

Kaala Kanithar (astrologer) (kaala kanitham in Tamil literally means mathematics of date, 

time and place). Kaniyan was born and brought up in Mahibalanpatti, a village panchayat in 

Tamil Nadu's Sivaganga district. He composed two poems in Puṟanāṉūṟu and Natrinai. His 

famous Tamil quote "Yaadhum Oore Yaavarum Kelir" is at present depicted in the United 

Nations Organization.  

To us all towns are our own, everyone is our kin, 

Life's good comes not from others' gifts, nor ill, 

Pains and pain's relief are from within, 

Death's no new thing, nor do our bosoms thrill 

When joyous life seems like a luscious draught. 

When grieved, we patient suffer; for, we deem 

This much-praised life of ours a fragile raft 

Borne down the waters of some mountain stream 

That o'er huge boulders roaring seeks the plain 

Tho' storms with lightning's flash from darkened skies. 

Descend, the raft goes on as fates ordain. 

Thus have we seen in visions of the wise! 

We marvel not at the greatness of the great; 

Still less despise we men of low estate. 

KaniyanPoongundran, Purananuru - 192 

(Adapted from translation by G.U.Pope, 1906) 

Poongundranar rejected division of mankind into various categories and emphasised 

the universality of all humans. The Tamil bards and intellectuals of the time of Poongundranar 

and those preceding his age considered that all humans, whatever their rank or station in life, 

were alike. Poongundranar states that the wooden log is carried by the water in its direction 

and similarly postulates that everything in life will also follow Natural law. This he calls 'Way 

of Order'. 

Principles of the Way of Order 

• Throughout his poem, Poongundranar lays down the principles of his version 

of natural law. The first part of the poem deals with the basic principles of the 

'Way of Order) which is his term for natural law. 
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• Every human of every town is of the same value because they are related. Hence, 

all people should be bound by one, same moral and legal code. 

• Goodand evil do not come from others. Hence, humans are liable for both the 

pleasure and suffering they feel. 

• Death is a natural part of the cycle of life, it is not new. Hence, this life must be 

made use of to its full potential. 

• Yet, life should neither be full of pleasure nor full of storms of suffering. Hence, 

life should be full of plenitude. 

Allegory of the raft 

Poongundranar further goes on to explain these principles with an example of a raft. 

He compares birth to lightning, suggesting it can happen spontaneously anywhere. 

He gives an example of a raft which is allegorical to human life going downstream a 

steep hill, having a perilous journey through boulders and faces its climax [just as in 

wisemen's vision which is death]. 

He concludes that since everyone's life is like the raft's journey, it is irrational to 

magnify the accomplished people and even worse to diminish less accomplished people, 

because everyone goes through similar tribulations whatever their social state might be. 

Ayushhomam is performed to love the god of life (AyurDevata). As a rule, this homam 

is performed once a year upon the arrival of the star in which the child is conceived. It is 

performed on the star (nakshatra) conception date of the child. It bestows life span, and great 

wellbeing. Ayushhomam is essential that it must be carried out on the first conception date.It 

might be performed on a month to month premise. 

To ease from different sorts of issues and to get money, riches and high return of 

farming generation, to grow & create Vamsa vrudhi (Dynasty) one ought to perform Chandi 

Parayanam, Homam, they will unquestionably give compelling results. One ought to perform 

Chandi saptashati parayanam, as indicated by Vedic customs lastly end with Chandi Homam; 

these brilliant words were truly talked by Devi Jagadambika in the History. Hence if Chandi 

Parayanam, homam is performed any work is possible in this universe. 

The motivation behind the Chandi Homam is to clear any problems in development 

inside and remotely for an individual or a gathering of individuals. The mantra for Chandi Devi 

is called Navakshari or the unified with nine syllables. The center of the homam function 

http://www.vedicfolks.com/health/karma-remedies/homams/ayush-homam-.html
http://www.vedicfolks.com/health/karma-remedies/homams/chandi-homam.html
http://www.vedicfolks.com/homam.html
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includes recitation of Durga Saptashati or seven hundred verses in recognition of the Goddess 

Durga. With the recitation of each one verse, offerings are made in peace-making fire 

invoking the Goddess. The advantages of this homam are accomplishment of wellbeing, 

riches, flourishing, life span, nourishment, descendants, acclaim, achievement, quality, 

evacuation of apprehensions, afflictions and so forth. This is an involved custom and expenses 

significantly all the more another homam. 

Sudarshana homam is performed for Lord Sudarshana. The homam should be 

performed with nice relevancy deha, manas and sthanashuddam. It is believed that a 

chakram formation of the flames (in the homa kundam) might be seen at the conclusion of 

the homam. Lord Sudarshana clears all the bad effects of the looking (drushti). It’s believed 

that this homam may alleviate the sufferings particularly once (the last rites of the departed 

soul aren’t performed properly which could generally lead to the sufferings of the relative 

happiness to later generations. 

Ganapathi Homam ought to be performed on all auspicious occasions. 

Performing Ganapathi Homam once in every year can provide prosperity. Lord ganesh deity 

(elephant faced God) is usually loved before beginning any Pooja or Homa. Lord Hindu deity 

removes all obstacles. Lord Hindu deity is additionally called ‘Vigneshwara’ [vigna + Eswara] 

which implies the lord WHO removes all obstructions (Vighna). There are several mantras to 

propitiate Lord Hindu deity. By and enormous there are fifty six totally different postures and 

mantras for Lord Vinayaka. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.vedicfolks.com/entrepreneurship/karma-remedies/homams/maha-sudharshana-homam-.html
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Bhagiratha and the Ganges  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continental_drift 

 Continental drift is the hypothesis that the Earth's continents have moved over 

geologic time relative to each other, thus appearing to have "drifted" across the ocean bed. 

The speculation that continents might have 'drifted' was first put forward by Abraham 

Ortelius in 1596. The concept was independently and more fully developed by Alfred 

Wegener in 1912, but his hypothesis was rejected by many for lack of any motive 

mechanism. Arthur Holmes later proposed mantle convection for that mechanism. The idea 

of continental drift has since been subsumed by the theory of plate tectonics, which explains 

that the continents move by riding on plates of the Earth's lithosphere. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subduction 

According to the theory of plate tectonics, the Earth's lithosphere, its rigid outer shell, 

is broken into sixteen larger tectonic plates and several smaller plates. These are in slow 

motion, due to convection in the underlying ductile mantle. This process of convection allows 

heat generated by radioactive decay to escape from the Earth's interior.  

 

2.59. Bhagiratha and the Ganges 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continental_drift
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subduction
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The lithosphere consists of the outermost light crust plus the uppermost rigid portion 

of the mantle. Oceanic lithosphere ranges in thickness from just a few km for young 

lithosphere created at mid-ocean ridges to around 100 km (62 mi) for the oldest oceanic 

lithosphere. Continental lithosphere is up to 200 km (120 mi) thick. The lithosphere is 

relatively cold and rigid compared with the underlying asthenosphere, and so tectonic plates 

move as solid bodies atop the asthenosphere. Individual plates often include both regions of 

the oceanic lithosphere and continental lithosphere. 

Subduction zones are where the cold oceanic lithosphere sinks back into the mantle 

and are recycled. They are found at convergent plate boundaries, where the oceanic 

lithosphere of one plate converges with the less dense lithosphere of another plate. The 

heavier oceanic lithosphere is overridden by the leading edge of the other plate. The 

overridden plate (the slab) sinks at an angle of approximately twenty-five to seventy-five 

degrees to Earth's surface. This sinking is driven by the temperature difference between the 

slab and the surrounding asthenosphere, as the colder oceanic lithosphere has, on average, a 

greater density. Sediments and some trapped water are carried downwards by the slab and 

recycled into the deep mantle. 

Earth is so far the only planet where subduction is known to occur, and subduction 

zones are its most important tectonic feature. Subduction is the driving force behind plate 

tectonics, and without it, plate tectonics could not occur. Oceanic subduction zones are 

located along 55,000 km (34,000 mi) of convergent plate margins, almost equal to the 

cumulative 60,000 km (37,000 mi) of mid-ocean ridges. 

Geophysicist Jack Oliver is credited with providing seismologic evidence supporting 

plate tectonics which encompassed and superseded continental drift with the article 

"Seismology and the New Global Tectonics", published in 1968, using data collected from 

seismologic stations, including those he set up in the South Pacific. The modern theory 

of plate tectonics, refining Wegener, explains that there are two kinds of crust of different 

composition: continental crust and oceanic crust, both floating above a much deeper "plastic" 

mantle. Continental crust is inherently lighter. Oceanic crust is created at spreading centers, 

and this, along with subduction, drives the system of plates in a chaotic manner, resulting in 

continuous orogeny and areas of isostatic imbalance. 

Evidence for the movement of continents on tectonic plates is now extensive. Similar 

plant and animal fossils are found around the shores of different continents, suggesting that 

they were once joined. The fossils of Mesosaurus, a freshwater reptile rather like a small 

crocodile, found both in Brazil and South Africa, are one example; another is the discovery of 
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fossils of the land reptile Lystrosaurus in rocks of the same age at locations in Africa, India, 

and Antarctica. There is also living evidence, with the same animals being found on two 

continents. Some earthworm families (such as Ocnerodrilidae, Acanthodrilidae, 

Octochaetidae) are found in South America and Africa. 

https://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/the-himalayas-tectonic-motion-making-the-

himalayas/6342/ 

The Himalayas are a prime example of how tectonic plate motion can manipulate the 

earth in extraordinary ways. These colliding plates resulted in the formation of the highest 

mountain range on the planet. 

Our continents are carried by a series of tectonic plates located in the earth’s 

lithosphere. These plates collide with and separate from each other at different rates 

determined by a process known as convection. Directly below the lithosphere is the inner 

mantle known as the asthenosphere. Convection currents are generated in the earth’s inner 

mantle as molten rock forms from the radioactive decay of elements. As hot gas and liquid is 

produced it moves upward, displacing the cooler and denser gas and liquid. As this 

convection process happens, those circulations push the lithosphere’s plates (and the seven 

continents that sit on top of them), slowly shifting the globe’s landscape over time. The 

direction and rate of movement is totally dependent on what kinds of convection currents are 

at work below. 

 Once, the entire world’s landmass was connected, forming one supercontinent known 

as Pangea. Approximately 200 million years ago, tectonic forces broke apart this giant 

continent into pieces, eventually forming the continents we know today. As convection 

currents worked independently on the plates associated with these new continental pieces, 

the plates and their respective continents began to drift across the globe to their present-day 

geographical locations. 

Eighty million years ago, India was approximately 6400 km (3968 miles) south of the 

Eurasian plate. Separating the two was the Tethys Sea. The Indo-Australian tectonic plate – 

containing the continent of Australia, the Indian subcontinent, and surrounding ocean – was 

pushed northward by the convection currents generated in the inner mantle. For millions of 

years, India made its way across the sea toward the Eurasian plate. As India approached Asia, 

https://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/the-himalayas-tectonic-motion-making-the-himalayas/6342/
https://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/the-himalayas-tectonic-motion-making-the-himalayas/6342/
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around forty million years ago, the Tethys Sea began to shrink and its seabed slowly pushed 

upwards. The Tethys Sea disappeared completely around twenty million years ago and 

sediments rising from its seabed formed a mountain range. When India and Tibet collided, 

instead of descending with the plate, the relatively light sedimentary and metamorphic rock 

that makes up the subcontinent of India pushed against Tibet, forcing it upwards, and created 

a massive mountain fold-the Himalayas. This process hasn’t stopped. The Indo-Australian 

plate is still moving toward Eurasia, still pushing Tibet upwards. The Himalayas continue to 

rise by an average of 2 cm each year. The highest mountains are only getting higher. 

- Himalaya has the consonants –ma – la- and the original Tamil word is imaiya malai – 

Himalaya; malai - mountain; imam - snow. 

- Himalaya has the consonants –ma – la - and the original Tamil word is pani malai 

[missing letter- pa-] – snow mountain; pani – snow; malai - mountain. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants – pa - ka -Ra - the –and the original Tamil word is then – 

kumara kandamum nakarnthum – vadakku kandam nakarnthum – eru kandankkal 

ondroadu ondru moathiya tharunam undaana uyaramaana pani kundrin thoattramum - 

continental drift theory. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - pa- ka  -Ra - the –and the original Tamil word is  kanda 

nakarvum pani – k-kundru thoattramum – continental  drift theory. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - [ -pa-] - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 

Kankkaivaar -Sadaiyan / kankkai neerai vaari sadaiyil mudiththavan / kankkai neerin 

vaekaththai mayir kattraiyaal thaduththavan [missing letter- sa-] – Lord Sivan. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - pa - ka - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is 

kadumaiyaaka muyarchchi seithia pinnar kidaiththa vettri [missing letter- sa-];  

kadumaiyaaka thendiththa/ orupatta / eththaniththa pinnar kidaiththa maaperum 

vettri  - victory after a hard attempt. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - pa - ka -Ra - the – and the interpretation of the  word 

is Baagiratha piraya –th-thanam.  

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is pani – 

k-kundram / pani kundraththu neer - snow mountain. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 

urainthapani – k–kuttaineer - glacier; uraintha - frozen; pani – snow; kundram -   

mountain; neer - water. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - [ -pa-] - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 
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Kan – k-kaikaranthaan – Lord Sivan. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - [ -pa-] - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 

Kan – k – kai Thiru Makan – Lord Sivan. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - [ -pa-]  - ka -Ra - the – and the interpretation of the 

word is Gangatharan. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - [ -pa-]  - ka -Ra - the – and the interpretation of the   

word is Gangotri. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - [-pa-] - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 

pani kundraththu kumaraththi – daughter of the snow mountain. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - [-pa-] -  ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 

kankkai thanneer -Ganga water. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is  

panikundru uruki oaadum neer - running ice water; kundru - hill; uruka - to melt; pani –

ice; oaadum – running; neer - water.  

- Bhagiratha has the consonants –pa - ka -Ra - the –and the original Tamil word is 

arupathu aayira kana – k – kaana aandukal thavam erunthu pettra kankkai aattru 

thanni – the river water got by 6000 years of penance; arupathu - 60; aayiram - 1000; 

aandu –year; thavam – penance; pettra - got; kankkai - Ganges; aaru – river; thanni – 

water. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants – pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is   karai 

purandu peruki oadum kankkai aattru thanni - flooded river Ganges.  

- Bhagiratha has the consonants– pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is   karai 

purandu peruki oadum Cauveri aattru thanni - flooded river Cauveri. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants - [-pa-] - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is   

akandra / virintha Cauveri - wide river Cauveri.   

- Bhagiratha has the consonants –pa - ka– Ra - the –and the original Tamil word is   karai 

purandu peruki oaadum Tigris / Euprates aattru thanni – [missing letter-sa-] -  flooded 

river Tigris / Euphrates.   

- Bhagiratha has the consonants– pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is   karai 

purandu peruki oaadum Sinthu aatru thanni missing letter-sa-] - flooded river Indus.    

- Bhagiratha has the consonants–pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is   karai 

purandu peruki oaadum koathavari aattru thanni - flooded river Godavari. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants– pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is eru 

karai purandu peruki oaadum Narmathai aattru thanni - flooded river - Narmatha. 
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- Bhagiratha has the consonants – pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is   karai 

purandu peruki oaadum Brahmaputra aattru thanni - flooded river Brahmaputra. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants– pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is karai 

purandu peruki oaadum vaikai aattru thanni - flooded river Vaigai. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants– pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is pani 

kundrin kottravan - Siva Peruman - in uchhci mandai kudumi sadaimudi kattrai - 

[missing letter- sa-] – the hair tufts of the Lord Sivan; pani kundru – snow hill; kottravan 

- king; mandai - skull; sadaimudi - hair tuft. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants– pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is  aadi 

pathinettaam perukku kondaattam - celebration of river flooding in the Tamil month of 

aadi -18.  

- Bhagiratha has the consonants– pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is verum 

karupindam / pandam - just only a mass of flesh;karu - embryo. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants   -[-pa-] - ka -Ra - the –and the original Tamil word is  

Thiru kumaran / Murugan – handsome youth. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants -[-pa-] - ka - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is 

Kathiravan – sun.  

- Bhagiratha has the consonants -[-pa-] - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 

kankkai - vaarsadaiyan / kankkai mayir kattrai sadiayan [missing letter- sa-]- Sivan. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonant –pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 

pennkuri vaathir - the vulva / the door of the female genital. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants -[- pa-] - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 

Kattudar konda maanthan - well built man. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants -[-pa-]- ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is  

venn-kuthirai –white horse; vennmai – white; kuthirai - horse; sooththiram; ka = va; va 

= ka. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants– pa - ka -Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is  venn 

pani kundram - white snow mountain. 

- Bhagiratha has the consonants –pa - ka – Ra - the – and the original Tamil word is 

parakkum kuthirai - flying horse / the sun; parakka - to fly. 

- Bhagirathi [river] has the consonants -pa – ka- Ra – the - and the original Tamil  word is 

karupandam / pindam - embryo; karu - embryo; pandam – fetus. 
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- Ashtavakra has the consonants - [-sa -]- the – va – ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word 

is karu pindaththirkku uyir koduththa mudukkuvaatham konda munivar / nadakka 

mudiyaatha munivar - crippled monk who gave the life to the embryo. 

- Sagara has the consonants - sa - ka - Ra – and the original Tamil word is urai pani 

sikaram [missing letter- pa-] –frozen snow mountain. 

- Sagara has the consonants - sa - ka - Ra – and the original Tamil word is Maravarinam / 

vamsam. 

- Sagara has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka - Ra – and the original Tamil word is Vanniyar - 

warrior caste. 

- Sagara has the consonants - sa - ka - Ra – and the original Tamil word is Saervaikkaran -

warrior caste. 

- Sagara has the consonants -[- sa -]- ka - Ra – and the original Tamil word is Varma -   

king / warrior. 

- Sagara has the consonants -[- sa-] - ka - Ra – and the original Tamil word is  Vikkiraman 

- king / warrior. 

- Sagara has the consonants - [-sa -]- ka - Ra –and the original Tamil word is Veerar - 

warrior. 

- Kapila has the consonants – ka – pa – la - and the original Tamil word is 

saampalvannam [missing letter- sa-] - ash color. 

- Kapila has the consonants – ka – pa – la - and the original Tamil word is Kaapali - lord 

Sivan / enpukalam / kapalam - Cephalous. 

- Kapila has the consonants – ka – pa – la - and the original Tamil word is Kaiyilai Malai. 

- Kapila has the consonants – ka – pa – la - and the original Tamil word is Velli panimalai - 

silvery white snow mountain. 

- Kapila has the consonants – ka – pa – la - and the original Tamil word is pakalavan - sun. 

- Kapila has the consonants–ka – pa – la - and the original Tamil word is kizhaan - sun. 

- Kapila has the consonants - ka-[- pa-]- la - and the original Tamil word is Kailaikizhavan 

– Sivan. 

- Kapila has the consonants - ka- [-pa-] – la - and the original Tamil word is Kailai Mannan 

– Sivan. 

- Kapila has the consonants - ka- [ -pa-] – la - and the original Tamil word is Vaelavan-  

Murugan. 

- Jahanu has the consonants – sa-ka - an - and the original Tamil word is Siva Munivanin 
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sevi - ear of the monk- Siva. 

- Jahanu  has the consonants - [- sa-] -ka - an - and the original Tamil word is kankkai - in 

muka vaai - mouth of Ganges.  

- Ganges has the consonants– ka – an - ka -[ -sa-] - and the original Tamil word is pani –k 

- kunnuoaanam / panikunnuaapam / kanjam / kayam / payam [missing  letter- pa-] - 

snow mountain river / snow mountain water.  

- Trithala has the consonants - the –Ra - the – la- and the original Tamil word is thanner 

thuli - water drop; thanneer – water; thuli - drop.  

- Trithala has the consonants - the –Ra - the – la- and the original Tamil word is Thiru 

Thollam - holy lake; thiru - holy; thollam / thaal - lake. 

- Alaknanda [river] has the consonants - la - ka - an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

kailaaya kulaththu thanni – water from the Himalayan glacier; kailai - Himalaya; kulam - 

lake; thanni - water. 

- Alaknanda [river] has the consonants - la - ka - an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

Thaankkal –a natural reservoir. 

- Trisul has the consonants – the- Ra – [-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word is  uraintha 

thanneer malai – frozen water mountain; uraintha - frozen; thanneer - water; malai - 

mountain. 

- Satopanth / pure path [glacier] has the consonants – sa- the - pa - an - the - and the  

original Tamil word is uchchi pani thanni madu – glacier in the top; uchchi - top; pani – 

snow / ice; thanni - water; madu – pond. 

- Bhagirath khark[glacier] has the consonants – ka – Ra - ka - and the original Tamil word 

is karakam – water pot. 

- Dhauliganga has the consonants - the - la - ka - an – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

kai-laaya kulaththu thanni; Himalaya lake water; kailaayam - Himalaya; kulam -  lake; 

thanni – water. 

- Dhauliganga has the consonants - the - la - ka - an – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

kankkai thollam – Gangai lake. 

- Dhauliganga has the consonants - the - la - ka - an – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

kankkai aaththu kazhuli - Ganges flood; kazhuli – flood. 

- Dhauliganga has the consonants - the - la - ka - an – ka- and the original Tamil word is 

vellamena oadum kankkai thanni- Ganges flood. 

- Dhauliganga has the consonants -the - la - ka - an – ka- and the original Tamil word is 
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Kankkai nathiyin kilai nathi – branch of Ganges; kilai - branch; nathi - river; nathi = 

oaadum thanni. 

- Vishnuprayag has the consonants - va -[- sa-] - an - pa – Ra – ka- and the original Tamil 

word is kankkai neer perukkam – Ganga flood; sooththiram; ka = va; va - ka. 

- ndakini has the consonants- an - the - ka - an - and the original Tamil word is pani 

thanni kuttai / kundu [missing letter- pa-] – glacier; pani – snow / ice; thanni - water; 

kuttai - pond. 

- Nandakini has the consonants - an - the - ka - an - and the original Tamil word is  

Kankkai–yin thunai nathi - tributary of the river Ganges. 

- Nandakini has the consonants - an - the - ka - an - and the original Tamil word is  

Kankkai aththu thanni – Ganges river water. 

- Nandakini has the consonants - an - the - ka - an - and the original Tamil word is kankkai 

madu –glacier; madu - lake. 

- Nandakini has the consonants - an - the - ka - an - and the original Tamil word is  

Kankkai thanni kinnakam - Ganga flood; kinnakam - flood. 

- Nandaprayag has the consonants- an - the - ka - an – pa – Ra – ka - and the original 

Tamil word is pani thanni kuttai aaru kaoaadi ondroadu ondraakka koodi peruki 

oaadum idam / thanner thurai - the confluence of ice water rivers; pani - ice; thanni - 

water; aaru – river; ondroadu ondraaka - together; kooda - unite; perukkam - 

multiplication; thanner thurai – ford. 

- Prayag has the consonants – pa- Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is uvari neer 

perukkam / vaari perukkam - river flooding. 

- Prayag has the consonants – pa- Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is perum neer 

varavu - flood. 

- pindari [glacier] has the consonants - pa - an - the - Ra –and the original Tamil word is 

pani neer madu - glacier; pani - snow / ice;neer - water; madu – pond. 

- glacier has the consonants - ka - la -[-sa-]– Ra - and the original Tamil word is pani  kula 

neer [missing letter- pa-] –glacier; pani – snow / ice; kulam- lake; neer - water. 

- glacier has the consonants - ka - la - [-sa-] – Ra - and the original Tamil word is  ilinkku 

neer / kula neer - lake water; ilinkku - lake; neer - water. 

- Pindar[river] has the consonants - pa - an - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is pani 

aattru neer - ice water river; pani –snow / ice; aaru - river; neer - water.  

- Pindar [river] has the consonants - pa - an - the - Ra – and the original Tamil word is 

pani neer oadai / oaattam – ice stream. 
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- Pindar [river] has the consonants - [ -pa-] - an - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

thunai aaru – tributary / off shoot of the river. 

- Karnaprayag has the consonants -ka - Ra – an - pa - Ra – ka - and the original Tamil  

word is vaari neer perukkam / uvari neer perukkam - flooding of the river. 

- Mandakini has the consonants - ma– an – the – ka - an - and the original Tamil word is 

kankkai thanni kundam - Gangalake; thanni - water; kundam - lake. 

- Rudraprayag has the consonants – Ra – the - Ra– pa – Ra - ka and the original Tamil  

word is irupuramum karai purandu oaadum kankkai aattru neer - flooding of Ganges; 

karai - bank; oaadum - flowing; aaru –river; neer - water. 

- Bhagirathi [river] has the consonants -pa – ka- Ra – the - and the original Tamil word is 

uruki aaraaka peruki oaadum pani kuttai thanneer – the melted ice water flowing as 

the river; pani kuttai – glacier; uruka - to melt; aaru - river;peruka - to flood / multiply; 

oaadum - running; pani - ice; kuttai – lake / pond; thanneer - water. 

- Devprayag has the consonants - the – va– pa – Ra - ka - and the original Tamil meaning 

of the word is uruki aaraka peruki oaadum pani kuttai thanneer / akandru virintha 

kankkai aaraaka pirappu edukkum / uruvedukkum idam / thanneer thurai - the place / 

ford where the running ice water becomes the wide river Ganges; akandra - broad; 

virintha - wide; pirappu - birth; thanneer - water; thurai - ford. 

- Dilipa has the consonants – the –la – pa- and the original Tamil word is panimalai 

maedu - Himalaya mountain; pani – snow; malai - mountain; maedu – raised place. 

- Sumathi has the consonants - [- sa- ] – ma – the- and the original Tamil word is  thanni 

madu - lake; madu - lake; thanni - water. 

- Sagarmatha [sky mother] has the consonants -[-sa -]–ka - Ra – ma - the - and the  

original Tamil word is vaanuyarntha pani kundram [missing letter- pa-] – tall snow 

mountain; vaan - sky; uyarntha - tall; pani – snow; kundram - hill. 

- Sagarmatha [sky mother] has the consonants -sa –ka - Ra – ma - the - and the original 

Tamil word is pani / imaiyakundarththu sikaram [missing letter- pa-] – the peak of the 

snow mountain; sikaram - peak kundram - mountain;  pani – snow; Siva kundram.  

- Sagarmatha [sky mother] has the consonants -sa –ka - Ra – ma - the - and the  original 
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Tamil word is Siva Perumaanudaiya irruppidam / Thiru Murukanudaiya veedu the 

abode of Lord Sivan / Murugan. 

- Makalu [the great black] has the consonants – ma – ka – la- and the original Tamil word 

is naalu mukam ulla pani kallakam - the snow mountain with four faces; naalu – four; 

mukam - face; pani –snow; kallakam – hill. 

- Dhaulagiri[white mountain] has the consonants - tha–va – la – ka – Ra- and the  original 

Tamil word is veluththa imaiya / panikar -akam [missing letter- pa-]- white snow 

mountain 

- Manaslu [mountain of spirit] has the consonants - ma - an -[-sa-]- la - and the original 

Tamil word is panimalai [missing letter- pa-]-  snow mountain; pani – snow; malai – 

mountain. 

- Nanga Parbet [Himalayan peak] has the consonants - an -ka – [pa] - Ra – pa – the- and 

the original Tamil word is pani kundram / snow hill. 

- Annapurana[goddess of the harvest] [Himalayan peak] - has the consonants - an - pa – 

Ra – an- and the original Tamil word is urai pani parampu - frozen snow mountain; 

uraipani – frozen snow; parampu – mountain. 

- Nanda Devi [bliss giving goddess] [Himalayan peak] has the consonants – an - the - va - 

and the original Tamil word is pani mukadu [missing letter- pa-] -snow peak; mukadu - 

peak; pani - snow; panividam - snow mountain; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Nanda Devi [bliss giving goddess] [Himalayan peak] has the consonants – an - the - va - 

and the original Tamil word is thavaavinai – mountain. 

- Nanda Devi [bliss giving goddess] [Himalayan peak] has the consonants – an - the - va - 

and the other interpretation of the word is thunkkam / vaethandam - mountain; 

sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Kamet [Himalayan peak ] has the consonants - ka - ma– the- and the original Tamil  

word is panimukadu [missing letter- pa-]- snow peak; pani – snow; mukadu - peak.  

- Gyal Peri [Himalayan peak] has the consonants – ka - la – pa – Ra- and the original 

Tamil word is velliparampu / urai pani kallakam / kaiyalaparampu  - frozen snow 
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mountain; kallakm - hill. 

- Kedarnath mountain has the consonants - ka - the -Ra- an the - and the original Tamil 

word is urai - thanneeri - kundru - frozen water snow mountain. 

- Badrinath [the kind god] [Himalayan peak] has the consonants – pa - Ra - the – an- the - 

and the original Tamil word is uraiintha pani thanneer udaiya parampu - frozen snow 

water mountain. 

- Kailash[Himalayan peak] has the consonants – ka – la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is - kallakam – hill / mountain 

- Kailash has the consonants – ka – la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Sivan-in 

illam – house of the lord Sivan. 

- Kailash has the consonants – ka – la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is velli 

panimalai [missing letter- pa-]- snow mountain. 

- Kailash has the consonants – ka – la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is palakam  

[missing letter- pa-]- mountain. 

- Kailash has the consonants – ka – la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word isvilankkal- 

mountain; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Kailash has the consonants – ka – la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word isoaankkal- 

mountain. 

- Gangotri [Himalayan peak] has the consonants – ka - an – ka – the – Ra- and the  

original Tamil word is kankkai aattru thannipani kundru [missing letter- pa-]-  

- Yamunotri [Himalayan peak] has the consonants - ma - an - the Ra- and the original 

Tamil word is urai pani thanneer madu [missing letter- pa-]-  frozen ice water lake; 

uraintha - frozen; pani - snow; thanneer - water; madu – pond. 

- Koamukh has the consonants – ka - ma – ka- and the original Tamil word is kankkai–yin 

mukavaai - mouth of Ganges. 

- Uttarakhand has the consonants - the - Ra – ka - an - the - and the original Tamil word 

is vadakku panik-kundram / vadapura kaandam [missing letter- pa-]-  northern snow 
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mountain / northern land; vadakku - north; puram- side; kaandam - land mass; pani –

snow; kundram – hill. 

- Shivling has the consonants - [-sa-]- va – la – an – ka- and the original Tamil word is  

vellai paniakam [missing letter- pa-] / vellai kunnu - white snow mountain; vellai - 

white; pani - snow; kunnu - hill. 

- Ashwamedha has the consonants - [-sa-]-va - ma - the - and the original Tamil word is 

vannivatham / vanni – yaei kaavu kodukka vaendum - to sacrifice a horse; sooththiram; 

ka = va; va= ka.  

- Rishikesh has the consonants– Ra - [- sa-] - ka – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

kurukiya kankkai aaru neeru - narrow Ganges river water; kurukiya – narrow; neer- 

water. 

- Haridwar has the consonants - Ra - the - va– Ra- and the original Tamil word is akandra 

kankkai aaru / virinthoadum kankkai aatru thanni - wide Ganges; akandra - wide; aaru - 

river; thanni - water; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- PataliPutra has the consonants – pa- the – la – pa – the – Ra- and the original Tamil  

word is poo-n -thaazhai poo paththri / poo – n - thaazhai puththur / pathali puthur–city 

of trumpet flowers; poo paththri / pathali - trumpet flower; puthu - new; uoor - city. 

- Patali Putra has the consonants - [ -pa-] - the –la – pa – the – Ra- and the original Tamil 

word is Thandalai Puththoor – new city with flower garden; thandalai - flower garden. 

- Kara has the consonants – ka – Ra- and the original Tamil word is karur. 

- Kashi has the consonants -  ka – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  kusam – water.  

- Patna has the consonants – pa- the – an - and the original Tamil word ispattinam -   city. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhagiratha 

It is said that after Bhagiratha became prince of Sagara Dynasty, learning the awful end 

of his forefathers, who were unable to attain region of gods, he regretfully handed over his 

kingly duties to his minister and went to practice austerities in the Himalayas. On the advice 

of his guru Trithala, he did penance for a thousand years (according to god timeline) to please 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhagiratha
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Ganga, to gain the release his 60,000 great-uncles from the curse of saint Kapila. Ganga told 

Bhagiratha that if she were to descend from the sky to the earth, the force of her fall would 

be difficult to sustain. She asked him to obtain the favor from the black-haired, blue-throated 

god Shiva, as no one except him would be able to sustain her. Bhagirtha then did severe 

penance for Shiva and asked him to do so. Shiva granted him the boon, which eventually led 

to the descent of the goddess Ganga to the earth in the form of the river Ganges, filling the 

sea, drunk up by Jahnu. To commemorate his efforts, the head stream of the river is 

called Bhagirathi, till it meets Alaknanda River at Devprayag. 

 In most accounts of Bhagiratha, he is born to his fatherDilipa and his unnamed mother 

in an unremarkable fashion. However, a number of Bengali accounts tell how Dilipa dies 

without begetting an heir, leading to a rare example of a myth about female same-sex 

reproduction. This story may first be attested in the Bengali-script recension of the 

Sanskrit Padma Purana; it recurs in the influential, probably fifteenth-century CE 

Bengali KrittivasiRamayan, and thereafter in other texts from Bengal such as 

Bhavananda's Harivansha, Mukundarama Chakravartin's Kavikankanachandi, and the 

sixteenth-century Ramayana by Adbhutacharya. 

Dilipa's lack of an heir troubles the gods, because it has been prophesied 

that Vishnu will be born to Dilipa's line, and this prophecy cannot come true unless Dilipa has 

a child. Therefore, through the advice of a sage or god, two of Dilipa's widows have sex with 

one another and in this way one gets pregnant and gives birth to Bhagiratha. However, the 

baby is deformed (in the Padma Purana version, for example he is boneless, while in 

the KrittivasiRamayan he is merely a lump of flesh) until he encounters the crippled 

sage Ashtavakra, who transforms him into a beautiful, strong child/youth. 

The KrittivasiRamayan even goes on to describe Bhagiratha being bullied at school for having 

two mothers rather than heterosexual parents. Some of the texts to use the story to provide 

a folk-etymology for Bhagritha's name, claiming that it comes from bhaga ('vulva').  

https://dazeinfo.com/2010/04/26/bhagiratha-who-brought-river-ganga-to-earth 

Bhageeratha was the king of Kosala, a kingdom in ancient India. He was a descendent 

of the great king Sagara of the Suryavamsa, or Sun Dynasty. He was one of the forefathers of 

Lord Rama, of the Ramayana, the epic in which Bhageeratha’s tale is primarily recounted. 
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He lost his father when he was just a child, and was raised by his mother. 

Bhageeratha was very intelligent, virtuous and kind hearted. When he came of age, 

Bhageeratha ascended to the throne of the kingdom of Kosala, today located in the Indian 

state of Uttar Pradesh. He was a pious, benevolent ruler who adhered to his duties as a king 

as prescribed by dharma. 

Kapila’s Curse 

When king Sagara chose to perform the Ashwamedha yagna, his royal agents lost track 

of the sacrificial horse. Sagara ordered his sixty thousand sons by Sumati to track down the 

horse. The proud and mercurial princes raged across Bharat, burning down forests and 

uprooting life and property to find the horse. They finally arrived at a quiet spot where the 

Sage Kapila was sitting in meditation. Beside him was tied to the white horse. The enraged 

princes condemned Kapila as a thief and attacked him. Using his terrible mystic power, Kapila 

instantly turned the princes into ashes. 

Another version has it that the horse was stolen by a jealous Indra who did not want 

the yagna to succeed, and hid it in a cave where sage Kapila was meditating in order to 

escape being accused of the stealth. 

One version has it that Kapila told the prince Anshuman, Sagara’s grandson(Son of 

Asamanjan, other son of Sagara who was thrown out of the kingdom by him) who had come 

looking both for the horse and his brothers, that the only way for the souls of the dead 

princes could rise to heaven would be through the offering of niravapanjali with the water of 

the sacred Ganga river, which was flowing only in Swarga. 

Other version has it that Anshuman was told about the fate of his 60,000 uncles and 

about relief from Kapila’s curse(by Ganga waters) by Garuda(who is the maternal uncle 

of Asamanjan). 

Bringing Ganga back to Earth was a near impossible task and required many years to be 

spent in tapasya and prayer. The Kosala kings of successive generations could not do this 

while managing their duties as kings. As a result, the sins of the thousand princes multiplied in 

their destructive energy, and began resulting in natural disasters. The kingdom began to lose 

its peace and prosperity, and by the time Bhageeratha ascended the throne, he found it 

impossible to attempt to govern in this situation, which had only one solution. 
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Bhageeratha’s Tapasya 

Turning over the kingdom to trusted ministers, Bhageeratha set off to the Himalayas to 

perform an arduous tapasya in the extreme climate. For one thousand years, he performed 

an excruciatingly harsh penance to please Lord Brahma. At the end of the thousand years, 

Brahma came to him and told him to ask for anything. Bhageeratha asked Brahma to bring 

down the river Ganga to earth so that he may perform the ceremony for his ancestors. 

Brahma asked Bhageeratha to propitiate Lord Shiva, for only He would be able to break 

Ganga’s fall. It was the largest river, and it would be impossible for anyone to save Him to 

contain the destructive impact of this event. 

Bhageeratha performed a tapasya for Lord Shiva, living only on air. The compassionate 

Shiva appeared only after a year’s penance, and told Bhageeratha he should not have to 

perform tapasya to accomplish a noble goal such as this. He assured Bhageeratha that he 

would break Ganga’s fall. 

Ganga’s Fall 

After eons of being flattered and praised by the Devas, Ganga had become vain. She 

scoffed at Brahma when He asked her to flow down to earth, but could not disobey him as he 

was her father. 

But Ganga was sure, as much as Bhageeratha was afraid that no one could stop her fall, 

which would devastate the earth for a long time. As she cascaded across and down from 

Swarga, Bhageeratha and celestial observers were terrified of the roar and volume of water 

coming down. But Lord Shiva appeared from out of nowhere and captured all of Ganga just as 

she launched herself onto earth, in His jata. 

Ganga struggled to set herself free, but Shiva could not be budged. Bhageeratha 

worshiped Shiva, who let Ganga free after crushing her vanity. She flowed, and is still believed 

to flow, from Shiva’s jata down to earth at a gentler pace. 

Establishment of the River 

King Bhageeratha led the way for Ganga on his chariot, and she followed him across the 

north and east of Bharat and finally merging with the ocean. In her course she washed the 
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ashes of Sagara’s sixty thousand sons, who ascended to heaven while praising and blessing 

Bhageeratha. 

For its descent to Earth being owed to Bhageeratha’s efforts, Ganga is also known as 

Bhageerathi (daughter of Bhageeratha) as proclaimed by Lord Brahma. 

Bhageeratha’s own great effort was praised by all the gods and his ancestors, and is 

known as a Bhageeratha Prayatna, as proclaimed by Lord Brahma. It is a great inspiration to 

any man who seeks to do something noble despite facing overwhelming odds. 

Ganges ; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganges 

The upper phase of the river Ganges begins at the confluence of 

the Bhagirathi and Alaknanda rivers in the town of Devprayag in the Garhwal division of the 

Indian state of Uttarakhand. The Bhagirathi is considered to be the source in Hindu culture 

and mythology, although the Alaknanda is longer, and therefore, hydrologically the source 

stream. The headwaters of the Alakananda are formed by snow melt from peaks such 

as Nanda Devi, Trisul, and Kamet. The Bhagirathi rises at the foot of Gangotri Glacier, 

at Gomukh, at an elevation of 4,356 m (14,291 ft) and being mythologically referred to as 

residing in the matted locks of Shiva; symbolically Tapovan, which is a meadow of ethereal 

beauty at the feet of Mount Shivling, just 5 km (3.1 mi) away.  

Although many small streams comprise the headwaters of the Ganges, the six longest 

and their five confluences are considered sacred.The six headstreams are 

the Alaknanda, Dhauliganga, Nandakini, Pindar, Mandakini and Bhagirathi. Their confluences, 

known as the PanchPrayag, are all along the Alaknanda. They are, in downstream 

order, Vishnuprayag, where the Dhauliganga joins the Alaknanda; Nandprayag, where the 

Nandakini joins; Karnaprayag, where the Pindar joins; Rudraprayag, where the Mandakini 

joins; and finally, Devprayag, where the Bhagirathi joins the Alaknanda to form the Ganges.  

After flowing for 256.90 km through its narrow Himalayan valley, the Ganges emerges 

from the mountains at Rishikesh, and then debouches onto the Gangetic Plain at the 

pilgrimage town of Haridwar. At Haridwar, a dam diverts some of its waters into the Ganges 

Canal, which irrigates the Doab region of Uttar Pradesh, whereas the river, whose course has 

been roughly southwest until this point, now begins to flow southeast through the plains of 

northern India. 
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Interpretation of the story of Bhagiratha and the Ganges; 

The name Bhageeratha is sooththiram / formula word for  explaining the formation of 

Himalaya mountain and the river Ganges - continental drift hypothesis; Tamil sooththiram 

word “Bhageeratha” was deliberately made by the Tamil scholars with the fear of sharing the 

scientific knowledge with the Aryan priests as the  Aryan people had the habit of stealing the 

original ideas of the Tamil people and portray  them as their own Vedic ideas; The Aryan 

priests destroyed many original articles / scriptures of the Tamil people and recreated those 

articles in a plagiarized form as their  own products; The Aryan priests purposefully changed 

the original names of the ancient  cities / villages to suit their ulterior motives with the help of 

the kings; hence many of the  scientific astronomical / mathematical / cultural concepts were 

codified by the Tamil  scholars in the form of sooththiram words like “Samudra Manthan” - 

human fertility; unable to decode the astronomical concepts of Tamil Kaniyar, the Aryan 

priests created their own pseudo-scientific astrology which was full of magical thinking; 

unable to decode the sooththiram word  Bhageerathan – continental drift theory, they 

created the story of  “Bhageeratha pirayathanam” with the primary intention to say that 

Bhageeratha was the ancestor of lord Rama and to project  that the Aryan people were the 

original inhabitants of Ganges plains. 

The two mothers of Bhageerathan in the story were the two main rivers which join  

together to take the form the Ganges; they were the Alaknanda and the Bhageerathi river;  

“60, 000” [ancestors ] / 1000 years signified the rough time period for the formation of  

theHimalayan peaks; venn pani kundru / white snow mountain was misinterpreted as  venn 

kuthirai / white horse as the Aryan people were preoccupied with Aswamedha yagnam; kailai 

Malai was misinterpreted as Kapali; pani sikaram was misinterpreted as king  Sagara [ancestor 

of lord Rama]; similarly pani kundram -snow peak was misinterpreted as mayir kattrai - hair 

tufts of lord Siva; Jahanu / kankkai-yin mukuavaai had to be  interpreted as the mouth of the 

Ganges; all these facts  clearly say that the Aryan nomadic  pastoral people were alien to the 

Ganges plains. 
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https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/readersblog/my-voices/guru-dronacharya-

ignorant-ekalavya-2075/ 

- Guru has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the original Tamil word is karppipoan [missing 

letter-pa-]- teacher.     

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word ispoakkiyaar[missing 

letter pa - ] -professor of ancient Madurai college. 

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra- and the original Tamil word is perun-k-kani[missing 

letter- pa - ] - chief astrologer. 

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word isPeriyavar[missing  

letter- pa-]- wise one / great one / elderly one. 

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is Kanakkaayar -  the 

wiseand the learned / one who teaches the shasthras. 

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is vankkanaar -

aprofessor of the ancient Madurai college; sooththiram – ka= va; va= ka.   

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is   

Maarkkar- teachers.  

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Mikkoar - wide men. 

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Uravaor - wise one. 

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is Arivan / Arivar -  

wise one / scholar. 

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is Manaakkar - scholar 

/ student. 

 
2.60. Guru Dronacharya and Ekalavya 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/readersblog/my-voices/guru-dronacharya-ignorant-ekalavya-2075/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/readersblog/my-voices/guru-dronacharya-ignorant-ekalavya-2075/
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- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra - and the other interpretation of the word is   

Neeravan- wiseone; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is Eraivan - god. 

- Kaniyar - astrologers. 

- Guru has the consonants – ka – Ra - and the other interpretation of the word is   

Aasivakar [missing letter- sa-]- teacher / ascetic among the Jains. 

- Gurukul has the consonants – ka – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is  

kanakkaayar illam / mikkoarillam  – house of the teacher; illam - house.  

- Duronocharya has the consonants - the  -Ra -sa – Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

Thiruna aasiriyar – teacher of  bow; thirunam - bow; aasiriyan - teacher. 

- Mahabaratha has the consonants - pa –Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is peru 

naadu – big  country. 

- Mahabaratha has the consonants - [-pa-] –Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil word is  

Thaai Thiru naadu –  holy  mother country. 

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word isvil -

kalaivallaan – skilled archer; vil - bow;kalai – art / science; vallavan –skilled one   

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word isvilkalai – 

archery. 

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is Vaelavan – 

Murugan; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.   

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is pakalavan 

[missing letter- pa-] - sun. 

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is vaalkalai 

vallavan – sword fighter / skilled one in fencing; vaal - sword. 

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is Malaikalvan – 

mountain thief / Murugan; malai- mountain; kalvan - thief. 

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is Alaku Vael -

Murugan; azhaku - beauty; vael – spear. 

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is Valli - k - 

kanvan - husband of Valli; kanavan - husband; Valli - moon goddess. 

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is Mayil 

Vaakanan – Murugan.  

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is Kaavalan -   

king. 
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- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is Kaelvan - 

lord.  

- Ekalavya has the consonants – ka – la - va - and the original Tamil word is Kalavan - 

warrior.  

- Ekalavya has the consonants - ka- la-  va - and the  original Tamil  word is Elan – k-kovan 

-prince.  

- Dakshina has the consonants - the - ka –[-sa-]- an - and the original Tamil word is   nun 

kodai - gift.  

- Kshatriya has the consonants – ka - [- sa-] – the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  

Maravarkudi. 

- Kshatriya has the consonants – ka - [-sa-] – the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  

Vanniyarkoottam; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.   

- Kshatriya has the consonants – ka - sa – the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  

Saanaarkoottam / Saanaarkoottaththaar / koaththiram. 

- Kshatriya has the consonants – ka - [-sa-] – the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  

vanndar /viruthar-warrior; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.  

- Kshatriya has the consonants– ka - [- sa-] – the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  

Poarkudi /Maravarpadai / padai veerar/ porunar koottam [missing letter- pa-] -  warrior 

Kshatriya has the consonants – ka - sa – the - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is 

Kuthirai veeran/ kuthirai –k-karan -  

- Kshatriya has the consonants – ka - sa – the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  sandai 

idukiravar – fighter; sandai-fight. 

- Kauravas has the consonants - ka - Ra –va –sa - and the original Tamil word is  Saervai – 

k – karan - warrior.  

- Kauravas has the consonants - ka - Ra –va - [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 

word is vikkiraman - warrior. 

- Kauravas has the consonants - ka – Ra –va –sa - and the original Tamil word is  Maravar 

marunkku / Maravar saekaram - koasaram / Maravarvarkkam / Maravar vamsam -

warrior family. 

- Kauravas has the consonants - ka - Ra –va –sa - and the original Tamil word is  Maravar 

kumukku / Maravarkanam - warrior clan. 

- Pandavas has the consonants - pa - an - the -va– sa - and the original Tamil word is 

Paandiya kumukku / Paandiya kanam / Paandiya vamsam – Tamil Pandiyan dynasty. 
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- Pandavas has the consonants – [-pa-] - an - the -va - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word 

is Then- Naattu Vaenthan / Thennavan - king of the south; then naadu – south state; 

vaenthan - king. 

- Pandavas has the consonants – [-pa-] - an - the -va -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 

is Meenkodi Vaenthan / paasi kodi Vaenthan - king with a fish emblem in the  flag; 

paasi –fish; kodi - flag; meen - fish. 

- Pandavas has the consonants – [-pa-] - an - the -va- [sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 

vidan - warrior; aandavan / thaevan - god.  

- Pandavas has the consonants – [-pa-] - an - the -va - [sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 

vandan - warrior. 

- Pandavas has the consonants – pa - an - the -va -[sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

PadaiVaenthan – king; vaenthan - king.  

- Pandavas has the consonants – pa- an - the -va -[sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  

padainaduthhuvaon – commander; padai –army. 

- Pandavashas the consonants – pa - an – the -va-[sa-]- and the other interpretation  of 

the word is Kadaka Nathan - commander in chief; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Pandavas has the consonants – pa - an - the -va -[sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  

Padaiaatchi seithidum Vanniyan - commander of the army; padai - army; aatchchi –

rule; seithidu - do; Vanniyan - warrior. 

- Pandavas has the consonants – [-pa-]- an – the - va -[sa-]- and the other interpretation 

of the word is Thanda Naayakan – king / commander of thearmy;  sooththiram; ka= va; 

va= ka. 

- Pandavas has the consonants – pa - an - the -va -[sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  

Aandakai- king – the ruler. 

- Bheel has  the  consonants- pa - la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pallam / arrow   

Guru Dronacharya and Ekalavya' is a famous story of the Mahabharata era. This 

episode gave enough space to Indian secularists, reformists and historians to abuse Guru 

Dronacharya with caste slurs. It is a different matter either they deliberately criticize the 

famous guru or are completely ignorant about the real essence behind it. 

GuruDronacharya was a legendary and illustrious teacher of the Mahabharata era. He 

taught royal princes of both the clans, Pandavas and Kauravas. It is his teachings which made 

all his disciples from both the princely clan, masters of all the arts-related to warfare. 
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Once Arjuna was hunting in a forest, he was chasing a wild boar. Arjuna shot a number 

of arrows, targeting the wild boar but he could not succeed in killing the wild boar. All of a 

sudden an arrow hit the boar and the boar collapsed. Arjuna was surprised but angry also, as 

to who killed his hunt and looked for the unknown and expert hunter. From the forest 

appeared Ekalavya in lion clothes, who claimed to have killed the wild boar. 

On the killing of his own hunt by someone else, Arjuna became very angry. But soon 

senior fellows from both sides cooled down the situation and avoided a big disaster. But this 

incident disturbed the inner peace of Prince Arjuna that there is another archer who is 

superior to Arjuna. 

In the Hindu epic Mahabharata, Ekalavya is a young prince of the Nishadha, a forest 

tribe, which is considered as low caste in Hindu caste hierarchy but treated like Kshatriya 

among Nishads. His father Hirnadhanu was the general in the army of the king of Magadh, 

Jarasandh. They were neither Dalits nor tribals but almost equal to Kshatriyas. 

After the death of his father, Ekalavya became the king of Shringver state. He raised a 

very powerful army of Nishads and Bheels and extended the boundaries of his state. 

Ekalavya wished to learn archery in the Gurukul of Dronacharya. But Guru Dronacharya 

rejected his request as his Gurukul was meant for princes and royal children. 

Ekalavya embarks upon an idea of self-study by installing the clay statue of Drona. 

Surprisingly, he attained a level of skill equivalent to that of Arjuna, Dronacharya’s most 

preferred and talented pupil. 

Once a wild dog was barking very furiously. It disturbed the concentration of Ekalavya 

in his practice. Angry and furious Ekalavya, filled the mouth of the dog with seven arrows in 

fast succession, without injuring the dog which silenced the dog’s barking. On this miraculous 

act of archery, Dronacharya and Pandav princes were surprised and shocked. 

 Searching the forest, they found a dark-skinned man dressed all in black, his body 

besmeared with filth and his hair in entangled locks. It was Ekalavya, who introduced himself 

to them as a pupil of Drona. Jealous and worried that Ekalavya had excelled him in the skill of 

bow;Arjuna suggested Drona take action for this treachery. Arjuna also reminded Drona of his 

promise that he would allow no other pupil to be the equivalent of Arjuna. 

Drona acknowledged Arjuna’s claim and went with the princes to look for Ekalavya. He 

found Ekalavya, as always, diligently practicing archery. Seeing Drona, Ekalavya prostrated 
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himself and clasped the teacher’s hands, awaiting his order. Drona asked Ekalavya for a guru 

Dakshina that a student owes his teacher upon the completion of his training. Ekalavya 

replied that there was nothing he would not give his teacher. Drona asked for Ekalavya’s right 

thumb, knowing that its loss will hamper Ekalavya’s ability to pursue archery. Ekalavya, 

however, cheerfully and without hesitation severed his thumb and handed it to Drona. For his 

part, Arjuna was relieved to find that the crippled Ekalavya could no longer shoot with his 

former skill and facility. 

 For this act, Dronacharya is accused by secularists, communists, reformists and 

Ambedkarite scholars with caste slurs. But these scholars are totally ignorant about Drona’s 

farsightedness and his concern for the welfare of the human race. He had divine sight. Seeing 

Ekalavya as highly talented, Dronacharya blessed Ekalavya to master archery without the 

thumb. Ekalavya became an expert in this method too and invented a new art of archery by 

index and center fingers. From here onwards a new method of archery was born and Ekalavya 

was the inventor of this art which is followed by the world today and which is treated as the 

modern art of archery. 

See and compare the violent and ruthless nature of Ekalavya with hesitation and 

despondency of Arjuna in the battlefield of Kurukshetra. Arjuna refused to fight because his 

participation might have resulted in the total destruction of humanity; although Kauravas 

headed by Duryodhana usurped thePandavs’ entire kingdom and they were insulted, 

humiliated and harassed by Kauravas in all possible manners and in the most oppressive 

ways. Arjuna declared war and its horrors although he had faced many battles and fought 

many enemies. He had no fear of war. 

Here the welfare of humanity was paramount for Arjuna but for Ekalavya, this 

consideration was meaningless. He silenced the innocent barking dog whose nature was to 

bark only. This shows Ekalavya was a ‘Kupatra’, for a place in the Gurukul of Guru 

Dronacharya and possessing all the knowledge and expertise of archery. If Ekalavya had got 

expertise in archery and warfare like Arjuna, it would have been a danger to the entire 

humanity. 

Ekalavya was not alone who failed this test of compassion and humanity. Dronacharya 

did not give the best of knowledge to his own son Ashwatthama, whom Dronacharya 

considered a ‘Kupatra’ for the best knowledge of archery and warfare and he did not give all 

his knowledge to his own son. So Arjuna was a ‘Supatra’ and Ekalavya was a ‘Kupatra’. 
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The views of Dronacharya have become buried by the lapse of ages and by the great 

efflux of time. With his denial of the entry of Ekalavya in his Gurukul, Dronacharya tried to 

restore the faith for the welfare of humanity. The teacher confirmed that he was not stating 

any new doctrine but was only restoring the divine tradition, the eternal variety handed down 

from master to pupil. The great teachers do not teach which can lead to the destruction of 

humanity. This is the ancient truth and eternal source of all the religions and philosophies. 

The purpose of teaching should be seen as an issue between right and wrong. Guru 

works for the side of the right. Love and mercy are more powerful than hatred and cruelty. 

Ekalavya’s manners make the teacher think of the loneliness of man oppressed by doubt, a 

dread of waste and emptiness, from whose being the riches of heaven and earth and the 

comfort of human affection slipping away. 

The intolerable sadness is generally the experience of all those who aspire for the 

vision of high success and Ekalavya was a victim of this sadness which Guru Dronacharya 

recognized. 

Interpretation; 
Asking the thumb finger from Ekalavya by Guru Dronacharya as the tuition fees is an 

example for the antisocial thinking of the Aryan people; it was to safeguard and strengthen 

the mutual interests of the kings and the priests; it was to strengthen the caste system and 

the caste based karma; The Aryans propagated that the duty of the Shoodras was to serve the 

kings / priests; Shoodra’s rights to learn and become educated was forbidden by the Aryan 

Brahmins for the last 2500 years; it is still continuing as the country is ruled by Brahmins since 

independence; the cruel thinking of Guru Dronacharya is nothing but the Freudian ego 

defense mechanism - rationalization; we can see such ego defense mechanisms throughout 

the book of Maha Baratham; rebirth, 7 births, reincarnation, transmigration of souls, are 

nothing but the Freudian ego defense mechanism of the “denial of death”; atma uniting with 

Brahman is called as the Freudian ego defense mechanism - intellectuation; these kinds of 

Freudian ego defense mechanism reflect the Aryan people’s covert philosophy “end is more 

important than the means”; Arjuna hadno competency to beat Ekalavya in archery; but it is 

sad to note that the  government is giving awards in the name of Arjuna a coward who had 

pressured Guru Dronacharya to ask for the dhaksina from Ekalavya. 
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Duryodhana    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duryodhana. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra– the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Thiru Mudiyoan - the crowned king. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Adar Sadaiyaan [missing letter- sa-] - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Athir Thudiyan – lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Ara Thurai Naathan / Aaandai – lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Eroattinan – lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the- an – and the other interpretation  of 

the word is Rudra Naathan - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the- an – and the other interpretation of 

the word is Anda Moorththi - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Yaeru uoornthaan - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Yaettran - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Yaena –th-thaeiraan - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Oruththan -lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name is 

Ottri- yuran - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name   is 

 
2.61. Death of Duryodhana / Bhisma / Karna 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duryodhana
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Thanthiran - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name   is 

Thuaram Theerppaan [missing letter- pa-] - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name   is 

Puram moondru eriththaan [missing letter- pa-] -lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name   is 

Thiruththan - lord Sivan. 

- Duryodhana has the consonants - the - Ra – the - an – and the original Tamil name   is 

Nettri sudaroan [missing letter –sa-] – lord Sivan. 

  Death of Duryodhana 

Nakula and Sahadeva attacked Duryodhana. Duryodhana pierced them and nearly 

killed them. Later, Dhrishtadyumna saved them. Then many Pandava warriors, including 

Yudhishthira, Bhima, Dristadyumna, Satyaki, etc. all together attacked Duryodhana. However 

Duryodhana alone managed to resist all the Pandavas and he repelled the Pandavas group 

attack single-handedly. 

On the eighteenth day of the war, with his army reduced to 

himself, Ashwatthama, Kripa and Kritvarma, Duryodhana went to meditate in a lake. When 

the Pandavas and Krishna eventually found him, Duryodhana told them that he wanted to gift 

the kingdom to them, and return to the forest. Yudhishthira rejected the offer, telling him 

that Hastinapur is not for Duryodhana's to gift. Instead, he offered that Duryodhana may pick 

any of the Pandava brothers to fight one-to-one with a weapon of his choice, with the winner 

of the conflict the victor of the war. 

 Despite his proposed advantage over Yudhishthira, Arjuna, Nakula, or Sahadeva with 

the gada, Duryodhana picked his nemesis Bhima. Despite Bhima's physical advantage, 

Duryodhana had the better technique due to his devotion to his craft. After a long and brutal 

battle between the two disciples of Balarama, Duryodhana began to exhaust Bhima and 

nearly made Bhima faint. 

At this point, Krishna, observing the fight, called out to Bhima and signaled him by 

repeatedly clapping his own thigh with his hand. As intended, Bhima was reminded of 

an oath he had taken after the game of dice to crush Duryodhana's thighs. Bhima victoriously 

attacked Duryodhana with his mace and struck his thigh, mortally wounding Duryodhana. 

After having his face insultingly kicked by Bhima, Duryodhana bemoaned that he was slain by 
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unfair means, given that it was illegal to attack below the waist in a mace fight. 

Infuriated at the violation, Balarama, the brother of Lord Krishna, raised his weapon to 

attack. Lord Krishna consoled Balarama, by reminding him of Duryodhana's evil deeds, and 

reprimanded him for trying to influence a war he refused to participate in. 

Lying defeated, Duryodhana boasted to the Pandavas about how he would die a 

glorious death, about how he got to enjoy Hastinapur while the Pandavas were in exile, and 

about how he would now spend the afterlife in the company of his friends and relatives. He 

again eviscerated the Pandavas for all their chicanery during the war and decried their legacy. 

Venerating his own character, Duryodhana proclaimed he will die happily. 

Interpretation; 

Duryothana was represented covertly as lord Sivan by the author of the story; hence 

attacking the thighs signified the animosity of the Aryan people towards the Linga worship in 

the remote past; Linga means – aankazhai - the male stick. Bhima attacking on the thighs of 

Duryodhana is viewed as an unethical war tactic by many. 

- Linga has the consonants - la - an - ka - and the original Tamil word is aankazhai -  penis; 

aan - male; kazhai - stick. 

Bhishma 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhishma 

- Bhishma has the consonants – pa – sa - ma - and the original Tamil word is Pachchai 

Mani - lord Sivan; Basu Mani / Pichchu Mani. 

Death of Bhishma 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhishma
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After the war, while on his deathbed (arrow bed), he gave deep and meaningful 

instructions to Yudhishthira on statesmanship and the duties of a king. Bhishma always gave 

priority to Dharma. He always walked in the path of Dharma, despite his state because of the 

vow, he was supposed to forcefully follow the orders of his king Dhritharashtra, which were 

mostly Adharma, he was totally upset. He was sure he must let Dharma win and Pandavas 

win, but the way he led the war and stayed silent were his sins in a way and he paid for it with 

the bed of arrows. Finally, Bhishma gave up the fight, focusing his life force and breath, 

sealing the wounds, and waiting for the auspicious moment to give up his body on the arrow 

bed. He did wait for about 58 nights for the winter solstice or first day of Uttarayana to give 

up his body on the arrow bed. Mahabharata states that he attained salvation after his death. 

He was granted the Maatru Lok (which is considered even above Swarga, the heaven). Magha 

(month) Shukla Ashtami marks the death anniversary of Bhishma Pitamah (Father), the day 

being known as Bhishma Ashtami.  

Interpretation; 

Arrows  signify the sun rays; hence arrows around  Bhishma's body could not kill him as 

he was  portrayed by the author of Mahabaratha as the representative of sun; hence Bhisma 

had ascended to the sky with arrow bed itself on the day of Uttarayana/ movement of sun 

towards north .  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karna 

Death of Karna 

 As the second last day of the war and Karna's day of death dawns, Karna asks 

Duryodhana to convince king Shalya to be his charioteer since he plans to kill Arjuna that day. 

The South Indian king considers it below his dignity to be a mere charioteer and starts 

insulting Karna, who retaliates with words. Duryodhana intervenes, praises both, presses 

Shalya to guide the chariot for the critical battle. Ultimately Shalya agrees. Since all previous 

commanders of Duryodhana had been killed, he anoints Karna as the senapati (commander 

of all his forces) for the first time. Karna and Shalya head into the battlefield together, though 

they keep insulting each other's abilities and intent, lack mutual devotion and 

teamwork. Together they reach Arjuna with Krishna. They battle that day, each showing his 

martial skills of attack as well as his ability to neutralize all weapons that reach their 

chariot. Then, the wheel of Karna's chariot gets stuck in the ground. Karna steps out of his 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karna
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chariot and is distracted while trying to unstick it. Arjuna – whose own son was killed by the 

Kauravas a day ago while he was trying to unstick his chariot's wheel – takes this moment to 

launch the fatal attack. Karna dies. 

Interpretation; 
Karnan was the  sun god , the chariot  symbolizes the sun apart from his ear ring; hence 

he could not be killed as long  he was riding  that chariot; when he had stepped down from 

the chariot he had become an mortal human being and hence he could be killed easily; 

people correlate the killing of Karna  by Arjunaas an unethical war tactic.  
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- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

Ponniramaanavan [missing letter- pa-] – Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka– sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Narasingam. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 

Aravuaniyan – Sivan.  

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

Aravaar Seviyan - Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is Ari 

– k-Kumariyaan - Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

Ariyakkariyan - Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

Ariyavan - Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 

Arakkan - Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksh has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is Aru 

Uruvan – Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

Kannaayiram – Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

 

2.62. Narasimha Avatharam 
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Arivan – Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

AriyaaVakaiyaan– Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants -Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

Anar–Kaiyan-Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

Aarvan- Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 

Aaranivoan – Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

Imaiyarkoan - 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants -Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is  

Eraivan - god. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 

Unarvariyan – Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 

Uravan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 

Oaankkaaran- Sivan.  

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 

Karuvan –Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 

Kumaran –Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka -sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Kumaraesan / Murugaesan-Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka -sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Krishnan -Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka—[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Murugan -Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka -sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Saravanan-Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka -sa- and the original Tamil word is 

GangaiSiruvan – Murugan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka-[--sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
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Kubaeran [missing letter- pa-]. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka – sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Karuppanna Saami [missing letter- pa-]. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Arankkan – Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka – sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Kuravan – Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Kuru Mani / Kuru Muni - Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

KuriUruvan - Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Kokkaraiyan - Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka – sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Sankaran - Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka – sa- and the original Tamil word is 

SekkarMaeni –Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka –sa- and the original Tamil word is Penn 

oruPaakan [missing letter- pa-] -Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka—sa- and the original Tamil word is Siva 

Perumaan [missing letter- pa-]. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka - sa- and the original Tamil word is Siva -

Raasan; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka - sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Ravanan 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka - sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Saeraakiyan –Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra- an – ka—sa - and the original Tamil word is 

Maravan – Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka—[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

Min - Uruvan –Sivan. 

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka - sa- and the original Tamil word is Vaira 

Vannan –Sivan.  
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- Hiranyaksha has the consonants – Ra - an – ka - sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Vaanoarkku - Eraivan –Sivan.  

- Hiranyaksha has the consonants - Ra - an – ka – sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Anaivarukkum Eraivan –Sivan. 

- Kayadhu has the consonants – ka – the - and the original Tamil word is kaaththaayee. 

- Kayadhu has the consonants – ka -  the - and the original Tamil word is Thaeiva Thaai -  

mother goddess. 

- Kayadhu has the consonants – ka – the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 

Thaevathai. 

- Kayadhu has the consonants – ka – the - and the other interpretation of the word is 

Thaeiva Naayaki – mother goddess. 

- Kayadhu has the consonants – ka – the - and the original Tamil word is udi thaeivam -  

family goddess. 

- Kayadhu has the consonants – ka – the - and the original Tamil word is Sivanudaiya  

mana vaatti [missing  letter-sa-]- wife of Sivan.  

- Hiranya kashipu has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- sa – pa - and the original Tamil word 

is Siva Perumaan. 

- Hiranya kashipu has the consonants – Ra- an – ka- [-sa -]– pa - and the original Tamil  

word is PonUruvan- Sivan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants– pa - Ra –ka– la – the - and the original Tamil word is Palani 

Aandavar –Murugan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [ - pa--] - Ra –ka– la – the- and the original Tamil word is 

arumin kaathalan– Murugan- the Pleiades. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [- pa--] - Ra –ka– la – the- and the original Tamil word is 

Aaru kannimaar penn thaeivankkalin kuzhuthai – son of 6 women – Pleiades – 

Murugan.  

- Prahlad has the consonants - [ - pa--] - Ra – ka– la – the- and the original Tamil word is 

Senthil kumaran [missing letter- sa-] –Murugan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [- pa--] - Ra –ka– la – the- and the original Tamil word is 

Senthil Aandavar [missing letter- sa-] –Murugan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [ - pa--] - Ra – ka– la – the- and the original Tamil word is 

Senthil Vael Murugan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [- pa--] - Ra – ka– la – the- and the original Tamil word is 

Senkkathir Selvan [missing letter- sa-] –Murugan. 
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- Prahlad has the consonants - [- pa--] -  Ra –ka– la – the- and the original Tamil  word is 

VadiVael Murugan -Murugan; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.  

- Prahlad has the consonants - [- pa--] - Ra –ka– la – the- and the original Tamil  word is 

Muththu Kumara Vael –Murugan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [- pa--] - Ra –ka– la – the- and the original Tamil  word is 

Kailai kizhavanin Thiru makan - Murugan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [ - pa--] - Ra –ka– la – the- and the original Tamil  word is 

KathirVaelan - Murugan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [- pa--] - Ra –ka– la – the - and the other interpretation of 

the word is Loaka Naathar - Sivan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [ - pa--] - Ra –ka– la – the- and the original Tamil  word is 

Thiru Aaru muka kadavul - Murugan. 

- Prahlad has the consonants - [- pa--] - Ra –ka– la – the- and the original Tamil  word is 

VettriVael -Murugan; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

Jaya - Saeyon 

  Vijaya - Sivan 

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka - and the original Tamil word is kollivaikka - to set 

fire; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.  

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka - and the original Tamil word is Vannan – k-

kalinVizhaa - festival of colors.  

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka - and the original Tamil word is kaali Amman / 

kaalan- in manaivi 

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka - and the original Tamil word is Ve – k-kaali Amman 

– form of Kaali Amman. 

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka - and the original Tamil word is Kalai Makal - 

goddess of arts and science. 

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka - and the original Tamil word is Malai makal – 

mountain goddess.  

- Holika has the consonants –la – ka - and the original Tamil word  is Alai Makal –sea 

goddess. 

- Holika has the consonants – la - ka-  and the original Tamil  word is Selva makal / Laksmi 

– goddess of wealth. 

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka - and the original Tamil word is Vellai Ammal – 
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moon - goddess.  

- Holika has the consonants –la – ka - and the original Tamil word is Valli Ammai – moon 

goddess.  

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka- and the original Tamil word is Vaelammal – mother 

of Murugan – moon goddess. 

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka - and the original Tamil word is Azhaku Ammal – 

moon goddess.  

- Holika has the consonants – la – ka- and the original Tamil word is Nilaa Makal – moon 

goddess. 

 

https://www.apnisanskriti.com/story/the-story-of-hiranyakashipu-and-prahlada-narsimha-

avatar-6 

Many years ago, to save the earth from the captivity of Hiranyaksha, Lord Vishnu had 

arrived in the avatar (incarnation) Varaha (boar) form and killed him. Hiranyakashipu, elder 

brother of Hiranyaksha wanted to take revenge on the devotees and in particular on Lord 

Vishnu. He wanted to become the master of all the three worlds - Heaven, Earth & Pathala. 

According to a story from Bhagavata Purana, Hiranyakashipu and Hiranyaksha are 

Vishnu's gatekeepers Jaya and Vijaya, born on earth as the result of a curse from the Four 

Kumaras. In Satya Yuga, Hiranyakashipu and Hiranyaksha - together called the Hiranyas - were 

born to Diti, daughter of Daksha Prajapathi, and sage Kashyapa. 

He went to the Himalayas and began to perform severe penance for many years. Lord 

Brahma was pleased by his penance and asked him for a boon. He asked for a boon that 

would make him as good as immortal. He asked that let death not come to me either by man 
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or beast, nor devil, nor god shall cause my death by day or by night with steel or stone or 

wood, indoors or outdoors, or earth or insky. Grant me undisputed lordship over the world. 

With boon, he became very dominating and egoistic. In this state of mind he ordered that 

only he should be worshipped as God in his kingdom. Now he considered himself invincible 

and started a reign of terror, hurting and killing everyone on earth and conquest of the three 

lokas. 

Whilst Hiranyakashipu had been performing the penance to be granted this boon, his 

home had been attacked by Indra and the other devas seizing the opportunity in his absence. 

Lord Indra had even abducted his wife, Queen Kayadhu who was expecting a child. At this 

point the divine sage Narada intervened in order to protect Hiranyakashipu's wife, Kayadhu 

and the unborn baby who was a supreme devotee of Lord Vishnu. Under the guidance of 

Narada, her unborn child (Hiranyakashipu's son) Prahlada, became affected by the 

transcendental instructions of the sage even at such a young stage of development. 

Hiranyakashipu eventually becomes so angry and upset at his son's devotion to Vishnu 

(who he sees as his mortal enemy) that he decides he must kill him. The demons tried to use 

their illusionary powers on Prahlad but none of their powers could stand before him. He tried 

to influence Prahlad against Lord Vishnu but failed and Prahlad was still as devoted as ever to 

Lord Vishnu. He ordered him to be trampled underfoot by an elephant.The enraged elephant 

was unable tocrush the body. They threw him over a precipice, but, as Vishnu resided in the 

heart of Prahlada, he came down upon the earth as gently as a flower drops upon the grass. 

They tried Poison, burn, starvation, throwing into a well, enchantments, and other measures 

on the child one after another, but to no purpose. They failed in all their attempts because 

Lord Vishnu was protecting his devotee. 

As a last hope, the king called his demoness sister, Holika for help. Holika has a 

distinctive cloak that when worn prevented her from being harmed by fire. By preparing a 

bonfire Hiranyakashipu asked Holika to sit with his son Prahlad in her lap in the hope that he 

will become a victim to fire. Without any fear of death Prahlada started chanting the mantras 

of Lord Vishnu. As the fire grew, a strong breeze started swaying the cloak. The cloak flew 

from Holika and covered Prahlad. It was then that she was charred to death and Prahlad 

remained unharmed. Since then, the night is celebrated as HolikaDahan. 

Hiranyakashipu eventually becomes so angry and upset, went to meet Prahlada as he 

refuses to acknowledge his father as the supreme lord of the universe and claims that Vishnu 
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is all-pervading and omnipresent. To which Hiranyakashipu points to a nearby pillar and asks 

if 'his Vishnu' is in it. The king got up from his throne in fury and hit the pillar with his mace. 

And to his surprise, the pillar cracked with a thundering sound and Vishnu appeared there in 

the form of Narasimha. One half of his body was of a lion and the other half of a man. He had 

matted hair on his head, large mustaches on the face and terrible teeth in the mouth. His 

paws had terrible nails on them. 

Narsimha roared angrily. The demon king Hiranyakashipu tried his best to escape from 

Narsimha. But at last, Narsimha caught hold of him and dragged him towards the threshold. 

There, he put Hiranyakashipu on thighs and tore his belly with his terrifying nails.Even after 

killing Hiranyakashipu none of the gods(Lord Shiva, Brahma) were able to calm Narasimha's 

fury, So all the gods and goddesses called His consort, the goddess Lakshmi, but she was also 

unable to do so. Then, at the request of Brahma, Prahlada was presented to Narasimha. He 

was pacified when Prahlad touched his feet. Lord Narsimha then asked Prahlad to seek some 

boon. Prahlad said: “You are my true Lord. If you wish to grant me a boon, kindly bless me 

that no desire may arise in my mind for anything.” Prahlada also prayed for his father. 

Lord Narasimha then made Prahlad the King and instructed him to follow good 

conduct and do his duties. Saying those words Lord Narsimha disappeared. 

Hiranyakashipu and ,Hiranyaksha were one  and the same character -Sivan the ruler of 

three worlds; Sivan has the golden color as he is the sun god; unable to tolerate Sivan’s  

power, the Aryan priests wrote the story of Varaha avatar; it is their habit of perversion to call 

the powerful, noble Tamil kings and follower of Sivan - Tamil people who did not accept 

Vishnu worship as evil forces; since they were pastoral nomadic people they knew nothing 

about agriculture; they made false accusations that Sivan was the reason for flood  and 

immersion of agricultural lands in water as Sivan was the ruler of three lands - the  heaven, 

earth and pathala; pigs were used in the ancient past to plow the farm lands; since the Aryan 

people knew nothing about the art of plowing that attributed pigs to Vishnu; Varaha avatar is 

the plagiarized story of the method of recovering the fertility of the lands immersed by major 

floods by ancient agricultural people; the immersed land is  symbolically considered as 

pathala; unfortunately the plagiarized form of the story was  not accepted by the agricultural 

Tamil people of Marutham lands and people continued to  worship lord Sivan and refused to 

accept the Aryan god Vishnu. 

Hence the Aryan priests had made another story to brainwash the Tamil people to 
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accept the Aryan god Vishnu; as usual they gave one more chance to Vishnu to take a new   

avatar / role - Narasimha to accomplish their hidden agenda of targeting the Tamil people to 

make them accept that Vishnu was more omnipotent, superior and powerful when compared 

to Sivan. 

The original / true story of Prahlad- Interpretation ;  

The perverted  Aryan priests wrote  the story Narsimha avatar in which son of Siva 

himself – Prahlad was made to be a follower of Vishnu; it was the belief of the Tamil  people 

that Sivan was there both inside the strong  pillar as well as inside the flexible straw; the 

strong pillar symbolizes the linga in full erection form and the flexible straw  signifies the non- 

erectile flaccid form of the linga; Vishnu could not make Prahlad - the son of Sivan -- 

representing the Tamil people by all means to accept Vishnu worship;  hence Vishnu tried to 

kill him by all means; the attempt to poison him was not successful because he was the son of 

Sivan who had consumed the poison; the attempt to burn him was not successful as he was 

the sun god himself; even the elephant did not kill him  because he himself was the white 

elephant of the sky;an earlier attempt to kill him by  Indran [Aryan god ] when he was in the 

womb of Kayadhu was thwarted by his father Sivan; Prahlad used to worship his father lord 

Siva – in the form of linga with a lion on top of it; as lion is the king of the forest, Sivan is 

considered as the king of the universe; the mane of the lion is considered to be the matted 

hair of Siva. One day Vishnu wearing the  mask of a lion in the disguise of the lord Sivan stood 

behind the linga lion statue; when Prahlad came to worship the linga lion statue, got 

surprised  to see his father – the disguised Vishnu; as Prahlad was about to worship his father 

- Vishnu in disguise – suddenly attacked him; Vishnu attacking the thighs of Hiranyakashibu 

signifies his hat redness over linga worship. 

 However Prahlad could not be killed as she was saved by his mother Holika - Kaali  

Amman - wife of Siva; but then the plagiarist Aryan priests had portrayed Holika - as the  

sister of Prahlad in the story; Holika was the moon goddess and her dress was the shadow  of 

light / fire of lord Siva during the waxing phase of the moon; and when she is without that 

shadow of light in the night time - or a new moon day she would become an immortal  female 

symbolically and so she was charred to death; Prahlad would not die as he was the son of the 

sun god - Sivan; Prahlad himself was the form of fire. 

Vishnu’s attempt to kill Prahlad was a futile one because he was - the devil to the Tamil, 

a god - to the Aryan, a man and a lion; the lap of Narasimha on which he kept Prahlad/ 
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Hiranyakashipu to kill symbolically denotes the womb - sanctum sanctorum   where the linga 

lion statue was worshiped by Prahlad; since he was within the womb he  was neither in the 

earth nor in the sky; within the uterus there is no day or night; death of  one on the door 

steps [neither indoors - nor outdoors] signifies the death of a baby in the vaginal canal while 

parturition as the head of the baby is neither inside the womb nor  outside the vulva - the 

door.     

Sharabha 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharabha 

- Sharabha has the consonants – sa- Ra - pa - and the original Tamil word is serum paer 

Arima - roaring great lion. 

- Sharabha has the consonants –[- sa -] - Ra - pa -  and the original Tamil word is  

parappai / parai / parappana- flying birds. 

 

 

 

Sharabha is a part – lion and part-bird beast in Hindu mythology, who, according 

to Sanskrit literature, is eight-legged and more powerful than a lion or an elephant, 

possessing the ability to clear a valley in one jump. In later literature, Sharabha is described as 

an eight-legged deer. 

The Shaiva scriptures narrate that god Shiva assumed the form of Sharabha to 

pacify Narasimha - the fierce man-lion avatar of Vishnu worshipped by Vaishnava sect. This 

form is popularly known as Sharabeshwara ("Lord Sharabha") or Sharabeshwaramurti. The 

Vaishnavas refute the portrayal of Narasimha as being destroyed by Shiva-Sharabha and 
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regard Sharabha as a name of Vishnu. The Vimathgira purana, Vathistabhaana purana, 

Bhalukka purana, and other puranas narrate that Vishnu assumed the form of the 

ferocious Gandabherunda bird-animal to combat Sharabha. 

Shaiva views 

The legend of Sharabha as an incarnation of Shiva is narrated in many Hindu scriptures 

and each presents a different version to suit one's religious beliefs. But one common refrain 

in all these depictions is that Sharabha is a combination of a huge animal-bird beast with 

enormous strength manifested with the purpose of pacifying similar ferocious avatar of 

Vishnu such as Narasimha (man-lion); After slaying Hiranyakashipu, Narasimha's wrath 

threatened the world. At the behest of the gods, Shiva sent Virabhadra to tackle Narasimha. 

When that failed, Shiva manifested as Sharabha. 

 In retaliation Sivan worshiping  people wrote Siva purana in which they removed  the 

lion mask from Narasimha – the imposter of Sivan – the sun god with the help of the  flying 

lion - sun god - Sivan himself; by taking away the lion mask from Narasimha his true  colors 

were exposed to the common people; although sun has no legs or wings he moves 

[apparently ] from east to west daily and so he is considered to be the flying horse or the 

flying lion symbolically; the statue of sitting Narasimha with protruding eyes, with a silly 

smile, with crossed legs chained by a ribbon band clearly indicate that he was defeated by  

Sivan; Sivan chained him with the ribbon band to humiliate him to take revenge over the 

Aryan priests as they chained his son Ayyappan in Sabari Mala. 
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 Sivan – a Tamil book  by P.Muthukumarasami / printed – by- Palaniappa  brothers – 

2007. 

 Author Muthukumarasami in his book on Sivan states that a stone statue of linga over 

a lion was found near Agra; he adds that references about this form of linga can be seen in 

Mahabaratham, Linga  puraanam and Vaayupuranam; he also points out that statues of Sivan 

seated on an elephant and lion are also found in Madura, Musa Nagar - Kanpur. 

Ashok pillar  

- Ashoka [A -shoka - soakaminmai - without worry] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka  - and 

the original Tamil word is Koan - king. 

- Ashoka [A -shoka - soakaminmai - without worry] has the consonants – sa - ka- and the 

original Tamil word is Sokkan – Sivan. 

- Ashoka has the consonants – sa - ka - and the original Tamil word is Sivan; sooththiram; 

ka= va; va= ka. 

- Ashoka has the consonants – sa - ka - and the original Tamil word is sinkkam – lion;  

Saakkiyan - the lion; Saakiya Munivan - the lion monk; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Lion has the consonants – la - an - and the original Tamil word is koavilangu [missing  

letter- ka-]- king of the beasts. 

 

2.63. Ashok pillar 
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- Pillar has the consonants – pa – la – Ra - and the original Tamil word is nilai paeru / 

nilaiperu - founded / stable / established. 

- Column has the consonants – ka – la – ma – an - and the original Tamil word is  

nilaiyaaka nikkum kazhi / kaal - standing stick / wood. 

- Capital has the consonants – ka-[- pa-]- the – la - and the original Tamil word is 

mandavaththai thankki nikkum nilai kanthu - standing pillar of the hall. 

- Capital has the consonants –  ka-[- pa-]- the – la - and the original Tamil word is muttu 

kodukkum kaal – supporting leg / wood. 

- Capital has the consonants –  ka – pa - the - la - and the original Tamil word is Kai – 

muthal panam – capital money; muthaleettukkaana panam. 

- Capital has the consonants –  ka-[- pa-]- the - la - and the original Tamil word is 

ThalaiVaayil - the capital city – the main entrance; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lion_Capital_of_Ashoka 

The Lion Capital of Ashoka is a sculpture of four Asiatic lions standing back to back, on 

an elaborate base that includes other animals. A graphic representation of it was adopted as 

the official Emblem of India in 1950. It was originally placed on the top of the Ashoka pillar at 

the important Buddhist site of Sarnath by the Emperor Ashoka, in about 250 BCE during his 

rule over the Maurya Empire. The pillar, sometimes called the Aśoka Column, is still in its 

original location, but the Lion Capital is now in the Sarnath Museum, in the state of Uttar 

Pradesh, India. Standing 2.15 meters (7 feet) high including the base, it is more elaborate than 

the other very similar surviving capitals of the pillars of Ashoka bearing the Edicts of 

Ashoka that were placed throughout India several of which feature single animals at the top; 

one other damaged group of four lions survives, at Sanchi.  

The capital is carved out of a single block of polished sandstone, and was always a 

separate piece from the column itself. It features four Asiatic Lions standing back to back. 

They are mounted on an abacus with a frieze carrying sculptures in high relief of an elephant, 

a galloping horse, a bull, and a lion, separated by intervening spoked chariot-wheels. The 

whole sits upon a bell-shaped lotus. The capital was originally crowned by a 'Wheel 

of Dharma' (Dharmachakra popularly known in India as the "Ashoka Chakra"), with 24 

spokes, of which a few fragments were found on the site. A thirteenth century replica of the 

Sarnath pillar and capital in Wat Umong near Chiang Mai, Thailand built by King Mangrai, 
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preserves its crowning Ashoka Chakra or Dharmachakra. The wheel on the capital, below the 

lions, is the model for the one in the flag of India. 

What is being preached may be symbolized by the group of four lions of the capital. A 

group of four lions joined back to back symbolizes a group of four things of equal importance. 

The lion is frequently used as a symbol of the Buddha, as at Sanchi, and the animals on the 

abacus below also have symbolic meaning in Buddhism. The capital is 

clearly Buddhist and Mauryan in origin and thus probably symbolizes the spread of Dharma, 

and perhaps the extent of the Maurya Empire in all directions, or four parts of the empire. 

Alternatively, the group of four lions and bell jointly symbolize preaching of 'the Four Noble 

Truths' of Buddhism to all; those that emphasize the Middle Path. The symbol U with a 

vertical line placed symmetrically inside it symbolizes 'The Middle Path'. The Middle Path is 

the fundamental philosophy of Buddhism, the Buddhist Dharma. 

Western origin 

There has been much discussion of the extent of influence from Achaemenid 

Persia, where the column capitals supporting the roofs at Persepolis have similarities, and the 

"rather cold, hieratic style" of the Sarnath Lion Capital of Ashoka especially shows "obvious 

Achaemenid and Sargonid influence". India and the Achaemenid Empire had been in close 

contact since the Achaemenid conquest of the Indus Valley, from circa 500 BCE to 330 BCE. 

Hellenistic influence has also been suggested. In particular the abaci of some of the 

pillars (especially the Rampurva bull, the Sankissa elephant and the Allahabad pillar capital) 

use bands of motifs, like the bead and reel pattern, the ovolo, the flame palmettes, lotuses, 

which likely originated from Greek and Near-Eastern arts. Such examples can also be seen in 

the remains of the Mauryan capital city of Pataliputra. 

It has also been suggested that the sixth century Greek columns such as the Sphinx of 

Naxos, a 12.5m Ionic column crowned by a seated animal in the religious center of Delphi, 

may have been an inspiration for the pillars of Ashoka. Many similar columns crowned by 

sphinxes were discovered in ancient Greece, as in Sparta, Athens or Sparta, and some were 

used as funerary steles. The Greek sphinx, a lion with the face of a human female, was 

considered as having ferocious strength, and was thought of as a guardian, often flanking the 

entrances to temples or royal tombs.  
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Indian origin 

Some scholars such as John Irwin emphasized a reassessment from popular belief of 

Persian or Greek origin of Ashokan pillars. He makes the argument that Ashokan pillars 

represent Dhvaja or standard which Indian soldiers carried with them during battle and it was 

believed that the destruction of the enemy's Dhvaja brought misfortune to their opponents. A 

relief of Bharhut stupa railing portrays a queenly personage on horseback carrying 

a Garudadhvaja Heliodorus pillar has been called Garudadhvaja, literally Garuda-standard, 

the pillar dated to second century BC is perhaps the earliest recorded stone pillar which has 

been declared a Dhvaja.  

Ashokan edicts themselves state that his words should be carved on any stone slab or 

pillars available indicating that the tradition of carving stone pillars was present before the 

period of Ashoka. 

John Irwin also highlights the fact that carvings on pillars such as Allahabad pillar was 

done when it had already been erected indicating its pre Ashokan origins.  

https://smarthistory.org/lion-capital-ashokan-pillar-at-sarnath 

The Pillar 

The pillar is a symbol of the axis mundi (cosmic axis) and of the column that rises 

everyday at noon from the legendary Lake Anavatapta (the lake at the center of the universe 

according to the Buddhist cosmology) to touch the sun. 

The Capital 

The top of the column - the capital - has three parts. First, a base of a lotus flower, the 

most ubiquitous symbol of Buddhism. 

Then, a drum on which four animals are carved representing the four cardinal 

directions: a horse (west), an ox (east), an elephant (south), and a lion (north). They also 

represent the four rivers that leave Lake Anavatapta and enter the world as the four major 

rivers. Each of the animals can also be identified by each of the four perils of samsara. The 

moving animals follow one another endlessly turning the wheel of existence. 

Four lions stand atop the drum, each facing in the four cardinal directions. Their 

mouths are open, roaring or spreading the dharma, the Four Noble Truths, across the land. 

The lion references the Buddha, formerly Shakyamuni, a member of the Shakya (lion) clan. 

https://smarthistory.org/lion-capital-ashokan-pillar-at-sarnath
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The lion is also a symbol of royalty and leadership and may also represent the Buddhist king 

Ashoka who ordered these columns. A cakra (wheel) was originally mounted above the lions. 

Some of the lion capitals that survive have a row of geese carved below the lions. The 

goose is an ancient Vedic symbol (Veda means knowledge in Sanskrit and the Vedas refers to 

the canonical collection of hymns, prayers and liturgical formulas that make up the earliest of 

the Hindu sacred writings. Many of the Buddhist symbols and practices derive from these 

early texts). The flight of the goose is thought of as a link between the earthly and heavenly 

spheres. 

The pillar reads from bottom to top. The lotus represents the murky water of the 

mundane world and the four animals remind the practitioner of the unending cycle of 

samsara as we remain, through our ignorance and fear, stuck in the material world. But the 

cakras between them offer the promise of the Eightfold Path, which guides one to the 

unmoving center at the hub of the wheel. Note that in these particular cakras, the number of 

spokes in the wheel (eight forthe Eightfold Path), had not yet been standardized. 

The lions are the Buddha himself from whom the knowledge of release from samsara is 

possible. And the cakra that once stood at the apex represents moksa, the release from 

samsara. The symbolism of moving up the column toward Enlightenment parallels the way in 

which the practitioner meditates on the stupa in order to attain the same goal. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heliodorus_pillar 

The pillar was first discovered by Alexander Cunningham in 1877 near the ancient city 

of Besnagar in the neighborhood of Vidisha in central India. Besnagar was founded near the 

confluence of Betwa River and Halali River (formerly, Bais River and the basis for "Bes"-

nagar). The fertile region was historically important because it was on the trade route 

between the northern Gangetic valley, the Deccan and the South Indian kingdoms of the 

subcontinent. The Besnagar site is at the northeastern periphery of the confluence, and close 

to Sanchi and Udayagiri, both ancient and of significance to Buddhism and Hinduism. 

 When Cunningham first saw it, the pillar was thickly encrusted with ritually applied red 

paste (vermillion). This encrusted pillar was the object of worship and ritual animal 

sacrifice. Next to the red-colored pillar was a high soil mound, and on top of the mound a 

priest had built his home and surrounded it with a compound wall. The locals at the time 

called the pillar the Khamba Baba or Kham Baba. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heliodorus_pillar
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The 1963–65 excavations revealed that the Heliodorus pillar was a part of an ancient 

temple site. The archaeologists found an ancient elliptical foundation, extensive floor and 

plinth produced from burnt bricks. Further, the foundations for all the major components of a 

Hindu temple – garbhagriha (sanctum), pradakshinapatha (circumambulation 

passage), antarala (antechamber next to sanctum) and mandapa (gathering hall) – were 

found. These sections had a thick support base for their walls. These core temple remains 

cover an area of 30 x 30 m with 2.40 m. The sections had post-holes, which likely contained 

the wooden pillars for the temple superstructure above. In the soil were iron nails that likely 

held together the wooden pillars. According to Khare, the superstructure of the temple was 

likely made of wood, mud and other perishable materials. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heliodorus_pillar 

The sub-surface structure discovered was nearly identical to the ancient temple 

complex discovered in Nagari (Chittorgarh, Rajasthan) – about 500 kilometers to the west of 

Vidisha, and the Nagari temple too has been dated to the second half of the 1st-millennium 

BCE. The archaeological discoveries about Vāsudeva Krishna at the Mathura site – about 500 

kilometers to the north, states Khare, confirm that Garuda, Makara found at this site, palm-

leaf motifs were related to early Vaishnavism. The Heliodorus pillar was a part of an ancient 

Vaishnava temple. According to Susan Mishra and Himanshu Ray, the Heliodorus pillar 

Besnagar site (2nd century BCE) and the Nagari site (1st century BCE) are perhaps the 

"earliest Hindu temples" that archaeologists have discovered. 

Linga / bull linga / horse linga / lion linga - pillar – oblisk – minarets – stupas. 

https://indiandownunder.com.au/2015/09/mysterious-cases-of-shivlings-found-across-the-

world 

Tara sits on a mysterious stone known as the Lia Fáil (Stone of Destiny). According to 

https://indiandownunder.com.au/2015/09/mysterious-cases-of-shivlings-found-across-the-world
https://indiandownunder.com.au/2015/09/mysterious-cases-of-shivlings-found-across-the-world
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The Annals of the Four Masters, an ancient document written by Franciscan Monks 

between1632 and1636 AD, this stone was brought to Ireland by the Tuatha Dé Danann – 

supernaturally gifted people. Some speculate it was they who brought the power to make 

bronze to Ireland. They were the main deities of pre-Christian GaelicIreland. 

 

 

Vietnam was the home to a vibrant Vedic civilization. Many spectacular temples and 

sculptures still remain to this day. Through out Vietnam many ancient Shiva Lingas have been 

found, dating back thousands of years. This is further proof of the vast extent of Vedic culture 

throughout the world. 

 

 

This piece is at present on view in the Etruscan Museum at the Vatican in Rome. 

Encyclopedia Britannica mentions under the headings “Etruria” and “Etruscan” that between 

the 2nd and 7th centuries BC, northern Italy was known as Etruria. During excavations many 

such “meteoric stones mounted on carved pedestals” are discovered in Italy. Obviously, 

therefore, this one was dug up from the Vatican itself. Many more must be lying buried in the 

Vatican’s massive walls and numerous cellars. 
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In 1940, archaeologist M.S. Vats discovered three Shiva Lingas at Harappa, dating more 

than 5,000 years old. This rare archival photo shows the ancient Shiva Linga as it was being 

excavated from the Harappa site. 

 

 

Pillars 
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Lion pillars 
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Obelisks, minarets and stupas 
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Interpretaion;  

The first pillar to be erected anywhere in the world is nothing but the linga - the erect 

penis. The linga over the lion statue was modified in the form of lion over the linga -which is 

the pillar; the bull capital is bull over the linga, elephant capital is the elephant over the linga; 

bull and the elephant and the horse are the symbols of the sun and the sun  god - Sivan; the 

bell part of the capital decorated with the lotus petals was the modified form of prepuce of 

the glans penis; the abacus in the form of a drum [damuru] is a symbol  of sun - sun god 

Sivan; the top portion of the Heliodorus pillar clearly portrays the glans  penis covered by the 

ola leaves; the ola leaves are the covering for  the glans penis; also the palm ola leaves made 

in the form of fans resemble the sun and the sun rays; the local people worship the 

Heliodorus pillar as the Khamba Baba; Khambu means the stick and Baba means appan – lord; 

hence Khemba Baba means the lord of the stick which is nothing  but  Sivan in the form of 

linga; Heliodorus pillar was found with ritually applied vermilion and it was  also an object of 

worship and a place for sacrifice; hence there is a possibility that a bull capital would have 

changed into a garuda pillar by the Vaishnavites; the chakra   - the wheel is nothing but the 

sun; the meaning of the name Ashoka is also lion; lion is the king of the beasts and sun is king 

of the universe; the mane of the lion indicates the  golden sunrays; the four lions over the top 

of the capital indicate that the lion - the sun is the ruler of the four directions; the eight 

spokes of the wheel also signify the eight directions - 4+4 - ruled by Sun god; the lion capital, 

the minarets, the obelisks are the modified form of the Siva linga; the dome of the mosques / 

churches and the buddist stupasre present the womb; similary the tomb stones signify the 

hero stones of Tamil people; the meaning of the Sivalinga- a form of fertility worship was 

slowly  modified by people with different ideologies / beliefs, by people with ulterior motives 

and  by the people of different periods alien to the land; of course some of them would have 

fed up with the abuse of women folk in the name of fertility tantric rituals that happened in 

the temples which also paved the way for the beginning of new religions. 

 

 

https://amzn.to/2XrDjbL
https://amzn.to/2XrDjbL
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labours_of_Hercules 

The Twelve Labours of Heracles ( hoi Hērakléousâthloi) are a series of episodes 
concerning a penance carried out by Heracles, the greatest of the Greek heroes, whose name 
was later romanised as Hercules. They were accomplished at the service of King Eurystheus. 
The episodes were later connected by a continuous narrative. The establishment of a fixed 
cycle of twelve labors was attributed by the Greeks to an epic poem, now lost, written 
by Peisander, and dated about 600 BC.  

After Hera, who had tried to kill Heracles ever since he was born, induced a madness in 
him that made him kill his wife and children, Heracles went to the Oracle of Delphi to atone. 
He prayed to the god Apollo for guidance, and was told to serve the king of Mycenae, 
Eurystheus, for ten years. During this time, he was sent to perform a series of difficult feats, 
called labors. 

 

Eurystheus [broad strength] 

Decoding the Greek word – Eurystheus in Tamil; 

To have more details regarding  the  jumbling  theory , readers can go  through  

the author's  book - Sumerian – English Dictionary  in  academia. edu  

 

- Eurystheus [broad strength ] has the consonants – Ra -the- [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is mana uruthi –mental strength.  

 

2.64. 12 Labours of Hercules 
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- Eurystheus [broad strength] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is manathir uruthi indri - lack of mental strength; manathu - mind; uruthi - 
strength; indri - without. 

- Eurystheus [broad strength] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is achcham niraintha mannar - a fearful king; achcham - fear; mannar - king; 
niraintha - full of. 

- Eurystheus [broad strength] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is thiran indri - without talent; thiran - talaent; indri - without. 

- Eurystheus [broad strength] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is sandam - strength. 

- Eurystheus [broad strength] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the other 
interpretation of the word is eratham - strength. 

- Eurystheus [broad strength] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is thirudathai – strength. 

- Eurystheus [broad strength] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is thaarttiyam – strength. 

- Eurystheus [broad strength] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is thiraani - strength. 

- Eurystheus [broad strength] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is theeram - strength. 

Eurystheus - The King  

- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is thirumudiyoan - king; thiru - holy; mudi - crown. 

- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is mannaathi mannar - emperor; mannar - king. 

- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is thandatharan–king; thandam - stick / scepter. 

- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is poothaaran [missing letter- pa-] –king; poo - earth. 

- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is thampiraan – king. 
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- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the - [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is naatai aandidum mannar - the ruler of the state; naadu - state; aandidu - 
to rule; mannar - king. 

- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the – sa - and the other 
interpretation of the word is raasaathi rajan - emperor;  raja – king. 

- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the– sa - and the other 
interpretation of the word is saththira pathi - king. 

- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the - [-sa--]- and the other 
interpretation of the word is tharatheepan / tharaapathi [missing letter- pa-] – king. 

- Eurystheus [king ofTiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the - [-sa--]- and the other 
interpretation of the word is pirasaapathi [missing letter- pa-] -king. 

- Eurystheus [king of Tiryns] has the consonants – Ra – the - [-sa--]- and the other 
interpretation of the word is naraenthiran – king. 

- Tiryns [state of Eurystheus] has the the consonants – Ra – the - an [-sa -] - and the 
original Tamil word is thaai thiru naadu - mother country; thaai - mother; thiru - holy; 
naadu – state. 

- Tiryns has the consonants – Ra – the - an [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 
arannudiaya naadu – fortified state; ran - fort; udaiya - having; naadu - state. 

- Tiryns has the consonants – Ra - the - an [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is mathil 
niraintha naadu - state with forts; mathir - fort; niraintha - ful of. 

- Epic has the consonants - pa – ka - and the original Tamil word is kaappiyam - epic. 

- Epic has the consonants - [-pa-] - ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
kaaviyam - epic; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

Oracle   

Decoding the Greek sooththiram word – Oracle in Tamil; 
- Oracle has the consonants - Ra -ka – la - and the original Tamil word is erai vaai mozhi / 

eraivan mozhi - god’s words; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka; erai- god;vaai- mouth; 
mozhi- language / saying; eraivan - god. 

- Oracle has the consonants - Ra -ka – la - and the original Tamil word is eraivaai 
mozhiyaalar – oracle. 

- Oracle has the consonants - Ra -ka – la - and the original Tamil word is munarivuulloar- 
oracle; munarivu - forethought; mun - early; arivu - knowledge. 
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- Oracle has the consonants - Ra -ka – la - and the original Tamil word is nalloar vaai 
mozhi - sayings of great people; nallaor - great people / good people. 

- Oracle has the consonants - Ra - ka – la - and the original Tamil word is narkuri sollu 
[missing letter-sa-] - to predict / to foretell; kuri sol- oracle. 

- Oracle has the consonants - Ra - ka – la - and the original Tamil word is Kuris olli - 
[missing letter-sa-] women oracle. 

- Oracle has the consonants -Ra -ka – la - and the original Tamil word is erai arulaal 
varum – munkooral - prophecy / foretelling; eraiarul – god’s blessing / divine power. 

- Oracle has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - and the original Tamil word is nalla arivu - 
uraikooral - to give good advice; arivu urai - advice; kooru - to say. 

- Oracle has the consonants – Ra - ka – la - and the original Tamil word is koal kaari - 
female oracle; koal - stick / planet; kaarikai - woman. 

- Oracle has the consonants -Ra - ka - la - and the original Tamil word is koa – il karuvarai 
- sanctum sanctorum of the temple; koa – ill - temple; karuvarai - uterus. 

- Delphi has the consonants- the – la – pa- and the original Tamil word is thoppul - 
umbilicus. 

- Delphi has the consonants - the – la – pa- and the original Tamil word is nadu pulam - 
central land. 

- Delphi has the consonants- the – la – pa- and the original Tamil word is gnazhaththin 
maiyaththil ulla pulam - the central place of the earth; gnazham - world; maiyaththil - in 
the middle; pulam – place. 

- Penance has the consonants - pa – an - [-sa-]-and the interpretation of the word is 
noanpu – penance. 

Hercules - son of Hera  

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Maari - 
yaaein – kuzhavi – child of Hera; Maari – Hera/ Mary; kuzhavi- child. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -sa - and the original Tamil word is Maari–
yaaeinulla serukku - pride of Hera; ullam – mind / soul; serukku - pride. 

Hercules – One with Ingenuity 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Arivu 
Azhagan - wise youth; arivu - intelligence; azhaku - beauty. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is arivaali 
- wise one. 
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- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la–sa-and the original Tamil word is jaala–k- 
kaaran - one with ingenuity; soozhchchi - seikiravan; soozhchchi kalai–yir vallavan; 
soozhchchi - ingenuity. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la– sa-and the original Tamil word is kai-varaisai 
- k - kaaran - one with prowess; kaaran - a person. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is muzhu 
kirukkan - totally insane person; muzhu - total; kirukkan - mad person. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la- -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is kolai 
kaaran - killer; kollu - kill. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is arava –
kolaikaaran - snake killer; aravam - snake. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 
arimaenum koa vilankku - kolaikaaran - lion killer; arima - lion; koa vilanku - king of the 
beast; koa - king; vilanku - animal. 

Hercules - hunter / archer / hero / warrior  

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -sa - and the interpretation of the word is 
sikaariyal - hunter boy. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la– sa- and the original Tamil word is silavar - 
hunter; sooththiram – ka = va; va = ka. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 
kalakkar - hunter. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa -] - and the original Tamil word is 
kooliyar - hunter / warrior. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la-  -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
aaviliyar – hunter; sooththiram – ka = va; va = ka. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is villaeru 
– uzhavar / villaar – hunter / bow man / warrior; sooththiram – ka = va; va =ka. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is maa – 
kular - hunter. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Kolaignar – hunter. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is kaliyar 
/ kalavar - warriors. 
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- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la– sa- and the original Tamil word is sankkalar - 
warriors.  

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
mazhavar - warriors; sooththiram – ka = va; va = ka. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
ivulimaravar - a cavalier / horseman / warrior. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is vil – 
kaaran - bow man / archer; vil - bow. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is vil kalai 
valloan - master of archery; kalai - art. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is 
valimaiulla maravan – veeran - hero; valimai - strength; veeran - hero. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is viraloan 
- hero; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is yaeruzh 
vali - mighty  warrior. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la–sa- and the original Tamil word is poar kalai –
yil vallavan [missing letter- pa-] - soldier; poar - war; kalai - art; vallavan - skilled person. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la–sa-and the original Tamil word is pennkalin 
ullam kavar kalvan [missing letter- pa-] – one who has stolen the hearts of women; 
pennkal - women; ullam - heart / soul; kavaru - to attract. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la - sa - and the original Tamil word is nenju 
uram ullavan - one with mental strength; nenju - chest; uram -  strength sooththiram; 
ka = va; va = ka. 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra - ka – la -sa - and the original Tamil word is 
paraakiramasaali [missing letter- pa-] - hero. 

 

Athloi 

- Athloi has the consonants - the - la - and the original Tamil word is thozhil - labour.  

- Athloi has the consonants - the - la - and the original Tamil word is thozhilaali - 
labourer. 

- Athloi has the consonants - the - la - and the original Tamil word is naattaal- labourer. 

- Athloi has the consonants - the - la - and the original Tamil word is paattaali [missing 
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letter- pa-]-labourer. 

- Athloi has the consonants - the - la - and the original Tamil word is silathan [missing 
letter- sa-]- labourer. 

- Athloi has the consonants –the - la - and the original Tamil word is uzhaiththal - to 
labour. 

- Athloi has the consonants - the– la- and the originalTamil word is thollai - work. 

- Athloi has the consonants - the– la- and the originalTamil word is uzhaththal / 
allaaduthal – toil. 

- Athloi has the consonants - the - la- and the original Tamil word is paadu paduthal 
[missing letter- pa-]-under go hardship. 

- Athloi has the consonants –the – la- and the originalTamil word is adipaduthal [missing 
letter- pa-]-undergo hardship. 

- Athloi has the consonants - the – la- and the originalTamil word is poaduthal [missing 
letter- pa-]-to work. 

- Athloi has the consonants - the – la- and the originalTamil word is pani eduthal [missing 
letter- pa-]- to work. 

- Athloi has the consonants - the - la- and the originalTamil word issei thozhil [missing 
letter- sa-] - occupation. 

 

 

   Solar eclipse on a new moonday 

 

 

- Cleonae has the consonants –ka- la – an - and the original Tamil word is vaanveli - sky; 
sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka; vaan- sky; veli - space. 

- Cleonae has the consonants- ka- la – an - and the original Tamil word is koa – vilankkin 
kukai - lion’s den; koa - king; vilanku – animal; kukai - den. 

1.Nemean Lion  
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- Cleonae has the consonants –ka- la– an- and the original Tamil word is vemmanal / 
venn - kamalam - hell / underworld; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka; venn - white. 

- Molorchos has the consonants - ma – la-  Ra - ka -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
naalu kaal pul – inankkal maekkira koanaar [missing letter- pa-] - shepherd; naalu - 
four; kaal - leg; pul - inankkal – animals / birds; maeikka - to tend cattle; Koanaar - the 
shepherd. 

- Molorchos has the consonants - ma – la - Ra - ka -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 
Koanaar kula makan - shepherd; kulam - family; makan - son. 

- Nemea has the consonants – an –ma- and the original Tamil word is maanam - sky. 

- Nemea has the consonants - an - ma - and the original Tamil word is munn - earth. 

- Lion has the consonants – la - an - and the original Tamil word is koa - vilankku [missing 
letter- ka-] – king of the beasts; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Leo has a consonant - la- and the original Tamil word is yaali – lion. 

- Aryo [Syrian] has a consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil word is ari / arima - lion. 

- Sher[Persia] has the consonants - [- sa-] – Ra - and the original Tamil word is arima - 
lion. 

https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/leo-constellation/ 

Leo is one of the oldest constellations in the sky. Archaeological evidence suggests that 
Mesopotamians had a constellation similar to Leo as early as 4000 BC. The Persians knew the 
constellation as Shir or Ser, Babylonians called it UR.GU.LA (“the great lion”), Syrians knew it 
as Aryo, and the Turks as Artan. 

Babylonians knew the star Regulus as “the star that stands at the Lion’s breast,” or the 
King Star. Both the constellation and its brightest star were well-known in most ancient 
cultures. 

The Greeks associated Leo with the Nemean lion, the beast killed by Heracles during 
the first of his twelve labors. Both Eratosthenes and Hyginus wrote that the lion was placed 
among the constellations because it was the king of beasts. 

The lion lived in a cave in Nemea, a town located to the south-west of Corinth. It was 
killing the local inhabitants and could not be killed because its skin could not be pierced by 
any weapons. 

Heracles could not kill the lion with arrows, so he trapped the lion in its cave, grappled 
with the beast and eventually choked it to death. He used the lion’s claws to cut off its pelt, 
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and then wore the pelt as a cloak, complete with the lion’s head. The cloak both protected 
Heracles and made him appear even more fearsome. 

In the sky, the six bright stars that form the Sickle of Leo represent the lion’s head, and 
the brightest star in the constellation, Regulus (Alpha Leonis), marks the beast’s heart. 
Another bright star, Denebola (Beta Leonis) marks the tip of the lion’s tail. Algieba (Gamma 
Leonis) lies on the lion’s neck, even though its name means “the forehead.” Zosma (Delta 
Leonis) marks the lion’s rump. 

Heracles wandered the area until he came to the town of Cleonae. There he met a boy 
who said that if Hercules slew the Nemean lion and returned alive within 30 days, the town 
would sacrifice a lion to Zeus, but if he did not return within 30 days or if he died, the boy 
would sacrifice himself to Zeus. Another version claims that he met Molorchos, a shepherd 
who had lost his son to the lion, saying that if he came back within 30 days, a ram would be 
sacrificed to Zeus. If he did not return within 30 days, it would be sacrificed to the dead 
Heracles as a mourning offering. 

While searching for the lion, Heracles fletched some arrows to use against it, not 
knowing that its golden fur was impenetrable. When he found and shot the lion, firing at it 
with his bow, he discovered the fur's protective property as the arrow bounced harmlessly off 
the creature's thigh. After some time, Heracles made the lion return to his cave. The cave had 
two entrances, one of which Heracles blocked; he then entered the other. In those dark and 
close quarters, Heracles stunned the beast with his club and, using his immense strength, 
strangled it to death. During the fight the lion bit off one of his fingers. Others say that he 
shot arrows at it, eventually shooting it in the unarmored mouth. After slaying the lion, he 
tried to skin it with a knife from his belt, but failed. He then tried sharpening the knife with a 
stone and even tried with the stone itself. Finally, Athena, noticing the hero's plight, told 
Heracles to use one of the lion's own claws to skin the pelt. Others say that Heracles' armor 
was, in fact, the hide of the Lion of Cithaeron. 

When he returned on the 30th day carrying the carcass of the lion on his shoulders, 
King Eurystheus was amazed and terrified. Eurystheus forbade him ever again to enter the 
city; from then on he was to display the fruits of his labors outside the city gates. Eurystheus 
would then tell Heracles his tasks through a herald, not personally. Eurystheus even had a 
large bronze jar made for him in which to hide from Heracles if need be. Eurystheus then 
warned him that the tasks would become increasingly difficult. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants- Ra – ka – la –sa – the – la- and the original Tamil 

word is kaattu arasanaana sinkkaththai / koa vilankkai / arima–vai kolluthal -  killing the 

king of the forest – the lion; kaadu - forest; arasan - king; sinkkam - lion; arima - lion; 

koa - king; vilanku - animal; kolluthal - to kill. 
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- Hercules athloi has the consonants- Ra – ka – la –sa – the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is kathiravanin muzhu oli maraippu / oli mankkuthalenum vaan nikazhvu / viyan– 

j - suzhi [missing letter- pa-] -total solar eclipse; kathiravan - sun; muzhu - total; oli - 

light; maraippu - to hide; mankkuthal - waning; vaan - sky; nikazhvu - incident; viyan – j- 

sushi - eclipse. 

- Hercule sathloi has the consonants- Ra – ka - la- [-sa-]- the – la- and the original Tamil 

word is kathiravanukkum puvikoala-ththukkum idaiaye orae near koattil nilavu varum 

pozhuthil nilavin nizhal munnil veezhvathaal undaakkum naayirn koalampam / 

kirakanam [missing letter- pa-] - solar eclipse; kathiravan - sun; puvi - earth; koalam - 

planet; orae - same; near – koattil - straight line; vara - to come; nilavu - moon; nizhal - 

shadow; veezha - to fall; undaaka - to occur; naayiru - sun; koalampam - eclipse. 

Interpretation and reconstruction of the story-Nemean Lion  
* The entire story is about the total solar eclipse on a new moon day. 

*The lion represents the sun which has golden fur/ mane - the sun rays. 

   *Lionis the king of all animals; the sun is the king of all stars. 

*Clenoae was the lion’s den which was the underworld [lion of the earth –munn- in 
Tamil]. 

 *Clenoae was the lion’s den which was the sky – maanam in Tamil. 

 * the 30 days period is the period between one new moon to another new moon 
[synodic month - 29.5 days]. 

*New moon is the day for worshiping the departed souls of the forefathers in Tamil 
culture; during this day sacrifices are done to honor the ancestors /dead relatives; this fact 
makes us think that the pre-Greek people could be the Tamil people; ram is the preferred 
sacrifice for the sun god. 

*The dark cave signifies the underworld where the sun travels from west to east. 

* killing the sky lion /death of sun - might symbolize the night time [without sun], 
winter solstice or solar eclipse. 

* solar eclipse could  be the  right interpretation as solar eclipse occurs on a new moon 
day – 30 days  period.  

*Athena knew very well about the details of the sun as Zeus was her father; Hercules 
was also the son of Zeus and so there was no need for Athena to educate Hercules to use the 
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lion’s claws to skin the pelt; Zeus was the sun god / sky god; the sun god Apollo was also the 
son of Zeus. 

*The serpent which helped Hercules in killing the Nemean lion [solar eclipse] was the 
ascending - north lunar node - Rahu [head of the snake].  

The story is no way related to the Leo constellation. 
 

 
 

It is interesting to note that a female - the Tamil moon goddess Mani Ammai  [moon- 
Rahu - the snake] had brought the eclipse of her husband [sun] Maniyan- the sun god / lion; 
as a sign of victory over the sun, she made the lion as her mount; Aryan plagiarists  had no 
knowledge about the details about the lion mount of Durga.   

 
 
 

 
 

Water snake - the umbilical cord 
 

 
  

 

2.Lernaean Hydra 
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Figureshows - Hercules with  hydra; snake goddess - the fertility  goddess of Tamil 

people; lord Krishna dancing over the head of snake kaalinga; Tamil god Murugan with 7 

snakes [? kanni Maar goddesses] and lord Buddha with 5 snakes. 

 

- Herculesathloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - sa – the – la - and the original Tamil  

word is panikulaththil / naakaulakaththil / karupaiyil  -  kaanum paththu thalai saarai 

paampai – kuzhan thaiyin kazhuththai suththi ulla nanjukodi-yaei thee ittu eriththu / 

soodu poattu kolluthal [missing letter- pa-] - to char down the ten - headed water 

snake in side the pond / the umbilical cord around the neck of the baby; panikulam - 

amniotic sac; pani - water / amniotic fluid; kulam - pond; naakaulakam - the world of 

Nagas / the uterus; karu  pai – uterus; paththu - 10; thalai - head; paththu thalai - 10 

months of pregnancy; saarai paampu - water snake; kuzhanthai - baby; kazhuththu - 

neck; suththu - to surround; nanjukodi - poisonous vine; thee - fire; soodu poadu - 

branding; kollu - kill. 

- Lerna [lake] has the consonants - la – Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is neernilai - 

water reservoir; neer - water. 
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Hydra 

- Hydra has the consonants - the – Ra - and the original Tamil word is thanneer saarai 
[missing letter-sa-] -water snake; thanneer - water; saarai - snake. 

- Hydra has the consonants - the – Ra - and the original Tamil word is thanneer paampu 
[missing letter-pa-] -water snake; paampu - snake. 

- Hydra has the consonants - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is thanneer - water. 

- Hydra has the consonants - the - Ra - and the original Tamil word  is thaara / thee uru – 
star / fire form; thee - fire; uru – form. 

 

 
 

Hera  

- Hera has a consonant – Ra - and the original Tamil word is naari - woman.  

- Hera has a consonant – Ra - and the original Tamil word is aa-nirai - group of cows. 

- Hera has a consonant – Ra - and the original Tamil word is arasi [missing letter-sa]-  
queen. 

- Hera has a consonant - Ra - and the original Tamil word is arima- lion. 

- Hera has a consonant - Ra - and the original Tamil word is paeru [missing letter- pa-] - 
childbirth. 

- Hera has a consonant – Ra - and the original Tamil word is eeram - love. 

- Hera has a consonant – Ra - and the original Tamil word is naeram - time / hora. 
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- Zeus has a consonant – sa - and the original Tamil word is Sae-yoan - sun – Sivan; 
Shesha; Jesus; Chiyaaan -Murugan. 

- Europa has the consonants – Ra- pa- and the original Tamil word is periya erumai / pen 
nerumai - buffalo; penn - female; erumai - buffalo; periya - big. 

- Europa has the consonants – Ra- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is Maari– yaaee- 
fertility goddess of Tamil people; Mother Mary. 

- Europa has the consonants – Ra – pa - and the original Tamil word is Periya-yaaee – 
great mother. 

- Athena - has the consonants – the – an - and the original Tamil word is mooththa annai 
- great mother; aathi annai; mooththa - elder; annai - mother. 

- Apollon has the consonants – pa – la- an - and the original Tamil word is Pazhani – 
Murugan / Marduk. 

Lolaus 

- Lolaus [nephew name]has the consonants – la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  
annal - elder brother. 

- Lolaus [nephew name] has the consonants- la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 
ilaiyoan - younger brother. 

- Lolaus has the consonants – la –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is sulanan - fire. 

- Lolaus has the consonants – la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is anal /ali / oli-iyal / 
mayal – fire. 

- Lolaus has the consonants – la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is alaatham [missing 
letter- the -]-  fire brand. 

- Lolaus has the consonants – la – sa- and the original Tamil word is soodu iduthal 
[missing letter- the -]- branding. 

- Club has the consonants - ka – la- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is kazhi - stick 
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- Club has the consonants - ka - la- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is kazhakam- 
society / guild. 

- Mortal has the consonants – ma - Ra -the – la - and the original Tamil word is   endrum 
uyiroadu erunthidum nilai / endrum maarathu maraiyaatha nilai–yil ulla ondru; eternal 
one; endrum - all days; maaraathu - unchanging; maraiyaathu - not disappearing; nilai - 
status. 

- Mortal has the consonants – ma - Ra -the – la- and the other interpretation of the  
word is maranam illathathu - no death; maranam - death; illai - nil. 

- Immortal the consonants – ma - Ra - the – la - and the original Tamil word is   
marainthidum nilai –yil ulla ondru - the one that will disappear; marainthida - to 
disappear; nilai - status. 

- Immortal the consonants – ma - Ra -the – la - and the other interpretation of the word 
is maranam ullathu - prone to die; maranam - death. 

- Giant has the consonants ka -an - the - and the original Tamil word is kundan - big sized 
person. 

- Kavouras [crab] has the consonants ka – va– Ra –sa - and the original Tamil word is 
karuvarinanju - placenta; karuvarai - uterus; nanju - poison. 

- Kavouras [crab]has the consonants ka – va– Ra –sa - and the other interpretation of the 
word is viruchichickam – crab. 

- Kavouras [crab] has the consonants ka – va– Ra –sa -and the original Tamil word is 
pakka nakarvu [missing letter- pa-]- crab - walking on sides; pakkam - side; nakarvu - 
movement. 

- Crab has the consonants ka - Ra – pa - and the original Tamilword is pakka nakarvu – 
crab - walking on sides; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Crab has the consonants ka – Ra – pa - and the other interpretation of the word is  
vaanara pakai [missing letter- pa-]-crab - enemy of monkey; pakai - enmity; vaanaram- 
monkey. 

- Crab has the consonants ka – Ra - pa - and the original Tamilword is kaanakakuran –k-
kin pakai- crab - enemy of monkey; kaanakam - forest; kurankku - monkey; pakai - 
enmity. 

Centaur / Kentaurous - the sun / sky horse. 
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- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants – ka- an - the - Ra –[-sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is kuthirai udal mattrum kuthirai kaal udaiya manithar; a human with 
ahorse’s body and horse’s legs; kuthirai - horse; udar - body; kaal - leg; udaiya - having; 
manithar - man. 

- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants – ka – an – the - Ra –[-sa-] -and the original 
Tamil word is kuthirai manithar - horse man; kuthirai – k – kaaran - the sun; kuthirai - 
horse; manithar - men. 

- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants - ka – an – the - Ra –[-sa-] -and the original 
Tamil word is kuthirai veeran / maravan -c avalry; veeran - warrior; saenai - army; 
sooththiram; ka = va; va =ka. 

- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants – ka – an – the - Ra - sa -and the original 
Tamil word is kuthirai saenai / aniyam – cavalry. 

- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants– ka - an – the - Ra - [-sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is poei –k –kaarkuthirai aattam aadukiravar [missing letter- pa-] - dummy 
horse dance artist; poei - false; kaar - leg; kuthirai - horse; aattam - dance; aadukiravar - 
dancer. 

- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants – ka – an – the - Ra –sa- and the original 
Tamil word is kava sauoorthi padai ani [missing letter- pa-] - mechanized cavalry. 

- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants– ka – an – the - Ra - sa -and the original Tamil 
word is kuthirai saenam - horse saddle; saenam- saddle. 

- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants – ka – an – the - Ra - sa -and the original 
Tamilword is kuthiraisaanam - horse dung; kuthirai- horse; saanam - dung. 

- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants - ka - an - the - Ra –[-sa-]-and the original 
Tamil word is vaan kuthirai / kuthirai– k - kaaran -kathiravan - the sky horse; vaan 
kuthirai - sky horse; kathiravan - sun. 
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- Centaur / kentaurous has the consonants– ka – an - the - Ra - sa -and the original Tamil 
word is siraku indri parakkum vaan / vennnir akuthirai [missing letter- pa-]- flying sky 
horse - the sun;siraku - wings; indri- without; parakka - to fly; vaan - sky;  venn - white; 
niram- ray/ color;kuthirai- horse. 

- Centaur  / kentaurous has the consonants– ka – an – the - Ra –[-sa-] -and the original 
Tamil word is kuthirai thaer vandi oaattukiravar – horse charioteer; kuthirai - horse;  
thaer - chariot; vandi - wagon; oaattukiravar - driver. 

- Centaur / kentauroushas the consonants– ka – an – the - Ra– sa-and the original Tamil 
word is kuthirai vanikam seithidum eraavuththar - horse traders; kuthirai - horse; 
vanikam- trade; raavuththar - horse trader. 

- Centaur / kentauroushas the consonants - ka - an– the - Ra – sa-and the original Tamil 
word is kathiravanin–sen – k-kathir - red sun rays; kathiravan - sun; semmai - red; kathir 
- ray. 

Heracles' second labor was to slay the Lernaean Hydra, which Hera had raised just to 

slay Heracles. Upon reaching the swamp near Lake Lerna, where the Hydra dwelt, Heracles 

used a cloth to cover his mouth and nose to protect him from the poisonous fumes. He fired 

flaming arrows into the Hydra's lair, the spring of Amymone, a deep cave that it only came 

out of to terrorize neighboring villages. He then confronted the Hydra, wielding a 

harvesting sickle (according to some early vase-paintings), a sword or his famed club. Ruck 

and Staples (1994: 170) have pointed out that the chthonic creature's reaction was 

botanical: upon cutting off each of its heads he found that two grew back, an expression of 

the hopelessness of such a struggle for any but the hero. Additionally, one of the Hydra's 

heads - the middle one - was immortal. 

The details of the struggle are explicit in the Bibliotheca (2.5.2): realizing that he could 

not defeat the Hydra in this way, Heracles called on his nephew Iolaus for help. His nephew 

then came upon the idea (possibly inspired by Athena) of using a firebrand to scorch the neck 

stumps after each decapitation. Heracles cut off each head and Iolaus cauterized the open 

stumps. Seeing that Heracles was winning the struggle, Hera sent a giant crab to distract him. 

He crushed it under his mighty foot. He cut off the Hydra's one immortal head with a golden 

sword given to him by Athena. Heracles placed it under a great rock on the sacred way 

between Lerna and Elaius (Kerenyi 1959:144), and dipped his arrows in the Hydra's poisonous 

blood, and so his second task was complete. The alternative version of this myth is that after 

cutting off one head, he then dipped his sword in it and used its venom to burn each head so 

it could not grow back. Hera, upset that Heracles had slain the beast she raised to kill him, 
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placed it in the dark blue vault of the sky as the constellation Hydra. She then turned the 

crab into the constellation Cancer. 

Later, Heracles used an arrow dipped in the Hydra's poisonous blood to kill the 

centaur Nessus; and Nessus's tainted blood was applied to the Tunic of Nessus, by which the 

centaur had his posthumous revenge. Both Strabo and Pausanias report that the stench of 

the river Anigrus in Elis, making all the fish of the river inedible, was reputed to be due to 

the Hydra's venom, washed from the arrows Heracles used on the centaur. . 

Interpretation and reconstruction of the story-Lernaean Hydra; 
The essence of the story is to stop the death of the babies/ human race due to cord - 

the snake - around  neck during delivery; the poison of the Hydra snake was the amniotic 

fluid; Sivan wore the snake - the umbilical cord / Vasuki as his necklace and drank the poison 

to promote the fertility of the human race; but then the Greeks or the Indo Europeans or the 

Indo Iranians - Aryan people had no knowledge about the  symbolism of snake as their heroes 

attempted to kill or conquer the snake; this makes us to believe that the stories like Lernaean 

Hydra and Krishna / kalinka are the plagiarized form of the original stories of Tamil people. 

*Lerna is the amniotic fluid. 

*Hydra was the umbilical cord.  

*10 heads signify 10 months of pregnancy; it was given in the story as 9 [3 X three 

trimesters]; the number of heads varies in different versions. 

*Regrowth of the heads of the snake signifies the sustenance of human race by means 

of the umbilical cord; hence one of the Hydra's heads - the middle one - was immortal and it 

could never be cut even with a golden sword. 

*Umbilical cord can be cut by a sickle / blade and the bleeding stump of the cord can 

be cauterized if needed.  

*Crab was the placenta. 

* Lolaus was the fire or the fire brand itself; the golden sword was the sun ray as  

Hercules was the son of Zeus- the sun god / sky  god. 

*Hera placed Hydra in the dark blue vault of the sky as the Hydra constellation; the 

“dark blue” could signify the spill over poison of the Hydra in the sky. 

*The fishes in the river of Anigrus in Eliswere inedible not because of the poison of 

Hydraas; the fishes allegorically signify the stars of the milky way /sky; the Tamil people only 

equate the stars of the sky with fishes; this could be a strong  indication that the pre -Greek 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nessus_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunic_of_Nessus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strabo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pausanias_(geographer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labours_of_Hercules#cite_note-11
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people were Tamils. 

*Hercules became an aggressor towards women in his labor revealing his patriarchal 

superiority like the Aryan Krishna. 

*Killing the Lernaean Hydra by Hercules can be equated with lord Krishna conquering 

the five -headed [ 5x 2 =10 lunar months of pregnancy] snake Kaalinga of river Yamuna 

[amniotic fluid]; the difference was that Krishna did not kill the snake as the snake signified 

the umbilical cord which has to sustain the human race. 

*The story depicts the masculine superiority of the patriarchal society. 

*The symbolic meaning of the snakes - Lernaean  Hydra, Laydon of Hesperides  and  

dog  snake – Cerbreus  was unknown to the Greeks / western people because the concept of 

snake had originated from the east; the snake of the netherworld signifies the umbilical cord 

/ placenta of the uterus; the sky snake in Indian mythology was the stars in a long narrow 

space in between Scorpion and  Cancer; this long narrow space is considered as the snake bed 

of Aadi Shesha – Vishnu; the other sky snake is the Acubens – called as Ashelsha in Sanskrit 

and kat -sevi in Tamil. 

 

 
 
Capturing the Aldebran star 
 

 
 

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra - an – the - [-sa-] - la– pa –sa- and the 

original Tamil word is seppu niramudaiya kaar kulampukal - hooves of bronze or brass; 

seppu - copper; niram - color; udaiya - having; kaar l legs; kulampukal - hoofs. 

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra - an– the- [-sa-] – la– pa –sa- and the 

original Tamil word is uruvaththil kaalai maatai vida periya thoattram konda oru penn- 

maan - a female deer - larger than a bull in size; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; uruvam - 

3.KerynitisElaphos / Ceryneian Hind  
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form / figure; kaalai - bull; maadu - cattle; periya– big; thoattram - appearance; oru - 

one; penn - female; maaan - deer. 

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra - an – the- [-sa-]- la– pa –sa- and the 

original Tamil word is pala palakkum / minukkum–pon – niram konda / paththarai 

maaththu thankkaththai urukki seiya patta valaintha murukkiya naar –kompukalai 

[kaalam / ulavai / vayir / malai kuruchchi / sirunkkam ] -  udaiya azhaku niraintha kalai 

maan / eralai arasu/ pulli maan / kasthuri maan/ kalai maan/ sinkaara maan / navu – 

vimaan / varaaka maan / kada maan/ kadampai maan - the spotted deer / musk deer / 

stag / gazelle with shining horns made with pure gold; kasthuri maan / kaasarai maan - 

musk deer; eralai - stag; kalaimaan - stag; eralai arasu - royal stag; navu - vi maan - 

gazelle; sinkaara maan - Indian gazelle; pulli maan - chital; varaaka maan - deer; kada 

maan - sambar deer; kadampai maan - elk dee; pala palakkum - shining; ponniram - 

gold color; thankkam – gold paththarai maaththu thankkam - pure gold; urukku - to 

melt; sei - make; valaintha - curved; murukkiya - curved; naar - four; kompukal - horns; 

azhaku - beauty. 

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra - an - the- [-sa-] - la – pa – sa- and the  

original Tamil word is vaeka maakavirainthu – oaadum pulli maan / kasthuri man / kalai 

maan – spotted deer / mask deer / stag - which can run with great speed; vaekam - 

speed; oaadum - running; pulli maan - spotted deer. 

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra - an – the- [-sa-] – la– pa –sa- and the 

original Tamil word is serumal oli ezhuppum pozhuthu / urakkaththil kurattai vidum 

pozhuthu eriyim neruppai / moochchu kaaththai veli vidum oru vakai maan – the deer 

which emits fire while snorting; serumal oli - snorting sound; oli - sound; ezhupu - to 

raise; urakkam - sleep; kurattai - snoring; eriyim - burning; neruppu – fire; moochchu 

kaaththu- breath; vakai - kind; maan - deer. 

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra - an - the - [-sa-] - la– pa –sa- and the 

original Tamil word is palvaeru vanna pulli kalai udal tholil udaiya pulli maan - spotted 

deer with colorful dots on its skin / dappled hide; pal vaeru - many different; vannam - 

color; pullikal - dots; udal- body; thol - skin; pulli maan - spotted  deer;maan - deer.  

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra – an– the- [-sa-]- la – pa –sa- and the 

original Tamil word is vaikarai naeram kathiravan kizhakkil ezhum pozhuthu kaalai 

vaelaiyil “kokkrakkoa“ enu koovum saevar kozhi – the rooster that crows in the early 
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morning; vaikarai - dawn; naeram - time; kathiravan - sun; kizhakku - east; ezhuka - 

nrise; kaalai vaelai - morning; saevar kozhi - rooster. 

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra – an– the - [-sa-]- la -[-pa-]-sa- and the 

original Tamil word is Thiru Murugan - in thaer kodi–yin adaiyaalam - saeval –  rooster - 

the chariot flag symbol of Lord Murugan; Thiru Murugan – Marduk; thaer - chariot; kodi 

- flag; adaiyaalam - symbol; saeval - rooster. 

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra - an – the - [-sa-] - la -[-pa-]- sa- and the 

original Tamil word is Thiru Murugan – in uoorthi – thoakai viriththaadum neela vanna 

mayil - the mount of  Lord Murugan – the peacock; uoorthi - vehicle; thoakai – 

plumage; virikka - to spread; aadu - to dance; vannam - color; neelam - blue; mayil - 

peacock. 

- Dapple has the consonants – the- pa - la -the – and the original Tamil word is pulli 

ittathu - with dots; pulli - dot. 

- Hind has the consonants - an -the -and the original Tamil word is mada maan - the deer 

similar to a woman with timidity; maan - deer; madamai - timidity. 

- Kerynitis [river] has the consonants– ka – Ra - an - the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 

word is tharan – k - kini - river. 

- Kerynitis [city] has the consonants – ka – Ra - an - the–sa- and the original Tamil word is 

siriyathoaru nakaram - a small city; siru – small; nakaram - city. 

- Kerynitis [city] has the consonants– ka - Ra - an - the–sa- and the original Tamil word is 

tharankkam paadi [missing letter- pa-] – a city near seashore or river. 

- Kerynitis[hill] has the consonants – ka- Ra - an - the -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 

is kundram - hill; kundraththur - hill town. 

- Kerynitiselaphos has the consonants - ka - Ra - an – the- [-sa-]- la – pa –sa- and the  

original Tamil word is vaanil kannaal paarkka koodiya aruvaai meenai / erinaal meen - 

alakkar meenai / thazhal naksaththiraththai pin thodarum kunkkuma sivappu niram 

konda – pala palakkum / minu minukkum – thaer kaar enum sakada, panndi, uruli, 

uoottralena pala peyar konda naksaththiram / thaarakai – Aldebran star that follows  

Pleiades; vaan - sky; kann - ete; paaru – to see; erinaal meen / alakkar / thazhal meen - 

Pleiades; pin thodaru - to follow; kunkkuma sivappu niram - saffron red color; minu 

minukka - to shine; sakada meen / panndi /uruli meen - Rohini / Aldebran. 
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- Kerynitis has the consonants – ka- Ra - an - the –sa- and the original Tamil word is  

aruvaai meenai pin thodarum thaer kaarenum sakada naksaththiram / tharakai 

[missing letter- pa-]-  Aldebran star that follows Pleiades; aruvaai meen - Pleiades; 

meen - star; pin thoadru - to follow; thaerkaar - Aldebran / Rohini; thaarakai - star. 

- Kerynitis has the consonants - ka – Ra - an - the - sa - and the originalTamil word is 

Thiru Murugan–in naksaththiram - the star of Thiru Murugan - Son of sun god Sivan / 

Marduk; naksaththiram - star. 

- Kerynitis has the consonants– ka - Ra - an - the – sa- and the original Tamil word is 

Kritika / kaar–thee enum naksaththriam – Pleiades star. 

- Kerynitis has the consonants - ka – Ra - an - the – sa- and the original Tamil word is 

thaer kaar enum sakada naksaththriam - Aldebran; naksaththiram - star; thaer kaar - 

chariot wheel - Aldebran star; sakadam - wagon. 

- Kerynitis has the consonants - ka – Ra - an - the - sa - and the other interpretation of 

the word is kaarththikai naksaththiraththai pin–thodarum sen–nira mudaiya Rohini – 

Amman [missing letter- pa-]- Rohini star following Pleiades; Kaarthikai naksaththiram - 

Pleiades star; pin thoadaru - to follow; sen – niram - red color; udaiya - having; Rohini - 

deer. 

- Rohini Devi [Aldebran star] has the consonants - Ra - an – the –va- and the original 

Tamil word is kunkkuma vannam / nira mudaiya thaerkaar - enum / vaiyam enum 

tharakai - the red star called as thaerkaar - Rohini; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Rohini Devi [Aldebran star]has the consonants - Ra - an – the- va - and the original 

Tamil word is thaer vandi kaar - Aldebran; thaer - chariot; vandi - wagon; kaar - wheel / 

leg.  

- Rohini [deer] has the consonants - Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is maanya eru– 

stag [male deer].  

- Rohini [deer] has the consonants - Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is maan mari - 

doe. 

- Rohini [red one] has the consonants - Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is saeniram 

[missingletter –sa-] -red color; sae- red; niram – ray / color. 

- Rohini has the consonants - Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is Nee - niram - blue 
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color. 

- Rohini has the consonants -Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is maaniram- yellow 

color. 

Aldebran star    

- Aldebran[star] has the consonants - la – the - pa - Ra - an - and the original Tamil  word 

is thazhal meenai / eraal meenai / eri–naal meeani / aaral enum meenai - pin  

thodarum uruli meen / ayanaal enum meen - Aldebranthat follows Pleiades; thazhal 

meen - Pleiades; meen - star; erinaal meen - Pleiades; aaral meen - Pleiades; pin 

thoadru – to follow; uruli meen - Aldebran; ayanaal meen - Aldebran. 

- Aldebran [to follow] has the consonants - la – the - pa - Ra -an - and the original Tamil 

word is Pazhani – Aandiyaei eendru eduththa / peththu eduththa aaruthaai - yaei - pin - 

thodaruthal – to follow the six mothers – Pleiades; Pazhani - Aandi – Murugan; eendru 

edu – to deliver; peththu edu - to beget; aaru - six; thaai - mother. 

- Aldebran has the consonants - la – the - pa - Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is 

paeranda–ththil paranthidum selliyamenum thaara / meen / neela nira / uoothaa nira 

mayil [missing letter- sa-]-the fowl / peacock star of the universe; paerandam - 

universe; paranthida - to fly; thaara - star;meeen - star; neelam - blue; niram - color; 

mayil - peacock. 

 

  Pleiades 

- Pleiades has the consonants- [- pa-] -la -the –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  

thazhal meen– Kritika star; meen – star / fish. 

- Pleiades has the consonants- pa -la -the –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is Pazhani 

Aandi – Lord Murugan. 

- Pleiades has the consonants - pa -la -the – sa-and the original Tamil word is Saeyon / 

Chiyaan - Pazhani-yin thaai / Pazhaniyaei peththu eduththa thaai / paal uoottiya annai - 

the mother who had be gotten / nursed Pazhani [Apollo]; Pazhani nadai payanam - 

pilgrimage to the hill of Pazhani – by walk; Pazhani - Murugan; thaai - mother; peththu 

edu - beget; paal - milk; uoottu – feed; annai - mother. 

- Plein [mother of Pleiades]has the consonants - pa -la -an -and the original Tamil word is 

Pazhani Ammal / Pazhani-aayee - mother of Palani – Murugan – Tamil sungod / sun of 
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Sivan; ammal - mother. 

- Plein[sail] has the consonants - pa -la -an -and the original Tamil word is eliya payanam 

- clear sailing; Pazhani malai payanam - pilgrimage trip to thePazhani hills; payanam - 

trip; malai - mountain. 

- Atlas [father of Pleiades] has the consonants – the- la – [-sa-]- and  the original Tamil 

name is Pazhani Aandi [missing letter- pa-] - Lord Murugan - son of Pleiades. 

- Atlas [father of Pleiades] has the consonants – the - la – sa- and the original Tamil name 

is Senthil - Murugan. 

- Atlas [father of Pleiades] has the consonants – the - la – [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  

name is Pillai aandan [missing letter- pa-]  -son; Dana Baalan – Murugan. 

- Atlas [father of Pleiades] has the consonants – the - la – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  

name is thazhal meen-in  thanthai - father  of  Pleiades; thazhal meen- Pleiades; meen – 

star / fish; thanthai - father. 

- Atlas [father of Pleiades] has the consonants – the- la – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  

name is thazhal meen - Pleiades. 

Hercules athloi 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – [-sa-] –the - la -and the original Tamil 

word is kalai maanai / eralai maanai kavaruthal - capture the stag; maan - deer; 

kavaruthal - to catch; kalai maan - stag. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa– the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is Thiru Muruganin thaer kaar / uoorthi – saeval kozhiyaei kavaruthal - capture 

the rooster – the mount of Murugan; Thiru Murugan – sun god of Tamil people; uoorthi 

- vehicle; saeval kozhi – rooster; kavaruthal - to catch. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la –[-sa-] - the - la - and the original Tamil 

word is eralai maanukkaana / karu maanukkaana / kalai maanukkaana valai viriththal - 

trap net for the stag; eralai maan - stag; valai - net; virikka - to spread. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la –sa - the la -and the original Tamil word 

is pulli - maanin / kalai maanin/ kasthuri maanin / kurankkaththin –munnan –k kaal–

kalukku idaiyail ampai yeithuduthal [missing letter- pa-] - to shoot the arrow in 

between the fore legs of the spotted deer; pulli maan- spotted deer; munnan – k – 
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kaal- front legs; idaiyil - in between; ampu – arrow. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa -the la - and the original Tamil 

word is kaali Amman / Siva Perumaan makanum / Kaali Appan makanum aaana Thiru 

Murugan–in uoorththiyaana mayilai - naakavarikam - sika valam - araavairi –naviram - 

kalaththoni– kaalakandam - sudar –k –kadai / sirai pidiththal [missing letter- pa-] - 

capturing the peacock-the vehicle of ThiruMurugan - Marduk - son of Sivan and his 

wife; makan - son;uoorthi- vehicle; mayil/ naakavarikam / sika valam / araavairi / 

kaalakandam / naviram - peacock; sirai pidiththal – to capture. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa - the la -and the original Tamil  

word is thazhal meeani / erinaalenum meenai / aralai enum meenai/ alakakarenum 

meeani– thaarakaiyaei / naksththiraththai pin –thodarum – thaer kaarenum / sakada 

menum / uoottraalenum / uruli enum / panndi enum / ayanaal enum sen–nira mudaiya 

– naksaththiraththai sirai pidiththal / thaduththu niruthuthal – to capture the Aldebran 

star that follows Pleiades; thazhal meen / alakkar / erinaalaralai - Pleiades; thaarakai / 

naksaththiram - star; pin thodaru - to follow; thaer kaar / sakdam / uruli meen/ panndi 

meen- Rohini / Aldebran; senniram - red color; sirai pidiththar - to capture. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa - the - la - and the original Tamil 
word is naalthoarum kaalai vaelaiyil Thiru Murugan-in  varavai koovi varavaerkkum 
saeval kozhiyaei / kavaruthal - to capture the rooster – that welcomes Lord Murugan – 
the Pleiades star - in the morning times of every day; naal thoarum - daily; kaalai vaelai 
- morning time; varavu - visit; koovu - to crow; vara vaerkka - to welcome; saeval kozhi 
– rooster; kavaruthal - to capture. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa - the - la -and the original Tamil 
word is Saeval Kodiyoan–in saeval kozhiyaei kavaruthal - to capture the rooster - the 
emblem of Murugan’s flag; saeval kodi - rooster flag; kozhi - fowl; kavaruthal – to 
capture. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka- la – sa - the – la - and the original Tamil  

word is vaanil sudar vittu oli veesum vinn meenkalil ondrana uootha vanna / neela 

vanna naksaththiram / thaarakai - one of the brightest blue stars of the sky - Rigel; vaan 

- sky; sudar oli – torch light; vinn meenkal - sky fishes / stars; neelam - blue; uootha - 

blue; vannam - color; thaarakai / naksaththiram - star. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa – the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is Thiru Murugan ulakam suttri varum   uoorthiyaana thoakai viriththu aadum 
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azhakaana neela vanna mayilai kavaruthal – to capture the blue peacock - the mount of 

Thiru Murugan / Marduk; ulakam - world; suttri vara - to make a round  trip; uoorthi - 

vehicle; thoakai - plumage; virikka - to spread;a adu – to dance; neelam - blue; vannam 

- color; mayil - peacock; kavaruthal – to capture. 

Eurystheus and Hera were greatly angered that Heracles had survived the Nemean Lion 
and the Lernaean Hydra. For the third labor, they found a task which they thought would spell 
doom for the hero. It was not slaying a beast or monster, as it had already been established 
that Heracles could overcome even the most fearsome opponents. Instead, Eurystheus 
ordered him to capture the Ceryneian Hind, which was so fast that it could outrun an arrow. 

After beginning the search, Heracles awoke from sleeping and saw the hind by the glint 
on its antlers. Heracles then chased the hind on foot for a full year 
through Greece, Thrace, Istria, and the land of the Hyperboreans. In some versions, he 
captured the hind while it slept, rendering it lame with a trap net. In other versions, he 
encountered Artemis in her temple; she told him to leave the hind and tell Eurystheus all that 
had happened, and his third labor would be considered to be completed. Yet another version 
claims that Heracles trapped the Hind with an arrow between its forelegs. 

Eurystheus had given Heracles this task hoping to incite Artemis' anger at Heracles for 
his desecration of her sacred animal. As he was returning with the hind, Heracles 
encountered Artemis and her brother Apollo. He begged the goddess for forgiveness, 
explaining that he had to catch it as part of his penance, but he promised to return it. Artemis 
forgave him, foiling Eurystheus' plan to have her punish him. 

Upon bringing the hind to Eurystheus, he was told that it was to become part of the 
King's menagerie. Heracles knew that he had to return the hind as he had promised, so he 
agreed to hand it over on the condition that Eurystheus himself come out and take it from 
him. The King came out, but the moment that Heracles let the hind go, it sprinted back to its 
mistress and Heracles left, saying that Eurystheus had not been quick enough. 

Aldebran star  

Bull’s eye/ Tarus constellation 

en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Aldebran 

Aldebran is the red /orange giant star in the zodiac constellation of Tarus; the 
traditional name Aldebran is derived from the Arabic Aldabaran meaning “the follower 
“because it seems to follow the Pleiades; in Mexican culture this star is considered to give 
light for the seven women giving birth [Plaeides]; it has three names; Hant CaalajcIpapjo, 
Quettoand Azoj Yeenoo Caap [star that goes ahead]. 
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In aboriginal culture in the Clarence River of northeastern New Southwales, this star is 
the ancestor karambal, who stole another man’s wife; the woman’s husband tracked him 
down and burned the tree in which he was hiding; it is believed that he rose to the sky as 
smoke and became the star Aldebran. 

Rigel star 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rigel 

- Rigel [leg/ knee / foot] has the consonants -Ra - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

oru kaal - a single leg; maru kaal - other leg; oru - one; maru- other; kaal - leg. 

- Rigel [leg / knee / foot] has the consonants -Ra - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

muzhan – k – kaar - knee; kaar - leg. 

- Rigel [leg / knee / foot] has the consonants - Ra - ka – la - and the original Tamil word is 

jolikkum / pala palakkum / milirum / ahzakaana neela nira vinn meen [missing letters - 

pa – and -sa-] – shining beautiful blue star; pala  palakkum - shining; jolikkum - 

sparkling; milrium - dazzling; azhakaana - beautiful; neelam - blue; niram - color; vinn –

sky; meen – star / fish. 

- Rigel has the consonants -Ra - ka – la - and the original Tamil word isneela - paravai – 

peeli / kalaapi [missing letter- pa-]-  blue bird / peacock sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; 

neelam - blue; paravai - bird. 

- Rigel has the consonants - Ra - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is mayileraku -  

peacock’s feather; mayil - peacock; eraku - feather / wing. 

- Rigel has the consonants - Ra - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is erakai virikkum 

neela mayil - the peacock spreading its feathers; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; erakkai - 

feather / wing; neelam - blue; mayil - peacock; virikka - to spread. 

- Rigel has the consonants -Ra - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is mayir – k- kural - 

peacock’s cry; kural - voice. 

- Rigel has the consonants -Ra - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is saevar kozhi 

[missing letter -sa-]– rooster; kozhi - fowl. 

Rigel, is a blue supergiant star in the constellation of Orion. 

The Maori people of New Zealand named Rigel as Puanga, said to be a daughter 
of Rehua (Antares), the chief of all-stars. Its heliacal rising presages the appearance 
of Matariki (the Pleiades) in the dawn sky, marking the Māori New Year in late May or early 
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June. The Moriori people of the Chatham Islands, as well as some Maori groups in New 
Zealand, mark the start of their New Year with Rigel rather than the Pleiades. Puaka is 
a southern name variant used in the South Island. 

Interpretation and reconstruction of the story - Ceryneian Hind; 
*Hind is a female deer which does not posses any horns except the reindeers / Rangifer 

tarandus / Caribou; but then the Cerenius hind had golden horns and hoofs of bronze; from 
the description of the color we can assume that the hind might represent the orange or red 
colored fixed star of the sky - Aldebran; the Cerenius hind was a fastest running one; but 
then, Aledebran is a fixed star. 

*Aldebran means “the follower”; the follower of Pleiades; the other follower of 
Pleiades is the Orion constellation- the hunter. 

*  please note; After Atlas was forced to carry the heavens on his 
shoulders, Orion began to pursue all of the Pleiades, and Zeus transformed them first into 
doves, and then into stars to comfort their father- Atlas. The constellation of Orion is said to 
still pursue them across the night sky; Orion following the Pleiades had depicted in Tamil 
mythology as Vishnu’s attempt to kill lord Murgan - foster son of Pleiades; the six Kannimaar 
goddesses - Pleiades - foster mothers of lord Murugan - fought against Vishnu  and thus they 
all became warrior women- the Amazons  according to Tamil mythology; like Orion, Aryan 
god Prajapathi [Vishnu] was also after his own seven daughters – the Pleiades; the seventh 
one – the missing- Matrika / kanni Maar was considered as Arundhati as the Pleiades were 
considered as the wives of the seven rishi - Sapta Rishi - the seven stars of the Orion 
constellation as told in another version of Aryan mythology. 

*Atlas the father of Pleiades as in Greek mythology can be equated with lord Murugan - 
the son / baby of the Pleiades in Tamil Mythology; as an adult Murugan could be the Orion.  

*Aldebran is the star Rohini [Skt] which means the red one or deer.   

*The hind was the Aldebranstar. 

*Rohini is called “mount” -“sakadam” - vehicle or “thaer kaar”- the wheel of the chariot 
- in Tamil. 

*The Pleiades constellation represents the 6/7 mothers who had brought up lord 
Murugan; his mount was a peacock; the symbol of his flag was a rooster. 

*Hercules did not kill the hind as it was sacred to Artemis [goddess of wild animals] and 
Apollo -both of them were the children of the sky god /sun god- Zeus. 

*Hercules captured the hind while it was sleeping; symbolically it means that   Hercules 
caught hold of the hind / Aldebaran in the nighttime [when people were sleeping] as the 
Aldebran star is most easily visible in the evening / night sky. 
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* Zeus was Saeyoan – lord Sivan of Tamil people, Shaesha - the Aryan god Vishnu and 
Jesus of Nazareth; Asia - the continental name was originated  from Saeyon - the land of the 
sun; Europa - the continental name was originated from penn – erumai [Moori/Maari/Mary]- 
the female buffalo / daughter of a Phoenician king who was abducted by Zeus in a bull form 
to Crete.  

*Apollo / son of Zeus were the Tamil - sun god Pazhani / son of the sun god Sivan; 
Pazhani was the Baal god of Semitic pantheons; one of the names of Pazhani was Thiru 
Murugan who was the Sumerian Marduk / Murukka. 

*The orange / red star Aldebran was the hind / female deer in Greek mythology. 

*In Tamil mythology Aldebran was the rooster of Murugan –the sun god who was 
brought up by Pleiades- six mothers; the red color of the star signifies the red colored crest of 
the rooster; rooster is welcoming the sun god daily in the early morning by its crowing sound 
“cokkarkkoa”/“Cock-a Doodle doo”; rooster was the symbol of Murugan’s flag in Tamil 
mythology.  

*The interesting point is that Rohini / Aldebran signifies “mount” - vehicle in Tamil; but 
then the mount of Murugan was not the rooster; it was the blue color peacock - the mount of 
Murugan; the eyes of the peacock feathers must signify the stars. 

*Pleiades looks blue in color; Atlas star is also a blue white giant. 

*Rigel star - the blue star’s heliacal rising presages the appearance 
of Matariki (the Pleiades) in the dawn sky [for The Maori people of New Zealand]; hence the 
blue star Rigel could be the blue peacock - mount of Murugan - in Tamil mythology; but then 
is looks odd to say that the red/orange star Aldebran - which means “vehicle” was not 
actually the mount of Murugan; however both peacock and cock are fowls. 

* It seems that  the ancient Tamil people would have formulated rooster, snake and 
peacock constellations with the inclusion of Pleiades, Aldebran Rigel and stars of Orion; the 
star of Murugan – the Pleiades has six points like that of David. 

* Greek Orion could be lord Murugan of Tamil people; the club of the hunter star 

constellation could be the raised hand of lord Muruganin the gesture of blessing and the 

shield of the hunter could be his vel- spear [or the thandam- the club / rooster flag] 

protecting his foster mothers -the six Matrika / Kanni Maar goddess who had brought him up 

when he was a a child; Orion, Tarus ,Canis major and Canis minor together are equated with 

lord Siva - the hunter, his bull and his hounds; it seems that the same star constellations of 

Sivan - the  hunter, the hounds are also the constellations of Murugan with his spear, 

peacock, rooster along with the sacred “oam” symbol - like the double images in a single 
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picture or the images seenin flickers/ winkies / tilt cards produced by lenticular printing; the 

hunter / Sivan / Orion constellation can also considered as the Aryan god Vishnu carrying 

conch and chakkra; Orion can also be considered as Jesus with the shepherd staff; the sheep 

are the stars. 

*Catching the Aldebaran - the red star / hind was not an easy task for Hercules.  

Orion  

- Orion has the consonants - Ra -an - and the original Tamil word is Ariya ariyaan / 
Ariyaan – Sivan; naayiru - the sun.  

- Orion has the consonants - Ra - an -and the original Tamil word is Arigan - wiseman. 

- Orion has the consonants - Ra – an –and the original Tamil word is Aran- Sivan. 

- Orion has the consonants - Ra -an and the original Tamil word is Aru Mani-Sivan / rare 
gem.  

- Orion has the consonants - Ra -an – and the original Tamil word is Ara neri – Sivan / 
ethics.  

- Orion has the consonants - Ra -an - and the original Tamil word is Aariyan–Sivan / white 
one.  

- Orion has the consonants - Ra -an - and the original Tamil word is Aaranan –S ivan. 

- Orion has the consonants - Ra -an - and the original Tamil word is Aarooraan – Sivan. 

- Orion has the consonants - Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is Aanai -yaar – Sivan. 

- Orion has the consonants - Ra –an -and the original Tamil word is Aanai uriyan - Sivan. 

- Orion has the consonants - Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is Enn–uyir- Sivan / my 
life. 

- Orion has the consonants - Ra -an - and the original Tamil word is Maaran - the warrior 
- Murugan. 
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Cultivation on Mars?! 

 

 

 

Cultural Perspective; TheJoyof ImitatingTheSun-The Legless / Wingless Horse.  

Cenaturs symbolizes the sun god - the horse of the sky; the horse with false or no legs 
/ wings. Tamil people worship the sun god in the form of folk dance called -  poeikkaal 
kuthirai; poei- false; kaal - leg; kuthirai- horse; kathir / ray;kathiravan / sun =  kuthirai = 
horse. 

4.Erymanthian Boar 
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- [Mount]Erymanthos has the consonants– Ra - ma - an – the - sa - and the original Tamil 
word is sen- niram / eriniram – udaiya – munn maedu - the red hills; sae - red; niram - 
ray / color; eri – red; udaiya - has; munn maedu - mound. 

- Erymanthos [river] has the consonants – Ra - ma - an - the -[- sa-] -and the original 
Tamil word is neer oaatam - stream; neer - water; oaattam - flow. 

- Erymanthos [river] has the consonants – Ra- ma - an - the - [- sa-] -and the other 
interpretation of the word is Narmatha – a river.  

- Erymanthos [place] has the consonants– Ra - ma - an - the -[- sa-] -and the original 
Tamil word is Maan –th – thurai - ford. 

- Pholus [caveman] has the consonants – pa – la- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is 
paazhi- cave. 

- Pholus [caveman] has the consonants – pa – la- [-sa-] -and the Tamil word ispilam- cave 
/ cavern. 

- Pholus [caveman] has the consonants - [-pa-]- la- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is 
malai muzhai- a large mountain cave; muzhai - cave; malai - mountain. 

- Pholus [caveman] has the consonants - [-pa-]- la - sa - and the original Tamil word is 
muzhainju - a large mountain cave.  

Dionysus 

Maduthan - drunkard 

 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is maduthan 
- drunkard. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is poathai 
manithan [missing letter- pa-] – drunkard. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
mathupaani / maththiya paani [missing letter- pa-] – drunkard. 
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- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is thanni - 
water; aaththu thanni - river water; nathi - river; oaadum thanni – running water; 
oaattam - flow; thanni – water.  

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is poathai 
thanni [missing letter- pa-] -intoxicating water; poathai - intoxication. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
nuthampu [missing letter- pa-] –toddy. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is thaen – 
toddy / honey.  

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
naaththam - toddy. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is pathani 
[missing letter- pa-] –sweet toddy. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the word 
is mathu paanam / poathai paanam -[missing letter- pa-] - wine / liquor. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – sa- and the original Tamil word is sedi nadu / 
naaththu nadu - to pant; sedi - plant; nadu – to plant.  

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – sa- and the original Tamil word is poon – sedi 
naaththu [missing letter- pa-] –seed orchard.  

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – sa- and the original Tamil word is poondi 
[missing letter- pa-] - garden.  

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the word 
is uththiyaanam - garden. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is thinai- 
vegetation. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is mada 
thanam - madness / foolishness. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the word 
is unmaththam - madness. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the - an – sa- and the original Tamil word is soon matham 
- madness. 

- Dionysus has the consonants - the -an – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is mainthu - 
madness. 
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- Dionysus has the consonants - the - an – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is paei –th- 
thanam / piththam [missing letter- pa-] – madness. 

- Dionysus has the consonants – the -an – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
undaattam - festivity. 

- Dionysus has the consonants - the -an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is 
thaeniththidu - be happy. 

- Dionysus has the consonants-the - an – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is inpam 
adainthidu [missing letter- pa-] – enjoy the pleasure; inpam - joy; adaiya - to attain. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the - an – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is aanantham adainthidu - enjoy the pleasure; aanantham - happiness. 

- Dionysus has the consonants - the - an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is inpa 
naattam [missing letter- pa-] – pleasure seeking; inpam - pleasure; naadu – seek. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – sa- and the original Tamil word is santham - 
happiness; saanthi; nanthanam. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
thaniththidu - make free. 

- Dionysus has the consonants-the – an– sa- and the original Tamil word is than ennamaa 
/ than manasaa / thanichchaiyaa / suyatheena - free; nichch sinthai – freedom from 
anxiety; thun - self; ennam - thinking / desire; manasu- mind; ichchai -  desire. 

- Dionysus has the consonants - the -an –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is thadai 
inmai - no restriction / free; thadai - restriction; inmai - without. 

- Dionysus has the consonants– the - an -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
nadiththidum / nadanam aadum maedai - stage for dancing; nadi – act; nadanam - 
dance; aadu - to dance; maedai - stage. 

- Dionysus has the consonants -the -an – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the word 
is naepaththiyam [missing letter- pa-] -stage. 
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Chiron 

 

 

- Chiron [kherion - hand] has the consonants - ka–Ra – an- and the original Tamil word is 

munnan – k- karam /munnan – k – kai-yir - in the forehand; eru munnank kai - two 

forehands; mun - front; kai - hand. 

- Chiron [kherion - the wise]has the consonants - ka - Ra – an- and the original Tamil 

word is arivu koormai– yaanavan / arivan - wise man; gnaakaran; arivu - intelligence; 

koormai - sharp. 

- Chiron [kherion - the wise] has the consonants– ka –Ra – an- and the original Tamil 

word is nun arivu mikkavan - intelligent person; nunmai – fine; arivu - intelligence. 

- Chiron [kherion - the wise] has the consonants– ka– Ra – an- and the original Tamil 

word is neeravan – wise man; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Chiron [kherion - just man]has the consonants– ka– Ra – an- and the original Tamil  

word is nayavar - just persons; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Chiron[ kherion - just man] has the consonants  - ka-  Ra- an- and the original Tamil  

word is narkunam mikkavan / naermai mikkavar -  a man with good behavior; nar - 

good; kunam - character; naermai - straight forward. 

- Chiron [kherion - just man] has the consonants - ka- Ra- an- and the other 

interpretation of the word is niyaa-k-kaaran- just man; nayavar. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about herbs] has the consonants- ka -Ra –an- and the 

original Tamil word is keerai vakai inam - a kind of herb; keerai - lettuce. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about herbs ]has the consonants – ka-Ra –an- and the 

original Tamil word is murunkkai–keerai–herb; murunkkai - drum stick. 
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- Chiron [has good knowledge about herbs] has the consonants - ka - Ra- an- and the 

original Tamil word is senkkeerai [missing letter- sa-]-tall red pot herbs. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about herbs] has the consonants - ka - Ra – an- and the 

original Tamil word is kon-k–kaaramaasu keerai [missing letter- sa-] - a herb. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about herbs] has the consonants - ka - Ra- an- and the 

original Tamil word is vankaara vachchi [missing letter- sa-]- herb / sesuvium 

adscendens. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about herbs] has the consonants – ka- Ra- an- and the 

original Tamil word is kannurukam - a herb / Amaranthus campestris. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about herbs] has the consonants - ka - Ra – an- and the 

original Tamil word is erumainakki – a kind of herb [hart’s ear / oleander leaved cacalia. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about herbs] has the consonants - ka- Ra- an- and the 

original Tamil word is punnaakku keerai [missing letter- pa-]-  a herb. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about herbs] has the consonants– ka - Ra- an- and the 

original Tamil word is ponaan-k-kannikeerai [missing letter- pa-]- a herb. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about medicine]has the consonants – ka - Ra- an- and the 

original Tamil word is noaeiyaei kuna maakkukiravar – one who cures the disease; 

noaei - disease; kunamaakku - cure. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about medicine] has the consonants – ka – Ra – an – and 

the original Tamil word is karani - medicine. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge about music] has the consonant – ka- Ra – an– and the 

original Tamil word is karunaa-a musical instrument.  

- Chiron [has good knowledge about music]has the consonants – ka - Ra- an- and the 

original Tamil word is akavunar / isai vaanar [missing letter- sa-]- singer.  

- Chiron [has good knowledge about archery]has the consonants– ka - Ra- an- and the 

original Tamil word is virkkaaran - archer; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Chiron [has good knowledge  about  hunting] has the consonants - ka – Ra – an- and 

the interpretation of the  word is  soakarikan / vana koasaran /  vanasarar [missing 

letter - sa-]-hunter; vanam- forest. 
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- Chiron [has good knowledge about hunting]hasthe consonants – ka- R- an- and the 

original Tamil word is kaanavar / vaakurikan – hunter; kaanakam - forest  

- Chiron [good in prophecy] has the consonants - ka-  Ra- an- and the original Tamil word 

is kuri kooruvoan - a prophet; kuri - oracle. 

- Chiron[good in prophecy] has the consonants – ka- Ra – an – and the original Tamil 

word is varumun kooruvoan – prophet; kooru – say; vara - come; mun - early. 

- Chiron [good in prophecy] has the consonants– ka – Ra- an – and the original Tamil 

word is murkaani - prophet; kaani - astrologer. 

- Chiron [good in gymnastics] has the consonants– ka - Ra- an –and the original Tamil 

word is murpoar-k-kaaran [missing letter- pa-]- gymnast.  

- Chiron has the consonants – ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is kamakkaran - 

farmer; kaanikkaaran. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa -the  la - and the original Tamil  

word is vilai nilaththai saetham seithidum / payirkalai paazh seithidum kundrinira – k- 

kannan / kooriya parkkalai udaiya / thanthan- k-kalai udaiya kaduvan pandri / kaezhar 

pandri / kalittru pandriyaei pori vaiththu - sirai pidiththal [missing letter- pa-] –  

capturing the boar with red eyes / sharp tusks which was spoiling the crops; vilai nilam 

- farm land; saetham seithidu – to waste; payirgal - crops; paazh - spoil; seithidu - do; 

pandri - boar / pig; pori - trap; siraipidi- to capture. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa - the  la - and the original Tamil  

word is sevu-vaai kollil vaelaan thoazhil seithal; cultivation in Mars sooththiram; ka = 

va; va= ka; sevu-vaai – Mars; koal- planet; vaelaan thozhil - agrciculture; seithal - doing. 

Mythology; 

Eurystheus was disappointed that Heracles had overcome yet another creature and 
was humiliated by the hind's escape, so he assigned Heracles another dangerous task. By 
some accounts, the fourth labor was to bring the fearsome Erymanthian Boar back to 
Eurystheus alive (there is no single definitive telling of the labors). On the way to Mount 
Erymanthos where the boar lived, Heracles visited Pholus ("caveman"), a kind and 
hospitable centaur and old friend. Heracles ate with Pholus in his cavern (though the centaur 
devoured his meatraw) and asked for wine. Pholus had only one jar of wine, a gift 
from Dionysus to all the centaurs on Mount Erymanthos. Heracles convinced him to open it, 
and the smell attracted the other centaurs. They did not understand that wine needs to be 
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tempered with water, became drunk, and attacked Heracles. Heracles shot at them with his 
poisonous arrows, killing many, and the centaurs retreated all the way to Chiron's cave. 

Pholus was curious why the arrows caused so much death. He picked one up but 
dropped it, and the arrow stabbed his hoof, poisoning him. One version states that a stray 
arrow hit Chiron as well. He was immortal, but he still felt the pain. Chiron's pain was so great 
that he volunteered to give up his immortality and take the place of Prometheus, who had 
been chained to the top of a mountain to have his liver eaten daily by an eagle. Prometheus 
torturer, the eagle, continued its torture on Chiron, so Heracles shot it dead with an arrow. It 
is generally accepted that the tale was meant to show Heracles as being the recipient of 
Chiron's surrendered immortality. However, this tale contradicts the fact that Chiron later 
taught Achilles. The tale of the centaurs sometimes appears in other parts of the twelve 
labours, as does the freeing of Prometheus. 

Heracles had visited Chiron to gain advice on how to catch the boar, and Chiron had 
told him to drive it into thick snow, which sets this labour in mid-winter. Heracles caught the 
boar, bound it, and carried it back to Eurystheus, who was frightened of it and ducked down 
in his half-buried storage pithos, begging Heracles to get rid of the beast. 

Interpretations; 
*Erymonthus mountain - the red hills - the Mars. 

*Erymonthus river -river in Mars.  

   *wine given by Dinosyus[god of wine / vegetation] was the water. 

*Insufficiency of wine signifies that there is scarcity of water in Mars.  

*Chiron [son of Cronus - god of  the harvest / son of oceanid Philyra [water nymph / 
foster son of Apollo – sun god] gave Hercules the details about the presence of river / liquid 
ice in Mars which was brought down to Greece as Erymonthus river. 

*Centaurus was the son of sun god Apollo and the nymph Stilbe.  

*killing the centaurs” [symbols of sun - rays / fire / heat / hot weather] indicates the 
slow decline of heat in Mars as the planet becoming very cold; sun is the wingless horse of 
the sky; sun is the legless horse of the sky; water and fire are mutually destructive; water will 
extinguish a flame just as fire will boil water away to nothing; since Centarus mother Stilbe 
was a water nymph centaurs were fond of water- the wine. 

*Centaur could eat raw because centaur [horseman] represented fire flame / sun ray - 
or the sun itself as there was no need to cook the meat to consume. 

* Thick snow signifies the polar caps / bitter cold Mars.      

   *Driving away the boar is an act of safeguarding the crops. 
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Reconstruction of the story Erymanthian Boar; Ancient  Greek / pre - Greek people 
had  thought about the  possibility of cultivation / human life  in Mars; they had imagined 
about the presence of rivers in Mars; they would have known that Mars is becoming bitter 
cold  slowly; we do not know whether  those ideas were the product of their fantasy or those  
ideas  reflect their superior astronomical  knowledge as they were aware of the fact that Mars 
is a terrestrial planet like earth and has many similarities like earth.    

* Greek people were not aware of the symbolic meaning of centaur as in the case of 
Minotaur and snakes like Hydra or Laydon as their  stories  were based on the original  stories  
of the pre – Greek people. 

 
 
 
 

Hercules – Reroutingthe Water FromTheMoonsofSaturn 
 
 

- Hercules has the consonants - Ra-  ka-  la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is kaalai – 

kalin kazhivu kalai kazhuvi kiravan - one who  cleans the cattle dung; kaalaikal - cattle; 

kazhivu - wastages; kazhuvu - wash. 

 

 
 

- Augeas has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is koan - king. 

- Augeas has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is mannavan - 

king; sooththriam; ka = va; va = ka.   

- Augeas has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is Vaanakam - sky; 

sooththriam; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Augeas has the consonants - ka – sa - and the other interpretation of the word is 

5.Augean Stables 
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sky/aakash. 

- Phyleus [Augeas' son] has the consonants – pa - la - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 

is pillai- son. 

- Phyleus [Augeas' son] has the consonants - [ -pa -] - la - sa -  and the original Tamil  

word is semmal-  son. 

- Alpheus [a river] has the consonants - la- pa- sa - and the original Tamil word is 

paaichchal - river / stream. 

- Alpheus [a river] has the consonants - la- pa- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

puzhai - river. 

- Alpheus [a river] has the consonants - la- pa- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

punal - river / rain / floods.  

- Peneus [a river] has the consonants- pa-an- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is pannai 

- stream. 

- Titan has the consonants- the - an - and the original Tamil word is thannimathi - water 

moon of Saturn; thanni - water; mathi- moon. 

- Enceladus has the consonants- an- [-sa-]- la -the-[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 

thanni ulla mathi - moon with water; thanni - water; ulla - has; mathi - moon. 

 

The fifth labor was to clean the stables of King Augeas. This assignment was intended 
to be both humiliating and impossible, since these divine livestock were immortal, and had 
produced an enormous quantity of dung. The Augean stables had not been cleaned in over 
thirty years, and over 1,000 cattle lived there. However, Heracles succeeded by rerouting the 
rivers Alpheus and Peneus to wash out the filth. 

Before starting on the task, Heracles had asked Augeas for one-tenth of the cattle if he 
finished the task in one day, and Augeas agreed, but afterwards Augeas refused to honor the 
agreement on the grounds that Heracles had been ordered to carry out the task by 
Eurystheus anyway. Heracles claimed his reward in court, and was supported by Augeas' 
son Phyleus. Augeas banished them both before the court had ruled. Heracles returned, slew 
Augeas, and gave his kingdom to Phyleus. 

The success of this labor was ultimately discounted as the rushing waters had done the 
work of cleaning the stables, and because Heracles was paid for doing the labor; Eurystheus 
determined that Heracles still had seven labors to perform. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la –sa - the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is kaari koalai suttri varum thannner ulla aayira kanakkaana mathi nilavukalai 
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[Titan  / Enceladus] / pukai mutttankkalai / thoosi thukalkalai sirai pidiththu munnulaka 

kudineer thaevaikkana aarukal akakonaruthal [missing letters-pa-] -to capture the 

water containing comets that are orbiting around the Saturn; kaari - koal - Saturn; koal- 

planet; suttri vaa - to orbit; thanner – water; ulla - has; aayiram- 1000; kanakku -  

calculation; aayira-k-kanakkil- in thousands; mathinilavu - moon; pukaimuttam- 

comets; thoosithukalkal- dusts; siraipidikka- to capture; munnulakam - earth; thaevai - 

need; aaru - river; konaru - to bring. 

- Heraclesathloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - sa-  the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is vaanulakir ulla aayiram maadukal ulla / muppathu aandukalaka kazhuvaatha 

maattu kottilin thaenkki kidantha saanaththai orae naalil neekki thanneeraal kazhuvi 

thooimai / suththam seithal [missing letters- pa-] – to clean the cattle shed containing 

cow - dung after thirty years in a single day; vaan - sky; ulakam - world; aayiram - 1000; 

maadukal - cattle; ulla - has; muppathu - 30; aandukal - years; kazhuvaatha - unwashed; 

maattu kottil- cow pound;thaenkkiya- stagnant ;saanam- cow dung; oru- one; naal - 

day; neekku - remove; thanneer- water; kazhuvu - wash; thooimai - clean; seithidu – 

do. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - sa- the – la- and the original Tamil 

word is mattu pattiyil / thozhuvaththil adaikkapatta nalla uyaramulla kaalaikal [missing 

letter- pa-] – the cattle in side the shed; maattu patti - cattle pound; thozhuvam – cattle 

pound; uyaram - height; ulla - has; kaalaikal - cattle.  

 

Interpretation and reconstruction of the story Augean  
Stables; 

The stable was the sky ; the cattle were the stars; the filth was the cosmic dust   

particles/ micro meteoroids and star dusts; sources  of this dust were the larger meteoroids, 

comets, asteroids, the planets, their moons and rings; it takes Saturn  between twenty eight 

and thirty years to move across all the twelve zodiac signs; thirty years of uncleaned filth 

could mean the micrometeoroids around Saturn gathered during one earth year; washing the 

filth by the waters of the two rivers of Alpheus and Peneus signified the rerouting  of water 

from the water containing two moons of the Saturn, namely Titan and Enceladus; since 

Hercules was the son of the sun god / sky  god- Zeus , [ he himself  was the sun ] he could 

wash the stable in a single solar day - twenty four hours ; the story was about finding water 

sources / rivers  from the sky - the saturn -and  rerouting  to earth by Hercules like Agasthiya 
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bringing  rivers of Ganges and Caveri  to Earth; the pre -Greek  people or the Greek people 

were aware of the astronomical fact that  the moons of Saturn, namely Titan and Enceladus 

have  water. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Stymphalian Birds – Lightning Sky 
Stymphalia - the village / lake / desert  

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]-  the – ma- [- pa-] - la – and  the  original Tamil  
word is thallam - lake. 

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]-  the – ma- [- pa-] - la – and  the  original Tamil  
word is illidam - village. 

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]- the – ma – pa - la – and the original Tamil word 
is thee ampalam - open space with fire; thee – fire; ampalam - open space. 

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]-  the – ma- [- pa-] -- la – and the original Tamil 
word is maelidam - sky; mael – above/ upper; idam- place. 

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]-  the – ma-  pa-- la –and  the original Tamil word 
is paloa - thaeyam - heaven. 

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]- the – ma-  pa--- la – and the original Tamil word 
is  thanni–illa paalai manal maedu - sandy desert; thanni – water; illai - nil; palai - 
desert; manal - sand.    

Death Due to Lightning 

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]-  the – ma- [- pa-] - la – and the original Tamil  
word is idi idiththu – minnuthal / minnal adiththal - thunder and lightning; idi idiththida 
- to thunder; minnal - lightning. 

- Stymphalia has the consonants – sa - the – ma - pa - la – and the original Tamil word is 

6.Stymphalian Birds  
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minnal paainchchu seththu madithal - death due to lightning strikes; minnal - lightning; 
seththu madithal - to die. 

Birds      

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]-  the – ma -  pa - la - and  the original Tamil  word 
is minnidum pul - inam - shining birds; minna - to shine; pull - birds; inam - race. 

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]- the - ma - pa - la –and the original Tamil  word is 
penn-in paatha mudaiya pulinam - birds with women foot; penn - female; paatham - 
foot; udaiya - having; pull inam - birds. 

- Stymphalia has the consonants - [-sa-]- the – ma - pa - la - and the original Tamil word is 
sempu - aal –seitha seppattai udaiya pull inankkal - birds with bronze feathers; sempu – 
copper / bronze; seitha - made; seppattai - wings; udaiya - having; pulinan-k- kal - birds. 

Krotola - The Clapper  

- Krotola has the consonants ka - Ra - the - la - and the original Tamil word is eruvai 

kanimaththal aana / thaamiraththaal aana - kilu kiluppai / kudukuduppai [missing 

letter- pa-]- bronze clapper; eruvai / thaamiram - copper; kanimam - metal; kilukiluppai 

- the clapper. 

Krotola - The Thunder 

- Krotola has the consonants ka - Ra - the - la - and the original Tamil word is mazhai 

kaalaththil vaanaththil kaetkum idi oli - thunder in the sky during rainy times; mazhai - 

rain; kaalam – season; vaanam - sky idi - thunder; oli - sound; kaetka - to hear. 

- Krotola has the consonants ka - Ra – the - la - and the original Tamil word is  vaanam 

karjiththal / urumuthal [missing letter- sa-] - noise of the sky - thunder; uruma - to roar; 

vaanam - sky. 

- Capturing the birds / eagles. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la– sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is paravaikalai / kazhukukalai – pinam thinnum kazhukukalai / valloorukalai / 

kokkukalai / neruppu kozhikalai / kaakkai koottaththai – vaettai aaduthal - [missing 

letter- pa-]- hunting the birds / eagles / cranes /crows; paravaikal - birds;  kazhukal - 

eagles; pinam - corpse; thinnu - eat; valloorukal - vultures; kokkukal - cranes; kaakkai - 

crow; koottam – group / crowd; vaettai aadu – hunt; neruppu kozhikal – ostriches. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la– sa- the la - and the original Tamil  

word is villai pootti kuri paarththu ampu yaeithittu paravaikalai / sittu kurvikalai – 
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kolluthal [missing letter- pa-]-to shoot the birds with arrows; kollu - kill; sittu kuruvikal - 

house sparrows; kuripaaru - to aim; ampu – arrow; yaeithidu - shoot. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is paravaikalai suttu veezhuththuthal [missing letter- pa-]-to shoot down the  

birds; sudu - shoot; paravaikal - birds. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is paravaikalai valai ittu pidiththal [missing letter- pa-]-to capture the birds with 

the net; valai - net; pidi - catch. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la– sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is paravaikalai viratti adiththal [missing letter- pa-]-to drive away the birds;  

virattiadi - to chase away. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la – sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is paravai koottaththai / kuruvi koottaththai kalaiththal [missing letter- pa-]-to 

disturb the birds; kuruvi - sparrow; koottam - crowd; kalaiththal - to disturb. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la– sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is kuruvi koottankkal ezhuppum keechchu oli [missing letter- pa-]--  the sound of 

birds – mukir koottankkal ondroadu ondru urasuvathaal undaakum minoaatta oli 

kattraikal / thee pizhampukal – lightning; keechchu oli - tweet; mukir - clouds; koottam 

- group; min-oattam – current; oli - light; kattrai - beam; thee - fire; thee pizhampukal - 

fire flames; urasu- to rub. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants- Ra – ka - la– sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is parvaikalin azhakaana kaalkalai udaiya pennkkal – women with beautiful legs of 

that of birds; paravaikal - birds; azhaku - beauty; kaalkal - legs; udaiya - having; pennkal 

- women. 

Lightning 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la– sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is mazhai kaalankkalil / kaar maekankkalil / mukil koottankkalin idaiyae – 

thoandrum - min oattankkalaal vaanir idiyoasai / paer - oliyoadu thoandrum minnalkal - 

the thunder and lightning seen in in the sky during rainy times; mazhai - rain; kaalam - 

season; kaar maekam / mukir - dark clouds; kootam - group; idaiye -  between; 

thoandrum - appearing; min oattankkal - electric flow; vaan- sky; idi – thunder; oaasai - 
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sound; paer - big; oli – sound; minnlkal - lightning. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la– sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is saernthaar k- kolli- fire.  

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la– sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is kannkalai parikkum / nodi pozhuthil oaadi maraiyim – minnal keeralkal /  

neruppu sitharalkal [missing letter- pa-] -lightning / fire sparkles; kannkal - eyes; parikka 

- pluck; nodi - second; pozhuthu – time; oaadu - run; maraiya - disappear; minnal - 

lightning; neruppu - fire. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la – sa - the la - and the original Tamil  

word is minsaarathaal uyirai parikkum oli kattraikal [missing letter- pa-] - death due  to 

lightning; minsaaram - electric current; uyir- life; parikka - to pluck; olikattrai - light 

beam. 

 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/Herakles/birds.html 

After Hercules returned from his success in the Augean stables, Eurystheus came up 
with an even more difficult task. For the sixth Labor, Hercules was to drive away an enormous 
flock of birds which gathered at a lake near the town of Stymphalos. 

Arriving at the lake, which was deep in the woods, Hercules had no idea how to drive 
the huge gathering of birds away. The goddess Athena came to his aid, providing a pair of 
bronze krotala, noisemaking clappers similar to castanets. These were no ordinary 
noisemakers. They had been made by an immortal craftsman, Hephaistos, the god of the 
forge. 

Climbing a nearby mountain, Hercules clashed the krotala loudly, scaring the birds out 
of the trees, and then shot them with bow and arrow, or possibly with a slingshot, as they 
took flight. 

Some versions of the legend say that these Stymphalian birds were vicious man-eaters. 
The 2nd century A.D. travel writer Pausanias, trying to discover what kind of birds they might 
have been, wrote that during his time a type of bird from the Arabian Desert was called 
"Stymphalian," describing them as equal to lions or leopards in their fierceness. He 
speculated that the birds Hercules encountered in the legend were similar to these Arabian 
birds. 
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These fly against those who come to hunt them, wounding and killing them with their 
beaks. All armor of bronze or iron that men wear is pierced by the birds; but if they weave a 
garment of thick cork, the beaks of the Stymphalian birds are caught in the cork garment... 
These birds are the size of a crane, and are like the ibis, but their beaks are more powerful, 
and not crooked like that of the ibis. 

Pausanias also saw and described the religious sanctuary built by the Greeks of 
Stymphalos and dedicated to the goddess Artemis. He reported that the temple had carvings 
of the Stymphalian birds up near its roof. Standing behind the temple, he saw marble statues 
of maidens with the legs of birds. 

Interpretation; 
*The stymphalian was the sky.  

*The birds /eagles were the lightning of the sky. 

*The krotala- was the thunder. 

*Zeus was the god of thunder and lightning. 

*Eagle was one of the symbols ofZeus as it could fly very close to the sun /very high in 
the sky. 

 *Thick cork was the insulator against fire / electric current. 

Reconstruction of The Story Stymphalian Birds; 

Strike by lightning might cause death because of its electric energy; to shoot at 
“lightning” is not a difficult task for Hercluesbecaue his arrows perse are fire flames as he was 
the son of sun god /sky god– Zeus; Hera  had  cleverly made Heracles to fight against his own 
father – Zeus. 

 
 

 
Hercules and BullTaming 

Voyage to inner solar space -the labyrinth- the paradise / hell  

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - sa –  the – la- and the original Tamil 

word is yevaraalum seithida iyalaatha kadumaiyaana pannerandu thozhilkal / 

kadamaikal / veera theera seyalkal / vaelaikal [missing letter- pa-] –twelve difficult jobs 

/ valiant tasks; seithida to do; iyalaathu – can not; kadumiyaana - severe / difficult; 

panni- erandu -12; thozhikal - labours; kadamikal - tasks; veeratheera seyalkal - 

adventures; vaelai - work. 

7. Cretan Bull  
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- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - sa – the - la- and the original Tamil  

word is vellai niramudaiya oru athisiya / yenkkum kaana kidai kaatha kaalai maadu -   

rare - white bull - the sun; vellai - white; niram - ray / color; athisiyam - wonder; kanak 

– kidaikkatha - cannot see anywhere. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka - la - [-sa-] – the – la - and the original 

Tamil word is kaalai uruvam anithanai, adakkuthal / adakki aaluthal / velluthal – to 

subdue the minotaur; kalai uruvam - bull figure; manitha - man adakku - to control; 

velluthal - to conquer; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - [-sa-] – the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is manitharin udalum kaalai mandaiyim – minotaur; manithar - human being; udal 

- body; kaali - bull; mandai - head. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - [-sa-] –  the – la - and the original 

Tamil word is kooriya komppaal kaalai maadukal mutta varuthal mutti - vayeiththai 

kizhiththal [missing letter- pa-] - bull horn injury / bull gore injury; kooriya - sharp; 

kompu - horn; kaalai maadukal - cattle; mutta - to hit; vayeiru - stomach; kizhi - tear.  

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka- la -sa - the– la - and the original Tamil 

word is adankka marukkum /  seeri paainthidum jalli kattu kaalaikalai adakkuvathil 

vallamai udiayavan [missing letter- pa-] - one who is skilled in bull baiting; adanka 

marukka - not obeying; paainthidu – to fly / jump; jalli -k – kattu - bull baiting; kaalaikal- 

cattle; adakku - to control; vallamai - skill; udaiya has. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la- [-sa-] – the – la- and the original Tamil 

word is naalu kaal vilankkana kaattu erumaikalai veettu vilankkukalaaka pazhakka 

paduththuthal / valarththuthal [missing letter- pa-] – to domesticate wild animal - bull; 

sooththiram; ka = va;  va = ka; naalu –four; kaal - leg; kaadu - forest; erumai - buffalo; 

kaattu erumaikal - wild buffalos; veedu – house; vilankku - animal; pazhakka paduththu 

- to domesticate; valaru – to bring up. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - [-sa-] – the – la- and the original Tamil 

word is jallikattu vilaiyaattil mikuntha aarvamullavan - sooththiram; ardent player of 

bull baiting; jallikattu - bull baiting; mikuntha - excess; aarvam - interest; ka = va; va = 

ka. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - [-sa-] – the – la - and the original Tamil 
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word is kaalaikal / eruthukal mirandu tharikettu oaaduthal - cattle running here and 

there out of  fear; mirandida - fearful; kaalaikal - cattle; kaalai - bull; eruthu – tarus / 

bull; oaadu - run. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la – sa - the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is kaalai maadukal / erumai maadukal vayal velikalai / vilai nilankkalai saetham 

seithal – cattle damaging the farm lands; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka;  kaalai maadu - 

bull; erumai - buffalo; vayalveli - paddy field; vilai nilankkal - agricultural land. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la - [-sa-] – the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is erumai maadukal vayal velikali / nerkazhanji – k – kalai maeithal – cattle grazing 

the paddy fields; erumai - buffalo; vayalveli - paddy field; maeithal - to graze. 

Bull is the symbol of Sun god; figures;  bull worship in Persepolis, Egypt, Tamil  Nadu 
and Indus Valley; Sivan / Yama - bull god.  
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- Tarus has the consonants - the - Ra – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is eruthu / 
erumai maadu - bull.  

- Tarus has the consonants - the -Ra – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is moothiri – 
buffalo. 

- Tarus has the consonants - the -Ra – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is erumai 
maadu – buffalo. 

- Minotaur has the consonants -ma –an- the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
maanudaeruthu – human bull; maanudan - man; eruthu – bull. 

- Minotaur has the consonants -ma –an- the - Ra - and the original Tamil word is eruthu 
mandai udaiya maanudan – human with bull head; maanthan / maanudan - man; 
mandai - head; eruthu - bull. 

- Asterion [name of the Cretan minotaur]- [-sa-] - the - Ra - an - and the original Tamil  
word is maanuda eruthu – human bull; erumaiyin mainthan / eruthin mainthan – son of 
the bull; maanudan - human being; eruthu–tarus; erumai –buffalo; mainthan - son.  

Cultural Perspective; 

The joy of domesticating the bull  by Tamil people; the figures show the bull baiting 
sports –kaalai thazhuvuthal - in TamilNadu, Indus Valley and in Crete.    
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0++  
 

 
 

- Taurokathapsia [laying hold on the bull] [of Thesaly] has the consonants the - Ra - ka - 

the –[- pa-]  -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is mutta varum eruthai adakku - to 

conquer the bull; eruthu - tarus; adakku - to control. 

- Taurokathapsia [laying hold on the bull] [of Thesaly] has the consonants the - Ra - ka - 

the –[- pa-]– sa- and the original Tamil word is manju virattuka - tochase the bull; 

sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; virattuka - to chase away.  

- Taurokathapsia [laying hold on the bull] [of Thesaly] has the consonants the - Ra - ka - 

the –[- pa-]– sa- and the original Tamil word is maadu pidiththidum veerar - the heros 

who catch the bull; maadu – cattle; pidi - catch; veerar - hero; sooththiram; ka = va; va 

= ka. 

- Taurador [fresco] has the consonants - the – Ra - the – Ra- and the original Tamil  word 

is eruthu anaiththiduthal / mirandu oaadum eruthai pidiththal - embracing the bull / 

catching the bull; eruthu – tarus; anaikka - to embrace; oaadu - run; pidi - catch; 

mirandida- with fear. 

- Fresco has the consonants-[- pa-] – Ra -sa– ka - and the original Tamil word is   suvar 

oaaviyam – wall painting; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; kannai kavarum / periya / 

vanna / suvar oaviyam – colorful / big / attractive wall painting; suvar - wall; oaaviyam - 
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painting; kann - eye; kavaru –attract. 

- Pasiphae [witch]has the consonants -pa – sa – pa- and the original Tamil word is paei 

pisaasu - ghost. 

- Pasiphae has the consonants -pa – sa - [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the word is  

pasu– cow / bos / zebu. 

- Pasiphae has the consonants -pa – sa - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is aa / aan – 

cow. 

- Pasiphae has the consonants - [-pa-]– sa- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is saeimaa 

- bull. 

- Pasiphae has the consonants - [-pa-]–sa- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  manju - 

bull. 

- Pasiphae has the consonants -pa – sa - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  Pachchai 

Ammaa – fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Pasiphae has the consonants -[-pa-] – [-sa-] - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  

Meenamma / Muni Amma – moon goddess. 

- Pasiphae has the consonants -pa – sa – pa- and the interpretation of the word is 

appoosan - moon. 

- Pasiphae has the consonants -pa – [-sa-]—[-pa-] - and the interpretation of the word is 

paenan - moon. 

- Marathon has the consonants - ma – Ra - the - an - and the original Tamil word is  

maadu mirandu oaaduthal / maadu mirandu oaadiya munn – bull running here and 

there with fear; maadu - cattle; mirandida - with fear; oaadiya – ran; munn - land. 

- Marathon [fennel] has the consonants - ma -Ra - the - an - and the original Tamil word 

is narumanamudaiya pandam – soampu [missing letters - pa-  and-sa-] aromatic anise; 

narumanam -  fragrant; soampu – anise / fennel. 

- Marathon [fennel] has the consonants - ma -Ra - the - an - and the original Tamil word 

is tharunam - chines anise. 

- Marathon [running] has the consonants - ma -Ra - the - an - and the original Tamil word 

is nindridaathu oaadanum - run without stopping; nindridaathu – non stop; oaadu- run. 
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- Marathon [running] has the consonants - ma -Ra - the - an - and the original Tamil  

word is thootharin nindridaatha oaattam – nonstop running of the ambassador; 

thoothar - ambassador; nindridaathu – non stop; oaattam - running. 

- Labyrinth has the consonants - la - pa – Ra - an the - and theoriginalTamil word is   

thanimai siraiyai–yil adaiththu vaiththiduthal [missing letter-sa -] – imprison in a cell. 

- Labyrinth has the consonants - la -pa – Ra – an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

thaaru maarana pinnal paathai - muddled web path. 

- Labyrinth has the consonants - la -pa – Ra – an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

uzhappu niraintha puthiraana pinniya paathai – muddled path. 

- Labyrinth has the consonants - la -pa – Ra – an- the -and the original Tamil word is 

thadaputhir padalam – complicated web path.  

- Labyrinth has the consonants - la -pa – Ra – an - the -and the original Tamil word is 

pinniya puthir padalam – complicated web path. 

- Labyrinth has the consonants - la -pa – Ra – an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

poanaal thirumpa iyalatha paathai - cannot return once you go. 

- Labyrinth has the consonants - la -pa – Ra - an - the - and the original Tamil word is 

maadu olinthu eruntha idam – patti - the place where the bull was hiding. 

Hecale- old lady - new moon  

- Hecale has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is kizhavi –old lady; 

sooththiram; ka = va;va = ka. 

- Hecale has the consonants -ka -la- and the original Tamil word is kizhavi kaalamaaka – 

old lady has died; kizhavi – old lady; kaalamaaka – died. 

- Hecale has the consonants -ka - la- and the original Tamil word is kaalai- 

yaeikaavualikka- to sacrifice the bull; kaalai - bull;kaavu – sacrifice; alikka - to offer. 

- Hecale – house  

- Hecale has the consonants –ka- la- and the original Tamil word is illakam - house. 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka- la- and the original Tamil word is kuchchil [missing 

letter- sa-] -hut. 

Hecale – snow fall / tempest  
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- Hecale has the consonants –ka- la- and the original Tamil word is kalmazhai - hail 

storm; kal - stones; mazhai - rain. 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka- la- and the original Tamil word is velli pani puyal 

mazhai [missing letter- pa-] - snow storm; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka ; velli - silver; 

pani- snow; puyal - storm; mazhai- rain. 

- Hecale  has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is panipozhivu 

[missing letter- pa-] – snow fall; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; pani - snow; pozhivu - 

fall. 

- Hecale has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is kanamazhai- heavy 

rain; mazhai- rain.  

Hecale –wind  

- Hecale has the consonants - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is vali - wind; 

sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Hecale - the village  

- Hecale has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is vaeli - village. 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is akalul - village. 

Hecale- Valli Ammal- moon goddess  

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is kaali Amman / Valli 

Ammal; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka.  

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is Kaali koavil-kaali 

temple. 

Hecale- the full moon / new moon  

Full moon- young female   

New moon- old lady /death  

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is muzhu nilavu / full 

moon; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is vellu –vu – vaa- full 

moon - sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka; vellai - white; vu – vaa - moon.   
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- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is velli nilavu - silver 

moon / full moon;sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka; velli – silver. 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is koala nilavu - full  

moon; koalam - ball / rounded; nilavu- moon. 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is vanna nilaa - colorful 

moon; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is nilaa makal –moon 

goddess. 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is azhaku nilaa – 

beautiful moon;nilaa- moon; ahazku- beauty. 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is kuzhavi nilaa / koon 

nilavu / ilaiya nilavu - crescent moon; kuzhavi – child; nilaa - moon; ilaiya - youth; 

sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

 

 
 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is mankku nilaa – new 
moon; mankku - wane; nilaa- moon. 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is alavan – moon/  

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is kalai – yinan- moon. 

- Hecale has the consonants –ka – la- and the original Tamil word is Kalankkan – moon –
withstain. 
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Daedalus 

- Daedalus has the consonants –the – la—[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

thozhilaali – artisan. 

- Daedalus has the consonants –the – la —[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is puthusu 

puthusaa pani muttu seithidum / padaiththidum thozhilaali / unainthidum aal [missing 

letter- pa-] - a worker who makes new tools; puthusu – new; panimuttu - tools; seithidu 

- do; padaiththidu – create; thozhilaali – worker. 

- Daedalus has the consonants –the -la – sa - and the original Tamil word is uli –yaal silai 

seiththidum silai thachchan – sculptor who makes statues with chisel; silai - statue / 

stone; uli - chisel; seithidu - make; silai thachchan - sculptor. 

- Daedalus has the consonants –the -la – sa - and the original Tamil word is aayutham 

padaiththidum thozhilaali - [missingletter- pa-] - worker who makes weapons; ayutham 

[padai] - weapon; padai – make / create. 

- Daedalus has the consonants –the -la – sa- and the other interpretation of the word is 

saathanam seithidum thozhilaali - worker makes devices; saathanam / padai / 

seithathu – device. 

- Daedalus has the consonants –the – la – sa - and the original Tamil word is sulla ulai 

thozhilaali - coppersmith; sullam - copper; ulai - smith forge; thozhil - occupation; 

thozhilaali - worker. 

- Daedalus has the consonants –the – la – sa - and the original Tamil word is sitha 

thozhilai – silversmith; sitham - silver. 

- Daedalus has the consonants –the – la -[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil word is ulai 

thozilaali – one who is working in a furnace; ulai - smith forge. 
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- Daedalus has the consonants – the – la -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is ulai thanni 

- water used by the smith in the work of the forge; ulai- smith forge; thanni - water.  

- Daedalus has the consonants –the – la-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is maazhai 

thattaan - metal worker; maazhai - metal; thattaan – gold smith. 

Icarus   

 The Coppersmith / Blacksmith 

Venus [copper planet], Mercury [has iron] / Mars [has iron oxide]. 

  Mars  

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the word is 

ankaraha - Mars. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka – Ra -  sa- and the original Tamil word is sevu–vaai koal / 

kirakam – planet Mars. 

Mercury  

- Icarus has the consonants - ka – Ra - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is kooriyan - 

Mercury. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is kanna – k-

kaayar – Mercury. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka – Ra - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is arivan -   

Mercury; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Icarus has the consonants - ka – Ra - sa- and the original Tamil word is pachchai – k – 

koal [missing letter- pa-] - Mercury. 

 

Icarus - Venus  

- Icarus has the consonants - ka – Ra – sa- and the original Tamil word is sukkiran – 

Venus.  

- Icarus has the consonants - ka – Ra - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is venn –nira 

koal meen - Venus; venn - white; niram - ray / color; koal meen-planet.  

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is parkkavan / 

piruku [missing letter- pa-]- Venus. 
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Icarus – the craftsman / smith  

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is kai  vinaignar – 

craftsman; kai - hand; vinaignar -doer. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Kammiyar- 

smiths. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka - Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Kammiyar 

makan/ Karumaan makan / Karumaaran makan / Manuvar makan / Oavar makan – son 

of the smith; makan- son; kammiyar - smith. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra –sa- and the original Tamil word is Vichchuvar -  

artists /celestials/ mechanics /workmen; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Kaarukar -  

sculptors / painters/ artists / weavers. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka - Ra– sa- and the original Tamil word is Kor Saeri-   black 

smith’s quarters. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka – Ra – sa- and the original Tamil word is Aasaari makan - 

son of the smith.  

- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Karu makan / 

kammiyar / karu maar - black smith. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka – Ra – sa- and the original Tamil word is eruvai Aasaari – 

copper smith; eruvai - copper; Aasaari - smith. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is ponvinaignar – 

gold smith; pon - gold. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra– sa- and the other interpretation of the word is 

Visvakarma–smiths. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra– sa- and the original Tamil word is  pon nakai seiyim 

Aasaari [missing letter- pa-] – goldsmith; pon- gold; nakai- jewel; Aasaari- smith. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra– sa- and the other interpretation of the word is 

Suvarna – k – kaaran – goldsmith; swarnam - gold. 
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- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Oaaviyar –

artist; varaikiravar – painter; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- sa and the original Tamil word is Kar – Aasaari- 

sculptor. 

- Icaru shas the consonants- ka – Ra- sa and the original Tamil word is mara 

paniseikiravar -carpenter;maram- wood; pani –work; seika- do. 

Icarus -metals – iron / lead  

- Icarus has the consonants- ka - Ra– sa- and the original Tamil word is eruvai - copper - 
copper is thes ymbol for planet Venus in Alchemy; Venus has lead ore – galena. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra– sa- and the original Tamil word is kai – yariyam – 
iron- in Mars. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  karunaakam / 
kaar-eeiyam – black lead; galena glance [lead ore] is there in Venus; karu - black. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Karuppi 
[missing letter- pa-] – kind of bismuth; bismuth nitrate is in Venus. 

- Icarus has the consonants - ka - Ra -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is karum -  pon 
[missing letter- pa-] - planet Mars with iron oxide - the red planet; plain - old iron looks  
shiny black; karumai - dark. 

Icarus - the bird  

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is eruvai- eagle – 

any of the several large carnivorous bird. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is kuruvi/ kuruku-

sparrow / bird. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra - [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the word is 

vaarankkam / vikiram - bird; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is paravai- 

[missing letter- pa-] - bird. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is parakka 

[missing letter- pa-] - to fly. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is erakar - wing / 

feather.  
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- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra –sa-and the original Tamil word is siraku – wing/ 

feather / plumage. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra –sa- and the original Tamil word is sirakumuriya- 

wings got broken; siraku- wing; muriya- break. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka - Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is erakka-  to die. 

- Icarus – astronomer/ astrologer  

- Icarus has the consonants- ka - Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is vaan -

iyararignar – astronomer; vaankuri -iyar – astrology; koova-noor – book  on astrology; 

sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka; nor - book; vaan - sky; arignar - scholar.  

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Kaniyar- 

astrologer.  

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra –sa- and the original Tamil word is Saakkaiyar - 

astrologer. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra –sa- and the other interpretation of the word is 

Panjaan – k-ka kaaran [missing letter- pa-] - astrologer. 

- Icarus has the consonants- ka – Ra –sa- and the original Tamil word is Perun – k –kaani 

[missing letter- pa-] – chief astrologer; periya - great. 

Minos - Tamil Fisherman from Phoenicia 

- Minos has the consonants – ma – an- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is mannan -  

king; Maayan; Muniyan. 

- Minos has the consonants –  ma – an- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is meenavan / 

mukkuvan [missing letter- ka-] -fisherman; meen - fish. 

- Minos has the consonants – ma – an –sa- and the original Tamil word is saasanam - 

fisherman’s quarters. 

- Minos has the consonants – ma – an –sa- and the original Tamil word is seeman – lord/ 

the head / leader / rich person.  

Crete 

- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is nadutharai 

kadal - kaarai thittu / kaarai theevu / manar kundru / manar theevu - lime stone island 

of Mediterranean sea; kaarai - limestone; thittu - a patch of land; theevu – island; kadal 

- sea; nadu- centre; manar - sand; kundru - hill; nadutharai kadal - Mediterranean sea. 

- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra – the- and the original Tamil word is kudiyaettram – 

settlement. 
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- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra - the - and the other interpretation of the word is  

theevantharm- foreign islands / distant islands; ettaththil erukkum theevu; etta - 

distant; theevu – island. 

- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra - the - and the other interpretation of the word is  

seppu uru nattirkku arukae – nadutharai kadal – rir– erukkum theeveu – island near  

Cyprus; seppu uru munn - Cyprus; seppuuru - copper;arukae - near; nadu- middle;  

tharai - land; kadal - sea; theevu - island; nadutharikadal - Mediterranean sea. 

- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra- the - and the originalTamil word is iyarkkai theevu - 

Natural Island; iyarkkai - natural; theevu - Island. 

- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra - the - and the other interpretation of the word is  

kunthiraa - Maldive islands; manar kundru – sand hill; kadal naduvae kaanum kattan – 

th – thari- hard rocky land in the middle of the sea; kadal - sea; naduvae - middle; 

kaanu – see. 

- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is kaayar 

pattinam / kadal karai pattinam [missing letter- pa-]- seashore city. 

- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is eruthutheevu / 

erumaitheevu – tarus / bull island; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; eruthu - tarus; theevu 

– island. 

- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is kaara theevu / 

vakiraa theevu / thurankaari theevu - buffalo island; kaara / vakiraa - buffalo; theevu –

island; sooththiram; ka =va ; va = ka. 

- Crete has the consonants – ka – Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is Karaiyaar / 

meenavar / mukkuravar theevu - Fishermen Island; karaiyaar - fishermen. 

Theseus 

- Theseus [institution] has the consonants– the –sa - and the interpretation of the word 

is sthaapanam [missing letter- pa-] – institute / organization; sampan – th –tham / 

sontham - association. 

- Theseus [founder of Athens] has the consonants – the – sa - and the original Tamil 

word is Athens –aei / thaainaattai amaiththa thanthai - founder of Athens / 

motherland; thaai - mother; naadu – state; thanthai – father. 
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- Theseus [institution] has the consonants – the –sa- and the interpretation of the word 

is samithi - association.  

- Theseus [institution] has the consonants – the –sa- and the interpretation of the word 

is samuthaaym - society. 

- Theseus [institution] has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  

amaiththidu / thittaidu - to organize. 

- Theseus [institution] has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  

eettam – association.  

Aridne- Arundhati 

- Aridne has the consonants – Ra- the - an - and the original Tamil word is nool saradu 

[missing letter- sa-] –thread; nool - yarn. 

- Aridne has the consonants – Ra- the - an - and the original Tamil word is nool panthu 

[missing letter- pa-] – ball of thread ; nool - thread; panthu – ball. 

- Aridne [ari + adnos] [pure one/ holy ] has the consonants – Ra - the - an - and the 

original Tamil word is thooimai niraintha – sacred / holy; thooimai - clean / pure; 

niraintha - full of; ari - niraiya. 

- Aridne [ari + adnos] [pure one / holy] has the consonants – Ra - the - an – and the  

other interpretation of the word is Arundhati – thooimai niraintha – pure one. 

Adnos 

- Adnos [pure one/ holy] has the consonants - the - an – sa- and the original Tamil word 

is thooimaiyaana / suththamaana - pure / holy /without stain. 

- Adnos [pure one/ holy] has the consonants - the - an – sa- and the other interpretation 

of the word is punithamaana[missing letter- pa-] -pure / holy / without stain. 

The seventh labor was to capture the Cretan Bull, father of the Minotaur. Heracles 

sailed to Crete, where King Minos gave Heracles permission to take the bull away and even 

offered him assistance (which Heracles declined, plausibly because he did not want the labor 

to be discounted as before). The bull had been wreaking havoc on Crete by uprooting crops 

and leveling orchard walls. Heracles sneaked up behind the bull and then used his hands to 

throttle it (stopping before it was killed), and then shipped it back to Tiryns. Eurystheus, who 

hid in his pithos at first sight of the creature, wanted to sacrifice the bull to Hera, who hated 

Heracles. She refused the sacrifice because it reflected the glory on Heracles. The bull was 
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released and wandered into Marathon, becoming known as the Marathonian Bull. 

Theseus would later sacrifice the bull to Athena and / or Apollo. 

 

- Dolphin has the consonants – the – la -[- pa-] - an - and the original Tamil word is  

thullum meen - splashing fish; thullu - jump; meen - fish. 

 

Interpretation and Reconstruction of the story of Cretan Bull ; 
 

1 - In Crete; 

*  Bull / horse / dog / lion / rooster signifies the sun god in Tamil culture. 

*Mionan sacred symbols were the bull, its horns, axe, the pillar, the serpent,  sundisc 

and the tree; the Tamil people also worship the bull, tree and the snake; the vehicle of Sivan - 

the sun god of Tamil people is the bull.   

*Bull leaping/bull taming/ bull baiting / bull fighting indicates the art of domesticating 

the bulls. 

* Cretan people worshiped the bull god like the Sumerians, Egyptians, Tamils and the 

people of Indus valley Civilization. 

*Cretan people also indulged in bull taming during festive times like the present day 

Tamil people. 

*Athenian people had not domesticated the bull and perhaps they would not have  

used them for plowing; capturing the Cretan bull means subduing the Cretan people. 

*The bull presented by Poseidon to Minos was the bull god-Zeus himself; Poseidon  

[god of sea – pachchai thanni] was the brother of  Zeus; For Tamil people Zeus, Poseidon  and 

Hades were one and the only god Sivan; Zeus was the Saeyoan–Sivan; Poseidon was the 

Pachchai Appan - Sivan; Poseidon had the trident like Sivan; Hade had a bident. 

* Earlier Zeus in the disguise of a white bull [white sun] had kidnapped Europa [penn –

erumai] - the female buffalo - the Phoneican girl and took her to Crete; they begot a son and 

he was the king Minos.  

* Minos was a fisherman; as a fisherman and seafarer Minos knew everything about  

the matters related to sea; hence he was the master of the sea; one day when Minos was 

fishing in the deep sea, suddenly there was a heavy rainstorm; his small boat could not 

withstand the roaring big waves; Minos was thrown out into the deep sea; Minos pleaded the 

god of sea - Poseidon to safely reach the land; Poseidon helped Minos and Minos safely 

reached the island - Crete after many hours of swimming; years later Minos - the fisherman - 
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master of the sea- became the king of the land – island- Crete; Minos - the king started 

worshiping his ancestral bull god [Zeus/ Sivan ] as he was doing earlier in his native/ home 

land- ?Phoenicia; Crete island ,its kingship where the gifts given by the sea god Poseidon to 

Minos and the bull was not his gift; Poseidon got angry on seeing Minos worshiping his 

ancestral bull god[Zeus / Sivan] - instead of him- the sea god; Poseidon asked Minos to 

sacrifice the bull / to stop worshiping bull god as a gratitude/appreciation of his help in the 

past he had rendered to Minos earlier; but then Minos did not agree to sacrifice the bull [to 

give up the worship of bull god] because he was the son of Zeus [bull god] and Europa 

[buffalo goddess]; the Cretan bull was a sacred bull, the temple bull and so it could not be 

sacrificed.    

*Earlier Zeus in the disguise of a white bull [white sun] had kidnapped Europa [penn –

erumai ]- the female buffalo - the Phoneican girl and took her to Crete; they begot three sons 

– namely Minos, Radhamanthus and Sarpedon. 

* Hercules was an Athenian and it was a pride for any Athenian to conquer the great / 

sacred bull of Minoan people; hence he went to Crete to tame the big white bull. 

* Since the white bull was the sun god - Zeus himself Hercules did not attempt to kill 

the bull. 

*Pasiphae be got Minotaur in union with the Cretan bull as she herself was a cow - 

pasu /bos; Europa was a female buffalo. 

*Minos was killed by the daughters of the king Cocalus who poured boiling water  over 

him as he was taking a bath; that gives evidence to the fact that the word Minos -simply 

means fish as fishes can not thrive in the boiling water; Minos was the Tamil fisherman - 

meenavan [of Phoenicia] who became the mannavan - king [of Crete]; the dolphin frescoes in 

Knossos adds evidence to that; fish was the symbol in the flag of the Tamil Pandiya kings; 

Cocalus daughters were the water nymphs.   

2- In the Sky; 

 *Bull was the sun. 

*Hecale-the young lady who became old and died symbolically signifies the full moon 

becoming the waning one and eventually becoming the new moon; the new moon indicates 

the death of the lady- the moon; new moon day is the day of worship of ancestors and also 

the day of sacrifice in Tamil culture.  
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*The labyrinth was the unknown path way to the paradise - from earth to  the sun – 
the bull /Minotaur; for that one has to travel in the inner solar system space crossing the 
orbits of the Venus and Mercury; once reached the paradise - the place of sun, no one can 
come back; the route to the paradise is a complex one like that of the labyrinth. 

* Theseus had stayed in the moon- Hecale, for his shelter to safeguard from dust 
storms of Venus. 

 *Alternatively he would  have  traveled in the opposite direction and landed   
mistakenly in Mars instead of Venus; In Mars dust storms and snowstorms are more; in Venus 
snowfall is there. 

*Icarus was the planet Mars [iron oxide] or Venus [copper]or Mercury [contains iron].  

*Icarus was the smith; he was both the coppersmith [Venus - copper in Alchemy] as 
well as black smith [Mars has iron oxide / Mercury has iron]. 

*Icarus was the astrologer / astronomer. 

*Daedalus was the head toolmaker /smith.  

* Both Daedalus and Icarus were imprisoned in the labyrinth itself – in the inner solar 
space and not in any tower of Cretan island. 

*To escape from the labyrinth i.e from the inner solar space to the earth, Daedalus and 
Icarus planned to fly down with artificially made wings as the thread was taken away by 
Thesus earlier.  

*Since Minos was more powerful in the sea and land Daedalus and Icarus planned  to 
fly from the labyrinth; this tells us that Minos was a originally a fisherman /seafarer  who later 
became the king of the land; since Minos was the son of the skygod –Zeus he had  power in 
the sky also, the fact which was unknown to Daedalus and Icarus. 

*As Icarus went too close to the sun in the inner solar space – the central area of  
labyrinth his metal feathers made from lead [which has low melting point compared to iron] 
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would have got melted and that made him to fall down into the sea; the lead was  gathered 
from the planet Venus.   

*the melting point of iron is 1538 degree celsius; iron oxide melting point is 1566 
degree celsius; copper melting point is 1085 degree celsius; galena [lead / lead glance] 
melting  point is 327.5 degree celsius.  

*Probably metal wings of Daedalus would have been made out of iron [which has a 
high melting point when compared to lead] which was gathered from Mercury planet during 
the onward journey to the labyrinth - the inner solar space. 

*Ariadne means simply “thread“; the thread might signify the rain drops with which 
Theseus would have climbed down to earth from sky. 

3 –Theseus and the Minotaur; 

* Athens was obliged to send seven boys and girls once in every seven years for the 
consumption of Minotaur indicates that human sacrifice was given to the bull god; hence the 
labyrinth could be the place of sacrifice or the arena for bull baiting. 

*Numerical number7 might indicate the resting day of the sun god - bull god - the 
sabbath day – the day for sacrifice; alternatively seven girls could be the six Pleiades stars and 
the seven boys could be the seven stars of the hunter constellation; the bull represented the 
Tarus constellation; the seventh Star of Pleiades cluster could be Aridne – lover of Theseus / 
daughter of Minos - who had tried to save her six other sisters from Minotaur; it could be an 
Athenian story to undermine bull worship. 

*The Labyrinth under the palace of Minos signifies the netherworld /hell; the labyrinth 
of Chartres church is interpreted as the hell. 

*If anyone goes to hell he cannot come back; but then Theseus could come back 
following the thread given by Aridne. 

*Killing the Cretan bull / minotaur by Theseus [son of Poseidon / Aegeus] was  
equivalent to victory over Cretan Minoan island by the Athenian people; Theseus was the 
founder of Athens; the other motive of Theseus was to bring  down the worship of Bull [Zeus] 
among Cretans as per his father Poseidon’s desire. 

*Theseus sacrificed the bull [the beast] to Apollo as Apollo was the sun god and bull 
was the favorite object of sacrifice for Sun god. 

* The word Marathon can be read as “narumana mudaiya munn”-  land of good smell; 
narumanam - good smell; udaiya- has; munn - land. 

*The word Marathan can be read as “maadu mirandu oaadiya munn” – the land where 
the bull was running here and there with fear; maadu – bull; mirandida- with fear; oaadiya – 
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ran; munn - land. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Four Horses of The Chariot of Sun  
 

- *Mare has the consonants – ma – Ra- and the original Tamil word is mari - horse.  

- Mare has the consonants – ma – Ra- and the original Tamil word is saamari [missing  

letter-sa-]- horse. 

- Mare has the consonants – ma – Ra- and the original Tamil word is nampiran [missing 

letter- pa-]- horse. 

- Mare has the consonants – ma – Ra- and the original Tamil word is parimaa [missing  

letter- pa-]- horse. 

Diomedes 

- Diomedes [king of Thrake / Thrace] has the consonants - the – ma - the -[-sa-]- and the 

original Tamil word is naattai andidum mannan- king -the ruler of state; naadu - state; 

aandidu - rule; mannan - king. 

- Diomedes [king of Thrake / Thrace ] has the consonants- the – ma – the – sa- and the 

original Tamil word is manimudi soodiya maa-mannan - crowned king; manimudi - 

crown; soodu – wear; maa mannan - great king. 

- Diomedes [king of Thrake / Thrace] has the consonants- the – ma – the - [-sa-]- and the 

interpretation of the word is thaamanithi- sun as the treasure of light.  

- Diomedes [king of Thrake / Thrace] has the consonants - the – ma – the – sa- and the 

original Tamil word is sen-the -thaaman -red sun; sea - red; thee- fire.  

- Diomedes [king of Thrake / Thrace] has the consonants- the – ma- the—sa- and the 

8.Mares  of  Diomedes  
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original Tamil word is muthasen –thee / jothi - the first divine fire. 

- Diomedes [god like cunning] [king of Thrake / Thrace ]has the consonants- the – ma – 

the - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is thattu maanam – cunning ways;  nun –uththi 

udaimai. 

- Diomedes [god like cunning] [king of Thrake / Thrace ] has the consonants- the – ma – 

the – sa- and the original Tamil word is sathi – thittam - evil plots. 

Thrake 

- Thrake has the consonants -the - Ra – ka - and the original Tamil word is karun – k –

kadar karaioaaram / otti erukkira naadu – the land adjoining the black  sea; karun – k – 

kadar-Black sea; oaaram - nearby; ottu - edge; naadu- state.  

- Thrakes [Thracians] has the consonants- the - Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word is 

kaattu miraandi – wild / savage; kaadu - forest. 

- Thrakes [Thracians] has the consonants -the - Ra -ka - and the original Tamil word is 

naakarikam indri / maantha -narkunam indri  – uncultured; naakarikam- civilization; 

indri- without; maanthan - human being; narkunam- good character. 

- Thrakes [Thracians] has the consonants- the -Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word is 

adankka kuthirai- untamed horse; kuthirai- horse; adankka - untamed. 

- Thrakes [Thracians] has the consonants the - Ra -ka - and the original Tamil word is 

kuthirai veerar – cavalry; sooththiram; ka- va; va= ka; kuthirai- horse; veerar – warrior. 

- Bistones [war tribe] has the consonants - pa – [-sa-]- the - an -and the original Tamil 

word padaiinam - warrior race; padai- army; inam - race. 

- Bistones [war tribe] has the consonants - pa – [-sa-]- the - an - and the original Tamil 

word is pandaiya padai inam/ Pandiya inam - ancient race; pandaiya - past; inam - race; 

padai- army. 

- Tirida has the consonants – the – Ra- the - and the original Tamil word is thaai thiru 

naadu-motherland; thaai – mother; thiru - holy; naadu - lastate. 

Argos 

- Argos [place name] has the consonants – Ra – ka - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 

nakari/nakaram - city. 

- Argos [place name] has the consonants – Ra – ka- [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of 
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the word is  girama – village. 

- Argos [place name] has the consonants – Ra – ka- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 

erukkai-village. 

- Argos [place name] has the consonants – Ra – ka –sa-and the original Tamil word is 

koasaram – village. 

- Argos [place name] has the consonants – Ra – ka –sa-and the original Tamil word is 

kurichchi – village. 

- Argos [place name] has the consonants – Ra – ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is 

kurumpu [missing letter- pa-] -village. 

- Abdera has the consonants-[- pa-] – the – Ra-and the interpretation of the word is 

yanthru – horse groom. 

- Abdera has the consonants-[- pa-] – the – Ra-and the interpretation of the word is  

therisiyar/ thoosiyar[missing letter- sa-]- horse groom; therisi – horse; thoosi- horse. 

  
     

- Podargos (the swift] has the consonants – pa - the – Ra - ka – sa- and the original Tamil 

word is virainthiduka – fast; virainthu/ painthu oaadukira kuthirai - a fast running 

horse; parakkindra kuthirai - flying horse; oaadu- run; kuthirai- horse; viraika- quick; 

parakkindra- flying. 

- Lampon (the shining) has the consonants – la - ma– pa - an -and the original Tamil word 

is minu minuppu ulla - shining; minu minuppu- shine; ulla - has. 

- Xanthos (the yellow) has the consonants – ka -sa – an – the-[-sa-] - and the original 

Tamil word is manja vannam kondathu – has yellow color; manja - yellow; vannam- 

color; kondathu- has. 
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- Xanthos (the yellow) has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] – an – the-[- sa-]- and the original 

Tamil word is thankka vannam -gold color; thankkam - gold; vannam - color. 

- Deinus [the terrible) has the consonants - the – an –sa- and the original Tamil word is 

achcham thanthidum- fearful; achcham - fear; thanthidum - giving. 

 

Heracles athloi 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la – [-sa-]-  the – la- and the original Tamil 

word is mari–kalai kollai adiththa / thirudiya kalvan -the thief who had  stolen the 

mares; marikal – horses; kollai adikka-capture / plunder; thirudu - steal; kalvan - thief. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la –sa - the -  la- and the original Tamil  

word is minukkum udalai konda vellai niram / vannam konda virainthu oaadum naanku 

kuthiraikalai kalavaaduthal - to steal four horses that run fast; minukka - shining; udal - 

body; konda - has; vellai - white; niram – ray / color; vannam - color; virainthu - fast; 

oaadum - running; naanku - four; kuthiraikal- horses. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la –sa - the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is naalu kaal paaichchalil paranthu oaadum / paainthu oaadum kuthiraikal 

[missing letter- pa-] – fast running horses; naalu- four; kaal - leg; paaichchal- jumping / 

flying; paranthidu - to fly; oaadum - running; kuthiraikal - horses. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants- Ra – ka- la –sa- the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is pala palakkum thankka / manjal vannam konda puravikal [missing letter-pa]-  

golden horses; palapalakka - shine; thankkam - gold; manjal - yellow; vannam- color; 

puravikal - horses. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants- Ra - ka - la –sa- the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is achcham moottukira / peethi tharukira kadum vaekaththil paainthu varum 

kuthiraikal [missing letter- pa-] -fast running / fear inducing horses; achcham- fear; 

moottu - induce; peethi - fear; thara- give; kadumai - severe / strong; vaekam - speed; 

paainthidu - fly / jump; kuthirai - horse. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka -la –sa- the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is kathiravanin jolikkum sen – k – kathirkal -the shining sun rays; kathiravan –sun; 

jolikka - shining; sen – k – kathirkal - red rays; kathir- ray; sae - red. 
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- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la –sa - the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is kathiravanin thaerai ezhuththu sellum naanku vellai nira kuthiraikal-the four 

white horses that pull the chariot of sun; kathiravan- sun; thaer - chariot; ezhu- pull; 

sellu- go; naanku -four; vellai - white; niram- ray /color; kuthirai- horse. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la –sa - the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is manitha kari unnum naalu kaal vilankkukal –kuthiraikal– horses that eat  

human flesh; manithan- human / man; kari-flesh unnu - eat; vilankku - animal; kuthirai - 

horse. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka - la –sa - the – la- and the original Tamil 

word is moochchu vidum pozhuthu erikira neruppu / anal kaattrai veli vidukira 

puravikal [missing letter- pa-]- horses that breathes out fire; moochchu - breath;  erikira 

- burning; neruppu- fire; anal- heat; kaattru- wind; velivida - to release. 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants- Ra - ka - la –sa- the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is naaka– rika millathaa / narkunam illatha–karun – k –kadar karai oaaram 

vaazhum kaatu – miraandi koottaththai adakki vettri kolluthal – to conquer the  

uncultured people living near the black sea; naakarikam - civilization; illai - nil; 

narkunam - good nature; karun – k-kadar – Black sea; karai - shore; oaaram - edge; 

vaazhum - living; koottam - group;adakku – control; vettrikollu - to win over. 

Mythology; 

As the eighth of his Twelve Labours, also categorized as the second of the Non-

Peloponneisan labors, Heracles was sent by King Eurystheus to steal the Mares 

from Diomedes. The mares’ madness was attributed to their unnatural diet which consisted 

of the flesh of unsuspecting guests or strangers to the island. Some versions of the myth say 

that the mares also expelled fire when they breathed. The Mares, which were the terror of 

Thrace, were kept tethered by iron chains to a bronze manger in the now vanished city of 

Tirida and were named Podargos (the swift), Lampon (the shining), Xanthos (the yellow) and 

Deinos (or Deinus, the terrible). Although very similar, there are slight variances in the exact 

details regarding the mares’ capture. 

In one version, Heracles brought a number of volunteers to help him capture the giant 

horses. After overpowering Diomedes’ men, Heracles broke the chains that tethered the 

horses and drove the mares down to sea. Unaware that the mares were man-eating and 

uncontrollable, Heracles left them in the charge of his favored companion, Abderus, while he 
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left to fight Diomedes. Upon his return, Heracles found that the boy was eaten. As revenge, 

Heracles fed Diomedes to his own horses and then founded Abdera next to the boy's tomb. 

In another version, Heracles, who was visiting the island, stayed awake so that he 

didn't have his throat cut by Diomedes in the night, and cut the chains binding the horses 

once everyone was asleep. Having scared the horses onto the high ground of a knoll, 

Heracles quickly dug a trench through the peninsula, filling it with water and thus flooding 

the low-lying plain. When Diomedes and his men turned to flee, Heracles killed them with an 

axe (or a club), and fed Diomedes’ body to the horses to calm them. 

In yet another version, Heracles first captured Diomedes and fed him to the 

mares before releasing them. Only after realizing that their King was dead did his men, 

the Bistonians, attack Heracles. Upon seeing the mares charging at them, led in a chariot by 

Abderus, the Bistonians turned and fled. 

All versions have eating human flesh make the horses calmer, giving Heracles the 

opportunity to bind their mouths shut, and easily take them back to King Eurystheus, who 

dedicated the horses to Hera. In some versions, they were allowed to roam freely 

around Argos, having become permanently calm, but in others, Eurystheus ordered the 

horses taken to Olympus to be sacrificed to Zeus, but Zeus refused them, and sent wolves, 

lions, and bears to kill them. Roger Lancelyn Green states in his Tales of the Greek Heroes that 

the mares’ descendants were used in the Trojan War, and survived even to the time of 

Alexander the Great. After the incident, Eurystheus sent Heracles to bring back Hippolyta's 

Girdle. 

Interpretations and Reconstruction of the story- Mares  of Diomedes 

*Diomedes was the sun. 

*Thrakes[Thracians] were warriors who fought mounted on horseback; Diomedes was 
the king of Thracians. 

*Sun / sun ray is considered as the horse of the sky which has no legs /wings. 

*The sun rays – the horses pull the chariot of the sun god.  

*Sun god Helios had four horses [four directions]; sun god Surya has seven horses 
[seven rays of light].  

*The four horses of Diomedes were the Podargos (the swift), Lampon (the shining), 
Xanthos (the yellow) and Deinos (or Deinus, the terrible).  
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*Abdera was horse groom. 

*Hercules cut the chains binding the horses in the night time since the horses - sun rays 
/ fire flames will be more powerful in the day time. 

*The horses of Diomedes and his men could not cross the low ground filled with water 
because their horses were actually sun rays/fire flames.  

*Since Zeus was the sky god/ sun god he refused to accept the sacrifice of the horses -
the sun rays since the sun has to move from east to west daily. 

*Capturing the sun rays was a difficult job for anyone as thought by king Eurystheus; 
but then Hercules could accomplish the task since he himself was the son of sun god/ sky god 
– Zeus.  

 

 

Martian Belt 
 

Women’s girdle jewelry - symbol of virginity /chastity. 

 

 

 

- Belt has the consonants – pa - la – the - and the original Tamil word is iduppil 

anininthidum thole pattai / thuni pattai - the leather / cloth strip for waist; iduppu -  

waist; aninthidu - wear; thole -leather; pattai- band; thuni- cloth. 

9.Belt of Hippolyta  
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- Belt has the consonants – [-pa-] - la – the - and the original Tamil word is mandalam- 

belt. 

Hippolyta - girdle jewel   

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the - and the original Tamil word is iduppil 

aninthidum thole pattai/thuni pattai - the leather/ cloth strip for waist; iduppu-waist; 

aninthidu - wear; hole - leather; pattai- band; thuni - cloth. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the - and the original Tamil word is penn iduppil 

aninthidum pon – naal aana ottiyaanam - women’s golden girdle ornament; penn-

women; iduppu - hip; pon- gold; ottiyaanam– girdle ornament. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is penn- in 

maelaadai- ladies over coat; penn- woman; mael - outer; aadai - clothe. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants –  pa- la – the - and the original Tamil word is penn-in 

ullaadai- inner wearof the female; penn- woman; ull- inner; aadai- clothe. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa – la – the- and the original Tamil word is mandalam- 

belt. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the - and the other interpretation of the word is 

belt [E]. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the - and the original Tamil word is pinnal aadai 

- knitted cloth. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the - and the original Tamil word is adi seelai / 

idai seelai / theettu seelai [missing letter- sa-]- menstrual cloth; theettu - menstrual 

time/ taboo; seelai- cloth. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – [-pa-]- la– the - and the original Tamil word is thodalai – 

jeweled girdle. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants –pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is ponnaal aana 

ottiyaanam - gold girdle jewel; pon- gold; ottiyaanam - waist jewel. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is nalla  

muththu ottiyaanam / nan –muththal panniya ottiyaanam / naali / niththila 

ottiyaanam/ aani muththal panniya ottiyaanam– pearl waist ornament; nan  muththu- 
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genuine pearl; ottiyaanam- waist ornament; naali- pearl; niththilam- pearl; nalla 

muththu- oyster pearl; aani muththu- peral of superior quality. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants –pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is thoal pattai- 

pectoral girdle.  

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the - and the original Tamil word is neela 

pachchai ottiyaanam [missing letter- sa-]- Venus‘s girdle. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the - and the original Tamil word is paal 

mandalam - galaxy / milky way. 

 

Hippolyta – the Queen  

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa - la – the- and the original Tamil word is naadu 

aalum penn - woman - the ruler of the state; naadu - state;aalu - rule; penn - woman. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa - la – the- and the original Tamil word is thalamai 

penn – lady head.  

- Hippolyta has the consonants– [- pa-]- la – the -and the original Tamil word is thallai – 

mother; nannuthal. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the other interpretation of the 

word is lady[E]. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants– [- pa-]- la – the -and the original Tamil word is Ila 

mattam - little boy / young girl. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the - and the original Tamil word is muthal 

penn / Tamil penn - first lady; Tamil woman; muthal - first; penn - woman. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is muthal 

seemaatti / Thamilachchi [missing letter- sa-] - first lady. 
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Hippolyta – Warrior 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is aadal / 

adalai - battle. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is adalan - 

warrior; adali[?]- female warrior. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is 

poosalidum penn[missing letter- sa-]- fighting woman; poosal - fight; idu - do; penn- 

woman. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is mandilam 

– battle. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is 

malaithal– fighting. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is 

thilaiththal - fighting. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is 

uooduthal - quarrel. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is moathal - 

fight / clash. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the original Tamil word is 

mallaattam - fight. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the - and the other interpretation of the 

word is ladaai - fight. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants - pa- la – the - and the other interpretation of the word is 

battle [E]. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is padai 

eduththal - to wage a war. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the - and the original Tamil word is padai 

ezhuchchi [missing letter- sa-]-marching to battle; padai - army. 
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- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is poosalidu– 

to fight; poosal - fight; idu - do. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is sandai 

poaduthal [missing letter- sa-]- to fight; sandai- fight. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is padilan- 

warrior. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[- pa-]- la – the- and the original Tamil word is moothil - 

ancient war tribe; moothil penn. 

Hippolyta – 6 mothers – Pleiades 

- Paalaiyaththu  Amman – nursing mother  

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the interpretation of the word is 

Pleiades [missing letter- sa-]. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is 

Paalaiyaththu Amman / mulai paalu oottum thaai; nursing mother; mulai - breast; paal- 

milk; uoottu - feed; thaai- mother. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants -[-pa-]- la – the- and the original Tamil word is thazal 

meen- Pleiades star. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is Pazhani 

aaththa- mother of lord Murugan; aaththa – mother/ deity. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is paal 

uoottum thaai - nursing mother; paal- milk; uoottu- feed; thai- mother. 

- Hippolyta has the consonants – pa- la – the- and the original Tamil word is pillai –

thachchi pomplae [missing letter- sa-] - pregnant mother. 
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Figure; Palayaththu  Amman  

 

 

- Admete [unwedded] has the consonants – the- ma - the - and the original Tamil  word 

is mananthidaathu - unmarried; manam mudiththidaathu; mnam- marriage. 

- Alcaeus [strength]has the consonants - la – ka -  [- sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is 

koal - strength. 

- Alcaeus [strength]has the consonants - la – ka - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

vallai / val / valimai/vallamai - strength; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka.  

- Alke [strength]has the consonants - la – ka-  [- sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is kali – 

strength. 

- Alke [strength]has the consonants - la - ka-  [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word  is ikal- 

strength. 

- Sthenelus [strength] has the consonants- [- sa -]– the – an- la –[-sa-] -and the original 

Tamil word is thinmaiulla all - a man of strength; aal-person; thinmai- strength. 

- Sthenos [strength] has the consonants - [-  sa -] – the - an – [- sa-] - and the original 

Tamil word is thinmai - strength. 

- Lycus [wolf] has the consonants – la- ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word  is kukkal- 

wolf. 

- Mygdonhas the consonants- ma - ka – the- an - and the original Tamil word is naattai 

aandidum mannavan/ mooththa makan – the king- ruler of the state; sooththiram; ka = 

va;va= ka; naadu - state;aandidu - rule; mannavan - king. 

- Mygdon has the consonants- ma - ka – the- an - and the original Tamil word is thanda 

naayakam - king. 
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  Paros 

Historically, Paros was known for its fine white marble, which gave rise to the term 

"Parian" to describe marble of china of similar qualities. Today, abandoned marble quarries 

and mines can be found on the island, but Paros is primarily known as a popular tourist spot. 

- Paros has the consonants – pa – Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is manar paarai - 

rock; manar- sand; paarai- rock. 

- Paros has the consonants – pa- Ra – sa- and the original Tamil word is sunnaampu 

paarai - lime rock; sunnaampu - lime. 

Themiscyra - place of Hippolyta 

- Themiscyra [Them- mes– skera – Anatolia- southern coastal town of Black sea] has the 

consonants - the - ma - [-sa -] – ka – Ra- and the original Tamil word is then karun – k – 

kadar – k – karai oaaram erukkum oru uoor / thuraimuka nakaram- a town situated in 

the southern sea shore of blacksea;then- south; karun – k – kadar-  Black sea; kadar 

karai - sea shore; oru- one; uoor- village; thurai mukam - harbour; nakaram- city. 

- Themiscyra has the consonants - the – ma – sa- ka -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

aaru kanni maar vasikkum uoor – the place where 6 Matrika live; aaru - six; kannimar - 

Pleiades sisters; vasikkum - dwelling; uoor- village.  

- Themiscyra has the consonants – the – ma – sa - ka -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

kaar  thee / erinaar / aru meenenum naksaththiram – thee sudar – Pleiades star;aaru - 

six; meen - star; naksaththiram- star; thee sudar - fire torch. 

- Themiscyra has the consonants - the - ma - [-sa-]- ka -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 

Thiru Murugathadakam - pond of Murugan [Saravana poeikai] – Pleiades star. 

 

figure;Matrika / Kanni Maar warriors  with  girdle jewels 
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Figures; Amazons warriors and Hippolyta  

 

 

Amazon – Amman  

- Amazon has the consonants -ma –[-sa-] –an -and the original Tamil word is Amman – 

goddess – fertility /warrior goddess; Mani Ammai/Muni  Ammai – moon goddess. 

- Amazon has the consonants -ma –[-sa-] -an -and the original Tamil word ismonni – no 

breast; monni - breast; inmai - nil. 

- Amazon has the consonants -ma –[-sa-] -an -and the original Tamil word is ammam 

inmai – without breast; ammam - breast. 

- Amazon has the consonants -ma -sa -an -and the original Tamil word is paachchi inmai 

[missing letter- pa-] – no breast; paachchi - breast; inmai- nil. 

- Amazon has the consonants -ma -sa -an -and the original Tamil word is onji inmai – no 

breast; onji - breast.  

- Amazon has the consonants -ma –[-sa -]-an -and the original Tamil word is penmai 

inmai [missing letter- pa-] - lack of femininity; penmai – femininity; inmai- nil. 
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Cultural perspective; girdle 

 

 

Jewelleryof Tamil People 

 

 

 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants – Ra- ka - la -sa - the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is sandai- k – kaariidai– yil aninthu ulla thanka ottiyanaththai / muththaal seitha 

maekalai–yaei kavaruthal – to take away the gold / pearl waist jewel of  fighter woman; 

sandai– k –kaari- fighter woman; idai - hip; aninthu ulla - wearing;  ottiyanam – girdle 

jewel; kavaru- steal / possess; thankkam - gold; muththu - pearl; seitha - made; 

maekalai - waist ornament.    

- Heracles athloi has the consonants – Ra- ka - la -sa - the – la- and the original Tamil  

word is thirumanam/ kaliyaanam seithidaatha kanni pennkalai keduththal [missing  
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letter- pa-] -to molest the virgingirls; thirumanam- marriage; seithidaathu - not done; 

kanni pennkal - virgin girls; keduthal – mole station.  

 

Eurystheus' daughter Admete wanted the Belt of Hippolyta,queenof the Amazons, a 

gift from her father Ares. To please his daughter, Eurystheus ordered Heracles to retrieve the 

belt as his ninth labor. 

Taking a band of friends with him, Heracles set sail, stopping at the island of Paros, 

which was inhabited by some sons of Minos. The sons killed two of Heracles' companions, an 

act which set Heracles on a rampage. He killed two of the sons of Minos and threatened the 

other inhabitants until he was offered two men to replace his fallen companions. Heracles 

agreed and took two of Minos' grandsons, Alcaeus and Sthenelus. They continued their 

voyage and landed at the court of Lycus, whom Heracles defended in a battle against 

King MygdonofBebryces. After killing King Mygdon, Heracles gave much of the land to his 

friend Lycus. Lycus called the land Heraclea. The crew then set off for Themiscyra, where 

Hippolyta lived. 

All would have gone well for Heracles had it not been for Hera. Hippolyta, impressed 

with Heracles and his exploits, agreed to give him the belt and would have done so had Hera 

not disguised herself and walked among the Amazons sowing seeds of distrust. She claimed 

the strangers were plotting to carry off the queen of the Amazons. Alarmed, the women set 

off on horseback to confront Heracles. When Heracles saw them, he thought Hippolyta had 

been plotting such treachery all along and had never meant to hand over the belt, so he killed 

her, took the belt and returned to Eurystheus. 

Interpretation and Reconstruction of the story - Belt  of Hippolyta 

* Removal of breasts signifies deflowering of women in the hands of men. 

*Amazon women turned into warriors to fight against the menfolk who were  

aggressive towards women in order to protect their chastity / virginity; Amazon women can 

be compared with Matrika - the Pleiades who were considered to be warriors assisting Durga 

against demons in Indian Mythology; they were the six kannimaar goddesses – Pleiades - who 

fought against Vishnu who tried to kill their foster son Murugan as told in Tamil mythology; 

Greek people had not understood the symbolic meaning of Amazon women as the 

mythological story of Pleiades fighting against Orion /the hunter was of pre -Greek one which 

was based on matriarchal theme. 
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   *The men male factors were subdued by Amazon warriors. 

*In appreciation of that Ares-the god of war- gave Hippolyta the waist ornament – the 

belt; as long as Amazon women wear the girdle jewelry no man could subdue them; loss of 

the belt means the Amazon woman had fallen prey to the man‘s desires. 

*Since Hippolyta - the brave warrior woman had not volunteered herself to Hercules, 

she was killed by Hercules; Hercules took her belt from her waist i.e her virginity. 

*Hercules had become a malefactor / aggressor against women/ Hera.  

In the sky;  

*Hippolyta belt could be the Martian asteroid belt seen in between the planets Mars 

and Jupiter; the belt was given by the god of war – Ares- the Mars planet to the Amazon 

women; that could be the reason for Tamil women loving lord Murugan.   

Cultural aspects continued ; 

 

 

 

Maa - Koalam; koalam is drawn on the floor using rice flour in front of the house by  

Tamil women regularly in the early morning times, sometimes in the evening hours also;  the 

koalam will be  very big and colorful on auspicious days; they have learnt the dots of the 

‘koalam’ and the lines which join them from their ancestors who were star gazers and  who 

had enough knowledge about the position of stars in the sky; the dots are the stars;  lines are 

the imaginary lines that join them; the word koalam per se is derived from the Tamil word 
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koal - which means a planet; kili-means to draw;  from that word ‘koal‘ only the other words 

like  kizhami –day, kaalam - time; kaalan -god of time, kolkai - principle, kalam - pot; valayam - 

ring, vizhaa – festival and vaazhkkai [sooththiram; k - va; va - ka] are derived; the lamp like 

figures of the koalam confirms the fact that they signify stars or the planets / moon; koalam 

per se means ‘appearance‘ - the appearance of the sky ;from the shapes  of the kunkkumam / 

bindhi / pottu  one can identify the  waxing and waning  phases of the moon ;  a  big round  

kunkkuma pottu  signifies the  full moon and the dark color round pottu- signifies the  new 

moon ;  young girls who have not attained puberty  are not allowed to have big round 

kunkkuma pottu ; shape , size and color of the  pottu can be easily  equated with  menstrual 

cycle.  

 

 

Pendants and necklaces of women  

The ear pendants were given by lord Sivan to his wife Siva Kaami in remembrance of  

his victory over Jupiter - the golden planet; similarly the aaram - the golden necklace and the 

neththi soodi – forehead jewel signify the Jupiter and the golden rings of that planet; one of 

the words for sky / paradise in Tamil language is ‘nettri’ which means forehead.  

 

 

Expedition of Mars/ discovery of Phobos and Demios 

                

10.Cattle of  Geryon  
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- Helios has the consonants– la-[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word iselloan - sun; Al; root 
word is oli- light.  

Cattle 

Decoding the sooththiram word - Cattle 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is kaal nadaikal - 

cattle. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka– the – la-and the original Tamil word is naalu kaal veettu 

vilankkukal– four legged  domestic animals; naalu- four; kaal - leg;veedu- house; 

vilankku- animals. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is vaai illaatha 

aadu maadukal -cattle; vaai- speech; illai - nil;aadu - goat; maadukal cattle. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is kaai neekkaatha 

– keda maadukal – un castrated bulls; kaai - testis; neekkatha - unremoved; kedaa 

maadu -bull. 

Cattle- The moons /Comets/Sky Dust  

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the la-and the original Tamil word is udukkal -  stars. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – thela-and the original Tamil word is thunai koalkal – 

moons; koal - planet. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the la-and the original Tamil word is pukai muttankkal / 

pukaikodikal [missing letter- pa-] - comets; pukai muttam - mist. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the la-and the original Tamil word is kanal kodikal – 

comets; kanal - fire; kodikal- kites. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the la-and the original Tamil word is thinkkal - moon. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is muyal koodu -

moon; muyal - hare; koodu - nest. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is oli vattankkal – 

moons; oli - light; vattam- circle. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is mathi nilavukal – 
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moons. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is anthi kaavalan – 

moon; anthi / santhi - evening; Kaavalan-  guard. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is vaan thukalkal - 

sky dust; vaan- sky; thukal - bits. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is thanni mathikal - 

moons with water - asteroids /comets with water; thanni- water; mathi - moon. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is mukil 

koottankkal - clouds; mukil - cloud; koottam - group. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is vediththa kal –

thukalkal / thindukkal - blasted stones / stone boulders; vediththa - burst; kal –

thukalkal - stone pieces; kal thindukal - stone boulders. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is thanni kudankkal 

- water pots; thanni - water; kudam - pot. 

- Cattle has the consonants– ka – the – la-and the original Tamil word is maadukalai 

kothuku/ maattu ilaiyaan poochchikal kadiththal [missing letters- pa-and-sa-]  - cattle 

bitten by mosquito and gadfly; maadukal -cattle; kothuku- mosquito; ilaiyaan 

poochchikal – insects / gadfly; kadikka- to bite. 

 

- Vodia / vooe idian / Greek [oxen / cattle]has the consonants – va – the- and the  

original Tamil word is vidai - bull. 

- Vodia / vooe idian/ Greek [oxen / cattle] has the consonants – va –the- and the original 

Tamil word is kuththam / kunndai- bull; sooththira; ka = va;va = ka.  

- Vodia / vooe idian/ Greek [oxen / cattle] has the consonants – va –the- and the original 

Tamil word is kedaa maadu -bull; sooththiram; ka = va;va =ka.  

- Vodia / vooe idian/ Greek [oxen / cattle] has the consonants – va – the- and the original 

Tamil word is kottiyam– bull; sooththiram; ka = va;va =ka. 

- Vodia/vooeidian/ Greek [oxen / cattle] has the consonants – va – the- and the   other 

interpretation of the word is koa-pathi [missing letter- pa-] -bull - man of the cow; 

sooththiram; ka = va;va =ka. 
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- Vodia/vooeidian/ Greek [oxen / cattle] has the consonants – va – the- and the  original 

Tamil word is vakathi– bull; ka = va;va =ka. 

- Vodia/vooeidian/ Greek [oxen / cattle] has the consonants – va-  the- and the  original 

Tamil word is vidapam [missing letter- pa-] - bull. 

- Vodia/vooeidian/ Greek [oxen / cattle] has the consonants – va – the- and the  original 

Tamil word is pakadu [missing letter- pa-] -bull; sooththiram; ka = va;va =ka. 

- Vodia/vooeidian [oxen / cattlehas the consonants – va – the- and the original  Tamil 

word is vudu - star. 

- Gatrotrofi / Greek [cattle] has the consonants - ka - the– Ra – the- Ra – pa- and the  

original Tamil word is vithai akattra padaatha / kaai adikka peraatha eruthu / aavaeru / 

kundai / kottiyam / vakathu / vidai / vidapam / paandiyam / eththuvaram/ pettru- un 

castrated bulls; vithai – seed / testis; akattra padaatha- unremoved; eruthu / aavaeru / 

kundai - tarus. 

Geryon - The Giant   

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is arakkan - giant. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra- an - and the other interpretation of the word is 

vakkiran- planet Mars. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra- an - and the original Tamil word is moonu muka 

arakkan – giant with three faces; moonu-  three; mukam - face; arakkan - giant. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra- an - and the original Tamil word is moonu ukka 

arakkan – giant with three heads; ukkam- head; moonu- three.  

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra- an - and the original Tamil word is aaru kai – kaar 

arakkan - giant with six hands and six legs; aaru- 6; kaar - legs; kai- hand. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is raakshasan  

[missing letter- sa-]- giant. 

Geryon - The Shepherd 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra – an- and the original Tamil word is maeikkiravan– 

Koanaar- shepherd; maeikka - to tend cattle; Koanaar- shepherd  caste. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra- an - and the original Tamil word is aanavar - 
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shepherd. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra – an-and the original Tamil word is aa –nirai 

kavarukiravan – cattle lifter; aan – cow ; nirai - group; kavaru- capture. 

Geryon - The Buffalo  

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra-  an - and the original Tamil word is kaaran -  

buffalo. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is erumai naaku - 

buffalo heifer. 

Geryon - planet Mars - the warrior-Maaran 

- Geryon has the consonants - ka –Ra – an - and the original Tamil word is gnaayiru–in 

naankaam koal meen– fourth planet of sun;naayiru - sun;naanku - four; koal- planet. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra - an - and the original Tamil word ismaaran/ 

maravan enum koal- warrior -the planet- Mars; maaran- warrior; koal - planet. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is Veeran-  

warrior / hero; sooththiram; ka = va;va =ka.  

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra- an- and the  original Tamil word is Murugan-in koar 

- planet of  Murugan - the warrior god of Tamil people . 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is kun –k–

kumanira koal / erinira koar-red color planet; kunk – k – umam - saffron; niram- ray 

/color; koar - planet. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra- an - and the other interpretation of the word is 

ankaraakan [Skt] - Mars. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra – an- and the original Tamil word is Murugan - son 

of Sivan. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra – an- and the original Tamil word is  Aarumukan – 

Murugan with six faces; aaru- 6; mukam - face. 

- Geryon has the consonants- ka –Ra- an - and the original Tamil word is sevu –vaai enum 

koal [missing letter- sa-]- Mars–sevu –vaai - the red one; koalmeen - planet. 

- Nergal [Sumerian - Mars] has the consonants – an – Ra – ka – la-and the original Tamil 
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word is sen – nirakoal [missing letter- sa-]- the red planet –Mars; sen– niram- red color; 

koal - planet. 

- Mangal [Skt] [Mars]has the consonants – ma – an- ka – la-and the original Tamil word is 

azhalan enum koal - Mars; azhalan - Mars; koal - planet. 

- Mangal [Skt] [Mars] has the consonants– ma – an - ka – la-and the original Tamil word 

is nila makan – son of earth- Mars; nilam - earth; makan - son. 

- Mangal [Skt] [Mars]has the consonants – ma – an - ka la-and the original Tamil word is 

munnin kuzhavi- son of earth- Mars; munn- earth; kuzhavi- child. 

Erytheia–Mars -Maaran 

 

 

- Erytheia has the consonants - Ra - the -and the original Tamil word is eri nira mudaiya 

manar thittu - red island -Mars; manarthittu - patch of sandy area. 

- Erytheia has the consonants - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is sayanthara 

naeram [missing letter- sa-] – evening time; naeram - time. 

- Erytheia has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil word is  naayiru maraiyim 

idam – the place where the sun disappears; naayiru - sun; maraiya - disappear; idam - 

place. 

- Erytheia has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil word is eritharai - red 

land; tharai land; Eritrea. 

- Erytheia has the consonants - Ra - the -and the original Tamil word is erithirai - red sea; 

eri -red; thirai- sea. 

- Erytheia has the consonants - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is erithirai- red sky; 

thirai - sky. 
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- Erytheia has the consonants - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is  eri meenin mathi 

- moon of the Mars; eri -red; meen- planet / star; mathi – moon. 

- Erytheia has the consonants - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is arattam- desert. 

- Erytheia has the consonants - Ra - the - and the original Tamil word is paraadam 

[missing letter- pa-]-  desert. 

- Erytheia has the consonants - Ra - the -and the original Tamil word is  urumidam 

naeram -summer time; naeram- time. 

- Erytheia has the consonants - Ra - the -and the original Tamil word is thanner indri –

without water; thannner- water; indri- without. 

- Libiya has the consonants -la – pa - and the original Tamil word is paalai munn-  desert; 

paalai - desert; munn - land. 

- Cadiz has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is kudi -

settlement. 

- Cadiz has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is kudi kaadu – 

settlement/ village. 

- Cadiz has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is vaadi village; 

sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka.  

- Cadiz has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is maattu 

kottakai - cattle pound; maadu- cattle; kottakai - shed. 

- Orthrus [two headed dog] has the consonants - Ra -the – Ra –sa - and the original Tamil 

word is erandu sirasu/munai/ maedu udaiya naai – dog with two heads; erandu - two; 

munai / maedu- head; udaiya- has; naai - dog.  

- Orthrus [two headed dog] has the consonants - Ra -the – Ra –sa - and the original Tamil 

word is eri meenai suttrum erandu udu meen / mathi – the two moons  orbiting around 

Mars; eri [koal] meen-Mars; suttrum- rotating; erandu- two; munai / sirasu - head; 

naai- dog. 

- Eurytion [herds man] has the consonants - Ra – the - an - and the original Tamil word is 

Andar / Indar - shepherd. 

- Anthemus [river] has the consonants -an - the – ma –sa - and the original Tamil word is 

sinthum thanni - spilling water; sinthu- drip; thanni - water. 
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- Anthemus [river] has the consonants -an - the – ma - [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  

word is oaadum thanni / thanni oaattam -flowing water; thanni - water; oaattam - flow.  

Cacus- Mars Dust 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –sa- and the original Tamil word is kusan - Mars. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the word is 

powman [missing letter- pa-]- Mars. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –sa - and the original Tamil word is sevu –vaai - Mars; 

sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –sa- and the original Tamil word is Saeyavan- planet  

Mars – Murugan; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is munn - in  makan 

- son of earth -Mars; munn - earth; makan- son. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is koan –meen- 

planet. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –sa- and the other interpretation of the word is Sowman 

- Mercury.  

- Cacus [giant] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is avunan – 

giant; sooththiram; ka= va; va =ka. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –sa- and the original Tamil word is agni / neekku / ukkam 

/ vanni / vaanam – moochchu / suvaasam - fire breathing; agni - fire; moochchu - 

breath; neekku / ukkam vanni - fire. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –sa - and the original Tamil word is akkini / neekkum isai-

fire mountain – volcano; neekku- fire; misai - mountain. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is koaanan - 

shepherd. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka – sa- and the original Tamil word is sevu–vaai – pan –k-

kam [missing letter- pa-] - Mars dust.  

- Cacus has the consonants - ka – sa - and the original Tamil word is sevu –vaai - yin  pin –

noakkiya maaya payanam[missing letter- pa-]-the illusionary retrograde motion of 
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Mars; maayam- illusion; pin noakkiya payanam - backward trip. 

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –sa - and the original Tamil word is sevu–vaai konmu 

/maekam - Mars clouds; konmu - cloud.     

- Cacus has the consonants - ka –sa - and the original Tamil word is sevu–vaai -yin –

maasu - Mars dust; masu- dust; sevuvaai - Mars. 

- Caca [sister of Cacus] has a consonant - ka - and the original Tamil word is akka- sister. 

  Aventine [hill] - Volcano  

- Aventine [hill] has the consonants - va – an- the - and the original Tamil word is thee 

naakam- fire mountain – volcano; thee - fire.  

- Aventine [hill] has the consonants - va – an- the - and the original Tamil word is  thee 

vindu- fire mountain - volcano. 

- Aventine [hill]has the consonants - va – an- the - and the interpretation of the word is 

vaethandam - mountain. 

- Aventine [hill] has the consonants - va – an - the - and the interpretation of the word is 

thunkkam -mountain; sooththiram; ka - ka; va = ka. 

- Aventine [hill] has the consonants - va – an - the - and the original Tamil word is  vada 

vaenkidam – northern mountain. 

- Aventine [hill] has the consonants- va – an- the - and the original Tamil word is  

thavaavinai - hill.  

- Gadfly has the consonants – ka - the – pa – la-and the original Tamil word is kaal nadai 

kalai kadikkum– ilaiyaan poochchi vakaikal [missing letter- sa-] - kind of cattle biting fly; 

kaal nadaiakal - cattle; kadikka - bite; poochchi - insect; vakai- kind. 

Phobos and Demios 

Fear and Panic 

- [fear] has the consonants- [- pa-] – sa - and the original Tamil word is achcham – fear. 

- Phobos [fear]has the consonants – pa- [-sa-] -and the other interpretation of the word 

is payam - fear. 

- Demios [panic ]has the consonants- the – ma -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

manapeethi [missing letter- pa-] – panic; manam- mind; peethi- fear. 
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- Demios [panic]has the consonants- the – ma- [-sa-] - and  the original Tamil word is 

idumpai [missing letter- pa-]- fear. 

- Demios [panic]has the consonants - the – ma – sa - and the original Tamil word is  

marutchchci [missing letter- Ra-] – panic. 

- Demios [panic]has the consonants - the – ma – sa- and  the original Tamil word is  

manam achcha madaiya – fearful mind. 

- Panic has the consonants- [- pa-] - an– ka- and the original Tamil word is kon- panic.  

Phobos and Demios– The Cattle  

- Phobos has the consonants – pa – sa - and the original Tamil word is pasu- cow.  

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is maadu- 

cattle / bull. 

- Demios has the consonants- the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is mayidam- 

buffalo. 

- Demios has the consonants - the - ma—[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is maethi- 

buffalo. 

- Demios has the consonants - the - ma—[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   aadu 

maadu- sheep and cattle. 

- Demios has the consonants - the - ma—[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   

paanidyam [missing letter- pa-] - bull. 

Phobos and Demios– The Dog 

- Phobos has the consonants – pa – sa - and the original Tamil word is Paasi - dog; fish. 

- Phobos has the consonants - [-pa-] – sa - and the original Tamil word is joo – dog. 

- Phobos has the consonants - [-pa-] – sa - and the original Tamil word is sen- naai –a 

reddish species of wild dog. 

- Phobos has the consonants - [-pa-] – sa - and the other interpretation of the word is  

sanaasaam -wolf. 

- Phobos has the consonants - [-pa-]—[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is oaa-naai –

wolf.  
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- Phobos has the consonants– pa - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is pinaa - the 

female of dog / pig/ deer. 

- Demios has the consonants- the – ma – sa- and the interpretation of the word is 

yatchcham- dog. 

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is     

moappam idum naai -the dog with smelling power as hounds on a track; moappam- 

smelling; naai - dog. 

Phobos and Demios– The Moons of Mars 

 

- Phobos has the consonants – pa – sa - and the original Tamil word is appoosan -moon.  

- Phobos has the consonants – pa - [- sa-] - and  the original Tamil word is paenan- moon. 

- Phobos has the consonants – pa –sa- and the original Tamil word is puchcham – comet. 

- Phobos has the consonants - [-pa-] – sa - and the other interpretation of the word is 
soaman- moon.  

- Phobos has the consonants - [-pa-] – sa - and the other interpretation of the word is 
nisaamani – moon. 

- Phobos has the consonants – pa – sa - and the original Tamil word is apsu –water. 

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil wordismathi- 
moon. 

- Demios has the consonants- the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   
udumeen- comet. 

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is amathi / 
mathiyam - moon. 

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-] - and  the other interpretation of the 
word is pathamam / pathasam [missing letter- pa-] -moon. 

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the word 
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is Yama pathi [missing letter- pa-] – moon. 

Phobos and Demios - the two mountains / Hercules pillars  

- Phobos has the consonants – pa – sa - and the original Tamil word is pochchai- 
mountain. 

- Phobos has the consonants – pa – sa - and the original Tamil word is Pazhani Malai 
[missing letter – zha/ la - ] – Pazhani hills of Murugan. 

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is mun–
maedu mound.  

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is thaamam 
- mountain. 

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is thadam - 
mountain. 

- Demios has the consonants - the – ma - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is Udampan 
maedu [missing letter- pa-] -a hill sacred to Murugan apart from PazhaniMalai - 
Phobos. 

Liguria 

- Liguria [place] has the consonants- la – ka – Ra - and  the original Tamil word is aralaaki- 
a comet. 

- Liguria [place] has the consonants- la – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is vinn – 
veli– erikarkkal - asteroids; vinn - sky; veli - space; karkkal - stones. 

- Liguria has the consonants- la – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is veezheri–
karkkal- comets; veezh - fall; eriyim - burning; karkkal - stones. 

- Liguria has the consonants- la – ka – Ra- and the original Tamil word is kurunk – k –
koalkal – asteroids; kuru - small; koal - planet. 

- Liguria has the consonants- la – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is kurukiya kaala 
vinn meenkal - short period comet; kurukiya- short; kaalam - time; vinn - sky; meenkal - 
stars. 

- Liguria has the consonants- la – ka– Ra - and the original Tamil word is narkoal - a 
benign planet; koal - planet. 

- Liguria has the consonants- la – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is kaarikoal- 
Saturn; kari- dark / black. 
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- Liguria has the consonants- la – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is viri –vaal vinn 
meenkal- comet; vaal- tail. 

- Liguria has the consonants- la – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is velipura koalkal 
[missing letter sa-] - outer planet; velipuram – outerside. 

- Liguria has the consonants- la – ka – Ra - and the original Tamil word is kannal 
kaanukira koalkal - visible planets. 

- Rhegium [place] has the consonants– Ra –ka- ma - and the original Tamil word is  
siriyavakaikoal - akam / kiragam [Skt] [missing letter sa-] – asteroids; siriya- small; 
vakai- kind/ type; koal- planet. 

- Rhegium has the consonants– Ra –ka- ma - and the original Tamil word is  kann kaana 
koalakam / kirakam - unseen planets; kann - eye; kaanu - see; kaanaa - unseen. 

- Rhegium has the consonants – Ra –ka- ma - and the original Tamil word is  Kaari 
koalakam / kirakam - Saturn; kari - dark; koal - planet. 

- Cup [night barge of Hercules] has the consonants– ka- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is naavaai - ship. 

- Cup has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is kinnam - vessel. 

- Cup has the consonants – ka – pa - and the original Tamil word is koappai - cup. 

Mythology; 

The tenth labor was to obtain the Cattle of the three-bodied giant Geryon. In the 
fullest account in the Bibliotheca of Pseudo-Apollodorus, Heracles had to go to the island of 
Erytheia in the far west (sometimes identified with the Hesperides, or with the island which 
forms the city of Cádiz) to get the cattle. On the way there, he crossed the LibyanDesert and 
became so frustrated at the heat that he shot an arrow at the Sun. The sun-god Helios "in 
admiration of his courage" gave Heracles the golden cupHeliosused to sail across the sea 
from west to east each night. Heracles rode the cup to Erytheia; Heracles in the cup was a 
favorite motif on black-figure pottery. Such a magical conveyance undercuts any literal 
geography for Erytheia, the "red island" of the sunset. 

 When Heracles landed at Erytheia, he was confronted by the two-headed dog Orthrus. 
With one blow from his olive-wood club, Heracles killed Orthrus. Eurytion the herdsman 
came to assist Orthrus, but Heracles dealt with him the same way. 
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 On hearing the commotion, Geryon sprang into action, carrying three shields and 
three spears, and wearing three helmets. He attacked Heracles at the River Anthemus, but 
was slain by one of Heracles' poisoned arrows. Heracles shot so forcefully that the arrow 
pierced Geryon's forehead, "and Geryon bent his neck over to one side, like a poppy that 
spoils its delicate shapes, shedding its petals all at once."  

Heracles then had to herd the cattle back to Eurystheus. In Roman versions of the 
narrative, Heracles drove the cattle over the Aventine Hill on the future site of Rome. The 
giant Cacus, who lived there, stole some of the cattle as Heracles slept, making the cattle 
walk backwards so that they left no trail, a repetition of the trick of the young Hermes. 
According to some versions, Heracles drove his remaining cattle past the cave, where Cacus 
had hidden the stolen animals, and they began calling out to each other. In other versions, 
Cacus' sister Caca told Heracles where he was. Heracles then killed Cacus, and set up an altar 
on the spot, later the site of Rome's Forum Boarium (the cattle market). 

 To annoy Heracles, Hera sent a gadfly to bite the cattle, irritate them, and scatter 
them. Within a year, Heracles retrieved them. Hera then sent a flood which raised the level 
of a river so much that Heracles could not cross with the cattle. He piled stones into the river 
to make the water shallower. When he finally reached the court of Eurystheus, the cattle 
were sacrificed to Hera. 

 
Figures; HeraclesPillarsandThe Phobos MoonBitten by  Gadfly 

 
 

 
Interpretations and Reconstruction of the story- Cattle  of  Geryon 

The entire story is about the ancient man’s quest for habitation on Mars and the 
discovery/speculation about the presence of moons of Mars. 

*The Erytheia -the red land / island - was the planet Mars. 
*The desert and the heat signify extreme heat, thirst and lack of water; Heracles was 

insearch of a cool place with some water in the cosmos, Mars. 
*Several spacecraft have spotted signs of ancient water channels grooved in the 
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terrain and rocks,ofMars,that only could have formed in the presence of water. Mars has a 
thin atmosphere that does not allow water to flow or remain in large quantities on the 
surface,but we know sure that there is ice at the poles and possibly frosty locations elsewhere 
on the planet; this could explain the flood sent by Hera and the Martian rocks – piled up by 
Heracles. 

*The golden cup of Helios was the night barge of the sun god for traveling the 
underworld from west to east.  

*Geryon was the red- planet Mars; He had three heads; one head was the Mars;  other 
two heads were the Phobos and the Demios - the moons of Mars. 

*The cattle owned by Geryon were the meteorites, asteroids and comets around Mars. 
*Orthrus,the watchdog of the cattle, had two heads, namely the Phobos and 

theDemios. 
*Aventine Hill Was the volcano of Mars - Mons olympus. 
*“Walking backwards“ by theCattle is the apparent retrograde motion of the Mars 

planet. 
*The gadfly bite sallegorizes the appearance of the heavily cratered surface of Mars, 

Phobos and Deimos Which are probably caused by the boulders ejected from the asteroid 
impacts.  

*Cacus could be the dust storms or the Martian clouds which hide the meteorites, 
comets or asteroid bodies-the cattle. 

*The two pillars of Heracleswere the PhobusandDemios; they could be the Siva Giri 
[Idumpan Hill] and Sakthi Giri [Pazhani hill] – hills which were carried by Idumpanas per the 
request of Agastya; Idumpan bore the hills slung across his shoulders in the form of a kaavadi 
one on either side; Idumpan was none other than lordMuruganhimself as Mars was the 
planet of lordMurugan /son of Sivan; the story is told in a different form as Murugan killing 
the two demons - AsuraPadman and Tarakasura; padumam means moon; the sea shore of 
Thiru – SenthoorwhereAsurapadman was killed signifies the sky / space adjoining the Mars; 
Senthoor was the red planet Mars; thiru means holy;the figure of  Murugan carrying the 
kaavadi can be seen inIndus Valley script/signs; the shoulder burden -Kaavadi carried by 
Murugan devotees signifies the two moons- Phobos and Demios. 
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Indus Valley script/ sign. 
Figure; Cultural perspective;Murugan-the planet Mars carrying the two moons - 
 
 

 
 
PhobosandDemios – PazhaniMalai and IdumpanMalai 
 

 
 
 

Figures; celebration of discovering the moons of Mars by Murugan –the god of Tamils - 
the Phobos and Demios - the two mountains – Pazhani Malai and Idumpan Malai. 
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Figures;PazhaniMalai and idumpan Malai 
 

 
 

Figure; The festival of Murugan killing Asura Padma – in the seashore of Thiru - 
Senthoor. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Giving a Baby /An Apple –   to  the Virgin Girl 

 
 

11.Golden Apples of the Hesperides  
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- Hercules athloi has the consonants- Ra – ka – la –sa-the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is pazha maraththil thonkkum pazhuththa / manjal vanna moonu thankka 

kanikalai pariththal [missing letter- pa-]- to pluck the three golden fruits  from the tree. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants- Ra – ka – la - sa -the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is thoattaththil kanikalai parikka vantha kanni pennai kaathal valiyil veezhththi 

udal uravu kolluthal [missing letter- pa-] – to have sexual intercourse   with a virgin girl 

who came to pluck fruits in the orchard.  

- Hercules athloi has the consonants- Ra – ka – la - sa -the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is kanni pennai manathai kalavaadi / koodi / aval vayiththil karu ura seithal 

[missing letter- pa-]- to impregnate the virgin. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants- Ra – ka – la - sa -the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is kani parikka vantha kanni penn–ukku pillai – kani koduththal - giving a child to 

the virgin girl who came to pluck fruits. 

- Hercules athloi has the consonants- Ra – ka – la - sa-the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is yevarukkum / thaai thanthaikku – theriyaamal anthapuraththil -   nuzhainthu 

kanni pennai karu vura seithu thaai aakkiya kaalaiyan - the youth who entered the 

ladies quarters secretly and made the virgin girl to become a mother.  

- Hercules athloi has the consonants - Ra – ka-  la - sa -the – la - and the original Tamil 

word is pasha maraththil suttri – kidantha kodiya nanju ulla kompaeri moorkka 

paampai kolluthal [missing letter- pa-]- killing the poisonous snake in the fruit tree. 

Atlas 

- Atlas has the consonants - the – la –sa- and the original Tamil word is andaththai thalai 
- yil / tholil sumanthidum mainthan – the man who carries the universe on his head / 
shoulder.  
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- Atlas has the consonants - the – la –sa - and the original Tamil word is sumaththal/ 
eduththal - to carry. 

- Atlas has the consonants - the - la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is mathalai / 
muttu thanthiduthal / andai thanthiduthal - support / to support ; muttu - support. 

- Atlas has the consonants- the - la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is manduthal - to 
support. 

- Atlas has the consonants - the la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is anaiththal / 
inaiththal - support. 

- Atlas has the consonants - the – la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is pidiththal / 
oaamputhal / punaithal [missing letter- pa-] - to support. 

- Atlas has the consonants- the – la –sa- and the original Tamil word is sudal- sea; 
salanathi. 

- Atlas has the consonants- the – la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is thoazham- sea. 

- Atlas has the consonants - the - la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is aalanthai-
ocean. 

- Atlas has the consonants- the – la –sa- and the original Tamil word is mael thisai - west; 
thisai- direction. 

- Atlas has the consonants - the – la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is ullamudaiyaan 
- a book on astronomy and astrology. 

- Atlas has the consonants - the – la –sa- and the other interpretation of the word is 
joathida nool– astrology book; joathidam - astrology; nool- book. 

- Atlas has the consonants - the - la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is naattanool- 
astrology; nool- book. 

- Atlas has the consonants – the – la- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word is thina palan / 
naal nimiththam [missing letter- pa--] – daily fortune.  

- Atlas has the consonants - the – la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is pasha 

thoattam [missing letter- pa--] - fruit garden / orchard; pasha thoatta muthalaali -   

owner of the fruit garden; thoatta thozhilaali - orchard worker; pahzam - fruit; 

thoattam - garden; muthalaali - owner; thozhilaali - worker. 

- Atlas has the consonants - the - la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is yaezhu penn 

pillaiyaei – peththaappan / thanthai [missing letter- pa-] - father of the seven girls; 

yaezhu - seven; penn – female; pillai - child; peththa - begot; appan- father; thanthai - 

father.  
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- Apple has the consonants – pa – la-and the original Tamil word is pazham - fruit; plum. 

- Apple has the consonants – pa – la-and the original Tamil word is pillai - child. 

- Apple has the consonants – pa – la-and the original Tamil word is Pazhani- 
lordMurugan – foster son of Pleiades. 

- Apple has the consonants – pa – la-and the original Tamil word is pennpillai - female 
child / girl; penn - female; pillai - child. 

- Apple has the consonants – pa – la- and the original Tamil word is moonu / yaezu penn-
pillai - three / sevengirl children; moonu-three; yaezhu - seven; penn - female; pillai - 
child. 

- Apple has the consonants – pa – la-and the original Tamil word is aalaana ponnu - 
virgin. 

- Apple has the consonants- [-pa-] – la-and the original Tamil word is sooli [missing  
letter-sa-] -pregnant lady. 

- Apple has the consonants- [-pa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is sool [missing  letter-
sa-] - pregnancy. 

- Gaia has a consonant – ka- and the original Tamil word is ku / koa - earth. 

- Gaia has a consonant – ka- and the original Tamil word is avani – earth; soothhtiram; 
ka= va; va =ka.  

- Gaia has a consonant – ka- and the original Tamil word is vaiyakam–earth. 

- Gaia has a consonant –ka- and the other interpretation of the word is jekam[Skt] 
[missing letter- sa-] –earth. 

- Gaia has a consonant – ka- and the other interpretation of the word is puvanam 
[missing letter - pa-]- earth; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Gaia has a consonant – ka- and the original Tamil word is puvi [missing letter - pa-]- 
earth; sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka. 

- Gaia has a consonant –ka- and the original Tamil word is nakam - earth. 

- Ladon has the consonants - la - the – an- and the original Tamilword is paanthal 
[missing letter- pa-]- snake.  

Hesperides- the goddess 

Mup- Pidaari Amman 

Samaya Puraththaaye 

Thiri Pura Sundari 
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Figures; Goddess SamyapuraththayeeandGoddessMup – Pidaari [three faces]. 

 

- Hesperides has the consonants - sa - pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
Samaya Puraththaaye - fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Hesperides has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is Marunthaayee - fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Hesperides has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is Maari Aaththaa - fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Hesperides has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is Muththu Maari Amman - fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [-sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra -the – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is Thirumaaththaa / Maa Thiru Moothaai - great mother; maa thiru- mother; 
moothai - great mother. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [-sa-] – pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
is PeriyaThaai / periya aaththaa - great deity; periya - great;aaththa - deity; thaai - 
mother. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [-sa-] – pa - Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is Mup- Pidaari Amman - fertility goddess of Tamil people; moonu - three; 
Amman - mother goddess. 

- Hesperides has the consonants- sa - pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the other interpretation of 
the word is ThiriPura Sundari - goddess; thiri- three; sundari- beautiful woman.  

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the other  
interpretation of the word is Indiraani – goddess; Arundhati . 

Hesperides - West  

- Hesperides has the consonants - sa - pa - Ra – the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is saayum-tharuna [naera] penndeer - women of sunset; penndeer - women; saayum 
naeram- time for sunset; naeram - time. 
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- Hesperides has the consonants - sa - pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
sooriyian / naayiru marainthidum thisai - the direction of sunset; naayiru - sun; maraiya 
- disappear; thisai - direction. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -] - [-pa-] Ra -the –sa- and the original Tamil word 
is maer thisai - west; thisai - direction. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- [-pa-] Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is eruttu / raaththiri naeram - night; naeram- time; eruttu- night / dark. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- [-pa-] - Ra -the –sa - and the original Tamil 
word is saayantharanaeram- evening time/ sun set; naeram - time. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -] – pa - Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is perun –thoattam- big garden; perum- big; thoattam - garden. 

- Hesperides – three or six virgin sisters / mothers / nurses  

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- pa - Ra - the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is anthapuram - women’s quarters / harem; penndeererunthidumidam; 
penndeer- women; idam- place. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -] – pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is moondrupenndeer –three women; moondru - three; penndeer - women. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- pa - Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word isaarupendeer-6 women; aru - six. 

- Hesperideshas the consonants -[- sa -] – pa- Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is aaruthaathiyar/aaruuoottuthaayaar–six nursing mothers; aaru paal 
uoottumthaaimaar; aaru- six; thaathiyar- nurses; uoottu- feed; thaayaar- mother; paar- 
milk. 

- Hesperideshas the consonants- [- sa -]- pa- Ra -the –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  
sittra– annaiaarupaeru- six step mothers; siriya- little; annai- mother  paeru- person. 

- Hesperides has the consonants- [- sa -] – pa- Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is aaruperumaatti-six mistresses; perumaatti- mistress. 

- Hesperides has the consonants –sa – pa - Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is pooppuadaiyaatha– sirupenndeer- little girls - not attained puberty; pooppu- 
puberty; adaiyaatha- not attained; siru- little; penndeer- girls. 

- Hesperides has the consonants–[-sa-] – pa- Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is pooppu neeraadiya penndeer- girls who have attained puberty; pooppu-  puberty; 
neeraadu- bath. 
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- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -] – pa - Ra - the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is penndeerthaum pirappu uruppu / marmasthaanam - genital of females; 
pirappu - birth; uruppu- parts. 

- Hesperides has the consonants- sa - pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
aaru samaintha [ruthuadaintha] pendeer-six girls who have attained  puberty; aaru- six; 
samaintha - attained puberty; penndeer- women. 

- Hesperides has the consonants – [-sa-] – [-pa -]- Ra - the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is moondru naar theettu – three days of menstruation; moondru - three; naar 
/naal - day; theetu- taboo. 

- Hesperides has the consonants [-sa -] – pa- Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the other 
interpretation of the word is aarusoathari - six sisters; soathari- sister.  

- Hesperides has the consonants- [-sa-] – pa – Ra-the [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is thirumanam puriyaatha penndeer -virgins / unmarried women; thirumanam- 
marriage. 

- Hesperides has the consonants [- sa -] – pa- Ra - the – sa- and the original Tamil  word is 
aaru surathaneer penndeer- six nymphs. 

- Hesperides has the consonants- [- sa -]- pa- Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is punarchchi inpam tharum paraththaiyar - prostitutes. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- pa - Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word is paattu paadum thiram udaiya penndeer - talented singers. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -] – pa - Ra -the –sa- and the original Tamil  word  
is sathiraadum pendeer- dancers. 

- Hesperides has the consonants -sa – pa - Ra - the –sa- and the original Tamil word is 
sattrum punarchchi aasai / ennam / inpam theeratha penndeer – nymphomaniac;  
aanaithuraththum pendeer –men chasing women. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- pa - Ra - the –sa- and the original Tamil  word 
is sittru – inpam naattam udaiya penndeer -women with sexual desire. 

- Nymphs of mountains[mons pubis] / lake [amniotic pot]/trees[phallus]. 

- Hesperides has the consonants- [-sa-] – pa- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word 
is thanneer thurai – yir erunthidum penndeer – women living in ford; thanneer- water; 
thurai- ford; penndeer- women. 

- Hesperides has the consonants –[sa-] – pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word 
is adarntha maraththir erunthidum penndeer - women living in tree; adarntha- dense; 
maram- tree. 
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- Hesperideshas the consonants –sa – pa- Ra -the –sa- and the original Tamil word is 
pochchai–yir erunthidum / thoandrum pendeer -women living  in mountain; pochchai- 
mountain; thoandra- appear. 

- Hesperideshas the consonants- [-sa-] – pa – Ra-the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
is nettri -yir / thiraiyir/ antharaththir erunthidum pendeer- celestial women; thirai - sky; 
nettri- sky / heaven. 

Hesperides –Six Nursing Mothers 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]-[- pa-] - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is aaruthaai maar-six mothers; aaru- 6; thaai- mother. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- pa- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
is aaru paei penndeer-six ghost / ghoul; paei- ghost; penndeer- women. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -] – pa- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is peruththamadi / thanam/ payoatharam udaiya penndeer - women with big  
breasts; peruththa- big; madi- breast; payotharam [Skt]– breast ; udaiya- has. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -] – pa- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is paal tharum penndeer – nursing mothers; paal - milk; thara- give. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -] – pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is paeru adaintha penndeer- pregnant women; paeru- pregnancy / gift; adaintha- 
attained. 

Hesperides – 3 Trimesters  

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- pa- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
is paeru adaintha pennin / theettu nindra pin – muthar moondru maatham - first three 
months of the pregnant woman- 1sttrimester; muthar - first; moondru- three; 
maatham- month; paeru- pregnancy; adaintha - attained. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -] - [-pa-]- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is erandaam moondru maatham – 2nd three months of the pregnant woman – 2nd 
trimester; erandaam- 2nd; moondru - three; maatham - month. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is moondraam moonu maatham – 3rd three months  of  the pregnant woman- 3rd 
trimester; moondraam- 3rd.  

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]– pa- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
is paeru adainthitta–vu mattum muthal moondru maatham- first trimester – period of 
vomiting; vumatta - nausea. 
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- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]- pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is paeru /thampi pappa mundidum / uthaiththidum naeram - 2ndtrimester - 
period of baby kicking; uthaikka- kick; naeram - time; thampi paappa - baby. 

- Hesperides has the consonants - [- sa -]– pa - Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is paeru pettridum naeram–delivery time; paeru - baby; peru- get. 

Aegle- Yellow Sky –Manjalveyyal 

Kaali Amman   

- Aegle has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is Kaali Amman- 
fertilitygoddess of Tamil people. 

- Aegle has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is Kulumaayee Amman 
–fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Aegle has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is Naaga Valli -snake 
goddess; nilaamakal - moon. 

- Aegle has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is Vekkaali Amman; 
sooththiram; ka = va;va= ka.  

- Aegle has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is Ulaka Naayaki  
Amman - one of the Kanni Maar goddesses; ulakam- world; naayaki - heroine. 

- Aegle [dazzling light] has the consonants – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 
mayakkum manjal maalai vaelai veyyal [missing letter-sa-] - evening yellow color sun 
light; manjal - yellow; maalai –vaelai - evening time; veyyal- sunny. 

Erytheis- Red Sky – Erithirai 

Samaya Puraththaayee 

- Erytheis has the consonants- Ra - the – sa- and the original Tamil word is eruttu naeram 
- time getting dark; eruttu- dark; naeram- time. 

- Erytheis has the consonants - Ra -the – sa- and the original Tamil word is sayumthara 
naeram - evening time / sun set time. 

- Erytheishas the consonants – Ra-the – sa- and the original Tamil word is maerthisai- 
west; thisai- direction. 

- Erytheishas the consonants – Ra-the -[- sa-] - and theoriginal Tamil word is eri -thirai - 
red sky; erithisai; sen- thurai. 

- Erytheishas the consonants - Ra -the – sa- and the original Tamil word is Samaya 
puraththaayee / ThiripuraSundari-fertility goddess of Tamil people. 
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- Erytheishas the consonants – Ra-the -[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 
MuththuMaari Amman – fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Erytheishas the consonants- Ra -the - [- sa-] and the original Tamil word is 
Ayirathamman. 

- Erytheishas the consonants – Ra-the -[- sa-]- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Indrani; Arundhati. 

- Erytheishas the consonants- Ra - the -[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is Pidaari 
Amman [missing letter- pa-] -fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Erytheishas the consonants – Ra-the –sa- and the original Tamil word is Sadai Maari 
Amman /Santhana Maar iAmman - one of the kanni Maar/ 7 sisters. 

 

Aerika- West / Golden Sky  

Karumaari Amman / Varaki 

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is Karuvakam- ovary.   

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka- and the originalTamil word is karu pai [missing 
letter-pa-]- womb; karu- fetus; pai- bag. 

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is karu appam[missing 
letter-pa-]-placenta; karu- embryo; appam- bread. 

- Aerica has the consonants Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is paasakaiyiru-[missing 
letters-pa- and –sa-]-umbilical cord; kaiyiru- rope. 

- Aericahas the consonants – Ra – ka - and the original Tamil word is eravu naeram / 
vaanam karukkira naeram- night time; vaanam - sky; karukka- becoming dark. 

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is maerkku- west. 

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is muneravunaeram-
late evening; mun- early; eravu- night; naeram - time. 

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka-and the original Tamil word is ponniravaanam 
[missing letter- pa-]- golden sky; pon- gold; vaanam - sky.  

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is Karumaari Amman– 
fertility goddess of Tamil people /one of the six mothers - Kanni Maar. 

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Varaki– one of the 7 matrika. 
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- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka- and the other interpretation of the word is Gowri 
Amman; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka.  

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka- and the originalTamil word is Kumarai Amman / 
Kanniyakumari - one of theseven sisters. 

- Aerica has the consonants - Ra - ka and the original Tamil word is AakaayaMaari/ 
VaanakaMaari- one of theKanniMaargoddesses;vaanakam- sky;aakaayam - sky. 

- Aerica has the consonants – Ra – ka-and the original Tamil word is An – k-kaiyarkanni 
Amman – one of the kanniMaargoddesses/ matrika; kanni - virgin. 

Hesperie- Evening Time/ Night Time  

Maari-yaaee 

- Hesperiehas the consonants- [- sa-]- [-pa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word ismun –
naeram-evening time; mun- early; naeram - time. 

- Hesperie has the consonants – sa- [-pa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word 
isnaayiru/sooriyansaayimnaeram -sunset time; naayiru- sun; saaya- repose; naeram-
time. 

- Hesperie has the consonants- [- sa-] – pa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is pin -
naeram -nigh time; pin – later/ after. 

- Hesperie has the consonants - [- sa-]- [-pa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word  is Mari -
yaaee. 

- Hesperie has the consonants - [- sa-] – pa-Ra - and the original Tamil word  is Periya-
yaaee - great mother. 

- Hesperie has the consonants –sa – pa – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
PeriyaAachchi Amman – fertility goddess. 

- Hesperiehas the consonants- [- sa-] - pa - Ra - and the original Tamil word is Bannaari 
Amman – fertility goddess. 

- Hesperie has the consonants – sa- [-pa-]- Ra and the original Tamil word is 
AmmaiCharamman. 

- Hesperie has the consonants – sa- [-pa-] – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
AriyaNaachchci Amman -one of the Kanni Maar goddesses/matrika. 

  Arethusa / nymph - waterer  

  Samaya Puraththaayee/ MuththuMaari / Marunthayee/   

ThiriPuraSundari /Indraani 
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- Nymph has the consonants – an- ma – [-pa -] - and the original Tamil word is Amman. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is than – 
neer - water.  

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is   
uoottruneer - spring water; uoottru - spring. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   
aatruneer- river water; aaru- river. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is 
neeroaadai– stream; oadai- stream; neer- water. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the –sa- and the original Tamil word is sinthu 
aattru neer- water /rain/ Indus river water. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is manal 
thittu- island; manal - sand;thittu - a patchy area. 

- Arethusahas the consonants – Ra – the –sa- and the original Tamil word is maer thisai-
west; thisai- direction. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the-[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   eruttu 
naeram/raaththiri naeram – night time; eruttu- dark / night. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the –sa-and the original Tamil word is 
saayumtharanaeram- sun set time; naeram - time; Saeyoansaa – yim tharunam - 
Saeyoan - sun;saaya- to lie down /repose; tharunam- time. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is thanneer 
/uooruthar - water. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
isamirtham/arumarunthu- elixir. 
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- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
theerththam / thooyaneer / thiruneeru- sacred water; thooimai – clean / pure; neer- 
water. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the –sa- and the original Tamil word is santhiram 
/sinthum neer - water. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-] -and the other interpretation of the 
word is indeeriyam – semen. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the –sa- and the original Tamil word is sunni 
thanneer/uyir thanneer- semen. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is payoatharam[missing letter-pa-] – milk.  

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra – the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Marunthaayee – Tamil goddess of fertility. 

- Arethusa has the consonants – Ra- the–sa- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Chandra/Esther /Sundari. 

- Arethusa has the consonants - Ra – the –sa- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Thiri Pura Sundari; Thirumaaththaa.  

- Arethusa has the consonants Ra – the-[-sa -]- and the other interpretation of the word 
is Arundhati thaara - Arundhati star – wife of Vashista. 

- Arethusa has the consonants Ra – the-[-sa -]- and the other interpretation of the word 
is Indraani - wife of Indran. 

- Indran has the consonants – an the – Ra – an- and the original Tamil word is thanneer- 
water. 
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Seven sisters – Pleiades 

 

 

Electra - The Bright One 

- Electra has the consonants -la - ka -the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is olirukindra 
meen- shining star; oliru- sparking /dazzling; meen – star. 

- Electra has the consonants -la - ka – the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is arivu 
koormai ulla- wise one; arivu- intelligence; koormai - sharpness; ulla - has. 

- Electra has the consonants – la- ka – the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is Badrakaali 
[missing letter- pa-]- fertility goddess of Tamil people- great mother.  

- Electra has the consonants – la- ka – the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is aaruKaar 
Thee pennkal [missing letter- pa-]-six Pleiades girls;aaru - six; pennkal – women. 

- Electra has the consonants- la – ka -the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
Karumaaththal/Karuththammal / fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Electra has the consonants- la - ka – the – Ra- and the original Tamil word  is Karu   
muttai  kuzhaaikal- fallopian tubes; karu – embryo; muttai – ovam; kuzhaaikal- tubes. 

- Electra has the consonants - la - ka - the – Ra - and the original Tamil word is kuzhanthai 
valarum   karu-varai – uterus; kuzhanthai- baby; valara- growing; karu varia - womb; 
aria - room. 
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- Electra has the consonants - la - ka -the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is aaru  kanni  
Maar   thaeivankkalil  oruththi - one of the six Pleiades- goddess; aaru- six; kanni Maar- 
Matrika / six sisters. 

Taygate- Long Necked 

 

- Taygate has the consonants– the - ka – the- and the original Tamil word is neenda 
kandam- long neck; neenda- long; kandam- the neck. 

- Taygate has the consonants – the – ka – the- and the original Tamil word is   
kaaththayee- the goddess of protection; kaaththidu - protect.  

- Taygate has the consonants – the – ka – the- and the original Tamil word is Vadi- udai 
Amman - fertility goddess;aa- vudai - vagina. 

- Taygate has the consonants – the- ka – the- and the original Tamil word is Kodi 
idai/Kodi udai Amman - fertility goddess; kodi - umbilical cord. 

- Taygate has the consonants – the - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is thanni –
kudam- water pot- amniotic sac; thanni - water; kudam - pot. 

Figure; Kaaththaayee Amman 
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Maia – mother 

 

- Maia has a consonant – ma- and the original Tamil word is Maayee/Ammaayee–
illusion/ mother; wife of Maayan. 

- Maia has a consonant–ma- and the original Tamil word is Amman- nymph. 

- Maia has a consonant– ma- and the original Tamil word is maa- placenta; ammam- 
breast. 

- Maia has a consonant – ma- and the original Tamil word is Muni Amman – fertility 
goddess. 

- Maia has a consonant – ma- and the original Tamil word is Pachchai Amman [missing 
letters- pa- and-sa-] -fertility  goddess; pachchai – green. 

- Maia has a consonant – ma- and the original Tamil word is Naachchi Amman [missing 
letter- sa-] – Tamil goddess; naachchi- queen  

- Maia has a consonant – ma- and the original Tamil word is Maasaani Amman [Misisng 
letter- sa - fertility goddess. 

Figures ofMaasaani Amman andPachchai Amman  

 

Celano/ Kelaino– Swarthy- black 

- Kelaino has the consonants- ka - la -an -and the original Tamil word is Kaali Amman – 
the dark color fertility goddess of Tamil people; the dark color signifies the dark womb. 
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- Kelaino has the consonants- ka - la -an -and the original Tamil word is pachchai vaazhi  
Amman [missing letter – pa- and -sa-]-sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka. 

- Kelaino has the consonants- ka - la -an -and the original Tamil word is kuzhumaayee 
Amman–Tamil goddess. 

- Kelaino has the consonants- ka - la -an -and the original Tamil word is Vekkaali Amman 
–Tamil goddess; sooththiram; ka = va; va- ka. 

.  

Figures; Kuzhumaaye Amman, Vekkali Amman and Pachchai Vaazhi Amman  

Alkyone/ a Nymph -Moon / Tranquility / Queen Who Wards Off Evil  

 

 

- Alkyone [moon] has the consonants – la – ka-an -and the original Tamil word is   
nilaamakal –moongoddess. 

- Alkyone [moon] has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is 
azhakunilaa- beautiful moon; azhaku- beauty. 

- Alkyone [moon] has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is   
pennnilavu [missing letter- pa-]- moon- the woman; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; 
penn- female; nilavu- moon. 
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- Alkyone [moon] has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is  
ponnilaavu [missing letter- pa-]-  golden moon; sooththiram; ka = va; va =ka; nilavu - 
moon; pon- gold. 

- Alkyone [moon] has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is 
Kolanilavu – full moon; sooththiram; ka= va;va=ka;kolam- round  

- Alkyone [moon] has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is velli 
nilavu - silver moon;sooththiram; ka= va;va=ka;velli-silver 

- Alkyone [moon] has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is kuzhavi 
nilla - crescent moon; kuzhavi - child;sooththiram; ka= va; va=ka; velli - silver. 

- Alkyone [moon] has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is 
muzhunilavu – full moon; muzhu - full; sooththiram; ka= va; va=ka. 

- Alkyone [moon] has the consonants- la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is 
mankkunilavu - fading moon; mankku - fade. 

- Alkyone [tranquil] has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is 
kalakkamilla manam - no mental trouble; manam- mind; kalakkam - worry. 

- Alkyone [tranquil] has the consonants- la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word 
isKoamakal - queen. 

- Alkyone [tranquil] has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word is  innal 
/ izhukkuneekkum/kalaiyimkoamakal – queen who wards off evil; innal - evil; kalaiya- 
ward off.  

- Alkyone has the consonants – la – ka-an - and the original Tamil word 
ispanikulam[missing letter- pa-]- amniotic pond; kulam- pond. 

Sterope/ Nymph –Flash of Lightning/ Twinkling  

- Sterope has the consonants - [ -sa-]- the – Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  
minnuthar –lightning/ twinkling. 

- Sterope has the consonants- [ -sa-] – the – Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  
Marunthaayee. 

- Sterope has the consonants- [ -sa-] – the – Ra- [-pa-]- and the other interpretation of 
the word is Indrani; Arunthathi / Esther / Chandra. 

- Sterope has the consonants -sa– the – Ra – pa-and the other interpretation of the word 
is Thiri Pura Sundari. 

- Sterope has the consonants - [ -sa-] – the – Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is 
MuththuMaari. 
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- Sterope has the consonants- [ -sa-] – the – Ra – pa - and the original Tamil word is  
Mup-Pidaari Amman – one of the Kanni Maar goddesses/ matrika. 

- Sterope has the consonants- [ -sa-] – the – Ra-[- pa-]- and the original Tamil word  is 
SadaiMaari/SanthanaMaari Amman - one of the Kanni Maar goddesses/ matrika. 

- Sterope has the consonants- [ -sa-] – the – Ra-[- pa-]-and the original Tamil word is uyir 
thoandrum idam - the place where life begins. 

- Sterope has the consonants – sa – the – Ra- [-pa-]- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is uterus [E].  

- Sterope has the consonants -[ -sa-] – the – Ra-[- pa-]- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is Arundhati enumtharaa - star – wife of a Sapta Rishi; thaara - star.  

  Merope - Sparkling Face / Eloquent  

 

- Merope has the consonants – ma – Ra- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
Maariyaayee / Maariamma[the lost sister out of the seven in Greek mythology ] – 
?Arundhati in Aryan mythology. 

- Merope has the consonants – ma – Ra – pa- and the original Tamil word is Perum- 
aayee/Periyamma- great mother. 

- Merope has the consonants– ma – Ra – pa- and the original Tamil word is Bannaari 
Amman - fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Merope has the consonants – ma – Ra – pa- and the original Tamil word is perum minu 
minuppu – aana aananam - sparkling face; minu minuppu - shining; aananam – face. 

- Merope has the consonants – ma – Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is erimani - 
sparkling / red gem. 

- Merope has the consonants– ma – Ra-[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is muri -  
shining. 

- Merope has the consonants – ma – Ra - pa - and the original Tamil word is 
saramaariyaai paesa [missing letter- sa-] -to speak eloquently; paesu - speak  
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Figures of Bannaari Amman, Maari Amman and the seven Matrikas/Kanni Maar; 

 

 

 
AarukannimaarTheivam/SaptaMatrika /AstaMatrika 
1.Brahammi 

Maari Amma -Rain goddess / fertility  goddess  
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- Matrika has the consonants – ma– the – Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word is     aaru 
Kanni Maar thaeivam – sixvirgin mother goddesses; aaru - six; Kanni Maar- virgin 
mothers; thaeivam- god. 

- Matrika has the consonants- ma – the – Ra – ka- and the original Tamil word isaaru maa 
thiru thaeivam – six mother goddesses; maa thiru - mother; aaru- six. 

- Matrika has the consonants- ma – the– Ra –ka- and the original Tamil word isMunda / 
Mundakakanni Maari Amman –Tamil goddess. 

- Matrika has the consonants- ma – the- Ra –ka- and the original Tamil word is Karu 
Maari thaeivam – Tamil fertility goddess. 

Figure; Mundakakanni Maari Amman  

 

Brahammi- Maari Amma 

- Brahammi has the consonants -[-pa-]- Ra – ma- and the original Tamil word isMaari 
Amma- rain goddess; maari- rain. 

- Brahammi has the consonants – pa-Ra – ma-and the original Tamil word isPeriyamma- 
the great mother; periya- great; amma- mother. 

- Brahammi has the consonants -pa-  Ra – ma- and  the original Tamil word is    
PeriaAachchi Amman [missing letter- sa-]- fertility goddess. 

- Brahammi has the consonants -[-pa-]- Ra – ma- and the original Tamil word ismaeru - 
mons pubis/ mountain. 

- Brahammi has the consonants– pa- Ra – ma- and the other interpretation of the word 
is Brahma-ninpaarya -wife of Brahman; paarya - wife; urimai. 

Figures of Periya Aachchi Amman; 
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    2. Makaeswari 

Karpakam / Karpakavirusam / Karpakamaram 
Figures of Karpakam and Makaeswari; 

 

- Makaeswarihas the consonants – ma- ka- [-sa-] - va -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
karpakam - womb; sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka. 

- Makaeswari has the consonants – ma- ka- [-sa-] - va -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
karpakamaram / viruasam–the karpakatree; maram- tree. 

- Makaeswari has the consonants – ma – ka- [-sa-]-va -Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
karuvakam / karuanuakam-ovary; akam – internal organ. 

- Makaeswari has the consonants– ma- ka –sa- va -Ra -and the original Tamil word is Siva 
perumaanin / Eeeswaranin manaivi [missing letter- pa-] -wife of Sivan; manaivi - wife. 

3.Kowmaari / Ambika / Kartiki 

Murukaayee/KaruMaari Amman 
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- Kowmaari has the consonants - ka - ma –Ra- and the original Tamil word is karpakam 
[missing letter –pa-]– uterus; karpaka maram. 

- Kowmaari has the consonants - ka -ma -Ra - and the originalTamil word is karu appam/ 
karu maa [missing letter –pa-] - placenta; karu - embryo; appam - placenta; maa- 
placenta.    

- Kowmaari has the consonants – ka – ma-Ra - and the original Tamil word is Karuvakam- 
ovary.  

- Kowmaari has the consonants - ka - ma –Ra- and the original Tamil word is Karu Maari 
Amman - goddess of fertility / embryo. 

- Kowmaari has the consonants - ka – ma-Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
Murukaayee - mother of ThiruMurugan – foster sun of Pleiades. 

- Kowmaari has the consonants - ka ma –Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Raenuka Amman – fertility goddess. 

- Kartiki has the consonants – ka- Ra- the – ka- and the original Tamil word is   Karumaari 
thaai thaeivam. 

- Kartiki has the consonants ka – Ra- the – ka- and  the original Tamil word is   
ThiruMurugan-in thaarakai – star of Thiru Murugan; thee uruvam = thaarakai. 
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- Ambikai has the consonants – ma- [-pa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is Makamayee 
/ maaya maaki - mother of illusion. 

- Ambikai has the consonants- ma- [-pa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is Esakki 
Amman [missing letter- sa-] –fertility goddess. 

- Ambikai has the consonants – ma – pa – ka- and the interpretation of the word is 
Bavaani Amman; sooththiram; ka = va; va= ka. 

-  

Figures of Kanyakumaari, Esakki Amman and Bavani Amman; 

 

 

4. Vaishanavi 

Naagakanni – Vasuki Annai – snake Goddess – Umbilical Cord / Placenta 
 

 

- Vaishanavi has the consonants – va–sa – an -va –and the original Tamil word is 
Naagakanni – Vasuki annai - snake goddess; sooththiram – ka - va; va= ka. 

- Vaishanavi has the consonants -va–sa- an- va –and the original Tamil word is nanju 
mikka kavainaa - bifurcated tongue [of snake]; naa - tongue; nanju- poison  

- Vaishanavi has the consonants -va - sa - an- va –and the original Tamil word is Vasuki 
Annai - snake goddess; sooththiram –ka- va; va= ka. 

- Vaishanavi has the consonants -va - [-sa-] – an- va–and the original Tamil word is 
kueiyakanavaai - vagina; sooththiram–ka- va; va = ka. 
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- Vaishanavi has the consonants –va- sa- an- va –and the original Tamil word is  
EsakkiAmman; sooththiram –ka- va; va= ka. 

- Vaishanavi has the consonants -va - sa - an- va – and the other interpretation of the 
word is Vishnuvin manaivi - wife of Vishnu; manaivi - wife. 

5. Varaaki / Vairlai-  
Vaayim vayirumaaka erukkirava – Pregnant Women 
Karuvai uruvaakkum – karuppaayee Amman 

 

- Varaaki has the consonants- va - Ra – ka -and the original Tamil word karuvai 
uruvaakkum – karuppaayee Amman [missing  letter- pa-] – the goddess who creates 
embryo; karu- embryo; uruvaakku - create. 

- Varaaki has the consonants -va - Ra – ka-and the original Tamil word is                                
vaayim vayirumaaka erukkirava – pregnant woman with protruded abdomen and 
vomiting / craving for food; vaai - mouth; vayiru – stomach. 

- Varaaki has the consonants-va- Ra- ka-and the other interpretation of the word is 
kueiyakireevam - neck of uterus / cervix; kueiyam - womb. 

- Varaaki has the consonants – va – Ra – ka-and the original Tamil word is karuvakam - 
ovary; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Varaaki has the consonants-va- Ra- ka-and the original Tamil word is karuvarai- uterus. 

- Vairali has the consonants - va–Ra - la- and the original Tamil word is Murukaayee 
Ammal / Veerammal - mother of Murugan; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

   6. Indiraani / Vajri [dark skinned] 
 
   Dark Color signifies the dark room – womb 

Marunthaayee – goddess of elixir / milk  
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- Indiraani has the consonants – an- the -Ra - an - and the original Tamil word is 
Marunthaayee Amman.  

- Indiraani has the consonants – an- the –Ra- an - and the original Tamil word is aanin 
uyir-anu thanneer - water of a man; aan- male; uyir - life; anu- sperm; thannner - water. 

- Indiraani has the consonants– an- the – Ra – an- and the other interpretation of the 
word is aanin- inthireeyam – semen. 

- Indiraani has the consonants – an- the -Ra -an - and the other interpretation of the 
word is Indranin pondaatti [missing letter –pa-] -wife of Indran; pondaatti / paththini – 
wife. 

- Indiraani has the consonants - an -the -Ra - an - and the original Tamil word isthanneer 
pai [missing letter –pa-] - amniotic sac; thanneer - water; pai- bag. 

- Vajri has the consonants–va-[- sa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil word is karumaari / 
karuppayee [missing letter –pa-] - dark goddess; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  

- Vajri has the consonants – va-[- sa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil word is karuvakam- 
ovary; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

- Vajri has the consonants -va-[- sa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil word is karuvarai- 
uterus; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka. 

Figure; Karuppaayee Amman 

 

7. Saamundeswari 
Uyirkaakkum – Marunthayee – the savior of life 
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- Saamundeswari has the consonants- [-sa -] –ma- an– the–[sa-] –va-Ra - and the original 
Tamil word is Thiru – aa-vuduai Amman; thiru - holy; aa – vudai - female genital.   

- Saamundeswari has the consonants - [-sa -] -ma – an-the – [-sa-]- va- Ra -and the  
original Tamil word is Thiru Veethi Amman. 

- Saamundeswari has the consonants - [-sa -] – ma- an- the– [-sa-]- va- Ra -and the  
original Tamil word is uyir kaakkum - Marunthaayee Amman. 

- Saamundeswari has the consonants [-sa -] – ma – an – the– [-sa-]- va- Ra -and the other 
interpretation of the word is Vashisttarin manaivi Arundhati – Arundhati – wife of 
Vashistha; manaivi - wife Vashisttar - one of the Sapta Rishi. 

- Saamundeswari has the consonants-[-sa-]- ma- an - the – [-sa-] –va- Ra - and the 
original Tamil word is maeru kundram - monspubis; maeru - mountain; sooththiram; ka 
- va; va = ka.  

- Saamundeswari has the consonants- [-sa -]-ma – an- the – sa- va Ra -and the original 
Tamil word is karuvarai suvaroadu padarnthu erukkum karu appam [missing letter –pa-
] - placenta; karuvarai - uterus; suvar - wall; karu - fetus; appam - placenta / bread. 

Figure; Thiru Veethi Amman; the body color - black - of the idols signifies the darkness of 
womb    
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8. Narasimhi 
KaruMaari Amman  
 

 

The blue color of theNarasimhi Amman signifies the poison- amniotic fluid – death due 
to amniotic fluid aspiration. 

- Narasimhi has the consonants -Ra – [-sa-]-ma - ka -and the original Tamil word 
Murukaayee - mother of Murgan; Maka Maari Amman. 

- Narasimhi has the consonants -Ra – [-sa-] -ma - ka - and the original Tamil word 
karpakam / karu pai- akam [missing letter–pa-] -womb. 

- Narasimhi has the consonants –Ra– [-sa-] -ma - ka -and the original Tamil word 
karvakam- ovary. 

- Narasimhi has the consonants -Ra – [-sa-] -ma - ka -and the original Tamil word 
Karumaari Amman. 

- Narasimhi has the consonants – Ra – sa – ma- ka -and the original Tamil word Araikasu 
Amman – fertility goddess. 

- Narasimhi has the consonants -Ra -[-sa-]-ma - ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is Raenuka Amman - fertility goddess. 

 

 

Araikasu Amman  
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The green color garland signifies the umblical cord / paasakayeiru / 
pachcahikayeiru;pachchai - green; kaiyiru - rope. 

Badrakaali - Saamundeswari - Great Matrika 

Fertility goddess 

The goddess of womb and the embryo  

Pillaitharukirapennkadavul -kaali Amman. 

Karpaka – Thaai Ammal 

Pillai kurai poakkukira karpaka - thaai - Ammal 

Karuvarai kaakkindra Ammal 

Kanna Puraththal 

 

Figures; Goddess Kaali Amman 

  

 

Figure; Goddess –KannaPuraththal 

- Badrakaali has the consonants- pa – the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

karuppu niramudaiya / perum peyar pettra penn kadavul – Thamizharkalin penn 

kadavul - the dark color goddess of theTamil people; karuppu - dark; niram - ray / color; 
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udaiya - has; perum- great; peyarpettra - very popular; penn kadvu; goddess; 

thamizharkal- Tamil people. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa- the- Ra- ka- la- and the original Tamil word is 

pennkalin karppai paathu–kaakkira penn kadavul – the goddess who protects the 

chastity of women; pennkal - women; karppu - chastity; paathu kaakak - protect; penn 

kadavul - goddess. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa – the – Ra- ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

paalai nilaththu penn kadavul - Kottravai - goddess of desert land; poaril vettri 

kodukkum penn kadavul - goddess of war and victory; poar - war; vettri - success; 

kodukkum - giving; penn - female; kadavul - god; paalai nilam desert; milam - land; 

kottravai / Victoria - goddess of war.  

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa – the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

pillai tharukira penn kadavul - kaali Amman - the goddess who gives children; pillai - 

child; thara - give. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants - [-pa-]– the- Ra- ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

Karpaka – Thaai Ammal - fertility goddess of Tamil people. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants –pa – the- Ra – ka- la - and the original Tamil word is  

pillaikurai poakkukira karpakam / pillai varam tharukira Karpakaththammal – the 

goddess who gives children; pillai - child; kurai - grievance; neekku - remove; varam / 

kurai - boon. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa- the-Ra- ka-la- and the original Tamil word is 

paruvam adaintha pennkalai paathu kaaththidum penn - kadavul - goddess of virgins; 

paruva penn - virgin; paathukaakka - protect. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa- the-Ra- ka- la- and the original Tamil word is 

karuvarai kaak-k – indra Karuppayee Ammal - the goddess who takes care of the womb; 

karuvarai - womb; kaakka - save. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants- [-pa-]–the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

karuvai kaaththu valarkkindra – Kaththaayee Ammal – the goddess who is responsible 

for the growth of embryo; karu - fetus; kaakka - save; valarkka - to bring up. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants- [-pa -]– the – Ra-ka- la- and the original Tamil word is 

Viruththaambaal – Tamil goddess; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka.  
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- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa – the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

Kannapuraththal – Tamil goddesss.    

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa- the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is  

Karpaka Valli Thaayaar - fertility goddess of the Tamil people; sooththiram; ka = va; va = 

ka.  

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa – the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is  

ezhumichcham kanikalai maalaiyaaka kazhuththil anintha penn thaeivam - the goddess 

with lemon garland; ezhumichcham [allegory - skulls]- lemon; kani - fruit; maalai - 

garland; kazhuththu - neck; anintha - wearing; penn - female; thaeivam - god. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants -[- pa-]- the-Ra- ka  la- and the original Tamil word is 

Kaadu Urai Selvi [missing letter- sa-] –forest goddess; kaadu - forest. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants- pa- the- Ra- ka – la- and the original Tamil word is Thiru 

Neela Kandarin manaivi / pondaatti – wife of Sivan; manaivi - wife; pondatti / paththini 

- wife. 

Badra kali 

  SixMain Anatomical Parts of Menstruation and Childbirth 

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa-the – Ra- ka - la- and the original Tamil word is 

Thiru Murukanai / aarumeen kaathalanai – valarththittaaru Kaani Maar / thaai maarkal 

- 6 women who brought up Murugan –Pleiades star; aarumeen - Pleiades; valarkka - to 

bring up; aaru - six; Kanni Maar - matrika; Thiru Murugan – sun god of Tamil people / 

Apollon of Greek / Baal of Mesopotamia / Maruduk of Sumerian. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants - pa – the- Ra - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

karuvalarkira pai – uterus[1]; karu- fetus; valara - growing; pai - bag.  

- Badrakaali has the consonants - [-pa -]– the- Ra - ka– la- and the original Tamil word is 

karumuttai kuzhaai - fallopian tube [2 ]. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa– the- Ra - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

karu pai -yin erupakkankkalilumkaanumkarumuttaikuzhaaikal – two fallopian tubes.  

- Badrakaali has the consonants- [-pa -]– the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

karuvakamveli- yaeththum – karumuttaikumizhkal – ovum [3 ]. 
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- Badrakaali has the consonants - pa the– Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is karu 

pai-yin erupakkan–k–kalilum ulla erandu karuvakankkal - two ovaries[4]; karu pai-

uterus; eru - two; pakkam - side; ulla - present; karuvakam - ovary. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants- pa – the-Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is karu 

pai–yil ulla nanju naalam – Vasuki enum paampu [missing letter –sa-] – umbilical 

cord[5]; nanju - poison; naalam - tube; paampu - snake. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants - pa – the- Ra - ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

karupai–yil valarukindra kuzhanthai mithakkum pani kudam - amniotic sac [6]; karupai - 

womb; kuzhanthai - child / baby; mithakkum - floating; panikudam - amniotic pot. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa– the – Ra- ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

karupai-yin kazhuthu - kantharam - neck of the uterus; kazhuththu - neck. 

 

Badrakaali - the killer goddess 

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa – the – Ra- ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

kuzhanthai–kalai kaavu kaetkkum penn kadavul - the goddess asking the life of 

children; kuzhanthai – child; kaavu- sacrifice; kaetkka - ask; penn - female; kadavul - 

god. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants-pa the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

kazhuththil mandai oaadukalai anikalanaaka aninthu ulla penn kadavul – the goddess 

who is wearing a garland of skulls; kazhuththu - neck; mandai oaadukal - skulls; 

anikalan - ornaments; anintha - wearing. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants – pa – the – Ra- ka la- and the original Tamil word is 

manitha uyirai kaavu vaankkum penn – kadavul – the goddess asking for human 

sacrifice; manithan- man; uyir - life; kaavu - sacrifice; vaankku- get. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants- pa – the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is kai 

–yil arivaal – padaikalank kaloadu – kolai very pidiththu / thalai viri koalamaka / alaiyim 

penn kadavul - the goddess in a killing mood with a sickle and other weapons in her 

hand; kai- hand; arivaal- sickle; padaikalan- weapons; kolai - kill; very - rage; alaiyim- 

roaming. 

- Badrakaali has the consonants –pa – the – Ra – ka – la- and the original Tamil word is 

kettavarkalai / pennai keduppa varkalai / theemai puri pavarkalai kolai seithidum penn 
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kadavul [missing letter- sa-] – the goddess who kills the men who are misbehaving with 

women; kettavarkal - bad persons; penn - female; kedukka - molest; theemai - evil; 

purika - do; kolai - kill; seithidu - do. 

 

Figure-Eden garden – EveReceiving The Apple FromaChild/ Snake  

After Heracles completed the first ten labors, Eurystheus gave him two more, claiming 
that slaying the Hydra did not count (because Iolaus helped Heracles), neither did cleaning 
the Augean Stables (either because he was paid for the job or because the rivers did the 
work). 

 The first additional labor was to steal three of the golden apples from the garden of 
the Hesperides. Heracles first caught the Old Man of the Sea, the shape shifting sea god, to 
learn where the Garden of the Hesperides was located.  

    In some variations, Heracles, either at the start or at the end of this task, 
meets Antaeus, who was invincible as long as he touched his mother, Gaia, the Earth. 
Heracles killed Antaeus by holding him aloft and crushing him in a bear hug.  

 

 Herodotus claims that Heracles stopped in Egypt, where King Busiris decided to 
make him the yearly sacrifice, but Heracles burst out of his chains. 

Heracles finally made his way to the garden of the Hesperides, where he 
encountered Atlas holding up the heavens on his shoulders. Heracles persuaded Atlas to get 
the three golden Apples for him by offering to hold up the heavens in his place for a little 
while. Atlas could get the apples because, in this version, he was the father or otherwise 
related to the Hesperides. This would have made the labor – like the Hydra and the Augean 
stables - void because Heracles had received help. When Atlas returned, he decided that he 
did not want to take the heavens back, and instead offered to deliver the apples himself, but 
Heracles tricked him by agreeing to remain in place of Atlas on the condition that Atlas relieve 
him temporarily while Heracles adjusted his cloak. Atlas agreed, but Heracles reneged and 
walked away with the apples. According to an alternative version, Heracles slew Ladon, the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antaeus
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dragon who guarded the apples instead. Eurystheus was furious that Heracles had 
accomplished something that Eurystheus thought could not possibly be done. 

Reconstruction of the story with Interpretation - Apples of Hesperides 
The story is the modified version of Orion - the hunter chasing the Pleiades sisters; Zeus 

and Poseidon were also after the Pleiades sisters.  

*The story is all about begetting a baby – the apple by impregnating the Pleiades - six 
sisters or seven daughters of Atlas / seven chickens. 

*The Pleiades constellation looks like the bowl or “v” shape. 

*The differences in the total numberofHesperides given in various accounts are 
explained below. 

*Mup-Pidaari - goddess with three faces was called Hesperides; the goddess for the 
three trimesters of pregnancy; it could mean the three sides of the downward looking 
triangle-the pubis; also the birth, life and death. 

*Mup – Pidaari was considered as one of the Pleiades stars - one of the six mother 
goddesses who had brought up lordMurugan-the sun god in Tamil mythology; 
ThiriPuraSundari is the corrupted form of the original Tamil name Mup -Pidaari; pidaari 
means face; moonu means three. 

*Total stars in the Pleiades constellation is calculated by some cultures as 7–
SaptaMatrika or the seven sisters or the seven daughters of Atlas; only six stars are visible to 
eyes; Pleiades was considered to have only 6 stars in theIndus Valley Civilization; there are 
many myths about the missing seventh star; Merope could be the fallen star as she got 
married to a mortal man according to Greek mythology; Arundhati / the star Alcor in Ursa 
Major was considered to be loyal to her husband Vashista - one of the Saptarishi- while other 
six sisters fell in love with Agni - the fire god deserting the remaining six rishi as told in Indo -
Aryan mythology. 

*The six sisters /seven daughters might represent the most important female organs of 
childbirth namely uterus,two ovaries, two fallopian tubes, placenta, umbilical cord and the 
amniotic sac.  

*The western direction signifies the direction of sunset and evening which is the time 
for romance with the six sisters. 

*All the sisters together represent a single mother–PeriyaAayee / great mother –
HesperieorEve /Avu-vai [Tamil]. 

*The garden [Hesperides], apple, a man - [Hercules], a woman [Hesperie]and a water 
snake [ladon] make us to remember Eden garden, Adam, Eve, apple and satan - the water 
snake;the apple is nothing but the baby born by the sin committed by Adam and eve, snake is 
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the fetal side of umbilical cord/ placenta inside the amniotic sac; tree is the phallus; Hesperie 
was a water nymph; the water is the amniotic fluid;it is interesting to note that the Orion star 
/ the hunter constellation who was  pursuing the Pleiades could not get succeeded in his 
attempt; in Indo- Aryan mythologysevenMatrika were the wives of the seven Rishi –7  stars of 
Orion constellation. 

*The shape-shifting old woman [not man] of the sea must be the amniotic sac of the  
great mother where the embryo shifts its shape every week. 

*Killing thesnakeladon means cutting the umbilical cord around the neck of the baby.  

*The fertility tree of the garden gives fruits / children; similarly the sky tree also yields 
the hot hanging fruits namely the stars. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure; lotus born Murugan- son of Pleiades 
 

 

- Kamalam [lotus / pale red] has the consonants – ka – ma- la - and the original Tamil  

word is mankkalaana semmai [missing letter- sa-] – pale red. 

- Kamalam [lotus / pale red] has the consonants – ka – ma- la - and the original Tamil 

word is alkullin mankalaana semmai [missing letter- sa-] - pale red vagina; alkul - 

vagina; mankkalaa - pale; semmai - red; kamalayoani - Brahma – lotus born. 

- Kamalam [lotus / pale red] has the consonants – ka – ma- la - and the interpretation of 

the word is naalikam - lotus. 

 

 12. Cerberus / Kerberos 
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Cerberus / Kerberos – karuppu naai – black dog  
Sippi Paarai enum kooran - greyhound 
Dog of the graveyard / snake of the womb  
 

 
Figure; Hades – lord of the underworld 

 

- Hades has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the word  is 
athoakathi – hell. 

- Hades has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the word is 
vaikuntham / vaanveedu - heaven; sooththiram; ka= va; va = ka; vaan - sky; veedu- 
house. 

- Hades has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the word is           
naemikaathakam - hell. 

- Hades has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-]- and the interpretation of the word is           
thuvaantham - hell. 

- Hades has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is thukkam – 
hell. 

- Hades has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is theekathi -
hell; thee - fire. 

- Hades has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is thee-yakam 
hell; thee - fire; akam- home. 

- Hades has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is idu - kaadu - 
graveyard. 

- Hades has the consonants – ka – the –sa- and the original Tamil word is sudu kaadu- 
cremation ground. 
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- Hades has the consonants – ka – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  isVettiyaan- 
graveyard worker; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Pluto has the consonants – pa – la – the- and the original Tamil word ispaa – thalam– 
hell / netherworld. 

 

 

Figure – Persephone – queen of underworld 

 

- Persephone has the consonants – pa - Ra – sa - pa -an -and the original Tamil word is 

paasana payir - crops; paasanam - cultivation; payir – crops. 

- Persephone has the consonants – pa - Ra - [-sa-] - [-pa-] -an -and the original Tamil 

word is payirmani– seeds; payir - crops; mani – seeds. 

- Persephone has the consonants – pa- Ra – sa – pa-an - and the original Tamil word is 

pasumaiyaana payir /pachchai nira payir – green crops; pachchai - green; pasumai – 

greenish / fertile; payir - crops. 

- Persephone has the consonants – pa – Ra- [-sa-] – pa – an- and the original Tamil word 

is payirmani aruppu - harvest; payir - crops; mani - seeds / grain; aruppu – reap.  

- Persephone has the consonants – pa – Ra – sa – pa-an -and the original Tamil word is 

pasumai payir penn– man- lady of green crops; pasumai - fertile; payir- crops; mani- 

grains; pennmani - lady. 
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Figure – Demeter – the goddess of harvest and fertility 

 

- Demeter has the consonants - the - ma -the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is munn – 

adiyil maraintha ponnu [missing letter- pa- ]- the girl who has disappeared under the 

soil; munn - soil; adiyir - under; maraintha - disappeared; ponnu - woman. 

- Demeter has the consonants -the - ma -the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is  

marainthu [mariththu] meendum uyirththida - to reborn; meendum - again; uyirththida 

- born; maraintha - dead. 

- Demeter has the consonants - the - ma -the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

thinaimaa-thiru - mother of crops; maa – thiru– mother; thinai – grains / millets. 

- Demeter has the consonants - the - ma -the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is thinai 

muthirthar - maturing crops; thinai - millets; muthira- mature. 

- Demeter has the consonants - the - ma -the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is thinai 

murithar - sprouting crops; murithar - sprout.  

- Demeter has the consonants - the - ma -the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is  mottu 

arumputhar [missing letter- pa-] - budding. 

- Demeter has the consonants - the - ma -the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 

purpoondu arumpiya pasumaiyaana / neerudaiya munn tharai / payir seithida yaettra  

nun - sei munn [missing letters – pa – andsa-] – land with water -suitable for 

agricultural activities; purpoondu – grass; arumpu – sprout; pasuami - fertile; neer-  

water; udaiya – having; munn –soil;tharai- land; payir- crops; seithida - do; yaettra- 

suitable; nun sei munn - wet land. 
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Figure; Lord Sivan -the god of grave-yard with his hound 

 

Kerberos –karuppunaai– black dog  

- Kerberos has the consonants -ka – Ra - pa - Ra- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  

karuppu nira naai–yekinan - black dog; karuppu – black; niram – ray / color; naai - dog. 

- Kerberos has the consonants -ka – Ra - pa– Ra –sa- and the original Tamil word is   

payankkaramaa kuraikkira / seerukira / urumikira periya mirukam / kurankkam - big, 

fierceful, barking animal; urumua - growl; payankkaram - fearful; kuraikka - bark; 

seerukira - fierceful; urumukira - roaring; periya - big; mirukam - animal. 

- Kerberos has the consonants - ka – Ra – pa- Ra –sa - and the original Tamil word is sippi 

paarai enum kooran - a dog breed from Sippi Paarai - greyhound. 

- Kerberos has the consonants - ka – Ra - pa– Ra- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 

koampai enum mirukaari – a dog breed - Koampai. 

- Kerberos has the consonants -ka – Ra- [- pa-] – Ra- [-sa-]  - and the other interpretation 

of the word is mirukaari - dog. 

- Kerberos has the consonants -ka – Ra- pa– Ra - [-sa-] – and the original Tamil word is 

nooru muka periya naai - dog with hundred faces; nooru - 100; mukam- face; periya - 

big; naai - dog. 

- Kerberos has the consonants -ka – Ra - pa – Ra –sa- and the original Tamil word is   

serum paampu puchcha / moonu– payankkara peruvuruva/ peru uyarammikka – 

karuppu nira naai - big, tall three headed black dog with snake tail; puchcha - tail; 

moonu - three; ukkam - head; paampu - snake; moonu - three; ukkam - head; 

payankkaram - terrible; paer - big; uruvam - size / figure; uyaram - height; karuppu- 

black; niram – ray / color; naai - dog. 
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- Kerberos has the consonants -ka – Ra- pa– Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 

pinam eriyim munn–in kaavar kaaran / erivana kaavarkaaran - watch man of cremation 

ground; pinam - corpse; eriya - burning; munn - land; kaavar – k- kaaran - guard. 

- Kerberos has the consonants - ka – Ra - [-pa-]– Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 

naraka kooran / kurai mukan – dog of the hell; narakam - hell; kooran - dog. 

- Kerberos has the consonants - ka – Ra - pa – Ra –sa- and the original Tamil word is pina 

veechcham unarukira / arikira / nukarukira – moappa naai - the dog that smells the 

dead body; pinam - corpse; veechcham - smell;unaru - to know; arika- know; nukaru - 

to smell; naai - dog. 

- Kerberos has the consonants -ka – Ra- pa – Ra-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word  is 

pina kariyaei unnukira naai – the dog that eats the dead body; pinam - corpse; kari - 

meat; unnu - eat; naai - dog. 

- Kerberos has the consonants - ka – Ra - pa - Ra– sa - and the original Tamil word is   

Bhairavar / Vairavar – Sivan whose vehicle is dog; Bhairavar vaakanam; Siva  

perumaanin kaar – car of Sivan; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka; vaakanam - vehicle; 

Bairavar - Sivan / his hound.  

- Kerberos has the consonants -ka – Ra - [-pa-]– Ra - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 

naraka vaayir kaavarkaaran - gatekeeper of hell; narakam - hell; vaayir - entrance; 

kaavar kaaran - watchman / guard. 

- Kerberos - the snake of womb – placenta/ umbilical cord  

- Kerberos has the consonants -ka – Ra - pa– Ra - sa - and the original Tamil word is  

karuvarai kaakkum saarai paampu / sarppa - snake of the womb – placenta / umbilical 

cord; karuvarai - uterus; saarai paampu / sarpa - water snake; paampu – sna, mke. 

  Pithos 

- Pithos has the consonants - pa -the –sa - and the original Tamil word is sutta mut  

paandam - earthen vessel; sutta - burnt; munn - clay / soil. 

- Pithos has the consonants -pa -the – sa- and the original Tamil word is thasumpu - pot. 

- Pithos has the consonants -pa -the – sa- and the originalTamil word is satti paanai – 

pots.  

- Pithos has the consonants -[- pa-]  -the – sa - and the original Tamil word is jaadi - 
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earthen vessel. 

- Pithos has the consonants pa -the – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is putti - jar. 

- Pithos has the consonants - [-pa-] -the – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is midaa / 

thadaa / andaa - big pot. 

- Pirithous [to run around] has the consonants -pa – Ra - the –sa - and the original Tamil 

word is suttri oaaduthal / suttru paathiyil oaaduthal - to run around; suttru - to orbit; 

paathai - path; oaadu –run. 

- Peloponnese has the consonants - pa -la –[-pa-] - an –sa- and the original Tamil word is 

naanjil nilam / pulam - the place in the southern part of a peninsula; nilam / pulam - 

land. 

- Peloponnese has the consonants - [-pa-] -la - pa - an –sa- and the other interpretation 

of the word is peninsula; soolpaani. 

Heracles athloi 

- Heracles athloi has the consonants - Ra - ka – la - [-sa -] - the– la - and the original Tamil 

word is naraka vaayilai kaaval kakum karuppu nira–moonu koara muka ulla - saarai 

paampu vall ulla –kuraikkum naai–yaei kavaruthal – to capture the dark color / three 

headed dog with a snake tail - the gatekeeper of the hell; narakam - hell; vayil - 

entrance; kaaval kaakka - to guard; karuppu - black; niram - color; moonu – three; 

koaram - ugly; saarai paampu –water snake; vaal - tail; ulla - has; naai - dog; kavaru -  

capture. 

The twelfth and final labor was the capture of Cerberus, the three-headed,dragon-
tailed dog that was the guardian of the gates of the Underworld. To prepare for his descent 
into the Underworld, Heracles went to Eleusis (or Athens) to be initiated in the Eleusinian 
Mysteries. He entered the Underworld, and Hermes and Athena were his guides. 

While in the Underworld, Heracles met Theseus and Pirithous. The two companions 
had been imprisoned by Hades for attempting to kidnap Persephone. One tradition tells of 
snakes coiling around their legs, then turning into stone; another that Hades feigned 
hospitality and prepared a feast inviting them to sit. They unknowingly sat in chairs of 
forgetfulness and were permanently ensnared. When Heracles had pulled Theseus first from 
his chair, some of his thigh stuck to it (this explains the supposedly lean thighs of Athenians), 
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but the Earth shook at the attempt to liberate Pirithous, whose desire to have the goddess for 
himself was so insulting he was doomed to stay behind. 

Heracles found Hades and asked permission to bring Cerberus to the surface, which 
Hades agreed to if Heracles could subdue the beast without using weapons. Heracles 
overpowered Cerberus with his bare hands and slung the beast over his back. He carried 
Cerberus out of the Underworld through a cavern entrance in the Peloponnese and brought it 
to Eurystheus, who again fled into his pithos. Eurystheus begged Heracles to return Cerberus 
to the Underworld, offering in return to release him from any further labors when Cerberus 
disappeared back to his master. 

Interpretations and Reconstruction of the story -Cerberus 

*Dog is considered as the gatekeeper of the hell and the watchman of the graveyard; it 
was the vehicle of Gods like Sivan/ Yama - the gods of the graveyard;  Cerberus was the 
Anubis in Egyptian Mythology and Bairavar in Tamil /Aryan / Buddhists  mythology.   

*Graveyard is considered as the underworld or the nether world; once gone inside the 
underworld no one can come out it; the gatekeeper, namely the dog has got super smelling 
power; the other underworld is the womb where the snakes reside; the snake- water snake is 
the umbilical cord; death can occur due to cord around the neck / cyanosis during delivery; 
the poison of the dog Cerberus was the poison of the snakes - amniotic  fluid as we have seen 
in the Samudra manthan story; thus Cerebrus had both the features of the dog as well as the 
snake as it represented both the graveyard and the womb. 

*The three heads of  the dog  represent the three classes of dead persons – the dead  
embryos / aborted fetuses /still born children / children died in infancy and childhood, adults 
died due to diseases and elderly people died  because of senility; many bodies of the dog 
Cerberus were the bodies of the dead people residing in the nether world / womb; numerous 
snakes signify the snakes of the womb namely the umbilical cords; since Cerberus had to 
continue its duty of protecting the gates of the underworld it was not killed by Hercules so 
that no mortal can become immortal; but then Hercules could come out of the underworld as 
he had ritual initiation in Eleusis where ritual initiations were held every year for the cult of 
Demeter and  Persephone; Persephone was the daughter of Demeter and- wife of  Hades - 
the god of underworld.   

*Forgetfulness” / “turning  into stones' ' - signifies the state of coma / death where a 
person will not remember anything that happened during that period; similarly the baby will 
not remember anything about its stay in the womb when it is born. 

*Attempt of Pirithous to abduct Persephone was to bring back fertility to the drylands 
of Lapiths of Larissa in Thessaly;Peresephone was the goddess of spring, flowers, death, life, 
vegetation and destruction.  
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*Symbolism of snake was unknown to Greek people / Westerners; this fact indicates 
that the story of Hercules and kerberos was a plagiarized form of the original story of pre- 
Greek people from east,possibly the Tamil people. 

* The essence of the story is about the rebirth of human beings [graveyard - death; 
womb - birth] and bringing back the fertility of the lands. 
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NadavuThaeivam 
https://www.quora.com/Tamil-language-What-does-mudevi-in-Tamil-mean 
 
Mudevi is ancient god for Agricultural Fertility, yield and wealth. She was 

famously known as “Thavvai” in Tamil Sangam Literatures. She represents the inner 
strength of the crop, fertilizers, the final yield and the wealth. It was Mootha Devi 
(elder devi) that got deformed to Mudevi. 

 
Ancient Tamils worship was a Nature worship which was known 

as “Kandhazhi”, Kotravai worship as war and Mother god, Ayyanar worship as Trade 

god, Maari as rain god, Neeramagalir as river god. Next to KotravaiMudevi was the 

most famous worship found in Tamil sangam literature as “Thavvai”. They have 

worshiped her as Mother Goddess who was holding a Crow’s flag (Crow represents 

ancestors), Donkey as her vehicle (Considered as an auspicious symbol even today by 

traders) , Broom as her weapon (Clears all type of dirt and poverty in humans), Broom 

is considered even today as a symbol of cleanliness & wealth by the villagers. 

Other Names of Mudevi are, 

Thavvai, KariyaSetta / Settai, Maamugadi, Mugadi, Modi, MoothaDevi, 

pazhaiyol, Dhoomavathi, KaakaiKodiyol, Dhoomrakaali, Maayai, Maga Nithirai, 

Ekaveni, OtraiSadaiyal. In Sanskrit she was called as Jyeshta Devi which also means 

elder goddess. 

 

2.65. Thavu – vai – Mother / Sister 

https://www.quora.com/Tamil-language-What-does-mudevi-in-Tamil-mean
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During the Pallava period (8th century AD) it became a famous deity of worship, 

it was a family god (Kula Deivam) for Nandi varmaPallava. Thavvai worship was largely 

seen in Tiruchirappalli and Thanjavur like areas where Agricultural paddy cultivation 

was predominant (Fertile Cauvery basin), She was also worshiped as goddess of safety 

travel and to live a non-lazy and brisk life. She was portrayed as the wife of varunan 

in sangam literature. [Importance of Rain can very well be linked to Agricultural 

fertility and yield]. 

Thavvai worship was famous until 13th century chola period in Tamil Nadu, later 

somehow it was wrongly called as goddess of bad luck, debt and laziness (exactly 

opposite to what she was known for from ancient times), but in ancient times Thavvai 

was goddess of agricultural fertility and wealth, she was an important mother goddess 

of ancient times. She was worshiped as one among the ezhuKannis. The obese body 

structure describes her as most wealthy and fertile god and her nature of being an 

elder goddess, not to be taken as inauspicious god as described in some Sanskrit 

literatures. Inauspicious things would not have attracted a famous status of worship 

from ancient times, it had been told to be goddess of inauspicious and laziness, which 

is not backed by any proof from sangam literatures, 

Thavvai with her son Kuligan and daughter Maandhi: 
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- Thavu-vai has the consonants - the- va - and the original Tamil word is mooththa thaai 

thaeivam – great mother goddess. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the- va - and the original Tamil word is nadavu 

theivam – goddess of agriculture. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the- va - and the original Tamil word is ayaththoan-

in manavaatti - wife of Saturn. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the- va - and the interpretation of the word is 

Dhumadevi – dirty female. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the- va - and the interpretation of the word is 

thooimai kettava - dirty female; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka  

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is thooyava - 

chaste lady. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants -the-va- and the original Tamil word is mooththava – 

elder sister / mother. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants -the-va- and the original Tamil word is vayathaanava - 

old lady. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is vanthi - 

barren woman. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is mantha 

thanamudaiyava – lazy woman. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is ethukkum 

uthavaathava - she is good for nothing; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka  

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is theemai 

thanthiduvaa - she will bring evil. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is nanmai 

thanthiduvaa – she will bring prosperity.  

- Thavu-vai has the consonants -the-va- and the original Tamil word is thudaipa 

mudaiyava [missing letter- pa-]- one with broomstick 

- Thavu - vai has the consonants -the-va- and the original Tamil word is oththai sadai 
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udaiyava [missing letter – sa-] – one with a single plaited hair tuft  

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is maagudi / 

maa- sa-kudi / sada makudam / oththai kondai udaiyava [missing letter - sa-]-

entangled hair formed in to a crown; sooththiram; ka = va; va = ka  

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is vuootti – 

rain. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is vaayatham – 

crow. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants -the- va - and the interpretation of the word is 

vasatham [missingletter- sa-]- ass.  

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is nadavu - 

growing crop. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the- va - and the interpretation of the word is 

Kaithai / kaadu – rice field; sooththiram; ka – va- va; ka. 

- Thavu-vaihas the consonants –the – va- and the original Tamil word is vayakkaadu – 

rice field; sooththiram; ka –va- va; ka. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants -the-va- and the original Tamil word is vaya – k-kaattu 

thaeivam – goddess of rice field; sooththiram; ka- va- va; ka. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the – va- and the original Tamil word is thevu –vu- 

moon. 

- Thavu-vai has the consonants – the- va - and the interpretation of the word is vithu 

– moon. 

- Kuligan has the consonants- ka – la- ka - an - and the original Tamil word is kaliya-nin 

makan - son of Saturn; kaalan-in makan. 

- Kuligan has the consonants- ka – la- ka - an - and the original Tamil word is Keezh 

makan - Saturn. 

- Kuligan has the consonants- ka – la- ka - an - and the original Tamil word is maikoal-

in valayankkal-   rings of Saturn. 

- Kuligan has the consonants- ka – la- ka - an - and the original Tamil word is    
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kalankkan - moon. 

- Kuligan has the consonants- ka – la- ka - an - and the original Tamil word is     

Kuzhakan- son; kula makan. 

- Kuligan has the consonants- ka – la- ka - an - and the original Tamil word is      

Kaalaimukan / kaalai makan – son of the bull. 

- Kuligan has the consonants- ka – la- ka - an - and the original Tamil word is       

vuzhavan makan – plough man; sooththiram; ka= va; va= ka. 

- Maandhi has the consonants – ma- an -the – and the original Tamil word is thaen 

mathi/ thun mathi - moon.  

- Maandhi has the consonants – ma- an -the – and the original Tamil word is 

Thamaniyanmathi - moon of Saturn. 

- Maandhi has the consonants – ma- an -the – and the original Tamil word is 

Pachchimaththoan - in mathi[missing letter- pa-] - moon of Saturn  

- Maandhi has the consonants- ma- an -the – and the original Tamil word is Banu 

mainthan [missing letter- pa-] - Saturn. 

 

 
 
 
Interpretations; 

▪ Thavu-vai was the agricultural fertility goddess of Tamil people  

▪ She was the wife of Saturn.  

▪ Saturn is a slow-moving planet  

▪ Saturn’ s sluggishness was also attributed to Thavu-vai 

▪ Crow was the mount of Saturn and so crow was the mount of Thavu-vai. 

▪ Crow is dark in color as Saturn. 
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▪ The name of the crow in Tamil is kaari and the name of Saturn is also kaari. 

▪ Other mounts of Saturn were horse / elephant, lion, dog, jackal, deer, vulture 

and donkey; hence the lazy donkey was also the mount of Dhumadevi. 

▪ Female ass is called kaari in Tamil; mule is koa- vaeru in Tamil. 

▪ The white hair of the old lady signifies the dry white clouds with no water. 

▪ The goddess as an old lady portrays the cultivated land or the barren land 

▪ The goddess as a young lady portrays fertility. 

▪ The dark color of the goddess depicts the dark clouds filled with water / dark 

uterus - fertility symbol. 

▪ The pot held by the goddess signifies a pot of milk- the breast / pot of water and 

amniotic sac. 

▪ The big belly and big breasts of the goddess signify fertility. 

▪ The big belly and big breasts of the goddess signify fertility. 

 
When the harvest was over the old lady was gathering the remaining spilled grains 

from the floor with the broomstick; then she started shifting them with the winnowing pan. 
A crow after eating the grains over the floor became very thirsty; when the crow was 

about to drink the water from the pot, the old lady threatened the crow with the winnowing 
pan and the crow tumbled the water pot and the all the water from pot flooded on the earth; 
the land became wet; we know that lord Ganesh in the form of a crow had toppled the water 
pot- kamandalam of sage Agastya and the water from the pot became the river Caveri. 

 
The water containing pots are the moons of Saturn [Titan and Enceladus] filled with 

ice/ water. 
 The whole story of Thavu- vai was about bringing water for the agricultural activity 

from the moons of Saturn as she was the wife of Saturn. 
 
Thavu - vai [mother] can be equated with Demeter and Maandhi [daughter] is equated 

with Persephone; Demeter [mother] and Persephone [daughter] were the goddesses of 
agricultural fertility in ancient Greece. 
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 Lord Jesus and His Identity Crisis 

- Jesus has the consonants - sa-[-sa-] -and the original Tamil meaning of the name is 
Saeyon Sivan. 

- Jesus has the consonants - sa - [-sa-] -and the original Tamil meaning of 

the name is Cheeiyan - Murugan. 

- Jesus has the consonants- sa - [-sa-] -and the original Tamil meaning of the name Zeus. 

 

Mary’s immaculate conception of Jesus signifies that he was the son of the sun god. He 

can be compared to Moses who was not aware of his biological parents [Amram and 

Jochebed]. Jesus who got crucified in the cross in Golgotha hills by the Romans/ Jews can be 

compared with Ayyappa and Murugan - the sun gods of the Tamil people who got castrated / 

sacrificed in the hands of Vedic Brahminsin Sabari Malai and Palani Hills. Murugan, Ayyappan, 

and Jesus complained to their original godfather in the sky / mountain about the injustice 

they received from bad rulers who shared the share in improper ways. Murugan / Horus 

Junior and Jesus [Cheiyaan-Murugan] were the sons of the sun god namely Sivan [Zeus- 

Saeyon] / Horus -senior and the ‘God Father’; Murugan is appreciated as a conquering hero as 

he fought against the Aryan people as he is a warrior god; Jesus is appreciated as the 

suffering hero. 

 

 
 

 
2.66. Christianity 
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The birth of Jesus is a myth not only for everyone of us but also for Jesus himself. 
Joseph knew well even before marrying Mary that she was carrying. Mary 

never revealed Jesus, the identity of his true father. When he was eight years old, 

unable to tolerate the criticism of his friends, Jesus went to a synagogue to find out 

his father –godfather, without telling his mother. This running away behavior of 

Jesus exemplifies the beginning of his identity crisis; the running away behavior of 

boys as we see in clinical settings is an attempt of search for the non castrating 

heavenly father; as he was dissatisfied with the atmosphere in the synagogue 

[Sangha].Later, once for all, after a brief period of learning carpentry from Joseph, 

absconded himself from home in search of his original father. When he was thirty, 

his psychological search to find out his true father was over and he returned to his 

home place. He started telling his friends and colleagues, those who made a mockery 

of him in his childhood days, that he had found his true father. When they asked 

about his where abouts he replied to them that he was in heaven and he was the 

only son of his heavenly father. He further explained to them that he was born out of 

a holy spirit which came from his father’s place, the heaven. Soon he started saying 

to the people that if they followed him he would show his heavenly father as he was 

the only son of the heavenly father. When the people asked about the nature of 

heaven, he said that it was far superior to the land in which they lived; more fertile 

than their own lands; his Fathers’s rule was far better than that of their ruler [Roman 

rule]. People over there were happier than the people of Jerusalem. He proclaimed 

that he had never seen his heavenly father in the synagogues. His aggression 

towards Jews showed his reaction towards castration anxiety induced by his 

childhood Jewish friends. His aggression towards the Romans was against a Roman 

soldier who made him an” illegitimate child”. Irked by the statements made by Jesus, 

the Jews took him over to the Roman representatives for a trial that led to his 

sacrifice - human sacrifice -i.e. actual killing by Romans and Jews. The last supper 

signifies sharing the sacrificed animal/ object equally by the siblings. 

 

The Philosophy of Christianity 

Leviticus 4:23 

If his sin which he has committed is made known to him, he shall bring for his 

offering a goat, a male without defect. 

http://biblehub.com/leviticus/4-23.htm
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Leviticus 23:18 

'Along with the bread you shall present seven one year old male lambs 

without defect, and a bull of the herd and two rams; they are to be a burnt 

offering to the lord, with their grain offering and their drink offerings, an offering 

by fire of a soothing aroma to the lord. 

The Passover sacrifice also known as the "sacrifice of Passover", the Paschal Lamb, or 
the Passover Lamb, is the sacrifice that the Torah mandates Jews and 

Samaritans to ritually slaughter on the eve of Passover, and eat on the first 

night of the holiday with bitter 

herbs and matzo. 

Instead of human sacrifice, animal sacrifice was in vogue at one point of 

time in the history of mankind. But then, problems in sharing the “share “among 

the siblings could not be solved. That led to again human sacrifice of both the 

father, and the first born son. Aggression perpetuates aggression and the origin 

of aggression is from fear of castration by improper sharing. To put an end to this 

vicious cycle of human and animal sacrifice, Jesus sacrificed himself. The idea 

behind his sacrifice was to ensure love and peace [Holy Spirit- the preserver - 

Freudian ego] between father /mother [the creator -super ego] and the son / 

daughter / child [the destroyer - id] through proper sharing. The Heavenly father 

includes the mother also; son includes the daughter also. Christianity is not 

against fertility and it is only against castration. The original sin was the improper 

sharing of the shares among the siblings, men and women; but then the original 

sin was misinterpreted later as sexual union and the human birth by placenta. If 

there is equal sharing among the siblings under the guidance of a good father 

there will be an end to the origin of aggression. 

 

Those who wanted a good father, one who was impartial to all siblings 

[both men and women] followed the path of Jesus since he assured them [by 

sacrificing himself] to show a father who never castrates his own children, who 

was in heaven. The heaven which was situated high in the mountains, the lands 

of Kurinji [mountainous forest land] and the plains down the Kurinji mountains 

namely the Mullai - pastoral lands. Jesus was often portrayed as a shepherd in 

the Mullai lands down the Kurinji hills; Apart from that, shepherd also signifies 

http://biblehub.com/leviticus/23-18.htm
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the sun as the master of all goats / cattle- the stars of the sky; In the Mullai lands, 

there was once at least for some time, equal sharing [of milk- because of the 

abundance from cattle] among siblings, men and women and no polygamy under 

the guidance of our good forefathers. The last supper symbolically kindles our 

nostalgic memory of sharing our parents- [Kurunji land - hunters and gatherers’ 

life] body equally after they were dead. Only later, when we were concerned 

about his rebirth [sun symbolism] we started burying. Our father in the highlands 

and the adjoining plains is always concerned about the missing black sheep, the 

sheep which is castrated by others. Such a father can be seen even now in the 

Marutham lands [agricultural society] where “true” democracy prevails which will 

ensure equal sharing of the shares among all. “The wages of sin is death “does 

not signify   the death of human beings as they are born out  dirt / of sexual 

union/ placenta [thrown out of the Eden garden for eating the apple]. If everyone 

tries to castrate another one, this sin will definitely lead to death of the entire 

human population. Hence the original sin is not the sexual union of man and 

woman as many consider and it only signifies castration-killing of Abel by Cain. “If 

a person slaps on your cheek, show him the other side of your cheek” talks 

against violence and aggression. 

We can quote several other examples to prove that the Bible often mentions 

about /against sacrifice or symbolic sacrifice [castration]. When Adam and Eve 

sinned, animals were killed by God to provide clothing for them (Genesis 3:21). 

After the flood receded, Noah sacrificed animals to God (Genesis 8:20-21). 

Abraham’s attempt to sacrifice Isaac signifies the man’s ambivalence about human 

sacrifice [sacrificing the first son].The alternative one, circumcision was only a 

symbolic sacrifice [castration] for which Moses was initially hesitant .The story of 

Cain and Abel signifies the ambivalence / fight of the mankind about the nature of 

offerings to god – animal food [by sacrifice] or agricultural food by the Kurinji 

hunters/The Mullai shepherd people and the Marutham agricultural people. Tamil 

people now offer to the sun god - only a vegetable ‘padaiyal’ [offering] on the day 

of Ponkkal. Cain was not the name of a person; Cain means farmer in Tamil. Cain 

means ‘kaman’ - the farmer. ‘Kamam’ in Tamil means farming. Cain can be 

interpreted as konaan - shepherd also. Abel means ilaiya pillai - younger son; payal 

means shepherd. ‘Pulaal ‘in Tamil means meat; ‘Pulaiyan’ in Tamil means one who 
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deals with meat. Cain must be the second son and the first son of Aadam must be 

Abel [shepherd] since mankind progressed from shepherd life to farmer life. The 

first Biblical human sacrifice was the killing of Abel by Cain which could be the 

original  sin .The sacrifice of Jesus- the Lamb of God in the cross signifies the need 

for the end of human sacrifice. The “Last Supper” signifies equal sharing.   

 
Miracles of Lord Jesus 

After his sermon on the mount, Jesus served two fish and five loaves of 

bread to five thousand people. Jesus in the hill symbolizes our forefather of the 

mountainous forest era - the abode of the sun god. Two fish refers to the sun 

and the moon and the five loaves of bread are the brightest stars [Sirius, 

Canopus, Arcturus, Reigel Kentaurus and Veg] in the sky. As these stars in the 

sky give light to everyone equally without any partiality, whatever we have in 

our hands to eat has to be shared equally by satisfying the needs of all. This is 

the philosophy behind that miracle. Correlating sea fish with the stars over the 

sky is a tradition of the Tamil people. Moreover, fish was the totem symbol of 

Pandiyan kings and the early Christians. When there was the great deluge of the 

Lemuria continent, some sections of The Neithal people/ of the Pandiyan clan 

would have moved to the Middle East to settle in ”Ur”. They would have gone 

there just by walking over the land pieces floating in between the sea water. The 

belief of the local people that Jesus walked over the waters! ” was the nostalgic 

memory of an important event in their past during the great deluge. Similarly, 

making good wine out of water by Jesus in a Canaan marriage is nothing but 

bringing out the secretly kept good wine, exclusively for the late-coming rich 

guests and distributing it to the commons. 

Origin of the symbol - The Cross 

A Cross could simply mean a stretcher / bier to carry a dead body [human 

sacrifice] by four persons. Some say that the cross of Christianity originated from the 

cross of Egyptians who used it to measure the water level of the river Nile. The 

Romans did in fact crucify people on crosses but they were in the form of the letter 

“T “. From the story of Oedipus, meeting his father in a three road cross junction, it 

seems that the cross itself is the three road [two thighs and the belly] junction, 

namely the pubic region. The sacrificed person [suppressed section of any 
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community] on the cross [head down position] symbolizes castration [true sacrifice] 

of that person who became rebellious. Probably this is the reason, Christianity is not 

promoting circumcision and even Moses was against circumcision of his own son. 

Head down position of the original cross [inverted T] has changed into upright 

position as the concept of the circumcised pubic wound has been changed into the 

castrated heart [four road junction- two arms, neck and the belly]. Nailing down of 

Jesus’ hands and feet on the cross and the crown of thorns symbolically means 

nothing but castration. The picture is the Khalid Nabi cemetery - Iran – Golestan 

province. 

 

 
 

Moses and his 10 Plagues 

- Moses has the consonants - ma- sa- -and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is sem – meen- prawn; machcham [Skt] - fish. 

- Moses has the consonants – ma- sa-and the original Tamil meaning of the 

word is paasam[missing letter- pa-] – moss [in the river water]; Pachchai 

Mani; Basu Mani. 

- Moses has the consonants – ma - sa-and the original Tamil meaning of 

the word is Sem –Mani- red star /sun; Maniyan; Saami Aiyyan; Seemaan; 

semmai - red mani - star. 
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It is believed that Moses means ‘one drawn out of water ‘as Moses was 

found by the Pharaoh’s daughter in a basket floating in the river Nile. The 

‘basket floating in the river’ signifies the baby in the uterus floating in the 

amniotic fluid. This is very much similar to the Indian epic story –Maha 

Baratham where Karnan was put in a chest laden with expensive ornaments and 

set afloat in the Ashva river by Kunthi Daevi when she got pregnant by ‘just 

thinking’ of sun god - immaculate conception as Mother Mary. 

Moses, drawn out of water as a child, was not aware of his biological 

father and mother [Aaram and Yocheved]. As his adopted father the Egyptian 

Pharaoh criticized him about his birth, inducing castration anxiety in him when 

he became rebellious, Moses was in search of his original father / forefather / 

godfather / heavenly father who would never castrate his own son. The ten 

plagues with which Moses threatened Pharaoh were nothing but various ways 

of inducing castration anxiety over the king. Water turning into blood by 

stroking with the ‘rod’ was an example for blatant castration of the king. Frogs, 

lice and flies would induce insect phobia [castration anxiety] on anyone. The 

death of livestock was another clear example for “ritual sacrifice”. Inducing boils 

by Moses with spraying ashes was asking his heavenly father – sun god to 

castrate the Pharaoh and his people with his stick namely sunrays and to cause 

sun burns [? pox infection] in the desert land of Egypt. Locusts eating all the 

growth of fertile lands bordering the river Nile, was to give a threat to the 

fertility gods and goddesses of Egypt. Darkness for three days was the longest 

period of the sun losing its visibility during winter solstice. Finally the death of 

the first born clearly indicates the “actual killing “[ritual human sacrifice] by the 

father. To simplify the facts, threats are made to induce anxiety, either death 

anxiety [actual killing] or castration anxiety [symbolic killing / sacrifice]. Calf / 

bull was the totem symbol of the agricultural society of the Egyptian Maruthum 

/ agricultural people as the Marutham people of the Indus Valley. Moses asking 

not to worship calf expresses his aggression towards the totem symbol of  

Pharaoh - the head of agricultural society of the river Nile; again Moses asking 

to look at / worship  the brass snake in Sinai when people were bitten by snakes 

indicates that probably  snake must be his forefather’s totem symbol or fertility 

god. Some say that god Jehovah was a snake initially! Probably Moses would 
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have told his people that the life of humans will continue forever without any 

break as the snake signifies the human placenta/ umbilical cord. Moses got ‘Ten 

Commandments’ from god from the burning bush over the top of the hill- 

Horeb. The burning bush symbolically signifies the sun [god] and its sun rays and 

the mountain signifies the abode of the sun god. Finally Moses himself 

disappeared in mount Nebo as he was the sun god per se; it is said that he died 

at the age of 120 and was buried in Beth peor  [puthaiththa puram; puthai - 

bury ; puram - village ]. 
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Buththan 

Buththan was the first person before Christianity to condemn sacrificial 

killings; however  it is not the whole truth .He criticized the Vedic  priests for 

acquiring enormous wealth in the form of  cows , horses, clothes and gold  

jewels  from the kings  and the common people as the price for conducting  the  

ritual  sacrifice –Yajna ;  the common/ poor people gave their possessions  to the 

priests with the belief that such rituals would bring them prosperity ; that was 

the main concern for lord Buththa. Heunderstood that the suffering of many 

human beings in the world was due to the possession of the “shares”in the 

hands of very few human beings and the resulting improper share of the shares. 

He condemned the possessiveness –the greediness of people and showed the 

humanity, the right paths to avoid possession of money, power, women etc and 

he was very positive of seeing the godfather in the earth, not in the heaven, 

through democracy. His followers particularly the monks and the kings were 

advised to give up their ‘shares’ for the betterment of the needy people/siblings 

;  becoming a priest,   nun or sadhu or fakir or sanniyaasi is not only an act of 

renouncing sexuality but also an act of  giving  up one’s share to the needy  

population ; it is a sad thing that although the priests / nuns  and sadhus are not  

possessing anything  individually ,their muts ,ashrams and the monasteries are 

very greedy in possessing /accumulating anything or everything from the 

common people. 

 

Once I asked an adolescent girl about  Buththa and her reply  was “ I have 

nothing to say about a person who had  deserted  his wife and son  in  one  

midnight all of a sudden !” 

 
 
 
 
 

 

2.67. Buddhism and Islam 
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Islam 
Islam specifically talks about equal sharing of the sacrificed animal by all the 

siblings, among all Muslims. Eid ul-Fitr marks the end of the fasting month of 

Ramadan, which expresses many of the basic values of Islam, empathy for the 

poor, charity, worship, steadfastness, patience etc. It is interesting to watch a 

group of Muslim men eating together from a single plate on festive occasions 

[ensuring equal sharing]. 
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Ramson’s theoRy of  

personality 
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Introduction; 

Ramson’s bio psychosocial personality theory is very simple and easily 

understandable to all (including the clients). Giving /receiving and taking away 

traits, which arise out of insecurity and selfishness form the basis of various 

personalities like paranoid, borderline, antisocial personality etc and various 

psychological problems. In therapy, patients /clients should be taught to rise above 

the level of giving and receiving to a status of an ascetic. Since an ascetic is always 

secure the goal of therapy should be directed towards the promotion of 

development of asceticism at the earliest period of one’s life. 

Sun brings light; dark clouds give” rain to the earth. Reciprocally for 

thousands of years, we “give” respect to nature and worshiped the same as gods!; 

When a river becomes dry we “offer” something to pacify nature; when someone 

gives he becomes a hero; when someone “takes away” he becomes a villain. 

Husband brings money home; the wife in turn gives pleasure to him; when one 

stops giving, then problems arise. 

The essence of the theory is very simple and short i.e. One has many 

personality traits which can be grouped as“ giving traits”, “receiving traits, and taking 

away traits(GRT). These traits in various proportions are based on genetic 

predisposition and one's life’s experiences[castration experiences] which arise out of 

insecurity and selfishness form the essence of one’s personality. In therapy, clients 

should be taught to rise above the level of giving, receiving and taking to the status 

of an ascetic. Insecurity of the people should be alleviated by equal sharing. 

Karl Marx says “when economy is “shared” equally peace prevails”!; Freud 

says equal “sharing” of economy doesn’t make everything!; Carl Rogers says 

“everyone is born to give; everyone has the potential to give”! ; Abraham Maslow 

says that when one has “got” (received) everything is ready to “give” to others and 

to the society. Erich Fromm talks about receiving personality, hoarding personality, 

marketing personality and mature personality types. Erich Fromm calls these 

personality types as social characters; the theory we are going to see is an eclectic 

one i.e. “psycho biosocial” named as Ramsons’ theory of personality or Ramson’s 

 
Ramson’s Theory of Personality (GRT Theory) 
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GRT theory. 

 

Insecurity and selfishness while sharing the “share” among the siblings and 

relatives, lead to the formation of giving, receiving and taking away personality 

traits apart from genetic predisposition. Now we will see how this insecurity and 

selfishness develop in one’s life in various settings. 

   

 

  

Setting 1 0 – 1 yr 

Setting 2 1 – 2 yr 

Setting 3 3 – 5 yrs 

Setting 4 10 yrs 

Setting 5 10 – 20 yrs 

Setting 6 20 – 40 yrs 

Setting 7 20 – 45 yrs 

Setting 8 45 – 64 yrs 

Setting 9 65 yrs 

 
 

In each setting one has to accomplish a task i.e the ability to give 

something and receive something. 

To accomplish the task of giving and receiving in each setting, family 

atmosphere and the social conditions should be congenial. If one is able to give 

Life span is considered in 8 setting 
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and receive with others in the presence of stressors and buffers with adaptive 

bargaining he will develop feelings of security and unselfishness. If the family 

atmosphere and the social conditions are not congenial and if the buffers are less 

and the stressors are more and when the person is unable to give and receive 

with the adaptive bargaining behavior he will develop feelings of insecurity and 

selfishness. 

Example for Adaptive Bargaining Behavior: 

If the husband is unable to satisfy (give) his wife’s financial needs he can 

still continue to have a good relationship with her by satisfying her emotional 

needs which she readily accepts. 

 
STAGE FAMILY 

ATMOSPHERE & 

SOCIAL 

CONDITION 

 
GIVING VS 

RECEIVING 

 
SECURE VS 

INSECURE 

RELATIONSHIP 

 
STRESSORS 

AND 

BUFFERS 

ADAPTIVE 

BARGAINING / 

FAILURE OF 

BARGAINING 

SELFISH / 

UNSELFISH 
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Formation of (development) giving / receiving / taking away traits in different settings 

of one’s life. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Setting I 

 
Task (Ability 

to give / 

receive) 

 
Family 

Atmosphere 

& Social 

condition 

 
Giving vs 

Receiving 

 
Secure vs 

Insecure 

relationship 

 
Stressors 

and Buffers 

Adaptive 

Bargaining/ 

Failure of 

Bargaining 

Selfish / 

Unselfish 

0 to 1 

Year 

Mostly 

biological:  

 

able to 

suckle, 

recognition 

of the 

mother, 

social smile; 

able to see; 

able to hear; 

head control; 

walking with 

support; 

without 

support; 

born without 

any 

congenital 

malformatio

n. 

Mother’s role 

play as the 

care giver to 

the child;  

 

mother 

receiving help 

in child 

rearing 

practices 

from her own 

mother or 

from others; 

baby is a 

welcoming 

one to the 

family. 

Society: No 

discriminatio

n regarding 

the sex of 

the baby. 

Mother feeds 

the baby;  

 

baby is 

comfortable 

by receiving 

milk and 

warmth from 

mother; in 

turn the baby 

develops a 

secure 

relationship 

for his 

survival 

needs by 

maintaining 

eye contact 

and by 

smiling. 

Congenital 

malformation

, delay in 

motor 

development 

and bad 

temperament 

of the child:  

these 

“receiving” 

babies who 

are unable to 

give might 

face rejection 

and neglect; 

although their 

biological 

needs are met, 

their 

emotional 

needs are not 

satisfied; 

poor 

Marital 
Harmon 
Psychoti
c 
mother. 

 
Born as a 

female baby 

in a male 

dominant 

society. 

 
Unwante

d child. 

As the baby is 

receiving it 

learns the art 

of receiving 

day by day by 

giving to the 

mother 

whatever she 

or he has. 

Ramson’s Psycho – bio – social Theory of Personality Organisation 

Formation of Giving / Receiving / Taking away traits 
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mothering 

skills; lack of 

harmonious 

relationship 

with 

husband; 

poor financial 

status of the 

family. 
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SETTING 
II 

 
 

TASK(ABILITY 

TO GIVE 

/RECEIVE) 

 
FAMILY 

ATMOSPHERE 

& SOCIAL 

CONDITION 

 
 

GIVING VS 

RECEIVING 

 
 

SECURE VS 

INSECURE 

RELATIONSHIP 

 
 

STRESSORS 

AND 

BUFFERS 

ADAPTIVE 

BARGAINING/ 

FAILURE OF 

BARGAINING 

SELFISH / 

UNSELFISH 

1 to 2 

years 

Able to 

communicate 

by babbling; 

bladder & 

bowel control. 

Flexible attitude 

of the mother 

towards 

bladder & 

bowel control 

of the child; 

enough 

opportunity to 

communicate 

with parents & 

siblings. 

Delay in 

speech; 

unable to 

walk steadily; 

unable to 

control 

bladder & 

bowel even 

though the 

mother has a 

flexible 

attitude. 

Insecurity 

develops when 

the baby is 

unable to satisfy 

the mother’s 

needs & 

expectations. 

This will lead to 

fear of 

rejection and 

neglect. 

Financial 

status. 

Physical 

deformity. 

Articulation 

problems, 

Difficulty 

in walking. 

Pressure to 

satisfy the 

mother’s 

expectation 

will lead to 

apprehension, 

extra caution 

and rigid 

behavior. 

Not receiving 

proper care 

(bowel bladder 

needs) from the 

mother will 

lead to 

disappointment

, anger and 

aggressive 

rebellious 

behavior. 

Formation of Giving / Receiving / Taking away Traits 
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SETTING 
III 

TASK(ABILIT
Y TO GIVE / 
RECEIVE) 

FAMILY 

ATMOSPHERE 

& SOCIAL 

CONDITION 

GIVING Vs 

RECEIVING 

(at ego level) 

SECURE Vs 

INSECURE 

RELATIONSHIP 

STRESSORS 

AND BUFFERS 

ADAPTIVE 

BARGAINING/ 

FAILURE OF 

BARGAINING 

SELFISH / 

UNSELFISH 

3 to 5 

Years 

Able to give 

and receive 

not only with 

parents but 

also with 

siblings. 

Parents should 

not 

discriminate 

against 

children 

because of 

color, gender 

and age. Child 

should receive 

enough time, 

play with toys, 

eatables etc. 

from the 

parents 

equally; also 

emotional 

care. 

Parents 

discriminating 

their children: 

child feels 

neglected and 

rejected; 

discriminated 

children 

compete with 

other children 

to get more. 

Discriminat

ed children 

feel 

insecure. 

Marital 

Harmony 

Financial 

status. 

 
Unwanted child. 

Orphanage. 

Physical 

deformity.  

 
Speech 

problem. 

Anger and 

jealousy will 

lead to temper 

tantrums; 

Secure 

children start 

developing the 

ability to share 

with co-

children. 

Formation of Giving / Receiving / Taking away Traits 
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SETTING 
IV 

TASK 

(ABILITY TO 

GIVE / 

RECEIVE) 

FAMILY 

ATMOSPHERE 

& SOCIAL 

CONDITION 

GIVING VS 

RECEIVING 

ECURE VS 

INSECURE 

RELATIONSHIP 

STRESSORS 

AND BUFFERS 

ADAPTIVE 

BARGAINING/ 

FAILURE OF 

BARGAINING 

SELFISH / 

UNSELFISH 

5 to 10 

Years 

Ability to give 

and 

take,emotion

ally, socially 

and 

recreationall

y (apart from 

the family 

members) 

with 

neighborhoo

d boys & girls 

Marital 

harmony 

between 

parents; good 

neighborhood 

relationship; 

adequate space 

in the house; 

and enough 

play [out door] 

articles in the 

house; 

discrimination 

against female 

sex; children 

growing in 

slums near 

wealthy areas. 

Parents 

expect that 

their 

children 

should 

comply with 

certain 

family rules 

and 

regulations 

like control 

of anger, 

temper 

tantrums 

and 

adjustability 

with 

neighborhoo

d boys and 

girls. 

Insecurity 

arises among 

children who 

are unable to 

adjust with 

playmates; 

discriminated 

children in 

slums start 

developing 

insecurity. 

Dyslexia. 
 
Intellectual 

dysfunction. 

 
Marital 

harmony. 

 
Broken 

Family. 

 
Alcoholic 

spouse. 

Low income. 
 
Racial / caste. 

discrimination 

 
Physically 

Handicapped. 

 
Loss of / death 

of parents. 

 
Single parent. 
 
Psychotic 

parent. 

Joint family. 
 
Special 

schools. 

Insecure 

children 

develop 

inferiority 

complex, 

rivalry, anger, 

aggression, 

jealous 

feelings, 

interpersonal 

problems and 

quarrels with 

co-children; 

secure 

children will 

be hard 

working; 

competitive in 

nature; 

sportive; able 

to identify 

their talents 

and 

weaknesses; 

try to 

understand 

ethics and 

morals ;some 

playmates will 

become 

permanent 

friends. 

Formation of Giving / Receiving / Taking away Traits 
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SETTING 
V 

TASK 

(ABILITY 

TO GIVE 

/ 

RECEIVE) 

FAMILY 

ATMOSPHERE 

& SOCIAL 

CONDITION 

GIVING Vs 

RECEIVING 

SECURE Vs 

INSECURE 

RELATIONSHIP 

STRESSORS 

AND BUFFERS 

ADAPTIVE 

BARGAINING/ 

FAILURE OF 

BARGAINING 

SELFISH / 

UNSELFISH 

10 to 

20 

Years 

In order to 

give to the 

family and 

to the 

society 

one has to 

acquire 

many 

skills like 

good 

education 

and 

occupatio

n. 

Parents should 

have adequate 

income to help 

the boy or girl 

to have a good 

education. 

Society should 

give enough 

and equal 

opportunities 

for all children 

to have a good 

education. No 

discrimination 

on the grounds 

of colour, 

language, 

gender, caste 

and financial 

status. 

When the 

parents are 

giving good 

educational 

support the 

boy or the 

girl is 

unable to 

study well; 

society 

denies 

education 

for some 

children; 

ready to 

give his / 

her 

masculinity 

/ femininity 

to the 

opposite 

gender. 

Insecurity on 

the part of the 

poorly 

performing 

school boy or 

the schoolgirl / 

the 

discriminated 

children; When 

physical 

appearance is 

not up to the 

level of 

expectation of 

society 

insecurity 

develops over 

body image 

concept. 

School failure, 

dyslexia/agraphi

a. 

 
Artistic talents. 

Sports 

activities. 

Youth/spor

ts clubs. 

 
Harmonio

us family. 

 
Broken family. 
Alcoholic 
father. 
Racial / caste 

discriminatio

n. 

 
Father / mother 

– second 

marriage. 

Insecure 

children will 

go for rivalry, 

apprehension

, worries, 

gossips, ; 

paranoid 

ideas, when 

getting 

discriminated 

against; 

Identity 

problem 

arises; 

Unable to 

give thorough 

education the 

boy indulges 

in impulsive 

love making. 

 
 
 
 
 

Formation of Giving / Receiving / Taking away Traits 
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SETTING 
VI 

TASK 

(ABILITY 

TO GIVE / 

RECEIVE) 

FAMILY 

ATMOSPHERE & 

SOCIAL 

CONDITION 

GIVING Vs  

RECEIVING 

SECURE Vs 

INSECURE 

RELATIONSHIP 

STRESSORS AND 

BUFFERS 

ADAPTIVE 

BARGAINING/ 

FAILURE OF 

BARGAINING 

SELFISH / 

UNSELFISH 

20 to 45 

Years 

 
young 

adultho

od 

Ability to 

share i.e. 

(give / 

receive) 

with the 

life 

partner, 

parents 

and 

children. 

Educational 

level of the 

couples; 

husband 

employed / 

wife 

unemployed; 

Wife highly 

qualified / 

husband under 

qualified; 

income (high 

/low) of the 

family; 

unemployment

; society should 

give enough 

opportunity for 

exhibiting 

multivarious 

talents of the 

young adult 

apart from 

conventional 

regular 

professions 

(like music, 

dance, writing, 

painting, 

sculpture). 

Couples should 

mutually satisfy 

their emotional, 

sexual, financial 

and social needs; 

society is not 

giving enough job 

opportunities for 

the youngsters. 

When the 

emotional 

needs of a 

wife are not 

met she will 

develop 

insecure 

feelings; 

Unemployed 

youths feel 

insecure in the 

society. 

Higher 

education. 

 
Being 

unmarried. 

 
Unemployed. 

 
Children with 

physical 

deformity / 

Mental 

retardation. 

 
Healthy 

Romantic 

relationship 

 
Reading 

habits. 

 
Racial and 

caste 

discrimination. 

Accidents. 
 

Transfer / 

migration. 

Insecure wife 

may develop 

worries,apprehe

nsion, fear, and 

suspicion and 

finally 

interpersonal 

problems 

between 

husbands wife 

arise leading to 

marital 

disharmony. 

Insecure, 

unemployed 

youth may 

develop 

aggressive 

tendency 

towards the 

society, family 

members, mood 

swings, suicidal 

wish, and drug 

abuse. 

Rebellious and 
antagonistic 
behavior 
towards society 
and certain 
groups of 
people in the 
community. 

Formation of Giving / Receiving / Taking away Traits 
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Setting VI; the young adult male has to give and receive with his spouse, children, 

parents and siblings. For that the society should give enough opportunities to have 

good education and employment. If he “gives'' money to his parents and siblings, 

his wife might develop insecurity and selfishness. If he doesn't even give emotional 

satisfaction to her she might develop paranoid ideas (fear that some female would 

take away her husband when she is unable to bargain because of lack of beauty). 

The buffers are good education, employment, high income etc. The stressors are 

unemployment, racial discrimination in job and education, too many children in the 

family etc.. 
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SETTING 
VII 

TASK 

(ABILITY 

TO GIVE / 

RECEIVE) 

FAMILY 

ATMOSPHERE 

& SOCIAL 

CONDITION 

GIVING VS 

RECEIVING 

SECURE VS 

INSECURE 

RELATIONSHIP 

STRESSORS 

AND 

BUFFERS 

ADAPTIVE 

BARGAINING

/ FAILURE OF 

BARGAINING 

SELFISH / 

UNSELFISH 

45 to 65 

years 

middle 

adultho

od 

Ability to 

give not 

only to 

the family 

but also 

to the 

society for 

what he 

has 

received 

so far. 

Gender, 

education, 

income & 

caste should 

not be a 

barrier in this 

task. 

Conflict arises 

between 

husband and 

wife whether 

to give to their 

own children 

or to the in 

laws or to their 

brother’s, 

sister’s, family 

or society. 

 
(Gandhi’s 

son’s 

allegation 

towards him 

to be 

remembered 

here; compare 

Gandhi’s 

family vs 

Nehru’s 

family). 

The adult is 

unable to 

give to his 

own 

parents for 

what he 

has 

received 

from them. 

 
Husband is 

unable to 

satisfy the 

financial 

demands 

of the wife 

& 

educationa

l needs of 

the 

children. 

Insecure 

relationship of 

the adult with 

his wife and 

children leads to 

midlife crisis. 

Some might get 

more than 

what they 

deserve; others 

can sell 

themselves for 

more than 

what they're 

worth; some 

may not be 

able to give 

what they 

have– all these 

will add more 

fuel to midlife 

crisis. 

Husband 

and wife 

becoming 

friends. 

 
Good 
income. 

 
Childre

n’s 

educati

on. 

 
Health 

problems 

like 

diabetes/ 

heart 

diseases/ 

hypertensio

n. 

 
Governm

ent job. 

 
Own House. 

 
Death of 

spouse. 

 
Loan. 
Promoti
on. 

Insecurity will 

lead to 

tension, 

apprehension, 

suicidal wish, 

alcohol abuse, 

extra marital 

affair, gossips 

and 

pathological 

jealousy. 

 
When the 

adult is 

satisfying his 

parents, wife 

and children 

stronger 

bonding 

develops 

among family 

members. 

Altruistic 

tendencies 

start 

developing. 

Formation of Giving / Receiving / Taking away Traits 
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SETTING 
VIII 

TASK 

(ABILITY 

TO GIVE / 

RECEIVE) 

FAMILY 

ATMOSPHERE 

& SOCIAL 

CONDITION 

GIVING VS 

RECEIVING 

SECURE VS 

INSECURE 

RELATIONSHIP 

STRESSORS 

AND 

BUFFERS 

ADAPTIVE 

BARGAININ

G/ FAILURE 

OF 

BARGAININ

G SELFISH / 

UNSELFISH 

Above 

65 

Years 

Ability to 

accept 

the reality 

about 

what he 

has 

received 

and what 

he has 

given. 

Society should 

give approval 

for what one 

has done 

(awards, 

medals) and 

financial care 

like pension if 

the children are 

not looking 

after them. 

One should be 

cared well by 

their children 

emotionally 

and medically; 

even now the 

grandfather 

/ grandmother 

can play a 

significant role 

in the family 

taking care of 

the 

grandchildren / 

and also 

guidingthe 

society. 

Children 

not giving 

proper 

care; one’s 

creativity 

has not 

been 

approved 

by the 

society. 

One is given 

good care by the 

family and 

society; family 

and the society 

have approved 

his contribution 

well. 

Having 

propert

y 

/Pension. 
 

Having 

childre

n. 

Husband / 

Wife alive 

Old age home 
 

Health 

problems/dea

th fear. 

Declinin

g vision. 

 
Loss of 

memor

y. 

Loss of 
hearing
. 
Joint problem. 
Daughters not 

yet married 

Reading habit. 
Empty 

nest 

Syndrome 

Insecure 

persons may 

develop 

despair, 

aggression, 

worries, 

jealousy and 

suicidal 

ideas. Secure 

people will 

have a Sense 

of 

satisfaction, 

happiness 

within 

themselves 

and the 

ability to 

accept the 

inevitable 

death;one 

becomes 

more 

ascetic. 

Formation of Giving / Receiving / Taking away Traits 
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Giving / Receiving / Taking away traits and Psychopathology 
As insecurity and selfishness [result of improper sharing] lead to shaping 

up of personality traits of an individual, his genetic vulnerability will result in a 

particular form of mental illness when he is under stress. 

Giving traits and psychopathology 
 
    
 

 

3.3. Giving / Receiving / Taking away traits and 
Psychopathology 

 Giving Traits and Psychopathology 
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2.   Receiving  Away Traits Psychopathology 
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3.   Taking  Away Traits Psychopathology 
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Giving / receiving and taking away traits are also seen in Cattell’s 16 

personality factors and Eyseneck’s extroversion and neuroticism. 

 

 
 
  Outgoing   More interested in giving / receiving with others 

  Reserved    More interested in giving / receiving within oneself or in a closed 

      group. 

 

More intelligent  More capacity to give, receive and take 

  Less intelligent  Less capacity to give, receive and take 

   

Stable    Clear / conclusive / certain while giving / receiving / taking 

  Emotional   Ambivalent to give, receive and take regarding where to give /  

how much to give / when to give / how to give 

   
Assertive   “I can give!” 

  Humble   “Shall I give?” 

   

Happy - go - lucky    “giving”, receiving and taking without keeping any accounts 
      For what one has received / given. 

  Sober      Always keeping accounts for what one has “given” and “received”. 

   

Conscientious    Giving, receiving and taking based on ethics, human values and  
   moral Values etc., 

  Expedient     Goal oriented while giving, receiving and taking; i.e  “end is more  

      Important than ``means''. 

   

Bold      Courage to give and receive / take 

  Shy      Lack of confidence while giving, receiving and taking 

 

3.4 CATTELL’S 16 PERSONALITY FACTORS 
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Tender Minded    One can bargain with such people while giving and receiving.  

  Tough minded     one can’t bargain with such people. 

 

  Suspicious     Such people have fear that someone will “take away”their 
      belongings, while giving / receiving. 

Trusting     Believing others while giving and receiving / selling. 

 

  Imaginative     Creativity and novelty while giving and receiving. 

Practical     Reality oriented while giving and receiving 

 

  Shrewd   Cunningness while giving and receiving. 

Forthright   Frank / straight forward while giving / receiving. 

 

Apprehensive  Anxious while giving, receiving and talking. 

Placid    Cool while giving, receiving and taking 

 

Experimenting   To give / receive more new things. 

Traditional     Giving and taking with available things or matters. 

 

Self sufficient   Relies on oneself while giving, receiving and taking 

  Group – tied    Relies on others while giving, receiving and taking 

 
Controlled     Cautious / careful while giving, receiving and taking. 

  Causal    Spontaneous / un premeditated while giving, receiving and taking. 

   

Tense      Tensed while giving, receiving and taking. 

  Relaxed     Relaxed while giving, receiving and taking.   
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Paranoid Personality; 

Persons With paranoid personality will have a morbid fear that others will 

“take away” their belongings – wife, life, pride, properties. 

Projection; 

Projection is explained in the following way; 

“I want to “take” away from him!”; “No! No! I don't want to take ! ”; “he  

only wants to “take away” from me!” 

Schizoid Personality; 

“Giving” and “receiving” happen within oneself (i.e. in fantasy) in such a 

proportion as the client loses touch with the surroundings. 

Schizotypal Personality; 

People with schizoid personality believe that they can “get” (receive) what 

they want or to get away (not to receive) with something, which they try to do it 

through manthiram, thanthiram [trick] and enthiram (black magic, telepathy, ESP) 

which are all based on pseudoscience. 

Emotionally Unstable / Impulsive Personality; 

Emotionally unstable personalities are born to “give!” In fact they will “give” 

indiscriminately; if their emotional needs are not met reciprocally they will become 

extremely furious! ( to take away); Sometimes these people will have a sense of 

omnipotence; example; “I can do (give) everything; “I have all the potential for that”; 

“I did it in the past”; “I will do it in the future also”; “ no one can beat me!”; at other 

times these people will have a sense of devaluation. Example; “I cannot do (give); I 

never had the potential for that; neither I did In the past; nor I  can do in the future; 

I surrender before you!” These emotionally unstable people also have the idea of 

omnipotence of the capacity of others or devaluation of their potency. Example; 

when he “receives” everything from another person, he will say “you are my God; 

3.5. Giving / Receiving / Taking away behavior 
in different Personalities 
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When he doesn’t receive he will say “you are a cheat; I have never seen such a mean 

fellow like you!” 

 

Antisocial Personality; 

A person with antisocial personality thinks that “society has not “given” 

anything to me”; “hence I will take away from you!” (stealing, looting, rape). 

Selfishness of people is an antisocial trait; these people are only bothered by what 

they get (receive) and are not concerned about what they have to give. 

Selfishness leads to possessiveness and when the passion becomes a vice, 

possessiveness will become a great danger to the wellbeing of the society. Although 

antisocial, borderline and hysterical people have more possessiveness than others; 

the borderlines will be longing for human relationships rather than money and 

power. 

Hysterical Personality; 

People with hysterical personality  believe that they have only their physical 

beauty to give to others and to society; they give themselves to society through 

drama, movies, dance etc. 

“Beauty Contest”; On the stage, there are hysterical seeking attention by giving 

their body (exposing to others); in the dais, among the audience,there are many 

personalities including borderlines, hystericals, narcissists; behind the stage there are 

many antisocials who “sell” the contestant’s beauty for their own interests; outside the 

auditorium are some borderlines who are protesting against the beauty contest; some 

obsessive compulsives will be writing articles against the contest in the newspapers 

and the anxious depressives will be the readers! 

Obsessive Compulsive Personality; 

The people with obsessive compulsive personality will “give” accurately for 

what they have “received”. These people will always have self-doubt whether they 

have given properly or received accurately which will lead to “obsessive brooding”. 

Avoidant Personality; 

People with avoidant personality will have fear that they will be critically 

evaluated while giving / receiving, which results in their avoidant behavior. 
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Depressive Personality; 

People with depressive personality will be worried about their inability to 
“give”; they will be always lamenting about what they have lost (taken away by 
others); they will weep for what they have “received” (bad life events) or for what 
they have not received. 

Dependent Personality; 

The person with a dependent personality has all the potential to “give” but 

he needs someone’s help (to feel secure) to bring about his potential. 

Narcissistic Personality; 

The people with narcissistic personality will make lot of hues and cries 

whenever they “give” something to others or to the society; they think that they 

have the power, potentials and rights to give to the society and consider themselves 

as the ‘chosen people’; these people identify themselves with great celebrities; The 

chosen people of India are the Aryan Brahmins who consider themselves as the 

agents between the devotees and the gods and they believe that they only know 

the language of god; it is ridiculous to say that the  omnipotent gods know only one 

language i.e Sanskirt when the common devotees  know at least  2 or 3  languages. 

Passive Aggressive Personality; 

The one with a passive aggressive personality shows /gives his / her aggression in a 
“covert” way. 
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Anxiety: 

Anxious brooding is actually giving and receiving within oneself. When one is 

“insecure” he wants to get it immediately and wants to ward off the (not to receive) 

perceived stress /threat which makes him anxious. Generalized anxiety is 

ambivalent about, when to give/ receive, where to give/ receive, how much to give 

/ receive, how to give / receive, to whom to give, to give or not to give either in the 

present or in the future. 

Depression: 
When there is stress/threat, the person feels “insecure” and his thinking will 

be in the following way: 

“I can’t give”; no one will “receive” when I give!”; “I have lost “everything!”; 

“Everything is taken away from me” 

Suicide: 

Egoistic Thinking :  “You don’t deserve to get from me!” 

Anomic Thinking : “no one “receives” from what I have!” 

Altruistic Thinking :  “let me lose (giving) my life so that others can 

receive it!” 

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder; 

This is giving and receiving in the most perfect, methodical way without 

emotional element (isolation). The compulsive ritual is to undo the (not to receive) 

perceived threat which is a magical thinking. 

Phobia; 

Excessive/ irrational fear of receiving a threat. 

Hysteria; 

Ambivalence in giving and receiving, leads to hysterical symptoms. 

3.6. Giving / Receiving / Taking away traits and 
Psychiatric disorder 
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Mania: 

There is omnipotent power to “give” 

Schizophrenia; 

Giving and receiving within oneself is called fantasy. When it is happening to 

a greater extent with loss of reality touch (living in his own world) leads to 

hallucinations and delusions. 

 
Giving, receiving and taking away personality traits in relation to sexual 
behaviour 

The one with a paranoid personality will “give” sexual pleasure frequently to his spouse 
with the idea that she might not “receive” sexual pleasure from others. 

The one with emotionally unstable personality will give sexual pleasure to many 

indiscriminately and in that process he might give or receive H.I.V infection. 

Obsessive people are known misers and highly concerned about hygiene. Imagine 

how much pleasure they give to their partners! 

Imagine a hysterical wife who is frigid (not giving sexual pleasure) because of the 

fear of losing her beauty and her paranoid husband. 
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The aim of our life is not only to be happy but also to make people around us 

happy. One can attain happiness by having (receiving) wealth and love. If everyone 

seeks (giving and receiving) wealth and love based on humanism (more than virtue, 

ethics, moral values and legal systems) the whole community will be happy. If 

people forgo humanitarian values, and there is no proper sharing, insecurity, 

selfishness arises and hence peace will suffer and psychosocial problems will erupt. 

Renunciation of receiving traits with eventual disappearance of taking away traits 

and ultimate promotion of giving traits to the greatest extent possible with loss of 

awareness of ‘giving’ is the way of attaining the status of asceticism. 

The interrelationship amount personalities 

Anything that is selfish is antisocial! All the personalities have antisocial traits 

to some extent. Antisocial personalities are making the world insecure by their 

extreme selfishness and possessiveness. No one has the courage to fight with the 

antisocial except few borderlines. The obsessive personalities are the umpires. In 

fact the whole world is revolving because of the eternal fight between the antisocials 

and the borderlines. (Bushs on the one side and Bin ladens on the other side). 

Unable to give/receive in the presence of antisocials many become anxious 

depressives while some become withdrawn with suspicion and they live in their own 

world and they are the schizoid, schizotypal and paranoids. Every one of us being a 

part of the society should have guilt by making our fellow man schizoid and 

paranoid. Here we are reminded of the ideas of Thomas Szasz! If someone commits 

suicide or homicide we are also partly responsible for that! 

 

 

3.7. Therapy 
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Insecure World 

 

 
          

Note;  The antisocial traits are getting  more and more higher  in cluster C than cluster A.    
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CONCLUSION 
 

Man is insecure by nature which makes him selfish. To make him 

secure, society has been formed. In a society where everyone seeks wealth and love 

only through virtue; where every one’s problems are considered on humanitarian 

grounds; where no one is conquering others; where every one is understood by 

others; where there is equality among men and women; where there is no 

discrimination; every member of such a civilized society will be having mature 

personality and they will be “ascetic”. If not, the society has to be satisfied with 

many Bushs’ and Bin Ladens’ and the eternal fight between antisocial and the 

borderlines will continue forever! 
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